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ABSTRACT 

The present study consists of four main parts. 
Part One presents an introduction and provides a general 
background on time and tense for the subsequent parts; 
it specifies the nature of the problem being investi- 

gated and outlines the research approach; definitions 

of basic terms and concepts are given at the end of 

this part. 

Part Two deals with the various aspects of the 

English tense system. Chapter One describes the tests 

and the resulting data that constitute the corpus 

which the analysis of English tense is primarily based 

on. Chapter Two consists of a survey and criticism of 

related literature. Chapter Three presents a suggested 

re-analysis of the English tense system. Chapter Four 

discusses the phenomenon of expansion in English verbs. 

A transformational description of tense and aspect in 

English is then suggested in Chapter Five. Finally, 

Chapter Six presents a detailed inventory of functions 

of English verbal forms. 

The Arabic tense system is discussed in detail 

in Part Three which also consists of six chapters. The 
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research data are described and briefly analyzed in 

Chapter One. Chapter Two presents a survey and critique 

of related literature. Chapter Three puts forward a new 

analysis of the Arabic tense system and Chapter Four 

describes the major sub-systems within the overall tense 

system: discussed under sub-systems are phenomena such 

as double orientation, simultaneity, duration, repetition, 

shiftings, and sequence. In Chapter Five, a transforma- 

tional description of the Arabic tense system is outlined 

and discussed. The main analysis of the Arabic research 

data is carried out in Chapter Six where functions of 

Arabic verbal forms are described in detail. 

Part Four of the study makes use of the findings 

of parts Two and Three by carrying out a contrastive 

analysis of the English and Arabic tense systems in 

order to define and explain sources of potential diffi- 

culties for Arab learners of English. A special formal- 

functional contrastive technique has been devised and 

applied in the comparison. At the end of this part, 

a detailed inventory and a general inventory of learning 

problems are listed. Part Four ends with some recommenda- 

tions for better teaching and suggestions for further 

research on the subject. 
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A major characteristic of the present study is 

its detailed analysis and description of the important 

role which temporal adverbials play in the tense systems 

of English and Arabic both in deep and surface struc- 

tures. Another basic feature is the economical and 

consistent analytical approach which relates tense and 

aspect in the surface structures of both English and 

Arabic to formal markers represented by affixes (prefixes, 

infixes, and suffixes). The concept of ttenseme', the 

transformational descriptions for both English and 

Arabic tense systems, the detailed inventories of 

functions, the classifications of these latter into 

systematic and non-systematic, the new contrastive 

technique, and the inventories of learning problems 

are prominent among the other contributions of this 

study. 
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PART-ONE, 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 



CHAPTER ONE 

THE. PROBLEM, AIM, AND APPROACH 

(A), The Problem 

It. has been found. by linguists and language 

teachers that the most difficult part of learning any 
language is its verb system. Learning a foreign language 

is largely learning how. to handle its verbal machinery 

properly. 
' Verbs are consequently the central focus 

of the activities of the linguist, the pedagogist, and 

the learner. Verbs in any language convey several items 

of information. In English, for example, they indicate, 

among other things, person, mood, tense, number, and 

voice. The core of any verbal system, however,, is what 

can be loosely referred to as the 'time-reference' of 

verbs. Communication, the ultimate objective of language, 

would be impossible without the expression of such con- 

cepts as anteriority, posteriority, and simultaneity of 

various actions in time. These concepts are primarily 
indicated by the tense system of verbs in most languages. 

There has-been a lack of clear understanding of 

the question of tense in language. Traditional-grammar- 

ians, as well as many modern language teachers, have 

completely identified tense with time. On the face of 

1F. R. Palmer, A Lin uistic stud of'the English 
Verb (London: Longmans, Green and Co Ltd, 1965)v p. -1 

2 
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it, this might seem plausible, but a careful analysis of 

tense and its functions shows-that-this identification 

gives a very distorted picture of any tense system. The 

philosophical or logical time that is often regarded as 

composed of three main temporal fields; that of past, 

present, and future, is not necessarily formally paral- 

leled in language in this tripartite way. Languages vary 

in this as some do have these three divisions of time 

formally marked in their systems, whereas others have 

completely different divisions or different combinations of 

these three temporal divisions. 2 

In English, for example, the subject of tense 

has long been a controversial one. Traditional grammar- 

ians may have as many as thirty tenses, 3 
whereas modern 

linguists have drastically reduced the number to only 

two tenses: past tense and present tense -a view which 

has not yet received wide recognition and understanding, 

especially by teachers of language and school grammar- 

ians. We still, for example, read about a 'future tense' 

and a 'present perfect tense' as well as many other 

labels rejected by modern English linguists. This, the 

John Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguis- 
tics (Cambridge: The University Press,, pp. 305-b 

30n 
page 5 of A Modern English Grammar (Heidel- 

berg: 1931, Part IV), Jespersen mentions that Palmer's 
Grammar of Spoken English has 26 tenses and Sheffield's 
Grammar and Thinking as 30. 
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present writer feels, is due to a lack of consistent 

and sound theoretical framework for the subject of 

tense as well as due to the failure of efficiently in- 

corporating many useful findings of theoretical linguis- 

tics in the field of teaching and learning languages. 

In Arabic, the native language of the writer, there is 

virtually no modern treatment of tenses at all. Almost 

all verb analyses in Arabic have been carried out more 

in terms of Latin'than Arabic. 

(B) Aims of the, Study 

This study aims to carry out research in the 

field of linguistics, with a special interest in applied 

linguistics. The research material is English and Arabic 

and the research topic is verb tenses in both languages. 

Modern theories of linguistics have not yet been 
I 

applied to describe and analyze Arabic except in very 

few cases. Moreover, the subject of tense in English is 

still controversial and far from being exhausted. 

The objectives of the present study are the 

following: 
r". 

1, Re-analyzing the tense system of English in the 

light of the latest advances in linguistics, espe- 

cially transformational grammar, and in terms of 

both theoretical and applied linguistics. 

2. Analysing the tense system of Arabic descriptively. 
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This analysis is again" to be "in line 'with the ', late st 

theories and approaches in modern linguistics with 

an ultimate relevance to applied': linguistics. 

3. Carrying out `a contrastive `analysis"of the'`tense 

systems of English and Arabic to'discover formal` 

and distributional differences and similarities 

between the two. The findings of-this contrastive 

analysis are then made use of'towards the identifi- 

cation`and interpretation of learning'problems. - 

(C) The Research Approach 

1. The general trend of the research approach in the 

present study is from the general to the particular. 

The best way to understand any linguistic part, it 

is believed, is first to describe the whole which 

that part belongs to. Thus the description of the 

tense systems of both English and Arabic is preceded 

by a broader introduction on time, order, and aspect. 

The tense system of each language is then viewed 

against this broad and relevant background. In line 

with this approach, specific tense forms in each lan- 

guage are only discussed after the general framework 

of that tense system has been first presented and 

analyted. 

2. Though forms are the primary tools of linguistic 

analysis, many linguists hold that meanings can 
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legitimately be used as auxiliary classificatory 

means (Palmer, pp. 6-8). -. It has inýfact been said " 

that the main difference between-theoretical and. 

applied linguistics is that the former uses formal. 

criteria of analysis only whereas the latter admits 

both formal and semantic criteria to the process-of 

linguistic analysis. 
4 

As this study is ultimately related to applied 

linguistics, it has recognized meaning as a research' 

tool. Reference to meaning should not be despised in 

linguistic circles as'long as formal criteria are 

given the primacy in analysis and forms are the basis 

on which any semantic classification rests. In fact, 

even the most so-called formal analyses cannot com- 

pletely be carried out without some resort to meaning. 

'Formal' studies in morphemics offer the best exam- 

ples of such use of semantics where the researcher 

classifies the morphemes of an unknown language on 

the basis of the reaction of a , native speaker as to 

whether two forms in a minimal pair are semantically 

the same or different. 

3. The approach of the "Prague School" of linguistics 

has been found very useful and promising. It has been 

largely used in the analysis of both English and 

4W. E. Bull, Time Tense, and the Verb (Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1968), p. 110 
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Arabic tenses in the present study. 

According to this approach, -a whole language or 

any 'of its systems could be analysed ' in terms of the 

principle of binarity, i. e. that a language is com- 

, posed of sets of binary'pairs in which one member'of 

the pair is 'marked' while the other is 'unmarked'. 

Vachek, one of the prominent members-of the'School 

of Prague, explains how the principle of binary 

oppositions can be applied to the fields of morpho- 

logy and syntax in these words: 

While the marked member of the opposition .. 
signals the presence of a certain feature (this 
time, a grammatical one), the unmarked member does", 
not signal the absence of that feature, but rather 
signals nothing about its presence. In other words, 
the unmarked member does not signal whether that 
particular feature is present or not. It can, of 
course, happen that in some specific situation it 
turns out to be necessary to assert the absence of 
that feature and that the unmarked member is used 
for this purpose, but this is only a special case 
of the use of the me3ber, a special case must not 
be generalized upon. 

Roman Jakobson, a pioneering leader of the 

School, has used this approach of binary oppositions 

successfully-in the analysis of the Russian verb. 
6 

5Joseph Vachek, The Lin istic School of Prague 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press,, pp-84-85 

6See "Russian Conjugation, " word, IV (Dec., 1948), 
pp. 155-167 ; and Shifters, Verbal Cateories and the 
Russian. Verb.. (Cambridge,, Mass.: Department o , Slav p, 
Languages and Literature, Harvard University/ 195j I 
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This approach, as will be shown later, has a great 

relevance to the question of tense in both English 

and Arabic. It has much to offer towards the solution 

of many problems in this respect. 

4. It is the view of the present study that functions 

are the product of forms in positions. Thus, the 

functions of various tense forms are deduced from 

observing these tense forms in natural contextual 

environments. Moreover, it is believed here that the 

reductive approach in linguistics is more productive 

than the expansive one, i. e, to analyse whole utter- 

ances into their components is more conducive to the 

understanding of these components than when the 

latter are studied separately or when the direction 

of the analysis is reversed. 

For all this, a corpus of more than five thousand 

sentences has been collected as written responses 

from a fairly large number of native speakers of 

English and Arabic. This corpus has been analysed for 

functions of verbal forms in English and Arabic and 

for their co-occurrences with temporal adverbials. 

5. Chomsky's transformational theory of language which 

was originally presented in his book, Syntactic 

Structures, and later adapted by. him as well as by 

-other transformationalists has also been found rele- 

vant to the present research. It has consequently been 
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' used to analyze tense forms in both 
. 
English. and 

Arabic. lam' _, p 

Structural linguists lay, a great emphasis on the 

absolute necessity of separating. the, three levels of 

phonology, morphology, and 
, 
syntax in any linguistic 

description. This rigidity of. separation, however, is 

not so much adhered to by the transformationalists. 

These two generally recognize . 
three levels of . 

lin- 

guistic analysis, though for them they, are the phrase 

structure level, the transformational structure level, 

and the morphophonemic level. Nevertheless, trans- 

formationalists are not against mixing levels.? 

One of the fruits of this transformationalist 

approach to language, relevant to the present study, 

is the pioneering and promising attempts in the field 

of investigations into the relationships between 

semantics and syntax. Transformational theories assert 

that the phonological or the graphical component of 

any utterance is the product of the underlying phrase 

structure, or P-rules, of that utterance. The rules 

of the transformational level help to ? filtert the 

surface structure, i. e. the phonological component, 
from its basic deep structure, i. e. its phrase 

7R. L. Allen, The Verb System of Present-Dny 
American English (The Hague: Moutonann Co., 19 , p. 83 
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component. The semantic component of any utterance, 

according to such theories as that of Kato and Postal, 

is to be directly deduced from the phrase structure. 

Thus the deep structure comes to be the foundation 

for both semantics and syntax. 
8 

Such theories of what is sometimes called 'gen- 

erative semantics' are found to be of use in the 

present study. Consequently, this research will 

suggest a. transformational approach to. the under- 

standing of tense forms and. meanings in both English 

and Arabic. 

8 See J. J. Katz and P. M. Postal, An Integrated 
Theory of Linguistic Descriptions (Cam r dge Mss.: 
The M. I. T. Press, 1965). 



CHAPTER TWO 

TIME AND ORDER 
A 

(A) Introduction 

According to the Oxford Dictionary, the word 

'time' etymologically comes from the root (t3) which" 

means to stretch' or 'to extend'. The Dictionary also 

gives general time the following defintion: "The inde- 

finite continuous duration regarded as that in which the 

sequence of events takes place. "1 The Encyclopaedia 

Britannica gives a similar definion of time as "a basic 

concept that deals with the occurrence of events. "2 

Modern science holds a more sophisticated view 

of time. Physicists regard time as the fourth dimension 

of objective reality. They also give 'time' some speci- 

fie qualities. According to them, time is characterized 

by being (a) linear, (b) infintely durational, and (c) 

divisible into an infinite number of parts that are of 

an infinite variety of magnitudes (Bull, p. 4). 

In less sophisticated terms, time can also be 

viewed as that quantity which clocks are used to measure. 

As a working definition for the present study, however, 

time is viewed as a bidirectional duration which has no 

definite end on either side and in which events are"" 

The Oxford Dictionary, Vol. XI, 'p. 37 
2Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol. 21, p. 1159 

11 
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measured relative to each other or to some real or hypo-- 

thetical point of reference. 'According to this defini-, 

tion time is an ever-moving entity which is-extended'on 

both. sides of the simultaneous present moment which is 

itself-'a rapidly fleeting point that is always moving 

forward. To--view time as 'bidirectional' is to enable 

us to talk about past events, or to go back, in time, as 

it-were-0 Yet, for the purposes of -linguistic' study, -as 

well as'for other practical purpöses, time, may be con-- 

sidered as a forward-moving line withýthe-present moment 

at its centre. 

(B) Kinds of Time 

There are various kinds of time systems, such as 

the rotational time-system. which includes-lunar time, 

solar . time,. and sidereal or. -equinoÄial time, and which 

is based on measuring the passing of time by the real 

or apparent motion of some celestial bodies. Another 

system is the ephemeris system in which-time is based 

on the revolution of the earth about-the-sun. Then there 

is the atomic time system where time is based on the 

quantity of change that takes place within the atoms. 
3 

The-kinds of time that are linguistically rele- 

vant are,: however, 'personal time ', and . 'public timet. 

3For 
a detailed discussion cn each of. these time 

systems, see Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol. 21, 
pp. 1159 - 11 
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Personal time, or as it'is sometimes called the 'psycho- 

logical time', is the time-which is based on the indi- 

vidual's. emotions. 
4Personal 

emotions are used as a yard- 

stick of measurement of time. Such words as 'long' and 

''short', when applied to describe periods of time, are 

really expressions of the individual's emotions and 

state'b Spending many hours chatting with somebody we 

love is a 'short' time whereas waiting for five minutes 

at the bus-stop may seem a very 'long' time indeed espe- 

cially when one is already late for an important 

appointment. 

This flexibility of personal time has made it, -- 

necessary for all advanced civilizations to agree upon 

some other time to be measured by a more stable yardstick. 

Various periodic events have been used for this purpose. 

However, the two most common ones are the rotation of 

the earth on its axis and its rotation about the sun. 

The regularity of these events are used by members of 

advanced societies to 'time' their own activities in 

relation to. Thus, clocks and most other time-measuring 

instruments are nothing but substitutes for the cosmic 

phenomenon of the earth moving round itself and round 

the sun simultaneously. Such time units as 'hour', 

'minute', 'month', 'year', etc. are consequently to be 

4The terms personal time and uric time are 
adopted from W. E. Bull, op. cit., p. 4 
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seen as public-time measurement periods. 

(C) Order Relations in Time 

It is obvious that all events take place in time 

and take time to take place. The temporal relationships 

between any two events or between any one event and'a 

point of reference can only be one of the following 

three order relations: (a) anteriority, (b) simultaneity, 

or (c) posteriority. That is to say, an event can either 

precede, co-occur with, or follow another event or a 

point of reference. The-Encyclopaedia Britannica has' 

this to say on order relations in time: 

There is a definite order in which any two nonsimultä- 
neous events occur at some location. If A and B are 
such events, either A occurs before B or B occurs be- 
fore A. Between two nonsimultaneouý occurrences there 
is a lapse of an interval of time. 

Consequently, it becomes apparent that order, 'like time, 

is bidirectional in nature. It is also important to 

point out that no order relationships in time are possi- 

ble without the existence'of a point of reference and 

a sense of direction.. -' 

(D) Measurement in Time 

The temporal location of any event (E) in relation 

to a point of reference (P) has just been said to be 

either anterior,. simultaneous, or posterior. Moreover, 

the temporal distance between any F and any P could also 

5Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol. 21, p. "1159 
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be measured in various ' ways : 

One way of measurement is by using 'a unit that 

consists of a temporal quantity, which, has no direction, 

such as 'an hour', 'a week', 'five minutes',, etc. By 

combining one of'the order relationships with: such a'-- 

temporal quantity, 'both the temporal-location and dis- 

tance of an B in relation to 'a P could be measured, e. g'.. 

'an hour ago', 'after a week', 'right now', etc., Thus 

in a sentence like 'I saw him an hour ago', the eventx 

'seer is shown to be earlier the'present point of 

reference by the presence of the morph 'ago'. The-tem- 
6 

poral distance of E from P can however only be measured 

by the temporal quantity 'an hours. 

Another way of measuring the temporal distance 

of any E from any P is by the use of calendar units of 

time. This is because the temporal position of such units 

as 'yesterday', 'tomorrow', 'next week', -119701, 'today', 

Plast February', etc. is previously' determined and 

agreed upon as part of the fixed periods of public time. 

Thus in the English sentence 'I-saw him yesterday', -the 

morph saw indicates that the event see took place before 

the present point of reference whereas the morph y ester- 

daytells us more about-the temporal location or its 

distance from 'now', 

6It 
will be shown at a later chapter that the 

verb saw also contains another 'earliernesst morpheme. 
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The third way of measurement is by using points 

of time as can be read on the face'of a clock or any 

mechanical time=measuring device. This is so because 

all events actually take place at some time. Thus, if-.,., 

that time. of occurrence could only-be given an agreed- 

upon label and if the point of reference is determined, 

the distance of E from P could then be easily calculated. 

In the English sentence, 'I shall go at ten o'clock, ' 

for example, E is known to take place after the P, 'now', 

by the presence of the morphs shall and go together. 

But howmuch later than`now'can, only be known from the 

temporal point 'at ten o'clock'. 

It thus seems that the time-honoured conviction 

that verbal forms indicate the times of occurrences of 

events cannot be accepted without some qualifications. 

Verbal forms in English, for example, do certainly tell 

us about whether an event is viewed from a point at pre- 

sent or a point in the past. They also tell about the 

order relation of that event to this point. But the time 

of occurrence as such seems to be only indicated by ad- 

verbials of time, as has just been observedýin the sen- 

tences given above. Bull's remark that "no LSpanish1 

tense form locates an event in time" (Bull, p. 62) is thus 

justifiable and seems to be equally applicable to English 

and Arabic and it might indeed be a linguistic universal. 



CHAPTER THRED 

DEFINITIONS AND DELIMITATIONS, 

(A) Definitions 

The following terms and concepts are basic in the 

discussions of the present study. It is thus imperative 

to define them at this early stage. 

1. Tense 

The English word 'tense' derives from the Latin 

word temDus which means ttime' in English. It is. gen- 

erally agreed among grammarians and linguists that 

tense is a characteristic of verbs in most languages. 

As a grammatical category, however, tense has been 

given many definitions by various writers. 

Otto Jespersen defines tense as "the linguistic 

expression of time-relations, so far as these are 

indicated in verb forms. "1 John Lyons also agrees 

that "tense has to do with time-relations", and adds 

that 

the essential characteristic of the category of 
tense is that it relates the time of the action , 
event, or state of affairs referred to in the sen- 
tence to the time of utterance (the time of utter- 
ance being 'now'). (Lyons, p. 304) 

B. M. Strang offers a somewhat similar definition when 

she defines tense as "any of the forms in the 

IOtto Jespersen, A Modern English Grammar (Heidel- 
berg: Carl Winters Universit tsbuchandlung, 1931), 
Part IV, p. 1 

17 
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conjugation of a verb which serve to indicate the 

different times at which the '! action' is viewed as 
2 happening or existing. ', Similarly, Simeon Potter 

defines tense as a "verbal form indicating whether 

the action or state is viewed by th: ý'speaker as past, 

pre sen:, or future. 1"3 In the same vein, R. A. Close 

points out that "in tenses we are concerned with 

aspects of ACTIVITY and aspects of TIME. "4 A more 

formal definition of tense is the one given by 

R. L. Allen., Allen uses the term 'tense' to refer to 

"all the different possible forms of verb-clusters 

(such as may be found in a complete paradigm'of one 

verb" (Allen, p. 114). 

Provisionally, tense is defined at this stage of 

the present study as the formal indication of the 

notional temporal fields (i. e. past, present, future) 

in the verbs of any given language. A more elaborate 

definition will, however, be worked out at a later 

stage in the study. 

2. Aspect 

The category of aspect has been defined, rather 

2B. M. Strang, Modern En lish Structure (London:. 
1962)t p. 126. 'Tun er ping is mine i 

3S. Potter, Language in the Modern-World-, (Middlesex: 
Penguin Books Ltd., 1968)$ p. 213. 

4R. A. Close, English as a Forei Language (London: 
George Allen and Unwin Ltd., .12, p. 70. '' 
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ambiguously, by Strang as "any one of the several 

groups of forms in the conjugation of the verb which 

serve to indicate the manner in which the 'action' 

denoted by the verb is considered as'being carried 

out,, (Strang, p. 126). Allen defines aspect as the speak- 

er's way of 'looking at' a Predication that he makes" 

(Allen, p. 219). 

In the present'study, 'the term aspect is mainly 

used to refer to the relationship of an action/state 

in time to a given point. of reference. Aspectual 

relationships for English and Arabic are specifically 

defined here as those of anteriority, simultaneity, 

and posteriority. Traditionally, the first variety 

of aspect is often referred to as that of perfection 

or completion whereas the last two together are said 

to represent imperfection or incompletion. John Lyons 

points out that "like tense distinctions, these ... 

have to do with time; but (as Hockett puts it) with 

the 'temporal distribution or contour' of an action, 

event or state of affairs, rather than with its 'loca- 

tion"in time' 11 (Lyons, p.. 315) 

3. Mood 

A mood in grammar has been defined as "a set of 

one or more grammatical devices for 'marking' senten- 

ces according to the speaker's commitment with respect 

to the factual status of what he is saying" (Lyons, 307) 
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Lyons also mentions that "mood, like tense, is. fre- 

quently realized by inflecting the verb or by modi- 

fying it by means of. 'auxiliaries', " and adds that 

"the categories of mood and tense may 'intersect'An. 

various ways" (Lyons, p. 307). 

In the present study, however, the term 'mood' 

is only used in English in. reference with such aux- 

iliaries as will, shall, may, can, should, *must, dare 

and need. These auxiliaries are here called modals 

and verb phrases that are introduced by. them are 

said to indicate some mood. Allen points out that a 

verbal phrase in English may also be said to exhibit 

quasi-mood if it includes one of the following sec- 

ondary auxiliaries: be going to, be able to, have to, 

have got to, us` ed to, Id better, and td rather" 

(Allen, p. 258). 

In the case of Arabic, on the other hand, the 

term mood is used here in reference to the three 

syntactically-conditioned modal endings /-u,, -a, -0/ 

which are attached to the non-past verbal base to 

indicate the indicative, subjunctive, and ussive 

moods respectively. Thus the verb /yaktub-/ 'writes', 

for example, could assume any of the following modal 

forms in Arabic: 

/yaktubu/ = indicative mood 

/yaktuba/ = subjunctive mood 

/yaktub/ = jussive mood 
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4. Verb 

Plato is believed to be the first who classified 

a class of words as 'verbs'. He defined the verb as 

'? a sign expressive of an action. ""5 Then came Aristotle 

who seems to be the first to associate verbs with 

time-reference. He defined the verb as any meaning- 

ful sound which carries the notion of time and of 

which no part has any meaning by itself (Dixon, p. 31). 

The Greek grammarian Dionysius Thrax defined the 

verb as a part of speech without case inflections, 

but with inflections for tense, person, and number, 

indicating'an activity (Dixon, p. 43). In his book, 

What is Language?, Robert Dixon is perhaps right in 

pointing out that definitions of the verb "changed 

very markedly from Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics 

to'Thrax, but have been relatively far more constant 

since then" (p. 44). 

Modern linguists and grammarians seem to give 

less consideration to definitions as such. One of the 

few recent definitions of the English verb is that of 

James Sledd presented in his book, A Short Introduc- 

tion to English Grammar. 
6 

In it, he defines a verb 

5R. W. Dixon, What is Language? (London: Longmans 
and Co., 1965), p-31- 

- 
6J. Sledd, A Short Introduction to English Grammar 

(Chicago: 
. Scot , Forseman and Co., 1959 . 
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as. "any word belonging to an inflectional series 
'which marks the difference between present and past 

tense and whose members will fit into a pattern like 

sing , sings, sang, sung, singing or play, plays, 

played, played, playing" (Sledd, p. 73). R. L. Allen also 

tries a definition for verbs. Verbs, he says, are 

"lexemes that can occur as the nuclei of verb-. clus- 

ters (i, e. clusters occurring in V positions) and 

that have three time-oriented forms and three non- 

time oriented forms" (Allen, p. l01). The two defini- 

tions of Sledd and Allen, it may be noticed, are not 

much differit though Allen's is perhaps needlessly 

more complex. 

For all the practical purposes of the present 

study, Sleddts definition mentioned above is adequate 

for English. Consequently, it is here adopted as a 

working definition throughout the coming discussions. 

As far as Arabic is concerned, a verb is similarly 

defined here as any form that belongs to an inflec- 

tional series like /katab/, /yaktub/, /kätib/, 

/maktüb/ or like /näm/, /yanäm/, /nä? im/, or like 

/tarjam/, /yutarjim/, /mutarjim/, /mutarjam/ in which 

the first two members of each series indicate the 

difference between past and non-past. 

5. Verbex 

A verbex is a verb that has temporal orientation 
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and is normally marked for that.? In both English 

and Arabic, all finite verbs are verbexes. Formally, 

they assume either the present-tense or the past - 

ternse forms. Thus the first two forms in English and 

Arabic verb series like the ones given above are 

verbexas since they are formally marked by tense 

markers-to be oriented either to a past point of re- 

ference or to the present moment of utterance of the 

sentence in which the verbexes occur. 

6. Verbid 

Verbids are verbs that lack temporal orientation, 

i. e. that are not formally marked by tense morphemes. 

Yet in both English and Arabic, verbids do formally. 

indicate temporal relations of anteriority, non- 

anteriority, simultaneity, or posteriority by special 

aspectual markers. 

Most verbs in English have six forms in their con- 

jugations. The verb write, for *example, has the, follow- 

ing six forms: I write , he writes, I (he) wrote, I 

have written, he is writing, and we shall write. The 

first three forms, i. e. write, writes, and wrote are 

verbexes whereas the last three,. viz. written, writing, 

and write are verbids. 

? The terms verbex and verbid are adopted from 
Jespersen's A Moo ern English Grammar on Historical 
Principles quoted in full earlier. 
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In Arabic as well, any rerb in a verbal series 

that is not a verbex is a verbid. Thus forms like 

/nä.? im/ and /maktiib/, often referred to as the active 

and passive participles of /yanäm/ (sleeps' and 

/yaktub/ 'writes' respectively, will also be called 

ver ids in the present study. 

7. Verbal Cluster.. 

.A verbal, cluster is any verbal phrase, i. e., a 

group of words usually made up of one or more aux- 

iliaries plus a verbid, that can replace or be re- 

placed by a single verb in any sentence. 

S. Verhex Cluster 

A verbex cluster is any verbal phrase that can- 

replace or be-replaced by a single verbex in any 

sentence. ,_ 

g. Verbid Cluster 

A verbid cluster is', defined here as any verbal 

phrase that can-replace or be'replaced by a verbid 

in any sentence.. 

10. Root 

A root in Arabic is a 
continuous 

consonantal mor- 

pheme which generally has a lexical meaning of its 

own. The linguistic reality of roots in Arabic can 

be verified by the special patterning rules that 

govern the distribution of the components, often 
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called the radicals, within a given root. 
8. 

- 
The majority of roots in Arabic are triliteral 

like JKTB1, which is the common root of a long list 

of related words, e. g. /KaTaB/, '(he, ) wrote,!, /yaKTuB/ 

'(he) writes', /KiTäB/ 'a book',, /maKTaBa/ 'a book- 

shop, a library', etc. Quadriliteral roots, however,. 

are not uncommon in Arabic. They can be seen in verbs 

like /TaRJaM/ 'translated',., /Ba9THaR/ ', scattered', 

etc. 

11. Stem 

A stem in Arabic is a combination of a root mor- 

pheme and a vowel morpheme. Different voweleEpatterns 

may intertwine with the same root to form different, 

stems that all share a common core of semantic identity 

brought about by the lexical meaning of their common 

root. Thus /katab-/, /-ktub/, /kätib/, /-ktüb/ are all 

verbal stems of the verb 'to write' in Arabic. They 

are all the product of a combination of the root 

iKTBj with different patterns of vowel morphemes. 

Vowel morphemes generally assume the function of 

"specifying the grammatical role of the stem, past 
tense of the verb, singular or plural of noun, active 

8For 
a discussion on these rules, see: (a) J. H. 

Greenberg, "Patterning of Semitic Verbal Roots, " 
Word, 6,1950, pp. 162-181, and (b) Gustav Herdan, 
"T e Patterning of Semitic Verbal Roots Subjected to 
Combinatory Analysis, " Word, 18,1962, pp. 262-268. 
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or passive participle, verbal nouns and the like. "9 

12. Affix 

Affixes are continuous morphemes added either 

before or after verbal stems in Arabic. Thus theýverb 

/yaktub/ '(he) writest is made of the stem /-ktub/ 

plus the pre-stem affix, i. 'e. prefix, /ya-/; 'whereas 

the verb /katabtü/ '(I) wrotet consists of the stem 

/katab-/ plus the pronominal suffix /-tu/. 

Pronominal affixes added to verbal stems all 

share the grammatical function of specifying the per- 

son, number, and gender of the subject and/or object 

in Arabic. -Moreover, the presence or absence of pro- 

nominal prefixes specifically helps to indicate dif- 

ferent verbal time aspects, as will be explained 

later in the study. 

13. Base 

A base in Arabic is a verbal stem plus a prefix 

and/or a suffix. Thus all the following are consider- 

as verbal bases here: /katabna/ '(we) wrote', ed 

/katabat/ '(she) wrote', /raktubüna/ '(they) write', 

/? aktub/ t(I) write', etc. 

_9Salih 
J. Altoma, The Problem of Di loesia in, 

'Arabic (Cambridge, 'Massac use s: Harvard Univers ty, 
Press, 1969), p. 3.1. 
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iB) Delimitations 

1. The main objective of the present study being an '`- 

investigation of the indication of time and order in 

the verbal system, the main topics under consideration 

here are the two categories of tense and aspect. Tem- 

poral adverbials are also analysed since 'their co- 

occurrences with different verbs help to specify var- 

ious temporal locations in both English and Arabic. 

Mood is only mentioned in so far as it relates to 

tense and temporality. Other grammatical categories 

that: are also indicated by verbs in both English and. 

Arabic, such as person, number, and voice are not 

dealt with here since they are irrelevant to the indi- 

cation of temporality as such. 

2. It is not the purpose of this study to analyse and 

discuss all the morphemic qualities. and peculiarities 

of the English and Arabic verb systems. Such pheno- 

mena are studied only as far as-they are relevant to 

the analysis of the tense structure. Neither is it 

the objective here to describe the irregularities. and 

idiosyncracies of all sub-classes of verbs in the 

tense systems of the two languages. The objective is 

rather to present and analyse the general structure 

and the overall framework of the two tense systems. 

3. En, dish in the present study is represented by modern 
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standard'English. All the sentences used throughout 

the, study as well as the data of all the three 
. 
tests 

given in the course of-the-research are. sampl, es-. from 

modern written English. On. the other hand, by Arabic 

is. here meant Modern Literary Arabic which is a 

modernized . version of-Classical Arabic found mainly 

in the written form and is-only used in -its spoken 

form in. a. limited number of formal occasions. 

4. Sentences-provided by the data of the, tests -given to 

a number of native speakers of English. and.. Arabic are 

mainly made use of in the final chapters in Parts Two 

and Three respectively. In other chapters, 
-of 

the 

study, examples are either especially made.. up -by. the ,; 

writer or quoted from other-writers. In all cases,., 

however, examples are always checked. against the, usage 

of. some educated native speakers, of,. English and, Arabic 

respectively. 

5. According to. the accepted practice in Arabic and 

Semitic studies, the past form of the simple trilit- 

eral verbs conjugated for the masculine third person 

singular is used, in this study as a representative 

of other conjugations and other types of verbs. More- 

over, as a cover-symbol for all triliteral verbs in 

Arabic, the verb , /fa9al/ , and its - various 'conjugations 

are traditionally-used by Arab grammarians.. These'- 

again will be made use of in the present study as 
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a practical convention. 

6. Case endings in nouns are usually not included in 

the transliteration of Arabic sentences throughout 

the study, as these are irrelevant as far as tem- 

porality is concerned. On the other hand, modal end- 

ings of verbs are indicated in the transliterations 

only when this is considered relevant to the point 

under discussion. 

7. The transliteration system used for Arabic is same 

as that used by Ziadeh and Winder. 10 However, two 

modifications have been introduced: the symbol '9' 

is used for the voiced pharyngeal fricative instead 

of the symbol 141 used by Ziadeh and Winder. Secondly, 

the symbol '? ' is used in the present study for the 

voiceless glottal stop instead of the symbol '''. The 

full list of the transliteration symbols and their 

Arabic originals is as follows: 

Arabic Symbol Transliteration 
S 

4- b 

LI-- t 
4+ f th 

j 

10Farahat J. Ziadeh and R. Bayly-Winder, An Intro- 
duction to Modern Arabic (Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1957), pp. 3-14. 
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.. Arabic Symbol 

L 

J 

J 

J 

.J 

Transliteration 

h 
ih 

d 
dh 

r 
z 
s 
sh 

V' 

I 

Jt; 

c. s 

t3 

.J 
J 
r 

u 

i 
S 
N 

ýr 

U 

r' 

gis= 

s 

t 
Z 

9 

gh 
f 
q 
k 
1 

m 
n 
h 

w 
y 
a 
u 
i 
a 
ü 

i 
aw 
ay 



PART-TWO' 

THE ENGLISH TENSE SYSTEM 



CHAPTER ONE 

DESCRIPTION OF CORPUS AND TESTS 

(A) Description of Corpus 

The analysis of the English tense system present- 

ed here has. been primarily based on formal criteria. 

There are, however, many means by which verbal forms, 

can be obtained for linguistic research. One way of do- 

ing it is when the investigator resorts to his own know- 

ledge of a certain language as the main source of ob- 

taining specific linguistic forms and samples for anal- 

ysis in that language. A second, approach is by elicit- 

ing responses from one or more native speakers of that 

language. A third means still is by analysing some writ- 

ten texts chosen at random in that language. 

Each of the above-mentioned procedures for get- 

ting data has its advantages and disadvantages. The 

first carries, the risk that the linguist might be driven 

by some personal preference to justify, and even to 

create, some 'ungrammatical' linguistic samples. The 

second procedure is especially risky when the research- 

er does not himself know the language he is trying to 

analyse and thus may not at all get what/lies looking for 

from his informants. The third procedure has the obvious 

shortcoming that no text, no matter how extensive, can 

be exhaustive, The best procedure thus seems to be one 
32 
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that makes use of what is good'in all the three without 

necessarily falling in the traps 'of any of them: `- 

The present study, consequently, ` obtains the`lin- 

guistic forms necessary for analysis 'by a. procedure 

which is an amalgamation of all the three mentioned "'- 

above. To obtain a fairly representätive"cörpüs, with'a 

large variety of verb forms relevant'"tö 'this study, 'the 

present writer constructed two tests and'gave them to 

about one hundred'and fifty'native speakers of English 

from among the students of Glasgow University. To these" 

tests, 3289 sentences were received as written''responses. 

Even with this large corpus, it was not unexpect- 

ed to find that certain verb forms were only represent-' 

ed by few instances or even completely missing. The pre- 

sent writer thus had to make up sentences of his own to 

illustrate certain points. Such sentences, however, were 

always checked against the usage of-educated native' 

speakers of English before being finally used' as- a piece 

of evidence. For the same reason, the usage of other 

writers and analysts was sometimes quoted. Even here, 

however, checking against the usage. of other native 

speakers was the-policy. 

(B) Description of Tests 

1. Test One 

(i) objective: One of the accepted facts in the field of 

testing today is that a good test has to distract 
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the attention of the, subjects frcu,,, she point 

that is specifically tested. This makes the re- 

sponses more normal and genuine. as far.. 
, as . the 

point. tested is concerned. Thus, though the ulti- 

mate aim of this test was to obtain as many verb 

forms as possible and in normal contexts, it did 

not specifically ask about verbal usage but about 

the usage of some conjunctions-instead. The parti-11 

cular conjunctions asked for in the test were not 

haphazardly chosen, however. They all in fact have 

a strong relevance to the'subject of tense and 

'time-reference' in English, as they belong to 

that category of conjunctions traditionally called 

'temporal conjunctions'. 

(ii) Format: Use e,, 

in a sentence 

will include: 

dinate clause 

in that order 

ach of the following conjunctions 
r y' 1 'fa" 

of your 'own. Each of your sentences 

a temporal conjunction +a subor- 

-a main clause; NOT necessarily 

however. 

1. soon after 2. ' all the time that 

3. as long as 4. just as 

5. as often as 6. long before 

7. during the time that 8. every time that 

9. the first time that 10. from the time that 

11. to-the time that 12, no, sooner -f 

13. now that 14, once 
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15. since the time that 16. the moment that 

17. the sooner 18. throughout the 

whole time that 

19. until 

21. when 

23. while 

20. up to the time that 

22. whenever 

24. as 

2. Test Two 

(i) Objective: The objective of this test was to 

complement the previous one by eliciting as many 

and as various verb forms as possible. This test, 

however, was more controlled than the first one 

in that it provided the subjects with some cues 

to the desired responses. Yet the subjects still 

had the freedom to select one of many possible 

verb forms for each cue. This freedom of selection 

can be verified by the variety of responses re- 

ceived from the various informants in respect of 

each sentence, 
1 

(ii) Format: Re-write the following sentences after 

giving the verbs in parentheses their most suit- 

able forms in the light of the hints given oppo- 

site each sentence. You MAY add adverbials of 

time to the sentences if y ou feel that any verbal 

'The data of this test are also used in 
Chapter Six in the study for another purpose. 
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/ý 

form alone does not bring out the meaning of its 

hint. Temporal adverbiale are like 'tomorrows, 

'in the morning', 'when he arrived!, 'after he 

comes', 'at ten o'clock', etc. 

1. I (leave). /at a specific point in the 

FUTURE/ 

2. He (leave).. /at a specific point in the 

PAST/ 

3. They (read). /right now/ 

4. He (come) here. /a habit that is still the case/ 

5.1 (leave). /after aý specific point in the 

6. We (come) by 

bus. 

PUTURE/ 

/general PAST/ 

7. Light (travel) /general fact/ 

faster than sound. 

8. I (see) this 

film. 

9. She (arrive). 

10.1 (talk) to 

him. 

/indefinitely before the preS- 

'ent time/ 

/indefinitely in the FUTURE/ 

/before I met you/ 

11. John (finish). /before a specific point in 

the FUTURE/ 

12. She (leave). '/before a specific point in 

the PAST/ 

13.1 (meet) him. /two hours after we parted/ 
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14. He almost . 
/right now/ 

(. finish)., 

15. He, (smoke) an old. habit , 
that Is no 

.. x. a lot. longer the case/, 

16. We left to-. 
. 
/at,. a time later than that 

Bether but ... of. the first verb/ . 
(arrive) at 

our destina- 

tion sepa- 

rately. 

17. He (study), 

18. He (work) 

hard, 

19. He (leave). 

20. I (open) the 

door. 

21. He (read). 

22. He (listen) 

pi Ct .. 

/when, I. arrive d/ 

/nowadays/ 

/indefinitely after. the... pre - 

.. s ent moment/ 

/right 
. now/. -. .. 

/when you arrive tomorrow/ 

/now/ 

to music.. 

23. He (read). /all day yesterday/ 

24. I promised /at a time later than that of 

that I (go). the first verb/ 

25. We., (leave) _,., /_after we meet tomorrow/ 

together. 
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(C) Analysis of Responses 

It is perhaps needless to say that verb forms 

were analysed in light of the criterion of their 'time- 

reference'. Thus verbids and verbid clusters, as-well 

as. pure. modal verbal forms. were not ind 
. uded; sat�this: . 

point of the study. 
2 Besides, verbal markers such as 

those of person and voice were considered as irrelevant 

to the question-, of-tense. Consequently, verbs like 
,et 

and eats; on one side, and verbal clusters like is eat- 

ing, and is being eaten, on the other, were"grouped`to- 

gether'as having the same time-reference. ' 

Using the'verb to write as a cover-symbol, the 

following table shöws both the FORMS of verbs and verb- 

al clusters-and their FREQUENCY of occurrence in the 

corpus. The frequency count is only meant to be indi- 

cative and suggestive of the occurrences of these verbs 

and verbal clusters rather than to be precisely repre- 

sentative of these occurrenees. 

2For definitions of verbids and mo dals, refer 
to Chapter Three of Part. One. 
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TABLE 1 

ANALYSIS OF TYPE AND FREQUENCY OF VERBAL FORMS 

FOUND IN THE DATA OF TESTS I AND II 

No. Model Verbal Form Frequency Total 
st I Tes 

1. write / writes 746 199 945 
2. wrote 2192 318 2510 

3. has/have written 156 55 211 

4. had written 173 32 205 

5. will/shall write 317 238 555 

6. would/should write 30 118 148 

7. is/am/are writing 29 178 207 

8. was/were writing 220 95 315 

9. has/have been writing 13 4 17 

10. had been writing 2 5 7 

11. will/shall be writing - 15 15 

12. would/should be writing I - 1 

13. will/shall have written 1 52 -53 
14. would/should have written 2 7 9 

15. will/shall have been - - - 
writing 

16. would/should have been 3 - 3 

writing 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE ENGLISH TENSE SYSTEM : 

RELATED LITERATURE AND CRITIQUE 

(A) Introduction, 

Table 1 on page 39 shows that there are the, `�. 

following verbal forms directly relevant to-the system 

of tense in English: 

write / writes am/is/are-writing 

wrote 

have/has written 

will/shall write 

will/shall have written 

would/should have 

written 

was/were writing 

have/has been writing 

will/shall be-writing 

would/should have been 

writing 

Though missing in the corpus, English does have the 

verbal phrase will/shall have been writing which will 

fill up the gap on Table 1 and in the diagram above. 

A cursory look back at the above two columns of 

verbal forms. would show that in each case the verbal 

form in the second, -; column is basically same as its oppo- 

site form in the first column,. as far as, 
Iezi 

is con- 

cerned. Forms like those in the. seconc, column above have 

long been discussed by various grammarians under such 

labels. as progressive (Kruisinga), continuous (Onions), 

definite (Sweet)t'-or expanded'(Jespersen and Allen). 

40 
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Such forms are the subject of a detailed analysis in 

Chapter Four of this study. So, , 3f we lay them aside for 

the time being, we are only left with the forms of the 

first column in the paradigm above. 

We may also notice that there are formal varia- 

tions among some of the forms in the first column of the 

paradigm, such as between write and' wr, 'will write 

and shall write, has written and 'have written, etc. Such 

formal variations are to do with person and number but 

have nothing to do with time. Thus if we take 'the first 

form of each group in the first column asa cover symbol 

for all the forms in the group, we will be left with the 
bask 

following EIGHT xen*mdaQ verbal forms in English: 

WRITE 

WROTE 

HAVE WRITTEN 

HAD WRITTEN 

WILL WRITE 

WOULD WRITE 

WILL HAVE WRITTEN 

WOULD HAVE WRITTEN 

The question of tense has thus become quite delimited. 

It is now primarily a question of analysing both the 

forms and functions of these-verbal forms within normal 

contexts so as to construct a tense system structure that 
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explains the linguistic"behavi'öürr and formal character- 

istics of the'above-mentioned eight forms. Such a tense 

structure, however, has also"to correspond to the native 

speakers'`intuitive feelings about their usage of such 

forms. - 

(B) 'Time' in the English Tense System 

It has perhaps become apparent from what has 

been said so far that the question of tense is connected 

with the segmentation of time in the experience of, the 

speakers of any language. It is thus pertinent to_give 

a brief survey of 'time' as segmented and reflected in 

English. This is particularly necessary when we come 

to realize that 'time-references is at the heart of all 

tense systems and that different segmentations of time 

contributtto different tense systems in various languages. 

A reference has already been made to the logical, 

and philosophical divisions of time, i. e. past, present, 

and future. Theoretically, however, it might also be 

necessary sometimes to refer to actions that take place 

'after' or 'before' any of the three principal points 

of reference in the present, past, and future.. Thus,, 

logically, the time hypothetical line can be diagram- 

matically represented as follows: 

Before After 'Before After Before After - 
PA'ST PRE SENT FUTURE 

Diagram 1 
The Temporal Line 
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'Thus a completely logical-and a totally specialized 

tense system would have nine different forms, with each 

to be useUin reference to one of the hypothetical points 

on the above temporal line. However, analyses of various 

and unrelated languages have shown, as Bull has concluded, 

that there rarely is a one-hundred-per-cent logical 

tense system in human languages (Bull, p. 24). Some lan- 

guages may use one form to cover two or more temporal 

points or fields. Other languages may have a different 

segmentation of time altogether. The future, for example, 

may be combined with the present to form one temporal 

field that may be called the non-past as opposed to the 

past, or the past and the present may be : merged to form 

anon-future time field as opposed to future (Lyons, 

p. 305). Some other languages may even do away altogether 

with the segmentation of time as it is known to us. Such 

languages are often referred to as 'tenseless' languages. 

Hopi, as Whorf reports, is an example of such rare lan- 

guages. 
' 

To go back to the paradigm of verbal forms on 

page 41, we can see that English has only got eight verbs 

and verbal clusters to refer to the nine hypothetical-, 

time points. The inevitable question now is how can 

1John B. Carroll (ed. ) Language, Thought, and 
Realiýt : Selected Writings-of Benjamin Lee Whorf (New 
York: -The M. I. T. Press, 1959), pp. 112-113. 
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English accomplish this. There are two alternative 

answers to the previous question; viz. English is either 

unable to refer to one or more of the hypothetical time 

points, or it done so by having some forms that are not 

strictly specialized, i. e. they may be used to refer to 

more than one point or field of time. 

The first answer, i. e. that English cannot refer 

to one or more temporal points, was excluded by a simple 

experiment that the present writer carried out on a 

number of native speakers of-English. The experiment 

consisted of a written test that contained some English 

sentences in which the main verbs were included in paren- 

theses in their base forms. Opposite each sentence on 

the test sheet there appeared a linguistic cue corre- 

sponding to"one of the various notional divisions and 
2 

relations of time. The subjects were asked to correct 

the'verbs in parentheses in the light of the cues they'' 

were presented with. 

The following is a list of the nine hypothetical 

temporal points. Opposite each point is one of the lin- 

guistic cues indicating its time value and in whose 

light the corresponding verbal form was to be corrected: 
1. The Present Moment ; "right now' 

2See the previous chapter for the full version 
of the experimental test. 
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2. Before the. Pre sent : 'Indefinitely before the 

Moment present time'- 

3. After the Present : 'Indefinitely after the 

Moment present moment' 

. 4. A Past Point : 'At a specific point in 

the Past' 

5. Before Past : 'Before I met you' 

6. After Past : 'Two hours after we parted' 

7. A Future Point : 'At a specific point in 

the Future' 

8. Before Future : 'Before a point in the 

Futures 

9. After Future : 'After we meet tomorrow' 

The results of the above-mentioned experimental 

test have indicated that English is able to cater for 

all temporal points and relations., Yet, the data of the 

test have revealed that English does so by various means. 

Some verb forms, such as the present simple, are given 

more than one temporal reference. Moreover, adverbials 

of time, as well as some other factors, seem to play 

an essential role in the process of temporal reference, 

as will be reported later in the study. 
3 

This leaves us with the second alternative answer 

to the question asked on page 43, i. e. that one or more 

3The detailed results of the experiment are re- 
ported in Chapter Six of the present study. 
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of the eight English verbal forms on page 41 are used to 

refer to more than one temporal point or field. Con- 

versely, this means that one or-more of the notional 

time points are not formally represented in the English 

tense system. Which one of the temporal points is not 

formally indicated is yet to be identified, however. 

Before presenting its own analysis of the English 

tense system, the present study will survey many of both 

traditional and modern previous treatments of the sub- 

ject of tense in English. This will put the present 

study in perspective with other studies. 

(C) Review of Related Literature 

I: Analyses in Terms of 

More than Two Tenses 

1. The Traditional 'Six Tenses' 

Traditional treatments of the question of tense, 

both old like Murray's An English Grammar 4 
and recent 

like Hook and Matthews' Modern American Grammar and 

U sages give the number of tenses in English as six. 

They drop as 'timeless' two of the eight verbal forms 

in English that appeared on page 41. The two forms dropped 

4Lindley Murray, An English Grammar, Vol. 1 
(York: Thomas Wilson and Sons, 1816). 

5J. N. Hook and E. G. Matthews, Modern En lish- 
Gra ar and Usage (New York: The RoWa-ld Press Co., 
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are those exemplified by the modal verbal clusters 

would write and would have written. This is att^ibutable, 

according to R. L. Allen, to the desire of traditional 

grammarians to copy out the tense system of Latin (Allen, 

p. 141). English, according to traditional treatments, 

thus has only six verbal forms that are temporally 

signigicant. 

Lindley Murray gives the following labels to 

the traditional six tenses: the present, the imperfect, 

the perfect, the pluperfect, the first future, and the 

second future. He then gives the following sentences 

as examples of the six tenses, respectively (Murray, 

pp. 119-131) : 

"He goes into the country every summer. " 

"I loved her for her modesty and virtue. " 

"I have finished my letter. " 

"I had finished my letter before he arrived. " 

"The sun will rise tomorrow. " 

"I shall have dined at one o'clock. " 

As can be seen from the examples above as well as from 

other traditional grammars, three of the traditional 

six tenses are to indicate points at the three main 

divisions of time, i. e. Past, present, and future. The 

other three refer to actions or statesthat take place 

before these three main temporal points. 
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Murray's classification of the English tenses 

cited above is representative of other traditional treat- 

ments of the subject. It is the same treatment found in 

Curme's Parts of Speech and Accidence, for example . 
Curme states that "there are six tenses, present, past, 

present perfect, past perfect, future, future perfect. " 6 

He, then, gives the following representative verbal 

forms respectively: return, returned, have returned, 

had returned, shall return and shall have returned. 

A more recent/, tough still traditional, is that 

of Hook and Matthews in their Modern American Grammar 

and Usage. This study offers the same segmentation for 

the English tense system as those of Murray and Curme. 

Hook and Matthews present the following diagram in their 

book to represent the English-traditional six tenses 

(Hook and Matthews, p. 199) : 

, 
Past in Past in 

Past in the Pre- the 
the past Past sent Present future Future 

TIME 
had went has gone go will will 
gone have gone goes (shall) (shall) 

have go 
gone 

Diagram 2 
The Traditional Six Tenses 

The least that can be said about these tradi- 

tional treatments is that they do nct represent the full 

6George 0. Curme, Parts-of Speech and Accidence 
(New York: D. C. Heath an o., , P.. 
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facts of the verb forms in the-English tense system. 

They have deliberately ignored certain legitimate English 

verbal forms in favour of producing a tense system that 

is an exact copy of the Latin tense system. In this 

sense, then, the traditional analysis of English tense 

is incomplete and therefore unsatisfactory. 

2. The Seven Tenses of Jespersen 

In his analysis of English grammar, Otto Jesper- 

sen proposed seven, rather than nine or six, temporal 

positions on the notional time line (Jespersen, p. 2). 

In this connection, he starts by saying that "time is 

. divided into two parts, the past and the future, the 

point of division being the present moment" (Jespersen, 

pý. 1). Jespersen does not , however, recognize a present 

part of time since the present moment is, as he puts 

it, "a mathematical point and has no dimension, but is 

continually fleeting" (p. l). Then Jespersen goes on to 

present his 'subordinate times' by saying that "under 

each of the two divisions of infinite time we may refer 

to some point as lying either before or after the main 

point of which we are actually speaking" (p. 2). Conse- 

quently, Jespersen suggests, a notional' temporal segmen- 

tation with seven points. This is presented in the 

following diagram which appears in Jespersen's Modern 

, -English Grammar (p. 2) : 
S. 
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Aa Ab Ac B Ca Cb Cc 
before after before after 
past past past present future future-future 

A: PAST 0 : 'FUT, "URE 

Diagram 3' - 111 

Jespersen' s, Seven Tenses 

Jespersen gives the following'verb 'tenses' to 

represent the seven temporal points in his notional 

time scheme (Jespersen, pp. 353-360) : 

Past Time : Everybody admired her. 

He left on Monday. 

Before Past 

After Past 

Present Time 

Future Time 

Before Future 

He had left before I arrived. 

: My greatest struggle was to come. 

Everybody admires her. 

He lives at No. 27. 

: He will turn up one of these days. 

I shall let you know as soon as I 

shall have heard from them. 

After Future : If you come at seven, dinner will 

soon be ready. 

Many interesting facts emerge from the senten- 

ces quoted above,. First of all that Jespersen does not 

recognize: as part of his above-mentioned tense system 

any reference either to before-present or to after- 

present. Secondly-, verbal clusters like would write and 
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would have written do not-. appear in Jespersen'saafter- 

t category-of time, as might be expected., Instead, 

Jespersen claims that for this temporal category. "the 

usual expression is was to with the infinitive" (p. 357). --- 
As for the after-future temporal category included in 

his diagram, Jespersen himself admits that "the need 

for this division of time is not often felt, " and that 

it is formally "not kept distinct from the usual future) 

(p. 360). *Verbal clusters like have written are assigned 

no place in Jespersents tense system cited above. To 

account for the abundant occurrences of such verbal 

clusters in English, Jespersen establishes a retrospec- 

tive present which he defines as "a variety of present 

which comprises the idea of result of something that 

has happened before the present time" (p. 360). Jesper- 

sen is rather unconvincing in establishing a retrospec- 

tive present while refusing to admit a before-present 

temporal category in his system. 

Jespersen's treatment, however, offers many new 

insights into the analysis of tense in English. There 

is first his brief, but perspicacious observation, that 

"the English verb has only two tenses proper, distin- 

guished by form itself, namely the Present and the Pre- 

terit" (p. 3). This two-tense principle has since been 

dominant. in the majority of linguistic analyses of the 

English tense., system. "But, unfortunately, Jespersen did 

t 
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not put the principle underlying his remark into practice 

in his own treatment of tense. Neither did he elaborate 

on and develop it. Another valuable point made"by'Jes- 

persen is his suggestion to have two sets of terminology; 

one for the notional time and the other for verbal forms 

indicating notional time linguistically (p. 2). He sug- 

gests the term past to refer to notional time whereas- 

the term preterit is to be reserved for reference to 

verbal forms only. Jespersen fails to suggest a simi- 

lar pair of terms for the present time . 

Jespersen's observation that various tenses may 

be used to indicate the same temporal reference is also 

useful. For the expression of simple futurity in English, 

for instance, Jespersen presents the following variety 

of alternative verbal forms and clusters (p. 354) : 

, 1. He leaves on Monday. 
. 

. 2. I am dining with them on Monday. 

. 3. I hope he loses the bus. 

4. If it rains tomorrqw, what then? 

5. He is sure to turn up one of these days. 

6. The moon will soon rise. 

7. I shall call on them one of these days. 

8. Come again next week. 

Jespersen however does not try to go beyond the surface.. 

of these examples and analyze many of the interesting 

phenomena involved here. He fails, for example, to 
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notice the role of many conditioning factors in the se- 

lection of the above verbal forms, euch as the role of 
temporal adverbiale in sentences 1,2, and 8; the role, 

of the conjunction if in 3; of hope in 4; etc. 

Jespersen's distinction-between the tenses of 

'verbs! and those of 'verbids' is interesting. His set- 

ting up of two kinds of passive in relation to the sub- 

ject of tense is also valuable. The treatments of 'ex- 

pansion' and that of 'back-shifting' in tense are de--- 

tailed and contain many original remarks.? The lackof, 

a clear theoretical framework in the whole of Jespersen's 

treatment of English tense is noticeable, however. - 

3. Leech's 'Semantic' Analysis of Tenses 

Geoffrey N. Leech defines tenses as "those 

grammatical features of the verbal group which express 

relations of simultaneity or overlap of time ... or else 

relations of 'before'/'after'. ' The above definition 

is not clear basically because it does not seem to re. 

cognize the focal importance of a point of reference in 

all tenses. In other words, the definition does not 

tell us what the relation of 'simultaneity' is simulta- 

neous with, or what the temporal relations of 'before" 

7Jespersen's 
views on each of these matters will 

be touched upon when that particular problem is discuss- 
ed in the course of the present study. 

8 G. N. Leech, Towards a Semantic Description of 
English (London: Longmans, Green and Co, Ltd., , P-134. 
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and 'after' are relative to. Läterihowever, Leech re- 

cognizes the role of points ofreference in the tense 

structure: He explicitly makes his Clear when he states 

that '? all definite formators occurring in tense speci- 

fications ... signal what we may call temporal POINTS 

OF REFERENCE " (p. 147). He then adds that "the present 

moment, which enters into all tense specifications, may 

be regarded as the PRIMARY POINT OF REFERENCE (1PR)" 

(p. 147). Furthermore, Leech points out that "some tense 

specifications in addition contain a SECONDARY POINT OF 

REFERENCE (2PR) 11 (p. 147). Having said this, leech pre- 

sents the following 'visual scheme' to describe the 

seven-tense system-of English (p. 148) : 

Present 
1PR 

i 'He seesmet 

Past definite 2R 
ý. 

1; R 'He saw me' 

Past indefinite 1; R 'He has seen me' 

Future 
T: = 

--ý 'He will see me' 

Pluperfect , E-.. --2; 
'R 1a 'He had seen me' 

Future-perfect 
l P PR 'He' will have seen met- 

Future-in-the-" 
2R 1öR 

" -t He was to see me' 

past 

It. is interesting to notice from the above that, like 

Jespersen, Leech does not mention verbal clusters like 

would see and would have seen in his 'scheme' but rather 

gives was. to see as representative of the after-past 

temporal category. Unlike Jespersen, however, Leech does 
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account for verbal clusters like has seen as represent- 

ative of the before-present temporal category. 

In his analysis of English tense, Leech rightly 

pays great attention to the close relationship between 

temporal adverbiale and the grammatical category-of, --_ 

tense. -Leech points out this close association between 

tenses and adverbiale of time "by the special limita- 

tions of co-occurrence which make, for example, *'I will 

see him yesterday' 'and *'I have lived here until next 

week' meaningless sentences" (Leech, p. 134). Finally, it 

may suffice to mention that Leech's treatment of tense, 

despite its brevity, is interesting and perceptive. 

V4. Reichenbach's 'logical' Tense System 

In his book, Elements of Symbolic Logics Hans 

Reichenbach does recognize all the nine temporal loca- 

tions in time. 9 To acquire a better understanding of 

any tense system, Reichenbach suggests a tripartite 

structure. In this respect, he claims that every tense 

form is only understandable in relation to three 'points'. 

These points are: the point of the event, the point of 

reference, and the point of speech. The point of speech 

can only be at the present moment of utterance, i. e. 

'now'. Relative to the point of speech, the point of 

reference can be earlier, simultaneous, or later. More- 

9(New York:. The Macmillan Company, 1948), p. 297. 
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over, the point of event can in-turn-also be simulta- 

neous with., after, or before the reference point. Thus 

we come to have nine alternatives which Reichenbach 

calls the fundamental forms (p. 296). - 
Having presented this general framework, Reichen- 

bath proceeds to apply it to the explanation of, the 

English tenses. For this purpose he uses simple illus- 

trative figures like the following to represent time 

lines while the letters E, R, and S are to stand for 

'point of event', 'point of reference' and 'point of 

speech', respectively (p. 290) ; 

Present Simple Future Future Perfect 
I see John I shall see John I shall have seen John 

S, R, E S, R E SER 

Simple Past Present Perfect Past Perfect 
I saw John I have s een John I had seen John 

R, E S, E S, R ER 64 

Diagram 4 

Distribution of Reichenbach's 

Three 'Points' in Some Actual English Sentences 

Reichenbach goes a step further in the application of 

his tripartite tense structure to the English tense sys- 

tem when he presents a chart representing the full range 

of the 19 fundamental forms' in English. He also suggests 

a new terminology to replace the traditional one for 

English 'tenses'. In this chart "the position of R 
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relative to S is indicated by the words past, present, 

and future. The position of E relative to R is, indicated 

by the words -anterior,, simple, - and posterior; the word 

simple being used for the coincidence- of R and Ell (Rei- 

chenbach, p. 297). - -- '-- 

Structure 

E-R-S 

New Name 

Anterior past 

Traditional Name 

E, R - Sý 

R-E-S 
R-S, E 

R-S-E 

Simple past 

Posterior past 

E-S, R Anterior present 

S, R, E Simple Present 

S, R-E Posterior pre set 

S-E-R 
S, E -R Anterior future 

E-S-R 

Past perfect 

Simple past 

Present perfect 

Present, 

Simple future 

Future perfect 

R, E Simple future Simple future 

S-R-E Posterior future - 

The six English sentences that were diagrammed on the 

previous page represent, respectively: simple present, 

simple future, anterior future, simple past, anterior 

present, and anterior past. For the posterior past, Rei- 

chenbach gives sentences like "I did, not expect that he 

would win the race, " and "The king lavished his favor 

on the man who was to kill him" (p. 297). As for the pos- 

terior future, Reichenbach admits that English has no 
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established form for it and is-thus 'expressed by, tran. 

scriptions' (p. 297). He gives the following sentence 

as an example for this: "I shall be going to see him, " 

and adds that the-sentence speaks "not directly-of the 

event E, but of the-fact of., preparation , for it"-(p. 297). 

Reichenbach gives noýexample of his suggested posterior 

present. It would also be interesting to see how he-, 

distinguishes between-this and his simple future as 

English does not in fact formally distinguish between 

them. 

Consequently, it seems that Reichenbach is more 

interested in logic than in the objective description 

of the formal facts of English tense. His chart - above 

speaks of '9 fundamental forms',. yet in practice he 

presents us with seven forms only since all the three 

temporal categories of posterior present, simple future, 

and posterior future are indicated by the same verbal 

cluster in English, viz. will write, for example. It 

might have been better if he had called them the nine 

'temporal locations' instead of forms., Again nothing but 

logical considerations seem to have prompted Reichenbach 

to give three names to the same verbal cluster. The 

major drawback in Reichenbach's proposed tense structure, 

however, is his. failure to account for verbal clusters 

like would have written'. Thus' Reichenbach accounts for 

only seven verb forms out of the fundamental eight given- 
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on page 41.. Therefore, his analysis is again-incomplete 

and falls short of fully explaining the facts of the 

English tense system. 

Reichenbach, however, has some very valuable 

views on many points that are closely related "to the 

question of tense. His explanation of the 'sequence of 

tenses' in English is interesting and convincing. His 

two principles in this-respect, -viz. that ýof the- 

'. per-manence of the reference point' and that of the fposi- 

tional use of the reference point' are perceptive, 

though not exhaustive. 
l0 

5. Allen's 'Divisions' and 'Relationships' of Time 

The analysis of the English tense, system which 

appears in Allen's Controlled Englishllis very similar 

to that of Reichenbach which has just been reviewed. 

Corresponding to Reichenbach's 'points of reference' 

are Allen's three different''kinds of TIME: the past, 

the present, and the future. Allen introduces the term 

'time-relationship' to refer to three temporal positions 

relative to the three kinds of time. Thus 'time- 

relationships' are 'Earlier Time', 'Same Time', and 

'Later Time'. The following figures are given by Allen 

to explain the English tense structure by referring to 

1OReichenbach's views on these subjects will be 
discussed later in their. relevant places in this study. 

l1Robert L. Allen, Kontrollu In ilizce (Controlled 
English). (Istanbul:. Amerikan Bor esr ya a res , 1948 - 50). 
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three 'kinds of timet and three 'time-relationshipst: 12 

THE PAST THE PRESENT THE FUTURE 

Earlier later 
Time Time 

Same 
Time 

Earlier Later 
Time Time 

Same Time 

Earlier Later 
Time Time 

Same 
Time 

THE PAST 
did 

had would 

did 

TEE PRESENT 
do (does) 

have(has) will 

do (does) 

THE FUTURE 

will 

will have will 

will 

Diagram 5 

Allen's Temporal 'Kinds' and 'Relationships' 

As may be easily seen from Allen's above diagrams, 

they contain a lot of formal duplicates. First of all, 

the three forms did, do (does), and will represent 

both temporal kinds and temporal relationships in the 

diagrams. Then the same form will appears in four dif- 

ferent places in the above diagrams. There also seems 

to be little justification in putting the figure on 

'THE FUTURE' on par with the other two figures since 

formally it is only represented by one characteristic 

form in English, viz. will have. Moreover, and again 

12Ibid.,. Book II, -p. 291 (The diagrams appear 
with» slight modifications in Allen's The Verb S stem 
of Present-Da American English (The Hague: Mouton 
an Co., 1966), p. 194.. 
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similar' to Rei'chenbach, '" verbal clusters like" wo'ul'd have 

written are missing in the figures above. This will 

leave one of the eight . fundamental. forms of Table 1 

still unaccounted for. Consequently, Allen's analysis 

of the English verb system is likewise incomplete. 

6. Bull's 'Axes' andT 'Vectors' 

In his excellent, though somewhat philosophical, 

treatment of the question of tense in Spanish and brtyt. f- 

ly in English, W. E. Bull starts by constructing a hypo- 

thetical tense system after a lengthy general discussion 

of various related aspects. Bull's theoretical tense 

system is mainly based on three 'vectors' and four 'axes 

of orientation'. His four axes of orientation are some- 

what similar to Reichenbach's three 'points of reference' 

and one 'point of speech'. The 'prime point of}orienta- 

tion', PP, Bull states, is the moment of speech,. i. e. - 

the present moment. This is because ! man experiences 

reality only at PP" (Bull, p. 23). The other three axes 

of orientation are: the 'retrospective point of orienta- 

tion', RP; the 'anticipated point of orientation', AP; 

and the 'retrospective anticipated point', RAP. To explain 

the use of RAP, Bull says that "if RP can be recalled-at 

PP and if AP can be anticipated from PP, then total re- 

call would be impossible unless one could remember at 

PP that he once anticipated an axis from RP " (p. 23). 
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Then Bull explains what he means by ? vectors' 

when he states that 

any act of observation at an axis of orientation 
(symbol: P) may be considered to have direction. 
The observer may focus upon a simultaneous event 

zero direction) upon an event anterior to P (minus 
direotioný or upon an event posterior to 

P (plus direction). Any fixed direction of 
observation shall be called hereafter a vector 
(symbol: V), and all possible directions of 
observation from P may then be expressed by the 
formulas POV, P-V, or P+V. (p. 14) 

This theoretical tense system of four axes of orienta- 

tion and three vectors is then applied to the analysis 

of the Spanish tense system. However, Bull gives us 

some occasional references to the English tense system. 

For example, he explains the verbal form will have sung 

by the formula E(AP-V), in which the symbol E stands 

for Event which is formally represented by the base of 

the main verb in the verbal construction. The formulas 

E(RP-V) and (RP+V) represent the verbal clusters had 

sung and would sing, respectively. (Bull, p. 31) 

In connection with English also, Bull's approach 

of vectors and axes seems to acccunt for all the eight 

verbs and verbal clusters found in the paradigm on 

page 41. For this purpose, Bull suggests the following 

diagram which explains the basic structure of the English 

tense system according to his theory: (p. 31) 
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E(P. P-V) E(PPOV) E(PP+V) 
co- has sung -- sings will sing ----04-1 

! E(AP-V) '-, E(APOV) E(AP+V) 
I--will 

. 
have sung-? ero_zero_o° 

v ., 
E(RP-V). 

_. 
E(RPOV) E(RP+V). 

ý- had sung -- sang would sing 

E (RAP-V) J (RAPOV) E (RAP+V ) 
-would have sung - zero zero 

Diagram 
.6 

Bull's Illustrative Chart for the 

Distribution of 'Vectors' and 'Axes' in the 

English Tense System 

In the above diagram, the base of the verb, E, is re- 

presented by sing; the-minus vector, -V, by'sua the 

zero vector, 0V, by sings, san ; the plus vector, +V, 

by will, would; the prime axis of orientation, PP, by 

has, will, sib; and the retrospective axis of orienta- 

tion, RP, by had, would, sang. Both AP and RAP are not 

represented by single verbal forms in English. The 

former is a combination of (PP) + (V), whereas the 

latter is a co 
^ination 

of (RP) + (+V) + (PP) + (-V). 

In spite of the originality of his research and 

the-value of many of his views, Bull does not probe 

deeper to tell us , for example, what it is exactly in 
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sung that makes it a, 'minus. vector'; or what is common 

among ýhas, will, and sings-. to make them all related to 

the present moment. Bull's research-approach is more 

logical than linguistic; he starts by constructing a 

hypothetical tense-system and later tries to fit 
. 
the 

tenses-of various languages into it., -Had it been the, - 

opposite approach, we would not have had such diagrams 

as . 
the-above, for English tenses-with so many gaps, i. e. 

zero forms, in it... 

II Analyses in Terms-of 

-- Two Tenses Only 

Most modern, or as may sometimes be called 'lin- 

guistic', treatments of the subject of tense in English 

agree that English has TWO tenses only: the past tense 

and the non-past or present tense. As-Jespersen points 

out. thisýdoes not mean that English cannot refer to 

future time; it rather means that English has no one 

formal grammatical category to refer to futurity (Jes- 

persen, p. 294). Consequently, Jespersen, as well as most 

linguists today, comes to the conclusion that "it must 

be,,, conceded. that English has no real 'future tense'"" 

(Jespersen, p. 299).. Strang believes that "'pure futurity 

is probably rather rare as a grammatical category and 

; there . are historical reasons why we. should- not -expect 

-to-find it realized in English" (Strang, p. 147). Palmer 
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Jumtifi©s his eäcliislon of a ! future tense' by saying 

that many verbal 'forms; ' other than 'those with WILL and 

SHALL', may refer to fütürity in English (Palmer, p. 63). 

Besides, "a second difficulty about WILL (though not 

shall) is that it often dole ä not refer to the future at 

all"-(Palmer, p. 63). Historically, the use of both will 

and shall to refer to-future time is a later stage in 

the-development of the'Englishýýtensa system. 
13 

For the'purposes`of this part of the survey of 

literature, -the reviewed works are divided into: (A) Non- 

transformational' works, and (B) Transformational works. 

The great' similarity of the treatment of tense in trans- 

formationalýstudies is felt to be a sufficient reason 

-for -putting 
", 'all transformational analyses under one 

heading. 

A: Non-transformational Studies 

1. 'Palmer's 'Past' and 'Present' 

In`'his discussion of 'time and tense', Palmer 

starts by saying that "the traditional statement of tense 

in terms of present, past, and future, exemplified by 

I take, I_ ook; and I shall take, has no place in the 

analysis' presented here" (p. 62). Then he goes on to 

explain that verbal forms are to be classified only in 

135. Robertson and F. G. Cassidy, The Develop- 
ment of Modern English (New York: Prentice-Ha 1,1954, 
'Endedition), p. 3, .- 
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terms of past and present. This category of tense, in 

addition to three other categories, is used by Palmer 

to analyse the 'basic' paradigms of full verbs. Each 

full verb, according to Palmer, has sixteen forms and 

finite-phrases (p. 56).. These sixteen forms all consist 

of either the 'simple' finite forms of verbs or of 

verbal phrases that have BE or HAVE in initial positions. 

The four categories which Palmer uses to analyze the 

sixteen 'basic' forms are those of: tense, progressive- 

ness, perfection (aspect), and voice. 

Similar to Twaddell's treatment of WILL and SHALL, 14 

Palmer does not consider them as tense markers on par 

with HAVE and BE. He bases his decision on the observa- 

tion that WILL and SHALL are not the only means of re- 

4 

ferring to future time nor-are they only used for that 

purpose themselves, Like'Twaddell again, he concludes 

from such observations that "there is clearly an over- 

riding case for handling WILL and. SHALL with the other 

modal , auxiliaries... and not together with the past and 

present distinction of tense... " (Palmer, p. 63). 

-a 
Palmer also suggests -that 

the categories of tense 

and-aspect are intertwined-in English since both past/ 

, present and perfect/nonperfect distinctions are essen- 

tially concerned with time relations (Palmer, p. 61). Out 

4W. E, Twaddell, The English Verb Auxiliaries 

. 
(Providence, R. I.. : Brown University Press, 0, 

12. pp 10- 
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of the combination of tense and aspect. in English there 

result four, alternatives: the present non-perfect, the ..,. 
past non-perfect, the, present perfect,. and the past 

perfect. (Palmer, p. 61). The time-reference. of-these four 

! possibilities' is, shown diagrammatically as follows 

(p. 61),: 

Remoter Past Past Present 

Present- non-perfect 

Past non-perfect 

-4 Present,, perfect Alt 

Past perfect 

i"t; ý"'x ý,, 

V: 7) 

............... . 

at the-moment ... 

when he. came 

Diagram 7 

Palmer 's Categories of 'Tense' and 'Aspe'ct' 
ka Intertwined 

r 1yt+ 5: A (. tI-. - 
ir 

' ... - 

Palmer also states that many of the ? basic' 

verb al'forms have three different uses. First of all, 

each'hasits 'basic use'. Then each has two additional 

-functions when it is used to refer to a future or to 

a habitual activity. He gives the following examples 

for' this (Palmer, p. 60) : 

I'm working at the moment., ('basic') 

I'm working tomorrow. ('future') 

Itm always°working. - ('habitual') 
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-However., it' seems inaccurate to speak 6f 'the functions 

-of verb forms in "such circumstances since it is the same 

'verb' form in all three sentences 'above. It might there- 

, fore be 'more' ' fitting to' speak of the verb-adverb func- 

tions rather than of the verb alone. 
15 The compulsory 

occurrence of temporal, adverbials- in all three sentences 

justifies this last remark. 

's,., "- 

2. Strang's 'Past' and 'Non-past' or 'Neutral' 

Like Palmer, Strang realizes the constant inter- 

mingling between the two categories of tense and aspect 

in}English, In fact, Strang adds the verbal category of 

'm'o'od'* to form a unitary trio of tense-aspect-mood (Strang, 

p 127)'. Verbal forms, according to Strang, are classi- 

fiable`intö 'simple' conjugations' and 'complex conjugä- 

tiöns', with the former consisting of a single word 
1I I each whereas the latter comprises more thannword each- 

{Sträng; p. 127). Tense, in the simple conjugation, is 

formally-=and functionally represented'by a binary oppo- 

sition_of, & marked past versus a non-marked neutral or 

nöri-pä`st '( Sträng; p '. 127) . 
The ' complex conjugations ' of 'verbs, on the other 

hand; äre formally made up of a non-finite member of 

Tthef''öpen-cläss'of verb-forms', 'i. e. lexical verb forms, 

plus- one-" or-morn, members`of'the closed system? -, e. g. 

15This, point is. to be, elaborated on later in the 
study... 
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BE, HAVE, and all modals. Such complex conjugational 

forms are again analyzed by Strang in terms of binary 

oppositions. She uses the following five oppositions 

for this purpose (p. 141) : 

1. non-interrogative (affirmative), interrogative; 

2. non-negative (positive). 
� negative; 

3. non-passive (active) 
. passive; 

4. non-durative--- durative; 

5. non-perfective, - perfective. 

Across the whole range of the above binary oppositions, 

the contrastive members of tense, i. e. non-past r. - past, 

operate. The binary opposition of modal, -- non-modal may 

also be applied to all of them. However, Strang adds 

the proviso that tense and modality cannot occur toge- 

ther (Strang, p. 143), Yet, this proviso seems to contra- 

dict with Strangs remark on the unity of tense-aspect- 

mood which is strongly expressed on page 147 of her book, 

Modern English Structure, when she states that "in Eng- 

lish we do not have pure tenses, pure moods, or pure 

aspects; two or three of these kinds of meaning are 

always inseparably present in any given verbal form. " 

It is also contradicted when Strang admits in the follow- 

ing statement that many modals do express a time. 

reference besides their modality: 11... it is clearly 

true that a dominant element in several of the modals 

and near modals... is that of futurity" (p. 147). 
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3. Allen's 'Re-analysis' of Tense 

As has been mentioned earlier in this chapter, 

Robert L. Allen in his book Cont'olled English analyges 

the English tense system in terms of three 'kinds' of 

time, i. e. 'past', 'present', and tfuturel. However, 

in his later book The Verb System of Present-Day 

American English, Allen modifies his attitude and re- 

analyses English tense in terms of two 'kinds' of time 

only (p. 15°). On page 152 of Allen's new book, we find 

these illustrative diagrams: 

THE PAST THE PRESENT 

did do (does) 

had would have will 
(has) 

did do(does) 

Diagram 8 

Allen's 'Kinds' and 'Relationships' of Time 

Allen justifies this change of mind by pointing out 

that the separate diagram for the 'future' tense which 

appears in his Controlled English, and which is repro- 

duced on page 60 of the present study, does not have 

any characteristic form except will have and that even 

this form is too rare to be given much significance 

(Allen, The V3rb..,, p. 150). Besides, since will may 

both refer to near and far future, it is used in Allen's 
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new diagrams merely to refer to 'time later than now, 

(The Verb..., p. 150). 

In the field of 'time-relationships', Allen re- 

cognizes the three relationships of 'before', 'after' 

and 'same'. However, he makes a distinction between 

'later' time-relationship and 'anticipated' time- 

relationship (The Verb, p. 170). Formally, this distinc- 

tion is seen in the past tense when the anticipated 

time-relationship is usually expressed by verb clusters 

with would, whereas later time-relationship is indicated 

by the preterit form of single verbs. In the present 

tense, the distinction between later and anticipated 

is seen when a simple-present verb is used to indicate 

'later' time whereas will is used for 'anticipated' 

time. To illustrate this distinction, Allen draws the 

following figures (The Verb..., p. 171). (By the 'moment 

of: -coding', Allen refers to the present moment, i. e. NOW. ) 

`` AN IDENTIFIED TIME IN THE PAST THE MOMENT OF CODING 

T -al [03 
*' had º 

would have will 
(has) 

w v'i yw 

[_d3 t-d) t-dl to) [01 «1 
r` ^ 

- "t, iss 

Diagram 9 

'Later' vs. 'Anticipated' Time 
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Allen also gives the following sentences to show that 

'later' time is expressed without would (The Verb..., 

p: 170)': 

1. She sewed a whole dress for Alice before they 

rowed her across the river. 

2. Percy got there before I did. 

3. He means to speak before he leaves. 

It might be worthwhile to notice that in all the three 

sentences of Allen just quoted above, the temporal 

conjunction before is found. Might it/gin be possible 

that the temporal relationship embedded in before makes 

it redundant to use would or will? Allen would have 

been more convincing with sentences that do not have 

such relational conjunctions. 

To account for such verbal forms as will have 

written and would have written, Allen sets up a special 

system for 'Anticipatedt and 'Future' time which he 

claims to "form a kind of sub-system within the over- 

all verb-system " (The Verb, p. 176). According to the 

diagrams of this subsystem shown below, will have is 

to'indicate (time before an identified future time' 

while would have represents-'time before the time 

signalled by would' (P. 177): 
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THE MOMENT 
OF CODING 

have / has [03 will 
AN IDENTIFIED TIME AN IDENTIFIED TIME 

IN THE PAST IN THE FUTURE 

t-d3 will 

had would will have 

would 
have 

\I, i `V 

t-d] C-d) C0] (01 

Diagram 10 

Allen's Temporal 'Sub-systems' 

of 'Anticipation' and 'Futurity' 

B: Trnsformational Studies 

The first 'formal' formulation of the transforma- 

tional theory of grammar appeared in Chomskyts epoch- 

making book, Syntactic Structures, published in 1957. 

In this book, Chomsky defines language as "a set 

(finite or infinite) of sentences, each finite in length 

and constructed out of a finite set of elements. "16 

Then by applying certain rules to the 'finite set of 

basic elements', a native speaker is able to form an 

infinite variety of novel sentences. This idea of lan. 

guage based on a system of rules is, however, not new. 

16Noa. 
m Chomsky, Syntactic Structures (The Hague : 

Mouton, 1969,8th printing), p. 13i 
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Chomsky himself believes that it was expressed by Wilhelm 

von Humboldt 'more than a century ago"'17 Nevertheless , 
the 'explicit' formulation and practical application 

of transformational theory of grammar is in fact the 

product of the last few years 

Transformational grammars of the 'Syntactic 

Structures' variety consist of three levels of compo- 

nents: the'phrase structure component' which generates 

strings from their constituent morphemes; the 'trans- 

formational component' which generates more complex 

strings from the underlying simple strings produced by 

the first component; and the 'morphophonemic component' 

which comprises rules that specify phonological forms 

of morphemes. Many linguists are agreed that the setting 

up of the 'transformational component' with its precise 

set of rules is Chomsky's main contribution to the 

theory of grammar (Dixon, p. 86). 

1. Chomsky' s Description of Tense 

In the first set of rules in Syntactic Structures, 

verb forms appear as part of the verb phrase (VP) (p. 26): 

Sentence NP + VP 

NP `T+N 

VP ---, Verb + NP 

17N. Chomsky, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax 
(Cambridge, Mass.: The M. . T. Press, , p. v. 
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To describe more fully the verb part of the VP mentioned 

in the rules above, Chomsky adds the following 'phrase 

structure rules' (p. 39): 

Verb ------; Aux +V 

V ------ý hit, take, walk, read, etc. 

Aux C (M) (have + en) (be + ing) (be + en)18 

M ----ý will, can, may, shall, must 

-S in the context NP sing- 

C ---ý 0 in the context NP pl- 

past 

In the 'rewriting' of C above the first description of 

tense appears in the book. However, Chomsky seems in- 

consistent in talking about past in one case and about 

0 and S in the other. The former is a temporal concept 

whereas the latter two are linguistic morphemes which 

indicate number in English. Chomsky could have analysed 

C, in the rules above, more consistently in the follow- 

ing way: 
past 

C+ number 
present 

Then all the representative morphemes of past, present, 

and number, in the formula above can be rewritten by 

morphophonemic rules. In fact, later in the book, Chomsky 

1 Towards the end of his book, Chomsky drops 
the last constituent in this string, viz. (be + en), 
where it appears now as part of a Passive transforma- 
tional rule (see p. 112). 
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seemsto be in favour of using 'cover-terms' rather 

than specific morphemes. In this respect, he points out 
that analyzing tense in terms of its representative 

morphemes 'leads to trouble'. Then he cites the case 

of such verbs as took /tuk/ in English where, he says, 

,, it is difficult without artificiality to associate any 

part of this word with the past tense morpheme which 

appears as /t/ in walked /wAt/, as /d/ in framed 

/freymd/, etc. " (Syntactic, p. 58). The similarity in 

temporal reference between two verbs such as took and 

baked, Chomsky proposes, can best be demonstrated by 

the appearance of the morpheme past in the morphemic 

representation of both of them (Syntactic, p. 58). 

Tense in Chomsky's description always appears 

initially in the deep structure of verbal phrases. 
19 

In the surface structure, however, the initial morpheme 

in verbal phrases can either be the lexical verb itself, 

a modal, a form of have, or a form of be. In all these 

cases, tense appears as a marker that directly follows, 

or is attached to, the initial element in verbal phrases. 

This, however, is only the case with the 'surface' 

structure of verbal phrases, as has just been pointed 

out. In the'deep' structure of all verbal phrases, tense 

-19For an explanation of deep versus surface 
structures, see (a) Chomsky's As ects, p. -16-and (b) Lyon's Introduction, p. 247. 
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is the initial element itself. This is clear in Chomsky's 

formulation of the following rules as representative of 

the deep structures of verbal phrases (Syntactic, p. 61): 

(i) NP -C-V... 

(ii) NP -C+M 

(iii)NP -C+ have 

(iv) NP -0+ be 

It is, however, not clear from the above rules why 

Chomsky regards C+M, C+ have, C be as one segment 

each whereas CC--- V as two. 20 The trouble with Chomsky 

is that he rarely defines the use of his symbols. The 

above rules show that Chomsky, unlike Twaddell and 

Palmer before, considers modals as tense-carriers on 

par with have and be. 

After eight years of the publication of Syntactic 

Structures, Chomsky published his Aspects of the Theory 

of S. ; tax in which he put forward a more comprehensive 

form of the transformational theory of grammar. The 

theory, as presented in Syntactic Structures, has under- 

gone some major and minor changes in the revision. What 

matter to us here are any changes that are relevant to 

the analysis of the verb in general and tense in 

particular. 

20Chomsky uses the plus symbol (+) in the last 
three rules but the minus symbol (-) in the first to 

;. indicate this segmentation. The basis of this segmenta- 
tion becomes clear however towards the end of Chomsky's 
book. 
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On page 42 of his new book, Chomsky points out 

that tense is 'obligatory' with every verbal phrase and 

that tense can either be Past or Present421 He also 

states that a verbal phrase may or may not contain one 

or more of the optional elements of Modal, Perfect, or 

progressive. All this information is in fact basically 
uses 

found in Syntactic Structures, yet Chomsky/the terms 

perfect and Progressi$e for the first time here to refer 

to the elements have + en and be + ing, respectively. 

Again we notice here the tendency to use 'concepts' 

rather than actual morphemes. All this is included in 

Chomsky's new formulation of the rule of the Auxiliary 

(As cts, p. 43): 

--Aua -------) Tense (Modal) (Perfect) (Progressive) 

The two elemen' 

combined under 

on page 107 of 

Aux 

Chomsky 

is of Perfect and Progressive are later 

the term Aspect, as found in rule (xvi) 

Aspects of the Theory of Syntax: 

Tense (M) (Aspect) 

also modifies his analysis of the verbal 

phrase which has appeared in Syntactic Structi; res. 

According to the new analysis, tense (which is part of 

Aux) is no longer a part of VP but rather an entity by 
dt 

itself. Thus the sentence seems to lose its binary 

21A verbal phrase in Chomsky's terminology does 
not necessarily consist of more than one word. 
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status suggested in Syntactic Structures. This new anal- 

ysis of the sentence appears in the following diagram: 22 

(with irrelevant details omitted) 

S 

NP Aux VP 

V NP 

Diagram 11 
Chomsky's Analysis of 'Tenser and 'Sentence' 

Later in the book, Chomsky returns to the binary anal- 

ysis of sentences with the new description of VP still 

retained. He achieves this by using the term Predicate. 

Phrase to refer to both Aux and VP at the same time. 

This can be seen in rules (i) and (ii) which appear on 

page 106 in Aspects of the Theory of Syntax and are 

shown below: 

S -------) NP' Predicate-Phrase 

Predicate-Phrase -----3 Aux^VP (Place) (Time) 
books 

From both of Chomsky's/reviewed above, it becomes 

evident that the subject of tense as such is only given 

a little consideration. The only reference to tense is 

the use of Past and Present or-some of their representa- 

tive linguistic morphs. No reference at all is made to 

22Chomsky,. Aspeot3., p. 86. 
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the temporal values of the Modal, Perfect, or Prr og es- 

sie. There is also no reference to the various 'rela- 

tions' in time as indicated by verbal forms, i. e. 

'earlierness', 'laternesst or Isimultaneityt. Thus the 

treatment of tense in both of Chomsky's works is on the 

whole rather sketchy and accidental. Indeed, the subject 

of tense is yet to be described with more care and 

seriousness in transformational grammars as a whole. 

Before concluding this discussion of tense in trans- 

formational grammars, it might be worthwhile to see how 

some transformationalists, other than Chomsky, have 

dealt with the subject. 

2. The Analysis of Katz and Postal 

Katz and Postal have put forward a semantic and 

interpretive theory to complete Chomsky's trnnsforma- 

tional grammar. Their theory is an attempt to analyze 

the semantic component on the basis of the syntactic 

component of transformational theory. To explain the 

semantic component, they have suggested some 'projection 

rules' based on syntactic and semantic 'readings'. They 

have also suggested the introduction of dummy symbols 
23 

in underlying P-markers. 

As far as tense is concerned, there is however 

no marked difference from Chomsky's treatment. Katz 

23Por full discussion on these and other inter- 
esting issues, see J. J. Katz and P. M. Postal, An In- 
terated Theory of Lin istic Descriptions (Cam r ge: 
Mass.: The M. I. T. Press, , 2nd. pr nting). 
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and Postal use the same analysis of tense as that which 

appears in Syntactic Structures. An example of their 

analysis is the following diagram which appears on page 

82 in their book and which represents the underlying 

P-marker of the sentence "The man is reading something" 

(Kate and Postal, p. 82). 

Sentence 

Noun Phrase Ver Phrase 

Auxiliary Verb Noun Phrase 

Determinier Noun 

Indefinite Pro 

the man Present is ing read some thing 

Diagram 12 
Katz and Postalts Description of Tense 

One would expect a more detailed analysis of tense in 

a study whose main aim is semantic and interpretive. 

But it seems that Katz and Postal are in fact more con- 

cerned with the syntactic side of their theory than with 

the semantic one. This reflects a general trend in trans- 

formational as well ae structural analyses. 

3. The Description of Tense by Paul Roberts 

Paul Roberts' book, English Syntax, goes into 

some detail in the analysis of the English verb. 
24 The 

24Paul Roberts, -English Syntax (New York: Har- 
court, Brace and World, Inc., 19641-. 
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analysis of tense in particular is still, however, far 

from being satisfactory. Roberts does give to many, 

though indirect, hints about tense; but again the 'syn- 

tactic' nature of the study predominates and prevents 

it from dealing adequately with the question of tense 

as the linguistic indication of the semantic segmenta- 

tion of time. 

Following Chomsky, Roberts puts all verbs on one 

side and verb to be on the other. Unlike Chomsky, how- 

ever, Roberts puts forward some convincing argument for 

doing so: if Most of the grammatical rules that apply 

to verbs do not apply to be; most of those that apply 

to be do not apply to verbs" (Roberts, p. 39). Consequent- 

ly, he produces the following formula for the verbal 

phrase (p439): 

substantive 
be + 

Adv-p 
VP -----ý tverbal 

Concerning tense specifically, Roberts clearly 

exemplifies the limitation of the term tense in modern 

linguistic treatments to refer to the 'simple' forms 

of verbs only, i. e. the preterit and the 'present' forms. 

Talking about verbal phrases comprising more than one 

word, Robert says that "modern linguistics, however, 

does not extend the term tense to these phrasal construc- 

tions ... there is a large number of such constructions, 
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and it is better to treat them separately and reserve 

the term tense for these expressed in the verb itself" 

( p. 65 ). Thus verbal phrases with modals, have, or be 

are not to be called tenses according to Roberts cri- 

terion, since these elements are parts of the auxiliary 

and not of the verb itself, as can be seen from the 

following formula on page 68: 25 

substantive 
be + 

VP Aux + 
Adv-p 

verbal 

or from this one from page 84: 

Aux ` tense + (M) + (aspect) 

Roberts analyses tense forms in terms of 'present' 

and 'past' and adds that "every English kernel sentence 

must have a verb phrase, and some word in the verb 

phrase must have a tense form" (p. 66),. In the underlying 

p-markers of sentences,, Roberts points out that tense 

is always initial in verb phrases,. He explains this by 

saying that "whatever word comes first in the predicate 

shows tense. It may be the verb, but it also may not 

be" (p. 67),. 

Roberts sounds specifically unconvincing and 

rather arbitrary when he makes the following hairsplit- 

ting distinction on page 74 of his English Syntax: "Past 

25This particular attitude has been briefly cri- 
ticized earlier in the study. However, there will be 
a full discussion of the point at issue later. 
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and Present are morphemes, but tense is not. " This be- 

comes particularly so as Roberts had already defined 

tense in terms of tpast' and 'present' on page 70 of 

the same book: 

present 
tense 

past 

4. The Analysis of Thomas Owen 

Thomas Owen reiterates both Chomsky's and Roberts' 

attitude that "to be is different from all other verbs 

in English. "26 He also divides all verbs into 'main 

-verbs', MV, and 'auxiliary verbs' (p. 31). All main verbs 

are in turn subdivided into 'intransitive verbs', Vi. 

? transitive', Vt, and 'copulative' Vc (p. 33). 

Owen also classifies tense in terms of present 

and past (p. 55). Like Chomsky, he treats auxiliary verbs 

as tense-carriers (p. 55). Yet, he adds that "the primary 

function ofauxiliary verbs is to indicate a variation 

in mood, asp=, and voice in the main verb" (p. 55). 

Unlike Roberts, Owen does use the term tense to describe 

verbal phrases with auxiliary verbs. On page 128 of his 

book, he has this to say-on the point: "... any single 

English verb (that is, any verb without auxiliaries) 

must be in one of two tenses: present or past ... To 

26Thomas Owen, Transformational Grammar and the 
Teacher of En lish (New Yor : Holt, Rinehart an 

ins on, Inc., 1965), p. 31. 
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form all other tenses in English, we must use a combina- 

tion of auxiliary and main verbs. " In fact, Owen gives 

the number of tenses in English as 'sixteen active 

tensest. He then gives the following formula to describe 

'all the sixteen active tenses in English' (p. 130): 

(In stands for Tense in the formula) 

Tn (Modal) (have + en) (be + ing) MV 

5. Koutsoudas's View of Tense 

In still another one of the transformational 

grammars, Andreas Koutsoudas gives almost the same basic 

treatment of tense found in Chomsky and others, Tense 

is again analysed by Koutsoudas in terms of past and 
27 

present. In underlying P-markers, it also precedes 

the main verb and is therefore always initial in verbal 

phrases. As an example of this, Koutsoudas'analyses the 

sentence "Mary hit the boy" into the following under- 

lying P-marker (p. 37): 

Mary + Past + hit + the + boy 

6. Huddlestop' s 'Deep' versus ' S'irface t Tense 

In an article on "Tense and Deixis in English, " 

Rodney Huddleston makes a distinction between a 'binary' 

tense system of past and non-past versus a 'ternary' 

27Andreas Koutsoudas, Writing Transformational 
Grammars, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 196 , 
p, 37. 
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one of past, present, and future. 28 The former system, 
he says, is a characteristic of surface structure whereas 

the latter is found in 'deep' tense (p. 786). Huddleston 

also points out that in describing deep tense we "need 

not be bound to one-to-one correlation between the tenses 

and their surface realizations, or to restrict tense to 

those aspects of temporal relations that are marked in 

the structure of the VGp [verbal group] (p. 786). He adds 

that "tense is associated in deep structure not with 

anything equivalent to a VGp, but rather with a verb" 

(p. 783). He then asserts that "the difference between 

auxiliary and full, lexical, verbs is irrelevant at 

this point" (p. 781). Thus Huddleston seems to believe 

that verbal clusters in English have more than one tense 

each. This is clearly reflected in his tense analysis 

of the following sentences (pp. 786-87): 

1. He intended painting the wall.. 

2. He continued painting the wall. 

'3. I'm reading at the moment.. 

The first sentence above, Huddleston explains, represents 

the 'future (in past) tense'; the second indicates 'pre- 

sent (in past)'; whereas the third shows 'present in 

present' (pp. 786-87). Thus the same participle painting 

-2SRodney Huddleston, "Some Observations on Tense 
and Deixis in English, " Language, Vol. 45, No. 4 (1969), 
p. 786. 
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is analysed by Huddleston as indicating futurity in 

sentence one above but presentness in sentence two. 

It might however be said that futurity is indicated by 

the temporal semantics of the catenative verb intended 

in sentence one above rather than by the participle 

painting. In the third sentence above, the participle 

reading is also said to indicate presentness. In the 

same sentence, however, verb to be is also analysed as 

indicating the present tense. One wonders what is there 

formally similar betweer reading and am to make them 

both have a present-tense reference. 

To give equal temporal status for both auxiliary 

and lexical verbs in verbal clusters, as Huddleston 

suggests, seems questionable. This is because the'axis 

of orientation', without which no tense system can 

function, is only indicated by auxiliary verbs in verbal 

clusters in English. The time of actions or states, 

which are indicated by full verbs in verbal clusters, 

is only significant in relation to a given 'axis of 

orientation'. An analysis, like Huddleston's, which 

gives an equal status to the basic temporal reference 

of auxiliary verbs and to the relative reference of full 

verbs in verbal clusters does not seem to account for 

the temporal structure of verbal clusters in English. 

A better analysis, it would seem, will be one that re- 

gards verbal clusters as one temporal entity each, in 
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which the initial component indicates the axis of 

orientation whereas other component(s) represent various 

temporal locations in relation to that axis of orienta- 

tion only. 

Most interesting in Huddleston's article are 

his perceptive remarks on the major role of temporal 

adverbials in the tense system of English. Among the 

'main devices' of marking tense, Haddleston rightly 

points out, are 'temporal specifiers' and 'conjunctions' 

(p. 786). By 'temporal specifiers', he means 'temporal 

adverbials' and gives as examples now and tomorrow; 

whereas for conjunctions he gives the temporal conjunc- 

tions before and after as examples (p. 786). Huddleston 

also makes some useful remarks on the role of, what he 

calls, 'the class of the next higher verb' in marking 

tense in verbal clusters (p. 786). By 'the next higher 

verb', Huddleston refers to the initial component in 

verbal clusters whether that be an auxiliary, a modal, 

or a catenative verb. The relevance of Huddleston's 

remark can be seen from comparing the following two 

sentences: 

1. He will go. 

2. He may go. 

The futurity embedded in the predictive modal will in 

sentence one above puts the action go clearly in the 
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future whereas in the second sentence above no clear- 

out future reference is indicated because may does not 

have such a temporal reference itself. 



CHAPTER THREE 

A RE-ANALYSIS OF THE ENGLISH TENSE SYSTEM 

(A) Introduction 

The difference between 'time' and 'tense' has 

already been suggested in the previous chapters of the 

study. The former term refers to logical, philosophical, 

or scientific concepts and divisions; whereas the lat- 

ter deals with the linguistic representation and classi- 

fication of some of the former. Time in languages may 

be formally represented by various kinds of morphemes. 

In English it can, for example, be referred to by nouns 

such as 'minute', 'hour', 'year'; by adverbs and ad ec- 

tives such as 'early', 'late', 'ago'; by conjunctions 

such as 'before', 'after', 'as soon as'; by verbs such 

as 'went' vs. 'go'; etc. The use of the term tense con- 

sequently has to be further delimited to the indication 

of 'time' in the verbal system of languages. 

In English, for example, actions that took place 

at a definite point in the past are linguistically re- 

presented by verbal forms that carry a certain past- 

tense marker. In the case of English the past-tense 

marker is the final /d/ in such verbs as /puld/ pulled, 

/t/ in /pusht/ pushed, /id/ in /weytid/ or a vowel 

change as in /i'awnd/ found from /faynd/ find. However, 

since all these formal markers are the same in indicating 

90 
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pastness, it is customary in linguistic theory to re- 

gard them all as 'allomorphs' of one 'morpheme'. This 

past-tense morpheme is often symbolized by ýDlj in 

linguistic treatises and will^such be referred to in 

the present study. 

English marks all other verbs that did not take 

place at a specified point in the past by the absence 

of the pastness morpheme just mentioned above or, as 

linguists often find it convenient to say, by the pre- 

sence of a zero morpheme, 1. Thus the zero morpheme 

in English comes to indicate non-pastness, which is a 

more exact term than presentness. Yet it will often be 

called present in this study as this term is more 

familiar in the literature for one thing and as the 

'present' moment, or the point of utterance now, is 

temporally the centre of the non-past temporal field. 

It is to be recalled that many of the English 

tense analyses reviewed earlier refer to a 'future 

tense'. The two forms of will and shall are often given 

as the representatives of this 'future tense'. The 

drawback of such analyses, however, is that they 

are not based on a full consideration of the formal facts 

of English. They are more based on prior judgments of 

what tenses English should have rather than on an ob- 

jective examination of what tenses English really does 

. 
possess. Both w_ and shall in such sentences as''He 
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Will/shall write' carry the present-tense marker, i. e. 

the, -, morpheme 
ý. Both forms may also carry the past- 

tense marker jD1j and thus appear as would and should. 

Consequently, will and shall are formally marked for 

time just like any other verb in the present tense.. 

Mpreover, futurity in English may also be indicated by 

vaFious,: verbal forms other than will and shall, as cai 

be seen from the following examples: 
1 

He writes tomorrow. 

She is writing tomorrow. 

They are going to write. 

It is important to notice that all the above three 

verbal forms carry the present-tense marker, 100 
, on 

their initial elements. This can be seen from the pres- 

sence of the contrastive past-tense forms of the above, 

viz. wrote, was writing, and were going respectively. 

It is therefore concluded in the present study 

that what is often referred to as a 'future tense' is 

better described as a part of a more comprehensive tense, 

viz. the non-past or the present tense, This, as has 

already been pointed 0ut, does not mean that English 

is unable to express futurity; it certainly can. But 

lit is to be understood that futurity in such 
sentences is not only indicated by verbal forms. It is 
rather indicated by these forms in conjunction with 
the temporal adverbials which explicitly or implicitly 
refer to the future time. This point will be elaborated 
on later in the study. 
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it means that English does not possess a special tense 

to indicate future time. English indicates futurity, as 

shown above, by resorting to various other means, all 

of which make use of the present-tense marker in their 

verbal forms. 

Consequently, it is the point of view of this 

study that English has two, and only two, tenses. These 

two tenses are the past tense and the non-past or the 

present tense. They are formally indicated in the verbal 

forms of the language by the following tense-markers 

respectively: JD1'} and J011 
. 

(B) The 'Tense' and the 'Tensemet 

A verb or a verbal phrase belongs to a certain 

tense if it is formally marked for that tense. A verb 

like in 'They go to school on foot, ' is non-past 

because it carries the present tense-marker, toil 
. But 

all the verbal phrases in 'He has gone, ' 'They will go, ' 

and 'She will have gone by then' also carry the same 

present tense-marker in their initial elements. Hence, 

verbs and verbal clusters in the present tense can be 

of various forms, and no one form can correctly be said 

to be 'more present' than the others. They all represent 

alternatives of the present tense and variants of its 

realization in actual verbal forms. The same conclusion 

is true of the past tense whose marker jD1j is found in 
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a variety of verbal clusters in English. 

The various verbal forms cited above do not re- 

present a different tense each, but rather all belong 

to the temporal scope of the present tense which they 

are members of. To call these variants, respectively, 

as 'present tense, ' 'present perfect tense, ' 'future 

tense, ' and 'future perfect tense' would thus be mis- 

sing the whole point of similarity among these verbal 

forms and failing to make a useful linguistic generali- 

zation in English. What is the alternative then? 

The present study introduces the term tenseme 

to refer to each of the variants of a single tense. The 

tensemes of any tense, therefore, are all the verbs and 

verb phrases that are temporally related by being oriented 

to the same point of reference. This temporal related- 

ness is formally indicated by the presence of a given 

tense-marker in all related tensemes. Thus in the follow- 

ing sentences all verbs and verbal clusters are past 

tensemes according to the above criterion: 

He went home last week. 

He had gone before I arrived. 

He said he would go later. 

All the verbal forms given in the sentences above possess 

the past-tense verbal marker JDlj. This formal common 

characteristic among these verbal forms indicates that 

they are all 'temporally similar' in that they are all 
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oriented to a point in the past. 

However, the present tensemes will go and has 

gone, for example, do not exactly have the same temporal 

significance. It is true that both are oriented to the 

present moment; a fact that is formally indicated by 

the presence of J¢1J in both of them. But it is obvious 

that the former indicates some 'laternesst in relation 

to the present moment, now, whereas the latter specifies 

learlierness' in relation to the same temporal point 

of reference. The past tensemes would go and had gone 

are similarly distributed in relation to a specific 

past point of time which is formally indicated by tD13. 

In this way we may speak of a 'complementary distribu- 

tion' among the tensemes of any tense, i. e. that each 

tenseme indicates a unique temporal location in relation 

to the same point of reference in +he temporal field 

covered by that tense. 

Tense is therefore defined in the present study 

as a class of tensemes that are temporally similar and 

appear in complementary distribution. Each tense is thus 

regarded as a field of related temporal relations, a 

temporal abstraction, that is formally represented in 

language by its tense-marker which is present in all and 

every one of its tensemes. The tensemes of each tense 

are the verbs and verbal clusters which represent all 

the alternative temporal relations within that tense. 

Tensemes are thus the exponents of tenses in that any 
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tense can only be linguistically realized through one 

of its tensemes. Any tense may only be detected in its 

tensemes and every tenseme must belong to a certain 

tense. 

(C) Aspect and Aspectual Markers 

Tensemes, it has just been said, appear in com- 

plementary distribution by specifying different temporal 

locations and relationships within any single tense. 

Linguistically, this is achieved in English by adding 

special markers, other than tense markers, to verbal 

forms. These relational markers are here called aspectual 

markers. They are added to verbal forms already marked 

for tense. As in the case of tense, aspect in English 

may better be analymed in terms of contrastive binary 

oppositions. Consequently, English may be initially 

said to have the following two contrastive members of 

aspect: earlier vs. non-earlier. 
2 Earlier aspect is 

marked by the presence of the morpheme (D21, which is 

added to the verbal base to form what is often called 

'the past participle form' or, as Jespersen prefers to 

call it, 'the second participle form' of that verb. On 

the other hand, non-earlier aspect is indicated in English 

by the morphemic symbol 1O21, as it is the unmarked 

2There is still another contrastive pair of 
aspect in English. This is discussed and analysed in 
the next chapter on 'expansion'. 
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member of the contrastive pair. The non-earlier aspectual 

marker , ßi2rI produces the' infinitive form' when added to 

the base forms of verbs. It is important to notice in 

this respect that the non-earlier aspectual marker 1621 
since 

cannot be correctly symbolized as -D2ý /simple tensemes 

such as writes and wrote also lack ID21 though they do 

not have any aspectual markers, as it is assumed in this 

study that no linguistic form can carry more than one 

temporal marker at a time, whether it is a tense or an 

aspect marker. 

The verbal phrase in 'I have written it' is thus 

analyzable as consisting of: 

A Present-tense Marker jOj + an Earlier Aspect 
Marker tD2ý 

The tense-marker always appears initially in verbal 

clusters, and is in the above carried by the tense- 

carrier have which is made up of HAVE +. The 

aspectual marker ID21, on the other hand, is carried 

by the base of the main verb which has consequently 

taken the 'past participle' form written in the above 

example. Written is therefore to be analyzed as: 

WRITE + ýD21 

Aspect always functions within the orbit of a 

specific tense; it indicates various spots within the 

time field covered by the tense it is associated with. 
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Tense markers specify the point of reference: the pres- 

sent moment by loll and a past moment by jDlj. Their 

presence in the various tensemes of any tense indicates 

the centre of the whole temporal field covered by that 

tense. Any specific temporal locations within the whole 

temporal field are then left to be indicated by aspectual 

markers. Aspectual markers thus operate as scope-markers 

for tense. They help to focus on specific spots within 

the temporal scope of the tense thay are associated with. 

(D) Kinds of Tensemes 

1. The Simple Tensemes 

The simple tensemes of any verb in English can 

only be two in number, viz. the simple-present form 

and the simple-past or the preterit form, e. g. write 

and wrote. Both simple tensemes of some verbs in English 

may be formally identical. When this is the case, the 

distinction present vs. past can then be made either 

contextually or formally. It may be formally indicated 

by the presence of the third person singular s with the 

present-tense verb. Contextually the reference to the 

time of the verb may be made implicitly by common focus 

with other people or explicitly by the use of specified 

adverbiale of time. Without such distinctive clues, the 

temporal reference of such tensemes will be ambiguous. 

Examples of a verb with identical simple tensemes are 
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the following: 

He cuts it with a sharp knife. (Formally identified 

as present) 

They out it yesterday. (Contextually identi- 
fied as past) 

You out it quickly. (Ambiguous temporal 

reference) 

Simple present and simple past tensemes are 

simple in the sense that they contain nothing to indi- 

cate'time' other than the tense marker added to the 

base of the verb. The vsrbal base in such tensemes is 

modified by nothing but the past- or present-tense 

marker, whereas in the case of all other tensemes, one 

or more markers of aspect are always present. 

The absence of aspectual markers in simple tensemes 

has, as has been pointed out earlier, led many modern 

linguists and grammarians to take the untenable attitude 

of regarding these 'simple' verb forms as the only re- 

presentatives of the two tenses in English. 3 Such an 

attitude would unjustifiably dismiss verbal clusters 

from belonging to either tense. 

2. Compound Tensemes 

A compound tenseme is a verbal phrase that has 

one aspectual marker added to the tense-marker. Examples 

of compound tensemes in English are: 

3See 
pages 82 - 83 of the present study for an 

example of such attitudes. 
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'We have written it' = 10l1 + ID21 

The write soon. _ 
'She had written earlier. ' = ýDl1 + ýD2 I 

3. Complex Tensemes 

Complex tensemes are those verbal clusters that 

have at least two aspectual markers besides their tense- 

marker. Such tensemes in English are found in sentences 

like the following: 

'We shall have written by then. ' = 011 + 102*1 + ýD21 
W%% Mý 

ý 'They saw have written sooner. ' = ýD1 + 1¢2*1 + ID21 

(E) Binary Oppositions 

in Tenses, Tensemes, and Aspects 

The temporal distribution of tenses, tensemes, 

and aspects is, as has already been suggested earlier, 

perhaps best analysed in terms of pairs of binary oppo- 

sitions in which one member is 'marked' whereas the 

other is 'unmarked'. The function of the temporal marker 

in the marked member of each pair is to indicate the 

presence of the specific temporal value it stands for. 

The unmarked member in a pair, however, does not usually 

indicate the absence of that temporal value but rather 

it says nothing about it. In other words, the distinctive 

opposition is 'neutralized' in the case of the unmarked 

member. This is why the unmarked member of a given pair 

may be spoken of as the 'neutral' member of that pair. 
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Nevertheless, it happens in special cases that the un- 

marked member is specifically used to refer to the ab- 

sence of the temporal value in question. Such cases 

however are not as common as those which demonstrate 

the neutral function of unmarked forms. 4 

The two English tenses, for example, form such 

a contrastive pair. The past tense is the marked member 

of the pair. Its marker is jD1j which is specifically 

used to indicate an action or state that took place at a 

specific point of time in the past. The present tense, 

on the other hand, represents the unmarked member of 

the pair. The temporal distinction pastness vs present- 

ness is often 'neutralized' in the case of the unmarked 

'present' tense. Thus it is usually the case that forms 

of the present tense are used to refer to past, present, 

and future unless they are specifically marked to indi- 

cate a specific non-past temporal reference. This explains 

why present-tense forms, especially simple-present ten- 
as 

semes, are thought of/to refer to 'all time' -or are 

sometimes spoken of as 'timeless'. The following dia- 

gram represents this binarity in the English tense 

system as well as the 'inclusiveness' of the present 

tense : 

For a detailed discussion of the theory and 
application of the principle of binary oppositions, 
see Joseph Vachek, The Linguistic School of Prague 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1966), 
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{o1) 

I 1.01 

101 
A Specific The Present 
Past Point Moment 

THEPASTTHEFUTURE 

Diagram 13 

The Inclusive Temporal Triangular 

The above diagram shows that while verbal forms 

with [Dj are all related to a specific point in the 

past, forms with 'j¢l1 may refer to tall time' and are 

all related to the present moment. The infinite time 

represented by the arrow above is all covered by the 

temporal tringular whose centre is the present moment 

and whose ends extend infinitely on both sides of the 

present moment so as to refer to past as well as to 

future time. 

The above diagram also reveals why simple-present 

tensemes are used in many linguistic situations in 

English. The basic temporal location of a simple-present 

tenseme is to refer to simultaneous present, as may be 

seen from the time line above. This is so because later 

present and earlier present are linguistically indicated 
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by the later-present tenseme, e. g. 

earlier-present tenseme, e. g. have 

Yet, as the unmarked member of the 

tensemes, the simple-present tense] 

temporal scope of both earlier and 

sent moment. 

will write, and the 

written, respectively. 

three present-tense 

ne can also cover the 

later than the pre- 

The present-time field thus temporally and lin- 

guistically starts from the simultaneous present moment, 

i. e. now, and extends on both sides infinitely. Allen 

has well represented this fact in a diagram which 

appears on page 183 of his book on The Verb System of 

Present-Day American English. His diagram appears under- 

neath with slight modifications: 

f oment\ &ý is of r\ I 
s morn ng T 

o / TI iT is wee1 TH 
PAST I4ý 1s mon 

E 

This season 
�This ear y 

/Nowadays I I" ýJ 
/In mli e mel 

/In this cen ur3 H 
>\ 

/A. D. Im 1 ý /Since the ein- I nn o s6 r 

_ 
the beg n- V eng of /Since `ý_ time 

EXTENDEDTIME 

Figure 14 
The Present Time Field 

'Immediate' and 'Extended' Present 
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As has already been mentioned, aspectual markers 
with 

co-occur /to tense markers to form various compound and 

complex tensemes. The aspectual marker tD21, for example, 

has already been said to indicate learlierness' in re- 

lation to the point of reference in either tense in 

English. It is to be remembered that the point of re- 

ference in the case of the past tense is a specific point 

in the past while it is the present moment in the case 

of the present tense. On the other hand, the aspectual 

marker 1021 is used in English to indicate 'neutrality' 

or 'non-earlierness' in relation to either point of re- 

ference in the tense system. Thus earlier aspect is the 

marked member of the contrastive pair in aspect, viz. 

earlier vs. non-earlier, which is formally represented 

by JD2I for 'earlierness' and by 1¢21 for non-earlierness. 
5 

The non-earlier aspect may, however, be used in 

English to indicate laterness or posteriority specifi.. 

cally in relation to a point of reference. In this 

special case, 1021 may be said to become 1'02+1 to show 

this additional specialization in relational temporal 

reference symbolically. Formally, the later-aspectual 

marker 1O2+1j is indicated by either of the modals will 

or shall plus ý¢21 
. Thus the verbal cluster will write,. 

for example, can be symbolically represented for time as; 

5Pdr the reasons of choosing the symbol ý¢2' 

rather than t-D2ý ,, see pag'ý 97. 
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io11 + 102+1 

whereas a verbal cluster like can write is represented 

as the following: 

101 + 
ý02 

It can also be seen that there is a mutual co- 

existence between modals and the non-earlier aspectual 

morpheme 
102 

. The presence of the latter in a linguistic 

environment usually requires the co-occurrence of one of 

the modals. But some modals, due to their inherent tem- 

poral reference to futurity , help to specify the tem- 

poral reference of ý02 and make it a positive reference 

instead of its normal aspectual neutrality or ambivalence. 
6 

The distinction between ¢2 and So2+ý' therefore is 

based on a two-fold criterion: it is first determined 

by the formal presence of will or shall with , 02#j and 

second, and perhaps more important, it is based on the 

temporal value embedded in the two modal forms will and 

shall . 
From the above discussion on aspect in English, 

it becomes clear that a verbal cluster like has written 

indicates a time earlier than the present moment by add- 

ing the earlier aspectual marker tD2ý to the present- 

tense marker ýOlj 
. On the other hand, a verbal cluster 

6On 
page 11 of The English Verb Auxiliaries 

(providence, Rhode Islan : Brown University Press, 
1960), W. F. Twaddell says that both will and shall 
indicate prediction, and that will in particu ar has 
an inherent futurity attached to it. 
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like will write refers to a time later than the present 

moment, i. e. to a future time, since it consists of the 

present-tense marker ýý1 plus the later aspectual 

marker 102+1 
, which is a product of the futurity of 

will plus the non-earlier aspectual marker ý¢21 
, 

The temporal distribution of the three main ten- 

semes of either tense in English is thus as follows:? 

1. Basic Tenseme 

Formal Structure : tense marker 

Temporal Reference : time 'same' as the point of 

reference indicated by the 

tense marker (or, as the un- 

marked member of the three 

tensemes, it may refer to the 

whole temporal field of that 

tense) 

2. Earlier Tenseme 

Formal Structure : tense marker + ID21 

Temporal Reference : time 'earlier' than the point 

of reference indicated by the 

preceding tense marker. 

3. Later Tenseme 

Formal Structure : tense marker +ý2+ 

7These tensemes in either tense are main in the 
sense that each is unique in indicating a specific tem- 
poral order, whereas all other tensemes are the product 
of different combinations among these three main ones. 
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Tcmporal Reference : time 'later' than the point 

of reference indicated by the 

preceding tense marker. 

Formally, the three main tensemes of the two English 

tenses can be found in the following sentences, with 

their suggested new names, taking verb to write as an 

example: 

1. Present Tense 

(a) He writes there all the time. 
Basic Present 

(b) He writes now. 

(c) He has written. 

(d) He will write. 

2. Past Tense 

(a) He always wrote there. 

(b) He wrote it yesterday. 

(c) He had written before we met. 

(d) He said he would write, 

= Earlier Present 

= Later Present 

= Basic Past 

= Earlier Past 

Later Past 

The above distribution of tense and aspectual 

markers in time may be represented in the following 

diagram for English 
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1 
,o 

ýD21 102+1 

A Specific The Presen 
Point in the Moment 

Past 
THE PAS T 

. ` 

THEFUTURE 

Diagram 15 
The Temporal Distribution 

of Tense and Aspect Markers 

It might be argued that both writes and wrote 

in the first two sentences of each group of sentences 

above may be aspectually analysed as : 

WRITE + I-D2ý + i-02 i, 

with the claim 
This would be in line/put by some grammarians that there 

is no verb in English which is aspectually empty. 
8 But 

the above claim, it seems, is not based on formal criteria. 

Both ý-D2I and ý-¢2I are formally inert and hence in- 

significant. It is the point of view held in this study 

8Representative statements of such an attitude 
are expressed by B. M. H. Strang on pages 127 and 147 
of her book-Modern English Structure (London: Edward 
Arnold Ltd., 1962). 
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that every semantic entity has to be formally indenti- 

fiable in language in order to be both significant and 

analyzable. The absence of a marker cannot be regarded 

significant when it is grammatically ineffective. Thus 

it seems hardly justifiable to include J--J2j in the 

description of the simple tensemes in English, The ab- 

sence of the past-tense marker, on the other hand, is 

different. It is linguistically operative in that, for 

example, its absence is a prerequisite for the appearance 

of the s of the third person singular. It also is opera- 

tive in that it keeps the grammatical 'finitude' of the 

verb. Consequently, it is better to indicate the present- 

tense marker by the positive marker j¢lj rather than by 

the negative symbol - D13 . In fact, the main difference 

between the two occurrences of Zo in the following sen- 

tence is the presence of ¬¢1i in the first occurrence 

and its absence in the second one: 

'They usually go by train; but sometimes they do go 

by bus. ' 

The first Z above is finite whereas the second is not. 

This finitude becomes clearer if we change the subject 

from they to he. The presence of 1¢1ý in the first 

occurrence with the resulting finitude will enable the 

first g to be formally distinguished from the second 

by the s of the third person singular: 
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'He usually goes there by train; but sometimes he 

does & by bus. ' 

The later aspectual morpheme, 1¢2+. 
, is also signi- 

ficant in that it forms the 'infinitive' of any verbal 

base it is added to and it also requires the presence 

of will or shall. It is therefore comparable to the 

earlier aspectual marker, ID21 
, which forms the'past 

participle' form of verbal bases it is attached to. 

We can thus far conclude that, as far as positive 

temporal reference is concerned, English has two tenses 

and two aspects. The two tenses are the past tense and 

the present tense which are linguistically indicated 

by their markers ID11 and ýO1j, respectively. The two 

aspects are the earlier aspect and the later aspect. 

These are formally indicated by ID2' and ýO2+19 

respectively. 

The aspectual temporal relations of, 'earlierness' 

and 'laterness' are, however, analyzed by Allen and some 

other linguists as formally indicated by have and will 

respectively rather than by ID2 and ý¢2+1 (Allen, The 

Verb System, p. 148). Allen claims that the occurrence of 

ID2I after have is obligatory since the use of the 

past participle form of the verb is predictable, and 

that after will the use of t02+1 is also obligatory in 

the predictable infinitive form. Then he cites the lin- 

guistic axiom that whatever is predictable is insignificant 
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and concludes that the past participle and the infini- 

tive are temporally insignificant in English. He also 

argues that stressed have in such sentences as 'I have' 

clearly shows reference to an earlier time without the 

presence of a following past participle. Allen, however, 

seems to forget another basic axiom in linguistic anal- 

ysis which stresses that linguists and grammarians are 

not to base their analyses on 'fractions' of sentences 

or on semi-sentences. 
9 A sentence like Allen's 'I have' 

cannot start a conversation, i. e. cannot occur initially 

in a conversation because it is formally and semantically 

dependent on a previous utterance. Thus to claim that 

have in the above-mentioned sentence indicates 'earlier- 

ness' on its own is erroneous. Moreover, the principle 

of predictability on which Allen bases his above con- 

clusion may in fact better be viewed in the opposite 

direction. It is have that is predictable rather than 

the 'past participle' since all past participles in 

English are to be preceded by have. 10 In the sentence 

9This axiom is mentioned by Allen himself on 
page 232 of The Verb stem ... On page 109 of the same 
book, Allen defines a sem -sentence' as "a minor sen- 
tence like 'I will - or like 'Be ready'- which forms, 
roughly, half of a full sentence.,, 

lOlt 
will be shown later that even verbids are 

basically verbexes whose initial tense-carrying elements 
have been deleted transformationally. Besides, in sen- 
tences like 'He is gone', it is to be remembered here 
that gone is a past participle used adjectivally. Hence 
it is-not verbal and is thus no exception to the above 
statement either. 
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'Ever eaten a whole water-melon? ', which is quoted by 

Allen, he admits that the form eaten signals 'earlier 

time-relationship' (The Verb System, p. 236). This is 

despite his above-mentioned statement that 'earlier 

time-relationship' is signalled by have and not by the 

past participle. Thus we see that Allen's system of 

time-relations which is based on have and will does not 

always work. 

(F) 'Orientation' in Time 

It can be seen from Diagram 15 on page 108 that 

English has two points of reference: the present moment 
verb 

and a point in the past. Every finite /in English has 

to be formally and teorally oriented to one of these 

two points of reference and consequently has to carry 

its respective marker, ýD1' in the case of the past and 

ýý61 in the case of the present. 

The same diagram also shows that on the left side 

of the present moment axis, i. e. the past-time field, 

there are forms with ý D21 that are oriented to the pre5- 

sent moment as well as forms with JDlj that are oriented 

to a moment in the past. This means that pastness in 

English may be indicated both by forms like have written 

as well as by forms like wrote. The difference between 

these two past forms, however, can also be deduced from 

the above-mentioned diagram. The former is oriented to 
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the present moment; whereas the latter is oriented to 

a point in the past. This explains why such verbal forms 

as have written are said to indicate 'current relevance' 

(Twaddell, p. 6). Verbal forms with ýD]J 
, like wrote for 

example, often co-occur with temporal adverbs that refer 

to specific past points whereas those forms with ko1ý + 

ID2 do not. Compare: 

'I wrote the letter last night' but, 

'I have written the letter recently', or just 

'I have written the letter. ' 

not 
Diagram 15 does/show verbal clusters like will 

have written and would have written which seem to be 

oriented neither to the present moment nor to a moment 

in the pastioýiythe case of will have written, the 

orientation is in terms of two points of reference: the 

'writing' is to take place later than the present moment 

but earlier than a point in the future.. Laterness is 

indicated by IO2+J in will have and earlierness by 

ý21 in written. The two points of reference, however, 

are formally identical in English. English has no special 

tense marker to indicate futurity. Therefore, orienta- 

tion is signalled by 10ls which is used in English both 

to refer to the non-past, i. e. the present, as well as 

to the future. 

In the case of would have written, the situation 

is similar. The markers 1 02+7 in would have and ID 2J 
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in written indicate 'laterness' and tearlierness', re- 

spectively. English again has identical formal markers 

for a past point of time and a future-in-the-past point 

of time. Both are indicated by iD1 In would have 

written, the 'writing' is simultaneously oriented to a 

point in the past and to a point in the 'future-in-past'. 

Though it may seem somewhat far-fetched, the presence 

of two points of reference in such cases is not difficult 

to imagine since it is only contradictory for the same 

action to occur simultaneously 'later' and 'earlier' in 

relation to the same point of reference. 

The above discussion on verbal clusters like 

will have written and wculd have written can be dia- 

grammed in the following figures: 

Djj 

ID2ý 
2±1 19 

would have written 

21 

ID11 
L, 1ý 

ýD21 I 
L2 1oß 
will have written 

JDý 

A Past Future- The Pre- A Future 
Moment in-Past sent Point 

Moment 
Diagram 16 

Simultaneous Double Orientation 
(The black lines represent points of reference; the dotted 
lines indicate the temporal relationships of will have 
, written and would have written in relation to the twF- 
points of reference. ) 
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Verbal forms in English are usually oriented to 

one point of reference at'a time. Orientation to two 

points of reference simultaneously is rare in English. 

This can be seen from the rarity of such verbal phrases 

like will have written and would have written. In a 

corpus of 4800 verb- and verbid-clusters, Allen reports 

only 19 cases of such tensemes as would have written 

and none at all of tensemes like will have written. 
" 

Besides, in a corpus of 5201 tensemes, the present writer 

has found 53 occurrences of clusters like will have writ- 

ten and only one occurrence of those like would have 

written. William Bull also points out that simultaneous 

orientation to two points of reference is rare in Spanish 

as well as in many other languages unrelated to the Indo- 

European family of languages (Bull, p. 94). 

(G) The Modals as Tense Carriers 

Modals in English form a closed set of verbal 

forms, i. e. a group of linguistic forms whose members 

are limited in number. Modals are such verbs as will, 

shall, can, may, dare, need, must, hav=, etc... that 

always occur initially in verbal clusters. 
12 As the 

present study is basically concerned with tense and 

See Allen, op. cit., table I, pp. 130-131. 
12A list of modals and their purely modal func- 

tions may be found in Palmer's A Lin istic study of 
the English Verb, pp. 128-129 as we as in-Strang s 
Modern Eng s Structure, p. 144. 
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temporality, modals are consequently only discussed as 

far as their temporal significance is concerned. 

It has already been pointed out that tense markers 

always occur initially in verbal clusters. It has also 
just been said above that modals only appear initially 

in verbal clusters whenever they occur. It can only be 

concluded therefore that modals 

tense-markers in English. This 

of a discussion on modals in a 

concerned with temporality and 

The modals in general a: 

function as carriers of 

justifies the inclusion 

study which is primarily 

tense in language. 

re idiosyncratic in their 

formal indication of time. Only four of the English 

modals can formally be said to have normal present vs. 

past forms. These modals are will, shall, can, and may 

with their corresponding past forms would, should, could. 

and might. The following is an example on the use of one 

of these modals to refer to past vs. present: 

'Last week I thought I would do it but now I don't 

think I will. ' 

The formal distinction of present vs. past is, 

however, as much used in these modals to refer to things 

other than time as it is used for time reference itself. 

Perhaps the , former type of reference is even more fre- 

quent. Could, would, should, and might are commonly used 

in the past form to express 'tentativeness', as in the 
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following sentences: 

I feel I could do it now. 

He muht arrive tomorrow. 

You should do it immediately. 

I would have some coffee now. 

Other modal forms like must, ought, and need (in 

its modal use) do not have normal past forms. 13 English 

has no formal linguistic representation of 'must + IDj1, 

for example. Consequently, to refer to past time, the 

earlier aspectual marker D21 is added to these forms 

instead. This alternative is theoretically justifiable 
can 

as both temporal marker 1Dlj and ID22 / essentially 

refer to a time earlier than the present moment of 

speech. 

Modals in English are always followed by the in- 

finitive form of verbs. In accordance with the assumption 

of-this study that every verbal form must carry one, 

and only one, temporal marker, infinitives have been 

analyzed earlier in the study as each consisting of the 

base of the verb plus the non-earlier aspectual marker 

k02 
. Thus must write, for example, can be analyzed 

into: must + 10l1 + write + 102S 
. This analysis shows 

that must write has the present tense of must and the 

non-earlier aspect of write. To make must write refer 

13By 'normal' past forms are meant forms that 
consist of the corresponding present forms plus the 
past morpheme tDi 

.. 
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to the past time, it has already been said that we add 
the earlier aspectual marker 'D2 since jD1"ý is 

formally unrealizable with such modal forms as the 

above. In English it is also important to notice that 

the last 
. 

temporal marker LB carried by the last 

element, i. e. the base, in any verbal cluster. Thus 
b 

tD2S must be , carried/ write in the above verbal cluster, 

viz. must write, to make it refer to pastness. Formally, 

ýD21 + write make the 'past participle form' of write. 

It is also predictable in English that every past parti- 

ciple form of a verb is preceded by a form of have. Be- 

cause have is completely predictable in English, it 

has no temporal significance in itself, unlike will. 

Thus have can only assume the grammatical function of 

a carrier. The process of adding ID 
2i to 'must + 0is + 

write +1 02f' can be symbolically shown as: 

must +1 61) +ý ¢2 t+ write + D21 

Then the predictable have is introduced into the above 

formula to function as a carrier for the 'floating' 

marker 1021 which has been driven forward by the addi- 

tion of the new marker ý DZ1 . This will give : 

must +ý ¢l + have + 1¢2 #+ write + ID2 

The formula which is just mentioned above is formally 

represented in English by the verbal cluster: must have 

written. Thus to refer to a past time with modals which 
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do not have 'normal' past-tense forms, we use such 

verbal clusters as in the following sentences: 

He must have written it yesterday. 

They ought to have arrived an hour ago. 

She needn't have gone last week. 

It has already been pointed out that the morpheme 
JD21 has the reference to a time 'earlier' than a given 

point of reference. Therefore, when '(D2ý is added to 

the present-tense marker %3, it comes to refer speci- 

fically to earlier present. Thus both the past-tense 

morpheme JDjJ, on the one hand, and the combination of 
S -1 D2ý , on the other, can refer to a past time. fý3 +Z 

Yet it has also been pointed out earlier that ýDlj re- 

presents a reference to a 'definite' point in the past 

whereas the combination j¢lj + 1DA refers to an 'inde- 

finite' point in the past. When it comes to those modals 

that lack past-tense forms with J. D i' however, it must 
th, dt 

be realizedAthis distinction between two varieties of 

past reference is obliterated since both 'definite' 

and 'indefinite' kinds of past time are now referred to 

by the use of ' ýO1# + tD2J '. The contrast between 

'definite' vs. 'indefinite' past times can thus be said 

to be neutralized in the case of such modals. This 

neutralization may be seen from the following examples: 

He must have written it yesterday. 

He must have already written it. 
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Witho je presence of such modals as must above, the 

former sentence would have called for a verbal form 

with ID? j , i.. e. wrote, whereas the latter one would 

usually have selected a verbal form with 1ýlj + ID A" 

i. e. has written. This is because the temporal reference 

of the first sentence is to a specific past point which 

is defined by yesterday, while the second sentence re- 

fers to an unspecific point of time before the utter- 

ance of the sentence, i. e. before the present moment 

of reference. 

It will be pointed out in a following section 

that all verbal forms and clusters referring to past 

time may be further back-shifted in time in certain 

situations in English. 14 One such situation, for example, 

is to indicate 'non-factuality' or 'hypotheticalness'. 

All the varieties of back-shifting the past in English, 

however, are achieved by adding the earlier-aspect 

marker jD21 to the already existing past-tense marker 

In the case of modals that have past-tense forms 

with 
jD15 

, the process of back-shifting is completely 

regular. Thus: 

I could cross the river when I was younger. (Factual 

Past) 

14For a detailed discussion of back-shifting 
in English, see section (H) in this chapter. 
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I could have crossed the river last week. (non- 

factual Past) 

The 'ability' to cross the river did exist when 'I was 

younger' but it did not exist last week. Consequently, 

the complement 'but I was too tired to do so' is possible 

after the second sentence above but not after the first. 

With modals that lack past-tense forms with ýDJ, 

no further back-shifting is formally possible in hypo- 

thetical situations since the alternative past-tense 

forms of these modals already have ID21 in their struc- 

tures. It has also been mentioned previously that for 

reference to an 'earlier' past in English, a ID21 has 

to be introduced and added to the basic-past tenseme. 

With modals that form their 'basic-past' tensemes by 

the help of rD2 
, this means that there ought to be 

two occurrences of SD2 in their earlier-past tensemes; 

something which is not possible in English. Consequently, 

both 'basic past' and 'earlier past' of such modals are 

formally indicated by the same tenseme as in the follow- 

ing examples: 
15 

He must have left before we arrived. (Earlier Past) 

He must have left yesterday. ('Basic Past') 

As can be seen from the first sentence in the 
pair above, 'earlier pastness' is indicated by the tem- 
poral adverbial clause before we arrived. Temporal ad- 
verbials, as will be shown a er, are often resorted 
to in English to indicate various temporal relations 
whenever tensemes are unable to do so formally. 
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A later-time reference, on the other hand, would usually 

require ¢2+ý 
. However, the later aspect t02+i consibts 

11 
of the non-earlier marker ý02j plus will or shall, as 

has been said above. Since no more than one modal can 

occur in any one ad verbal clusters in English, will 

or shall cannot co-occur with any other modal. Thus to 

refer to a later past, the alternative is either to use 

the earlier-present tenseme of such modals as must: 

He must have left after we spoke to him, 

or to use ýD1j plus the non-earlier aspectual marker 
102 in the case of such modals as can which may have 

past-tense forms with tDl Jj 
: 

He could not walk after he was taken ill. 

It is important to notice, however, that in both sen- 

tences above a 'relational' adverb of time indicating 

'laterness' is comulsory or 'non-omissible'. 

In the case of the present tense, it has already 

been mentioned that there is no formal distinction be- 

tween t. bSSisit past and earlier-present tensemes. The 

earlier-present tenseme is used both to indicate earlier 

present as well as basic past. As we have just seen, it 

is also used to indicate the later-past time in modals 

that lack past-tense forms with Dlj . The basic present, 

however, is indicated by the present-tense marker in 

such modals as must ano can plus the non-earlier marker 
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1021 found in the following infinitive, e. g. 'He must 

go' and 'He can come'. No specific reference to later 

time can be made by the verbal clusters alone since, as 

has just been mentioned, neither will nor shall are 

possible because of the presence of another modal. 

Consequently, no ý¢2+1 is possible. Thus: 

He must go now. ) 
( Basic Present) 

He must always go early.. ) 

He must go tomorrow. (Later Present) 

He must go 
, 

there before he comes to see me next week. 

(Earlier-to-Later Present) 

They can leave now. 
(Basic Present) 

They can usually stay here. 

They can come next week. (Later Present) 

They can leave before the end of this lesson. 

(Earlier-to-Later Present) 

One thing that should be noticed again in all the examples 

above is the role played by the temporal adverbials to 

specify temporal relations when verbs are formally un- 

able to do so. Adverbials like now, always, next week, 

and before he comes next week in the sentences above 

play a vital role in the specification of temporal 

relationships in the case of formally invariable verbs 

and verbal clusters like the ones above. In fact, it is 

hardly correct to say that must go, for example, in the 
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first sentence above refers to 'basic present'; it is 

rather the co-occurrence of must go with now. And so 

is the case with the other sentences above. Adverbials 

of time thus seem to be extremely relevant to the indi- 

cation of time in English. The present writer consequently 

agrees with Crysta116 that any study on time and tense 

in English would be incomplete without the incorporation 

of a discussion on the rr'le that temporal adverbials 

play in it. 17 

(H) 'Shiftings' in Tense and Aspect 

As can be seen from Diagram 15 on page 108, 

tense markers and aspect markers have a particular 

distribution on the temporal chart. This distribution, 

however, only represents the 'standard' temporal values 

of the markers and the tensemes they occur in. Neverthe- 

less, it does happen in English, as well as in many 

other languages, that these markers 'migrate' or 'shift' 

from their normal temporal positions and areas on the 

hypothetical time line. 18 

1 See David Crystal, "Specification and English 
Tenses, " Journal of Linguistics, Vol. 2, No. 1 (April, 
1966), pl7" 

A detailed discussion and analysis on the role 
of temporal adverbials in English follows in Chapter Six. 

18Bull discusses these migration for Spanish on 
pp.. 60-62 of Time, Tense, and the Verb. 
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In English, this shifting of markers can occur 

in two directions. It can either be forward or backward. 

The latter variety of shifting is more common in English, 

as will be shown later. However, in both cases the shift 

is carried out by speakers of English to express certain 

modes or judgments which have generally nothing to do 

with time. These modes and judgments are the main sub- 

ject of discussion in the rest of this section. It will 

also be demonstrated that shiftings in English are 

achieved either by tense markers or by aspect markers, 

according to the tenseme which is shifted; but never by 

both types of markers simultaneously. 

That a marker has been shifted is usually recog- 

nizable in language by its unfamiliar linguistic envi- 

ronments. This unfamiliarity in linguistic environments 

is commonly reflected in the unusual co-occurrences of 

tensemes with adverbials of time. The co-occurrence of 

a past tenseme with an adverbial of time which refers 

to the future is not normally expected, for example. 

Therefore, the use of the basic-past tenseme came with 

the temporal adverbial tomorrow is not typical and is 

therefore used to create a special effect on part of 

the speaker or writer, as in the following: 

If John came tomorrow, ... 

Such an abnormal oo-occurrence forms a rather unexpected 

linguistic environment for the presence of came. 
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Consequently, the tenseme came is not used here accord- 

ing to the systematic distribution of the various ten- 

semes in English. Hence, it is a ? shifted' or 'migratory' 

tenseme in such an environment and its shifting must be 

used to produce a certain effect on the listeners or 

readers. In the above example, for instance, the speaker 

uses a basic-past tenseme instead of a non-past one in 

order to express his 'doubt' about the probability of 

the 'coming' of 'John'. 

The number of such possible shiftings in any lan- 

guage cannot be infinite, however. The flexibility of 

any tense-system has to be limited if that system is to 

remain useful for communication. If shiftings were not 

finite, the whole tense-system of a given language would 

collapse since it would be impossible for the speakers 

who use that system either to recognize or to produce 

the correct tensemes in the correct linguistic situations. 

Both the linguistic situations in which shifting 

is exercised in English and the different kinds of shift- 

ings are discussed below: 

1. Back-shifting in 'Reported Speech' 

When reporting a past utterance, certain changes 

have to be made in the verbal form(s) of the original 

utterance. These changes are called migrations by Bull 

, 
(p. 60) and back-shifting by Jesperpen (p. 151). Jespersen's 
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term, however, is more descriptive of what really takes 

place in this case. 

Back-shifting in English is basically a shift 

in tense markers. As has already been pointed out, 

English has two tenses: past and present. It is obvious 

therefore that only present tensemes can still be shifted 

backwards in tense since the past-tense marker can no 

longer be shifted further towards the past. Thus, all 

present tensemes in reported speech are shifted to 

their corresponding past tensemes. The following are 

some examples of what takes place: 

Direct Speech Reported Speech 

He said that 

1. She is happy. " 

2. "She will leave soon. " 

3. "She has gone. " 

4. "She will have gone by 

now. 11 

she was happy. 

she would leave soon. 

she had gone. 

she would have gone by 

then. 

As far as past tensemes are concerned, back- 

shifting cannot be achieved through a shift in tense 

since English has no other tense-marker further back 

than the past-tense marker itself. Thus the only alterna- 

tive is to resort to a backward shift in aspect instead. 

However, even here there are certain limitations. The 

earlier aspect 1D2', cannot be shifted backwards either. 
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Consequently, a tenseme like had gone ca Ti be shifted 

backwards neither in tense nor in aspect. Besides, 

later-past tensemes such as would go cannot in turn 

be shifted either t"o th e- basic-past ten- 

seme went or to the earlier-past tenseme had gone. This 

is because tensemes like would go refer to what Allen 

calls 'anticipated' past (Verb System, p. l70) whereas 

tensemes both like went and had gone refer to actual 

or realized past actions/states. The difference between 

would go, on the one hand, and the other two past ten- 

semes, on the other, is thus correlated to a difference 

between 'anticipation' and 'actual realization', respec- 

tively. This distinction can be seen from the following 

sentence: 

'He said he would go. ' 

We are told nothing in the above sentence whether the 

'going' was actually realized later or not; it was only 

anticipated at the time of uttering the sentence above. 

If we want to indicate any realization we may add the 

words 'and he did' but not 'and he would. '. Therefore, 

would go is not only a later-past tenseme; it is an 

anticipated one as well, since mere 'laterness' in the 

past can also be indicated by the basic-past tenseme as 

the following example may show: 

'We left together but arrived at ouý destination 

separately. ' 
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Therefore clusters like would go are either retained 

unchanged in reported speech in English, or are changed 

to verbal clusters like would have gone thus keeping 

the 'anticipation' suggested by ý o2+iin both cases, e. g.: 

Direct Speech 

"I would go later.. f 

Reported Speech 

He said that 
he would go later. 

"I would go if I have the 

money. " 

he would have gone if he 

had the money. 

The tenseme would have gone in the second reported sen- 

tence above actually consists of would go plus the 

earlier aspectual marker ID21 in gone. 

This leaves us with only one alternative in the 

back-shifting of aspectual markers; that is the back- 

shifting of the basic-past tenseme. The earlier aspectual 

marker is added to the basic-past tenseme to shift it 

temporally backwards., Thus forms like went, for example, 

are back-shifted to had gone in reported speech. 

Back-shifting is not always required in reported 

speech, however.. First, it is not required when the 

introducing verb is not in the past, i. e. when the ori- 

ginal statement is still related to the present rather 

than to the past. Thus we have: 

'He has told me that he is coming. ' 

, 
'He says he will. soon come.! 
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The other case when back-shifting is not exercised in 

English is when the message reported is considered as 

part of '3ternal truth', i. e. not liable to change at 

different times. For example: 

'The teacher told his pupils that the earth is round. ' 

2. Back-shifting for 'Hypotheticalness' 

Another major purpose of back-shifting in English 

is to denote that the truth of a certain statement is 

only 'hypothetical' or purely 'imaginary'. In all such 

cases and many others, back-shifting regularly functions 

from the present-tense marker to the past-tense marker 

in the case of present tensemes and from later aspect 

and past tense to earlier aspect in the case of past 

tensemes. Thus this variety of back-shifting operates 

in the same way as that of reported speech discussed 

earlier in this section. 

Consequently, such back-shifted forms are often 

associated with 'wishes' as wishes are imaginary situa- 

tions contrary to fact and/or not yet realized. 

I wish he were here now. 

I wish he had been here yesterday. 

Would that she came now. 

If only he kept his promises. 

Back-shifting of this sort is also found with forms 

such as as if and as though which often express 'hypo- 

theticalness'e e. g.: 
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He speaks as if he were an authority. 

The use of were with the subject he above is one of the 

very few legacies of the 'subjunctive' mood left in 

English. 

Conditional clauses with if furnish many examples 

of this phenomenon of back-shifting. Here are some sen- 

tences: 

If it rained now I would get wet. (Improbable) 

If I were you I wouldn't do it. (Hypothetical) 

If he had come yesterday, he would have seen you. 

(Contrary to fact) 

Back-shifting is also common after such forms 

as the following: it's (high) time and I'd rather. These 

appear in sentences like the following: 

It's time he went to school. 

I'd rather you stayed here for the time being. 

3. Back-shifting for 'Tentativeness' 

Back-shifting is commonly used in English to 

soften the tone of a question or a demand or to make 

a statement sound less dogmatic and authoritative. The 

use of back-shifting in all such situations may be re- 

ferred to as for 'tentativeness' and is found in such 

cases, for example, as the shift of the demanding will 

you to would you and the authoritative you shall to the 

less authoritative you should in the following examples: 

Would you come here please? 
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You should read it carefully. 

This variety of back-shifting is also commonly found in 

'polite' utterances such as in the following sentences: 

I wanted to ask you to lend me your book. 

Did you want to see me now, sir? 

4. Front-shifting 

Whereas back-shifting is used in English to indi- 

cate unreality and hypotheticalness, front-shifting is 

conversely used to suggest 'vividness' and 'reality'. 

As its name suggests, front-shifting is shifting tensemes 

forwardly in time, viz. transforming past tensemes into 

present ones. Front-shifting, however, is less common 

in English than back-shifting, as has been pointed out 

earlier. 

One of the common uses of front-shifting is when 

present tensemes, particularly the basic-present tenseme, 

are used in reporting past incidents. This use is espe- 

cially found in novels whenever the novelist is eager 

to add 'vividness' and 'recency' to the events of his 

tale so as to make the readers 'live' them, as it were, 

rather than view them from a distance as spectators. 

Such uses of present forms to denote past tense is what 

is traditionally called in grammar as the 'historic preg- 

 ent'. An example of such use is the following: 

'Everything was quiet in the dark room. Suddenly, 
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a black figure rises and moves to the door... ' 

The second use of front-shifting in English is 

found in some cases of 'broken-sequence' when instead 

of using a past tenseme to agree with the other tensemes, 

a present one is used. This is often the case when deal- 

ing with 'facts' and 'truths' regarded as 'eternal' 

and 'timeless'. The following sentence is an example 

of such use: 

Not until I began to study linguistics did I know 

that there are more than four thousand languages 

in the world. 

(I) 'Redundancy' in the English Tense System 

Tensemes, as has been said earlier, are combina- 

tions of tense and aspect markers. The only exception 

is the basic tenseme in either tense in English. It has 

also already been pointed out that every tense in English 

basically comprises three main tensemes and a fourth sub- 

sidiary one. For the present tense in English, for 

example, there accordingly exist the following four ten- 

Seme s: 

Form 

write/writes 

has/have written 

will/shall write 

will/shall have written 

Marker 

1011 
lo1i + D2 

lo1i + 10A 
61 + X02+'l +1 np3 
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Tense markers always appear initially in tensemes, as 

can be seen from the formulas above. Aspectual markers, 

on the other hand, appear in second and/or third place 

whenever they occur. All the present tensemes above 

are aspectually marked except the basic tenseme, which 

is first on the above list. 

The two aspectual markers shown above, i. e. ID21 

and 02+1, respectively indicate 'earlierness' and 

'laterness' within the whole temporal area of the tense 

they operate in and in relation to the central axis of 

that tense. That central axis in both tenses in English 

is formally represented by the two basic tensemes. 

It happens in English, however, that temporal 

relations of t earlierne ss' and ' laterne ss' , whic1'+are " 

indicated in the verb system by aspectual markers, may 

also be similarly expressed by some temporal adverbials 

or temporal conjunctions. When such an adverbial or a 

temporal conjunction is present, the occurrence of the 

temporally-corresponding aspectual marker will be re- 

dundant since both will indicate the same temporal re- 

lationship. Redundancy is thus a phenomenon found in 

many linguistic situations where the temporal relation 

indicated by a given marker is simultaneously and simi- 

larly expressed by another linguistic form in those same 

situations. 

It is noticeable, however, that lexical forms in 
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English somehow seem to be linguistically and semantically 

more significant and more dominant than symbolic aspectual 

morphemes. 
19 Hence, in all cases of redundancy the ten- 

dency is to remove the redundancy by deleting the aspectual 
rather 

marker' than its corresponding adverbial element. English 

speakers usually replace an earlier or later tenseme by 

its corresponding basic tenseme which is an 'aspectless' 

tenseme. Still, English is tolerant of most cases of re- 

dundancy. The redundant lexical form and its temporally- 

similar aspectual morpheme may both be retained in any 

linguistic situation without risking the 'grammatical- 

ness' of the resulting utterance. 

A common case of redundancy in English results 

from the presence of such temporal conjunctions as 

before and after. This is because these conjunctions 

express the same temporal relations as the aspectual 

markers ¬D2 and 
%+1 

respectively. One situation of 

their occurrence is found in such sentences as: 

I had seen him before I wrote the letter. (Redundant) 

The earlierness of the event 'seeing' in relation to 

'writing' which is indicated by ýD21 in seen is simi- 

larly indicated by before in the sentence above. Thus, 

a case of redundancy will result and the aspectual 

19Bull 
points out a similar observation on Spanish 

on page 62 of Time, Tense, and the Verb. 
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marker may consequently be deleted. This will produce 

the following version of the above sentence: 

I saw him before I wrote the letter. 

The distinction between the earlier-past tenseme had 

e___o en and the basic-past tenseme _ may thus be said 

to be 'neutralized' by the presence of before. 

Similarly, the basic-present tenseme may replace 

the earlier-present tenseme in cases of redundancy. One 

of such cases may be found in these two versions of the 

following utterance; 

What do you do in the evenings after you have finished 

your work? (Redundant) 

or: 

What do you do in the evenings after you finish your 

work? 

The distinction between have finished and finish is also 

neutralized in the above by the presence of after. 

In the case of the subsidiary tenseme in either 

tense in English which has already been said to contain 

both 'earlier' and 'later' aspect markers, the presence 

of such forms as before and after may delete the marker 

of the 'earlier' aspect only. This leaves the 'later-' 

aspectual marker t¢2+ i in both the replaced and the re- 

placing tensemes. It is only in such cases that neutrali- 

zation does not involve the possible use of a basic ten- 

seme. This can be seen in the following examples: 
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I shall have finished before you come. (Redundant) 

or: 
I shall finish before you come. 

Deleting the later aspectual marker 1¢2+ý or both aspec- 

tual markers is impossible as it will respectively pro- 

duce either of the inappropriate sentences which follow: 

*I shall finished before you come. 

*I finish before you come. 

Another linguistic situation for redundancy in 

English is common with the co-occurrence of such adver- 

bials of time as later and tomorrow with the later aspec- 

tual marker t 02+1 
. Consequently, the following is a 

redundant sentence: 

He will leave tomorrow. 

To remove redundancy, 102+j is usually deleted. This 

will result in familiar English sentences as: 

He leaves tomorrow. 

Changing the tense markers in the above two sen- 

tences from the present marker to the past one 

ýDjj and replacing tomorrow with later will give the 

following: 

(He said) he would leave later. (Redundant) 

(He said) he left later. 

The difference between the above two sentences is not 

only one of the presence and absence of redundancy, re- 

spectively. It has been pointed out earlier that tensemes 
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like would leave indicate 'anticipation' in the past 
second 

whereas basic-past tensemes, like left in the/sentence 

above, indicate 'realization'. In the latter sentence 

the 'leaving' did take place whereas in the former it 

was only expected to take place after the point of re- 

ference in the past and we are not told whether it did 

take place or not. Thus the redundancy in 'He would 

leave later' is not optional, i. e. it has to be retained, 

since removing it will produce a sentence which is se- 

mantically different. 

(J) The Sequence of Tensemes 

1. The 'Permanence of Reference Point' 

The problem here is to describe and explain the 

occurrences of tense and aspect markers within a sequence 

of verbs and verbal clusters in one sentence as well as 

in a number of sentences. -Many grammarians and linguists 

have already dealt with the problem under discussion. 

But, as we will see soon, neither all the facets of the 

question have been investigated nor have all the facts 

been yet accounted for. 

Close over-simplifies the problem when he states 

that the 'sequence of tenses' is simply "a matter of 

deciding which tense is suitable for each separate action" 

(C1ose, p. 106)j lie then presents the learner of English 

with the following piece of ädvices i+Täke care of each 
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tense, therefore, and the sequence will usually take 

care of itself" (p. 106). Close's solution of the problem 

may work in cases where the verbal forms concerned occur 

as main verbs in simple sentences or in compound senten- 

ces where the orientation of such verbal forms may be 

easily made in reference to some explicit adverbials of 

time. For example, in: 

I saw him yesterday and we shall meet again tomorrow. 

In the sequence of saw and shall meet, there is actually 

no relationship between the temporal orientation of the 

two verbal forms. This is because each tenseme occurs 

in an independent clause and is oriented to a separate 

point of reference represented by ýDl3 and 101 as 

well as by the two temporal adverbs yesterday and to- 

morrow. In such cases as the above, Close's advice of 

taking care of each tense separately is feasible, but 

it seems that the question of 'the sequence of tensest 

is far more complex than that. 

In cases of complex sentences where there is 

more than one finite verb, the interpretation of 'the 

sequence of tenses' has long been a bone of contention 

among grammarians. Thus far, Reichenbach seems to have 

offered the best solution to the problem. In his Elements 

of Symbolic Logic, he states that "we can interpret these 

rules of the 'sequence of tenses' on the principle 

that, although the events referred to in the clauses may 
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occupy different time points, the reference point should 

be the same for all clauses" (p. 293). Reichenbach calls 

his principle the Permanence of the Reference Point 

and gives the following example to illustrate it: 

(E Event; R= Reference Point; S= Speech Point) 

I had mailed the letter when John came and told me 

the news. 

ist clause: El - R1 -S 

2nd clause: R2, E2 -S 
3rd clause: R3, E3 -S 

Reichenbach points out the 'coincidence' of the three 

reference points above and adds that it would be con- 

sequently incorrect to shift the point of reference in 

any of the clauses above (p. 293). He then gives the 

following sentence as an example of the ungrammatical- 

ness which will result out of lack of 'coincidence' in 

the reference points of the above sentence: 

*I had mailed the letter when John has come. 

Reichenbach's above principle is in line with 

the basic tenets that have already been expressed in 

the present study. One of these basic tenets is that 

all English verbexes are to be formally marked to re- 

fer e it her to a past point of time or to the preg_ 

sent moment of speech. Thus English has been said to 

have two points of reference only: a past point of time 
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and a present point of time. All verbal forms that are 

clustered around the former reference point are formally 

marked by jDl1 whereas all those that cluster around the 

latter point of reference are formally marked by JO1j. 

Moreover, any verbex has to show a certain temporal 

relationship with the reference point the marker of 

which it carries. These temporal relationships are of 

various types and not only of three types, as Allen 

points out. 
20 These relationships are in most cases 

formally marked by the aspectual markers: 102`, ýDJ 

and 102+1. Thus ý021 would indicate a time-relationship 

non-earlier than a point of reference, jD2I an earlier 

time-relationship, and ý02+j a later temporal relation- 

ship. The absence of an aspectual marker would indicate 

the same temporal point as that of the reference point. 

Another basic principle already suggested in this 

study is that there can be no verbex in English that is 

simultaneously oriented to both reference points men- 

tioned above. The whole tense system would fall into 

chaos if this were the case. Consequently, any English 

verbex can refer to and be formally marked for only one 

reference point at a time. 

20Allen, op. cit., p. 164. (Allen's three temporal 
relationships-are thq parlier, came, and later. There 
are still however other possible relationships in time 
such as the pre-. earlier, nos -ear ler, pre, -l teer, post - 
la, etc. The last four relationships may e cons'i'dered 
4s secondary or deriaed as they consist of combinations 
of the firs three basic ones. ) 
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Thus the 'permanence. of reference point' seems 

to be the only inevitable outcome in line with the basics 

of the present study. Any number of verbal forms that 

are temporally related by being formally marked either 

by jDlj or 013, but never by both, must have a permanent 

point of reference as a result. Thus all the various ten- 

semes of either tense in English refer to the same axis 

of that tense and show some temporal relationship with 

it. 
There are basically three distinctive types of 

temporal relationships with either reference point in 

English, viz. tearlierness; sameness, and'laterness'21 

Consequently, any action/event indicated by a tenseme 

that carries the earlier aspectual marker ýDA will 

occur earlier than any of the other tensemes related 

to the same point of reference. On the other hand, a ten- 

seme which expresses 'sameness' by lacking any aspectual 

marker, will coincide with the occurrence of the events 

of its other fellow tensemes. Finally, a tenseme which 

has the later aspectual marker, V241 will occur at a 

time later than any of the other tensemes which cluster 

21Allen has the same tripartite division of 
temporal relationships though he uses different formal 
markers. He also gives these divisions as the only 
ones, whereas as has just been said on the previous 
page, they are not. However, though not the only ones, 
they are the distinctive or basic ones. 
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around its point of reference. 
22 

-14 In a sentence like the following, for example: 

He had promised he would do it when he could, 

all three tensemes are marked by ID11 and thus all refer 

to one point of reference, viz. a point in the past. 

Using Reichenbach's symbols of E and R, we can symbolize 

the sequence of the above three tensemes as follows: 

E1 - R1 -S 

R2 - E2 -S 

R3 - E3 -S 

We can also notice the co-occurrence of the two events 

in could and would do according to the principle of 

'sameness' expressed earlier in this section. The event 

in had promised is marked by ID21 as earlier than the 

point of reference and than the other two events repre- 

sented by the other two tensemes. Nevertheless, all 

three temporally-related tensemes refer to one reference 

point according to Reichenbach's principle of 'permanence 

of reference point'. 

Both Lllen and Reichenbach himself, however, 

cite many other sentences as counterexamples to the pre- 

viously mentioned principle of 'permanence of reference 

22Allen expresses a similar principle as the 
above but he confuses 'occurrence' with 'reference', 
i. e. Event with Reference in Reichenbach's terminology. 
Thus en draws e*erroneous conclusion that two 
subsequent events have two different reference points 
(see Allen, op. cit, p. 166)0 
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point' in the interpretation of the sequence of tense 

-4 in English. In this respect, Reichenbach states that 

"if the time relation of the reference points compared 

is not identity, but time sequence, i. e., if one is 

said to be before the other, the rule of the permanence 

of the reference point can thus no longer be maintained" 

(Reichenbach, p. 294). He then cites the following two 

examples to prove his point: 

He telephoned before he came. 

He was healthier when I saw him than he is now. 

For the first sentence above, Reichenbach claims that 

the point of reference for the first event, telephoned, 

is earlier than that for the second event, came. But 

here Reichenbach seems to contradict what he himself 

had said earlier in his book when he used the following 

sentence to prove his 'permanence of reference' principle: 

I had mailed the letter when John came and told me. 

The temporal relationship between the two events had 

mailed d and came is exactly similar to that of the two 

events in Reichenbach's apparent counterexample above, 

i. e. telephoned and c_. In both examples above, the 

first event is earlier than the second. Yet, Reichenbach 

cites the second example above to support his principle 

of the permanence of reference but the first as an 

exception to that same principle. Reichenbach may have 

been misled by the formal difference between had mailed 
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on the one hand and telephoned on the other. 'Earlier- 

3t ness' is formally marked in the former by ID2 I but not 

014- 

so in the latter. But surely linguistic forms should 

not be analyzed out of context. In the case of the above 

apparent counterexample, 'earliernesst is also formally 

marked but this time by the temporal conjunction before 

and not by the verb. The form had telephoned would thus 

be redundant though still possible. Temporally speaking 

therefore, both the following sentences have the same 

relationship between their tensemes: 

He had telephoned before he came. 

He telephoned before he came. 

Both tensemes in each of the two sentences above are 

formally marked by ID1} to refer to the same point of 

reference, -i. e. a point in the past. Thus both are simi- 

larly analyzable as: 

E1 - Rl -S 

R2, E2 -S 

Ccnsequently, Reichenbach's system of the permanence of 

reference is still valid in the first apparent 'excep- 

tion' he cites above. His second counterexample will be 

discussed later in this section. 

Allen denies the validity of the principle of the 

'permanence of reference points altogether in the inter- 

pretation of 'tense sequence' in English. Rather, he 

claims that in complex senten ces, '"each E (i. e., the time 
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indicated by each verb-cluster) serves as the reference 

point for the E on the next lower level', (Allen, The 

Verb System, p. 166). He cites the following two senten- 

ces as examples of violations to the principle of the 

'permanence of reference point': (p. 79) 

1. He had not believed in what he was doing. 

2. ... they had said it would kill him in a year if 

he did not give up alcohol for at least three months. 

Allen analyzes the above two sentences respectively 

according to his own principle just mentioned above as 

follows: 

1.1st clause: El - 

2nd clause: R2, E2 

2.1st clause: El 

2nd clause: R2 - E2 

3rd clause: 

R1 -S 

-S 

R1 -S 

-S 

R3, E3 -S 

As far as the first sentence above is concerned, both 

tensemes are formally marked to be oriented to tDl1. 

Moreover, the event of the second'tenseme co-occurs with 

that of the first. This is according to the principle 

of temporal relations mentioned earlier in this section, 

since the second tenseme lacks any of the markers ýDAI 

1021 and 1¢2+1 ; it also possesses the aspectual marker 

of simultaneity 
ýNj, which will be fully explained in 

a later chapter. Thus the first sentence above may in 
be 

fact/more systematically analyzed according to the 
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principle of the permanence of reference point as follows: 

E1 - RI -S 

E2 - R2 -S 

Both events are thus shown to have occurred simulta- 

neously before a point in the past. Their point of re- 

ference is the same and they are both formally marked 

for this similarity of reference by the presence of TD11 

in their tensemes. Allen's claim that every event func- 

tions as the point of reference for the next one thus 

does not seem to be tenable as it seems to undermine the 

basic system of the English tense, viz. that there are 

only two points of temporal reference formally repre- 

sented in English tensemes. 

In Allen's symbolic analysis of the second sen- 

tence quoted above, there is no ground for putting E2 

before S to stand for would kill since E2 could equally 

fall after the point of speech S. Actually, it is 

immaterial whether the event in such verbal clusters 

as would kill occurs before or after the moment of speech 

or whether in fact it occurs at all. This is because 

such tensemes are oriented to a point in the past, i. e. 

they refer to jDlj 
and thus they cannot be simultaneously 

considered in relation to any other point of reference 

such as the moment of speech. Thus tensemes like would 

kill are rather to be symbolized as follows, 
R- (E) -S (E) 
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to show that the event E may occur before as well as 

after the point of speech, i. e. the event may as well 

as may not have happened at S. This is why it is here 

suggested to drop f altogether from the symbolic repre- 

sentation of tensemes. This would give us the following 

alternative analysis of would kill, for example: 

R-E 

Now in order to remove any ambiguity from the above 

formula, the symbol R may be replaced by jDlj which un- 

mistakenly stands for a point of reference in the past. 

Consequently the three tensemes in Allen's second sen- 

tence quoted above can be analyzed as follows without 

violating the permanence-of-reference principle: 

El - Dl 

Dl - E2 

Dl - E3 

Thus the second of Allen's counterexamples is again 

analyzable in line with the basic canons of the present 

study and without violating the fundamentals of the 

English tense system. 

Elsewhere in his discussion of the question of 

'tense sequence', Allen puts forward two further senten- 

ces as other counterexamples to the principle of perma- 

nent reference. These are: (The Verb System, p. 145) 

1. She sewed a whole dress for Alice before they 

rowed her across the river. 
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2. They were considered unsafe for passenger use 

until Elisha Graven Otis invented a protective 

ratchet device which prevented falls. 

However, Allen here seems to have fallen into the same 

trap as Reichenbach in that his sentences contain temporal 

conjunctions, viz. before, and until, whose occurrence 

makes the presence of certain tensemes redundant. Thus 

in the first sentence of the above two, the redundant 

tenseme had sewn may replace the tenseme sewed whereas 

were considered in the second sentence may be replaced 

by the redundant tenseme had been considered. Allen's 

two above sentences are similarly analyzable as repre- 

sentative of rather than contradictory to the principle 

of the 'permanence of reference point'. They can be thus 

respectively analyzed as: 

1. El - Dl 

D1, E2 

2. El - Dl 

D1, E2 

Dl - E3 

It may be interesting to notice that in the second sen- 

tence above, the last two tensemes represent sequential 

events rather than simultaneous ones though the second 

one of the pair, i. e. prevented, is supposed to refer 

to the same time of invented according to the rule of 

the temporal relationship among tensemes which has been 
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formulated earlier in this section. 
23 This is because 

English distinguishes between a 'later' past and an 

'anticipated' past, as has been mentioned earlier in 

this chapter. Thus reference to two sequential events 

that did actually take place in the past is made by 

marking both of them with ID1 only rather than by add- 

ing ý02+1 to the second tenseme since 102+1 is speci- 

fically used for 'anticipation' as distinguished from 

'assertion' or 'realization'. 

Allen puts forward other sentences and analyses 

them according to his own principle of a 'shifting' or 

'hierarchic' reference point, i. e. each tenseme functions 

as a reference point for the tenseme on the next lower 

level. But just as has already been demonstrated with 

some, all other sentences of Allen may be more accurately 

analyzed in terms of the permanence of the reference 

point. - 

2. 'Broken Sequence' 

Some aspects of the phenomenon of what is commonly 

referred to in English grammar as 'broken sequence' has 

already been touched upon in the discussions on backward 

and forward shiftings in English. 'Broken sequence' re- 

fers to an unexpected change in the sequence of tensemes 

in a given sentence. This unexpected change is usually 

23See 
page 128 
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represented by a shift from one tense marker to the 

other, e. g. a past tenseme occurring where a present 

one is expected according to the rules of sequence 

already discussed in the discussion of the previous sec- 

tion on 'tense sequence'. 

In some cases of broken sequence in English, a 

past tenseme appears where a present one is expected. 

Such cases have been mentioned already under the head- 

ing of back-shifting, e. g.: 

I wish he spoke Arabic. 

It is time we left. 

Similar back-shifting occurs in sentences like the follow- 

ing one: 

I have given him as much money as he as ked for. 

Both tensemes, i. e.. have given and asked indicate an 

indefinite point in the past. -Hence has asked might be 

expected for the second tenseme above. But it is a pecu- 

liarity of English that a second indication of an inde- 

finite past point of time is usually made by a basic- 

past tenseme rather than by an earlier-present tenseme, 

as if the unidentified point had already become suffi- 

ciently defined by the event of the first/än se 
second 

reference to it. 

Other cases of broken sequence usually occur in 

what has already been called 'forward shiftings' or 

'front shiftings'. It has been said earlier that this 
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type of shifting is usually used to suggest 'vividness', 

'immediacy', or 'reality' of an event. Thus: 

1. The ancients thought that winds were caused by 

angry gods; but 

2. The ancients did not know that winds are caused 

by changes in air pressure. 

The manipulation of the tensemes in the two sentences 

above is significant in that the choice of a present 

tenseme instead of the expected past one in the second 

sentence is to indicate the 'truth' and 'reality' of the 

second statement against the 'falsity' of the first. 

Allen mentions many examples of 'broken sequence' 

which he does not try to give any explanation for. All 

his examples, however, seem to fall under the phenomenon 

of front-shifting and are explainable accordingly. Here 

are some of Allen's sentences: (The Verb System, p. 189) 

Your teacher told me yesterday that you don't pay 

attention in the class. 

That was the boy who mows our lawn. 

I read in 1ast night's paper that the Wharton's 

have 
'a 

baby boy. 

They told me that Mr. Puddleditch is in Europe. 

The occurrence of some adverbiale of time may also force 

a change in the normal sequence of tense. Thus the tem- 

poral adverbial these days in the following sentence 

I, 0 
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forces a tense shift to the present: 

A year ago prices were cheaper than they are 

these days. 

The same thing may be said about Reichenbach's sentence 

which has been quoted earlier in this section, viz.: 

He was healthier when I saw him than he is now. 

It is obvious that in all cases of 'broken sequence' 

mentioned above, the point of reference for the tensemes 

in any one sentence does not stay the same. Thus the 

principle of the 'permanence of reference' is not valid 

in such cases. Reichenbach has realized this and analyzed 
WOWS 

the above sentence as tel: (p. 294) 

1st clause: R1, El -S 
2nd clause: R2, E2 -S 

3rd clause: S, R3, E3 

All such examples of broken sequence, however, represent 

special cases that can be easily explained and thus do 

not affect the validity of the general principle of the 

permanence of reference point. 

(K) Verbids in the English Tense System 

1. Verbids as Tensemes 

The majority of lexical verbs in English have 

six conjugational forms each. To take the verb write 

as an example, these six verbal forms are: 

write, writes, wrote, writing, written, (to) write 
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The first three of such regular verbs are always marked 

by tense markers. The first two above are marked by the 

present-trense marker 1011 whereas the third form is 

marked by the past-tense marker JD13 
. Such verbal forms 

can thus be said to be 'time-oriented', i. e. they refer 

either to a past or a present point of time. They are 

also said to be 'finite' in that they are formally and 

semantically correlated with subjects in the sentences 

in which they occur. 
24 Verbs like the first three above 

which carry tense markers and are time-oriented are 

called verbexes by Allen (The Verb System, p. 107). Jes- 

persen uses the term verbids to refer to the last three 

verbal forms which lack such an orientation in time as 

a result of not being marked by either of the two tense 

markers (Jespersen, p. 85). 

Time reference of some sort is basic in the Eng- 

lish verbal system. Thus it is the hypothesis of the 

present study that no English verbal form is without 

a temporal marker of some kind. These markers, as has 

already been suggested, are of two major types: tense 

markers and aspect markers. The whole structure of the 

English tense system is based on these two varieties of 

24The 'formal' relationship between a finite 
verb and its subject is realized through what has been 
traditionally called the categories of number and person. 
The 'semantic' co-relationship, on the other hand, can 
be understood from such traditional terms as actor and 
action applied to a subject and its finite verb, respec- 
t ively. 
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markers. Thus, if verbids lack tense markers, they must 

be marked by temporal aspectual markers. A systematic 

description of the linguistic behaviour of English 

verbids clearly shows that this is the case. The three 

verbids writing, written, and write are respectively 

marked by the aspectual markers: ýNj, ID21 and 1021. 

The temporal significance of the first marker, viz 11ij, 

will be discussed in the next chapter. The second and 

third markers have the same temporal significance as in 

time-oriented compound and complex tensemes, i. e. ýD21 

for earlier-time reference and 1¢21 for neutral or non- 

earlier time reference. The aspectual variety J02++1 

which is a sub-branch of J027, 
cannot occur with verbids 

since 
1¢2+1 

can only be found when 
ý¢21 

co-occurs with 

will or shall which do not occur in verbid clusters in 

English at all. 

Thus it becomes clear that minor tensemes, like 

writing, written, write, having written, to be written , 

and being written do have temporal reference of their 

own which is formally marked by D21, ¢2^f and 
ýNj. Yet, 

such verbids and verbid clusters lack temporal orienta- 

tion to a specific point of reference. However, although 

verbids and their clusters do not show temporal ortnta- 

tion formally, they often do show such an orientation 

contextually by reference to the tense of the sentence 

in which they occur. Contextually, therefore, verbids 
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and verbid clusters do in most cases indirectly refer 

to one of the two tenses in English though they lack 

any explicit formal marker to this end. The following 

sentence is an example of such cases: 

Having written the letter, I went to bed. 

The above underlined verbid cluster is formally marked 

by ID21 
which signifies earlier-time relationship. How- 

ever, this 'earlierness' is not formally specified to 

be either with respect to the present moment or to a 

past moment. Yet, we know by the help of the tenseme 

went which is marked for 'pastness' that the 'writing' 

of the letter had taken place earlier than the 'going' 

to bed, and since the 'going' is formally marked to 

have taken place in the past, the verbid cluster having 

written comes to indicate 'earlierness' with respect to 

a point in the past in this particular context. Thus 

verbids and verbid clusters also seem to belong to one 

of the two tenses whenever they occur in English senten- 

ces, though they are not themselves marked for that. 

Hence to regard verbids and verbid clusters as tensemes 

seemsto be justifiable. However, it must be realized 

that they cannot be put on equal footing with other ten- 

semes which are formally marked for temporal orientation 

to either of the tenses in English, It is therefore sug- 

gested here to regard verbids and their clusters as 

minor tensemes and to use the term Ma-or tensemes to 
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distinguish all other tensemes such as has written, will 

write, and writes when such a distinction is necessary. 

To consider verbids and verbid clusters as tensemes is 

also justified by the transformational discussion on 

tense and aspect in Chapter Five which assumes that all 

verbids and their clusters are originally represented 

by verbexes and verbex clusters whose tense markers have 

been subsequently deleted. 

2. Verbids and Their Clusters 

Minor tensemes can occur both as single words 

and as clusters. As single words, they have the follow- 

ing three forms in English, taking the verb write as an 

example: 

writin : It is traditionally called a 'present parti- 

ciple' or a 'first participle'. It is for-. - 

mally marked by the morpheme 
ýNUJwhose tem- 

poral significance will be the subject of 

the next chapter. 

written: This form is traditionally called the 'past 

participle' or the 'second participle' form 

of a verb. Here it may be called the 'earlier 

minor tenseme' as it is temporally marked by 

the morpheme 
JD21. 

write: This form has the traditional name of 'infi- 

nitive'; Its marker 102J has a non-earlier 

temporal reference. It may thus be called 
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here 'the non-earlier minor tenseme'. 25 

As for verbid clusters, they may occur in a large 

variety of forms. The following list shows various forms 
arul vttbiä 

that verbids4clusters may take in English, using the verb 

write as an example: 

1. write 

2. written 

3. be written 

4. been written 

5. having been written 

6. have been written 

7. being written 

8. having written 

9. have written 

10. writing 

11. be writing 

12. been writing 

13. having been writing 

14. have been writing 

15. being writing 

From the list ojhboth verbids and verbid clusters 

above, it can be seen/not all of them occur with be 

25Notice that these terms are not meant to be 
pedagogical ones since for such purpose shorter and more 
familiar terms would be required. 
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or have associated with them. Yet, these minor tensemes 

do show temporal relationships, as has already been 

shown. Consequently, it would be erroneous to assume, as 

Allen does(The Verb System, p. 257), that 'earlierness', 

for example, is formally represented by have rather 

than by ID21 as has been assumed in the present study. 

It is inconsistent. of Allen to relate 'earlier time- 

relationship' to have in 'I have eaten all the food', 

whereas the same 'earlierness' is related to the 'past 

participle' form of the sentence 'I saw the melon eaten' 

which Allen gives on page 236 of his Verb System of 

Present-Day American English. 

3. 'Commands' as Verbids 

The structure of the command sentence 'Go home', 

for example, is here understood to be related to the 

statement 'You will go home'. This assertion can be for- 

mally supported by the form of the tag-question that may 

be added to such commands. Only the tag-question 'will 

you? ' is possible after such commands. That will is the 

omitted verb from the command sentence above can be shown 

by the ungrammaticalness of such forms as tag-questions 

to the above command as 'can you? ', 'have you? ', or 

'are you? '. That you ithe omitted subject of the above 

command sentence can be seen from the incorrectness of 

such tag-questions to commands as 'will he? ', 'will they? ' 
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or 'will she? '. It may also be added that the auxiliary 

will is obligatorily deleted from command sentences 

whereas the deletion of the subject you is optional. 

Thus 'You go home: ' is also grammatical. When you occurs 

in such commands as the above, it may be replaced by 

any noun that can be used for addressing one or more 

people. Thus the following, for example, are also gram- 

matical alternative commands: 

Everybody, go home: 

John, go home! 

Boys, go home! 

Madam, please go home! 

Such a treatment of commands shows that the im- 

perative verb in 'Go home! ' is a verbid, i. e. a minor 

tenseme that lacks a tense marker. The imperative verbid 

is thus seen here to consist of the base go plus the 

non-earlier aspectual marker ; ¢21; Hence imperative verbs 

refer to all non-earlier time in English, viz, to near 

and far future as well as to the point of speech or the 

present moment. However, imperative verbids may be speci- 

fically marked by temporal adverbials to indicate a 

unique temporal location within the general non-earlier 

temporal field, e. g.: 

Go home now! 

Stop it immediately! 
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Do it next week! 

Bring it back tomorrow; 

4. The Nbn-verbal Uses of Verbids 

It has already been made clear that all verbids, 

whether single words or clusters, consist of verbal ele- 

ments and that the core of any verbid or verbid cluster 

is one of the following forms in the conjugation of 

verbs: 'the present participle', "'the past participle', 

'the infinitive'. Thus, formally, verbids and verbid 

clusters are verbals. But it is a linguistic fact that 

verbal elemsmts may be used non-verbally in English 

(Sledd, p. 90). This is found when such verbal elements, 

usually in the form of verbids, assume the positions 

of parts of speech other than those of verbs. In the 

following sentence, for example, 

To swim is fun, 

the form to swim is a verbal which assumes the position 

of a noun. This can be easily demonstrated if we notice 

the substitutability of to swim by nouns but not by verbs 

in the sentence above. Thus the following are grammati- 

cal sentences: 

Music is fun. 

Travel is fun. 

But not: 

*Has gone is fun. 

*Will speak is fun. 
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*Goes is fun. 

It is also axiomatic in linguistics that changes in the 

normal distribution of any linguistic form usually pro- 

duce a change in the significance of that form (Allen, 

The Verb System, pp. 121-122). Accordingly, a change in 

the position of verbal forms will produce a change in 

their functions. The temporal significance of verb markers 

will also change as a result. Verbal temporal markers 

like ýD21,1021, JNJ will no longer have their normal 

temporal significance when they appear in non-verbal 

positions in English. 

To give a detailed account of all verbal positions 

that verbids and verbid clusters may assume in English 

sentences is beyond the scope of the present study which 

is not basically a syntactic description of the English 

verbal system. Yet it is possible to specify the-verbal 

uses of verbids negatively by identifying their non- 

verbal uses. It is to be remembered that the verbid mark- 

ers 1D23 
, 

1023, and JNJ are to be considered as tem- 

porally insignificant in all such non-verbal uses of 

verbids. 

The above-mentioned verbid markers can all be 

found in verbids used non-verbally in English, i. e. as 

nominals and adjectivals. The following sentences show 

such non-verbal uses of all the three verbid markers: 
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1. ýD21: a. Nominal : The wounded are better now. 

b. Adjectival : Used cars are not reliable. 

2. ýo2`: a. Nominal : To speak many languages is 

wonderful. 

b. Adjectival : This is a day to remember. 

3. INJ : a. Nominal : Swimming is fun. 

b. Adjectival : Running waters are less 

liable to be contaminated 

than still ones. 

The form to usually functions as a nominalizer 

when it precedes verbids with ý¢21. Thus verbid clusters 

like to eat, for example, are always non-verbal in Eng- 

lish. 26 Such verbal clusters, however, can also function 

adjectivally as shown in (2. b) above. On the other hand, 

verbids with 02I but without a preceding to are always 

verbal since they occupy "distinctive positions not 

occupied by any other group of forms" (Sledd, p. 90). 

Thus in: 

I saw him do it, 

the temporal marker 021 signifies its normal temporal 

value of 'non-earlierness'. 

Both ýD21 and 
JNJ in English appear in forms that 

are traditionally called 'participles'. Participles can 

26Notice that in sentences like 'I am going 
to eat', the form to is part of the quasi-modal going to 
and is hence not a nominalizer in such cases. 
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have adjectival and nominal functions besides their ori- 

ginal verbal ones. 
27 

The simplest way to identify the 

non-verbal uses of verbids with 
ýN j 

and 
{D2J 

seems to be 

that of substitutability. If any of such verbids with 
JN'or ID21 is replaceable by a noun without affecting 

the grammaticality of the resulting sentences, then that 

verbid is a nominal and not a verbal. 
28 Thus reading is 

a nominal in the following sentence: 

The reading was slow, 

because the form reading is grammatically replaceable 

by nouns, as in the following: 

The boy was slow. 

But reading in the following sentence cannot be correctly 

replaced by nouns; hence it is not a nominal: 

He is reading French. 

The same is true of verbids with ID23 when they are re- 

placeable by nouns. Thus, the 'past participle' is a 

nominal in : 

The crippled are slow. 

According to the same principle of substituta- 

bility, every verbid form with ID21 or 
INI that is . 

27 Forms with JN3 that specifically function as 
nominals are traditionally called 'gerunds'. 

28Sledd's terminology is being used here. A 
'noun' is any form that can formally show the singu- 
lar vs. plural relationship while a 'nominal' is any 
form that can occur in the positions in which nouns 
occur in English sentences. 
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replaceable by adjectives is an adjectival and cannot 

therefore be a verbal. 
29 Thus interesting in the follow- 

ing sentence cannot be a verbal as it can be grammati- 

cally substituted for by adjectives: 

It was an interesting novel. 

Replacing interesting by the adjective long, for example, 

will still produce a grammatical English sentence. Con- 

sequently, interesting in the above sentence is an ad- 

jectival and not a verbal. Similarly, the verbid interested, 

with JD21, is not used verbally in the following: 

She was very interested. 

The 'past participle''. above can be correctly replaced 

by any one of the following adjectives: beautiful, rich, 

tall, etc... 

The last sentence above suggests another simple 

test to identify the adjectival use of verbids. Adjec- 

tivals, but not verbals, can be preceded by very. 
30 Thus 

the verbid frightened in the following sentence is an 

adjectival: 

The boy was (very) frightened. 

But not in the following, since it cannot be correctly 

preceded by ver : 

29 Following Sledd, adjectives are forms that can 
be compared like 

' 
poor, poorer, poorest; while adjec- 

tivals are forms that occur in the positions of adjec- 
tives, i. e. that are replaceable by adjectives. 

30Archibald Hill, Introduction to English Lin- 
guistics (New York: Harcourt, Brace anWorld, Inc,., 

p. 288. 
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The dog has frightened the boy. 

Nominals can be identified, as has already been 

suggested, by their capability of occurring in positions 

usually held by nouns in English sentences. Sledd gives 

the following 'slots' as testing frames for nominals in 

English: (Sledd, p. 88) 

The seemed good. 

seemed good. 

The considered the 

The gave the a 

"A form is a nominal when it occurs in any one of the 

above positions which we have labeled nominals or in 

any unlabeled position consistently occupied by forms 

which consistently occupy the labeled positions" (Sledd, 

p. 88). Thus in: 

I am fond of reading, 

I like to read, 

The convicted were rebellious, 

readin, to read and convicted are all nominals in 

labelled positions since they can appear in some of the 

slots in the testing frames above. Consequently, the 

markers 
ýN}, 102` 

, and ID2`}which are associated with 

the above three non-verbal verbids are void of their 

normal temporal significance in these occurrences. 

In a sentence like the following: 

Having finished school, I went home, 
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we have the two verbids having and finished. Using the 

testing criteria given above, we can conclude that 

finished is used verbally and consequently the marker 
ID21 does signify earlier temporal relationship here. 

ºe can see this by observing that finished in the sen- 

tence above cannot be correctly replaced either by 

adjectives or by nouns. It cannot be preceded by very 

either. On the other hand, it can be concluded that the 

marker JNJ in having is a nominalizer rather than a 

verbal temporal marker. The whole verbid cluster having 

finished school is a nominal here; it fits into the slot 

of Sledd's second testing frame shown earlier. The nomi- 

nalizer 
kNj 

appears always initially in nominal verbid 

clusters, as can be seen from the following: 

After runnin for an hour, the horse got tired. 

After being run for an hour, the horse got tired. 

After having run for. an hour, the horse got tired. 

After having been run for an hour, the horse got tired. 

All the four verbid clusters above are governed by the 

preposition after. English uses the marker 
JNJ to identify 

such verbid clusters as being nominals in sentences as 

the above four. 

Finally, it might be worthwhile to point out that 

the verbid markers JD21; 1021 and INI 
sometimes suggest 

their dharacteristic temporal values eaten when the verbids 

they are attached to are used non-verballys This is 
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particularly true when such verbids are used adjec-". 

tivally. Thus in such phrases as 'the paid price' and 

'the price to pay', the markers ID21 
and ý¢21 still 

suggest 'earlierness' versus 'non-earlierness', respec- 

tively, though they are used here as part of adjectival 

verbids. On the other hand, in the phrases 'a drowning 

boy' and 'a drowned boy', the markers INJ and JD21 re- 

spectively suggest 'simultaneity' versus 'earlierness' 

though again their verbids are used non-verbally but 

adjectivally. This transition of the temporal signifi- 

cance of markers from verbals to adjectivals, but not 

to nominals, may partly be responsible for Lyons remark 

that "'adjectives' and 'verbs' have much in common, 

and that in many languages (including English) they are 

correctly brought together as members of the same deep 

structure category" (Lyons, p. 326). 

(L) Recapitulation 

From all that has been said in this chapter, it seems 

that the English tense system basically consists of 

morphemes that represent points of reference and other 

morphemes that stand for different temporal orders in 

relation to those points of reference. Various tensemes 

are the product of various possible combinations and 

interrelationships between these points of reference 

and these order- relations. 
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Any English verbex or verbex cluster has to be 

formally marked in order for it to be oriented to either 

the present moment of speech or to an identified past 

point of time. The formal markers used for this purpose, 

it has been said, are the temporally-significant mor- 

phemes loll and tDi, respectively. Verbexes and verbex 

clusters with JD1J are, however, themselves indirectly, 

temporally though not formally, oriented to the present 

moment of speech, i. e. they are 'past' only in relation 

to the present moment of speech. Thus the prime axis of 

the whole structure of tense in English is the present 

moment. The present moment is the common experience and 

the denominator of all the speakers of any language. 

This might explain why present tensemes in English are 

not positively marked by any formal temporal marker. 

Verbids and verbid clusters, on the other hand, 

are used in the English tense system to indicate temporal 

relationships within the two major temporal fields of 

past and present. In other words, by use of the verbid 

temporal markers ID21,1021 and ýN}, speakers of English 

can indicate whether a certain action/state, formally 

represented by the base of the verb in any sentence, is 

respectively either 'earlier', 'non-earlier', or 'simulta- 

neous' to the point of reference formally represented 

by the tense marker in that given sentence. These verbid 

markers are all considered here as aspectual markers. 
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Their function is to put an action/state in a specific 

order in relation to a point of reference. 

Temporal reference is considered to be intrinsic 

in the English verbal system. The base forms of all Eng- 

lish verbs represent actions or states. All actions or 

states must occur in time in English sentences. Thus 

base forms of verbs are always formally marked for some 

sort of temporal reference whenever and wherever they 

occur in English sentences. Most verbs have six forms 

in English. Each of these six forms can be analyzed into 

a base plus a temporal marker. Temporal markers can in 

turn be divided into tense markers versus aspect markers. 

The former type of markers consists of past and present 

tense markers, whereas the latter may be primarily di- 

vided into earlier and non-earlier temporal markers. 

Non-earlier markers can in turn be sub-divided into 

simultaneous and later temporal markers. It thus seems 

that the whole structure of the tense system in English 

may be analyzed in terms of binary oppositions. This 

binarity may be represented in a diagram like the 

following: 
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Verb 

Base + Temporal Marker 

Tense Aspect 

Non-earlier 
ýý21 

Past Present Earlier Simultaneous Later 
ID11 

loll 
V21 N1 ý02+j 

Diagram 17 
Binary Oppositions in English Tense 

Markers 

The base form of any verb in English can only be 

marked for ONE temporal value at a time. No base form 

can be simultaneously marked by more than one temporal 

marker. Moreover, the tense markers of past and present 

are indispensable in any tenseme in English. 31 When one 
the last 

or more aspectual markers occu1# in any tenseme, / one 

is always added to the base form of that tenseme. This 

will leave any other temporal markers 'floating', i. e. 

not carried by a verbal form. In such cases, English 

introduces a grammatical form to carry each of the 

'floating' markers. The grammatical forms that English 

uses for this purpose are modals, HAVE or BE. These 

carriers can be used to carry tense markers as well as 

31Even in minor tensemes, tense markers are 
considered to have been deleted by a subsequent trans- 
formational rule. (See earlier in this chapter as well 
in Chapter Five) 
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aspectual markers. The selection of carriers is pre- 

dictable; it is determined by aspectual markers in 

that ýD21 always selects a form of HAVE to carry the 

marker which precedes it, 021 selects a modal, and INJ 

selects a form of BE. Thus in simple English tensemes, 

there is only a tense marker; in compound tensemes 

there is a tense marker plus one aspectüal marker; ] 

whereas in complex tensemes there is a tense marker 

plus two or more aspectual markers. Tense markers always 

appear initially in verbex clusters. When more than one 

aspectual markers are present, i. e. in complex tensemes, 

sequential markers always precede the marker of simulta- 

neity. Sequential markers include the earlier marker 
JD21, the non-earlier marker ý0239 and the later marker 
102+1 

. The last two markers precede the first one in 

English tensemes. However, non-earlier and later aspects 

never co-occur in any English tenseme. As has already 

been said, these two aspects select a modal for the 

temporal markers preceding them; this may explain why 

modals are always initial whenever they occur in verbal 

clusters. The following sentences show the sequence of 

temporal markers in English tensemes: 32 

32 All the present tensemes in these sentences 
may be changed into past ones by replacing 1011 with JD1} and keeping other markers unchanged. 
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1. I go there regularly. 

2. I have gone there 

regularly. 

3. I shall go there 

regularly. 

4. I am going there 

regularly. 

5. I shall be going there 

regularly. 

6. He has been going there 

regularly. 

7. I shall have gone there 

regularly. 

8. I shall have been going 

there regularly. 

: base + loll 

: HAVE + loll + base + 

1D21 

: WILL + loll + base + 

10241 
: BE + loll + base + JNJ 

WILL +loll +BE+102; 
1 

+ base + 
JNJ 

: HAVE + 
joll + BE + 

JD 
23+ 

base + JNJ 

WILL + loll + HAVE + 
102+1 + base + ID 

21 

WILL + 
loll 

+ HAVE + 
102+1 + BE + ID21 + 

base + 
JNJ 



CHAPTER FOUR 

EXPANSION VERSUS NON-EXPANSION 

IN THE ENGLISH TENSE SYSTEM 

(A) Introduction and Survey 

Expansion, i. e. the presence of the temporal 

morpheme 
JNý in verbal clusters, is usually discussed 

in English under aspect rather than tense. It has 

already been pointed out, however, that the present 

study will deal with aspect as far as it is related to 

temporal reference in language. Hence comes the inclusion 

of an analysis on expanded forms in a study that is 

basically aimed at the investigation of tense. 

It has already been suggested on page 40 that 

verbal forms with 
JNJ 

refer to the same temporal posi- 

tions as their corresponding verbal forms which are 

without 
M. This is in fact the reason for putting off 

until now any discussion of the temporal reference of 

expanded verbal clusters. Verbal clusters with 
JNJ have 

no characteristic temporal locations of their own. The 

tenseme wrote, for example, basically has a similar 

temporal reference to that of the tenseme was writing; 

both took place at a definite location in the past. 

Likewise, both had been writing and had written refer 

to a point at pre-past, while would write and would be 

writing are both temporally located at later-past. Thus, 
174 
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the temporal fields of pastness and presentness and the 

temporal locations of earlierness and laterness are 

basically indicated by the non-expanded verbal forms 

in English. This is so because these temporal fields 

and relations are formally represented by ýDlj, 10119 

CtU2ý and ý02+}, respectively. None of the above-mentioned 
ex nd ed temporal morphemes exclusively exists in/veýýal clusters, 

however. Therefore, as tensemes in complementary distribu- 

tion, expanded verbal clusters of either tense in Eng- 

lish indicate no unique temporal locations of their 

own. For this very reason it was found justifiable to 

exclude them from the previous discussions on the tem- 

poral distribution of tensemes. It has nevertheless 

been indicated earlier in this study that the morpheme 

ýNj, which is the formal marker of expanded forms, does 

have some temporal reference of some sort. It is the 

purpose of this chapter to investigate how expanded forms 

temporally differ from the non-expanded ones in English. 

Before presenting the point of view of the present study 

on the subject, however, it may be worthwhile to examine 

some related views presented by other writers on the 

same topic. 

Verbal clusters with fdj 
are here called 'expanded', 

as has already been pointed out. This term is used as 

such verbal clusters are formally and temporally regarded 

as 'expansions' of their corresponding non-expanded 
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counterparts. In the studies reviewed below, however, 

various other terminologies have been used. Thus expanded 

clusters may be found under the headings of 'progressive', 

'continuous', or 'definite' verbal clusters. 

Expanded clusters have been understood by some 

grammarians to indicate 'continuity' at the time referred 

to by the verbal cluster. Both Kittredge and Farley, ' on 

the one hand, and Nesfield, 2 
on the other, express this 

point of view in their grammars. Other grammarians, 

like Poutsma, hold a more or less similar view, but they 

prefer saying that the essential meaning of expansion 

is 'duration'. 3 Henry Sweet, as well as many others, 

claims that it is 'incompletion' rather which forms the 

main characteristic in expanded verbal clusters. 
4 

Jespersen puts forward his 'frame theory' to 

explain the use of expanded verbal clusters in English. 

In this, he states that "the essential thing is that 

the action or state denoted by the expanded tense is 

George Lyman Kittredge and Frank Edgar Farley, 
An Advanc6l En lish Grammar (Boston: Ginn and Co., 
1913)v p. 113. 

2J. C. Nesfield, English Grammar Series, 4 vols. 
(Bombay: Macmillan and Co., 1951). 

3H. Poutsma, The Characters of the English Verb 
and the Expanded Form (Groningen: P. Noordhoff, 1921), 
p. 47. 

4Henry Sweet, A New En lish Grammar (Oxford: 
The Clarendon Press, 1 92-1898 , vol. II, p. 97. 
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thought of as a temporal frame encompassing something 

else which as often as not is to be understood from the 

whole situation" (Jespersen, p. 180). He adds that "the 

expanded tenses therefore call the attention more 

specially to time than the simple tenses, which speak 

of nothing but the action or state itself" (p. 180). 

Jespersen's 'frame' theory mentioned above is adopted 

by Grattan and Gurrey in their book Our Living Languages 

They use sentences and diagrams like the following 

to illustrate how expanded tensemes function as 'frames' 

for the non-expanded tensemes: (p. 216) 

The band is playing 

while I write. 0 

The band is playing 

while I am writing. 

The band plays 0 

while I am writing. 

The band is playing 

now. 0 

Allen rightly criticizes the use of dots by Grattan and 

Gurrey to represent verbs that indicate extended, rather 

than momentory, actions in such clauses as I write and 

the band plays in the sentences and diagrams above (Allen, 

The Verb System, p. 37). It is also to be noticed that 

5J. H. G. Grattan and P. Gurrey (London: Thomas 
Nelson and Sons, 1925), p. 216. 
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although Jespersen's frame-theory is applicable to many 

cases of expanded verbal clusters, it is not always so. 

In the following sentence, for example: 

He had been reading before we arrived, 

the 'reading' may well have been finished before our 

'arrival'. Besides, Jespersen himself points out that 

non-expanded verbal forms, rather than the expanded ones, 

may sometimes themselves form the frame (Jespersen, p. 184). 

He gives the following as an example: 

"... Rousseau knows he is talking nonesense... " 

and says that in this sentence "the frame is in a curious 

way implied in the word know" (p. 184). 

R. L. Allen does not agree with Jespersen's frame- 

theory. He says that "the expanding of one verb-cluster 

rather than the other is influenced not so much by the 

desire to use one Predication or Event as a 'frame' for 

the other, as it is by the requirements of inclusive 

and non-inclusive reference" (Allen, The Verb System, 

p. 210). He then goes on to explain what he means by 

inclusive and non-inclusive reference; he says that "if 

either Predication expresses an incomplete Event, the 

verb-cluster in that Predication is expanded" (p. 210). 

Thus Allen seems to agree with Henry Sweet's point of 

view mentioned earlier; namely that the basic meaning 

of expansion in English is that of incompletion. Allen, 

however, adds that expansion in English is also "a 
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grammatical device for indicating that a significant 

interrelationship exists between one event and another, 

or between one event and an identified time" (p. 209). 

This is certainly a worthwhile point, but Allen does 

not go any further to tell us more about the nature of 

this 'significant interrelationship' which he thinks is ihe 

essence of expansion in English. 

Finally, in his small but impressive book on The 

English Verb Auxiliaries, Twaddell argues that "the 

grammatical meaning of be + -ing is that of : 'limited' 

duration' and that this can be decomposed into limita- 

tion and duration, and duration itself into continuation 

or-repetition" (Twaddell, p. 7). Which of these various 

meanings is conveyed in a specific linguistic situation 

depends on the 'semantics of the lexical verb' (Twaddell, 

p. 7). But he does not go further than that and thus does 

not sound particularly convincing in leaving the whole 

issue wide open to speculation by the uaew of completely 

semantic criteria in the analysis of expansion in English. 

(B) Expansion: A Sign of Simultaneity 

It is the point of view of the present study that 

the morpheme ý Nj indicates the simultaneity of the action 

of the verb ' it is attached to with an explicitly- 

mentioned point/period of time whenever it is used in 

an English verbal cluster, e. g.: 
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I was studying German at 2 o'clock. 

I was studying German when he arrived. 

I was studying German for some time. 

In the three sentences above, the action of 'studying' 

which is formally represented by the verbal base study 

is indicated to have occurred in the past simultaneously 

with a point of time in the first two sentences and with 

a period of time in the third one. That the action study 

took place in the past is formally indicated by ýDjj in 

was in all the three sentences above; but that it was 

simultaneous with some other explicit time is only indi- 

cated by the presence of the morpheme INI. 

The presence of an explicit adverbial of time 

with expanded tensemes is indispensable in English. A 

sentence like the follwoing: 

I was reading, 

is thus incomplete by itself. An adverbial of time of 

some sort is required with the expanded tenseme was read- 

ing above, e. g.: 

I was reading for some time yesterday. 

I was reading when he arrived. 

Consequently, an adverbial of time may be said to be a 

prerequisite for the occurrence of 
ýNj. In other words, 

an adverbial of time is a non-omissible co-occurrent 

with expanded tensemes. 

The above statement about the non-omissibility 
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of temporal adverbials with expanded tensemes needs, 

however to be modified in two ways. First, the adverbial 

of time which co-occurs with expanded verbal forms in 

English might not occur within the boundaries of the 

sentence containing the expanded tenseme, e. g.: 

I was reading. The night was very quiet. The fire was 

bright. My room was warm and cosy. When suddenly 

there was a bang outside and I heard a knock at 

my door. 

In the above, the simultaneity indicated by JNJ is between 

the action read and the adverbial when suddenly there 

was... However, the simultaneous action and adverbial 

of time are not part of the same sentence in the above 

passage. 

Second, the adverbial of time with which a given 

action is indicated to be simultaneous may be understood, 

and not explicitly stated in some linguistic situations. 

This is usually the case when the general context of 

simultaneity is so clear as to make any specific refer- 

ence to an explicit adverbial of time unnecessary. Such 

a case is often found in sentences as: 

I am reading. 

The temporal adverbial now, can be added to the above 

sentence. This adverb, however, would be redundant since 

by virtue of ý Nf and J011, 
a simultaneous present is 

indicated. Moreover, any other specification of 
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simultaneous present is unnecessary since there can only 

be one point at simultaneous present, viz. the moment 

of speech now, An adverbial of time in such sentences 

as the above may thus be left out without any danger 

of ambiguity or ungrammaticality. 

It is important to notice that this specification 

of simultaneity by the use of temporal adverbials is 

more frequently carried out in English by adding adverbial 

clauses to expanded tensemes than by adding adverbial 

phrases or simple adverbs. The addition of a clause will 

necessarily mean the introduction of another action or 

state represented by the verbal base in that clause. 

Thus the simultaneity of the action/state of the base 

with I NJ becomes indirectly associated with that of the 

verb of the temporal adverbial clause. In: 

I was writing when he came, 

for example, simultaneity is specified to occur between 

the two actions represented by the verb bases of the 

two clauses in the sentence above, viz. between write 

and come. This interrelationship between two or more 

actions seems to be a major product of expansion in Eng- 

lish. Both Allen, on the one hand, and Kruisinga and 

Erades, on the other, have pointed out this characteristic 

in expansion. 
6 In their joint book on English grammar, 

6Allen's 
remark in this respect has already been 

quoted in Section (A) of this chapter: 
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Kruisinga and Erades state that "... the succession of 

events... is expressed by simple forms, and ... the 

verbal ing is used as soon as two events are thought 

of as connected. "7 Like Allen, however, they do not tell 

us about the sort of 'connection' which is indicated 

between events by the use of expansion. 

Simultaneity between an action and a point/period 

of time or between one action and another can rarely 

mean complete correspondence, however. To start with, 

there can never be complete correspondence between an 

action and a point of time since the former necessarily 

takes longer time to happen than just a point of time, 

which has no temporal extension. Thus in a sentence like 

the following: 

I shall be writing at 2 p. m. tomorrow, 

the action write necessarily extends on both sides of 

the point 2 p. m. This indeed is a case where Jespersen's 

frame-theory is applicable. 

Understandably enough, an action can fully cor- 

respond to a period, rather than a point, of time. This 

may be seen from the following example: 

I was studying French for two hours yesterday. 

In cases where two or more actions are interrelated 

by the use of expansion, simultaneity is usually only 

partial. For a full simultaneity between two actions,, 

both actions have to appear in the form of expanded 
hA M'9-, Lc-e- ". 

. "t 0-1$ 1vo1, j$ tb . a-ºý ( Crrcn %, A ß. Noardh" qS3, P. -25S 
. 
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verbal clusters, as in: 

They were singing and dancing all last night. 

It is common therefore to find various other types of 

simultaneity. One of the most common types is 'medial' 

simultaneity; This type of simultaneity is said to exist 

when the non-expanded action corresponds to the expanded 

one in the course of its occurrence. This type is again 

representative of Jespersen's frame-theory, viz; that 

the action of the expanded form functions as a frame 

for that of the non-expanded one. An example of medial 

simultaneity can be found in the following sentences: 

I met her while I was crossing the Atlantic. 

As she was washing the dishes, she dropped one. 

I was writing when the telephone rang. 

In the case of sentences with as and while like the 

first two sentences above, the same kind of simultaneity 

can still be indicated even after deleting the morpheme 

of simultaneity ýNj. This is because as and while them- 

selves are simultaneity-indicators. Consequently, the 

presence of expanded forms with such adverbials is re- 

dundant, though acceptable. 

Another common type of simultaneity is the 
between 

'terminal' one, in which the point of correspondenc 

two actions or between an action and a point of time 

falls towards the end of the duration of the expanded 

verbal cluster. This type of simultaneity can be found 
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in the following sentences, for example: 

I had been reading for two hours when you called 

last night. 

He has been living here for twenty years now. 

Next term, I shall have been learning German for 

a year. 

As may be noticed from the three sentences above, terminal 

simultaneity is usually indicated in'expanded verbal 

clusters by a combination of the earlier morpheme ID21 

plus the morpheme of simultaneity 
INI. 

A less common type of simultaneity is the 'initial' 

one. Here the point of correspondence falls somewhere 

at the beginning of the occurrence of the action denoted 

by the expanded tenseme, e. g.: 

I will be staying in Glasgow for the next two years. 

Initial simultaneity is formally indicated by the presence 

of both ýN3 plus 102+1 in expanded tensemes. 

It has already been pointed out that in such sen- 

tences as the following: 

He had been reading it before we arrived, 

the action read might well have been finished before the 

occurrence of the second action arrive. Thus the morpheme 

INJ seems to lose its temporal value of simultaneity in 

such cases as the above since there is no clear simulta- 

neity between the two actions read and arrive. This is 

in fact the case whenever M co-occurs with either of 
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the temporal conjunctions after or before. In cases of 

such co-occurrence, there will be a sharp contrast 

between the temporal values of JNJ, on the one hand, 

and before/after, on the other. The former indicates 

simultaneity whereas the latter two indicate sequence. 

It is obvious that the temporal notions of sequence 

and simultaneity are incompatible. Hence one of the 

notions must inevitably dominate and cancel the other 

if sentences such as the above one are to remain 

meaningful. 

It has already been pointed out on page 135 that 

in all such cases of tension and contrast between a 

symbolic morpheme and a lexical one, it has been found 

that the lexical morpheme always dominates. Consequently, 

in sentences like the one above, the relational temporal 

value of the lexical morpheme before will cancel the 

simultaneity of the symbolic morpheme JNJ. 8 This means 

that the above sentence will indicate sequence rather 

than simultaneity. 

8This, however, does not cancel the sense of 
duration embedded in ýNj; this is retained. The 
difference between: 

He had been reading it before we arrived, 
and 

He had read it before we arrived, 
may thus e accounted for. 
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(C) Binary Opposition in Expansion 

R. L. Allen claims that inclusive aspect, as 

represented by non-expanded tensemes, is the marked 

member of contrastive aspect in English (The 2erbSystem, 

p. 219). He adds that "intrusive aspect, signaled by 

expanded verb forms, is 'non-committal with respect to 

completion or non-completion" (p. 219). But surely Allen 

cannot claim to base this classification on formal criteria 

since it is the expanded verbal clusters in English that 

are formally marked by the presence of JN J whereas the 

non-expanded verbal forms lack it. In fact, Allen him- 

self finds it difficult to apply his classification of 

aspect satisfactorily in many cases of expanded verbal 

clusters. He thus contradicts his above-mentioned classi- 

fication when he says elsewhere in his book that "in 

the present perfect tenses, the expanded form, rather 

than the non-expanded form, appears to be the 'marked 

form"' (P. 205). 

It is the point of view held here that expanded 

verbal clusters are the marked members of the opposition 

of expanded vs. non-expanded tensemes in English. This 

conclusion is primarily drawn on formal bases. Even 

notionally, however, the above conclusion is justifiable 

since, as has alreadynmentioned, the formal marker of 

expanded forms, viz. 
JNI, indicates simultaneity with 

something else.. An expanded verbal form, it has also 
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been already said, can be simultaneous with another 

action or point of time which falls in the beginning, 

in the middle, or at the end of the period of occurrence 

of the action or state represented by that expanded 

verbal cluster. These different possible types of simulta- 

neity, particularly medial simultaneity, suggest that 

some continuity or duration is indicated by the expanded 

verbal forms in English. Thus expanded verbal forms 

seem to suggest duration in themselves and simultaneity 

with something else. It may be necessary to point out 

here that Paul Roberts', as well Curme's and Allen's, 

remark that non-expanded verbal clusters can also express 

duration by co-occuring with such phrases as on and on 

is beside the point since this is easily understandable 

in the frame of the general phenomenon of redundancy 

in English. That all the underlined tensemes in the 

following sentences suggest duration does in fact prove 

rather than disprove that the duration is actually 

basically indicated in English by expanded verbal forms: 

He read on and on. 

He read for two hours yesterday. 

He was reading for some time. 

He was reading when I entered. 

The last example in the sentences above clearly shows 

that duration is a product of expansion. When expansion 

by JNj is omitted in the first two sentences, the notion 
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of duration can only be retained by the addition of extra 

phrases with the meaning of duration explicitly indicated 

by them. The third sentence is an example of acceptable 

redundancy. Thus, duration cannot normally be indicated 

by non-expanded tensemes in English. It is not the verb 

read in the first two sentences above that suggests dura- 

tion; it is rather the whole predication read on and on 

and read for two hours, respectively. On the other hand, 

was reading in the last sentence above suggests duration 

on its own. 

Therefore, it seems justifiable to conclude that 

both formally and temporally, expanded verbal forms are 

the marked members whereas non-expanded verbal clusters 

are the unmarked members of the binary opposition of 

expansion vs. non-expansion in English. This conclusion 

is more in line with the emphasis of modern linguistics 

to base notional classifications on formal criteria 

whenever possible. 

(D) Where Expansion is Avoided in English 

In relation to expansion in English, Jespersen 

distinguishes two classes, or in fact two aspects, of 

verbs: conclusive and non-conclusive (Jespersen, p. 92). 

The distinction is mainly based on the semantics of 

verbs. In conclusive verbs, Jespersen explains, "the 

action is either confined to one single moment, e. g. 
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catch, surprise, awake, leave, end, kill, or implies 

a final aim, e. g. make, bring about, adorn, construct, 

beat" (p. 92). He then says that non-conclusive verbs, 

on the other hand, are "verbs denoting feelings, states 

of mind, etc.: the activity, if any such is implied, 

is not begun in order to be finished" (p. 93). As examples 

of such non-conclusive verbs, Jespersen gives the follow- 

ing: love, hate, praise, blame, see, hear. Though mainly 

based on semantic criteria, Jespersents classification 

does also make use of some formal criteria, as may be 

seen from the following distinguishing principle sug- 

gested by him: When the second participle, i. e. the past 

participle, of conclusive verbs is used as an adjunct 

before a noun, it is then used as a perfect participle, 

i. e. to indicate the result of a past action. Conversely, 

when the second participle of non-conclusive verbs is 

thus used, it has no temporal value whatsoever, i. e. it 

tells nothing about the time of the action (Jespersen, 

p. 92). Jespersen gives the following phrases to represent 

the former type of adjuncts: a paid bill, a conquered 

town, a lost battle, an acquired wealth, a captured 

enemy, his collected works, armed men, rejected articles, 

married people, a spoilt child, a reserved seat, a trained 

nurse (p. 92). For the latter variety of adjuncts, he 

gives the following examples: an honoured colleague, 

an admired friend, a despised d scoundrel, a merited 
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rebuke, a reserved expression on his face, the observed 

of all observers (p. 93). 

Later in his book, Jespersen applies his above- 

mentioned classification to the question of expansion 

in English by pointing out that "verbs which express 

psychological states [i. e. non-conclusive verbs) such 

as feel, know, like, love, hate, etc., are generally 

used in the simple [i. e. non-expanded) tenses only" 

(p. 221). However, Jespersen hurries to add that "the 

rule ... is not absolute" (p. 221). English offers many 

examples in which some or all of the verbs just mentioned 

by Jespersen are used in expanded forms, e. g.: 

How are you feeling today? 

How is he liking his new job? 

Moreover, not all verbs in English have second parti- 

ciples which can be used as adjuncts before nouns. Thus 

Jespersen's classification does not seem applicable in 

the case of such verbs as sit, stand. and walk since 

*a sat boy, *a stood man, and *a walked garden are un- 

grammatical English phrases. 

Martin Joos uses the term 'private verbs' to 

refer to Jespersen's non-conclusive verbs just mentioned 

above. 
9 According to Joos, private verbs do not permit 

9Martin Joos, English Language and Linguistics, 
Mimeographed edition Beogra : institute for Exper - 
mental Phonetics, 1958), p. 82. 
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of expansion in English; they are 'private' in the sense 

that they refer to personal feelings or emotions that 

only the person concerned can tell about. Joos suggests 

a special linguistic test which is aimed at sorting out 

all the private verbs in English; namely, that none of 

the private verbs can refer to the future time when 

used in its present form (pp. 83-84). Thus the following 

would be ungrammatical: 

*I understand the lesson tomorrow. 

*I feel it next week. 

* She likes it later. 

Joos' treatment of private verbs as a phenomenon 

not subject to expansion in English is good but inadequate. 

Like Jespersen, Joos is still unable to account for the 

occurrence of many of the 'private' verbs in expanded 

forms in English, as has just been shown with some of 

such verbs. Moreover, Joos' category of 'private' verbs 

includes many other verbs that cannot be strictly called 

'private' since they do not refer to any personal feel- 

ings or emotions. Some of such verbs appear in the follow- 

ing sentences: 

Iraq borders on Turkey in the north. 

It seems that they are incompatible. 

Thus it appears that any treatment which tries 

to explain the phenomenon of non-expandability in English 

by just referring to verbs as such is doomed to fail. 
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This is so because English, as has just been said, 

offers many examples in which the so-called non-expandable 

verbs do appear in expanded forms. The alternative 

approach to the problem seems to be to look for larger 

linguistic environments in which verbs occur and try 

to sort out those environments which permit of no 

expansion whenever they exist in English. 

The only treatment known to the present writer 

which deals with verbs that resist expansion in terms 

larger than such verbs themselves is that of R. L. Allen 

in his book on The Verb System of Present-Day American 

English. In his treatment, Allen considers the whole 

predicate, and not only the verb, as the conditioning 

factor of non-expandability. In this respect he says 

that "it is the Predication in each case which resists 

such expansion; most if not all of the verbs appearing 

in these Predications occur in expanded form in other 

kinds of Predications" (p. 221). Some predications, Allen 

adds, are 'suffusive' in the sense that they temporally 

refer to the whole time which is mentioned or implied. 

"For this reason, such a Predication is always inclusive, 

and is therefore always expressed by a Predication con- 

taining a non-expanded verb-cluster" (p. 223). He then 

gives the following two sentences in which the first 

contains a 'non-bounded', i. e. inclusive or suffusive, 

predication in the sense that "it refers to an Event 
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with no foreseeable termination" (p. 223). The second 

sentence, on the other hand, contains a predication 

which is 'bounded' or 'profusive' in the sense that it 

refers to a limited period of time only, rather than 

to all time: (p. 223) 

Hamadan lies at the foot of Mt. Alvand. 

My hat is lying on the table in the hall. 

The same verb is used in the above two sentences but 

the linguistic environments, namely the predications, 

in which they are used are different. In relation to the 

second sentence above, Allen comments that "my hat does 

not always lie on the table in the hall - it has pro- 

bably been put there recently - and will probably not 

stay there indefinitely" (p. 223). On the other hand, 

the following sentences given by Calver and Joos, and 

quoted by Allen, all indicate suffusive and non-bounded 

events and consequently their verb-clusters appear in 

non-expanded forms: (p. 224) 

Two plus two equals four. 

Roses smell. 

He plays the violin. 

The sun rises in the east. 

Italy borders upon France. 

Haste makes waste. 

This shirt buttons up at the back, 
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Suffusive predications, using Allen's terminology, 

thus refer to the whole time period, if any is mentioned 

in a given sentence, or extend infinitely on both sides 

of the given point of reference when no time period is 

mentioned. It has already been said that expanded forms 

in English indicate the duration or the continuity of 

their events besides their simultaneity with something 

else. An event which is said to be continuous at a certain 

moment cannot consequently be complete at that same point 

of time. Thus incompletion is a logical consequence of 

'durativeness' and continuity in expanded forms. As suf- 

fusive predications do not refer to any specific moment 

but rather to an 4efinite time, they cannot consequently 

be found in expanded forms in English. This is so be- 

cause at any specific point in the continuous occurrence 

of an action, only a part or a slice of that action can 

be viewed or focused upon; whereas when no specific 

point is emphasized, i. e. when time is non-bounded, the 

whole action is usually considered. This distinction 

between the partial versus the whole view of events is 

basic to the understanding of profusive versus suffusive 

predications in English. 

The situations which require the presence of suf- 

fusive predications, with non-expanded tensemes, are of 

many types in English. The following is a brief survey 

of such situations: 
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1. Non-bounded Predications 

In this environment appear mainly verbs that are 

called 'private' and 'relational' by Martin Joos (Joos, 

pp. 83-84). Such verbs, according to Joos, are of three 

kinds (pp. 84-85): (1) verbs which "specify relations 

between the milieu and the person in such a way as to 

characterize the person's internal condition, " as in 

Charles likes sweets; 

(ii) verbs which show "some relation between person 

and thing, but the thing is what is considered as char- 

acterized by the relation, " as in 

This soup tastes really delicious; 

and (iii) verbs which indicate relations between things, 

as in 

The Euphrates and the Tigris flow in Iraq. 

Also included under this category of non-bounded 

predications are all other kinds of predications in which 

events or actions are viewed as wholes or in which no 

beginning or end is defined, such as in: 

I see a lot of smoke now. 

I also hear sounds of explosions. 

2. Asseverative Predications 

It is Martin Joos again who first used the term 

'asseverative' to refer to a special kind of non-expanded 

verbs which appear in predications, where, to quote 
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Hatcher, "the 'activity' predicated has no existence 

apart from the predication, but is identical with it. ""10 

Joos points out that in such predications, verbs always 

occur in the form of/IýMple-present and with first- 

person pronouns as subjects (p. 87). The following are 

some examples of asseverative predications given by 

Joos and Hatcher: 

I pronounce you man and wife. 

I declare the meeting adjourned. 

We find the prisoner guilty. 

I deny that he is guilty. 

I thank you. 

3. Demonstrations and Stage Directions 

The use of non-expanded, rather than expanded, 

verbal clusters in practical demonstrations and stage 

directions is easily understood when it is remembered 

that non-expanded predications refer to whole actions 

or states. In both'stage directions and demonstrations, 

events are. usually considered as whole units, each com- 

plete by itself and unrelated to the others. Even in 

such cases, however, the expanded tensemes may also be used 

whenever it is found necessary to show that an event is 

simultaneous with another one. In the following extract 

Anna Granville Hatcher, "The Use of the Pro- 
gressive Form in English: A New Approach", Language, 
XXVII (July-August, 1961), p. 267. 
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from a passage of O'Neill's Strange Interlude: (Allen, 

The Verb System, p. 187) 

NINA (Nodding slowly): I know. 

MARSDEN (Bends down, pats her head with trembling hands, 

soothes her with uncertain trembling words): 

There - there 

the writer indicates by virtue of INI in nodding that 

the sentence I know is to be uttered simultaneously with 

Nina's slow nodding. Each of the actions carried out by 

Marsden, on the other hand, is a whole unit by itself 

independent of all other actions; the bending, the patting, 

and the utterance of the soothing words are treated here 

as separate events not indicated for any sort of simulta- 

neity with each other. 

Sports commentators on the radio and people dem- 

onstrating a process such as an experiment or a cooking 

recipe usually use non-expanded verbs in the form of 

simple-present tensemes. This again may be explained 

in that each event reported is a whole, an independent 

step in the series that make up the game, the experiment, 

or the dish. The use of simple, non-expanded verbs also 

tendsto make the progression of reporting sound more 

swift and rapid; something which is particularly suitable 

in reporting fast-moving games, such as a football match. 
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4, Reporting and Reference 

Suffusive predications in the form of non-expanded 

verb-clusters are also used when reporting or referring 

to information from a printed matter. Thus we may have 

the following: 

Wordsworth preaches that Nature is the best teacher. 

Both the Bible and the Quran tell of the story of 

Creation. 

The verbs preaches and tell above occur in predications 

that are suffusive in the sense that the former predica- 

tion is attributable to Wordsworth for an unlimited 

period of time, and so is the telling of the story of 

the Creation is also non-bounded. Both verbs, however, 

may be found in expanded forms in other predications 

that are not suffusive . 



CHAPTER FIVE 

A TRANSFORMATIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE 

ENGLISH TENSE SYSTEM 

(A) Introduction 

Chomsky, the pioneer of transformational theory, 

defines his grammar as "a system of rules that in some 

explicit and well-defined way assigns structural descrip- 

tions to sentences" (Aspects, p. 8). In his recent book 

on Chomsky, John Lyons points out that many grammarians 

hold that "transformational grammar is the best theory 

so far developed for the systematic description and 

explanation of the structure of human language. "1 Lyons 

concludes his book by stating that "the 'Chomskyan 

revolution' cannot but be successful" (p. 116). Thus it 

seems worthwhile to investigate how the question of tense 

and time in language can be studied and analyzed in the 

light of transformational grammar. 

Many existing treatments of the subject of tense 

in English have already been reviewed in the second 

chapter of Part Two in the present study. It has been 

concluded, however, that those treatments were all to 

some extent inadequate. There is not a single transforma- 

tional work known to the present writer which presents 

1J, Lyons, Chomsky (London: Wm. Collins And Co. 
Ltd.,, 1970), p. 11. 
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a detailed and adequate analysis of tense in English. 

Nevertheless, the transformational approach to the study 

of various other linguistic phenomena has proved produc- 

tive and promising. This chapter is hence an attempt to 

outline some transformational techniques and formulae 

that can give us a better understanding of tense and 

provide a more comprehensive analysis of this linguistic 

phenomenon than what already exists. 

(B) Deep versus Surface Tense 

in English 

In Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, Chomsky 

states that for each sentence there exist "a deep struc- 

ture that determines its semantic interpretation and a 

surface structure that determines its phonetic inter- 

pretation" (p. 16). More elaborately, deep structure is 

viewed in modern transformational theory as 

a level of linguistic analysis where (i) basic grammati- 
cal relations between fundamental grammatical categories 
are defined; (ii) selectional restrictions and co- 
occurrence relations are stated; (iii) appropriate 
grammatical categories recfive lexical representati2ns; 

iv) inputs to transformational rules are provided. 

The role of the transformational component of grammar 

is that of relating deep structures to surface structures. 

2Tomasz P. Krzesowski, "Equitalence, congruence 
and deep structure, " Pa ers iri_O: ontrastive,. ilin uistics f 
ed. Gerhard Nickel (Cambridge* The University press, 
1971), p+3B" 
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From the above it becomes evident that, according 

to Chomsky, semantic interpretation has to be based on 

the deep structures of sentences. In other words, all 

semantically-significant features of sentences are to 

be somehow represented in their deep structures. Now, 

it is obvious that both tense and aspect in English 

are temporally, f. e. semantically, significant. Hence, 

they should be represented in the deep structure of 

English sentences. The question however is: how are tense 

and aspect represented in the deep structure of English 

sentences? 

Concerning tense, let us first consider the 

following ungrammatical string: 

*He write it yesterday 

The above string is ungrammatical since its verb only 

appears in the base form uninflected for tense. Yet the 

string is meaningful and its temporal reference is un- 

ambiguous. How can we explain the 'meaningfulness' of 

the string? The only tenable explanation, it seems, is 

one which assumes that the temporal reference of English 

sentences is not associated primarily with tense inflec- 

tions but rather with adverbials of time. What is rele- 

vant to temporal interpretation in the above string-is 

the temporal adverbial yesterday which makes redundant 

any temporally-similar tense inflection. The past-tense 

temporal marker 
ýDlj in wrote_, for example, may thus be 
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viewed as nothing but a surface-structure representation 

of a temporal adverbial representing pastness in the 

deep structure. It is therefore postulated here that 

tense in English is represented by temporal adverbiale 

in deep structures and that all English sentences have 

underlying adverbiale of time in their deep structures. 

(C) Deep--versus Surface Aspect 

To determine the status of aspect in deep struc- 

ture, let us examine the following: 

* He writes thf, letter already 

This string is also ungrammatical though still meaning- 

ful in that it unambiguously refers to a time earlier 

than the moment of speech. It is the presence of the tem- 

poral adverbial already which makes the above string tem- 

porally refer to a time which precedes the present. Se- 

mantically, the above ungrammatical string possesses the 

same temporal information as that of its grammatical 

version: 

He has written the letter, 

with its earlier aspectual marker ýD21 in written. This 

again prompts us to conclude that aspectual markers like 

ý211 ý021, ý02+j 
, and 

kNare 
only surface realizations 

of relational, viz. depicting temporal relations, tem- 

poral adverbiale in the deep structure of English sen- 

tences. It is therefore hypothesized here that all Eng- 

lish sentences which have any of the above-mentioned 
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four aspectual markers in their surface structures must 

possess underlying relational temporal adverbials in 

their deep structures. 

The realization of aspect by relational temporal 

adverbials in the deep structure reflects the strong 

syntactic and semantic relationships between aspectual 

markers and such adverbials. Syntactically, both share 

the function of modifying verbs and, semantically, both 

may indicate identical temporal values. This special 

relationship between aspect and adverbials in English 

may be further demonstrated by the temporal equivalence 

of such structures as the following: 

I shall go. (Later Aspect ý¢2+ ) 

I go later. (Adverbial of 'Later' Time) 

But not, for example, 'I go' for the second sentence 

without somewhat changing the meaning of the sentence. 

Similarly, the adverbial earlier indicates the same tem- 

poral value of the earlier aspectual marker ID21 in such 

examples as: 

I had gone. (Earlier Aspect ID21 ) 

I went earlier. (Adverbial of 'Earlier' Time) 

This phenomenon of substitutability also explains why 

simple-present tensemes can in certain linguistic 

environments indicate later-present reference, i. e. 

futurity, without the presence of the later aspectual 

marker J02+1 
. This may be seen in such sentences as: 
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He leaves later. 

In the sentence above, the temporal function of the aspec- 

tual marker J02+1, viz. that of indicating 'laterness', 

is performed instead by the temporal adverbial later. 

The same temporal function can similarly be achieved 

by the temporal counterparts of the adverbial later, 

such as tomorrow, next week, etc. as in: 

He leaves next week, 

in which the verb plus the adverbial indicate the futurity 

which may alternatively be indicated by the verb plus 

later aspect, as in: 

He will leave. 

(D) Formalization of Tense and 

Aspectual Rules in Deep Structure 

The central difference between Chomsky's analysis , 

of the verbal phrase and that which is presented here 

lies in the Auxiliary expansion rule. Chomsky incorporateq 

all tense and aspectual markers, including carriers like 

have and be, into the phrase structure or the base com- 

ponent of English grammar. 
3 In other words, tense and 

aspectual markers belong to the deep structure in Chomsky's 

grammar of English. It has been argued above however that 

such a description seems untenable and that a more 

3See 
review of Chomsky's works in Chapter Two 

of Part Two. 
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feasible analysis would be one that regards tense and 

aspectual markers as surface-structure phenomena repre- 

sented by temporal adverbials in deep structure. It has 

consequently been postulated above that in the deep 

structure of simple tensemes in English, Tense Temporal 

Adverbials (henceforth TTA) occur whereas one TTA and 

one or more Aspect Temporal Adverbials (henceforth ATA) 

appear in the deep structures of compound and complex 

tensemes. The following rule may therefore be formulated 

for 'Auxiliary' in English: 

Aux *TTA + (ATA) 
n 

Tense Temporal Adverbials can only be of two kinds in 

English. Hence, the following rule is to follow the 

above one: 

TTA--- 
in the past 

ý 
at present 

The occurrence of Aspectual Adverbials is optional 

in that they do not occur in all English tensemes; com- 

pound and complex tensemes have them but simple tensemes 

do not. This option is shown in the Auxiliary rule above 

by the inclusion of ATA in parentheses. The letter n in 

the Auxiliary rule represents the tinmber of the occur- 

rences of ATAs in a given%tenseme in English. The 

number, however, cannot exceed three in English. This 

fact may be symbolically shown by adding (-? -3) to the 
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Auxiliary rule above. 
Äspectual Temporal Adverbials in 

English tensemes may be any one or more of the follow- 

ing relational adverbials of time: earlier, non-earlier, 

later, and simultaneously. However, the order sequence 

of ATAs is fixed in that when more than one of them 

occur, not every sequential arrangement is acceptable 

in English. To show the four varieties of ATAs as well 

as their permissible sequence order, the following 

context-sensitive rule is formulated: 

$non-earlierýý /+ (ATA) + (ATA) 
ATA `later J 

earlier / (ATA) + 
___ + (ATA) 

simultaneously / (ATA) + (ATA) + 

The above rule shows that in the case of any English 

tenseme which has the maximum number of three aspectual 

markers, as in: 

By six o'clock, I shall have been working for eight 

hours today, 

the sequence arrangemnt will be: 

later aspect + earlier aspect + simultaneous aspect. 

In the surface structure. of the above tenseme, 'viz. shall 
shall 

have been working, later aspect is carried by Lave-, 

earlier aspect by been; and simultaneous aspect by 

working. The above aspectual rule also shows that both 

non-earlier and later aspects always precede the other 

varieties of aspect and that these two aspects never 
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co-occur in any English tenseme, viz. only one of them 

can occur at a time. 

According to the above description of deep tense 

and aspect in English tensemes, simple tensemes, on the 

one hand, and both compound and complex ones, on the 

other, cannot be correctly considered as having identical 

underlying P-markers. No tenseme can therefore be said 

to constitute the kernel or the source from which other 

tensemes have been derived. Yet, the obvious intuitive 

relatedness among the tensemes of either tense in Eng- 

lish may be accounted for by the similarity, though not 

the identity, of their P-markers. 4 

(E) Transformational Rules of 

Tense and Aspect5 

To account for the temporal equivalence between 

such sentences as in the following two pairs: 

1. (a) He will leave tomorrow, 

(b) He leaves tomorrow, 

2. (a) I met him before he had written the letter, 

(b) I met him before he wrote the letter, 

an optional transformational rule which allows for the 

4Katz and Postal argue along these lines for 
similar related linguistic phenomena, (see Integrated, 
p. 118). 

5Only 
rules completely formulated by the present 

writer are mentioned here. Other rules necessary for 
the transformational machinery of grammar but which are 
adapted and/or adopted from other writers are given in 
the Transformational Outline at the end of this chapter. 
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deletion of redundant aspectual markers may ba formulated. 

Aspectual markers, as has been pointed out earlier, may 

be made redundant in the surface structure of English 

tensemes by the presence of temporally-similar adver- 

bials. In sentence (l. a) above, for example, the adver- 

bial tomorrow with its inherent temporal 'laterness' 

makes redundant the later aspectual marker jý2ýin will 

leave. So does the adverbial before in (2. a) above make 

redundant the presence of the earlier aspectual marker 

in written. Hence, sentences (l. b) and (2. b) are 

redundancy-free versions of (l. a) and (2. a) respectively. 

The optional deletion rule of redundant aspectual mark- 

ers may take the following form in grammar: 

T-del ; NP + TTA + ATA +v+X+ Adv-t 
(ATA) 

4 --ý NP + TTA +v+X+ Adv-t 

(' )hen ATA and Adv-t have the same 

relational temporal value) 

It has already been shown in the rewriting of 

the Auxiliary above that ATAs always follow TTAs in the 

deep structure of English tensemes and that whereas 

only one TTA may appear in any English tenseme at any 

one time, up to three ATAs can occur simultaneously. It 

has also been pointed out in chapters Three and Four of 

Part Two that in the surface structures of tensemes, 

it is a characteristic of English that a verbal base 
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may not carry more than one temporal marker at a time. 

Thus in compound and complex tensemes, the last or right- 

most aspectual marker occupies the verbal base leaving 

other markers to be carried by special -lexemes partic- 

ularly used as tense and aspect carriers. There are four 

varieties of such carriers in English. The selection of 

a specific variety for a 'floating' tense or aspect is 

determined by the directly-following aspect. Both the 

various types of carriers in English and the selection 

restrictions imposed on them may be stated by the follow- 

ing transformational rule: 
6 

earlier HAVE + earlier 
later WILL + non-earlier 

Tear: simultaneously BE + simultaneously 

non-earlier Modal + non-earlier 
(where modal is any modal verb except WILL) 

It may be seen from the above rule that WILL, as distinct 

from other modals, has the capacity to narrow down the 

temporal reference of the non-earlier aspectual marker 

ý¢2'} to make it specifically refer to later-time. This, 

as has been mentioned in Chapter Three, is due to the 

relational temporal value of 'laterness' embedded in 

will and shall. Yet, it should be emphasized here that 

this does not mean that WILL introduces any new temporal 

'See the following section for examples on the 
application of this as well as other rules. 
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value to the 'non-earlierness' of 1021 since later-time 

is nothing but- a segment of the more comprehensive non- 

earlier time of 021. The role of WILL may be consequently 

viewed as that of/tý@cification or topicalization of 

'laterness' within the wider non-earlier temporal span 

represented by 1021. 

(F) Applications? 

(1) He goes tomorrow. 

S -4 NP + VP 

SNP+TTA+ATA+v+Advt 

--ý NP + at present + later +v+ Advt 

Tdel --4 NP + at present +v+ Advt 
Taf --ý NP +v+ at present + Advt 

. -. ý he + 01 *+ go + tomorrow 

-. 1 he goes tomorrow 

(2) He will leave. 

--SNP+TTA+ATA+v 

--. NP + at present + later +v 

Tear -5 NP + at present + WILL + non-earlier +v 

Taf --) NP + WILL + at present +v+ non-earlier 

-ý he + WILL + Ol + leave + 02 

--ý he will on leave, 

7For the full form of all rules applied in this 
section, see the Transformationäl Outline at the end 
of this chapter. 
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(3) I have written the letter. 

--9 NP + TTA + ATA +v+X 

---- . NP + at present + earlier +v+X 

Tcar -. --; NP + at present + HAVE + earlier +v+X 

Taf NP + HAVE + at present +v+ earlier +X 

----ý I + HAVE + 01 + write + D2 + the letter 

I have written the letter 

(4) I shall have gone there by next week. 

---ý NP + TTA + ATA1 + ATA2 +v+X+ Advt 

----ý NP + at present + later + earlier +v+X+ 

Advt 

Tcar. NP + at present + WILL + non-earlier + 

HAVE + earlier +v+X+ Advt 

Taf -- NP + WILL + at present + HAVE + non-earlier + 

v+ earlier +X+ Advt 

---)I + WILL + 01 + HAVE + 02 + go + D2 + there + 

by next week 

--r4 1 shall have gone there by next week 

(5) I shall have been working on it for some time. 

-ý-ý NP + TTA + ATA1 + ATA2 + ATA3 +v+X+ Advt 

--ýº NP + at present + later + earlier + 

simultaneously +v+X+ Advt 

Tcar NP + at present + WILL + non-earlier + 

-" HAVE + earlier + BE + simultaneously + 

X+ Advt 
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Taf. ý. - NP + WILL + at present + HAVE + non-earlier + 

BE + earlier +v+ simultaneously +X+ Advt 

I+ WILL + Ol + HAVE + 02 + BE + D2 + work + 

N+ on it + for some time 

--.. ý I shall have been working' on it for 

some time 

(6) I was not working yesterday. 

I was working yesterday. (Non-negative) 

-4 NP +TTA+ AT A+v+A dvt 

., 
NP + in the past + simultaneously +v+ Advt --a- 

Tcar--)NP + in the past + BE + simultaneously +v+ 

Advt 

Tneg-4 NP + in the past + BE + not + simultaneously + 

v+ Advt 

Taf _'-) NP + BE + in the past + not +v+ simulta- 

neously + Advt 

---* I+ BE + D1 + not + work +N+ yesterday 

----3 I was not working yesterday 

(7) He had been treated badly. 

Somebody had treated him badly. (Non-passive) 

--SNP + TTA + ATA +v+X 

---SNP + in the past + earlier +v+X 

Tpas--4NP + in the past + earlier + be + part + 
sive 

v+X 

Tcar--SNP + in the past + HAVE + earlier + be + 
part+v+X 
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Taf --) NP + HAVE + in the past + be + earlier + 

v+part+X 

-----ý he + HAVE + Dl + be + D2 + treat + part +X 

ý.,. i he had been treated badly 

(8) He HAS gone home. 

He has gone home. (Non-affirmative) 

---) NP + TTA + ATA +v+X 

---o NP + at present + earlier +v 

Tear ---ý NP + at present + HAVE + earlier +v+X 

Taffirm. 9NP + at present + HAVE +A+ earlier +V+X 

Taf ---- ) NP + HAVE + at present +A+v+ earlier +X 

" he + HAVE + ßd1 +A+ go + D2 + home 

> he has gone home 

(G) An Outline of 

a Transformational Analysis of 

the English Verb8 

(i) Phrase Structure Rules 

j: # Sentence # 

F: 1. S ---)i NP + VP 

80nly 
some of the rules in this Outline are fully 

formulated by the present writer. These are Aux, TTA, 
ATA, Tdel and Tcar as well as most morphophonemic rules. 
Some o ier rules, like verbal, Taf, Tneg, Taffirm, 
T- passive, are modified ver ions of already xisting 
ru es,. whereas" other rules are mainly quoted from 
Paul Roberts' English Syntax, op. cit., pp. 395-402. 
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+ substantive 
2. VP Aux + 

Tbe 
JAdv-p 

verbal 

3. Aux TTA + (ATA)n 

(where U4 3) 

in the past 
4. TTA-y 

at present 

non-earlier /+ (ATA) + (ATA) 
later 

5. ATA- earlier / (ATA) + 
_, _ 

+ (ATA) 

simultaneously/ (ATA) + (ATA) + 
__ 

NP 
6. substantive... -), (Int) + Adj 

-VI 
VT+NP 

7. verbal --ý Vb + substantive + (Advt) 

Vs + Adj 
Vh+NP 

8. Advt---)yesterday, next week, in the morning, 

000 

9. NP ---. --) John, the boy, he, both of them, ... 
10. Adv-p--*there, downstairs, in the house, ... 
11. Int----ý-)very, rather, pretty, .:. 
12. Adj-----ý good, sad, beautiful, ... 
13. Vb ---) become, remain, ... 
14. Vs --' > seem, look, taste, ... 
15. Vh ---4 have, cost, weigh, ... 
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(ii) Transformational Structure Rules (with some specific 

examples ) 

16. Tdel: NP + TTA + ATA +v+X+ Advt 
(ATA) 

-. -)NP + TTA +v+X+ Advt 

( when ATA and Advt have the 

same relational temporal value) 

17. Tdo: tense --. -> do + tense 

18. Tpas- NP1 + TTA + (ATA) + VT + NP2 
sive: 

---ý NP2 + TTA + (ATA) + be + part + 

VT + (by + NP1) 9 

19. Tdel: l° NP + relative pronoun + TTA + be +X 

-->NP+X 

the boy + who + is + from Glasgow 

the boy + from Glasgow" 

20. Tdel-ll NP + relative pronoun + TTA + 'V +X 
ing 

---ýNP+ ing+v+X 

people + who + own money 

people owning money 

9This 
rule has been modified and made obligatory 

in later transformational studies. However, it is left 
here in its earlier form since it is not directly rele- 
vant to the discussion of tense and aspect. 

l°This transformational rule helps to explain the 
structure of minor tensemes in the form of verbid ogee.. 
clusters; namely, that they are originally verbex clus- 
ters with tense having been deleted by a later transforma- 
tional rule of T-del type. 

11Same 
as above footnote 
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21. T-nom-12 
abs: 

NP + TTA + 
be 

+X 
verbal 

--.. 4 NP + ing + 
be 

+X 
verbal 

The novel is interesting 

the novel being interesting 

22. T-for-13 Matrix : it + TTA +(ATA) + be + Adj(l)+ 
to " " Comp(2) 

Insert : NP(3) + TTA + (ATA)(4 )+v+ X(5) 

Result----)1 + for +3+ to +5 

it + was + easy + Comp 

Bob + in the past + break the record 

It was easy for Bob to break the 

record. 

23. T-pos-14 Matrix : X(1) + NP(2) + Y(3) 
ing: 

Insert : NP1(4) + TTA + (ATA)(5) + 

v+ X(6) 

Result. -41 +4+ Pos+ing+ 6+ 3 

I was surprised by + John 

John + in the past + ask to leave 

so early 

I was surprised by John's asking 

to leavb so early. 

12 This rule also pioduces verbids or minor tf - 
semes. It also shows that minor tensemes, like major 
to semen, have Tense Temporal Adverbials in their deep 
structures. 

13Same as above footnote. 
14Same as above footnote. 
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. earlier HAVE + earlier 
later WILL + non-earlier 

24. Tcar: ' 
simultaneously BE + simultaneously 
non-earlier Modal + non-earlier 

(Where Modal is any 

modal verb except 

WILL ) 

15 TTA + carrier TTA+car+not 
25. Tneg: NP X---4 NP X 

TTA +v TTA+v+not 

(Carriers are any of WILL, BE, HAVE, 

or a modal. BE and HAVE are carriers 

when they are not used as main verbs) 

TTA + carrier 
26. Taffirm: NP X 

TTA +v 

TTA + carrier +A 
S NP X 

TTA+v+A 

carrier, carrier 
27. Tal' : of + . ý,., ý, ý + of 

vv 

(Where of is any TTA, ATA, or part) 

(iii) Morphophonemic Structure Rules16 

28. in the past ýD31 

29. at present .,.. ý1ý 

15Same 
as footnote (9) above. 

16 This group of rules is not meant to cover the 
morphophonemic structure of the outputs of all the pre- 
vious transformational rules. It rather exclusively 
deals with 'temporal' morphemes in the English tense 
system. 
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30. earlier .... _. " 
ID21 

31. non-earlier -... -.. 
0021 

32. simultaneousJN% 

v ýýD2. j past participle form 
33. + IN --. ýj present participle form 

carrier 21 infinitive form t 
v ID past form 

34, + 
carrier present form 

will 
35. WILL + {bbl 

shall 

would 
36. WILL + ýDlj--: ý 

should 

37. Modal + 1¢l1--. 
*may, can, has/have to, ... 

38. Modal + ID11-4might, could, had to, ... 
has 

39. HAVE + ýQý1I->have 

40. HAVE + ýD11.. had 



CHAPTER SIX 

FUNCTIONS OF ENGLISH TENSEMES 

(A) Introduction 

A discussion on the functions, i. e. linguistic 

uses, of tensemes is included here because of the nature 

of the present study which is ultimately orientated 

towards pedagogy and application, thus falling more or 

less into the realm of applied linguistics. This inclu- 

sion is also the result of viewing language in a wider 

perspective as a means of communication. 

W. E. Bull criticizes those approaches to the 

study of language which only describe the formal struc- 

ture of a given language while ignoring the functions 

of the various linguistic forms in that language. 

A language is not just a system of symbols existing 
in a vacuum. It is a system which combines with many 
other factors for the purpose of communication, and 
to understand the function of its forms or its form 
classes, one needs to analyze them in terms of how 
they fulfill this purpose. Language symbols ought to 
be treated in precisely the same way as the objects 
of material culture. They cannot be fully understood 
until we know their purpose in communication. There 
should be, consequently, no fundamental difference 
between the description of language in action and 
language as arbitrary vocal symbols. (Bull, p. 116) 

Bull also adds that "the difference between theoretical 

linguistics and applied linguistics may be roughly 

defined as the difference between' an inventory of fgrms 

and an inventory of form functions" (p. 110). 
220 
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In relation to a discussion on the functions of 

verb forms and verbal clusters, Bull makes many other 

valuable remarks in his analysis of SpanAh. "A form 

function, " he says, for example, "is a feature of the 

complex in which it appears and not entirely something 

which the form contributes to the complex', (p. 71). Bull 

then distinguishesAtwo types of functions for every 

'tense form'; namely, the systematic and the non-systematic 

functions (p. 70). The systematic function of a tenseme 

is the one 'which is defined by its systematic position' 

in the whole structure of the tense system in a specific 

language (p. 60). This systematic position of a tenseme 

both in relation to an axis of orientation as well as 

to other tensemes is determined by the temporal value 

of the formal marker(s) of that tenseme. The non-systematic 

functions of any tenseme are those which are 'defined by 

the very fact that there is some arbitrary shift in 

systematic position' (p. 60). In other words, it may be 

said that the non-systematic functions of a given tenseme 

are its special, rather than its general, uses, 

In an article on 'Specification and English Ten- 

ses', David Crystal uses the terms 'non-marked' and 

'marked' to refer to something similar to Bull's 'sys- 

tematic' and 'non-systematic' functions, respectively 

(pp. 1-34). The unmarked function of a certain tenseme 

is the expected one, i. e. the one formally indicated in 
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that tenseme by the tense and/or aspect marker(s). All 

the other functions of a given tenseme, on the other 

hand, are (marked' as each of such functions has to be 

marked by 'the obligatory use of an accessory grammati- 

cal element: the non-omissible- determiner' (Crystal, p. 3). 

The use of the simultaneous present tenseme is leaving, 

for example, in the first of the following sentences 

is systematic or unmarked, whereas in the second sentence 

it is non-systematic or marked: 

The train is leaving (now). 

The train is leaving in ten minutes. 

The tense and aspect markers in is leaving, namely loll 

and JNJ respectively, assume their normal positions in 

the first sentence above, i. e. they refer to an action 

simultaneous with the moment of speech. Simultaneity is 

normally expressed in English by JN3 and the present 

tense by %J. The adverbial now in the first sentence 

above is optional: its presence does not add any new 

temporal significance to the sentence and may thus be 

omitted. In the second sentence, however, the present 

simultaneous tenseme is leaving is used to refer not to 

the present moment of speech but to a future point of 

time. Futurity is not normally indicated by either j¢lý 

or ýNj in English alone. Thus the tenseme is leaving 

is made to refer to a future point only by help of the 

temporal adverbial in ten minutes. The omission of this 
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adverbial will change the meaning of the second sentence 

to that of the first. Therefore, in this special function 

of is leaving, viz. to indicate futurity, the adverbial 

is 'non-omissible'. The presence of an adverbial, or 

other linguistic clues, is the marker that must accompany 

the 'marked' or the 'non-systematic' functions of ten- 

semes. 

Temporal adverbials seem to play a vital role in 

determining the functions of tensemes in English. Kahane 

and Hutter have even defined the 'verbal archcategory 

TIME' as "the linguistic expression of the relationship 

between the action and certain (expressed or unexpressed) 

adverbial action modifiers. ', ' In their description and 

analysis of Brazilian Portuguese tenses, they have given 

the temporal adverb a major role in deciding the various 

functions of tensemes. After carrying out a rather 

comprehensive survey on verb-adverb co-occurrences, or 

'specification', in English, Crystal produces much evi- 

dence which seem to verify his initial hypothesis that 

"time-relations in English are handled more by the care- 

ful use of adverbials (their presence AND absence) than 

by other means" (Crystal, p. 7). Crystal reports the 

figures of an 'unexpectedly high frequency' of specification 

H. R. Kahane and H. S. Hutter, "The Verbal 
Categories of Colloquial Brazilian Portuguese, " Word 
( 9,1953 ), p. 17. 
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in English. It thus seems that any description of the 

functions of tensemes in English would be deficient with- 

out describing the verb-adverbial co-occurrences. This 

chapter is consequently an attempt to make use of the 

phenomenon of specification in the description of the 

functions of tensemes in English. 

(B) Approach and Technique 

To distinguish among the various functions of 

one or more linguistic forms, meaning is bound to be 

resorted to and used as a classificatory criterion in 

the description of these functions. For such a functional 

analysis, Crystal points out that "a notional classifi- 

cation is useful and justifiable for both theoretical 

and procedural reasons" (p. 7). Jakobson has already 

defended and suggested a notional classification for 

adverbials in his book on Adverbial Positions in English. 2 

An adequate analysis of functions cannot be worked out, 

according to Bull, "without appealing to meaning, and 

it follows that both systematic and non-systematic func- 

tions have to be defined semantically" (p. 71). On these 

grounds, the following notional approach used in this 

chapter in determining form functions is felt to be both 

necessary and justifiable. 

2Sven Jakobson (Uppsala: Ab Studentbok, 1964), 
pp. 76-79. 
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I. Test Two3 

(i) Objectives 

1. To associate fo_ rmal tensemes with notional categories 

of time. Thus we get a broader picture of the tem- 

poral functions and notional distribution of various 

tensemes and of the formal linguistic representa- 

tions of the notional time structure in both ten- 

semes and temporal adverbials. 

2. To check the frequency of occurrences of each ten- 

seme with the various notional categories of time. 

Higher frequencies of a given tenseme with specific 

notional categories represent major functions, or 

systematic functions, of that tenseme. 

3. To observe the frequency of the representation of 

a certain notional category by various tensemes., 

This will provide us with even a broader view of 

the functions of various tensemes. By observing 

other linguistic phenomena, such as specification, 

a better picture of how tensemes can indicate 

identical or similar temporal reference can be 

obtained. 

(ii) Procedure 

1. The first objective underlies an important theoretical 

3Notice that Test One has already been reported 
and analyzed in Chapter One of Part Two. 
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and practical question since the notional and lin- 

guistic classifications of time rarely coincide 

with each other in any actual language. One result 

of mixing up the two classifications, for example, 

may be seen in the controversial issue of whether 

English has a future tense or not. 

By asking informants to express certain 

notional time categories in English verbal forms, 

as well as by adding adverbials when necessary, 

a linguistic sample whose notional-formal complex 

interrelationships are of value for classification 

and analysis may be obtained. 

2. The responses of the English-speaking informants 

will reveal the various functions that every tenseme 

has in indicating different temporal references. 

Both the distribution and the frequency of tensemes 

are important in the analysis of the functions of 

those tensemes. 

3. Another way of examining the functions of tensemes, 

perhaps complementary to that of (2) above, is to 

regard the notional categories as the basis of 

comparison and the tensemes as the variables. 

(iii) Format of the Test 

(For the exact format of this test, see pp. 35-37 

in the present study. The test has already been 

reported and used there for a different objective. ) 
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(iv) The Notional Time Categorization Represented 

by the Notional Cues Given Opposite Sentences 

of Test Two 

Past: 

a+ General : Cues 6 and 15 

b. Specific: 2 

c. Simultaneous: 23,17 

d. Earlier: 10,12 

e. Later : 13,16,24 

Present: 

a. General: 4,7 

b. Specific (Simultaneous): 3,14,20, (22) 

c. Contemporaneous: 18 

d. Earlier: 8 

e. Later: 19 

Future: 

a. General: 9 

b. Specific: 1 

c. Simultaneous: 21 

d. Earlier; 11 

e. Later: 5,25 

II. Test Three 

(i) Objectives 

1. To base the identification of the temporal functions 

of tensemes on the associations of those tensemes 

with various adverbials of time. 
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2. To find out whether tensemes taken by themselves, 

an approach often used in school grammars, will 

convey the same temporal significance to every 

" speaker of the language. 

3. To discover special or non-systematic functions of 

tensemes. 

(ii) Procedure 

1. The first objective of this test has been realized 

by providing a number of native speakers of English 

with various tensemes and asking them to associate 

these tensemes with suitable adverbials of time 

in sentences of their own. The co-occurrence of 

any one tenseme with different notional sets of 

temporal adverbials has revealed the temporal 

distribution of that tenseme, as will be shown 

in the data analysis later in this chapter. 

2. The second objective, which is a pedagogic one, 

aims at testing the accuracy of school grammars as 

well as of many other traditional and modern studies 

of the English verb which discuss the temporal 

significance of tensemes out of context, i. e. with- 

out, for example, taking into consideration that 

different specifications may produce different types 

of temporal reference. The inadequacy of such ap- 

proaches has been revealed in the data by the 
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existence of various possible functions for each 

tenseme which are the result of different specs- 

fications, i. e. tenseme-adverbial co-occurrences. 

3. The responses of the informantshaae revealed that 

certain tensemes tend to co-occur with certain 

adverbials of time in the majority of cases. Asso- 

elation with other different categories of temporal 

adverbials produces special meanings or non- 

systematic functions for those tensemes. 4 

(iii) Format of the Test 

Use each of the following verbal forms in a sentence 

of your own, making sure that each of your sentences 

has at least ONE ADVERBIAL OF TIME. 

1. had finished 

2. goes 

3. have gone 

4. is reading 

5. will have finished 

6. went 

7. will finish 

8. had been reading 

9. would go 

4The 
classification of functions of tensemes 

into systematic and non-systematic ones is done in the 
section on General Conclusions at the end of this 
chapter. 
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10. will be reading 

11. was reading 

12. has been working 

13. will have been working 

14. would be leaving 

15. would have been going 

16. would have gone 

(C) Analysis of Tests 

A total of 2276 sentences is analyzed here: 1351 

sentiiences as responses to Test Two and 925 to Test 
5 Three. One hundred and twenty-four native speakers of 

British English have taken part in the two experimental 

tests already described. 6 All the informants were under- 

graduates in various departments at the University of 

Glasgow. 

I. Test Two 

In the analysis of the data of this test, numbers 

are used to stand for various tensemes so as to make 

5The 
actual sentences given by the informants 

for Test Three are reported in Appendix (A); 
whereas the actual responses to Test Two may be reconstruc. 
ted from the tables which follow on pp. 232-267 

60nly two informants that participated in Test 
Two were French. Their responses are numbers 7 and 8 in 
the analysis of the data of Test Two. 
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reference easier in the tables which follow. Numbers 

are assigned to tensemes according to the following table. 

It is important to keep in mind that the follow- 

ing table is a FORMAL and not a temporal representation 

of tensemes. 

TABLE 2 

Numbers Represented Tensemes 

1 write/writes/is/am/are/... 

3 have/has written 

5 will/shall/may/can write 

7 is/am/are/keep writing 

9 have/has been writing 

11 will/shall/may/can be writing 

13 will/shall/may have written 

15 will/shall/may have been writing 

2 wrote 

4 had written 

6 would/should/might/could write 

8 was/were writing 

10 had been writing 

12 would/should/might/could be writing 

14 would/should/might/could have written 

16 would/should/might/could have been writing 
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TABLE 3 

1.11otional Cue: 'At a Specific Point in the FUTURE' 

Formal Cue : 'I (leave). ' 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note ý No. Tenseme Pdverbial/Note. 

1. 1 at 2.00 28. 5 - 
2. 5 - 29. 5 - 
3. 5 - 30. 11 tomorrow 

4. 5 - 31. 5 at that partic- 
ular time in 
the future 

5. 5 - 32. 5 - 
6. 5 - 33. 5 this evening 
7. 5 - 34. 5 vhen the sun 

rises 
8. 5 - 35. 5 - 
9. 5 - 36. 5 - 

10. 5 - 37. 5 then 
11. 5 in an hour 38. 5 tomorrow 

12. 5 at 2 o'clock 39. 5 - 
13. 5 - 40. 5 - 
14. 5 then 41. 5 in the morning 
15. 5 soon 42. 5 tomorrow at 

A P. M. 

16. 5 then 43. 5 tomorrow 
17. 5 - 44. 11 - 
18. 5 tomorrow 45. 5 then 

19. 5 tomorrow 46. 5 - 
20. 5 at midday 47. 5 then 

contci... 
Informants numbers 7 and 8 throughout all the 

tables of Test II are non-native speakers of English. 
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Table 3 contd. 

I*; o. Tenseme Adverbial/'Tote No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

21. 5 tomorrow 48. 5 in two hours 
22. 5 tomorrow 49. 5 tomorrow mornin 
23. 1 tomorrow 50. 5 tomorrow 
24. 5 - 51. 5 at 6 o'clock to 

night 
25. 5 then 52. 5 then 
26. 5 - 53. 5 at 10 o'clock 
27. 5 at 2 o'clock 54. 5 - 

2. Notional Cue: 

Formal Cue : 

TABLE : 4, 
'At a Specific Point in the PAST' 
'He (leave). ' 

r 

: o. Tenseme Adverbial/rote i; o. Tensen. e Adverbial/"rote 

1. 2- 28. 2- 
2. 2- 29. 2- 
3. 2- 30. 2 then 
4. 2- 31. 2 then 
5. 2- 32. 2- 
6. 2- 33. 2 this morning 
7. 2- 34. 2- 

contd... 
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Table 4 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

8. 2 - 35. 2 (did leave) 
9. 2 - 36. 2 - 

10. 2 (did leave) 37. 2 at that point 
11. 2 - 38. 2 at 10 o'clock 
12. 2 at 5 o'clock 39. 2 then 
13. 2 - 40. 2 - 
14. 2 then 41. 2 yesterday 
15. 2 then 42. 2 exactly an hour 

ago 
16. 2 then 43. 2 yesterday 
17. - - 44. 2 (did leave) 
18. 2 yesterday 45. 2 then 
19. 2 yesterday 46. 2 - 
20. 2 at 5 o'clock 47. 2 at that point 
21. 2 yesterday 48. 2 yesterday 
22. 2 yesterday 49. 2 last night 
23. 2 then 50. 2 yesterday 
24. 2 - 51. 2 yesterday's 

morning at 9.15 
25. 2 then 52. 2 - 
26. 2 - 53. 2 at nine in the 

morning 
27. 2 - 54. 2 
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TABLE .5 
3. Notional Cue: 'Right Now' 

Formal Cue : 'They (read)' 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

1. 7 - 28. 7 - 
2. 7 - 

1 29.1 7 - 
3. 7 - 30. 7 at this moment 
4. 7 - 31. 7 now 
5. 7 - 32. 7 - 
6. 7 - 33. 7 just now 
7. 7 - 34. 7 - 
8. 7 - 35. 7 - 
9. 1 - 36. 7 - 

10. 7 -' 37. 7 - 
11. 7 - 38. 7 now 
12. 7 - 39. 7 at the moment 
13. 7 - 40. 7 - 
14. 7 - 41. 7 - 
15. 7 - 42. 7 - 
16. 7 at present 43. 7 - 
17. 7 - 44. 7 - 
18. 7 at this moment 45. 7 at this moment 

19. 7 - 46. 7 - 
20. 7 now 47. 7 at the moment 
21. 7 at the moment 48. 7 - 
22. 7 - 49. 7 - 
23. 7 - 50. 7 right now 
24. 7 - 51. 7 at this moment 
25. 7 - 52. 7 at the moment 
26. 7 - 53. 7 - 
27. 7 - 54. 7 - 
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TABLE 6 

4-Notional Cue: 'A Habit that is still the Case' 

Formal Cue : 'He (come) here. ' 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note; No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

1. 1 - 28. 1 - 
2. 7 (keep coming) 29. 7 always 
3, 1 - 30. 1 still, every day 

4. 1 - 31. 1 every day 

5. 1 - 32. 1 - 
6. 1 - 33. 1 often 
7. 1 quite often 34. 1 often 
8. 1 usually 35. 1 - 
9. 1 - 36. 9 for some time 

10. 1 - 37. - - 
11. 1 always 38. 1 every day 

12. 1 always 39. 1 every day 

13. 1 often 40. 1 still 
14. 1 every day 41. 1 regularly 
15. 1 still 42. 1 every afternoon 
16. 1 still, as usual 43. 1 regularly 
17. 1 - 44. 1 still* 
18. 1 always 45. 1 still 
19. 1 often 46. 1 - 
20. 1 usually 47. 1 still 
21. 1 often 48. 1 regularly 
22. 1 - 49. 1 every day 
23. 3 always 50. 1 always 
24. 1 - 51. 1. every Tuesday 
25. 1 still 52. 1 regularly 
26. 1 every day 53. 1 every day 
27. 

-1 normally 54. 1 - 
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TABLE ? 

5 . Notional Cue: 

Formal Cue : 

'After a Specific 

'I (leave)'. 
Point i the FUTURE' 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenserne Adverbial/Note 

1. 7 after -tea 28. - - 
2. - - 29. - - 
3, - - 30. 5 after tomorrow 
4. - - 31. - - 
5. 5 then 32. - - 
6. - - 33. 5 after I have 

seen him 

7, - - 34. 5 after I have 
finished 

8. - - 35. - - 
9. 5 - 36. 11 then 

10. 11 - 37. - - 
11. - - 38. 5 after he has goi 

12. -5 after he does 39. 5 once I am 
finished 

13. - - 40. 5 - 
14. 5 when he arrives 41. - - 
15. 5 when he arrives 42. 5 after you arriv 

16. 5 after 11 p. m. 43. 5 after tomorrow 
lunch 

17. 5 then 44. 5 then 

18. - - 45. 5 then 

19. 5 when I am 46. - - 
ready to 

20. 5 after I have 47. 5 after 10 o'cloc 
seen him tomorrow 

21. 5 when I have com , 48. 5 immediately 
pleted my degre afterwards 

22. 5 after lunch 49. 5 when he arrives 
23. 5 immediately 50. 5 afterwards 

after that 

ie 

3 

k 

contd... 
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Table 7 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial /Note 

24. -- 51. 5 on the morning 
after the 16th 
May 

25. -- 52. 5 after that 

26. -- 53. 11 tomorrow after 
lunch 

27. -- 54. 5- 

TABLE 8 

6. Notional Cue: 'Genial Past' 

Formal Cue : 'We (come) by bus. ' 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

1. 6 (used to come) 28. 2 - 
2. ý 2 - 29. 2 usually 
3., 2 - 30. 6 (used to come) 
4. 2 - 31. 2 - 
5. 2 - 32. 2 - 
6. 2 - 33. 2 - 
7. 2 - 34. 2 -. 
8. 6 (used to come), 35. 2 usually 

usually 
9. 6 (used to come) 36. 2 - 

10. 2 - 37. 6 (used to come) 
11. 2 - 38. 2 every day 

12. 6 (used to come) 39. 2 - 
13. 6 (used to come) 40. 6 (used to come) 

contd... 
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Table 8 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 1 1 No. Tenseme adverbial/Note 

14. 2 - 41. 6 (would come), 
usually 

15. 6 (used to come) 42. 6 (used to come) 
16. 2 usually 43. 2 always 
17. 2 - 44. 2 - 
18. 6 (used to come) 45. 2 - 
19. 2 - 46. 2 - 
20. 2 usually 47. 2 - 
21. 6 (used to come) 48. 2 usually 
22. 6 (used to come) 49. 2 every day 
23. 6 (would come) 50. 6 (would always 

come) 
24. 2 - 51. 2 - 
25. 2 - 52. 2 - 
26. 2 - 53. 2 - 
27. 2 - 54. 2 - 

TABLE 9 

7. Notional Cue: 'A General Fact' 

Formal Cue : 'Light (travel) faster than sound. ' 

No. Tenserne Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

1. 1- 28. 1- 
2. 1- 29. 1- 

3. 1- 30. 1- 
4. 1- 31. 1- 
5. 1- ( 32. 1- 

conto... 
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Table 9 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

6. 1- 33. 1- 
7. 1- 34. 1- 
8. 1- 35. 1- 
9. 1- 36. 1- 

10. 1- 37. 1- 
11. 1- 38. 1- 
12. 1- 39. 1- 
13. 1- 40. 1- 
14. 1- 41. 1- 
15. 1- 42. 1- 
16. 1- 43. 1- 
17. 1- 44. 1- 
18. 1- 45. 1- 
19. 1- 46. 1- 
20. "1- 47. 1- 
21. 1- 48. 1- 
22. 1- 49. 1- 

23. 1- 50. 1- 
24. 1- 51. 1- 
25. 1- 52. 1- 
26. 1- 53. 1- 
27. 1- 54. 1- 
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TABLE 10 

8. Notional Cue: 'Indefinitely before the Present Time' 
Formal Cue : 'I (see) this film. ' 

No. Tenserne Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

1. 3 - 28. 3 - 
2. 3 - 29. - - 
3. 3 - 30. 14 (might have 

seen) 
4. 14 (might have 31. 3 - 

seen) 
5. 2 - 32. 2 once 
6. - - 33. 3 - 
7. 3 - 34. 3 - 
8. 3 - 35. 3 - 
9. 3 - 36. 3 - 

10. 3 just 37. 2 at some time 
or other 

11. 2 - 38. 2 - 
12. 3 - 39. 14 (might have 

seen) 
13. 3 - 40. - 
14. 3 - 41. 3. -ý 
15. 2 once 42. 3 - 
16. - - 43. 2 sometime 
17. 13 (may have seen) 44. 2 - 
18. 2 - 45. 2 at some time 

19. 13 (may have seen) 46. 2 - 
20. 2 - 47. - - 
21. 13 (may have seen) 48. 13 (may have seen) 
22. - - 49. 3 

contd... 
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Table 10 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

23. 3- 50. 3- 
24. 14 (might have 51 2-. 

seen) 
25. 2- 52. 3- 
26. 14 (might have 53. 3 before 

seen) 
27. 3- 54. 2- 

TABLE 1-1 

9. Notional Cue: 'Indefinitely in the FUTURE' 

Formal Cue : 'She (arrive)'. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

1. 5- 28. 5 sometime 
2. 5- 29. 6 (should arrive) 
3. 5- 30. 5 (may arrive), 

next week some- 
time 

4. 5 (may arrive) 31. -- 
5. 5- 32. 5 (may arrive) 
6. 5- 33. 11 sometime before 

midnight 
7. 5- 34. 5- 
8. 5 -. 35. 6 (should arrive) 
9. 5- 36. 5- 

10. 5- 37. 5 at some time 

contd... 
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Table 11 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial /Tote 

11. 5 - 38. 5 soon 
12. 11 - 39. 6 (could arrive) 
13. 11 sometime 40. 5 at sometime in 

the future 

14. 5 sometime 41. 6 (might arrive) 
15. 5 (may arrive), 42. 5 soon 

soon 

16. 5 - 43. 5 sometime 
17. 5 (may arrive) 44. 5 - 
18. 5 soon 45. - - 
19. 5 (may arrive) 46. 5 - 
20. 5 sometime 47. 6 (could arrive), 

tomorrow 

21. 5 (may arrive), 48. 5 (may arrive) 
tomorrow 

22. 5 (may arrive) 49. 5 sometime 
23. 11 sometime 50. 5 sometime 
24. 5 (may arrive) 51. 5 later 

25. 11 (may be 52. 5 sometime 
arriving) 

26. 5 (may arrive) 53. 11 sometime 
tomorrow 

27. 11 - 54. 5 - 
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TABLE 12 

10. I, Iotional Cue: 'Before I met you., 
Formal Cue : 'I (talk) to him. ' 

No. I Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

1. 8 - 28. 8 - 
2. 2 - 29. 8 just 

3. 8 - 30. 8 before I met 
you 

4. 8 - 31. 2 - 
5. 8 - 32. 8 a moment ago 
6. 8 - 33. 8 - 
7. 8 before I met 34. 2 - 

you 
8. 2 - 35. - - 
9. 2 - 36. 10 - 

10. - - 37. 8 beforehand 

11. 8 - 38. 2 before I met 
you 

12. 8 - 39. 8 - 
13. 8 before that 40. 2 - 
14. 8 - 41. 8 just, before I 

met you 
15. 6 (used to talk), 42. 8 before I met 

before you 
16. 2 - 43. 8 before I net 

you 
17. 8 - 44. 8 - 
18. 2 before I met 45. 10 already 

you 
19. 8 - 46. 8 - 

contd... 
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Table 12 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

20. 2 before I met 47. 8 - 
you 

21. 8 at that moment 48. - 
22. 8 - 49. 8 - 
23. - - 50. 2 earlier before 

I met you 
24. 10 - 51. 2 earlier before 

I met you 
25. 2 before I met 52. 8 just before I 

you met you 

26. 2 - 53. 4 
27. 8 - 54. 10 - 

TABLE 13 

11. Notional Cue:. 'Before a Specific Point in the FUTURL' 

Formal Cue : 'John (finish). ' 

Tenseme Adverbial/Note ýýo. 1 Tonseme adverbial/Pfote 

1. 5- 28. 13 before then 

2. 13 - 29. 5 (will be 
finished) 

3. 13 - 30. 5 (will be fin- 
ished), before 
tomorrow 

4. 5 soon, early 31. 5 (will be 
finished) 

conto... 
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Table 13 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme 
, 
Adverbial/Note 

5. 5 - 32. 5 (will be 
finished) 

6. 1 - 33. 13 before 9 o'clock 
7. 13 - 34. 5 within ten 

minutes 
8. 13 - 35. 13 by then 

9. 5 - 36. 13 - 
10. 5 - 37. 13 by then 

11. 13 - 38. - - 
12. 13 before 2 39. 6 (should finish), 

o'clock before 5 o'clocl 
13. 13 by then 40. 5 before then 

14. 5 before then 41. 13 before that 

15. 6 (should finish) 42. 13 before 4 p. m. 
before five 

16. 5 before he goes 43. 13 by then 
out 

17. 13 - Lt4 . 13 al r. eady 
18. 5 before 4 45. 13 by then 

o'clock 
19. 13 before I leave 46. 13 - 
20. 5 before 2 47. 5 before the time 

o'clock is up 
21. 13 before the news 48. 

. 
13 by then 

comes on 
22. 5 (will be 49. 13 by 6 o'clock 

finished) 

23. 13 by then 50. 1 before June 

contd... 
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Table 13 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

24. 13 - 51. 5 the night befor 
the 16th May 

25. 13 by 6 p. m. 52. 5 (will be fin- 
ished), by the 

26. 5 - 53. 5 (must finish), 
before that 

27. 13 before the bell 54. 13 - 
rings 

TABLE 14 

A2. Notional Cue: 'Before a Specific Point in the PAST' 
Formal Cue : 'She (leave). ' 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

1. 2- 28. 4 by then 

2. 4- 29. 14 - 
3. 4- 30. 4 before yester- 

day 

4. 4- 31. 4- 
5. 2- 32. 4- 
6. 2- 33. 2 before sunset 
7. 2- 34. 2- 
8. 4- 35. 2- 
9. 2- 36. 4- 

10. 2- 37. 4 by then 

eontQ... 
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Table 14 contd. 

Tenseme Adverbial/Note 
11 No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

11. 4 - 38. 2 before the 
train cane 

12. 4 before I 39. - - 
arrived 

13. 4 before then 40. 2 before then 

14. 4 - 41. 4 previously 

15. 2 before John 42. 4 before we 
arrived arrived 

16. 2 before the 43. 4 by 4 o'clock 
train pulled yesterday 
out 

17. 4 - 44. 4 already 
18. 2 before he 45. 4 already 

arrived 

19. 2 before I did 46. 4 - 
20. 2 before you carp 47. 2 before I could 

see her 

21. 2 before I had 48. 4 before then 
arrived 

22. 2 before you came 49. 4 by then 

23. 4 already 50. 2 earlier than I 
d;. d 

24. 4 - 51. 2 before the 16th 
May 

25. 4 by then 52. 4 by that time, 
already 

26. 4 - 53. 2 before 2 o'cloc' 
27. 4 - 54. 4 - 
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TABUS 15 

13. Notional Cue: 'Two Hours after we Parted' 

Formal Cue : 'I. (meet) him. ' 

No. Tensene Adverbial/Tote No. Tenseme adverbial/Note 

1. 2 again 28. 2 again later 

2. 2 - 29. 2 - 
3. 2 - 30. 2 two hours after 

we parted 

4. 2 - 31. 2 - 
5. 2 - 32. 2 later 

6. 2 - 33. 2 two hours after 
we parted 

7. 2 two hours afte 34. 2 - 
we parted 

8. 2 two hours after 35. 2 once more 
we parted 

9. 2 two hours after 36. 2 - 
we parted 

10. 2 again 37. 2 two hours later 

11. 2 again two hours 38. 2 two hours after 
later we parted 

12. 2 - 39. 2 two hours later 

13. 2 - 40. 2 two hours later 

14. 2 - 41. 2 again two hours 
after we parted 

15. 2 later 42. 2 again 

16. 2 again 43. 2 two hours after 
we parted 

17. 2 - 44. 2 - 

contd... 
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Table 15 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

18. 2 two hours after 45. 2 - 
we parted 

19. 2 in the evening 46. 2 - 
after we parted 

20. 2 two hours after 47. 2 - 
we parted 

21. 2 in the evening a8. 2 - 
after we parted 

22. 2 later 49. 2 - 
23. 2 later 50. 2 again two hours 

after we parted 

24. 2 then 51. 2 two hours after 
we parted 

25. 2 - 52. 2 two hours after 
we parted, late 

26. 2 - 53. 2 - 
27. 2 - 54. 2 - 

TABLE 16 

14. Notional Cue: 'Right Now' 

Formal Cue 'He almost (finish). ' 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenserne Adverbial/Note 

1. 1 (is finished) 28. 1 (is finished) 

2. 3- 29. 7- 
3. 3- 30. 1 (is finished) 

contiu... 
The adverbial almost is included in the sen- 

tences of all the informants. It is not mentioned in 
the above table as it is part of the original Formal Cue. 
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Table 16 contd. 

No. Tenserne Adverbial/Note No. Tenserne Adverbial/Note 

4. 3 - 31. 1 (is finished) 

-5- 
1 (is finished) 32. 1 (is finished) 

6. - - 33. 1 (is finished) 

7. 3 right now 34. 3 - 
8. 3 - 35. 3 - 
9. 1 (is finished) 36. 3 - 

10. 1 (is finished) 37. 3 - 
11. 1 (is practically 38. 3 - 

finished) 

12. 3 - 39. 1 (is finished) 
13. 3 - 40. 1 (is finished) 

14. 1 (is finished) 41. 3 - 
15. 1 (is finished) 42. 3 - 
16. 3 - 43. 3 - 
17. 1 (is finished) 44. 7 - 
18. 1 (is finished) 45. 1 (is finished) 

19. 1 (is finished) 46. 1 (is finished) 

20. 1 (is finished), 47. 1 (is finished) 
now 

21. 1 (is finished) 48. 3 - 
22. 1 (is finished) 49. 3 - 
23. 3 - 50. 1 (is finished), 

righ t now 

24. 3 - 51. 7 just 
25. 3 - 52. 1 (is finished) 

26. 3 - 53. - - 
27. 3 - 54. 7 - 
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TABLE 17 

15. Notional Cue: 'An Old Habit that is no longer the 
Case' 

Formal Cue : 'He (smoke) a lot. ' 

Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial /? Tote 

1. 2 - 28. 6 (used to smoke) 
2. 6 (used to smoke) 29. 6 (used to smoke) 
3. 6 (used to smoke) 30. 6 (used to smoke) 
4. 6 (used to smoke) 31. 6 (used to smoke) 

5. 2 - 32. 6 (used to smoke) 
6. 6 (used to smoke) 33. 6 (used to smoke) 
7. 6 (used to smoke) 34. 6 (used to smoke) 
8. 6 (used to smoke) 35. 6 (used to smoke) 
9. 2 - 36. 6 (used to smoke) 

10. 6 (used to smoke) 37. 6 (used to smoke) 
11. 6 (used to smoke) 38. 6 (used to smoke) 

12. 6 (used to smoke) 39. 6 (used to smoke) 
13. 6 (used to smoke) 40. 6 (used to smoke) 
1A. 6 (u ea to srro'. "; cl i1. 6 (used. to s^oke) 
15. - - 42. 6 (used 'to smoke) 

16. 6 (used to smoke) 43. 6 (used to smoke) 
17. 6 (used to smoke) 44. 6 (used to smoke) 
18. 6 (used to smoke) 45. 6 (used to smoke) 
19. 6 (used to smoke) 46. 6 (used to spoke) 
20. 6 (used to smoke) 47. 6 (used to smoke) 
21. 6 (used to smoke) 48. 6 (used to smoke) 
22. 6 (used to smoke) 49. 6 (used to smoke) 

23. 6 (used to smoke) 50. 6 (used to spoke) 

contd... 
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Table 17 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme adverbial /Note 

24. 6 (used to smoke) 51. 6 (used to smoke) 
25. 6 (used to smoke) 52. 6 (used to smoke) 
26. 6 (used to smoke) 53. 6 (used to smoke) 
27. 6 (used to smoke) 54. (6 (used to smoke) 

(2 - 

TABLE 18 
16. Notional Cue: 'At a Time Later than that of the 

First Verb' 
Formal Cue : 'We left together but (arrive) ' at 

our destination separately. ' 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme A_dverbial/Note 

1. 6 (would arrive) 259. 2- 

2. 2- 29. 2- 
3. 2- 30. 2 later 

4. 2- 31. -- 
5. 2- 32. 2- 
6. 2- 33. 2- 

7. 2 then 34. 2- 
8. 2- 35. 2- 

9. 2- 36. 2 subsequently 
10. 2- 37. 2- 

11. 2- 38. 2- 
12. 2-( 39. 2- 

conto... 
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'able 18 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/note No. Tenserne Adverbial/Note 

13. 2 - 40. 2 - 
14. 2 - 41. 2 then 

15. 6 (were to arrive 42. 2 - 
16. 2 - 43. - - 
17. 2 - 44. 2 - 
18. 2 - 45. 2 - 
19. 2 - 46. - - 
20. 2 - 47. - - 
21. 2 two hours later 48. 6 (were to arrive 
22. 2 - 49. 2 - 
23. 2 later 50. - - 
24. 2 then 51. 2 - 
25. 2 - 52. 2 eventually 
26. 2 - 53. 2 
27. 2 - 

j54. 2 - 

TABLE 19 

17. Notional Cue: t When I arrived' 
Formal Cue : 'He (study). ' 

No. Tensene Adverbial/Note 'o. Tenseme Adverbial /'. 'ote 

1. 8- 28. 8- 

2. 8- 29. 8- 

3. 8- 30. 8 when I arrived 
4. 8- 31. 8 when I arrived 

contd ... 
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Table 19 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenserne Adverbial/Note 

5. 8 - 32. 8 - 
6. 8 - 33. 8 when I arrived 
7. 8 when I arrived 34. 8 - 
8. 8 - 35. 8 - 
9. 8 - 36. 8 - 

10. 8 - 37. 8 at that moment 
11. 8 - 38. 8 when I arrived 

12.. 8 - 39. 8 
13. 8 at that point 40. 8 - 
14. 8 - 41. 8 - 
15. 8 when I arrived 42. 8 when I arrived 
16. 8 - 43. 8 when I arrived 

17. 8 - 44. 8 - 
18. 8 when I arrived 45. 8 - 
19. 8 when I arrived 46. 8 - 
20. 8 when I arrived 47. 8 - 
21. 8 when I arrived 48. 8 - 
22. 8 when I arrived 49. 8 when I arrived 
23. 8 50. 8 when I arrived 
24. 8 - 51. 8 when I arrived 
25. 8 when I arrived 52. 8 when I arrived 

26. 8 - 53. 8 - 
27. 8 - 54. 8 - 
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TABLE 20 

18 . r: o ti onal Cue: 'Nowadays' 

Formal Cue : 'He (work) hard. ' 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 1 1 No. Tenserne Adverbial/Note 

1. 7 - 28. 1 - 
2. 1 - 29. 1 - 
3. 1 - 30. 1 nowadays 
4. 1 - 31. 1 - 
5. 1 - 32. 1 - 
6. 7 - 33. 1 nowadays 
7. - - 34. 1 - 
8. 7 - 35. 1 - 
9. 1 - 36. 1 - 

10. 7 - 37. 11 (does work), 
these days 

11. 1 - 38. 1 nowadays 
12. - - 39. 7 - 
13. 1 nowadays 40. 1 nowadays 
14. 1 now 41. 1 nowadays 
15. 7 these days 42. 1 always, these 

days 

16. 1 - 43. 1 nowadays 
17. 1 - 44. 1 - 
18. 1 nowadays 45. 1 now 
19. 1 now 46. 1 - 
20. 1 nowadays 47. 1 
21. 1 nowadays 48. 1 now 
22. 1 nowadays 49. 1 

contd... 
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Table ?0 contd. 

No. Tenserne Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

23. 1- 50. 1 nowadays 
24. 1- 51. 1 nowadays 
25. 1- 52. 1 nowadays 
26. 1- 53. 1 these days 
27. 1- 54. 1 these days 

TABLE 21 

19. Notional Cue: 'Indefinitely After the Present Moment' 
Formal Cue : 'He (leave). ' 

No. Tenseme adverbial/'l'ote No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

1. 7 - 28. 7 soon 
2. 5 - 29. 6 (should leave) 

3. 11 - 30. 5 (may leave), 
sometime soon 

4. 5 (ought to leave 31. 7 (is oin to 
soon leave 

5. 5 sometime 32. 5 sometime 
6. 11 - 33. 7 (is oin to 

leave , later 

7. 5 - 34. 5 - 
8. 5 - 35. - - 

conto... 
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Table ?1 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note _'o. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

n r . mss/ 

10.1 (is 
... to leave 37. 

just about 

11.11 - 

1138. 

12.5 
13.5 

14.7 

15.11 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

1 

5 
5 

5 

5 

6 

123.1 11 

soon 39. 

sometime 40. 

(is Fa_Oi to 
le e 

41. 
av 

(may be leaving 42. 
in a minute 

(is to leave) 43. 

- 44. 

soon 45. 
(may leave), in 46. 
a short while 

soon 47. 

(may leave), 48. 
in 

-five minutes 
(might leave), 49. 
later 

- 50. 

soon 
7 in ten minutes 

7 (is going to 

leave) 

1 (is to leave) 
5 sometime or 

other 

1 (is about to 
leave soon) 

1 (is to leave), 
sometime to- 
morrow 

5 anytime now 
1 (is to leave) 
1 (is to leave) 

5 (is to leave) 

6 (might leave), 
in a moment 

5 

7 (is oin to 
T ave 

% (is oiri to 

leave) 

contd... 
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Table 2lcontd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/114ote No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

24. 5 (may leave) 51. 5 soon 
25. 5 (may leave), 52. -- 

soon 

26. 5 (may leave) 53. -- 
27. 11 shortly 54. 5- 

TABLE 22 

20. Notional Cue: 'Right Now' 

Formal Cue : 'I (open) the door. ' 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

1. 7- 28. 7- 

2. 7- 29. 7- 
3. 7- 30. 7/1 '. - 
4. 1/7 - 31. 7- 
5. 5- 32. 7- 
6. 5- 33. 7 just now 
7. 1- 34. 7- 
8. 7- 35. 7- 
9. 7- 36. 7- 

10. 7- 37. 7 at this present 
moment 

11. 7- 38. 1- 

contd... 
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Table 22 contd. 

No. Tenserne Adverbial/Note No. Tenserne Adverbial/Note 

12. 7- 39. 7- 
13. 7- 40. 7- 
14. 7- 41. 7 (am going to 

open) 

15. 7- 42. 7- 

16. 7- 43. 7- 
17. 7- 44. 7- 

18. 7- 45. 7- 
19. 7- 46. 7- 
20. 7 right now 47. 7- 

21. 7- 48. 7- 

22. 7- 49. 7- 
23. 7- 50. 1 right now 

24. 7- 51. 7- 
25. 7- 52. 7- 
26. 7- 53. 7- 
27. 7- 54. 7 

je 

TABLE 23 
21. Notional Cue: ', '! 'yen you arrive Tomorrow' 

Formal Cue : 'Ile (read). ' 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/. Note *; o. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

1. 

2. 

11 - 
11 - 

28. 

29. 

5- 

11 - 

contd... 
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Table 23 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/? 1`ote 

3. 11 - 30. 11 when you arrive 
tomorrow 

4. 5 - 31. 11 - 
5. 11 - 32. 5 then 
6. 11 - 33. 11 when you arrive 

tomorrow 
7. 11 when you arrive 34. 11 - tomorrow 

8. 11 - 35. 11 - 
9. 5 - 36. 11 - 

10. 11 - 37. 11 at that time 

11. 11 - 38. 11 when you arrive 
tomorrow 

12. 5 - 39. 5 - 
13. 11 then 40. 5 when you arrive 
14. 11 - 41. 5 - 
15. 11 - &2. 11 - 
16. 11 - 43. 11 when you arrive 

tomorrow 

27. 11 - 44. 11 - 
18. 11 when you arrive 45. 11 - 

tomorrow 
19. 11 - 46. 5 - 
20. 11 when you arrive 47. 5 - 
21. 11 when you arrive 48. 11 - 
22. 11 when you arrive 49. 11 - 
23. 11 - 50. 5 when you arrive 

tomorrow 

contd... 
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Table '23 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

24. 11 - 51. 5 when you arrive 
tomorrow 

25. 11 - 52. 5 - 
26. 11 - 53. 11 when you arrive 

tomorrow 

27. 11 - 54. 11 when you arrive 
tomorrow 

TABLE 24 

22. Notional Cue: 'Pow' 

Formal Cue : 'Ile (listen) to music. ' 

No. Tensene Adverbial/'Tote No. Tenseme ". dverbi. al/Note 

1. 7- 28. 7 - 
2. 7 1)9. 7 - 
3. 7- 30. 7 - 
4. 7- 31. 1 - 
5. 7- 32. 7 - 
6. 7- 33. 7 at the moment 
7. 7 now 34. 7 - 
8. 7- 35. 7 - 
9. 7- 36. 7 - 

10. 7- 37. 7 at the present 
moment 

contd. .. 
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Table 24 contd. 

No. Tenserne Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

11. 7- 38. 7- 
12. 7- 39. 7- 
13. 7- 40. 7- 
14. 7- 41. 7- 

15. 7 . - 42. 7- 
16. 7- 43. 7- 
17. 7- 44. 7- 
18. 7 just now 45. 7 at this moment 
19. 7- 46. 7- 
20. 7 right now 47. 7- 

21. 7- 48. 7- 

22. 7 just now 49. 7- 
23. 7- 50. 7 now 
24. 1- 51. 7- 

25. 7- 52. 7- 
26. 7- 53. 7- 
27. 7- 54. 7- 

TABLE 25 

23. Notional Cue: 'All Day Yesterday' 

Formal Cue : 'He (read). ' 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

1. 2- 28. 2- 

2. 2- 29. 2- 

"3. 2- 30. 2 all day yester- 
day 

contd... 
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Table 25 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

4. 2 - 31. 2 - 
5. 2 - 32. 2 all day 
6. 2 - 33. 2 all day yester- 

day 

7. - - 34. 2 - 
8. - - 35. 2 - 
9. 2 - 36. 2 - 

10. 2 - 37. 2 all day yester- 
day 

11. - - 38. 2 all day yester- 
day 

12. 2 - 39. 8 - 
13. 2 all. that time 40. 2 - 
14. 2 all day 41. 2 - 
15. 2 for a long time 42. 2 - 
16. 8 (kept reading) 43. 2 all day yester- 

day 

17. 2 yesterday 44. 2 all day yester- 
day 

18. 8 all day yester- 45. 2 - day 

19. 8 - 46. 8 -. 
20. 8 all day yester- 47. 2 - day 

21. 8 all day yester- 48. 2 - 
day 

22. 2 all day yester- 49. 2 all day yester- 
day day 

contd... 
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Table 25 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

23. 2- 50. 2 all day yester- 
day 

24. 2- 51. 8 all day yester- 
day 

25. 2- 52. 2 all day yester- 
day 

26. 2- 53. 8 all day yester- 
day 

27. 2- 54. 8 - 

TABLE 26 

24. Notional Cue: 'At a Time hater than that of the 
First Verb' 

Formal Cue : 'I promised that I (go). ' 

ýTo. Tenseme ^. dverbi_al/:; ote iýo. Tenseme adverbial/lote 

1. 6- 28. 6- 

2. 6- 29. 6- 
3. 6- 30. 6- 

4. 6- 31. 6- 
5. 6- 32. 6- 
6. 6- 33. 6- 

7. 6- 34. 6- 

8. 6-. 35. 6- 

9, 6- 36. 6- 

10. 6- 37. 6- 

contra... 
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Table 26 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

11. 6 - 38. 6 - 
12. 6 - 39. 6 - 
13. 6 - 40. 6 - 
14. 6 - 41. 6 - 
15. 6 - 42. 6 - 
16. 6 - 43. 6 - 
17. 6 later 44. 6 - 
18. - - 45. 6 - 
19. 6 - 46. 6 (should go) 
20. 6 later 47. 6 - 
21. 6 - 48. 6 again 
22. 6 - 49. 6 - 
23. - - 50. 6 - 
24. 6 (should go) 51. 6 later 

25. 6 - 52. 6 - 
26. 6 - 53. 6 - 
27. 6 - 54. 6 - 

TABLE 27 

25. Notional Cue: 'After we meet Tomorrow' 
Formal Cue : 'We (leave) together. -' 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

1. 5- 28. 5 

2. 7- 29. 5- 
3. 5- 30. .5- 
4. 5- 31. 5- 

contd... 
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Table 27 contd. 

No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note No. Tenseme Adverbial/Note 

5. 5 - 32. 5 - 
6. 5 - 33. 5 - 
7. 5 after we meet 34. 5 - tomorrow 

8. 5 - 35. 5 - 
9. 5 - 36. 5 then 

10. 5 then 37. 5 afterwards 
11. 5 - 38. 5 - 
12. 5 - 39. 5 - 
13. 5 after that 40. 5 - 
14. 5 after we meet.. 41. 5 - 
15. 5 afterwards 42. 5 - 
16. 5 - 43. 5 after we meet.. 
17. 5 - 44. 5 - 
18. 5 after we meet.. 45. 5 then 
19. 5 - 46. 5 - 
20. 5 after we meet... 47. 5 - 
21. 5 then 48. 5 - 
22. 5 - 49. 5 - 
23. 5 - 50. 5 after we meet.. 
24. 5 - 51. 5 after we meet.. 
25. 5 - 52. 5 then 
26. 5 - 53. 5 after we meet... 
27. 5 - 54. 5 - 
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II. Test Three 

Before reporting the data-analysis as such, the 

following terms used in the analysis need to be defined: 

1. A SPECIFIC point/period of time is one that is 

uniquely located in the linear chronological 

sequence of time irrespective of whether it is 

past, present, or future, e. g. last week, tomorrow, 

at 10 a. m., at the end of the year, etc. 

2. An UNSPECIFIC point/period of time is one that is 

ambiguous in the sense that its exact temporal 

location in the time sequence is undetermined, such 

as when he arrived, the moment he arrives, later, 

soon, etc. The first adverbial above, for example, 
happened at 

could have / any point in the past and is thus 

unspecific. 

3. An UNSPECIFIED point/period of time is also 

ambiguous in so far as its temporal location in 

past, present, or future is unspecified, e. g. in 

the morning, at 6p. m., earlier, etc. Unspecified 

points/periods of time may be either specific, i. e. 

referring to a unique time within an unspecified 

temporal field, such as the first two adverbials 

just mentioned above, or they can be unspecific, 

such as the third adverbial above. 
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4. A SPECIFIED point/period of time is one that is 

temporally unambiguous in that it clearly refers 

to the past, the present, or the future, e. g. 

yesterday, at this moment, tomorrow, etc. 7 

Each of the following sixteen tables used in the 

data-analysis of Test Three is divided up into three 

columns. The first column contains temporal adverbials 

that have been subdivided into various notional categories 

according to differences in their temporal reference. 

The second column in each table cites numbers of all sen- 

tences in the data of Test Three in which a given notional 

adverbial category is used. The actual sentences them- 

selves, however, do not appear in the tables, but are 

reported in a special appendix at the end. The third 

column gives the various functions of each tenseme. Each 

function of a given tenseme is to be regarded as the 

product of the co-occurrence of that particular tenseme 

with the adverbial category which appears opposite that 

function in any one table. 

Every tables of the following represents the 

usage of one of the tensemes given to the informants 

of Test Three. 

71n the tables of Test Three, specified adverbials 
are further subdivided according to their temporal ref- 
erence into PAST, PRESENT, or FUTURE adverbials, and are 
thus called. onsequen y, the cover-term SPECIFIED is 
not'used as such in the tables. 
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1. GOES (Basic Present) 

TABLE 28 

F Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

(A) An Unspecified 

Frequency 

B) A Future Point 

1, 2,4, 5, 8, 
20, 18, 25, 26, 
27, 33, 34, 35, 
38, 42, 50, 52, 
54, 55, 56, 58, 
62, 64, 68, 69, 
70 
3, 6,9, 10, 16, 
19, 32, 36, 41, 
44, 59, 63 

A Current Habit 

A Specific Future 

Action or State 

C) An Unspecified 

Point 
a. Specific: 12, 

15,24,28, 
45,57 

b. Unspecific: 13 

c. Specific and 
Unspecific: 

Both a and b 

above 

a. As (B) above 

b. At an Unspeci- I 

fic Future Point 

c. As (A) above 

D) Simultaneous 21,48,60 An Action/State 

Present at Simultaneous 

Present 

E) Unspecified 39 A Statement of 
Duration Fact 

contd... 
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Table 2Bcontd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(F)After a Future 43 A Post-Future 

Point Action 

(G)Before a Fu- 49 A Pre-Future 
ture Point Action 

(H)A Post-Future 53 A Post-Future 
Frequency (Specific Frequency) 

TABLE 29 

2. WENT (Basic Past) 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(A)A Specific 1,2,4,7,8,9,13, An Action/State 

Point in the 15,18,19,20,21, taken place at a 
Past 25,26,28,29,30, Specific Point of 

33,34,35,36,39, Time in the Past 
47,51,52,54,56, 
58,59,62,63,66, 
67, 

(B)An Unspecific 6,11,50,60,64 An Action/State 
Point in the taken place at an 
Past Unspecific Point 

of Time 

contd... 
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Table 29 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(C)An Unspecified 24,32,41,45,48 As in (A) above 
Point 

(D)After an Action 14,31,44,53,61 A Post-Past Action 
in the Past 

(E)After an Un-- 22,23,27,42,57 As in (D) above 

specified Point 

of Time 

(F)Before an Actio n 49,55 A Pre-Past Action 
in the Past 

(G)Past Frequency 38 A Frequent Action 

in the Past 

(H)Unspecified 46 As in (G) above 
Frequency 

(I)A Specific 10 A Tentative Con- 

Future Point ditional Future 

of Time 

(J)Daytime Period 3 As in (A) above 
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TABLE 30 

3. HAVE GONE (Earlier Present) 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(A)Unspecific 28,38,67 An Action at an Un- 

Past specific Past Point 

(B)Simultaneous 1,62 An Action at Recent 

Present Past 

(C)An Unspecified 3,13,31,33 As in (A) above 
Point of Time 

(D)Daytime Period 8,17,32,40,43, As in (B) above 
45,48,54,70, 

(E)After an Un- 15,42 An Action at an Un- 

specified specific Post-Past 

Duration (Specific Duration) 

(F)A Future Point 20,52(with An Action at Pre- 
temporal con- Future 

junctions) 

(G)An Unspecified 23,25,64 A Frequent Action 

Frequency at Unspecific 
Points of Time in 

the Past 

(H)Past Frequency 68 As in (G) above 
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TABLE 31 

4. HAD FINISHED (Earlier Past) 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(A)A Specific a. 13,54,68 a. Prior to a Speci- 

Point in the fic Past Point 

Past b. 10,49 (with b. Hypothetical Past 
if) 

(B)A Specific 15,28 Prior to another 
Action in the Specific Past Action 

Past 

(C)An Unspecific 6,7,8,16,20,23, Prior to another 

Action in the 26,33,34,35,39, Unspecific Past 

Past 52,53,56,61,66, Action 
70 

(D)Unspecified 2,3,4,27,38,41, Prior to a Specific 
Point 42,60,63 Past Point 

(E)Before an 9,21,24,25,40, As in (C) above 
Action in the 44,67 
Past 

(F)Before an Un- a. Specific: 45, a. Prior to a Specific 

specified Point 51,69,62 Past Point 
b. Unspecific: b. Prior to an Unspeci. 

57,29 fic Past Point 

(G)Daytime Period 32(with if) Hypothetical Past 
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TABLE 32 

5. WILL FINISH (Later Present) 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

(A)A Specific 3,6,8,15,24,25, An Action that will 
Future Point 28,30,32,34,35, take place at a 
of Time 39,47,59,61,70 Specific Future 

Point. 

(B)An Unspecified a. Snecific: l, a. As in (A) above 
Point of Time 2,17,41,53,57, 

66 

b. Unspecific: 9, b. An Action that 
10,31,56,62, will take place 
45 at an Unspecific 

Future Point 

(C)A Pre-Future 4,19,37,63,64 A Pre-Future Action 
Point 

(D)Before a Point 7,20,46 As in (C) above 
at Daytime 

Period 

(E)After an Un- 14,26,29,40,65 A Post-Future 
specified Point Action 

(F)Before an Un- 16,21,44,49,38, As in (C) above 
specified Point 50,67,69 

(G)At Daytime 36,55,58,60,68 As in (A) above 
Period 

contd. .. 
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Table 32 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(H)Contemporaneous 27 As in (A) above 

Present 

(I)Unspecific 12,22,23,43 As in (Bb) above 

Future 

(J)After a Future 42,54 As in (E) above 

Point 

(K)Before a Point 52 As in (C) above 

at Contempora- 

neous Present 

TABLE 33 

6. WOULD GO (Later Past) 

Adv. Category 
Representative 

Sentence(s) 
Corresponding 

Function 

(A)Unspecified a. 6(Past Point of a. Post-Past 

Point of Time Reference, esp. 
in Reported 
Speech) 

b. 13,17,19,23,24, b. Tentative Future 
27,38,41,42,43, 
68,70 (with if) 

c. 34,36,69(with c. Hypothetical 
but) Future 

contd. .. 
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Table 33 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(B)A Future Point a. 2,7,15,31 a. As in (Aa) above 
of Time (Reported) 

b. 4,30,49,54 b. As in (Ac) above 
(with but) 

c. 8,9,10,20,21, c. As in (Ab) above 
28,29,39,56, 
61,63,64,66 
(with if) 

(C)A Past Point 3,40 As in (Ab) above 
of Time 

(D)Unspecified 26 As in (Ab) above 
Duration of 
Time 

(E)Before an Un- 16 A Past Habit 

specified Point 

of Time (Speci- 

fic Frequency) 

(F)After a Point 18,60,65 As in (Aa) above 
in the Past 

(G)After an Un- 37(with if + As in (Ac) above 
specific Point not) 
of Time 

(H)Unspecified 47 As in (E) above 
Frequency 

cont. .. 
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Table 33 contd. 

Adv. Category 
Representative 

Sentence(s) 
Corresponding 

Function 

(I)After a Future 52 As in (Ab) above 
Point 

(J)Before an Un- 48 As in (Ab) above 

specified Point 

(K)Daytime Period a. 1,45,58(Report a. As in (Aa), -. 

ed) above 
b. 5,33,62 b. As in (Ab) 

above 
c. 25,50,11 c. As in (Ac) 

above 

(L)Simultaneous a. 32 a. As in (Ab) 

Present above 
b. 44 b. As in (Ac) 

above 

TABLE 34 

7. IS READING (Simultaneous Present) 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(A)Simultaneous 3,4,8,9,18,27,31, Simultaneous 

Present 34,37,40,46,48,50, Present Action 
52,54,55,64,69 

contd... 
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Table 34 contd. 

Category Adv 
Representative Corresponding 

. Sentence(s) Function 

(B)Daytime Period 2,20,24,25,59,66 a. A Future Action 
b. As in (A) above 

(C)An Unspecified 6,60 a. As in (Ba) 

Point of Time above 
b. As in (A) above 

c. A General Habit 

or Fact seen a 
Timeless 

(D)Before an Un- 10 a. As in (A) above 

specified Point b. As in (Cc) 

above 

(E)A Future Point 12,16,19,28,41, As in (Ba) above 
of Time 61,70 

(F)An Unspecified 13,38,53,56 As in (Cc) above 
Frequency 

(G)A Future Point 33 An Action that 
(End of Dura- . -., ends up at or 

tion) before a Point 

in Futuure 

(Specific Dura- 
tion) 

(H)An Unspecified 42,45 a. As in (Ba) 
Duration above 

b. As in (A) above 

contd... 
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Table 34 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(I)After an Unspeci - 62 a. As in (A) above 
fied Point b. As in (Cc) above 

(J)Contemporaneous 1,11,68 a. As in (Ba) above 
Present b. Action at Con- 

temporaneous 

Present 

TABLE 35 

B. WAS READING (Simultaneous Past) 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(A)A Specific 1,11,24,25,26,28, An Action Going on 
Point in the 30,32,45,59,61, at a Specific Past 

Past 68,69 Point 

(B)An Action in 2,4,5,6,8, *10,12, An Action Simulta- 
the Past 15,16,18,19,20,7, neous with another 

21,29,34,35,37, in the Past 
38,43,44,49,50, 
51,54,56,57,58, 
62,67,70 

(C)An Unspecified 3,13,31,36,48, As in (A) above 
Point of Time 60 

contd... 
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Table 35 contd. 

Category Adv 
Representative Corresponding 

. Sentence(s) Function 

(D)An Unspecified 17,33,41 An Action Simulta- 

Duration of neous with a Period 
Time of Time in the 

Past (Specific 

Duration) 

(E)An Unspecific 9,39,47,64 An Action Going on 
Point in the at an Unspecific 
Past Point in the Past 

(F)After an Action 52,53 An Action that 
in the Past follows another 

in the Past 

(G)Before an Action 55,63,66 An Action that 
in the Past precedes another 

in the Past 

TABLE 36 

9. HAS BEEN WORKING (Simultaneous Earlier-Present) 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(A)An Unspecified 16 (Specific An Action Con- 
Overall Dura- Duation, with tinuing up to a 
tion (Specific if) Future Point 

End) 

contd. .. - 
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Table 36 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

(B)An Unspecified 2,8,10,12,18,26, An Unspecific 
Overall Dura- 27,28,29,31,33, Past Activity 
tion 34,35,36,38,40, Continuing up to 

41,42,48,49,55, the Moment of 
57,59,60,64,65 Speech (Specific 

Duration) 

(C)An Unspecified 3 A Repeated Past 
Point Action that is 

still on at 
M. O. S. 

(D)An Unspecified 4,32,37,47,52, A Past Activity 
Overall Duration 53,63 Continuing up to 
(Specific Begin- M. O. S. (Specific 
nom) 

" 
Beginning of 
Duration) 

(E)A Past Duration 5,6,20,24,66,67, As in (D) above 
(Specific Begin- 70 

ning) 

(F)A Past Duration 1,7,11,21,25,30, A Past Activity 
Extending up to 39,56,58,69 Marked as Con- 
M_" tinuing up. to 

M. O. S. 

(G)An Unspecific 9,13,68 As in (C) above 
Past 

contti. .. 
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Table 36 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(H)An Unspecified 43,62 As in (C) above 

Duration (Spe- 

End; Specific 

Frequency) 

(I)A Pre-Past 44 An Activity Be- 

Point gun at a Pre-Past 

Point and contin- 

ued up to M. O. S. 

(J)A Past Duration 54 As in (C) above 

Extending up to 

M. O. S. (Speci- 

fic Frequency) 

(K)After an Unspci- 15,61 An Activity begun 

fled Point of at a Post-Past 

Time Point and is still 
Going on at M. O. S. 

TABLE 37 

10. HAD BEEN READING (Simultaneous Earlier-Past) 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(A)An Unspecific 1,4,8,12,15,16, Prior to and 

Action in Past 17,20,23,28,34, Simultaneous with 
49,50,56,58,64,69 an Unspecific 

Action in Past 

contd... 
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Table 37 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

(B)An Unspecified 2,9,13,60 

Point of Time 

(C)Before an Un- 3,42,57 

specified Point 

(D)A Duration before 5,6,10,31,44, 

a Past Action 1 62 

(E)A Duration at an 
Unspecified Time 

(F)A Specific Point 

in the Past 

(G)Before an Un- 

specific Action 

in the Past 

(H)A Duration to an 
Unspecified 
Point 

(I )On time Period 

Prior to and 
Simultaneous with 
a Specific Point 
in the Past 

Duration at Pre- 
Past 

As in (A) above 
(Specific Duration 

11,21,22,26,27, IAs in (B) above 
29,32,33,37,41,45, (Specific 
47,59,63,67,43, (Duration) 

19,24,25,30,35, 
39,54 

As in (B) above 

36,55,70 

38 

61 

As in (C) above 

As in (B) above 

A Hypothetical 
Past Condition 
(with 'if') 

contd... 
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Table 37 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(J)A Specific Action 7,18,68 Prior to a Speci- 

in the Past fic Action in the 

Past 

(K)Up to an Unspeci- 53 As in (B) above 
fied Point 

(L)Up to an Unspeci- 46,66 As in (A) above 
fic Action in the 

Past 

(M)Before a Specific 52 As in (C) above 
Action in the 

Past 

TABLE 38 

ll. WILL BE READING (Simultaneous later-Present) 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(A)A Specific 1,4,5,8,9,10,13,1 9, An Action 
Future Point 24,25,28,30,32, Simultaneous 

33,35,47,48,64, with a Specific 
67 Future Point of 

Time 

contd... 
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Table 38 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

(B)Contemporaneous 18 A Repeated and 
Present (Speci- Continuous Action 
fic Frequency) in the Future 

(C)Daytime Period 2,3,7,12,26,27, As in (A) above 
43,45,56,59,66, 
68 

(D)A Duration in 21,39 As in (A) above 
the Future 

(E)After a Future 15,20,49,54 A Post-Future 

Point Action 

(F)An Unspecific 16,17,22,29,31, An Action Simulta- 
Future Point 36,41,42,53,61, neous with an Un- 

63,65,70 specific Future 
Point of Time 

(G)An Unspecified 23,37,58 As in (A) above 
Duration 

(H)An Unspecified 34,38,52,60 As in (F) above 
Point of Time 

(I)A Duration at 11,44 A Repeated and 
Pre-Future Continuous Action 

at Pre-Future 

contd... 
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Table 38 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(J)End of Duration 46,50,55 As in (I) above 

at Future 

(K)Daytime Period 69 As in (A) above 
(Specific Dura- 

tion) 

(L)After a Point at 57 As in (E) above 
Daytime Period 

(M)After an Unspeci - 62 As in (E) above 
fied Point 

TABLE 39 

12. WOULD BE LEAVING (Simultaneous Later-Past) 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(A)An Unspecified a. 11,32,33,34,35, a. Tentative 
Point of Time 40,45,69 Future 

b. 19,22,25 b. Post-Past 
(Past Point of 

Reference) 

c. 39,66 c. Hypothetical 
Future 
(if + not) 

contd... 
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Table 39 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(B)After an Unspeci- a. 2,42 a. Tentative Post- 
fied Point of Future 

Time b. 57 b. As (Ab) above 

(C)A Future Point a. 4,27,43,48,17 a. As in (Aa) above 
of Time b. 7,9,18,56 b. As in (Ab) above 

c. 26,36,37,41, c. As in (Ac) above 
52,54 

(D)Simultaneous a. 3,31,44,46,50 a. Hypothetical 
Present Present or Near 

Future 
b. 10,21,53 b. Tentative Pres- 

ent or Near 

Future 

(E)A Past Point of 15,24,47,55,64 a. As in (Ab) above 
Time b. As in (Aa) above 

(F)Before an Un- a. 23,28 a. Hypothetical Pre 

specified Point Future 

of Time b. 63,70 b. Tentative Pre- 

Future 

(G)A Past Point of 62,65 As in (Ab) above 
Time (Specific 

Frequency) 

contd... 
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Table 39 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(H)Contemporaneous a. 13 a. As in (Ab) above 
Present b. 68 b. As in (Ac) above 

c. 59 c. As in (Aa) above 

(I)An Unspecified 6,16 A Past Habit 

Point (Specific 

Frequency) 

(J)Daytime Period a. 1,8,30,51 a. As in (Da) above 
b. 29,58 b. As in (Ab) above 

TABLE 40 

13. WILL HAVE FINISHED (Pre-Later Present) 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

(A)Before a Speci- 

fic Future 

Point 

1,2,3,4,5,10,11, 
15,17,19,25,28, 
36,37,59,70 

An Action that will 
take place at a 
Specific Pre- 

Future Point 

B)A Specific 
Future Point 

6,8,26,30,45,48, 
53 

As in (A) above 

contd... 
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Table 40 contd. 

Category Adv 
Representative Corresponding 

. Sentence(s) Function 

(C)Before an Un- 7,44,49,51,60,62, An Action that 

specific Future 50 will take place 
Point at an Unspecific 

Pre-Future Point 

(D)An Unspecific 14,23,52 As in (C) above 
Future Point 

(E)Before an Un- a. Specific: 9,18, a. As in (A) above 

specified Point 21,22,29,32,34, 

38,42,43,47,61, 
63,69 

b. Unspecific: 31, b. As in (C) above 
55,58 

(F)An Unspecified a. Specific: 12,13, a. As in A above 
Point of Time 24,27,35,39,56, 

66,68 
b. Unspecific: 33, b. As in (C) above 

41,46 

(G)After an Un- 16 An Action that 

specified Point take lace before 

of Time a Specific Point 
at Post-Future 

(H)Before a Point 20,64 As in (A) above 
within Daytime 

Period 

contd... 
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Table 40 contd. 

Adv. Category 
Representative 

Sentence(s) 
Corresponding 

Function 

(I)After a Point 54 As in (G) above 

within Daytime 

Period 

(J)After an Unspeci 57 Before an Un- 

fic Future Point specific Point 

at Post-Future 

TABLE 41 

14. WOULD HAVE GONE (Pre-Later Past) 

Adv. Category 
Representative 

Sentence(s) 
Corresponding 

Function 

(A)A Past Point of 4,5,9,14,15,17, An Imaginary or 

Time 19,20,21,24,30, Hypothetical Past 

32,35,39,41,43, Action 
47,48,52,56,58, 
59,66,68,69 

(B)Daytime Period a. 7,8,29 (if + a. As in (A) above 
Earlier Past; 

or but + Basic 

Past) 

b. 11,23 (if + b. A Hypothetical 
Basic Past) Future 

contd... 
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Table 41 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(C)Before a Point 2,70 A Hypothetical 

in the Past Pre-Past 

(D)A Future Point 6,28,49,60,61 As in (Bb) above 

(F)An Unspecified a. 10 (if + a. As in (Bb) 

Point of Time Basic Past) above 
b. 16,38,65 b. As in (A) above 

(F)After an Un- 18,42,44,57 A Hypothetical 
specified Point Post-Past 

of Time 

(G)After a Point 31,53 As in (F) above 
in the Past 

(H)Contemporaneous 36 As in (A) above 
Present 

(I)Before an Un- 26,33,37,45,51 As in (A) above 
specified Point 

of-Time 

(J)Simultaneous 50 A Hypothetical 
Present Present or Recent 

Past 

(K)Before Simulta- 13 As in (A) above 
neous Present 
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15. V ILL HAVE BEEN `70RK. ING (Simultaneous Pre-Later 

Present) 

TABLE 42 

Adv. Category epresentative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(A)An Unspecified 

Duration (Dura- 

tion Specific) 

B)Before an Un- 

specified Point 

13,27,41,54,62, 
64 

3,12,16,38 

An Activity that 

will continue un 
to an Unspecific 

Future Point 

An Activity that 

will be going on 

uD to an Unsnecifi 

Pre-Future Point 

C)Up to an Unspeciia. Specific: 4,21 la. An Activity that 
fied Point 

(D)Before a Future 

Point (Specific 

Duration), 

(E )Before an Un- 

specified Point 

(Specific 

Duration) 

b. Unspecific: 65, 

5,6,28,29,31,36, 
37,39,46,55,56, 
58,59,61,69,70 

a. Specific: 1,17, 
18,19,24,25, 
26,32,33,42, 
44,48,50,51, 
63,66,67, 

b. Unsnecific: 47, 
60 

will continue up 
to a Specific 
Future Point 

b. As in. (A) above 

An Activity that 
- ti 

will be 
going at 

a Specific Pre- 

Future Point 

a. As in (D) above 

b. As in (B) above 

con ta__. 
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Table 42 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(F)Before an Un- 14 As in (B) above 
specific Future 

Point 

(G)Up to a Future a. Specific: 8,9, a. An Activity that 
Point (Specific 11,15,40,49 will continue up 
Duration) to a Specific 

Future Point 
b. Unspecific: 20, b. As in (A) above 

23 

(H)Up to the Moment 22 A Past Activity stil l 

of Speech (Speci going on up to 

fic Duration) !. 0. S. 

(I)Before a Point 7,52,57 As in (D) above 
at Daytime Period 

(Specific Dura- 

tion) 

(J)At Daytime Period 68 An Activity that 

will continue m 
to a Point at Tear 
Future 

(; )Daytime Duration 2,43,45 As in (J) above 
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TABLE 43 

16. WOULD HAVE BEEN GOING (Simultaneous Pre-Later Past) 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(A)A Future Point 3,6,7,8,11,16,23, A Hypothetical 
25,28,30,38,40, Action or State 

47,48,49,50,55, in the Future 
56,57,58,63,65, 
70 

(B)An Unspecified 9,10,13,24,43,62 a. A Hypothetical 

Point Past 
b. As in (A) above 

(C)A Past Point 2,32,39,54,68,69 As in (Ba) above 

(D)After a Past 12,15 A Hypothetical 

Point Post-Past 

(E)Daytime Period 18,20,26,35,52, Hypothetical 
66 Present or Near 

Future 

(F)Contemporaneous 27,36 As in (E) above 
Present 

(G)Simultaneous 31,45 As in (E) above 
Present 

contd... 
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Table 43 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

(H)After an Un- 33,37,42 As in (D) above 

specified Point 

(I)An Unspecified 60 Hypothetical Past 
Frequency (Specific Fre- 

quency) 

(J)Before Simulta- 29 As in (Ba) above 
neous Present 
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(D) Conclusions 

I. Conclusions from Data-Analysis 

of Test Two 

In Test Two, the use of temporal adverbials is 

optional according to the instructions of this test, i. e. 

temporal adverbials are only compulsorily required when 

the tenseme itself is unable to indicate the temporal 

value given by the notional cue in the test. It may thus 

be useful to report what variety of adverbials and what 

specific adverbials co-occur with each tenseme. However, 

any full analysis of tenseme-adverbial co-occurrences 

does not seem to be productive in the case of the data 

of Test Two. This is so because in the majority of cases, 

it has been found that the notional cue given opposite 

each sentence in the test was itself erroneously assumed 

by sore informants as part of the sentences themselves. 

This misunderstanding on part of many subjects has made 

them feel not required to include any temporal adverbials 

in most or all of their sentences even where the presence 

of such adverbials was absolutely required by the inability 

of a given tenseme to indicate a specific temporal value 

on its own. Consequently, no reliable description of the 

frequency of specification can be provided in such 

circumstances. Nevertheless, any existing specification 

is reported in the following tables. This is important 
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since co-occurrences of the same tenseme with different 

adverbials of time may indicate different functions, as 

may be seen from the tables below. 

Tables 44 and 45 below present a summary of the 

twenty five tables previously reported in the data- 

analysis of Test Two. They are different in that Table 

44 uses the notional cues or categories provided by the 

test as the basis for identifying all the possible ten- 

semes that can represent the temporal value of each cue 

linguistically. Table 45, on the other hand, is more 

relevant to our purposes though in fact it is only a 

product of Table 44. In Table 45, the tensemes themselves 

are taken as the basis of analysis and for each tenseme, 

all the notional categories it represents, i. eb its 

functions, are listed. In both tables a frequency count 

of occurrence is also given. This frequency count is 

especially important in the second table below since it 

gives an idea of what functions of a certain tenseme 

are more frequently performed by that tenseme than by 

others. This will give us a fairly good approximation 

of the systematic functions of tensemes and the non- 

systematic ones, since the former category of functions 

tend to be more frequently performed by a given tenseme 

than by others as such tensemes are formally indicated 

by the temporal morphemes of that tenseme in the general 
framework of the tense system in any language. 
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The following are the two tables just described 

above: 
TABLE 44 

Notional-Cate ory 
(Function) 

Representative 
Tenseme(s)9 Frequency 

1 1 + 5+11 2+ 50+ 2 

2 2 53 

3 1 + 7 1+ 53 

4 1 + 3+7+9 50 + 1+ 2+ 1 

5 5 + 7+11 30 +1+ 3 

6 2 + 6 51 +3 

7 1 54 

8 2 + 3+13+14 15 + 24+4+5 

9 5 + 6+11 42 +5. + 7 

10 2 + 4+8+10 15 +1+ 30+4 

11 1 + 5+6+13 2+ 21+ 2+28 

12 2 + 4+14 22 +30 +1 

13 2 54 

14 1 + 3+7 27 + 23 +4 

15 2 + 6 4+50 

- con ... dThe numbers of notional categories are as 
they appear on the Test Two sheet which has been re- 
produced on pp. 35-37. 

9Numbers are given to various tensemes according 
to Table 2 on page 231. 
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Table 44 contd. 
Notional Category 

Function 
Representative 

Tenseme s 
Frequency 

16 2 + 6 49+1 

17 8 54 

18 1 + 7 46+6 

19 1 + 5+6+ 7+ 25+ 3+ 

7 + 11 104 6 

20 1 + 5+7 6+2+48 

21 5 + 11 13 + 41 

22 1 + 7 2+52 

23 2 + 8 41+10 

24 6 52 

25 5 + 7 53+1 

TABLE 45 

Representative 
Tenseme 

Represented No- 
tional Category Frequency 

1 1+3+4+7+11 2+1+50+54+ 

+ 14 + 18 + 19 + 2+ 27 + 46 +7+ 
20+22 6+ 2 

2 2+6+8+10+ 53+51+15+14 

12 + 13 + 15 + 16 + 22 + 54 +4+4 

+23 +51 

contd... 
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Table 45 contd. 
Representat 

Tenseme 
ive Represented 

tional Cate 
No- 

gory 
Frequency 

3 4+8+ 14 1+ 24+ 23 

4 10 + 12 1+ 30 

5 1+5+ 9+11+ 50+30+42+21 

19+20 +21 + 25 + 25+ 2+13+ 53 

6 6+9+ 11+ 15+ 3+ 5+2+50+ 

16 + 19 + 24 1+3+ 52 

7 3+4+ 5+ 14+ 53+ 2+1+4+ 

18+19 + 20 + 6+10+48+ 

22 + 25 52 +1 

8 10+17 + 23 30+ 54+10 

9 4 1 

10 10 4 

11 1+9+ 19 2+ 7+ 6 

12 - 

13 8+11 4+ 28 

14 8+ 12 5+1 

15 - - 

16 - - 
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II. Conclusions From Data-Analysis 

of Test Three 

In way of conclusion, the sixteen tables already 

given in reporting the data-analysis of Test Three can 

all be summarized in the following unified table in 

which the notional uses, i. e. the functions, of tensemes 

are taken as the basis of analysis. For each function, 

i. e. a different value indicated in the data by a dif- 

ferent adverbial category, all the tensemes that can 

linguistically represent it are listed, 

TABLE 46 

The Function The Represen a- 
tive Tenseme(s)* 

Number of 
Occurrences 

To indicate: 

1. An Action/State 2+8 43 + 47 

that took place 

or was to take 

place at a Speci 

fic Point in the 

Past 

contra... 
*The figures in this column stand for the 

actual English tensemes given in Test Three and in 
the same sequence in which they have already appeared 
in the sixteen tables on the data-analysis of Test 
Three. 
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Table 46 contd. 

The Function The Represent- 
ative Tenseme*(s) 

Number of 
Occurrences 

2. An Action/State 2+ 8+3 5+ 4+7 
that took place 

or was taking 

place at an Un- 

specific Point 

of Time in the 

Past 

3. An Action/State 2+ 8 10 + 4 
that Follows an- 
other in the Past 

4. An Action/State 2+ 4+8+ 10 2+ 43 +3 +57 
that Precedes an- 

other in the Past 

5. A Frequent Action 2+ 3(unspecific 2+ 4+2+2 
in the Past past) +6+ 12 

6. A Tentative 2+ 6+ 12 1+ 34 + 14 
Future 

7. An Action/State 6+ 12 11 + 18 
that Follows an- 

other (as viewed 
from a Point in 
the Past) 

8. An Imaginary or 6+ 12 + 14 + 11 + 9+8+ 
Hypothetical Fu- 16 28 
ture Action/State 

contd... 
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Table 46 contd. 

The Function The Representa- 
tive Tenseme(s) 

Number of 
Occurrences 

9. A General Habit 1 +. 7 +9 36 + 10 +1 
or Fact (seen as 
Timeless) 

l0. An Action/State 8 3 
Going on During 

a Period of Time 

in the Past 

ll. A Tentative Post- 12 2 
Future 

12. A Tentative Pre- 12 2 
Future 

13. A Hypothetical 12 2 
Pre-Future 

14. A Hypothetical 12 + 16 9+ 10 
Present or Near 

Future 

15. A Tentative 12 3 
Present or Near 
Future 

16. An Action/State 10 7 

Continued up to 

a Point in the 

Past 

17. A Hypothetical 10 + 14 + 16 + 1+ 39 +9+ 
Past 4 3 

contd... 
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Table 46 contd. 

The Function The Representa- 
tive Tenseme(s) 

Number of 
Occurrences 

18. A Hypothetical 14 1 
Present or 
Recent Past 

19. A Hypothetical 14 + 16 6+5 
Post-Past 

20. A Hypothetical 14 2 
Pre-Past 

21. An Action/State 1+5+7+ 18 + 29 + 22 + 
that will take 11 37 
place or will be 
taking place at 

a Specific Future 

Point 

22. An Action/State 1+5+7+ 3+ 10 + 22 + 
that will take 11 16 

place at an Un- 

specific Future 

Point 

23. An Action/State 1+7 3+ 33 
taking place at 

Simultaneous 
Present 

24. An Action/State 1+5+ 11 2+7+6 
that will take 

place after a 
Point in the 

Future 

contd... 
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Table 46 contd. 

The Function The Representa- 
tive Tenseme(s) 

- Number of 
Occurrences 

25. An Action/State 1+3+5+ 11 1+2+ 17 +5 
that will take + 13 + 59 
place before a 
Point in the 

Future 

26. An Action/State 3 11 
taken place at 

an Unspecific 

Point at Recent 

Past 

27. An Action/State 3 2 
taken place at an 
Unspecific Point 

at Post-Past 

28. A Continuous 7+9+ 15 1+1+ 17 
Action/State that 

goes on up to a 
Future Point 

29. A Continuous 11 1 
or Repeated Action 
through a Period 

of Time in the 

Future 

30. An Activity Con- 9+ 15 59 +1 
tinuing up to 

Simultaneous 
Present 

contd... 
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Table 46 contd. 

The Function The Representa- 
tive Tenseme(s) 

Number of 
Occurrences 

31. An Action/State 13 3 
that will take 

place before a 
Point at Post- 

Future 

32. An Action/State 15 43 
that will be 

going on up to 

a Pre-Future 

Point 

33. An Activity that 15 4 

will continue up 
to a Point at 
Near Future 

34. An Action/State 7 3 
that takes place 

within Contempora- 

neous Present 

A cursory look at Table 44 above reveals many 

noteworthy facts about the English tense system and 

the functions of its tensemes. First, most of the 
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notional temporal categories are linguistically repre- 

sented by more than one tenseme. That is to say, two 

or more particular tensemes may be used to indicate the 

same temporal significance in English. Thus the English 

tense system may be said to be redundant to some extent. 

A second interesting fact that comes up in the 

above-mentioned table is that the same tenseme may appear 

as a possible linguistic representative of more than 

one notional category. This again shows that in the Eng- 

lish tense system, there is no one-to-one relationship, 

i. e. there is rarely found a temporal category that can 

only be represented in English by one specific tenseme. 

Conversely, there is no tenseme in English that has one 

function only, i. e. that exclusively indicates one speci- 

fic temporal value. 

Thirdly, in the overwhelming majority of cases 

in Table 46 above, it can be observed that the expanded 

and non-expanded counterparts of any tenseme tend to 

co-occur in the same temporal situations. Thus in Table 

46, the two pairs of tensemes 1-7 and 14 - 16 tend 

to occur together in representing various temporal 

categories. This overlapping of functions between the 

expanded and the non-expanded counterparts of tensemes 

shows how greatly similar such tensemes are as far as 

their temporal values are concerned. Yet, there are 

certain temporal situations, as can be seen from the 
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above table, that specifically require the presence of 

expanded tensemes for example. 

Fourthly, it can also be concluded that a fairly 

comprehensive description of functions of tensemes may 

be achieved by referring to and classifying the various 

temporal adverbials when studying and analyzing the 

structure of the tense system in English. The above 

conclusion can also be verified by all the tables which 

appear in reporting the data of Test Three since all 

these tables are based upon an analysis of the phenom- 

enon of specification, i. e. tenseme-adverbial co- 

occurrences in English. 

The functions of various tensemes as well as 

the various functions of each tenseme can perhaps more 

clearly be seen if the tensemes themselves, rather 

than the notional temporal categories, are taken as the 

basis of classification in summarizing the sixteen 

tables reported for the data of Test Three. Such a table 

would basically represent the same information of Table 

46 looked at from a different angle. 

In the following table, numbers are used to repre- 

sent the various tensemes in the same manner in which 

they are used in Table 46 above. The numbers in the 

column of functions in Table 47 below refer to the func- 

tions which appear in Table 46 and in the same sequence 

in which they appear in that table. 
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TABLE 47 

The Tenseme Its Function(s) Frequency 

1 9+22+23+ 24+ 36+18+3+3+ 

25+26 2+1 

2 1+2+3+4+5 43 +5+ 10 +2+ 

+6 2+1 

3 2+5+ 26 + 27 + 7+4+2+ 11 + 

28 2 

4 4 46 

5 22+23+25+26 29+10+7+17 

6 5+6+7+8 2+ 34+11+11 

7 9+ 22 + 23 + 24 10 + 22 + 22 + 30 

+30+36 +1+3 

8 1+2+ 3+4+10 47+4+4+3+3 

9 30 + 32 1+ 60 

10 4+17+18 57+7+1 

11 22+23+25+26 37+16+6+5 

+ 31 +1 

12 5+6+7+8+ 2+ 14 + 18 +9+ 

11 + 12 + 13 + 14 2+2+2+9+ 

15 + 16 3+2 

13 26 + 33 59 +3 
14 8+18+ 20+21 8+39+6+ 2 

15 30+2+34+35 17+1+43+4 

16 8+14+18+ 20 28+10+9+5 
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From comparing the functions of expanded and 

non-expnded tensemes in Table 47 above, an even clearer 

picture of the temporal relatedness between the two 

varieties of tensemes can be obtained. The functions 

of expanded tensemes are usually indicated in the table 

by their non-expanded counterparts. This is understanda- 

ble when it is remembered that expanded tensemes have 

the same temporal morphemes as their non-expanded 

counterparts. Besides, expanded tensemes have the addi- 

tional aspectual morpheme IN3. 

The complex interrelationships between tensemes 

and functions can also be seen in the above table. 

Each tenseme usually has more than one function, and 

the same function can usually be linguistically performed 

by more than one tenseme. 

III. Inventory of Functions and General 

Conclusions 

Tests Two and Three and their respective data 

are in a sense complementary. Test Three grantees that 

all English tensemes are used by the informants to indi- 

cate various functions. It, however, cannot guarantee 

that some of the systematic, or non-systematic, functions 

of some tensemes may not be missing in the responses 

of the subjects tested. On the other hand, Test Two makes 

sure that all major temporal values and relations, i. e. 
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functions, will be linguistically represented by the 

various tensemes. Yet, it cannot prevent that some of 

the tensemes might only be used in very few cases or in 

fact completely missing as it actually happened in the 

case of such tensemes as will have been writing and 
is 

would have been writing. It/thus conducive to a better 

understanding to synthesize the conclusions of both 

tests to arrive at a fuller description of tensemes and 

their functions in English. 

For the purposes of the above-mentioned synthesis, 

tables 45 and 47 on the functions of tensemes from Tests 

Two and Three repectively are used. An individual descrip- 

tion is worked out below for each tenseme with all the 

different functions of that tenseme which occur in both 

tables 45 and 47. It is perhaps needless to point out 

that identical functions found in both tables for any 

one tenseme are only listed once in the following indi- 

vidual descriptions of tensemes. Simultaneous with the 

listing of functions, the functions of each tenseme are 

subdivided into systematic and non-systematic. The 

criterion used for sorting out systematic versus non- 

systematic functions of tensemes is, as has already been 

pointed out on page 221 that any function of a given 

tenseme is systematic if the temporal formal markers 

of that tenseme entitle it to indicate that function in 

the framework of the general tense system and according 
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to the complementary distribution of tensemes. Conversely, 

any function of any tenseme which is basically performed 

by any other tenseme in the tense structure or which 

cannot be deduced from the formal temporal markers alone 

is a non-systematic function. 

BASIC PRESENT: e. g. WRITES 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate Simultaneous Present 

Frequency10: 25 +3 

Co-occurrent Adverbials: now; right now; at this time 

of the night; ... 

Examples from the Data 

(a) At the moment the clock goes quite well. (3.48)* 

(b) It goes now. (3.60)- 

(c) He is almost finished right now. (2.14)* 

2. To indicate Contemporaneous Present 

Frequency: 46 + None 

10The two figures given hereafter for frequency 
refer to the number of occurrences of any tenseme in 
that specific function in the data of tests Two and 
Three respectively. 

*In the parentheses which follow sentences quoted 
from the data, the initial number of 2 or 3 refers to 
the data of Test Two or Three respectively, whereas any 
numbers that follow either of these refer either to the 
number of the sentence quoted from the examples of any 
specific tenseme in the Appendix in the case of Test Three 
or to the number of the notional category in the data 
of Test Two reported on pp. 232-267. 
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Co-occurent Adverbials: nowadays; these days; ... 

Examples: 

(a) He works hard nowadays. (2.18) 

(b) He does not work hard these days. (2.18) 

3. To express a Current Habit 

Frequency: 50 + 37 

Adverbials: often; usually; always; everyday; regularly; 

00* 

Examples: 

(a) Each morning he goes to work by train. (3: 1) 

(b) He goes everywhere with the dog at weekends. (3.4) 

(c) She goes to a dance every Saturday. (3.38) 

(d) He goes to the Union every day. (3.54) 

(e) He always comes here. (2.4) 

4. To indicate a General Fact 

Frequency: 54 +1 

Adverbials: all day; ... 

Examples: 

(a) The clock goes all day only if I wind, it up in 

the morning. (3.39) 

(b) Light travels faster than sound. (2.7) 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

].. To refer to a Future Time 

Frequency: 9+ 19 

Adverbials: tomorrow; in the morning; in July; at 
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11 o'clock sharp; ... 

Examples: 

(a) He goes home tomorrow. (3.6) 

(b) He goes to London tomorrow evening, (3.36) 

(c) I leave at 2.00. (2.1) 

(d) I leave tomorrow. (2.1) 

2. To refer to a time before a Point in the Future 

Frequency: 2+1 

Adverbials: before June; ... 

Examples: 

(a) If he ýs before I do, then he shall be first. 
(3.49) 

(b) John finishes before June. (2.11) 

3. To refer to a Time after a Point in the Future 

Frequency: None +2 

Adverbials: after we leave; ... 

Examples: 

(a) If he goes after we come then we shall stay until 

morning. (3.43) 

(b) He always goes there after we leave. (3.53) 

BASIC PAST: e. g. 'UMROTE 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a Specific Point in the Past 

Frequency: 53 + 48 

Adverbials: yesterday; an hour ago; last night; 
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when he arrived; earlier today; ... 
Examples: 

(a) Last night, when I returned from the library, I 

had a stroll with Rover. (3.1) 

(b) Yesterday she went into town. (3.8) 

(c) When he arrived, we went out. (3.60) 

(d) I went today. (3.3) 

(e) He left as exactly an hour ago. (2.2) 

2. To refer to General Past 

Frequency: 66 + None 

Adverbials: once; sometime; at some time or other; ... 
Examples: 

(a) I once saw this film. (2.8) 

(b) I saw this film sometime. (2.8) 

3. To indicate Frequency in the Past 

Frequency: 5+2 

Adverbials: whenever we arrive; often; usually; 

always; ... 

Examples: 

(a) Whenever we arrived, we went to the cinema. (3.38) 

(b) She often went to the clinic at 7.00. (3.46) 

(c) We usually went by bus. (2.6) 

(d) We always went by bus. (2.6) 

4. To indicate Duration in the Past 

Frequency: 51 + None 
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Adverbials: all 

Examples: 

(a) He read all 

(b) He read all 

(c) He read for 

(d) He read all 

the time; all day; for a long time;... 

that time. (2.23) 

day. (2.23) 

a long time. (2.23) 

day yesterday. (2.23) 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a Time after a Point in the Past 

Frequency: 103 + 10 

Adverbials: again; two hours later; later; .. 

Examples: 

(a) I went home after I collected my car from the 

garage. (3.31) 

(b) Fred went back to the pub after we arrived home. 
(3.61) 

(c) After leaving the lecture, I went for my lunch. 
(3.23) 

(d) I met him again two hour later. (2.13) 

(e) I met him two hours after we parted. (2.13) 

2. To refer to a Time before a Point in the Past 

Frequency: 36 +2 

Adverbials: before John arrived; earlier than I did; 

before the storm broke; ... 

Examples: 

(a) They went away before the storm broke. (3.55) 

(b) I went shopping before he arrived. (3.49) 

(c) She left before John arrived. (2.12) 
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(d) I talked to him before I met you. (2.10) 

3. To indicate a Tentative Future (with if) 

Frequency: None +1 

Adverbials: tomorrow; ... 

Examples: 

(a) If he went tomorrow, it would not be soon enough. 
(3.10) 

EARLIER PRESENT: e. g. HAVE WRITTEN 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a Point of Time Unspecifically Earlier 

than the Present Moment 

FreQuency: 23 +7 

Adverbials: before; already; early; ... 

Examples: 

(a) We have gone early to avoid the rush. (3.13) 

(b) I have gone to the pictures before. (3.28) 

(c) I have seen this film before. (2.8) 

2. To refer to an Unspecific Point at Recent Earlier 

Present 

Frequency: 1+ 11 

Adverbials: now; today; this evening; just; ... 

Examples: 

(a) They have gone now. (3.1) 

(b) If I have gone wrong today, perhaps I may do 

better tomorrow. (3.43) 
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(c) I have just seen this film. (2.8) 

3. To indicate Frequency at Earlier Present 

Frequency: 1+4 

Adverbials: regularly every evening; in the morning; 

always; ... 

Examples: 

(a) They have gone regularly every evening. (3.23) 

(b) I have come down the same road in the morning 

for about a year. (3.25) 

(c) I have gone there often. (3.64) 

(d) He has always come here. (2.4) 

(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

1. To refer to an Unspecific Point at Post-Past 

Frequency: None +2 

Adverbials: after having waited since 12 o'clock; 

after working all day; ... 

Examples: 

(a) They have gone away after having waited since 

12 o'clock. (3.15) 

(b) After working all day I have gone home. (3.42) 

2. To refer to an Unspecific Point which Precedes 

another Point in the Future (with temporal conjunc- 

tions) 

r'requency: None +2 

Adverbials: when you arrive; tomorrow; ... 
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Examples: 

(a) If I have gone when you arrive, will you please 

follow. (3.20) 

(b) Tomorrow when I have gone home, you will find 

a letter waiting for you. (3.52) 

3. To indicate Simultaneous Perceivable Activity 

Frequency; 23 + None ,.. 

Adverbials: right now; ... 

Examples: 

(a) He has almost finished right now. (2.14) 

EARLIER PAST: e. g. HAD WRITTEN 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a Point that Precedes another in the Past 

Frequency: 31 + 46 

Adverbials: when he arrived; before the children 

came; ahead of schedule; two years previously; 

by Tuesday morning; already; ... 

Examples. 

(a), When he arrived, I had finished working. (3.6) 

(b) When the bell sounded, everyone had finished 

the exercise. (3.33) 

(c) Mrs Jones had finished her housework before the 

children came home from school. (3.40) 

(d) The game had finished ahead of schedule. (3.57) 
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(e) We had only just finished before it began to 

rain. (3.67) 

(f) He had finished his work two years previously. 
(3.62) 

(g) By Tuesday morning, he had finished his task. 
(3.69) 

(h) She had left before then. (2.12) 

(i) She had left before the train pulled out. (2.12) 

(j) She had already left. (2.12) 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

To indicate a Hypothetical Past (with if) 

Frequency: None +3 

Adverbials: yesterday; an hour ago; this morning; ... 

Examples: 

(a) If I had finished sooner, I could have gone out 

to the cinema. (3.10) 

(b) If you had finished that this morning, you could 

have gone home now. (3.32) 

(c) If we had finished yesterday then today we could 

have done something else. (3. 49) 

LATER PRESENT: e. g. WILL WRITE 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate a Specific Point in the Future 

Frequency: 63 + 29 

Adverbials: tomorrow; at the end of, this year; in 

half an hour; tonight; at midday; ... 
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Examples: 

(a) This programme will finish in half an hour. (3-1) 

(b) I will finish tomorrow. (3.3) 

(c) I will finish this book tonight. (3.36) 

(d) We will finish this year. (3.27) 

(e) I will leave at midday. (2.1) 

(f) I will leave in the morning. (2.1) 

2. To refer to an Unspecific Point in the Future 

Fre uency: 67 + 10 

Adverbials: soon; when he arrives; sometime; later;... 

Examples: 

(a) I'm not certain that he will finish on time. (3.9) 

(b) I will finish this sentence soon. (3.10) 

(c) I will finish as early as possible. (3.56) 

(d) When we are tired we will finish. (3,12) 

(e) He will finish the job when he arrives. (3.43) 

(f) She will arrive sometime. (2.9) 

(g) She will arrive later. (2.9) 

(h) He will leave anytime now. (2.19) 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a Time After a Point in the Future 

Frequency: 83 +7 

Adverbials: after the exams; after lunch; after the 

guests have gone home; after that; after we meet 

tomorrow; when I have completed my degree; ... 
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Examples: 

(a) I will finish working very hard after the exams. 
(3.14) 

(b) I will finish the job after tea. (3.65) 

(c) I will finish this after we have gone for a 

coffee. (3.54) 

(d) We will leave together after that. (2.25) 

(e) We will leave together after we meet tomorrow. 
(2.25) 

(f) I will leave when I have completed my degree. 
(2.25) 

2. To refer to a Time Before a Point in the Future 

Frequency: 21 + 17 

Adverbials: by next week; before I go to bed; by 

this evening; by then; before the time is up; ... 
Examples: 

(a) I will finish my knitting before I come. (3.4) 

(b) "We will finish the bridge by next year, " said 

the site controller. (3.19) 

(c) I will finish the book before I go to bed. (3.37) 

(d) I will finish before you unless you hurry. (3.50) 

(e) I will finish knitting this cardigan by the end 

of this week ... (3.52) 

(f) John will finish by then. (2.11) 

(g) John will finish before the bell rings. (2.11) 

LATER PAST: e. g. WOULD WRITE 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate an Intended Action at Later Past 
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Frequency: 53 + 11 

Adverbials; later; again; after he had completed his 

exercise; after we arrived; not before he had 

finished; this morning; tonight; tomorrow; next 

week; ,. 
11 

Examples: 

(a) He said that he would go to the movies this 

morning. (3.1) 

(b) He said he would go tomorrow evening. (3.7) 

(c) He said he would go after we arrived. (3.60) 

(d) I promised that I would go later. (2.24) 

(e) I promised that I would go again. (2.24) 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To indicate a Future Time (suggesting doubt or tenta. 

tiveness) 

Frequency: None + 34 

Adverbials: soon; next week; tomorrow; after your 

friend arrives; ... 

Examples: 

(a) They would go when they have finished if they 

could. (3.17) 

(b) If he came, I would go soon. (3.23) 

1 Adverbials like the last four ones co-occur 
with the Later-Past tenseme in this function only in 
the case of reported speech. 
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(c) She would go skiing in winter. (3.27) 

(d) I would go next week if I could. (3.8) 

(e) I would go during the day rather than in the 

evening. (3.26) 

2. To indicate an Imag inar y or Hyp othetical Future 

State/Action (with if, but or only) 

Frequency: None + 11 

Adverbials: next week; tomorrow; after tea; today; 

just now; ... 
Examples: 

(a) I would go with you but I have something else to 

do this evening. (3.36) 

(b) We would go next week but we will be on holiday. 

(c) We would 
(3.4) 

go to the cinema after tea if we weren't 

committed to ... (3.37) 

(d) I would go today, but I don't have time. (3.25) 

(e) I would go just now gladly but I have to wait 

until next week ... (3.44) 

3. To indicate a Past Habit 

Frequency: 3+2 

Adverbials: normally; each day; always; usually; ... 
Examples: 

(a) Before leaving, I would go to see my mother 

normally. (3.16) 

(b) Each day, he would go for a swim in the Kelvin. 
(3.47) 
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(c) We would always come by bus. (2.6) 

(d) We would come by bus usually. (2.6) 

SIMULTANEOUS PRESENT: e. g. IS WRITING 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate a Point at Simultaneous Present, i. e. 

the Moment of Speech 

Frequency: 105 + 30 

Adverbials: now; just now; at the moment; at present; 

today; presently; still; ... 

Examples: 

(a) He is reading now. (3.3) 

(b) The girl is reading a book today. (3.2) 

(c) He is reading this book before his lunch. (3.10) 

(d) Someone is reading a novel during this lecture. 
(3.45) 

(e) ... he is still reading. (3.40) 

(f) They are reading at present. (2.3) 

(g) He is listening to music right now. (2.22) 

2. To refer to Current or Contemoraneous Present 

Frequency: 6+3 

Adverbials: this week; this year; these days; ... 

Examples: 

(a) My friend is reading Classics at Oxford this 

year. (3.68) 

(b) This week David Brown is reading 'Shakespeares 

at the Globe Theatre. (3.1) 
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(c) He is working hard these days. (2.18) 

3; To indicate a Current Habit 

Frequency: 2+ 10 

xdverbials: usually; at every opportunity; always;... 

Examples : 

(a) She is reading the news bulletin in the morning. 
(3.6) 

(b) Usually, when I come he is reading. (3.13) 

(c) She is always reading whenever we see her. (3.53) 

(d) She is reading the book whenever she gets the 

chance. (3.56) 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To indicate a Point in the Future (suggesting a 

Planned-for Action) 

Frequency: 10 + 22 

Adverbials: soon; later; in ten minutes; in the 

morning; next year; this week; ... 

Examples: 

(a) She is reading the news bulletin in the morning. 12 
(3.6) 

(b) He is reading the weather forecast tomorrow. (3.19) 

(c) He is reading French next year. (3.61) 

(d) She is reading a paper next week. (3.70) 

(e) He is leaving in ten minutes. (2.19) 

(f) He is leaving soon. (2.19) 

-12 This same sentence has already appeared under 
another function of Simultaneous Present. This means 
that there is some ambiguity in the temporal reference 
of such. sentences. 
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2. To refer to a Continuous Action/State which Extends 

up to a Point in the Future 

Frequency: None +1 

Adverbials: until we return; ... 

Examples: 

(a) Peter is reading until we return. (3.33) 

SIMULTANEOUS PAST: e. g. WAS WRITING 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate Simultaneity of an Action/State with 

a Point or an Action/State in the Past 

Frequency: 54 + 50 

Adverbials: last night; when he arrived; recently; 

at that point; at that moment; ... 

Examples: 

(a) She was reading a magazine when he arrived. (3.2) 

(b) I was reading the Sunday Times last night. (3.11) 

(c) When the clock struck three I was reading a book. 
(3.16) 

(d) While I was reading a paper recently, it went 

on fire. (3.47) 

(e) He was studying at that moment. (2.17) 

2. To express Duration in the Past 

Frequency: 10 +3 

Adverbials: all morning; for some time; all day 

yesterday; ... 
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Examples: 

(a) I was reading the book all morning. (3.17) 

(b) I was reading for some time. (3.41) 

(c) He was reading all day yesterday. (2.23) 

(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a Duration Earlier than a Point/Period 

in the Past 

Frequency: 30 +3 

Adverbials: before you came home; until he came; 

before that; ... 

Examples: 

(a) I was reading the book first before you came home. 
(3.55) 

(b) I was reading this book until he came. (3.66) 

(c) I was talking to him before that. (2.10) 

(d) I was talking to him before I met you. (2.10) 

2. To refer to a Duration Later than a Point/Period in 

the Past 

Frequency: None +2 

Adverbials: after I had come home; after the sun 

had risen; ... 

Examples: 

(a) After I had come home I was reading that article 

which ... 
(3.52) 

(b) He was reading the book after the sun had risen. (3.53) 
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SIMULTANEOUS EARLIER-PRESENT: 

e. g. HAS BEEN WRITING 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate an Action/State that was Going on in the 

Past and is Still Continuing at Simultaneous Present 

Frequency: 1+ 60 

Adverbials: for over a week now; all day; since the 

morning; for ages; lately; for some time; ... 

Examples: 

(a) He has been working on that car for over a week 

now. (3.1) 

(b) She has been working all day in preparation for 

the forthcoming examinations. (3.2) 

(c) He has been working at that essay for ages. (3.10) 

(d) He has been working non-stop since yesterday. (3.67) 

(e) She has been working constantly. (3.60) 

(f) He has been coming here for some time.. (2.4) 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To indicate an Action/State Continuing up to a 

Future Point 

Frequency: None +1 

Adverbials: at three o'clock... for three hours; ... 
Examples: 

(a) If, at three o'clock, Jean has been working for 

three hours, I will not disturb her. (3.16) 
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SIMULTANEOUS EARLIER-PAST: e. g. 

HAD BEEM 01RITING 

(A) Systematic Functions 

To indicate an Action/State which began Earlier than, 

and still Continuing Simultaneous with, another Action 

or a Point/Period in the Past 

Frequency: None + 75 

Adverbials: when she arrived; for some time when the 

phone began to ring; all through the night; yester- 

day; until sunrise; ... 

Examples: 

(a) I had been reading the Celtic View early on 

Wednesday morning. (3.13) 

(b) They had been reading when the bell rang. (3.15) 

(c) I had been reading all day. (3.26) 

(d) I had been reading that part of the book only 

yesterday. (3.25) 

(e) Jane had been reading until there was a power out. 
(3.66) 

2. To express Duration of an Action/State Before Another 

in the Past 

Frequency: 4+7 

Adverbials: before his arrival; before lunch; before 

he went to bed; already; ... 

Examples: 

(a) He had been reading it quickly before lunch. (3,42) 
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(b) He had been reading before we arrived. (3.70) 

(c) Yesterday, before he arrived I had been reading 

the magazine ... (3.52) 

(d) I had already been talking to him. (2.10) 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To suggest a Hypothetical Past (with Conditional 

Sentences) 

Frequency: None +1 

Adverbials: this morning; ... 

Examples: 

(a) Had he not been reading the 'Scotsman' this 

morning then perhaps I could have attempted the 

crossword. (3.61) 

SIMULTANEOUS LATER-PRESENT: e. g. 

WILL BE WRITING 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1, To indicate Simultaneity between an Action/State 

and another Action or a Point/Period in the Future 

Frequency: 15 + 53 

Adverbials: next week; tonight; tomorrow; for the 

next ten years; in the near future; all evening;... 

Examples: 

(a) Tomorrow he will be reading the book I lent him. 
(3.5) 

(b) I will be reading that next term. (3.9) 
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(c) He will be reading this for the next ten years. 
(3.21) 

(d) He will be reading this when we arrive. (3.70) 

(e) I will be reading this book all evening. (3.58) 

(f) He will be leaving shortly. (2.19) 

(g) I will be leaving tomorrow. (2.1) 

(h) She will be arriving some time tomorrow. (2.9) 

2. To indicate a Repeated Action through a Period of 

Time in the Future 

Frequency: None +1 

Adverbials: every night this week; ... 

Example s: 

(a) Since that exam has been moved forward to next 

week I will be reading all the texts every night 

this week. (3.18) 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To indicate Duration Before a Point in the Future 

Frequency: None +5 

Adverbials: over the next few weeks; before the exams 

begin; until the visitors come; ... 

Examples: 

(a) She will be reading her new, novel for about half 

an hour before she goes to bed. (3.44) 

(b) I will be reading about several topics over the 

next few weeks before the exams begin. (3.11) 
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(c) Fred will be reading until the cock crows at 3.00. 
(d 

I will be reading by the time 
3ý46) 

()y you fetch the 

dictionary. (3.55) 

2. To indicate a Duration After a Point in the Future 

Frequency: None +6 

Adverbials: after I have finished this; tomorrow 

evening after you leave; after supper; after sun- 

set; ... 
Examples: 

(a) He will be reading Chaucer after he finishes 

Shakespeare. (3.15) 

(b) I will be reading that book after I have finished 

this. (3.20) 

(c) I will be reading my novel tomorrow evening 

after you leave. (3.49) 

(d) I will be reading in poor light after sunset. 
(3.62) 

SIMULTANEOUS LATER-PAST: e. g. 

WOULD BE WRITING 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate Simultaneity between an Action/State 

Viewed to Follow Another from a Point of Reference 

in the Past and between another Action/Point/Period 

Frequency: None + 18 

Adverbials: early in the morning; tomorrow; yester- 

day; this season; when I arrived; ... 
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Examples: 

(a) We didn't worry about that because he would be 

leavin in May. (3.19) 

(b) "I told him I would be leaving at the end of the 

month. (3.25) 

(c) He told me that he would be leaving tomorrow. (3.7) 

(d) He said he would be leaving yesterday, but he didn't. 
(3.47) 

(e) He said he would be leaving whenever he heard 

the result. (3.65) 

(f) Jim Baxter said he would be leaving Rangers this 

season ... (3.13) 

(g) When I arrived they would be leaving. (3.24) 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To suggest that a Future State/Action is only Imaginary 

or Hypothetical (with if + not) 

Frequency: None +9 

Adverbials: tomorrow; this year; ... 

Examples: 

(a) I would be leaving the University on June ist if 

it were not for the History of Science degree. 
(3.66) 

(b) She would be leaving tomorrow had her mother not 

taken ill. (3.26) 

(e)'I would be leaving home this year if I was not 

working in Glasgow. (3.68) 

(d) We would be leaving tomorrow if it weren't for 
the rail strike. (3.37) 
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2. To add Tentativeness Politeness, or Doubt to a State- 

ment or a Question about a Future State/Action 

Frequency: None + 14 

Adverbials: in June; soon; in a fortnight; tomorrow; 

early next week; presently; ... 

Examples: 

(a) He would be leaving Scotland in June if he could 

get the same job elsewhere. (3.11) 

(b) If I could, I would be leaving soon. (3.32) 

(c) He would be leaving in a fortnight. (3.48) 

(d) He would be leaving for the bout at 4.00 p. m. 

tomorrow. (3.4) 

(e) They would be leaving a week on Saturday. (3.27) 

(f) I would be leaving early next week. (3.43) 

3. To indicate a Hypothetical Action/State at Present 

or Near Future (with if or but) 

Frequency: None +9 

Adverbials: now; tonight; today; just now; .. 

Examples: 

(a) I would be leaving now if I'd packed. (3.3) 

(b) If I hadn't come down with flu, I would be 

leaving on the 6.15 train tonight. (3.1) 

(c) We would be leaving just now if they had not 

arrived five minutes ago. (3. 44) 

(d) I would be leaving now, but I still have this 

sentence to complete. (3.46) 
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ý. To suggest Tentativeness with an Action/State at 

Post-Future 

Frequency: None +2 

Adverbials: after the programme in the morning; soon 

after school; ... 
Examples: 

(a) After the programme in the morning, they would 

be leaving. (3.2) 

(b) He would be leaving soon after school. (3.42) 

5. To suggest Tentativeness with an Action/State at 

Pre-Future 

Frequency: None +2 

Adverbials: by then; before the exams; ... 

Examples: 

(a) It would be leaving the station by then. (3g63) 

(b) He would be leaving before the exams. (3.70) 

6. To indicate a Hypothetical State/Action at Pre-Future 

(with if or but) 

Frequency: None +2 

Adverbials: sooner; earlier; ... 

Examples: 

(a) I would be leaving sooner if I didn't have to fill 

this in. (3.23) 

tb) I töuid be leaving earlier, ', but I am meeting 

someone at 5 o'clock: (3,28) 
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7. To indicate a Past Habit 

Frequency: None +2 

Adverbials: normally; .., 

Examples: 

(a) Normally he would be leaving at the end of the 

week. (3.6) 

(b) At three o'clock on a Saturday, I would normally 

be leaving for home. (3.16) 

PRE-LATER PRESENT: e. g. WILL HAVE WRITTEN 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate a Point of Time which Precedes Another 

in the Future 

Frequency: 28 + 59 

xdverbials: by tomorrow; next month; before August; 

in the morning; in ten minutes; by then; by tonight; 

already; ... 

Examples: 

(a) By tomorrow he will have finished working on the 

car. (3.5) 

(b) We will have finished this questionnaire by the 

time the dinner bell rings ... 
(3.11) 

(c) Next month I will have finished my portrait. (3.6) 

(d) I sincerely hope that you will have finished 

decorating your flat when i come to stay. (3.52) 
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(e) We will have finished this in about ten minutes. 
(3.13) 

(f) John will have finished before I leave. (3.11) 

(g) John will have finished by then. (2.11) 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

. To indicate a Point of Time which Precedes Another 

at Post-Future 

Frequency: None +3 

Adverbials: after nine o'clock; later this afternoon; 

when you come after lunch; ... 

Examples: 

(a) After nine o'clock we will have finished our meal. 
(3.16) 

(b) We will have finished this later this afternoon. 
(3.54) 

(c) I will have finished my work when you come after 

lunch. (3.57) 

PRE-LATER PAST: e. g. WOULD HAVE WRITTEN 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a Point of Time which Precedes Another 

that is Viewed as a Later Point of Time From a Point 

of Reference in the Past 

r'requency: 1+2 

Adverbials: by the time he reached the station; 

before the situation became critical; ... 
Examples: 

(a) By the time he reached the station, the train 

would have gone. (3.2) 
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(b) I would have gone before the situation became 

critical. (3.70) 

(c) She would have left (before a specific point at 

later-past). (2.12) 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To suggest Hypotheticalness with an Action/State 

in the Past (with but or if) 

Frequency: None + 39 

Adverbials: yesterday; when I finished; last year; 

today; before; ... 

Examples: 

(a) I would have gone yesterday but I had so much 

work to do. (3.4) 

(b) We would have gone last year if we had had more 

time. (3.20) 

(c) I would have gone shopping today but I didn't 

have time. (3.8) 

(d) If John had come at three o'clock, I would have 

gone with him to the pictures. (3.16) 

(e) sie would have gone before, but it started to rain. (3.33) 
2. To indicate Hypotheticalness with an Action/State 

in the Future (with if) 

Frequency: None +8 

Adverbials: tonight; next month; tomorrow; in the 

morning; ... 
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Examples: 

(a) I would have gone to the show tonight if I had 

tickets. (3.23) 

(b) I would have gone to the pictures tomorrow if I 

had not been doing something else. (3.28) 

(c) He would have gone on the trip tomorrow if it 

hadn't clashed with his exams. (3.61) 

(d) I would have gone with you in the morning if I 

had the time or money. (3.10) 

3. To indicate Hypotheticalness with an Action/State at 

a Point which Follows Another Past Point 

Frequency: None +6 

Adverbials: after his exam; after I finished my work; 

afterwards; later; ... 

Examples: 

(a) I would have gone for a run after I finished 

my work if you had not come to see me. (3.31) 

(b) We would have gone later but the meeting made it 

impossible. (3.44) 

(c) I would have gone home afterwards. (3.42) 

(d) We would have gone after the match if it hadn't 

rained. (3.57) 

4. To suggest Hypothoticalness with an Action/State at 

Simultaneous Present 

Frequency: None +1 

Adverbials: just now; ... 
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Examples: 

(a) We would have left just now but it is raining. 
(3.50) 

SIMULTANEOUS PRE-LATER PRESENT 

e. g. WILL HAVE BEEN ! WRITING 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To refer to an Action/State that is Simultaneous with 

the Moment of Speech and will be Continuous Prior to 

a Point in the Future 

Frequency: None + 64 

Adverbials: by then; by tomorrow; by the time you 

arrive; in ten seconds; till three o'clock; next 

Friday; today; ... 

Examples: 

(a) By tomorrow, the students will have been working 

for many hours. (3.5) 

(b) In ten seconds, I will have been working at this 

for five minutes. (3.19) 

(c) Next Friday I will have been working for two weeks. (3.15) 
(d) I will have been working until midnight until 

this is finished. (3.21) 

(e) We will have been working hard all the year. (3.27) 

(f) My mother will have been working in the house 

today. (3.68) 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To indicate a Past Activity Going up to Simultaneous 
Present 
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Frequency: None +1 

Adverbials: for five months now; ... 
Examples: 

(a) We will have been working on 
_this 

bui din 
., 
site 

for five months now. (3.22) 

SIMULTANEOUS PRE-LATER PAST 

e. g. WOULD HAVE BEEN WRITING 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate Simultaneity between a Hypothetical 

Action/State and a Point/Period that Precedes 

Another at Post-Past 

Frequency: None +5 

Adverbials: after we had arrived; after you left; 

later on; after tea; after the discovery; ... 
Examples: 

(a) After we had arrived we would have been going 

but I had felt that I was too tired to leave. (3.12) 

(b) They would ave been going after you left. (3.15 ) 

(c) We would have been going later on if the rain 

had stopped. (3.33) 

(d) We would have been going to the game after tea 

but by that time it had started to rain. (3.37) 

(e) They would have been going abroad after the 

discovery if their passports had been in order. 
(3.42) 
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(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To indicate a Hypothetical Action/State in the Future. 

Frequency: None + 28 

Adverbials: tomorrow; next month; in the morning; 

this weekend; ... 

Examples: 

(a) Tomorrow J 
, 
would have been going abroad if I 

had not taken ill. (3.7) 

(b) I would have been going to London in the morning 

if this had not happened. (3.10) 

(c) This weekend we would have been going on a trip 

if the car had not broken down. (3.47) 

(d) I would have been going to Edinburgh tomorrow, 

but something else turned up. (3.58) 

2. To indicate a Hypothetical Action/State in the Past 

Frequency: None +9 

Adverbials: yesterday evening; by now; last week; 

last night; on Tuesday evening; ... 

Examples: 

(a) The couple would have been going out yesterday 

evening had it not been wet. (3.2) 

(b) I would have been going to get some food by now 

if I hadn't been told to do this. (3.29) 

(c) 'If I had been in Glasgow last week I would have 

been going to the Scotland game. (3.39) 
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(d) We would have been going to the dance last night 

but we had to go somewhere else. (3.54) 

(e) He would have been going to the party on Sunday 

evening but he has taken ill. (3.69) 

3. To indicate a Hypothetical Action/State at Present 

or Near Future 

Frequency: None + 10 

Adverbials: tonight; today; now; right now; ... 

Examples: 

(a) I would have been going to the concert tonight 

if that essay had not been set for tomorrow. (3.18) 

(b) Had plans materialized we would have been going 
, 

away today. (3.26) 

(c) I would have been going for my dinner now but 

for these questions. (3.31) 

(d). If it had not been for this I would have been 

going for my dinner right now. (3.45) 

(e) I would have been going tonight but the buses 

are on strike. (3.66) 
x- 

Mention should perhaps be made to some important 

conclusions that can be drawn from the above inventory 

of functions of tensemes. It is first necessary to stress 

an axiom in linguistics; that no corpus, no matter how 

comprehensive, is exhaustive. This should be an admitted 

fact in any research which uses a corpus at any stage. 

Hence, it must be made clear that though the above 
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inventory of functions is a large qne, it is not complete 

since it is drawn from a limited linguistic corpus. Yet, 

the danger of coming up with a sketchy inventory was 

considerably minimized by the use of tests that were 

geared to elicit a corpus of data containing a very 

large variety of responses. Despite all this, the fact 

remains that no corpus, no matter how carefully selected, 

is complete. Therefore, other functions, though probably 

only marginal ones, may be reported by other researchers 

and found to be lacking in the above inventory. 

A noteworthy point that has already been mentioned 

and that comes up even more clearly in the above 

inventory is that expanded tensemes share the same 

systematic functions with their corresponding non-expanded 

tensemes. This clearly shows that expanded tensemes do 

not have any uniqueness as far as their temporal locations 

in the general structure of the tense system are con- 

cerned. 

Another interesting phenomenon that can be 

observed from the above inventory is that frequency, 

i. e. the repeated occurrence of an action/state, is 

never indicated in verb forms in English. There are no 

special verbal forms or verbal markers in English that 

would suggest the frequency of an action or state. 

Frequency is rather indicated by adding temporal adver- 

bials of frequency, like often, everyday, alwa s, etc., 
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to the tenseme representing a given action or state. 

However, the most significant conclusion is per- 

haps that functions of linguistic items are best handled 

after the general structure of the systems which those 

items are part of has been first adequately analyzed 

and described. It would have been more difficult to 
tensemes 

describe the functions of the various/mentioned above 

and to subdivide those functions into systematic versus 

non-systematic ones without having first dealt with the 

various aspects of the temporal values of verbal markers, 

shiftings, redundancy, etc. 

The above inventory of functions has also clearly 

shown the principal role that temporal adverbials play 

in the English tense system. With the majority of func- 

tions of . every tenseme, especially with non-systematic 

functions, temporal adverbials are indispensable in 

the determination of specific functions. In most cases, 

it is not the tenseme as such that indicates this or 

that function; it is rather the tenseme plus a member 

of a special category of temporal adverbials. This may 

explain why temporal adverbials have been given such a 

prominent place in the above inventory and in the study 

as a whole. 

Finally, it might be worthwhile to mention at 

the end of this General Conclusion that according to 
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the present analysis, English has two tenses only. 

Besides) the number of English tensemes has been shown 

here to be sixteen: eight belong to each of the two ten- 

ses. The two tenses are past and non-past or present 

whereas the sixteen tensemes have all been mentioned, 

named, and analyzed in the above general inventory of 

functions. 



APPENDIX A 

THE WRITTEN RESPONSES TO TEST THREE 

(ENGLISH )1 

I. GOES 2 

1. Each morning he ... to work by train 

2. Whenever he sees her in the evening, he always 

... away . 
3. He ... tomorrow. 

4. He ... everywhere with the dog at week-ends. 

5. Everyday, he ... to work 

6. He ... home tomorrow. 

7. He ... to school every morning. 

8. He ... to church in the mornings not in the 

evenings. 

9ý He ... tomorrow. 

1e. He ... to university tomorrow. 

11. "When he .... I go too, " said the old lady looking 

abjectly at her little spaniel. 

12. In the morning my wife .., 

13. He ... early to work. 

1Sentences which do not have temporal adverbials, 
or have the tenseme concerned itself used as part of 
the temporal adverbial required in the test are not 
considered relevant to the objectives of the test and 
their numbers are hence omitted here. 

2Instead of writing the same tenseme in every 
sentence in these data, three subsequent dots are here 
used to represent the tenseme for which any sentence is 
given. 349 
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15. He ... on holiday in July. 

16. Tomorrow, he ... to London. 

18. She ... to the cinema at least once a week. 

19. The bus ... tomorrow in the morning and on 

Wednesday afternoon. 

20. He ... out whenever the sun shines. 

21. Who ... there at this time of the night? 

24. In the morning he ... to work. 

25. He ... for his lunch at 10 o'clock. 

26. He ... to work every second day. 

27. He ... at 7.45 each morning. 

28. In the morning he ... to his work. 

32. He ... to school tomorrow. 

33. He ... to the cinema regularly. 

34. He ... every morning. 

35. In the afternoon he always ... to his room and 

studies. 

36. He ... to London tomorrow evening. 

38. She ... to a dance every Saturday. 

39. The clock ... all day only if I wind it up in the 

morning. 

41. He ... tomorrow. 

42. He ... to work every day. 

43. If he ... after we come then we shall stay until 

morning. 

44. She ... tomorrow at 3 o'clock exactly. 
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45. I hope that she ... in the evening. 

48. At the moment the clock .,. quite well. 

49. If he ... before I do, then he shall be first. 

50. He often ... to the football match when he has 

some money. 

52. Every Sunday he ... to a folk club at which he 

often sings. 

53. He always ... there after we leave. 

54. He ... to the Union every day. 

55. He often ... to football matches. 

56. He ... to university every day. 

57. The train ... at eleven o'clock sharp. 

58. She ... swimming every morning. 

59. John ... home tomorrow. 

60. It ... now. 

62. He ... whenever he feels like it. 

63. He ... tomorrow. 

64. She ... there often. 

68. My boy-friend ... to work on the train every 

morning. 

69. She ... to her aunt's house on the bus every 

afternoon. 

" 70. She ... to the pub every day. 

II. WENT 

1. Last night when I returned from the library, I 

... for a stroll with Rover. 
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2. He ... home yesterday. 

3.. I ... today. 

4. We ... to the zoo yesterday. 

6. I... home when he arrived. 

7. We ... out for a meal last night. 

B. Yesterday she ... into town. 

9. He ... to the club last night. 

10. If he ... tomorrow it would not be soon enough. 

11. When she had finished screaming, he quietly ... 
out of the room shutting the door firmly behind 

him. 

13. He ... yesterday. 

15. He ... yesterday. 

18. We all ... down to the beach very early yester- 

day morning because the weather was so fine. 

19. Yesterday we ... for a trip to Ayr. 

20. We ... to the Exhibition on Tuesday last. 

21. He ... away three years ago. 

22. After the dance we all ... home. 

23. After leaving the lecture, I... for my lunch. 

24. In the morning we ... to school. 

25. We ... to the cinema yesterday. 

26. I... yesterday. 

27. He ... to bed late. 

28. He ... to the pictures yesterday. 

29. The bus ... away without us yesterday and we 

had to walk. 
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30. Yesterday we ... to the museum. 

31. 1... home after I collected my car from the 

garage. 

32.1 ... to bed at 10 p. m. 

33. Yesterday, we ... on a picnic. 

34. She ... last night to see her mother. 

35. Yesterday we ... to the lecture and heard a 

versatile new speaker. 

36. We ... last year but it's impossible at the 

moment. 

37. I... to the game yesterday. 

38. Whenever we arrived, we ... to the cinema. 

39.1 ... home last week. 

41. I... in the evening. 

42. He ... home after the storm. 

44. We ... after they had all left. 

45. He ... for his breakfast in the morning. 

46. She often ... to the clinic at 7.00 . 

47. Yesterday I... to the bank. 

48. In the morning, we ... to the circus. 

49. I... shopping before he arrived. 

50. He ... up the other road when he saw his enemy 

approaching. 

51. The two boys ... to play a few minutes ago. 

52. Yesterday we ... to see my grandmother, who is 

in hospital. 
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53.1 ... to Kilmarnoch the morning after she left. 

54.1 ... to Switzerland last summer. 

55. They . .. away before the storm broke. 

56. 1... into the city yesterday. 

57. We all ... to the park after lunch. 

58.1 ... to see him last evening. 

59. We . .. to the park yesterday. 

60. When he arrived, we . .. out. 

61. Fred ... back to the pub after we arrived home. 

62. He ... sometime yesterday. 

63. She . .. yesterday. 

64. She ... earlier today. 

66. I... into town yesterday. 

67. One of my neighbours ... to Italy last year. 

68. We ... to the pictures last Saturday night. 

69. Yesterday I... to the public library. 

III. HAVE GONE 

1. They ... home now. 

. 
3.1 ... in the morning. 

8.1 ... to town today. 

13. We ".. early to avoid the rush. 

15. They ... away after having waited since 12 o'clock. 

16. Tell John, when he arrives, that I... 

17. They ... to the football match this evening. 

19. By October, all the birds ... south for the 

winter, the sun, the scenery. 
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20. If I..., when you arrive, will you please follow. 

22. They ... home for the weekend. 

23. They ... regularly every evening. 

25. I... down the same road in the morning for about 

a year. 

27. We ... to Loch Lomond for the summer. 

28. I... to the pictures before. 

31. As he marched up to his superior he said "You 

too far this time. " 

32. We . to the pictures this evening. 

33. Sheila and Mary ... home aarly. 

38. They ... away already. 

42. After working all day, I... home. 

43. If I".. wrong today, perhaps I may do better 

tomorrow. 

45. Today I... to the History of Science lecture. 

48. Today they ... out for lunch. 

49. Before we come make sure they ... 

52. Tomorrow when I.., home, you will find a letter 

waiting for you. 

54. They ... home today to see their families. 

62. They ... now. 

64. I... there often. 

68. During the last few weeks I... to all my 

classes. 

70. They ... to college today. 
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IV. HAD FINISHED 

2. The class were told that when they ... in the 

afternoon, they would be allowed to return home. 

3. I... it in the morning. 

4. As we ... our match early we went home. 

6. When he arrived, I... working. 

7. When we arrived the party ... 

8. When we arrived at the hotel our party ... their 

meal. 

9. He ... the exercise by the time we arrived. 

10. If I... my work sooner I could have gone out to 

the cinema. 

13. He ... the work yesterday. 

15. He ... yesterday when he came home. 

16. When John arrived, I... my meal. 

20. When the clock struck, he ... the letter. 

21. The old man ... his tea by the time we arrived. 

23. When we reached the lecture theatre the lecture . 

24. Kate ... this-two minutes before I had. 

25. By the time he arrived we ... our meal. 

26. When he arrived at the station he ... his work. 

28. He ... working yesterday when he left the office. 

29. By the third day he ... the construction. 

32. If you ... that this morning, you could have 

gone home now. 

33. When the bell sounded, everyone ... the exercise. 
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34. When she arrived 16 .. preparing the meal. 

35. When he arrived he found that I... the experiment 

38. I... as soon as possible. 

39. When I returned from the lectuve my friend ... 

copying out the notes. 

40. Mrs. Jones ... her housework before the children 

came home from school. 

41. When he ... in the morning he went home. 

42. I... my work in the evening. 

44. They ... the job well before he arrived. 

49" If we ... yesterday then today we could have 

done something else. 

51. In the morning, before he .., breakfast the 

'phone rang. 

52. When she arrived late, I... the work on my own. 

53. When we reached the dining room he ... his meal. 

54. Yesterday when we ... lunch we went for a walk. 

55. In the morning, after the heavy rainfall, we found 

that the dairy boy ... the last of the milking. 

56. When we arrived the concert ... 

57. The game ... ahead of schedule. 

58. When he ... working late in the afternoon he had 

a meal. 

59. When he arrived, he found we ... our lunch. 

60. We ... in the morning. 

61. She ... the linguistics test when he arrived. 
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62. He ... his work two years previously. 

63. When he ... his breakfast in the morning, he left. 

66. We ... our dinner when he came to the house. 

67. We had only just finished our round of golf before 

it began to rain. 

68. Yesterday, after I.. work, I went shopping. 

69. By Tuesday morning, he ... his assigned task. 

70.1 ... the exercise when he arrived. 

V. WILL FINISH 

1. This programme ... in half an hour. 

2. The programme ... in a week. 

3. I,.. tomorrow. 

4. I.,. my knitting before I come. 

6. I.., it tomorrow. 

7. He said, "I ... it by this evening. " 

8.1 .. doing that tomorrow. 

9. I'm not certain that he ... on time. 

10. I... this sentence soon. 

11. I... these questions as quickly as possible. 

12. When we are tired we .. 

13. I... this exercise as quickly as possible. 

14. I... working very hard after the exams. 

15. I... tomorrow. 

16. By nine o'clock, I... my homework. 

Its Mhd baby sa& his heal in a minute. 
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14. "We ... the bridge by next year, " said the site 

controller. 

20. I... knitting this sweater by tonight. 

21. The play ... before supper time. 

22. The class ... when I am ready to stop. 

23. The lecture ... when the lecturer is ready. 

24. Tomorrow I... reading my chemistry notes. 

25. I... my essay tomorrow. 

26. I... my lunch later. 

27. We ... this year. 

28. I... this work tomorrow. 

29. They ... at least ten minutes late. 

30. Tomorrow I... my project. 

31. I... soon. 

32. You ... that book tomorrow. 

34. He .,. it tomorrow morning. 

35. Tomorrow we ... decorating the dining room. 

36. I... the book tonight. 

37. I.., the book before I go to bed. 

38. If I hurry, I... the paper before the alloted 

time. 

39" All going well I... my course at the end of this 

year. 

40. There is too much work to do this morning, we ... 
it after lunch. 

41. She ... in an hour. 
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42. The party ... after the guests have gone home. 

43. He ... the job when he arrives. 

44. She ... the exam before ten o'clock. 

45. I... writing this at once. 

46. Who ... digging this grave before this morning? 

47. Tomorrow I... the book I read to stop getting 

bored in lectures. 

48. I... the rest of the work in the evening. 

49. I... before your arrival. 

50. I... before you unless you hurry. 

52.1 ... knitting this cardigan by the end of this 

week even if it means neglecting other work. 

53. You .. . this work in the morning. 

54. I... this after we have gone for a coffee. 

55. I... the work tonight. 

56. I... as early as possible. 

57. He .. . the essay for you in the morning. 

58. They . . .. it tonight. 

59. He .. . the painting tomorrow. 

60. The man . ... tonight. 

61. He .. . the decoration of the house tomorrow. 

62. They . .. soon. 

63. You .. , before we leave. 

64. I... the job by tomorrow. 

65. I... the job after tea. 

66. Term . .. on the 16th June, in six week's time. 
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67. Before much longer, this lecture ... 

68. I... my essay tonight . 

69 I... my lunch before the next lecture. 

70.1 ... the book tomorrow. 

VI. WOULD GO 

1. He said that he ... to the movies this morning, 

but I see that he has changed his mind. 

3. I... when he arrived if I could. 

4. We ... next week but we will be on holiday. 

5. If I had time, I... to the pictures today. 

6. The plan was that I... home in the afternoon. 

7. He said he ... tomorrow evening. 

8.1 ... next week if I could. 

g, I'm certain he ... to the match, if he could 

afford the expense, tomorrow. 

10. I... to London tomorrow if I had the money. 

il. I... down to the auctioneers this afternoon 

but I have to go to a Microbiology laboratory 

instead. 

13. I ". . to Milan on Wednesday if I had £35 

15. He said he ... next week. 

16. Before leaving, I... to see my mother normally. 

17. They ... when they have finished if they could. 

18. He said that he ... to the lecture after he had 

completed his exercise. 

19. In the morning he ... for his newspaper. 
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20. I... tomorrow if I had the money. 

21. I... tomorrow if I could. 

23. If he came, I... soon. 

24. In the evening they ... home. 

25. I... today, but I don't have time. 

26. I... during the day rather than in the evening. 

27. She ... skiing in winter. 

28. I... to see the film tomorrow if I had the time. 

29. I... home tomorrow if I was allowed to. 

30. I... tomorrow only I've already arranged to 

go out. 

31. They said that they ... tomorrow. 

32.. I... now if I could. 

33. We ... home tonight if there was a train. 

34. We ... but we will not have time in the morning. 

36. I... with you but I have something else to do 

this evening. 

37. We ... to the cinema after tea if we weren't 

committed to staying at home to await an important 

phone call. 

38. I... immediately. 

39. I... on the inter-halls cruise tomorrow if I 

had the money. 

40. When the school bell rang little Johnny ... to 

catch the bus. 

41.1 ... as soon as possible. 
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42. I... to London by bus overnight. 

43. He ... in the morning or late evening. 

44. I... just now gladly but I have to wait until 

next week after the exam results have been published. 

45. I was hoping that you ... to the pictures with 

me tonight. 

47. Each day, he ... for a swim in the Kelvin. 

49. I... tomorrow but I do not think it would be wise. 

50. I... to the pictures tonight but I already have 

a previous engagement. 

52. I... with you after your friend arrives if I 

thought she would not object to my presence. 

54. She ... with you tomorrow but she will be too 

busy. 

56. I... to the theatre tomorrow if I was free. 

58. I said that I... this evening. 

60. He said he ... after we arrived. 

61. I... for lunch in the union tomorrow if the 

food wasn't such a poor standard. 

62. I... today if I could. 

63. I... tomorrow if I had the time. 

64. I... tomorrow if I could. 

65. He said he ..., but not before he had finished. 

66. I... there tomorrow if I was free. 

68. I... abroad in the summer if I had enough money. 

69. I... to the meeting on Thursday but I don't have 
the time. 
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70. We ... in summer if we could. 

VII. IS READING 

1. This week, David Brown ... Shakespeare at the 

Globe theatre. 

2. The girl ... a book today. 

3. He ... now. 

4. She ... at the moment. 

6. She ... the news bulletin in the morning. 

8. She ... her notes just now. 

9. She ... a book at the moment. 

18. He ... this book-before his lunch. 

11. This year he ... social economics at the University. 

12. Tomorrow he .., another interesting book. 

13. Usually, when I come he ... 
16. When I arrive, if John ... a book, I will leave 

immediately. 

18. He ... a book by Dickens at the moment. 

19. He ... the weather forecast tomorrow. 

20. She ... about history this morning. 

24. Today he ... a book. 

25. She ... a novel today. 

27. She ... the test at this moment. 

28. Tomorrow, the lecturer ... from a particular book. 

31. "He ... at the moment, " I said to the person at 
the other end of the phone. 

33. Peter ... until we return. 
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34. She ... her lectures notes just now. 

37. She ... the book presently, but won't be after 

she sees him coming to the door. 

38. He ... at every opportunity. 

41. He ... the lesson tomorrow. 

42. He ... a book on birdlife during a lecture on 

physics. 

45. Someone ... a novel during this lecture. 

46. Who ... my comic at this hour? 

48. Just now he ... a comic. 

50. At the moment my brother ... an exciting book 

and will not move. 

52. At the moment, my mother ... the newspaper which 

I brought home. 

53. She is always reading whenever we see her. 

54. She ... 'The Edge of Objectivity' at the moment. 

55. He ." it quiet now. 

56. She ,.. the book whenever she gets the chance. 

58. He ... while he is eating. 

59. John ... a very good book today. 

60. He ... in Reading at dinner. 

61. He ... French next year. 

62. He ... too much after going to bed. 

64. He ".. it now. 

66. Sheila ... a good book today. 

68. My friend ... classics at Oxford this year. 
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69. At the moment he ... a book by Robert Groves. 

70. She ... a paper next week. 

VIII. WAS READING 

1. Last night when I.. . the Times, who dropped in 

but John. 

2. She .. -. a magazine when he arrived. 

3. I... . in the morning. 

4. I... a fascinating book when the door bell rang. 

5. I... my book when the light fused. 

6. When I arrived he ... the newspaper. 

7. When we arrived we went into the house and found 

he ... the same book. 

8.1 ... my book when he arrived. 

9. I. .. only the other day. 

10. He . .. this book before his lunch. 

11. I... the Sunday Times last night. 

12. When he arrived she .. . Kama Sutra. 

13.1 ... the Celtic View on Wednesday. 

15. I... when you interrupted. 

16. When the clock struck three I... a book. 

17.1 ... the book all morning. 

18. He ... a novel in the library when we saw him 

last night. 

19. I... the newspaper when the incident occurred. 

20. He .. . the paper when someone knocked at the door. 

21. 1.. ,a magazine when he walked in. 
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23. I... while I was travelling on the bus. 

24. Yesterday I... some lecture notes. 

25. Yesterday when I ... I fell asleep. 

26. Last night I... my lectures. 

27. I... Gillespie this morning. 

28. I... a novel yesterday. 

29. I... a book when I was told about this. 

30. Last night I... a very interesting book. 

31. I... the Daily Express this morning. 

32. John ... an essay yesterday. 

33. Dick ... aloud all afternoon. 

34. He ... a very interesting book when I arrived. 

35. When we came home he ... the minutes of the meeting. 

36. I... a very interesting article in the paper 

this morning. 

37. I... the paper when he arrived. 

38. When I arrived, he ... a book and when I woke up 

in the morning he was still reading it. 

39. Just recently I... an article in the Times on 

the Middle East situation. 

41. I... for some time. 

42. He ... while she was talking to him. 

43. I... the novel when they came in. 

44. I... quietly when I fell into a deep sleep round 

about half-past two. 

45. Yesterday I... a good book. 
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48: This morning I... about South America. 

49. She ... when he arrived. 

50. I... a magazine when the telephone rang. 

51. I... a novel when a knock came on the door. 

52. After I had come home I... that article which 

you had advised me to look at and I found it 

extremely interesting. 

53. He ... the book after the sun had risen. 

54. I... this book when he arrived. 

55. I... the book first before you came home. 

56. I... a book when the light failed. 

57. He ... when I came in. 

58. He ... when I left him. 

59. I... an interesting story yesterday. 

60. He ... in Reading at dinner. 

61. He ... yesterday that today's weather forecast 

was gloomy. 

62. He ... when I entered. 

63. I... the book before we came here. 

64. He ... the book earlier today. 

65. While he ... the light went out. 

66. I... this book until he came. 

67. I... quietly when the window blew open. 

68. I... a history book last night. 

69. He ... a favourite book of his last night. 

70.1 ... when he arrived. 
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IX. HAS BEEN WORKING 

1. He ... on that car for over a week now. 

2. She ... all day in preparation for the forthcoming 

examinations. 

3. He . .. in the morning. 

4. She ... since this morning because she has an exam. 

5. She ... since yesterday. 

6. He . .. there since I met him. 

7. He ... steadily for the last 'fortnight. 

8. She ... all day. 

9. He .... too hard lately. 

10. He ... at that essay for ages. 

11. He ... in that office for nigh-over twenty years 

now . 
12. My friend ... in History of Science for a full 

five minutes this year. 

13. Jimmy Johnston ... hard lately. 

15. He ... hard after being on holiday. 

16. If, at three o'clock, Jean ... for three hours, 

I will not disturb her. 

15. She... .. all day and so will not go out tonight. 

20. The machine . .. well since we had it repaired. 

21. The telephone ... for a fortnight now. 

23. John ... while Helen has been reading. 

24. Since we arrived Tom ... hard. 

25. He ... with us now for one year. 
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26. She ... on the essay all day. 

27. He ... hard all his life. 

28. He ... for a couple of hours. 

29. The boy beside me ... non-stop for three days. 

30. He ... on the essay for over one week now. 

31. He ... too long. 

32. He ... since noon 

33. Gillian ... all day. 

34. He ... steadily for three hours. 

35. He ... in Alaska for ten years. 

36. He ... all night; that's why hers tired. 

37. Dad .. . on that project since time immemorial. 

38. She .. . for four hours non-stop. 

39. My father ... in the same job now for thirty years. 

40. My father ... all day. 

41. He .. . for several years. 

42. He .. . for a long time. 

43. Henry . .. every evening until early morning. 

44. She .. . there before I came. 

47. He .. . for the degree since March. 

48. He .. . during lunch-time. 

52. She .. . very hard since the beginning of the term. 

53. She .. . ever since his death. 

54. She .. . every day for the past week. 

55. He .. . all day. 

56. My brother ... on the buses for the past month. 
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57. He ... all through the night, 

58. She .., there for six years now. 

59. He ... for an hour and a half today. 

o2. Often I find he ... for many hours before I arrive 

in the evenings. 

63. He ... since six o'clock . 
64. He ... all day. 

65. When one ... hard for a long time, a rest is 

always pleasant. 

66. He ... since he left school . 
67. He ... non-stop since yesterday. 

68. My friend ... very hard recently. 

69. He ... very hard during the past week. 

70. She ... since last week. 

X. HAD BEEN READING 

1, I... 'Inspector Howard' when I was asked to 

recommend a good book. 

2. The boys ... earlier in the day. 

3, I before his arrival. 

4. She ... when we walked in although she pretended 

to be sleeping. 

5. He ... for some time when the phone began to ring. 

6, I for two hours when he arrived. 

7. I could see that he ... when I arrived yesterday 

morning. 

8. She ... the papers when the decorator had arrived. 
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9. He said that he :.. about the incident in the 

newspapers earlier in the morning. 

10. I... for about an hour when he arrived. 

11. During that evening he ... an article about a 

tribe of South American Indians. 

12. When she arrived he ... the book that she had 

read in No. 7. 

13. I... the Celtic View early on Wednesday morning. 

15. They ... when the bell rang. 

16. When John entered, I... my book, but then I was 

sleeping. 

17. I.. when I heard the sound. 

18. We ... a new science fiction book last time I met 

him and we had a long discussion about it. 

19. Yesterday he ... 'Models in England'. 

20. I... a book when they suddenly arrived. 

21. He ... all through the night. 

22. I... all afternoon. 

23. I... when he arrived. 

24. Yesterday Jane ... the notice board. 

25. I... that part of the book only yesterday. 

26.1 ... all day. 

27. He ... all day. 

28. I... when you arrived. 

29. The man who ... for 371 days finally died of 

boredom. 
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30. The passage we ... in class yesterday was of no 

importance to our lecture. 

31. He ... for an hour before the phone rang. 

32. Mary ... that book all day. 

33. Irene ... for a long time. 

34. She ... when the police arrived. 

35. He ... a book the day before he died. 

36. He ... a horror story before he went to bed. 

37. I... the book for about a fortnight. 

38. By three o'clock he ... for four hours. 

39.1 knew a lot about the subject because I... 

about it the previous night. 

41. They ... for a long time. 

42. He ... it quickly before lunch. 

43. He ... for several hours in the afternoon. 

44. We ... for about an hour when suddenly the phone 

rang. 

45. He ... the novel during the whole of the lecture. 

46. He ... until Philolaus arrived. 

47. Yesterday he said he ... all day. 

50. We ... an interesting piece of news when a bang 

disturbed us. 

52. Yesterday, before he arrived I... the magazine 

which you had given to me. 

53.1 ... that book until sunrise. 

54. We ... the papers last night when we decided to 

go out. 
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55. He ... it before I dame into the room. 

56.1 ... my notes when a knock came at the door. 

57.1 ,.. before lunch. 

58. He ... when the fire alarm rang. 

59. He ... the book for four hours. 

60. He ... in Reading at dinner. 

61. Had he not been reading the 'Scotsman' this morning 

then perhaps I could have attempted the crossword. 

62. I... for three hours when she arrived. 

63. I felt as if I... for hours. 

64. I... that book when you came to the door. 

66. Jane ... until there was a power cut. 

67. I became tired after I... for only five minutes. 

68. When I stopped working last night, I... for 

four hours. 

69. He ... a book when the roof fell on him. 

70. He ... before we arrived. 

XI. WILL BE READING 

1. Next week David Brown ... Shakespeare at the 

Globe Theatre. 

2. When asked what they would be doing this evening, 

they replied that they ... 

3, I tonight. 

t 4, I in the library tomorrow when you come. 

5. Tomorrow he ... the book I lent him. 
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7. If you are looking for me this afternoon I... 

in the library. 

8. This time tomorrow I.. the questions. 

9. I.., that next term. 

10. I hope I... the newspaper at this time tomorrow. 

11. I... about several topics over the next few 

weeks, before the exams begin. 

12. This evening Swinbank ... another book. 

13. I... the Celtic View next Wednesday. 

15. He ... Chaucer after he finishes Shakespeare. 

16. When John enters, I... my book. 

17. He ... when we enter this room. 

18. Since that exam has been moved forward to next 

week I ... all the texts every night this week. 

19. Tomorrow he ... the 'Botanic Garden' of Darwin. 

20. I... that book after I have finished this. 

21. He ... this for the next ten years. 

22. The class ... that book in the near future. 

23. I... while the television is on. 

24. Tomorrow they ... chemistry. 

25. I... the textbook tomorrow. 

26. I... it tonight. 

27. I... tonight. 

28. I... a book tomorrow. 

29. In view of this I will not be reading any more 

notes in future. 
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30. Next week we .4. the life of Charles Darwin. 

31. I... when you come round. 

324 He ... that book tomorrow. 

33. Tomorrow we . -. . Chapter Twelve. 

34. We ... our lecture notes at that time. 

35. We ... maths at the university next year. 

36. I... that book of poems as soon as I have time. 

37. I... the book for quite a while yet. 

38. On Thursday, I... my History of Scienoe notes. 

39. In the next few weeks I... Bernard's book on 

the History of Science. 

41. She ... when she comes in. 

42. Everyone ... this soon. 

43. I... probably this evening. 

44. She ... her new novel for half an hour before 

she gags to bed. 

45. I... no more of this questionnaire today. 

46. Fred ... until the cock crows at 3.00 

47. I... Fanny Hill tomorrow. 

48. Tomorrow we ... Greek. 

49. I... my novel tomorrow evening after you leave. 

50. I... this until the visitors come. 

52. He .,. the passage from the Bible in Church on 

Sunday. 

53. She ... that book when we arrive. 

54. We ... Gillespie's book after we come back from 
the lecture. 
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55. I... by the time you fetch the dictionary. 

56. I... a book in the library this afternoon. 

57. I... tonight after supper. 

58. I,. this book all evening. 

59. We ... about it in the papers tonight. 

60. He ... in Reading at dinner.. 

61. Doubtless he ... his 'Freud' when I get home 

this evening. 

62. I... in poor light after sunset. 

63. I... when you come in. 

64. I. ". your report tomorrow. 

66. I... over my lectures tonight. 

67. I... my examination paper more closely next time. 

68. I... maths notes this evening. 

69. I.., my book during my journey home this 

afternoon. 

70. She ... when we arrive. 

XII. WOULD, BE LEAVING 

1. If I hadn't come down with flu', I... on the 

6.15 train tonight. 

2. After the programme in the morning, they ... 

3. I... now if I'd packed. 

4. We ... for the bout at 4.00 p. m. tomorrow. 

6. Normally he ... at the end of the week. 

7. He told me that he ... tomorrow. 

8.1 ... for France today if this had not happened. 
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9. He said that he ... in a few days' time. 

10. He ... on the plane just about now. 

11. He ... Scotland in June if he could get the same 

job elsewhere. 

13. Jim Baxter said he ... Rangers this season, and 

he was right. 

15. They said that they ... when they had finished. 

16. At three o' clock on a Sat zrd y, - I would- normally: be 

leaving for home. 

17. When the bell sounds he ... if he could. 

18. She said that she ... at nine o'clock tomorrow. 

19. We didn't worry about that because he ... in May. 

21. I... this instant if you would let me. 

22. The receptionist told them we ... early in the 

morning. 

23. I... sooner if I didn't have to fill this in. 

24. When I arrived they ... 

25. I told him I... at the end of the month. 

26. She .. tomorrow had her mother not taken ill. 

27. They ... a week on Saturday. 

28. I.., earlier, but I am meeting someone at five 

o'clock. 

29. I thought I... early today, but thanks to this 

I'm not. 

30. He ... today if there wasn't a train strike. 

31. If you had not got permission to leave early you 

... now. 
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32. If I could, I... soon. 

33. He ... at seven o'clock. 

34. He ... on the seven o'clock train. 

35. If the train is on time we ... at 8.00 o'clock. 

36. We ... tomorrow if this hadn't happened. 

37. We ... tomorrow if it weren't for the rail strike. 

39. If the linguistics test wasn't at 12.45 I... the 

lecture hall at 12.55. 

40. I was told this train ... soon. 

41. I... tomorrow if I had finished. 

42. He ... soon after school. 

43. I... early next week. 

44. We ... just now if they had not arrived five 

minutes ago. 

45. He ".. immediately if he had any sense. 

46. I... now, but I still have this sentence to 

complete. 

47. He said he ... yesterday but he didn't. 

48. He ... in a fortnight. 

50. I... just now but it is raining. 

51. He ... his job today if it had not been for his 

mother. 

52. I know that you ... tomorrow if you could have 

managed to pay the fare. 

53. He would now be leaving after the dinner had been 

served. 
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54. I... tomorrow but I cannot get a seat on the plane. 

55. They ... as soon as I got back. 

56. I said I... university in a year when I applied 

for the job. 

57. I told him that I... after the match. 

58. He said that he ... on the eleven o'clock flight 

this morning. 

59. He ... presently. 

60. He ... promptly. 

62. On many occasions she ... as I caught a glimpse 

of her. 

63. It ... the station by then. 

64. She ... when you called. 

65. He said he ... whenever he heard the result. 

66. I... University on June 1st if it were not for 

History of Science degree. 

68. I... home this year if I was not working in Glasgow. 

69. He ... Britain at the end of the month provided 

he could afford the fare. 

70. He ... before the exams. 

XI II. WILL HAVE FI NI SHED 

1. I... this essay by tomorrow morning. 

2. You ... by tomorrow. 

3. I,.. it by tomorrow. 

4. I,.. by tomorrow at ten. 

5. By tomorrow he ... working on the car. 
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6. Next month I... my portrait. 

7. We ... it by the time you come back. 

84, Tomorrow I... my work. 

9. We ... before August. 

10. I... my essay before tomorrow. 

11. We ... this questionnaire by the time the dinner 

bell rings, I hope. 

12. They ... the work in the morning. 

13. We ... this in about ten minutes. 

14. We ... have gone for a walk when he gets back. 

15. I... by tomorrow. 

16. After nine o'clock, we ... our meal. 

17. You ... the exercise by tomorrow. 

18. If you ... that essay by twelve then we will go 

to the exhibition in the afternoon. 

19. By tomorrow, I... this test, I hope. 

20. I... this essay by this afternoon. 

21. The girl ... her homework before dusk. 

22. I... painting the door by 6 o'clock. 

23. When we arrive the show .. 

24. In ten minutes I... writing this. 

25. By tomorrow I... sewing my dress. 

26. Next month we ... listening to lectures. 

27. We .. . in May. 

28. I.. . the work by tomorrow. 

29. 1 hope the exercise ... by one o'clock. 
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30. Tomorrow I... my exams. 

31. Go to his house after eight o'clock he .., by then. 

32. You ... your essay by sunset. 

33. Susan will soon have finished writing her letter. 

34. He ... it by morning. 

35. In the morning I... my book. 

36. She says she ... the essay by tomorrow. 

37. By tomorrow he ... the painting. 

38. I... by one o'clock. 

39. In fifteen minutes I will probably have finished 

this test. 

41. They ... working soon. 

42. Most of my friends ... their degree by summertime. 

43. I... my work by two-thirty. 

44. We ... before you arrive. 

45. Tomorrow, I... coming to university for this week. 

46. We ... soon. 

47. Dr. P. S. Swinbank ... the lecture course by 

May 16th. 

48. Tomorrow he ... painting the lounge. 

49. By the time you have started we ... 
50. The boys ... their game by the time that the tea 

is ready. 

51.1 ... this packet of biscuits by the time you 

come here. 

52. I sincerely hope that you ... decorating your 
flat when I come to stay. 
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53. You .... knitting this garment about six o'clock 

tomorrow morning. 

54. We ... this later this afternoon. 

55. I... the job before you return. 

56. In one hour I... this essay. 

57. I... my work, when you come after lunch. 

58. They ... the exercise by this time. 

59. We ... making this table by tomorrow. 

60. We ... by the time you arrive. 

61. I hope we ... this test by lunch time. 

62. He ... by the time they have returned. 

63. He ... by the morning. 

64. I... by tonight. 

66. I... this lecture in two minutes. 

68. In a fortnight, I... classes. 

69. I... my essay by the weekend. 

70. They .... the arrangements by tomorrow. 

XIV. WOULD HAVE GONE 

2. By the time he reached the station, the train ... 

4. I., . . yesterday but I had so much work to do. 

5. He ... home yesterday, but I stopped him. 

6. I... on holiday next month. 

8. I... shopping today but I didnit have time. 

9. I,.. yesterday but for Mary. 

10. I... with you in the morning if I had the time 

or money. 
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11+ I... to the party tonight if I hadn't so much 

work to do. 

13. I... for lunch by now if it hadn't boen'for this 

exercise. 

15. I... when I finished. 

17. When the sun came out he ... immediately. 

18. He ... to meet her after his exam if he had not 

been persuaded by his friends to go for a drink. 

19. I... to the match yesterday if it had not been 

raining. 

20. We ... last year if we had had more time. 

21. _... yesterday but not today. 

23. I... to the show tonight if I'd had tickets. 

24. Yesterday we ... to Edinburgh. 

26. I... beforehand. 

28. I... to the pictures tomorrow if I had not been 

doing something else. 

29. I... to the cinema this afternoon, but not now. 

30. We ... yesterday if it had not been raining. 

31. I.,. for a run after I finished my work if you 

had not come to see me. 

32. She ... when he arrived. 

33. We ... before, but it started to rain. 

35. I... last year if I had the money. 

36. We ... again this year but we wanted a change. 

37. She ... home sooner but the bus didn't come on 

time. 
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38. If I had had the chance, I... in the morning. 

39. My friend ... home with me last week if he hadn't 

wanted to see the Scotland games. 

41. I... yesterday. 

42. I... home afterwards. 

43. He ... yesterday at noon. 

44. We ... later but the meeting made it impossible. 

45. I. ". for my dinner earlier but for this questionnaire. 

47. I... earlier yesterday, but the lecture hadn't 

finished. 

48. I,,. yesterday if I had been able. 

49. I".. tomorrow. 

50. We . . just now but it is raining. 

51. I... earlier but my friend came and delayed me. 

52. She .. . to the theatre yesterday evening if her 

mother had condoned it. 

53. I".. there after the man had arrived. 

54, I"". whenever they told me to. 

55. I".. more often if my leg had been better. 

56. I... to university last week if I had not been 

ill. 

57, We .. . after the match if it hadn't rained. 

58. I... last week had I been able. 

59. We .. . fishing if the weather had been better 

yesterday. 

60. He .. . tomorrow. 
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61. He ... on the trip tomorrow if it hadn't clashed 

with his exams. 

65. He ... immediately had his coat not been caught 

in the door. 

66. They ... away last night but she was working late. 

68. My boy-friend and I... out last week if he had 

not arrived too late. 

69. I... to the park if it had not been raining 

yesterday afternoon. 

70.1 ... before the situation became critical. 

XV. WILL HAVE BEEN WORKING 

1. In half an hour I... at this essay for three 

hours. 

2. They ... all day today. 

3. I... by then. 

4. She ... till three o'clock as she has to leave 

then. 

5. By tomorrow, the students .., for many hours. 

6. By the time you arrive, we ... two hours. 

7. By this afternoon I... at this job for three days. 

8. I... for three weeks tomorrow. 

9. He ... on the project for three years next June. 

10. I... for four hours when it is twelve o'clock. 

11. I., here for four years when I graduate in June. 

12. By morning they ... 

13.1 ... for six weeks. 
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14,, I... very very hard by the time the exams come 

around. 

15. Next Friday I... for two weeks. 

16. By ten o'clock, I... for three hours. 

17. The car ... for three months by Saturday. 

18. By September she ... in that office for a year. 

19. In ten seconds, I .... at this for five minutes. 

20. When you leave he ... for four hours. 

21. I... until midnight before this is finished. 

22. We ... on this building site for five months 

now. 

23. When he arrives we ... for eight hours. 

24. At one o'clock I... for three hours. 

25. By four o'clock I... for six hours. 

26. By another hour we ... for twenty-four hours. 

27. We ... hard all the year. 

28. By tomorrow, I... for five days. 

29. By the time I finish this I... for three hours. 

30. Next week I... for this firm for one month. 

31. By the time I've finished this questionnaire I 

0.. on it for ten minutes of my dinner-time. 

32. At 6p. m. Mary ... for nine hours. 

33. John ... for five hours at six o'clock. 

34. They ... steadily for six hours. 

36. By the time he arrives I... for nearly three 

hours. 
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37. By tomorrow, they ... on the project for one month. 

38. By five past one I... overtime. 

39. By the time I sit the History of Science degree 

exam on June 16th, I... for two weeks. 

40. At the end of the week my brother ... at his new 

job for exactly one month. 

41. He ... for several hours. 

42.1 ... for four hours after this lecture. 

43.1 ... for five and a half hours during this 

evening period. 

44. In another ten minutes we ... for three hours. 

45.1 ... too long if I finish this questionnaire today. 

46. He ... for hours when the first assault by dawn 

is made through his window. 

47. On the day of the History of Science degree exam, 

I... at History of Science for precisely one day. 

48. After six o'clock he -. .. for over eight hours. 

49. If we continue working until tomorrow, then we ... 
for twenty-four hours. 

50. At six o'clock you ... for three hours. 

51. By the evening he ... for at least fourteen hours. 

52. By ten o'clock this evening you ... for five 

hours without taking any rest at all. 

54. They ... in the library for several hours. 

55. By the time we reach the warehouse they .,. for 

more than two hours. 
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56. I... here for two years this Friday. 

57. By seven o'clock tonight, you ... for about ten 

hours. 

58. By next June, I... at this process for two years. 

59. When John arrives, we ... for two hours. 

60. By that time we .., for hours. 

61. I... for three hours by the time I get some lunch. 

62. They ... for two years. 

63. By tea-time I... for five hours. 

64. I... for six hours. 

65. If his room light goes out only late at night, you 

will know he ... up until then. 

66. I... for two hours by 1.0( 

67. In a moment's time, we ... 
68. My mother ... in the house 

69. He ... for six months when 

twenty-first birthday. 

70. By tomorrow I... here for 

p. m. 

for an hour. 

today. 

he celebrates his 

a year. 

gyl. WOULD HAVE BEEN GOING 

2. The couple ... out yesterday evening had it not 

been wet. 

3, I.,. tomorrow anyway. 

6. My grandfather ... on holiday next month. 

7. Tomorrow I... abroad if I had not taken ill. 

B. I... tomorrow if this had not happened. 

9. He ... in May .... 0 
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10.1 ... to London in the morning if this had not 

happened. 

11.1 ... home this weekend if I hadn't entered for 

the Regatta on Saturday. 

12. After we had arrived we ... but I had felt that 

I was too tired to leave. 

13.1 ... to Milan on Wednesday morning. 

15. They ... after you left. 

16. Tomorrow, I... shopping if I had not broken my 

leg. 

18.1 ... to the concert tonight if that essay had 

not been set for tomorrow. 

20. If the car had not broken down I... this afternoon. 

23.1 ... to Glasgow tomorrow if I had been on holiday. 

24. In the evening we ... home. 

25. I,.. to town tomorrow if I hadn't been ill. 

26. Had plane materialized we ... away today. 

27. We ... abroad this summer. 

28.1 ... on the picnic tomorrow but I have made 

previous arrangements. 

29. I... to get some food by now if I hadn't been 

told to do this. 

30. Next week I... on holiday, had I not still exams 

to sit. 

31. I ,.. for my dinner now but for these questions. 

32. 1 ... out if it had not rained yesterday. 
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33. We . '. . later on if the rain had stopped. 

35. Had the weather been good tonight we ... to the 

football match. 

37. We ... to the game after tea but by that time it 

had started to rain. 

38. If I had money, I... home tomorrow. 

39. If I had been in Glasgow last week I... to the 

Scotland game. 

40. Mr. Wilson ... to the wedding tomorrow had he 

not broken his leg. 

42. They ... abroad after the discovery if their 

passports had been in order. 

43. Sir ... in the morning, Madam. 

45. If it had not been for this I... for my dinner 

right now. 

47. This weekend we ... on a trip if the ear had not 

broken down. 

48. He ... tomorrow morning if he had not been so 

naughty. 

49" 1".. tomorrow but before I had made final 

arrangements the trip was cancelled. 

50. We ... out tomorrow but we had to remain at home 

because of my mother's sudden illness. 

51. We ... out if he had not come so early. 

52. If he had arrived you ... to the cinema tonight, 

would you not? 

ý.: , 
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54. We ... to the dance last night but we had to go 

somewhere else. 

55'. They ... tomorrow morning if the car had not 

broken down. 

56.1 ... to Edinburgh tomorrow if this hadn't happened. 

57. We ... tomorrow anyway. 

58.1 ... to Edinburgh tomorrow, but something else 

turned up. 

60. The man ... for ages. 

62. He ... away too early. 

63. Tomorrow I... had this not happened. 

65. Before you told me that the trip was cancelled, I 

thought that I... to Milan next week. 

66.1 ... tonight but the buses were on strike. 

68.1 ... to a party last night if I had not had too 

much work. 

69. He ... to the party on Sunday evening but he had 

taken ill. 

70. Tomorrow we ... away if nothing had happened. 

s 

i 

8 
3 
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PART THREE 

THE ARABIC TENSE SYSTEM 



CHAPTER ONE 

DESCRIPTION OF CORPUS AND TESTS 

(A) Description of Corpus 

In order to obtain a large datum for an analysis 

of verbal forms and functions in Arabic, the writer has 

drawn both on his own knowledge of the language as a 

native Arab himself and on the responses to two experi- 

mental tests given to a number of other native Arabs. 

Consequently, a total of 2886 sentences has been-collected 

and analyzed for the present study. The number of sub- 

jects that took part in the two experimental tests was 

one hundred and thirty-eight. All the informants were 

undergraduates from both the University of Basrah in 

Iraq and Beirut College for Women in Lebanon. 

(B) Description-of Tests 

1. Test One 

(1) Objectives 

The objective of this test was to provide us 

with a large variety of verbal forms in Arabic, 

all used in normal grammatical sentences by 

educated native Arabs. 

(ii) Format' 

/ ? ista9mil kullan mina ssiyaghi ttäliya fi 

1 For the exact Arabic format of this test, 
see Appendix C. 
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jumla min 91ndika 9a1ä shart ? an tahwi kulla 

jumla min jumalika 9a1ä wähid mina zzurüfi 

zzamaniyya gala 1? a all.. lghiz ? annahu fi hälati 

ssiyaghi lfi9liyya lmurakkaba ? adnäh, ? ay ilati 

tahwi ? akthara min fi9lin w, --. hid, yumkinuka ? an 

tafsil bayna ? ajzä? i ssigha lmurakkaba fi jumalika, 

famathalan tastati9 ? an tada9a 1f1911 ba9da 

sayakünu wabidhälika taf siluhä San yagra? fi 

sayakünu yagra? ? adnäh, wahäkadhä ma9a baqiyyati 

ssiyaghi lmurakkaba 1? ukhrä., (? azzurüffº zzamaniyya 

mithil: fi ssabäh, 9indamä ra? aytuhu bil? ams, 

gabla ? an yüsäf ir, ba9da ttakharru j, 11? än, sabähan,. 

fi ssä9a 19ashira, säbigan, ... 
) 

"Use each of the following verbal forms in 

a sentence of your own. Each of your sentences 

must contain one temporal adverbial at least. 

Notice that in the case of verbal clusters below, 

i. e. those that contain more than one verb 

each, you may separate the parts of such clusters 

in your sentences, e. g. you may put the subject 

after sayakünu 'wil7. be' and thus separate it from 

yagra? tre'ad(i )'in sayakünu ya ra? 'will be read (ing) ' 

below. The same applies to other verbal clusters. 

(Temporal adverbials are like: 'in the morning', 

'when I saw him yesterday', 'before he travelled/ 

travels', 'after graduation', 'now', 'at ten 
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o'clock', 'before', .... 
) 

1. /katab/ = '(he) wrote' 

2. /sayakünu yaqra? / = '(he) will be reading' 

3. /satusäfir/ = '(she) will travel' 

4. /käna sayakünu -afar/ =' (he) would have travelled' 

. 5. /yaktub/ = '(he) writes' 

6. Mina mashiyan/ 

7. /satakünu nä? ima/ 

8. /yakünu yaktub/2 

'(he) was walking' 

_ '(she) will be sleeping' 

9. /käna sayakünu 

mahzüm/ 

= '(h9) would have been 

defeated' 

10. /yakünu nä? im/ 

11. /käna yaktub/ _ '(he) was writing' 

12. /takünu dhahabat/ 

9 13. /känat satusäfir/ 

o 14. /sayakünu säfar/ 

w 15. /käna (qad) katab/ 

16. /känat maksiira/ 

17. /sayakünu mafhüm/ 

= '(she) would/was to travel' 

= '(he) will have travelled' 

= '(he) had written' 

= '(it) was broken' 

_'' (it) will be understood' 

18. /käna sayakünu nä? i /= I (he) would have been 
sleeping' 

19. /käna sayakunu = '(he) would have been 

yaktub / 

20. /takünu mahjüra/ 

writing' 

2No 
. 
English translation is given for four of 

these verbal forms as any attempt to do so would be 
misleading. For the functions of these four verbal 
forms, however, you may refer to Chapter Six, Part Three. 
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2. Test Two 

(i) Objectives 

In this test, the examinees were given more 

freedom to choose among verbal forms for their 

sentences. Thus the frequency and the distribu- 

tion of different verbal forms are more representa- 

tive in the results of this test. Yet, both tests 

are to be taken as complementary for the purposes 

of the present study. 

(ii) Format of the Test3 

/da9i 1? af9äl däk1la 1? agwäs fi ssiyaghi 

llati taj9aluhä tu9abbir 9ani zzaman ? alladhi 

tushiru ? ilayhi ? azzurüfu zzamaniyya llati tahtahä 
0.0 

khat fi kulli jumla mina jjumali ttäliya: 

(qabla 1? ijäba lähiz ma yali bikulli 91naya 

rajä'an: 

(a) ? al? af9ä. 1 däkhila 1? agwäs fi kulli jumla 

mina jjumal ? adnäh mawjüda fi sighati lmädi 

lishshakhsi ththälithi lmufrad. wa9inda tashlhi 

1? af97i1 bi? imkänika ? an tuhawwila lfi9la Kasba 

mutatallabät kulli jumla ? i1 ? ayyati sigha 

fi9liyya ? ukhrä mithil: yaktub, käna yaktub, kann 

(gad) katab, sayakünu säfar, sawfa yus fir, käna 

mu säfir, käna sayakünu (qad) säfar, ... wakadhälika 

5For the Arabic format of this test, see 
Appendix C. 
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bi? imkanika ? an tada9a 1f191a fi hälati lmukhätab 

? aw 1mutakallim, waft lmufrad ? awi lmuthannä ? awi 

jjam19, wakadhälika fi lmu? annath ? awilmudhakkar. 

(b)-tastat19 ? an tuqaddim ? aw tu? akhkhir fi 

tasalsuli 1kalimät fi kullin mina jjumal ? adný 

? idhä mä da9ati 1häja lidhälik. ) 

"Put the verbs in parentheses into the forms 

which make them express the time indicated by 

the underlined temporal adverbials in each of the 

following sentences: 

(Before answering, please notice the following 

very carefullY: 

(a) Verbs in parentheses in each of the sentences 

below appear in the past form for the masculine 

third person singular. When correcting the verbs, 

you may change the verb according to the require- 

ments of each sentence to any other verbal form, 

e. g. '(he) writes', '(he) was writing', '(he) 

had written', '(he) will have travelled', '(he) 

will travel', '(he) was travelling', '(he) would 

have travelled', ... You may also put the verb 

in the second or third person; in the singular, 

dual, or the plural; and also in the feminine or 

masculine forms. 

(b) You may change the sequence of words in 

the sentences below if necessary. ) 
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1. /? ana (gara? ) hädha 1kitäb fi lmädi/ 

'I (read) this book in the past. ' 

2. /? abi (dhahab) ? ila ssinama kulla ? usbü9 

9indam l käna sh bban/ 

'My father (went) to the cinema every week 

when he was young. ' 

3" /? innahu (jalas) bilhadiga 91ndamä marartu 

9a1ä därihi bil? ams/ 

'He (sat) in the garden when I passed by his 

house yesterday. ' 

4. /gäla bi? annahu (säfar) ba9da takharrujihi 

1aw1ä wafät wälidihi/ 

'He said he (travelled) after his graduation 

but for his father's death. ' 

5. /nahnu (sami9) hä. dhihi 1? ughniya kathlran 

hädhihi 1? ayyäm/ 

'We (heard) this song a lot these days. ' 

6. /? ana (shähad) hadha lfilim marratayn ac bla 

1? An/ 

'I (saw) this film twice before. -' 

7. /? al? atfälu (kabur) bisur9a 9ädýatan/ 

'Children (grew up) quickly usually. ' 

8. /? idhA (sä. iar) sal-im ? i1ä baghdäd bil mustagbal, 

fa? innahu sayazüru lmathafa lbaghdädi batman/ 

'If Sallm (travelled) to Baghdad in the future, 

he will certainly visit the Baghdadi Museum. ' 
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9. /(sä. far) sal-im ? i1ä baghdad hg adorn/ 

'Salim (travelled) to Baghdad tomorrow. ' 

10. /law (daras) jayyidan fi 19ämi lmädi lama rasab/ 

'If he (studied) well last year he wouldn't 

have failed. 

11. /91ndaia taraktuhu bil? ams, (katab) risäla 

? ilä wälidihi ba9da galIl. waläkin yabdu 

? annahu qad ghayyara ra? yahu ba9da mugh*, darati/ 

'When I left him yesterday, he (wrote) a letter 

to his father after a short while. But it 

seems that he changed his mind after my 

departure. t 

12. /? ana (katab) risäla 91ndamä ngata9attayyRru 

lkahrabä? i fi llayla lmädiya/ 

'I (wrote) a letter when there was a power cut 

last night. ' 

13. /lam (säfar) salim ? i1ä, baghdäd säbigan/ 

'Salim (not travelled) to Baghdad before. ' 

14. /huwa lä yazäl (dhahab) ? ila ssinama marra 

wähida kulla shahr/ 

'He still (went) to the cinema once a month. ' 

15. /? a9tagidu ? annanä lan najid-hu bilbayt 9inda 

dhihäbinä ghadan 1i? annahu (gara? ) fi lmaktaba 

hinadhäk/ 

'I believe we won't find him at home when we 

go tomorrow as he (read) in the library then. ' 
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16. /? ana (sami9) hadhihi 1? ughniya 91ddata marrät 

min gablu/ 

'I (heard) this song many times before. ' 

17. /(daras) salim fi lmaktaba tuwälayawmi ? ams/ 

'Saum (studied) in the library all day 

yesterday.. ' 

18. /huwa (säfar) fi ? ayyati lahza ba9da 17ä. n/ 

'He (travelled) any moment now. ' 

19. /(säfar) ? akhi ? i1ä baghdäd gabla safari 

? ilayhä fi 1? usbü9i lmädi/ 

'My brother (travelled) to Baghdad before 

I did last week. ' 

20. /? almuhädara (ntaha) 1? än 1aw1n ? as? ilatu 

lhädirina lkathlra/ 

'The lecture (ended) now but for the many 

questions from the audience. ' 

21. /zaki (dhahab) ? ila sslnama magi ba9da nihäyati 

1? imtihän ghadan/ 

'Zeki (went) to the cinema with me after the 

end of the exam tomorrow. ' 

22. /? ana (zära) lma9rid yawmammä bil? usbü9i 1 äq dim/ 

'I (visited) the show one day next week. ' 

23. /(? anhä) salimu 1kitäba gabla s6a9a lkhämisa 

ghadan/ 

'Salim (finished) the book before five o'clock 

tomorrow. ' 
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24. /sallm (qara? ) bilmaktaba tuwäla yawmi lghad/ 

'Salm (read) in the library all day tomorrow. ' 

25. /hiya (katab) risäla ? i1ä ? ummihä 1? än/ 

'She (wrote) a letter to her mother now. ' 

26. /(kabur) hädhihi shshajara kathiran fi ssana 

1mß/ 

'This tree (grew) a great deal last year. ' 

27. /(marid) salim tuwäla 1? usbü9i lmädi/ 

'Salim (was sick) all last week. ' 

28. /sailm (qara? ) kathiran hädhihi 1? ayy m/ 

' Sa13m (read) a lot these days. 

29. /(säfar) nabil ? i1ä landan yawma ? ams/ 

'Nabil (travelled) to London yesterday. ' 

30. /? inna lbäb (kusir) gabla wusüli ? ila ddär 

bil? ams/ 

'The door (was broken) before my arrival at 

the house yesterday. ' 

(C) Analysis of Responses 

In the table below, all different verbal forms 
been 

that have/found in the data of Tests One and Two are 

given. Their frequency of occurrence in both tests is 

also given for indicative purposes. 
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TABLE 48 

TYPES AND FREQUENCIES OF ARABIC 

VERBAL FORMS FOUND IN THE DATA 

OF TESTS I& II 

No. Model Verbal Form 
Frequency of 
Occurrences Total 

Test I Test I 

1. /yaf9al/ 49 467 516 
2. /fa9al/ 60 609 669 

3. /yakünu yaf9al/ 100 3 103 

4. /käna fa9al/ 54 93 147 

5. /sayaf9al, sawfa 69. 341- 410 

yaf gal / 

6. /käna sayaf9al/ 55 25 80 

7. /yakünu Vigil/ 102 1 103 

8. /käna fä91l/ 49 63 112 

9. /yakünu maf9iz1/ 83 -. ' 83 

10. /käna maf9ül"/ 56 4 60 

11. /yakünu yaf9al/ 48 5 53 

12. /käna yaf9al/ 54 128 182 

13. /sayakünu yaf9al/ 51 1 52 

14. /käna sayakünu 34 - 34 

yaf9al/ 

15. /sayakünu fa9al/ 41 1 42 

contd... 
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Table 48 contd. 

No. Model Verbal Form 
Frequency of 
Occurrences Total 

Test I Test II 

16. /käna sayakünu 35 6 41 

fa9al/ 

17. /sayakunu fä91l/ 61 2. 63 

18. /kä. na sayakünu 40 - 40 

fa91l/ 

19. /sayakünu maf9ul/ 55 - 55 

20. /käna sayakünu 41 - 41 

maf 9ül / 

The question of the Arabic tense system thus 

becomes more delimited. What is needed is an analysis 

that will account for the formal characteristics and the 

temporal distribution of all and each of the above 

twenty verbal forms. Such an analysis, furthermore, has 

to be based on sound linguistic assumptions and in line 

with the intuitive feelings of native Arabs. 4 

4Curiously 
enough; Literary Arabic is one of 

very few languages in the world which can be said to 
have no native speakers in the strict sense of the word. 



CHAPTER TWO 

SURVEY AND CRITIQUE OF RELATED LITERATURE 

(A) Introduction 

Data-analysis of Tests One and. Two has shown that 

verbal forms in Arabic may be of any of the following 

patterns using the verb fa9al as a cover sign for all 

triliteral verbs: 1 

1. yaf9al 2. fa9al 

3. sayaf9al 4. käna sayaf9al 

-5. yakünu yaf9al -6. käna yaf9al 

7. yakünu fa9al. 8. käna fa9al 

9. yakünu fä911 10. käna fä911 

11. yakiinu maf9ü1 12. käna maf9ü1 

13. sayaktinu fa9al 14. käna sayak nu fa9al 

"15. sayakünu yaf9al . 16. kZna sayakünu yaf9al 

17. sayakünu fä911 18. kana sayakünu fä911 

19. sayakünu maf9ü1 20. knna sayakünu rtaf9ül 

For any tenporal analysis of the above twenty 

verbal forms, the following points are to be taken into 

consideration: 

(1) Verbal phrases that have their final components 

as /yaf9al/ indicate the same temporal as' 

of their corresponding shorter verbal forms that lack 

1 Notice that quadriliteral verbs have similar 
verbal patterns in Arabic. 

405 
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such a component. The verbal phrase /käna yaf9al/, 

for example, indicates the same temporal position of 

/käna/ or /fa9al/. The component /yaf9al/ does have 

a certain temporal value ofýits-oEm as a verb, but it 

has nothing to do with deciding the tense of the verbal 

phrase whose final component it forms. 2 , Thus in a 

basic analysis of tense as such, forms like /käna 

yaf9al/ will be initially excluded as possessing no 

unique tense characteristics of their own. This same 

decision also applies to all other verbal phrases 

listed above whose final components are of the form 

/yaf9al/. Thus verbal phrases numbers 5,6,15, and 

16 on the above list are to be put aside for the time 

being. 

(2) Verbal phrases whose last component is either 

/fä911/ or /maf9ü1/ are similar to"those whose last 

component is /yaf9al/ in that both have no unique 

locations on the temporal chart, i. e. no characteristic 

tense value. The tenporal location of /käna fä91l/ 

is-exactly that of /käna/ or /fa9al/. The active and 

passive participles /f3911/ and /maf9ül/ indicate 

temporal features other than that of tense as such. 3 

2 The specific tomporal value of non-initial 
/yaf9al/ is the subject of a later discussion. , 

3-The charapteristic temporal - vai. uß of such forms 
as /fa9il/ and /maf9ul/ is the subject of a detailed 
analysis later in this study. 
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Hence, all verbal phrases whose final components arc 

either /f39il/ or /maf9ü1/ do not initially have a 

place in a classification whose main aim is to find 

out the various temporal locations of various verbal 

forms. Accordingly, verbal phrases numbers 9,10, 

11,12,17,18,19, and 20 on the above verbal list 

are also laid aside temporarily. 

(3) The verbal phrase /yakünu fa9al/ is, as will be 

shown later, not used in Arabic to indicate a unique 

temporal value either. The temporal value it indicates 

is either assumed by other verbal forms or is not 

limited to a single basic temporal location. k 'A 

discussion of this verbal form is thus postponed now 

since the main objective at this stage is to work out 

a temporal distribution of fixed locations and values 

for Arabic forms. The samo decision applies to the 

Arabic verbal phrase /yakünu sayaf9al/ which, though 

missing from the tests data reported earlier, does 

still exist in Arabic and will be discussed later. 5 

We are thus only left with the following seven 

4 Sec-later in Chapter Paar end in Chapter Six 
for specific functions of this verbal form. 

5 See P. "496 
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primary verbal forms for our present temporal 

classification: S 

(a) yaf9al {b) fa9al 

(c) sayaf9al (d) 

(c) sayakünu fa9al (f) 

(g) 

kzna fa9al 

käna sayaf9al 

kana sayakünu fa9al 

Before proceeding with the analysis of the Arabic tense 

system proposed in the present study, it is worthwhile 

to consider how other writers have treated the question 

of tense in Arabic, as well as in some other related 

languages, and how far such treatments account for the 

seven primary verbal forms just listed above. Both 

traditional and modern studies will be reviewed in this 

chapter for relevance and criticism. 

(B) Works Published in Arabic 

(i) ' Al-Kitäb' by S ibawayh 

In this basic classical treatise of Arabic 

grammar written in the eighth century, it is surprising 

to find how superficial and sketchy the treatment of 

Arabic tense is. At the beginning of his book, 

Sibawayh defines verbs as forms indicating actions that 

are perfect or actions that are imperfect. 7- The latter 

ß "fihsaa; uarba3º forme are considered 'primary' as lt. -, is suVvoted`t'64t- each ii: dj c a. tas tL uni ue temporal 
reference. Other verbal fcfine dc hot: hate unique- 
temporal references and are thetefö're called 'secondary.. ! 

7-'ýSibawayh, ' A1=Xitzb 
- 

(Paris: 1ß8l) , Part 1, p.. 5, 
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category includes both actions that are taking place 

and those that are only expected (p. 5). For the 

'perfect' category of actions, Sibawayh gives verbs 

like /dhahab/ 'went', /saini9/ 'heard', and /makuth/ 

'stayed'; for the'imperfect' he lists present verbs 

like /yadhhab/ 'goes', /yadrib/ 'hits' as well as 

imperative verbs like /? idh-hab/ 'go' and passive verbs 

like /yudrab/ 'is beaten' (p. 5). In the above 

definition of verbs, it is interasting to notice that 

Sibawayh does not mention time specifically; he rather 

speaks of the aspect of the action indicated by the 

verb, viz. perfection vs. imperfection. This has 

since become a popular attitude taken by both ancient 

and modern grammarians when dealing with Arabic tense. 

In the above definition also, Sibawayh indicates that 

verbs like /dhahab/, /sam19/ and /rlakuth/ all function 

similarly. This latter view, however , does not seem 

to have been as widely adopted as that of aspect. One 

often comes across statements made by both Arab and 

European grammarians that Arabic verbs like /sani9/ and 

/makuth/ do not indicate perfect or past action but 

rather permanent states. 8 ''it is perhaps strange 

to see that Slbawayh in his above definition of verbs 

mentions the imperative verb /? idh-hab/ as an imperfect 

$ FxampLes, of such views will be mentioned later 
in this survey of literature.. 
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verbal form, but does not riention verbs like /sayaf9al/ 

or /sawfa yaf9al/.. 

Out of the seven primary verbal forms listed at 

the outset of this chapter, Sibawayh mentions only two, 

viz. the simple present /yaf9al/ and the sirple past 

/fa9al/. Elsewhere in his book, he also mentions two 

secondary verbal-fors. These are: (p. 70) 

(a) /hädhä däribun zaydan ghadan/ 

' This (man) (is) hitting Zayd tomorrow. 19 

(b) /hädha däribun 9abdulläh ssä9ata/ 

' This (man) (is) hitting Abdulla now'. 

(c) /hädha gätilu 9amrin ? amsi/ 

' This (man) (was) killing Amrin yesterday. ' 
r 

In the first sentence above, Sibawayh says, the 

participle has a future reference whereas in the second 

it refers to a simultaneous present (p. 70). In the 

third sentence, however, the participle /gätilu/ refers 

to a past time (p. 73). Nunation of participles, 

Sibawayh claims, is essential for present and future 

time reference whereas it is to be omitted for past- 

time reference. Sibawayh, however, seeds to have 

ignored a vital factor in the above throe sentences, 

viz. the presence of temporal adverbials in all of them. 

One may be justified in saying that it is not the 

Items in parenthesis represent forms that do 
not exist in the Arabic original sentence. 
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participle /däribun/ that indicates futurity in the 

first sentence above, for example; it is rather the 

temporal adverbial of futurity /ghadan/ 'tomorrow. ' 

The same argument, could be applied to the other two 

sentences. 

(ii) Al-Makhzümi's 'Fi Nnahwi 19arahi' 

A1-Makhzümi criticizes the 'logical' or the 

'philosophical' approaches that ancient Arab gras arians 

applied to the study of the subject of tense in Arabic. 

As an alternative, he suggests a descriptive approach 

based on (1) classifying verbs into their different 

forms, and (2) assigning temporal values for all different 

verbal forms by observing their various linguistic 

functions. 10 It is rather disappointing, however, to 

find that Al-NNakhzümi himself does not apply his 

proposed approach in his ovm description of Arabic tense. 

In the chapter which deals with tenses in Arabic, he 

only mentions the following four out of the seven 

primary verbal forms listed earlier: 

a. /fa9al/ b. /käna fa9al/ 

c. /yaf9al/ d. /sayaf9al/ 

A1-Makhzüni also mentions the following two secondary 

verbal forms: 

Mahdi A1, -fakhz sni, - Fi' to i'', SsMobi t: (BdTvUta 
A1-Maktaba L9agriyya, 1964), pp.. 1140 ý""-" 
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a. /käna yaf9al/ and 

b. /k na fä911/ 

Thus out of the seven primary verbal forms, Al-Makhzümi 

only lists four, and out of the remaining thirteen 
1Z 

secondary forms, he only gives two. ' 

Though obviously Al-r! akhzüani fails in application, 

his theoretical approach to the study and analysis of 

tense is linguistically sound. It may thus bo worthwhile 

to go over some of its prominent features. Al-11, khziuni 

first makes the useful distinction between two kinds 

of 'time' when studying tense,: philosophical time 

and linguistic time (p. 154). Another valuable 

distinction he makes is between form and function. 

Though he classifies /f391l/ and /maf9ül/ as verbs 

formally ; (p. 119 ), , ill-Makhzimi rightly points out that 

these verbal forms function verbally only in some 

definite syntactic environments and may function 

non-verbally elsewhere (p. 126). A1-iiakhzümi criticizes 

those Arabists who claim that the Arabic tense system is 

not time-centred and that Arabic is very poor in the 

number of tenses it has. A1-"". akhzürmi points out that 

such conclusions are based on the inadequate analyses 

of ancient Arab grammarians like Sibawayh and Ibn Ya91sh 

ii See p. 405 for thw twenty Arabic verbal forms. 
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and others; and that such conclusions are erroneous 

and unobjective an they are not based on observing 

actual modern Arabic usage (pp. 146-147). 

In his analysis of tense in Arabic, Al-PSakhziuni 

classifies verbs basically into past, pros nt, and 

permansive (p. 119). For the past and present, he 

gives the representative'verbal forms /fa9al/ and/yaf9al/ 

respectively. For the permansive variety of verbs, 

Al-Itakhz gives the forms /fä911/ and /inaf9ül/. He 

then mentions the following sentences in which the 

form /fä91l/ functions verbally: (n. 150). 

1. /zaydun ä? imun/ 

'Zayd (is) standing'. 

2. /? ana sas ?i mu yawmi lkhaunis/ 

'I ! am) fasting on Thursday'. 

3. /? ana kätibun ris3latan/ 

'I (am) writing a letter'. 

4. /Baynan: ä kuntu wägifan, ... / 

'While I was standing, ... ' 

Al-RZakhzini points out that /fä9il/ has four different 

temporal values in the above four sentences. In the 

first sentence, it indicates 'continuity'; in the` 

second, 'pastness'; in the third, 'futurity'; and in 

the fourth, 'past continuity'. 

However, A1-Makhzümi does not mention anything at 

all about his criteria for labelling the forms of 
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/f; 91l/ as verbal in sentences such as the above but 

not elsewhere. 

(iii) Ai=S3marrä? i's'Alf i9lu: Zarn huhu wajahniyatuhu' 

AS-Sämarrä? i's book is completely dedicated to 

the study of time and-tense in Arabic verbs, as the 

title of the book indicates. One would therefore 

expect a more detailed analysis and a more complete 

description of the Arabic tense system than that by 

Al-Piakhzümi. Yet it seems that the book fails to 

put forward any satisfactory outline for the Arabic 

tense system and that the study is more of a morphological 

inventory of verbal forms than of a study of tense. 

Like Al-Makhzümi, As-SämarrR? i mentions only four 

out of the soven primary-verbal forms. He first 

mentions the verb /fa9al/ and lists some of its 

functions., Then he does the same with the verb /yaf9al/. 

Though A5, -Sämarrä? i also mentions verbal forms /käna 

fa9al/ and /sayaf9al/, like Al-F'iakhzümi , he lists the 

former under the heading of /fa9al/ and the latter 

under /yaf9al/. Both Al-flakhz; ni and Z -S3marrä? i 

refuse to give /käna fa9al/ and/sayaf9al/ the same 

status of /fa9al/ and /yaf9al/ respectively. As will 

be shown later, they may be justified in doing so; but 

they do not explain why they have done so. Ploreov©r, 

neither of the two writers has tried to investigate 

the various' functions of these two verbal forms, 
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viz. /kZna fa9al/ and Anyaf9al/, apart from saying that 

the former indicates distant rast and the latter 

futurity. ', .2 This very brief analysis and secondary 

status of the verbal form /sayaf9al/, in particular, 

seems inconsistent with-1$ -Sämarrä? i's initial 

classification of Arabic verbs into past, present, and 

future (Sämarrä? i, P. M. 

At-SGnarrä? i, like Al-tsakhz mi, also mentions that 

verbal forms like /fä9il/ and/Smaf9ül/ can function 

verbally in some situations (Sämarrä? i, P. 34). Yet, 

he too does not give any criterion for distinguishing 

between the verbal and non-verbal functions of such 

forms. The two writers, hnwover, differ about the 

status of /fa9il/ in such sentences as /zaydun qä? im/. 

Al-Makhz imi, as has already been said, regards /cßä? im/ 

as verbal in the sentence above, whereas A -Sämarrä? i 

says it has a non-verbal function here (p. 34). Moreover, 

A1-Makhzümi considers /käna fä911/ as vorbal in sentences 

such as /käna rauh ammad marihan/ (Makhzümi, P. 158) 

whereas AS-Samarra? i says it is not verbal (Samarrä? i, 

P. 46). As-Sämarrä? i adds that the infinitive could also 

function verbally and gives the following s*rtence 

as representative of such functions (p. 41): /yu9jibuni 

? ikrämaka ddayfa/ 

12 (a) A1-P4akhzümi, Ibid. T). 156 & p, 159. 
(b) Ibrähim. At-SamarrM? i, A1-F19lu: Zamanuhu wa- 

? abnýi atuhu (Baghdad: l4at a atzt L mi , 196-6)j, 
p. 29 and p. 32. 
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'I like your entertaining the guest'. 

The infinitive /? ikränaka/, A&-S marin? i claims, can 

refer to pastness, Ipresentness, or futurity. How, 

then, can one understand the exact temporal reference 

of infinitives? The value of such temporally-vague 

so-called tense form is very doubtful indeed. Hence, 

I -Samarra? i's classification of some infinitives as 

verbals is questionable. 

A common phenomenon with both A$-Sämarra? i and 

Al-Msakhzümi is that both writers do not make any 

distinction between systematic functions and non- 

systematic functions of verbal forms. They both 

mention, for example, that the verb /fa9al/ is used 

to denote pastness as well as futurity and presentness 

in some cases. For the latter two functions, A%- 

Sä. "narra? i gives the following sentences respectively: 

(p. 413 

1. /zawwajtuka/ (said by the judge in marriage 

ceremonies) 

(I married you) 13 

marry you '. 

2. /? idhä ji? tani ? akraittuka/ 

(If you came to me I honoured you) 

' if you come, I'll honour you. ' 

13 Sentences appearing in parentheses-represent 
literal t*inslations of Arabic sentences, whereas those 
appearing between inverted commas represent-free English 
translations. 
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Both writers seem to ignore the fact that such functions 

of the verb /fa9al/ as in the two sentencoa above are 

only met in few linguistic situations, whereas its 

reference to past time is the most freauent and the 

basic one. 

At-Sämarrä? i, however, makes many worthwhile 

points throughout his discussion of Arabic tense. The 

most important of all perhaps is his emnhasis on the 

importance of verbal nhrases in the Arabic tense 

system (p. 25). He specifically points out the srecial 

place of the auxiliary verb /]-.; na/ in all such nhrases. 

Yet again he does not list all such verbal phrases 

in Arabic. He only gives the following three: (rn. 29-31) 

1. /käna fa9al/ 

2. /yakünu fa9al/ 

3. 
. 

/käna yaf 9a1/ 

The first verbal form above is one of the seven nrimarv 

ones in Arabic already mentioned in the bnginnincx of 

this chapter. As for the second one, As. -Sämarra? i 

points out that Arabic uses it to indicate earlier-future 

(p. 30). This is certainly true, though it is neither 

the only function nor even the basic one of this verbal 

form. . This verbal form is often found in sentences 

like the following: 

/fi ssä9a ththämina kulla sahäh, yakünu lwalad Ohahah 
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? ila lmadrasa/ 

'By eight o'clock every morning, the boy (will) have 

gone to school: ' 

where it is used to-indicate 'eärlierness' with respect to 

a point of time that is repeated in the past, present, 

and future. 

Regarding the temporal value of the third verbal 

phrase, viz. /käna yaf9al/, A -Sämarrä? i gives two 

contradictory analyses. On page 31, he claims that 

such verbal forms indicate existence only and are 

therefore void of any temporal value. For such an 

'existential' function, he gives the following example: 

/käna muhafimad lä yufäriqu därahu/ 

' Mohammad used not to leave his house. ' 

Yet, a little later in the same chapter, As-Sämarrä? i 

points out . that /k. na yaf9al/ indicates continuity in 

the past (p. 33). He then gives the following 

sentence, which is similar to the above one, as 

representative of this temporal value: (p. 34). 

/wakäna lbuhturi 1; yufäriqu bäba lkhalifa/ 

' Al-Buhturi used not to leave the door of the Caliph. ' 

It is interesting to notice that Ai-Sämarrä? i, 

like many other both native and non-native grammarians, 

points out that verbs like /fa9ul/ and /fa91l/ do not 

indicate pastness in Arabic and have no temporal value 
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at all. It would be worthwhile to investigate this 

claim, as indeed will be done later, and see whether it 

has any supporting evidence in the-actual usage of 

native Arabs. 

It can finally be said in conclusion that 

AM-Sämarrä? i's treatment of Arabic tense is unsatisfactory 

on the whole. Its chief drawback lies in its failure 

to reveal any basic system in the tense structure and 

to account for its full facts. It only lists and 

describes a small fraction of Arabic verbal forms. 

(iv) Anis'. -, ''Min Asräri Llugha' 

Anis starts his discussion of time and tense by 

mentioning the traditional divison of time into seven 

logical divisions as followsi14 

/qabla lmädi/ 

' before past ' 

/? alhädir/ 

'present' 

/? almädi/ 

'past' 

/qabla lmustagbal/ 

'before future' 

/ba9da lmustagbal/ 

'after future' 

/ba9da 1mäA/ 

'after past' 

/? almustagbal/ 

'future' 

He then goes on to say that most Semitic languages use 

few tenses to indicate the various divisions of timo 

rather vaguely (p. 153). lie also reiterates the view 

I" lbrah1m dis, Min Asrari Llýha (Cairo: 1966, 
third printing), p. 152 
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held by many Se mi. tists that Semitic verbs refer to 

completion versus incompletion of actions rathor''than 

to their various times of occurrence (p. 154). Anis 

then refers to Arabic specifically and points the 

'erroneous' approach that associates specific verbal 

forms with specific times only (p. 157). In this 

respect, he gives many instances where the form /fa9al/ 

is used for non-past reference, for example (pp. 157-160). 

Anis, however, does not specify the linguistic 

environments which permit such uses of /fa9al/. Surely, 

native Arabs are not completely free to use any verbal 

form they like to indicate any time in any linguistic 

environment. 

As can be seen from the above brief discussion, 

Anis does not try in his book to go into the details 

of the structure of the Arabic tense system. Ife rather 

deals with techniques and approaches than with actual 

description and application. Yet, he has some 

interesting points on verbal-forms in Arabic that might 

be worthwhile to mention briefly in this survey. 
- Basically, Anis seems to be interested in the vowel 

patterns of simple-past and simple-present verbal forms 

in Arabic. The written nature of Classical Arabic, 

he says, and the fact that Arabic orthography does not 

indicate short vowels graphically have led to many 
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variations in the quality of vowel patterns in Arabic 

verbs (pp. 32-33). As a measure of acceptability, 

Anis believes the best solution is to resort to the, 

holy Qurän since its oral readings have traditionally 

been well-known and well-preserved. In the QurZn, 

Anis counts only 133 verbs that appear in both their 

past and present forms. Only two of these are of 

the pattern /fa9ul u yaf9ul/ with the medial vowel 

/u/ in both verbal forms. Twenty-four verbs only 

have their past forms on the pattern of /fa91l/ and 

the majority, i. e. one hundred and seven verbs, 

follow the common pattern of /fa9al/ (pp. 35-36). To 

form the simple present from the past forms or vice- 

versa, the principle of polarity seems to be mostly 

effective in determining the quality of the medial 

vowel (p. 36). Thus /fa9al/ has the simple-present 

form of /yaf91l/ or /yaf9ul/ whereas /fa9il/ always has 

/yaf9al/ as its present (p. 36). Adjacent sounds may 

also affect the quality of medial vowels in verbs, 

as in: 

/fatah G yaftab/ '(he) opened ' opens' 

/naza9 ti yanza9/ 1 (ha) took off " takes, off' 

/nafakh " yanfakh/ '(he) blew up ti blows up' 

It is to be noticed-that there ib a pharyngeal or 

glottal sound adjacent to the medial vowel in each of 
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the above-mentioned three verbs. 

(v) , At1rShartüni's '2! ab3di? u L9arabiyya' 

This is a school grammar book written to serve 

as a textbook for native students of Arabic gra mar. 

Yet, like other traditional school grammars, it is 

weak in the treatment of the Arabic tense system. Out 

of the seven primary verbal forms, it only briefly 

mentions four. These are: 1S 

(a) /fa9al/ = 'perfect' past 

(b) /käna fa9al/ = 'earlier' past 

(c) /yaf9al/ = 'present' 

(d) /sayaf9al/ = 'future' 

He also mentions very briefly only one of the 

secondary forms viz. /yakü. nu fa9al/ and assigns it 

the temporal value of 'earlier future' (p. 11). The 

author does not go in any detail into the various 

functions of each of the above-mentioned verbal forms. 

Moreover, he mentions the temporal value of these forms 

only casually. 

The book is rich in the field of verbal 

conjugations and formal irregularities within the 

Arabic verbal system. It might be relevant here just 

IS Räshld A%h-§hax't-unt-, 44a OV -# tarabi a 
(Be 

, ruts Lma ba9a Lkathollkiyya, " te4tE+ printiýg g , book 41 
1963), pp. *AO-11. 
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to mention the different verbal patterns that a verb 

may formally assume in the simple-past and simple- 

present forms: (p. 14). 

" Simple Past Simple Present -Examples 

(a) /fa9al/ /yaf91l/ e. g. /jalas/ /yajlis/ 

'sat' 'sits' 

(b) /fa9al/ /yaf9ul/ /nasar/ /yansur/ý 

'helped' 'helps' 

c) /fa9al/ /yaf9al/ /fatah/ /yaftah/ 

'opened' 'opens' 

(d) /fa9il/ /yaf91l/ /hasib/ /yahsib/ 

! Pup- pa, 
posed' pones' 

(e) /fa91l/ /yaf9al/ /9alim/ /ya9lam/ 

'knew' 'knows' 

(f) /fa9ul/ /yaf9ul/ /karuzn/ /yakrum/ 

wara 'is noble' 

AOr-Shartüni does not, however, try to indicate that some 

of the above patterns occur only in a very few verbs in 

Arabic whereas others are very commonly used. 

It is also interesting to see that in his 

definition of the infinitive, the writer emphasizes that 

it has nothing to do with time and that it only states 

an action or a state (p. 55). In dealing with the active 

participle, however, the author says that it does have 

a temporal value and it can refer to any of the three 
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times of past, present, or future (p. 65). He than 

gives the following three sentences where the active 

participle is functioning verbally: (p. 248). 

1. /z aydun qa? 'irnun ? abühu/ 

'Zayd's father (is) standing'. 

2. /? ana shäki'run himmataka/ 

'I (em/will be) thankful (for) your enthusiasm'. 

3. /kuntu sh kira himmatika/ 

'I was thankful (for) your enthusiasm'. 

In sentence two above, the writer explains, the present 

participle indicates presentness or futurity; in 

three, it indicates pastness. The writer does not 

seem to notice that it is /kuntu/ rather that indicates 

pastness in the third sentence above. 

(vi) FurayJa's 'Nabwa 9rabiyya Muyassara' 

Furayha mentions the relationship between verbs 

and time very briefly in his book which is a plea for 

the standardization of Spoken Arabic. In this respect, 

he holds the tine-honoured view of Semitists that the 

verbal systems of all Semitic languages do not indicate 

a definite and a clear-cut segmentation of time, as 

compared to the Indo-European tense system. 16 It is 

the aspect of completion or incompletion of the action 

at the time-of speech that matters in Semitic languages 

i 6". tea Ca ý'; ?N ýr'9ritbiyya Huyassara 
(Beirut: Daru Ththaqafa, 1955), p. 128. 
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rather than the time of action (p. 128). Time is only 

a by-product of completion or incompletion: whatever 

is complete at a specific point necessarily took place 

in the past of that point and whatever is incomplete 

can only be present then (p. 128). 

4 

Furayha, however, later modifies his above 

generalization on Semitic languages. Arabic, he says, 

is able to deal with the various segmentations of time 

linguistically better than other Semitic languages (p. 128). 

It does so with the help of auxiliary verbs and some 

particles (p. 128). Yet, Furayha believes, Arabic is 

still less temporally definite and precise than English, 

French, or German, for example (p. 128). * Furayha's 

views are by no means uncommon, as has just been said. 

Yet, unfortunately neither he nor any other adherents 

of such views from both Arabs and non-Arabs have tried 

to analyze the verb system of Modern 7, iterary Arabic 

descriptively in order to investigate the extent of 

truth in such commonly-held concepts. 

(C) Works Publishod in Engl'i'sh 

'. 'I. ' * 'Books 

(i) -Vright's 'Grammar of the Arabic Langxaqe' 

Wright's is one of the classical references on 

Arabic grammar. Inthis analysis of Arabic grammar, 

lb 
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however, Wright's views do not seem to differ much 

from those of ancient Arab grammarians. As far as 

tense is concerned, Wright begins his analysis of the 

subject by limiting the use of the term 'tense' to 

simple verbal forms only. This attitude is compatible 

with that which has been recently held for English. 17 

In this respect, Wright" states that "the temporal ; 

forms of the Arabic verb are but two in number, the 

one expressing a 'finished act ... '(The P-erfe'ct) ; the 

other-an unfinished act ... ' (the Imp'crfect) ." 
18 From 

the above quotation, it is clear that Wright adopts 

Sibawayh's attitude which has been mentioned earlier, 

viz. that temporality in Arabic verbs is more of the 

nature of aspect than of tense. 19 Wright further 

clarifies this point when he says a little later that 

"a Semitic Perfect or Imperfect has, in and of itself, 

no reference to the temporal relations of the speaker 

(thinker or writer) ... '" (p. 51). 

Of the seven primary verbal forms, Wright nentions 

r 

only four. These are: (pp. 1-19, vol. 2). 

(a) /fa9al/ (b) /käna fa9al/ 

(c) /yaf9al/ (d) /sayaf9al/ 

" 11 See criticism of this attitude on p. 9,9 in 
the present study. 

I8 W. Wright (Qd. ); A Grazrar nfthe Arabic Lanqu e 
(C rddge: The University ? rase, 6, Vol. l,, third 
edition), p. 51. 

" 19n'See p. 409 1n the present study. 
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He lists forms in the second column above as variations 

of those in the first one. For verbs (a) and (c) 

above, Wright gives many functions without any attempt 

to sort out the systematic functions from the non- 

systematic ones. Fie gives equal status, for example, 

to the use of the verb /fa9al/ to refer to "an act 

completed at some past time" (p. 1, Vol. 2. ), and to 

its asseverative use which is only found in a very few 

cases in Arabic 20 It is interesting to notice that 

in relation to the verb /yaf9al/ above, Wright says 

that it "does not in itself express any idea of time; 

it merely indicates a begun, ' incomplete, -enduring 

existence, either in present-, past, or 'future time " 

(p. 10, Vol. 2). 

In addition to the above four primary verbal 

forms, Wr4ght mentions four secondary ones elsewhere 

in his book. These are: (pp. 21-22 and 196, Vol,. 2) 

(a) /käna yaf9al/ (b) /yakünu fa9al/. 

(c) /käna fä911/ (d) /k-ana maf9ü1/ 

For the first verbal form above, Wright gives such 

examples as: (p. 21, Vol. 2) 

I' 

1. /käna yuhibbu shsh19ra/ _ 'He was fond of poetry. ' 

2. /käna yarkabu fi kulli yawn 91ddata mirärin/ 

' He used to ride out everyday several times. ' 

20 See p. 541 in the present study. 
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Wright, However, does not mention the very common use 

of such forms in sentences like: 

/käna yaqra? 9indama dakhaltu/ 

'He was reading when I entered. ' 

As for the verbal form (b) above, Wright says that it 

indicates perfection in the future and gives the following 

example for its USE! 21 

/ wasa? asta? jiru ? agwäman yahniilünahu ? i13 manzili 

wa? akunu ? ana ? äkhirahum walä yakünu baaiya war;? i 

shay? un ... / 

'and I shall hire 
. some people to carry it to my 

house, and I shall be the last of them (to depart), 

and there shall not have been l'e'ft (shall not be 

left) behind me anything ... ' 

Regarding the status of the active and passive 

participles, Wright realizes that they can be used in 

Arabic both verbally and non-verbally. In this respect, 

he says that "these are not only real participles, 

indicating a temporary transitory or accidental action 

or state of being, but also serve as adjectives or 

substantives, expressing a continuous action, a habitual 

state of being, or a permanent quality"(p. 133, Vol. 1). 

Still, Wright does not give any criteria for distinguishing 

21 Wright, p. 22, Vol. 2 (underlining is mine) 
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between verbal and non-verbal uses of participles in 

Arabic. As for the time reference of participles, 

Wright says that it "can be deduced from some other 

word in the sentence, which points to a specific time, :.. 

or from the connection of the context" (p. 195, Vol. 2). 

The active participle thus refers to the future in a 

sentence like: 

/zaydun'naki un ibnuhu ghadan zubaydata/ 

'Zayd's son is to be married tomorrow to Zubayda'. 

In reference to the temporal value of verbal forms 

/käna f; 91l/ and, /käna maf9ül/, Wright states that 

"when the perfect /käna/ is'prefixed to a concrete 

verbal noun which refers to the future, the idea of 

futurity is transferred to a past time (p. 196, Vol. 2). 

He then gives the following verbal phrases as examples: 

(p. 198, Vol. 2). 

(a) /käna näzilan/ 'He was dwelling'. 

(b) /känat marküzatan/ 'They (the spears) were sticking 

(in the ground)'. 

By way of conclusion, it may suffice to say' 

that Wright's grammar, though comprehensive, is 

unrepresentative of the facts of the tense system of 

present-day Literary Arabic. He analyzes the details 

of tense in Arabic neither formally nor functionally. 

His treatment, nevertheless, still remains a valuable 
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source of references for tense in Arabic in that it 

gives numerous examples that can be suitably used for 

the deduction of useful principles and conclusions. 

It is to be remembered, however, that these examples 

are almost exclusively drawn from ancient traditional 

sources that represent a variety of Arabic more or 

less different from what is used today. 

(ii) Driver's 'Problems of the Hebrew Verbal System' 

This study is reviewed here for two reasons: 

(1) because of the close genetic 'relationship between 

Arabic and Hebrew, and (2) because of Driver's frequent 

references to the Arabic verbal system. In the very 

outset of his study, Driver points out that "the problem 

of the Semitic tenses is complicated. "22 Historically, 

he says, the original verbal form in Semitic languages 

was /yaf9ul/ (p. 9). In the course of time, the forms 

/fa9al/, /fa91l/ and /fa9ul/ came to be used (p. 10). 

This emergence of the later verbal form /fa9al/ in 

particular 'marks the end of timelessness' in the Semitic 

languages (p. 13). "Only at this stage of development, " 

Driver asserts, "is it proper to speak of tenses in the 

Semitic languages"(p. 13). 

On the point of. the various vowel patterns in 

22 G. R. ' Driver, 
. 
Problems of the' Hebrew Verbal 

System (Edinburghs T. & T. Clark-, 1936), F 
. l. 
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Arabic verbs, Driver seems to agree with those who 

believe that "the identity of vowels in the perfect 

{i. e. simple-past verbs) as against the variety of 

them in the imperfect (i. e. simple-present).., is a 

mark of late schematization" (p. 20). From his own 

examination of Akkadian and Hebrew verbs, Driver comes 

to the conclusion that the question of explaining vowel 

patterns in verbs is far from being simple. Different 

factors seem to be functioning in every case. The 

major factors for determining the quality of vowels in 

verbs, Driver concludes, are three: (p. 72) 

(a) Meaning of the vorb: whether it indicates 

'stativity', 'passivity' or 'activity'. 

(b) Assimilation to neighbouring sounds. 

(c) Polarity, i. e. "the principle of choosing for 

one form the vowel furtheEt removed from or in 

sense opposite to that in some other form" 

Driver adds that the three conditioning factors mentioned 

above, however, "frequently overlap one another in the 

determination of the characteristic vowel in any given 

form" (p. 73). The whole picture thus seems fuzzy 

and mixed up. One wonders if there is any point in 

talking about conditioning factors when no really useful 

generalizations can be made and when there seem to be 

more counterexamples than examples to any of the so-called 
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three principles. 

In the chapter on the 'Use of States and Tenses', 

Driver only mentions the functions of two verbal forms 

as far as Arabic is concerned. First, he mentions the 

form /fa9al/ with its two associates, viz. /fa9ul/ and 

/fa91l/; then he mentions the form /yaf9al/ with its 

two associates /yaf9ul/ and /yaf91l/ (pp. 112-124). 

Regarding the function of /fa9al/ and its two variants, 

Driver says that usually /fa91l/ and /fa9ul/ indicate 

a state in the past whereas /fa9al/ would indicate an 

action in the past. (pp. 112-113),. This distinction, 

Driver hastens to add "is not inc ed invariably 

maintained (p. 112). As for /yaf9al/ and its variants, 

Driver mentions that they can be used to indicate 

pastness, presentness, futurity, or all time, as can 

be seen from the following sentences which he gives to 

illustrate such functions: (pp. 120-124). 

1. He did not do (lam yaf9al) what they commanded hint. 

(Past) 

. 2. Man arranges (yudabbiru) and God directs (yuaaddiru). 

( All time ) 

3. that ails thee (that) thou art weeping ' (taclma9ina) ? 

(Present) 

4. So God shall judge (yahkunu) between them at the day 

of resurrection (Future) 
4ý 
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Driver', however, mentions nothing about the role of the 

negative particle /lam/, for example, in the first 

sentence above in modifying the function of. /yaf9al/ and 

giving it a past reference. Nor does he say anything 

about the role of the future temporal adverbial /yawma 

lgiyäma/ 'the day of resurrection' in the fourth 

sentence. Omitting to pinpoint such clues might cause 

the researcher to overlook important facts and miss 

some very useful generalizations. it also usually leads* 

to a disorderly and confused linguistic description. 

(iii) Psoscati's 'Comparative Grammar of the Semitic 

Languages' 

In this Introduction to Comparative GrPxnrnar of 

the Semitic Languages, there are many important points 

of relevance to our subject of tense in Arabic. One 

such important point that is especially related to 

Arabic is that in Semitic verbs "the task of lexical 

individualization (lexical morphe1es) is assumed by 

vowels and by affixes (prefixes, infixes, suffixes) ... n23 

This point is especially relevant here since tense in 

Arabic is nothing but a grammatical category that is 

indicated, among other grammatical categories, by the 

23 S. Hoscati, A.. Spitaler, E. Ullendorff, and 
W. Von Soden, An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar 
of. the Semitic Languages (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassow tz, 

1964, -p--. 77 
. 
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verbal system. Moscati goes on to stress the irportance 

of vowels and affixes by stating that "the linguistic 

reality of vocalization and affixes, in their morphemic 

function, is clearly attested by their specific semantic 

implication (p. 71). The study also points out that 

"the Semitic verb has a set of themes or stems in 

which formal changes correspond to certain semantic 

variations and express different aspects of the action 

connoted by the root"(p. 122). 

When it comes to analyze tense as such, the 

study starts by stressing that "the 'tense' system 

presents one of the most complicated and disputed 

problems of Semitic linguistics" (p. 131). It then 

adds that it is improper. to call the two simple verbal 

forms in Arabic as 'tenses' because "different temporal 

concepts converge in each of these two conjugations" 

(p. 131). The study suggests that "it would be more 

appropriate to speak of 'aspects""ß(p. 131). The prefixed 

verbal form, i. e. /yaf9al/, "generally indicates an 

incomplete action which corresponds, according to 

circumstances, to ... future, present, or imperfect"-(p. 131). 

On the other hand, the suffixed verbal form, viz. /fa9al/, 

"generally indicates a completed action which corresponds, 

according to circumstances, to ... past tenses" (p. 131). 

The problem with such an analysis as shown above, 
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however, is that it cannot explain the full facts of 

the Arabic tense system. First of all, it ignores a 

large number of verbal forms with specific temporal 

references4 Secondly, it does not distinguish 
systematic non-systematic 

between/functions and/ones. A hundred-per-cent 

specialization of verbal forms, i. e. for one form to 

indicate one function only and vice-versa, is hardly 

found in any human language and its absence is not a 

peculiarity in Arabic at all. 24 It thus seems 

insufficient in the case of Arabic to oversimplify 

the issue by discarding any mention of 'tense' and 

speaking of 'aspect' only. 

(iv) O'Leary's 'Comparative Grammar-of the Semitic 

Languages' 

This study has some relevant points that need to 

be examined. O'Leary starts by saying that "the 

Semitic tenses are two in number' and adds that these 

"are called 'past' and 'future' ... but have been 

generally known as 'perfect' and 'imperfect'. n25 

Semitic. tenses, O'Leary explains, are not concerned 

with time but with action as time is'expressed adverbially 

(p. 234). O'Leary, however, makes the perceptive remark 

24 William Bull, Time Tense and the Verb (Los 
Angeles: University of Ca ornia Press, 1968), p. 24. 

25 Do Lacy O'Leary, Comparative Grammar of the 
Semitic Languages (London: Kogan Paul, Tren , Tr ner 
& Co. Ltd., 1923), p. 234. 
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that this case is "true also of the 'tenses' in the 

Indo-European languages, where the present describes 

an enduring act or state, the aorist denotes the action 

or state simply without reference to duration, and the 

perfect deals with an action as finished" (p. 235). 

O'Leary seems to be well-acquainted with the 

Semitic tense systems when he remarks that "the introduction 

of a time sense is a later development by means of 

added particles or by the use of auxiliaries" (p. 235). 

This point has a special reference to Arabic because 

historically it is believed that Arabic, like other 

Semitic languages and even like English for this matter, 

used to have only two simple verbal forrzs. The tense 

system of Arabic, however, has evolved greatly since 

then. Yet, unfortunately, most existing descriptions 

of Arabic tense seer, to be outdated. and based on the 

grar'mars of Early and Middle Arabic. 

(v) ' Tr'itton's 'Arabic' 

This book, which appeared in the Teach Yourself 

series, is constructed on traditional lines. In respect 

to tense, the author reiterates the view that the verb 

in Arabic "has no tenses, only two forms indicating 

completed and incompleted action. i26 Yet, when dealing 

with verbal forms other than the two simple ones, Tritton 

admits, for example, that verbal fords like /sawfa yaf9al/ 

26 A. S. Tritton,, Arabic (London: Teach Yourself 
Books, 1970), p. vii. 
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and /sayaf9al/ specifically "refer to the future" (p. 59). 

Tritton also claims that Arabic verbs that follow the 

pattern /fa91l/ denote present states rather than past 

actions/states (p. 55). Such verbs, he says, rust 

therefore "be translated by the English present" (o. 55). 

Yet on the sar_'e page, Tritton translates the verb 

/labis/, perhaps unconsciously but certainly correctly, 
t. L0. 

h 

by the English past tense 'put on' ratherAthe nresont 

'puts on' in the following sentence: (p. 55) 

/labisat 19ajUzu triyabahä wakharajat min hujratihn/ 

'The old woman put on her clothes and carne out of her 

room". 

Formally, Tritton again only rtentions a'small 

number of the verbal forxs available in Arabic. Out 

of the seven primary verbal forms mentioned earlier, 

Tritton gives only the following four: (pp. 54-59 and 

p. 97). 

(a) /fa9al/ (b) /yaf9a1/ 

(c) /käna fa9al/ (d) /sayaf9al/ 

Of the thirteen secondary verbal forms, he gives two 

only. These are: 

(a) /käna yaf9al/ 

(pp. 54-59 and p. 97) 

(b) /yakünu fa9al/ 

In listing the functions of the above six verbal forrs, 

Tritton does not follow any clear plan. He shows no 
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I` priority of significance ariong the functions and lists 

systeratic and non-systenatic functions side by side. 

Moreover, his exai Wes are nostly drawn fror ancient 

classical sources and do not thereforn necessarily 

represent Modern Literary Arabic. In fact, the 

reason why only a few verbal forns are mentioned by 

Tritton, Wright and others could be directly attributed 

I to the sort of Arabic they have examined for their 

analyses. The Arabic tense systeri, like any other 

linguistic phenomenon, has certainly developed since the 

days of the pre-Islamic or early Islamic period from 

whose Arabic most of the examples appearing in the 

grain ars of the above-mentioned seen to be taken. 

The requirements of modern life and the new literary 

r. 1ovezont in the Arab world, as well as the influence 

of translation from other lanauages, may all have had 

their effects in the development and maturity of the 

Arabic tens: syster+. It is thus grossly erroneous 

to use Early Classical Arabic as the source of 

investigation when attempting to carry out any 

descriptive research of modern Arabic. This very 

obvious error, however, seems to have been corlr_itted 

by Tritton, Wright, and many other writers on Arabic. 

(vi) * Thatcher's '-Arabic 'Gram ar' 

Thatchor says that "the vorb has two main tenses: 
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the Perfect ... and the Imncrfect. "27 It is interesting 

to notice that though Thatcher uses the term 'tense', 

he still does not use temporal names for it. This it 

the result of an unfortunate confusion between 'tense' 

and 'aspect'. In the above auntation also, Thatcher 

uses the adjective 'main' to describe the two pimple 

verbal forms in Arabic, viz, the simple present and 

the simple past. The significance of this is that 

Thatcher, though perhaps indirectly, recognizes the 

existence of other tenses in Arabic. 

As far as verbal forms are concerned, Thatcher's 

grammar does not seem to go further than the other 

traditional studies reviewed so far. It mentions the 

four commonly-recognized primary verbal forms plus two 

secondary ones. The primary forms mentioned are: 

(pp. 67-73) 

(a) /fa9al/ (b) /käna fa9al/ 

(b) /yaf9al/ (d) - /sayaf9al/ 

The two secondary forms are: (p. 74) 

(a) /käna yaf9al/ 

(b) /yakwnu fa9al/ 

No detailed account of functions is given for any of the 

above six verbal forms. 

" 27 G. W. Thatcher,, Arabic Grp ar 'cif- tha Written 
Lanqua e (London: Lund Humphries & Co. , Ltc... , 1942), 
P. 62. 
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(vii) ' Ziadoh 'and Finder'-s-1-Introduction try r'o ernn Arabic' 

Though rather recent, this study is not much 

different from other trarJitional analyses of the AraMMic 

tens: system. The authors state that "Arabic verbs 

have only ti-'o 'tenses', perfect and imperfect. "28 

They, however, a'3d in a footnote that it is more precise 

to call them 'aspects' rather than 'tenses' (n. 21). 

This is because, the authors explain, "in reality 

these are not tenses, for the distinction between them 

is not basically that of tire. Rather,, they indicate 

whether action is complete or not'(p. 21). The authors 

seem to modify their attitude a little, howrwover, when 

they a'd that "it is usually the case that the nrahic 

perfect is equivalent to the English past and that 

the Arabic irrperfect is equivalent to the Encylish 

present or future (r. 21). If so, one wonders why 

Arabic verbal forms should he'called 'perfect' and 

'imperfect' whereas their English ' ecgnnivalonts' are 

to be called 'past', 'present' nnf? 'future'. 

(viii) ' Cowan'-s' .' Modrrzr Zito. Vary P: rihi'c' 

Cowan's analysis of Arabic tense is also in 

terns of aspect as can he seen from his staterent that 

28 Farahat J. Ziacdeh and R. Bayly Winder, 
'An' 'Introduction to Modern Ara'hic (Princeton, New Jersey: 
Pri eton University Press, 1964; fifth printing), p. 21. 
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"there are two tenses only, the perfect, denoting an 

action which at the time indicated was complete and 

finished, and the imperfect, denoting an action which 

is or was incornplete at a stated or implied time. "29 

She writer also mzntions that thZa verb '/käna/ 
. iss 

"the only auxiliary one in Arabic", (p. 61) yet he does 

not mention anything at all on the temporal significance 

of /käna/ when compounded with other verbs to form 

verbal phrases. This is despite Cowan's statements 

such as "any person of k3na and the same person of the 

perfect of any other verb may be combined to form the 

pluperfect of the latter" (p. 62), or his later remark 

that "when a person of the perfect /käna/ 'he was' 

is followed by the corresponding person of the imperfect 

of another verb, the resultant combination equals the 

past continuoo tense öf Europeän langtiäg;; s" (p. , 87) . 
Elsewhere, he also says that "the imperfect of /käna/ 

followed by the perfect of another verb gives the 

future perfect" (p. 89). Such remarks as the above 

surely indicate that /käna/ itself lust have a temporal 

function of some sort; yet Cowan does not discuss 

that at all. I 

'V'29, Dat id Cowan, An Introduction to liodern 
Literary Arabic (Cambri ge: Te Univers ty Press,, 
19 U) 

. ,p. 
5. 
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It is interesting to notice that despite the 

traditional views about the verbs /fa9ul/ and /fa9il/, 

viz, that they do not possess any temporal value, 

Cowan seems to believe that such 'perfect' simple verbs 

have a past-time reference. This attitude of Cowan 

may be deduced from his translation of the following 

two sentences: 30 

1. /n1ä basuna f 19luhu/ 

'His action was not aood. ' 

2. /mä sami9ü/ 

" 'They did not hear;! 

It is also interesting to find Cowan speak of the 

future reference of Arabic verbs like /sayaf9al/ in 

spite of his adherence to the theory of aspect (p. 88), 

i. e. that Arabic verbs do not indicate time. 

Finally, Cowan's description of the Arabic 

-tense system is on the whole inadequate both formally 

and temporally. Formally, it only mentions four " 

primary verbal forms and two secondary ones; thus 

leaving out the majority of Arabic verbal forms- 

"unaccounted-for. Temporally, the theory of aspect 

30 Cowan, p. 56 (underlining is mine) 
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he adheres to does not seers to be able to present 

any satisfactory description of Arabic verbal forms 

and of compound and complex ones in particular. 

(ix) Altoma's 'The Problem of Di'glossia in Arabic' 

In this study which is meant to be a brief 

comparative grammar of Classical Arabic and Iraqi 

Arabic, Altoma makes frequent references to the question 

of tense in Arabic. In his description of tense, 

he seems to recognise temporality in Arabic verbs 

without completely discarding the theory of aspect. 

This happy marriage between tense and aspect can be 

detected from such remarks as "the perfect generally 

refers to the past or a finished action but may 

refer to the future"31 and from his other remark that 

"the imperfect denotes the present or future, and, 

in certain cases, a finished action" (p. 66). What 

is even more interesting is that Altoma is the first 

writer reviewed so far to give the status of 'tense' 

to verbal forms other-than the two simple past and 

present. This is clearly shown when he says that 

"other tenses are indicated by means of /kän/ ... plus 

the imperfect or active participle (progressive past), 

  

31 Salih J. Altoma, The Problem of Diglossia 
in Arabic (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvar -University 
Press, 1969)p p. 66. 
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or active participle alone (progressive present), or 

/kän/ plus the perfect (past perfect) v or /yakün/ 

plus the perfect (future perfect)" (p. 66). 

It is also worthwhile to notice from the 

above that Altoma gives a verbal status to participles 

in Arabic. He makes this point clearer later in 

his book when he says that "both the active and passive 

participles perform ... a variety of functions: they 

may serve as nouns, adjectives or 'tense forms'" 

(p. 73). He goes on to say that as 'tense forms'. 

. participles in Arabic "resemble functionally their 

respective verbs" (p. 73). Then he gives the following 

two sentences for such verbal functions of participles: 

(p. 73) 

1. /huwa kätibun darsah/ 

'IIe is writing his lesson' or 'He had written 

his lesson. 9 

2. /al ghurfatu maksUratun naw fidhuhä/ 

'The room's windows are broken. ' 

The second example above is debatable since the passive 

participle /maksüratun/ can be correctly replaced by a 

number of adjectives like'/jadidatun/ 'new', /jamllatun/ 

'beautiful', etc. without changing the structure of 

the sentence. In the first example, however, only 
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participles and verbexes can correctly replace the 

active participle /kätibun/. 32 

It is finally important to point out that 

Altoma has paid due attention to the grammatical 

and semantic value of vowel patterns within the verbal 

bases. In this respect he remarks that "the vowel 

pattern has generally the function of specifying the 

grammatical role of the stem, past tense of verb, 

singular or plural of noun, active or passive participle, 

verbal noun and the like" (p. 31). Especially 

relative to our purpose is the part of the above remark 

that relates tense to vowel patterns. This is a 

valuable hint, but unfortunately Altoma does not expand 

on it any further elsewhere in his study. The few 

verbal forms that Altoma mentions may have been meant 

to be representative rather than comprehensive, and 

the nature of the study as a general comparative grammar 

may justify this brevity; 

(x) Bzeston's 'The Arabic Language Today' 

Talking about Arabic predicates, Beeston says 

that they 

32 To replace /kätibun/ by an adjective like 
/ga9bun/, 'difficult', for example, would change the 

. grammatical status of /darsah/ 'his lesson'. It would 
no longer be an object. Thus the internal-relationships 
of the whole sentence would be changod, and the 

. substitution is hence to be regarded as incorrect. ' 
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may be expressed either by a verb or by anon-verbal 
structure= non-verbal predicates are in themselves 
not time-marked at all and any time relevance they 
may have is derivable only from the context in which 
they are placed, or by the addition of a time-marking 
adverbial; and oven the verb has considerably loss 
time significance than the English vorb. 38 

Thus right from the beginning Boston seems to attribute 

some sort of temporal reference to Arabic verbs, 

although this is not an unmodified temporality. The 

Arabic verbal predicate, Seestop explains, "appears 

CX in two forms, one suffixed and one prefixed, " (p. 72) 

i. o. the 'perfect' vs, the 'imperfect' respectively, 

in aspectual terms, or the 'past' vs. the 'present' 

in tense torm. Within the atoms of either the 

'suffixed' or the 'prefixed' verbal forms, Boeston 

points out that "the vowel pattern distinguishes the 

prefix sct from the suffix sot" (p. 72). Thus here 

again another testimony is given for the gramatical 

significance of 'vowel patterns in distinguishing 

between various conjugations of verbs', " 

-: "- - -- Beeston expresses his belief in the aspectual 

th©ory'when he points out that "vory few Arabic verbs 

embody a wholly unambigous time signal: More 

33A. F. L. Beoston, ' The Arabic I; ah' qaýcref Today 

. 
(London: Hutchinson Univers ty LM-rary, 1970)l p. 67. 
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irportant than time is a factor which can be 

called 'aspectual'" (p. 76). The prefixed verbal 
k 

form, in particular, Beeston believes is "non-time 

marked, taking its temporal coloration from the context" 

(p. 78)-. Yet only a little later in his book, Beeston 
its 

remarks that "the prefix set, with, /' notional' value is 

appropriate for statements relating to futurity" (p. 79). 

One wonders what that 'notional' value of futurity is 

if not temporal. In regard to suffixed verbal forms 

in! Arabic, Beeston states that "the only definitely 

time-marked verb ... is the suffix set verb in cases 

where-it has dynamic aspect, being then explicitly 

past" (p. 79). Thus, though Beeston does not mention 

the term 'tense' specifically, he nevertheless seems to 

believe in a compromise between the aspectual and 

tense theories as functioning together in the Arabic 

tense system. Like Altoma before him, however, 

Beeston does not develop his aspect-tens: approach or 

. 
formulate his underlying principles clearly enough to 

show the nature of the inter-action between aspect 

and tense in the Arabic verbal system. 

One other noteworthy point made by Beeston is 

his. recognition of the temporality of verbal phrases 

with /käna/ in Arabic. In this respect, he says that 

- -. � 
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"where the time factor is considered relevant to a- 

static predicate, this is marked by the use of a 

modifying verb with root kwn"(p. 80). On the temporal 

value of kern, Beeston explains that "its suffix set 

serves to mark explicitly past time, its prefix set 

future time or notional value" (p. 80). 

Beeston does not present any spstematic list of 

verbal forms in Arabic, nor does he work out any 

inventory of functions. Yet, his theoretical approach 

and analytical technique seem to be sound on the whole. 

What seems to be lacking is a deeper insight into the 

problems involved and a clearer distinction among 

various factors contributing to the issue at hand. 

i 
II. Articles 

(i) Thacker's "Compound Tenses Containing Thef Verb 

'Be' in 'Semitic and Egyptian 

In this article,, T. W. Thacker seems to be the 

first one to stress the significance of verbal phrases 

as tense forms in Semitic languages as a whole. 

Traditionallly, Thacker says, verbal forms in Semitic 

languages are regarded as having no temporal connotations. 34 

But, he caitinues, "there is, he ever,. "a verb '.... which '*' 

34 T. W. Thacker, "Compound Tenses Containing The 
Verb 'Be' in Semitic and Egyptian, "- (Hebrew and 'Seriitic 
Studies, ed. T. D. Winton and W. D. Mc ar y (Oxford: 
The C arendon Press, 1963), p. 157, 
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in one of its employments is treated differently from 

all others, in that the choice of its perfect or 

imperfect is mainly dictated not by subjective aspect, 

but by considerations of time. This verb is the verb 

'be'" (p. 157). In reference to Arabic, Thacker says 

that "the perfect of the verb 'be', when it has the 

function of a copula, normally has reference to past 

time and its imperfect normally has reference to future 

time" (p. 157). This characteristic of verb 'to he', 

Thacker adds, "has led to its employment in a number of 

compound verb-forms ... in order to express various 

temporal nuances or to define the time-sphere of the 

verbal action with precision" (p. 15). The above 

remarks of Thacker are specially important since they 

point to one of the major courses of development in 

the tense system of Arabic-as well as of other Semitic 

languages. 

Thacker proceeds to list the verbal combinations 

in which a form of /käna/ 'be' is found in Arabic. He 

mentions the following verbal farms! (pp. 159-162) 

(a) /käna fa9a1/ (b) /käna yaf9al/ 

(c) /yakünu fa9al 

(e) /sayakünu yaf9al/ 

(g) /yakünu fä911/ 

(d) /yakünu yaf9al/ 

(f) /käna fä911/ 

Thacker's analysis, thus, mentions more compound verbal 
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forms than any other study reviewed so far. 

Nevertheless, it is still far from being comprehensive. 

There are many gaps to be filled yet. One would 

expect, for example, on the pattern of form (e) above, 

the following missing forms to be derived from verbal 

forms (c) and (g) above: 

(a) /sayakünu fa9al/ and (b) /sayakünu fä911/ 

Many other verbal forms are also Missing. still, 

Thacker's study is a good step in the right direction 

towards a better description of the Arabic system. 

From all the above verbal phrases mentioned 

by Thacker, he concludes that the function of the verb 

'be' in Arabic can only be one of the following two: 

(1) "It acts as a time-indicator" by adding "a 

temporal nuance to the form with which it is 

compounded" (p.. 16 3) . 

(2) "It turns the compound into a form expressing 
f duration or repetition, the perfect limiting 

the action to the past and the imperfect 

limiting it to 'the future'" (p. 162). 

(ii) Erickson's 'The Establishment of a Verbal Base 

Form for Arabic' 

This article contains many points relevant to 

a discussion on Arabic tense. The writer, for example, 

mentions that in Arabia "the verb stom ig i intercalation 
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of two discontinous elements -a consonantal root-, 

which carries the basic lexical meaning, and a vocalic 

stem formative. i35 The writer then goes on to stress 

the grammatical value of the vowel pattern within 

verbal stems and says that "the consonantal root ktb 
intercalo-ted x 'write' for e 3c amp lc: is iýyieýroa d with a_ a tow form 

the imperfective variant, -ktub-.. " 36 Though the writer 

still holds the traditional view that it is aspect only 

that distinguishes verbal forms in Arabic and though 

he confines his discussion to simple verbs only, his 

emphasis on the role of vowel patterns in verbal stems 

is significant and noteworthy.. 

On the quality of vowel patterns in Arabic 

9 

verbal stems, the writer points out that "the first 

vowel of the perfective variant is a morphologically 

predictable cluster-breaker. The second vowel of 

the perfective (the stem vowel proper), and the stem 

vowel of the imperfective may he' a, * i, or u, depending 

on the root" (p. 27). The stem vowel of one verbal form 

35 Jon L. Erickson, "The Establishment of a 
Verbal Base Form for Arabic, " Approaches in Lin ui-stic 
Methodolgy, ed. I. Rauch and C. T. -Scott Ma son: The 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1967), p. 27. 

36, I_; (underlining is mine) 
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is, however, not reliably predictable from the vowel 

of the other. Though the writer recognizes this fact 

of unpredictability, he nevertheless tries to give a 

traditional 'rule of thumb' that may be of some use to 

foreign learners of Arabic. The rule says that 

if the perfective stem vowel- is:. u, the imperfective 
is also u; if i, then e. If the perfeccivic pi's a, 
however, the imperfective may be a, i, or u: ,u is` 
the most common; i gonerälly occurs if C2ror C3 is 
1 or r; a generally occurs if C2., g Cg is a glottal 
or pharyngeal" (p. 31) .'' 

The above 'rule' does not provide the learner with more 

than broad guiding principles for guessing and a 

researcher is thus bound to conclude that the distribution 

of stem vowels in Arabic verbs is lexically conditioned. 
(iii) Shehzdi's 'Arabic and To ße' 

In this article, the importance of /käna/ as 

a time-indicator in Arabic is emphasized. Shehädi 

, mentions various uses of the form /käna/ in Arabic. 

Altogether he lists five functions of /kjna/37 What 

concerns us here are the following two functions (p. 35). 

37Fadlou, Sheh di, "Arabic and 'to Be "' 
The Verb 'Be' and its, S non s, ed. J. W. 11. Verhaar 

Net er ands: D. Reidel Co., Part 4, Vol. 9,1969), 
p. 118. 
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1. "It can be used to introduce tense to a 

nominative sentence "... " 

2. " "It can be used as an auxiliary verb to help 

to make tense more specific. " 

The two above functions can be illustrated in the , 
following two sentences: 

1. /käna ? abi tawilan/ 

'Ply father was tall. ' 

2. /käna lwalad qad katab wäjibah/. 

'The boy had already written his homework. ' 

In the first sentence above, /käna/ has changed the 

nominal sentence /? abi tawilun/ *'My father tall' into 

a verbal one; /käna/ may thus be said to function. as 

a verbalizer in such situations. Temporally, it 

has made the nominal sentence refer to the past. In 

the second sentence above, /käna/ functions as an 

auxiliary to the verb /katah/. It helps to specify, 

its basic temporal value even further. It shifts the 

past-time reference of the verb /katab/ further to the 

past and thus makes it refer to an earlier-past, or 

'past perfect'. 

(iv) Hughes' 'Hebrew Tenses' 

Hughes' article on Hebrew tenses has some 

relevance to Arabic tenses because of the close kinship 
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between Arabic and Hebrew. The similarity between the 

mjority of existing analyses of Hebrew and Arabic tenses 

can be clearly seen from the following quotation: 

"The prevalent theory of the Hebrew tenses ... is that 

the Perfect denotes completed action and the Imperfect 

uncompleted action. This is the so-called aspect 

theory. So according to this theory it is aspect ... 

which determines the use of the two tenses. " 38 Hughes, 

however, expresses his dissatisfaction with the 

inadequacy of the aspect - theory when he says that 

"after an exhaustive survey of the uses of the simple 

Imperfect and the Perfect ... 
Lhe ha) reached 

conclusions which are opposed to the aspect theory" 

(p. 12). All'this leads Hughes'to believe that "a 

difference in aspect is not the determinative factor in 

the use of two tenses" (p. 12). This conclusion is 

not dissimilar to that reached by the present writer 

after his analysis of the Arabic tense system. 

The historical development of Hebrew tenses, as 

seen by Hughes, is also relevant to that of Arabic. 

In this respect, Hughes points out that "probably 

originally both tenses were unrestricted with respect 

"38 J. A. iiughes, "Another Look at the Hebrew 
Tenses, " Yourna1 6f Near gasfern Studies, vol. 29, 
No. 1 (Jänuary ` 1970)"i .gL 12. - 
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to time, i. e., they were timeless or ormnitemporal 

predicative elements" (p. 13). In the course of the 

development of Hebrew, and this may also be true of 

Arabic, "true tenses representing a later stratum in 

the development of the language jl ave evolve)" (p. 13). 

Hughes also points to the significance of 'certain 

particles used with the verb' in modifying the tense 

system in Hebrew (p. 13). This situation is comparable 

to the use of similar particles in Arabic. 

The necessity for sorting out systematic versus 

non-systematic functions for different verbal forms 

that has already been suggested for Arabic by the present 

writer on page 416, is also felt by Hughes for Hebrew, 

though expressed in somewhat different terms. in this 

respect, Hughes says that39 

"_ 

an Imperfect form occurs in past time not because it 
denotes the incomp. etion. or continuance of an action 
(äs %he aspectu '1 theorists 14'o'ti1d have us believe) 
but is, due to the kind of construction in which= it 
is employed: It seems reasonable to assume that such 
ä cenrtruction }becane' stereotyped . somewhere along the 
line in the' historictl developnurmt of the language'''' 

. gnd thus resi$ted change (p. 14). 

391t is important to remember that Hughes is 
talking about simple verbs only. 
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Similarly, the indication of the simple verb /yaf9al/ 

of a past time in Arabic after scme negative particles 

such as /lam/ is not to be taken as a typical function 

of this verbal form but rather to be explained as a 

historical residue, or"a non-systematic function. 

The same applies to situations where /fa9a1/ is used 

to indicate present or future time as in some 

asseverative statements and after conditional particles. 40 

40 See pp. 541 - 544 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE ARABIC TENSE SYSTEM 

(A)' Introduct'i'on 

It has already been concluded in Chapter two 

that the following seven verbal forms are the Primary 

ones in the Arabic tense system and that the question 

of investigating Arabic tense becomes largely one of 

accounting for and describing them: k 

1. /yaf9al/ 

2. /fa9al/ 

3. /käna fa9al/ 

4. /sayaf9al/ 

5. /käna sayaf9al/ 

6. /sayakünu fa9a1/ 

7. /k na sayaknnu fa9al/ 
ýsrwºt 

The above seven are here referred. to as PRtll'1ARY 

as it is supposed that each of them indicates a unique 

temporal location on the time chart. It has already 

been pointed out on page 42 of the present study that 

the temporal line could be logically segmented into the 

three temporal fields of past, present, and future, with 

the possibility of referring to a time that is earlier 

or later than the cca're of each of' those .. thrae fields. 

457 
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The temporal line, could thus be seen to consist of.. the 

following NINE temporal locations, as has boon shown 

in Diagram 1 on page 42 ; 

1. PAST 

2. before PAST 

3. after PAST 

4. PRESENT 

5. before PRESENT 

6. after PRESENT 

7. FUTURE 

8. before FUTURE 

9. after FUTURE 

It has also been pointed out that there is rarely a 

human language that has a one-hundred-per-cent logical 

tense system. A perfectly logical tense system would 

have nine primary verbal forms and a one-to-one 

correspondence between these nine verbal forms and the 

nine temporal locations already mentioned. 

Arabic is no exception in lacking a completely 

logical tense system. It only has SEVEN primary verbal 

forms to indicate nine temporal locations. How does 

Arabic manage to do that? There are two possible 

alternative answers to the above question. Arabic 

is either unable to indicate two or more of the nine 
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temporal locations or it uses one or moro of its seven 

primary verbal forms to refer to more than one temporal 

location or field. 

The first alternative above, viz. that Arabic 

t is unable to refer to at least two out of the nine 

temporal points, has been excluded by an experiment which 

was carried out on a number of Arab students by the 

present writer. The subjects were presented with a 

number of sentences, each of which contained a verb 

in parentheses. They were then asked to correct each 

of the verbs in light of a temporal adverbial 

which appeared in each of the sentences. These temporal 

advorbials were carefully selected to represent all 

the nine temporal divisions and relations. 1 

The following is a list of the nine temporal 

divisions and the nine temporal. adverbials used in the 

experiment to depict them and in the light of which the 

students were asked to correct the verbs they were, 

presented with: 

1. A Past Point of Time: /fi 19ämi lmäýli/ 'last year' 

2. Before a Point in the Past: /qabla wupüli ? ila 

ddär bil? ams/ 'before 

ray arrival at the 

house yesterday' 

1 See pp. 397 - 402 for the format of this 
experimental test. 

t- 
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3. After, a Point'in the, Past: /91ndamZa taraktuhu 

bil? ams .. ba9da 

galil/ ' a. 3ittle 

while after I left 

4. Thu Present Moment: 

5. Before the Present ! Moment: 

6. After the Present Moment: 

7. A Future Point: 

8. Before a Future Point: 

9. After A Future Point: 

. him yesterday' 

/1? än / 'now' 

/qabla 1? än/ 

/ba9da 1? gin/ 

'before now' 

'after now' 

/ghadan/ 'tomorrow' 

/qabla ss39a lkhämisa 

ghadan/ 'before five 

o'clock tomorrow' 

/ba9da nihäyati 1? imtib n 

ghadan/ 'after the end 

of the. exam tomorrow' 

The results of the above experiment, backed by 

those of Test One, all point out to the conclusion that 

Arabic is capable of indicating all the nine temporal 

divisions linguistically. These linguistic-temporal 

interrelationships are complex, however, and far from 

being on a one-to-one basis. 2 

We are thus only left with the second alternative 

2 These interrelationships are fully discussed 
in Chapter Six on the Functions of Arabic Tensemes. 
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to the question posed on page 458, viz., that Arabic uses 

one or more of its primary verbal forms to indicate more 

than one temporal division. This means that some 

Arabic primary verbal forms are not strictly specialized 

in their temporal reference. Conversely, this also 

means that two or more of the nine notional temporal 

divisions are not indicated in the Arabic tense system 

by unique ve±bal forma . 
To find out which temporal 

divisions are not uniquely represented by Arabic verbs 

is the object of the following discussion. 

(B) *Time in the Arabic Tense System 

1. ' Ternary Anialysis' 

Logicians and philosophers usually divide time 

up into the three temporal fields of past, present, and 

future, as has just been said above. Any action has 

to take place in time and can alternatively occur at 

one of three temporal locations: at the centre of any 

of the three time fields, ' before the centre, or 'after 

the centre. This ternary analysis of temporal, fields 

and temporal relations has been imposed on the description 

of the tense systems of many languages both by logicians 

and by grammarians regardless of the fact that languages 

are rarely structured according to the canons of logic. 

The three main temporal fields, nevertheless, seem 

to be all formally represented in the Arabic verbal system. 
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A verbal form like /fa9al/ clearly refers to a past, 

time whereas /yaf9al/ and /sayaf9al/ refer to the 

present and the future respectively. It may thus seem 

justifiable to speak of three tenses in Arabic, viz. 

the past, the present, and the future tenses. A step 

further in this ternary description, however, would 

reveal that this is in fact an untenable, proposition. 

It has just been mentioned that on a lower level, 

each of the three temporal fields is in turn divisible 

into three temporal locations, viz. the centre, earlier 

than the centre, and later than the centre. These 

subdivisions presuppose the presence of nine different 

primary verbal forms in a perfectly logical tense 

system. Arabic, as has just been shown, only has 

seven such verbal forms to indicate the nine temporal 

locations. If we tried to distribute the seven 

primary Arabic verbal forms on the hypothetical temporal 

line according to the ternary logical analysis, we would 

end up with the distribution that is shown in Diagram 

18 below: 

/fa9al/ -/yaf9al/ ýsayaf9al/..., ý. 

/kana /kana /fa9al/ /sayaf 9al/, '/sayakunu /.. sayaf 9a1/ 
sayaf9al/ fa9al/'.: fa9al/ 

Earlier P, 1ST Later Earlier PRESENT Later Earlier FUTURE Later 
Past Past Present Present Future Future 

Diagram 18 
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A cursory look at Diagram 18 above roveals many 

major drawbacks in the application of a ternary analysis 

to the description of the Arabic tense system. The 

first, and perhaps the main, criticism is that there 

would be a great deal of formal redundancy in the 

description. The verb /fa9al/ would appear as 

indicating both past and earlier-present, whereas 

/sayaf9al/ would appear in three different places in 

the above diagram, viz. at later-present, ' future, and 

later-future. Moreover, a temporal field'like the 

future would have only one unique verbal form, i. e. ' 

/sayakünu fa9al/; all its other forms would be shared 

by other temporal locations. Hence, is it justifiable 

to say that Arabic has a future tense? This question 

becomes even more relevant when'it is realized that 

even /sayakünu fa9al/, which is the only characteristic 

form of the 'future tense', is of rare occurrence in 

Arabic, as can be seen from Table 48 on page 403, and 

therefore cannot be put on equal footing with the other 

much more frequent verbal forms that appear in Diagram 18. 

On the other hand, is it justificable to say that 

Arabic distinguishes between earlier-present and past 

when formally they are indicated by indistinguishable 

verbs, viz. the verbal form /fa9al/ ? The ternary 
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description, as shown in Diagram 18, has one more 

serious shortcoming; viz. that it only accounts for 

six of the seven Arabic primary verbal forms given 

on page 408. The verbal phrase /käna sayakünu 

fa9al/ does not appear in the Diagram. 

It can thus be concluded that a ternary analysis 

of the Arabic tense system is both incomplete and 

unsatisfactory. It is incomplete as it does not 

account for all the linguistic facts of Arabic tense 

and leaves a primary verbal form unlocated on the 

temporal chart. It is unsatisfactory since it has a 

lot of redundancy and is needlessly complex. It is 

therefore decided to discard such an analysis in favour 

of a simpler and a more efficient alternative one. 

2. 'Binary Analysis 

Languages, as has been said, differ in their 

segmentation of time and hence have different tense 

systems. it will be contended here that Arabic, for 

example, marks all verbs that refer to past actions 

by a special past-tense marker. It is hypothesized 

in this study that Arabic uses discontinuous vowel 

morphemes within the various verbal stems to indicate 

the different tenses of verbs formally. Thus, in 

a verb like /1: aTaB/ 'wrote', the past-tense marker is 

the discontinuous vowel pattern /a - a/. The past-tense 

hký 
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marker, however, is not of one form; it can be /a - i/ 

as in /SaM19/ 'heard', or /a - u/ as in /KaBuR/ 'grow 

up'. It is possible, therefore, to speak of various 

allomorphs which all share the semantic significance 

of pastness. ' It is customary in English linguistics 

to symbolize the past-tense morpheme'as`{D1} and as 

symbols are nothing but useful conventions, , the same 

symbol will be used in the present study to refer-to 

the past-tense morpheme in Arabic., 

Verbs denoting actions that did not take place 

in the-past are marked in Arabic by a different set of 

discontinuous vowel patterns. - A past verb like-/KaTaB/ 

will'take the'form of /(ya-)KiB/ when not reforrring 

to the past.. The verbs /SaM19/ and /KaBuR/ will change 

to %(ya-)SMa9/ and /ya-)KBuR/ when used to indicate 

non-pastness. It is important to point out that the 

three underlined non-past verbal stems just mentioned 

above are used to indicate both presentness and futurity 

without any formal change within the verbal stem as 

such. To indicate futurity specifically, Arabic can 

make use of certain pro-base particles like /sa-/ or 

/sawfa/ or resort to temporal advorhials with inherent 

futurity such as /ghadan/ 'tomorrow'. In both cases, 

however, the tense morpheme used-with these future markers 

is the same as that used without them. As far as 
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verbal stems, and verbal bases also, are concerned, 

it may thus be said that Arabic does not formally, 

distinguish between tense markers that indicate 

futurity and those that indicate presentness. it 

is justifiable, therefore, to cluster both presentness 

and'futurity-into one temporal area in the Arabic 

tense system since both are formally indicated by 

the same tense-marker. This composite temporal area 

is called the non-past hereafter and the tense-marker 

that is formally used to indicate it is called the 

non-past tense morpheme. 

Like the past-tense morpheme, the non-past 

morpheme, consists of 'various allomorphs which all share 

the temporal quality of non-pastness. A non-past 

triliteral verbal stem has one vowel each, e. g. 

/(ya-)TCTuB/ 'writes'. Yet, for the sake of consistency 

with past verbal stems and because quadriliteral verbs 

like /(yu-)TaRJi13/ 'translates' have two vowels each, 

a zero vowel is hypothesized between the initial two 

radical consonants of triliteral verbs. Thus the 

non-past allomorph in /-KTuB/ is /0 - u/; in /-SMa9/ 

is /ý - a/; and in /- ! SIB/ is /9 - i/. The symbol 

{P1} is-here proposed as a cover-symbol for all the 

non-past allormorphs-and it hereafter stands for the 

non-past tense morpheme. 
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Since there are no other tense vowel morphemes 

in Arabic other than the two just mentioned above, it 

is concluded that Arabic has two tenses only. These 

two tenses are the past tense and the non-past (present) 

tense which are formally indicated by a variant of 

{D1} or {P1} respectively. The temporal vowel patterns 

from which the above conclusion is drawn could he 

briefly summarized in the following table: 

TABLE 49 

VOCALIC CONTRASTS BETWEEN PAST AND 

WON-PAST VERBAL FORMS 

! Type Vocalic Vocalic 
of Pattern Examples Pattern Examples 

Root of Past of Non-past 

l. Tri- 1. /a-a/ a. /fatah/ 
' a. /O=a/ a. /ya-ftah/ 

Conso- opened. '(he) '(he) opens' 
nantal 

b. /ýarab/ -b. /0-: i/ b. /ya-4rib/ 
'(he) hit' '(he) hits' 

c. /katab/ c. /O-u/ c. /ya-ktub/ 
'(he) wrote' '(he) writes' 

2. /a-i/ /sam19/ /91-a/ /ya-sma9/ 
'(he) heard' 1 (ho) hears' 

3. /a-u/ /karum/ /O-u/ /ya-krum/ 
'(he) was '(he) is 
noble' noble' 

Quadri- 1. /a-a/ /tarjam/ /a-i/ /yu-tarjim/ 
Conso- '(he) '(he) 
nantal translated' translates 
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The above analysis of Arabic tense is based 

upon the vocalic contrast between the past versus 

the non-past verboxes. Such an analysis could be 

justified by the observation that the only major 

formal difference between the contrastive past vs. 

the non-past verbal forms lies in the different 

vowel patterns of the verbal stems. Other differences 

are both minor and predictable. 

(C) The 'Tense' and the 'Tensemo' in Arabic 

Every, verbal form that carries the formal marker 

of a given tense is regarded here as an instance of 

that tense. The present-tense marker which is formally 

represented by the vowel discontinuous morpheme {P1}, 

for example, appears in /yaf9al/ as well as. in /sayaf9al/. 

It also appears in the first components of verbal 

phrases like /sayakünu fa9al/ and /sayakünu yaf9al/. 

Which of these verbal forms is the true representative 

of the present tense in Arabic? The answer is that 

each of them represents one possible variety of the 

present tense and hence all of them are equally' 

'present'. The same conclusion is true about 

verbal variants that are formally indicated by the 

past-tense marker {D1}, e. g. /fa9al/, /käna fa9al/, 

/käna yaf9al/ and /käna sayaf9al/. 3 

3The form /käna/ is the past-tonse'simple form 
of. the root {KWN}.. The simple-present form is /yakun/. 
For the above use of /käna/ as an auxiliary verb, see p. 571' 
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Each of the verbal variants in either tense in- 

Arabic is called a tenseme hereafter.. A tenseme is 

said to belong to either tense when it formally carries 

the marker of that tense.. Conversely, each tense is 

considered here as a temporal field which is consistently- 

represented by a given formal marker that is consistently 

found in all the tensemes of that tense. Tense could 

also be defined, in somewhat different words, as a 

class of tensomes that are- texrtporally *simi*l'ar and 

appear in complementary distribution. Temporal 

similarity among the tensemes of any tense is basically 

seen in their orientation to a common focal centre or 

point of reference. The point of reference is the 

present moment, or the moment of utterance, for all 

presgnt, or non-past, tensemes whereas it is a past 

point of-time for all-, past tensemes. Formally,. this 

common point of orientation is realized in the common 

tense marker that the tensemes of either tense carry, 

viz. {P1} for non-past tensemes and {D1} for past 

tensemes. 

(D) ' Aspect and Aspectual Markers 

By the 'complementary distribution' of tensemes, 

which has just been mentioned above, is meant that the 

tensemes of a given tense indicate various temporal 

locations within the temporal field covered by the marker 
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of that tense and in relation to a point of reference 

which falls at the centre of that temporal field. - 

If the whole temporal field of-a given tense is 

formally indicated by acommon tense, marker that all 

the tensemes. of that tense must manifest, different 

temporal locations within that temporal field must 

therefore be formally marked by a different set of 

markers. It is held here that-aspectual markers are 

used in Arabic to indicate various temporal locations- 

in relation to a given point of orientation. -and 

within a given temporal field. 

initially, there can be two contrastive 

varieties of aspect'in Arabic: '' earl'ier, 'aspect. versus 

' non--: earli'er 'aspe, ct (symbolized hereafter as (D21 and 

{P2}, respectively. )`' It is the presence or , abscrfce 

of a pronominal prefix before. the stems of-verbs that 

deterntines, which variety of aspect is signalled. A 

pronominal prefix indicates non-earlier aspect whereas 

.4 The symbol {D2} rather-than {0) is chosen 
for earlier aspect since the formgr 3yr1bol would zhow 
the close temporal relationship of earlier aspect 
with {D1}, -viz. the past-tense marker. Temporally, 
earlier aspect and past tense have a lot in common. - 
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its' absence signals earlier- aspect: s Though foxrt'a'll_y 

the non=earlier variety of aspect is the marked"member- 

of tt}e contr-active aspectual pair, it is, temporally 

the unmarked member.. *. This is because. the temporal 

scope of-non-earlier aspect can sometimes include that 

of earlier aspect as well, as will be explained later. 

Moreover, the non-earlier aspect, like most unmarked 

members of other linguistic contrastive pairs, is 

further analyzable into two more specified aspects: that 

of p'osterio'rity and that of 's'irtul'tan'eY'ty (symbolically 

represented here by {P2+} and {P20}, respectively). 
b St 

Posteriority is indicated by the' pre'-stwn affix /sa-/, 

or by the pre-base form /sawfa/, plus a pro-nominal 

prefix whereas the simultaneity aspect is formally 

indicated by special vowel patterns, as well as by the 

prefix /mu-/ in certain cases, and is found in both the 

active and passive participle forms of verbs in Arabic. 6 

5It is contended here that the' rc'fý'ix is the 
decisive factor in aspect rather than ob th prefixes and 
suffikes, as is traditionally maintained (see Review of 
Literature in Chapter Two). This is because prefixed 
verbs, i. e. present-tense verbs, do have suffixes as 
well. Moreover, the suffixes of both the past and 
present forms of some Arabic verbs are formally 
identical, as in the case of verbs like /katabna/ 
'they (fem. ) wrote' and `/ jaktub/ 'they (f em. rwrite' , for example. 

See definitions of 'participles' in Part One. 
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Tense-and aspect are closely intertwined in 

the Arabic verbal system. Tense markers and aspectual 

markers coexist in the majority of verbs. Yet, --it 
is hypothesized here that- a verb can only be 

significantly marked for either tense orý. aspect at 

any one time, though formally it may be marked for 

both. In-other words, when both tense and aspectual 

markers are found in a given verbal base at the same 

time, only one marker is temporally significant 

whereas the other is tobe considered as an empty, 

marker added to the verbal base by the requirements of 

the surface structure of Arabic verbal forms.? A 

verbal base like /yaf9al/ in the verbal phrase 

/käna yaf9al/ '(he) was doing', for example, is 

simultaneously marked by the prefix /ya-/ for non-earlier 

aspect and by the vowel morpheme {P1} for non-past 

tense. According to what has just been said, only 

one marker of the two is temporally significant here. 

The above phenomenon of the-formal coexistence 

of tense and aspect markers in Arabic verbexesg could 

alternatively be dealt with in any of the following 

other three ways: 

1. To hypothesize that coexisting markers ofýboth 

See Chapter. Five on Transformations in Arabic. 

8 Verbids, by definition, do not have tense 
markers.. 
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. ':. tense. and. aspect have temporal significance 

simultaneously in any Arabic verhex. 

2.. To hypothesize that Arabic verbs are only marked 

for aspect. 

3. To hypothesize that Arabic verbs are only marked 

for tense. 

The first alternative above, if adopted, will produce 

unacceptable temporal descriptions' of most Arabic 

tensemes. The tensemo /katab/ '(ho)'wrote', for 

example, is simultaneously marked both by the past-tense 

marker{D1} and by the earlier aspectual marker {D2}. 

To hypothesize that both the above coexisting formal 

markers are simultaneously significant, as in the first 

alternative above, would give the following temporal 

reading for /katab/: 

earlier aspect + past tense. . 

The above formula is erroneous,, however, since it 

distorts the temporal description of /katab/ which 

does not indicate 'earlier pastness', i. e. an action 

earlier to a past point of reference, as the above 

formula would suggest. Rather, /katab/ indicates 

pastness only, i. e. an action that took place at a 

past point of reference: -Adopting the hypothesis of 

the simultaneous"significance of coexisting temporal 

markers would yield in similar unrealistic temporal 
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analyses, for most other Arabic verbs. It is thus 

rejected. -in favour of a more efficient hypothesis. 

The second alternative on page 473-is also 

rejected since, an , aspectual theory. cannot on . 
its own 

satisfactorily explain the intricate and complex 

system of Arabic tense. Nor will, such a theory be 

able to account. for any detailed description of, the 

various functions of tensemos,, as will be presented 

later in this study., Besides, the, action indicated 

by a phrasal tenseme like /sayakünu säfar/ -'(he) will 

have travelled', . 
for. example, would have both 'earlier' 

and 'later' aspects at the same time,, according to 

this. hypothesis. 
. 

If no-point of reference is indicated 

as a result of the absence of tense markers, which, 

this hypothesis maintains, then it is certainly 

ambiguous how and in relation, to what. any one action 

could be both 'earlier' and 'later'. at the same time.. 
_ 

If however, the point of reference is to be assumed 

as the present point of speech, then it would mean 

that the action indicated by the above tenseme has 

sinnultaneously. both taken place before and after that 

assumed point of reference, i. e. both, in the past, and 

in the future at the. same time. This undoubtedly is 

an untenable temporal analysis both for the above- 

mentioned tenseme and also for other, phrasal tensemes 
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in Arabic. On these grounds, the second alternative 

mentioned above has been considered unsatisfactory 

and therefore rejected. 

We are thus left only with the third alternative 

stated on page 473 above. This hypothesis, however, 

has also been rejected as its adoption would have 

produced a lot of contradictions and difficulties. 

A major drawback in such a unilateral tense hypothesis 

would be its analysis of verbal phrases. According 

to such a hypothesis, the compound tonseme/käna yaktub/ 

'(ho) was reading', for example, would have two formally- 

marked-points of reference. Its first component, viz. 

/käna/, would be marked for past tense while its 

second component would be marked for the present tense. 

Thus a single unitary action would be simultaneously 

orientated to two formally - and temporally - different 

points of reference. Obviously, there must be something 

wrong with such an analysis since no one action can 

fall into two different temporal fields at any one 

time. Nothing short of chaos would result in any 

given tense system if it allowed such formal and 
in 

temporal contradictions/its tensemes. The case of 

/käna yaktub/, just mentioned above, would be typical ' 

of /yakünu katab/, /käna sayakünu yaktub/, and many 

other similar Arabic phrasal tensemes. Besides, what 
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would be the status of participles in such a purely 

tense theory? Participles are not marked by the 

tense vowel morphemes. A theory that proposes to 

interpret and analyze the Arabic tense system on 

purely tense bases would thus obviously run into many 

uncalled-for problems and fall into the traps of 

contradiction. 

All the three alternatives'to the description 

of temporal markers in the Arabic tense system 

mentioned on page 473 have therefore been rejected in 

the present study. The only satisfactory analysis is 

thought to be the hypothesis of mutual exclusiveness 

outlined on page 472 and expanded below. The 

above-mentioned hypothesis has thus been adopted for 

the analytical approach in the present study. ' 

To develop the notion of mutual exclusiveness 

mentioned above, it is further hypothesized here that 

tense markers are always temporally significant in 

simple verbs and that a tense marker is always 

significant'init'i'al'ly in verbal phrases. Hence, a 

second or a third component in a verbal phrase is-, 

always only aspectually significant, -and its tense 

marker is therefore insignificant. Thus in the 

verbal phrase /käna yaf9al/, for example, the verb 

/yaf9al/ is only aspectüally significant since it is 
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not in initial position in the verbal phrase; whereas 

the verb /käna/ is aspectually non-significant since 

it is initial, but-is significantly marked for past 

tense. The. verbal phrase /käna yaf9al/ can therefore 

be temporally analyzed as composed of: 

past tense + non-earlier aspect 

Past tense is indicated by {D1} which is represented 

by the allomorph /a*- a/ in /käna/ whereas non-earlier 

aspect is indicated by {P2} which is formally 

represented by the presence of the pronominal prefix 

/ya-/ in /yaf9al/. It is thus concluded in the 

present study that the best analytical approach to the 

description of temporality in the Arabic verbal system 

is one that is based on a joint tense-aspect hypothesis. 

Temporally, tense markers and aspect markers do not 

coexist in any single verb in Arabic, though formally 

they do so in verbexes. The two varieties of tense 

and aspect markers can thus be said to be temporally 

mutually exclusive, viz. whenever one of them is 

temporally significant, the other is not. 9 

9 Both tense and aspectual markers could, however, 
be simultaneously significant in a single verb form in 
a]. 1. Arabic when the aspectual marker falls outside the 
verbal-base.,. -This is the case with the Arabic verbox 
/sayaf9al/ '(he) will do' which. is temporally composed 
of: non-past tense + later aspect. This special 
case will be fully explained later. 
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(E) Different Kinds of Tensemes In Arabic- 

The presence or absence of aspectual markers as 

well as their number in verbal phrases results in, a 

variety of tensemes in Arabic. These may be as 

follows: 

1. 'The., Simple' Tensemes 

Any verb can only have two simple tensemes in 

Arabic: the' 's'imple'-pa'st form and the' 's'imple, -present 

form, e. g. /katab/ '(he) wrote' vs. /yaktub/ '(he) 

writes', respectively. With a small minority of 

verbs in Arabic, the distinction betweenýtho past-tense 

marker and the non-past tense marker is- forma'l'ly 

neutralized in their simple tensemes., Thus both 

/takallam/ '(he) spoke' and /ya-takallam/ '(he) speaks', 

are formally marked by the same vowel pattern. In 

such cases, however, temporal ambiguity is avoided in 

Arabic by drawing the distinction of past vs. non-past 

on formal criteria other than that of tense marker. 10 

It. is predictable, for example, that the non-past tense 

marker selects a prefix for the aspectual empty marker 

of its surface structure. Knowing that, it becomes 

10 This linguistic situation is similar to that 
of English verbs like' put, ' cut, and beat, for example, 
whose past vs. present verbalforms are also 
indistinguishable on the basis of tense markers, as such. 
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easy to recognise /yatakallam/ as a simple-present 

(non-past) tenseme and /takallam/ as a simple-past 

tenseme since-the former is formally marked by the 

presence of the aspectual prefix /ya-/ whereas the 

latter by the absence of the aspectual prefix. 11 

Such tßnsemes as /fa9al/ and /yaf9al/ are 

called 'simle here as they have no significant temporal 

markers other than the tense markers which form the 

stem when combined with the radicals of the root of 

such verbs. 12 Thus the root, which has a formal 

entity of its own, 13 is temporally modified by one 

of the tense markers only. In all other types of 

tensemes, however, one or more aspectual markers are 

used to modify the root besides the tense marker. 

li This' redictabil'ity of the absence or presence 
of the aspectual prefix in Arabic verbexes makes 
aspectual markers* temporally 'iris'i nifi*cant in verboxes. 
Aspectual markers, however, are predictable in Arabic 
verbids since any variety of verb id could be selected 
after the initial verbexes, e. g. /kenna an'n '(he) was 
sleep (ing) I,, /käna' ri_ : ma/ ' (he) had slept, Jkana n'3? im/ 
'(he) was sleeping', etc... Consequently, aspectual 
markers are temporally significant in Arabic verbids. 

12 For root, * 'stem, and radi'ca'ls, see Definitions 
in Part One. 

13 On the formal entity of verbal roots in 
Arabic and other Semitic languages, sac J. H. 
Greenberg, "The. Patterning of Root Morphemes in 
Semitic, " ' Word 6 (1950). 
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2. 'The Compound Tensemes 

Compound tensemes have one aspectual marker each 

added to the tense marker, for example: ' 

a. /käna. katab/ _ {D1} + {D2}., 

' (he) had written' 

b. /sayaktub/ : =-{pl} +... {p2+} 

' (he) will write' -- 

c. /käna nä? im/ _ {D11 + {p20} 

' (he) was sleeping' 

3. The Complex Tensemes 

A complex tenseme is a verbal phrase that has 

two aspectual markers in addition-to the basic tense 

marker. Complex tensemes may be represented by the 

following verbal phrases in Arabic :-- 

a. /käna sayakünu nä? im/ _ {D1} + {p2+} + {P20} 

', (He) would have (been) sleeping' 

b. /sayakünu säfar/ "= {P11 + {p2+}' + {D2} 

' (He) will have travelled', 

c. /käna sayaknnu yaktub/ _ {DI} + {P2+} + {p2} 

' (He) would have (been) writ(ing)' 

(F) -Binary Oppositions in the Arabic Tense System 

1. Tense Binarity, 

The binary analytical approach has been: succossfully 

used in the description of various linguistic aspects 
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in many languages. 14 The Arabic tense system also 

seems to lend itself to this kind of analysis. Both 

tense and aspect markers seem to be best analyzable 

in Arabic in terms of a sot of binary oppositions. 

The heart of the binary approach is that the 

distribution of-any linguistic feature could be 

analyzed in terms of two members of a contrastive 

pair in which one member is 'marked' by the presence of 

that feature while the other is 'unmarked'. is The 

unmarked, member in a contrastive pair does not 

necessarily indicate the absence of that feature= it 

may just say nothing about it (Vachek, pp. 84-85). 

The two tenses in Arabic are members of such a 

contrastive pair in which temporality is the point of 

contrast. From the two tenses, the past tense is the 

marked one, i. e.. the one that is specially marked for 

possessing the temporal feature of 'pastness'. As 

the unmarked member of the pair, the non-past tense 

may either specifically indicate that it is lacking in 

the temporal feature of contrast i: ev'"of~paftness, or it 

may say noththg *about ! pastness' asi. such. . In: other words, 

the =rgst° tb2l ýcSYi 1i`alil : riiä r e1thýt spebilxca1ly re e1 

to . tlio present "o±, future or, bothr - ;'' Ianp"tir%er: xcept the 

14R. L. Allen, The Verb System of Present-Day 
American English (The ague: Mouton & Co., , PP"88-94. 

15 J. Vachek, - The Linguistic : School of Prague 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1966), PP. 84-85. 
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p st '0 t ý[ '. n i' refeti o all tiira in 1wdintj: the'past. The 

second"alternative above, however,,, is usually the 

characteristic feature of unmarked members in 

morphological and syntactical binary contrasts 

(Vachek, p. 84). Thus Arabic uses the non-past simple 

tensemes /tushriq/ 'shines', /taqa9/ 'is situated', 

and /yuhtibb/ 'likes' to indicate temporal fields 

that extend over the past, present, and the future in 

the following sentences: 

1. /? ashshamsu tushriq ? athnä? a nnahär/ 

'The sun shines during the day. ' 

2. /baghdäd taqa9 9a1ä dijla/ 

'Baghdad is situated on the Tigris'. 

3. /? akhi yuh (ibbuý. 4ºgiiiU/ 

'Hy brother likes reading. ' 

That the non-past tense can be specifically used to 

indicate only present or future or both may be seen 

in the following sentEces in Arabic: 

1. /huwa yusäfir ghadan/ 

'He travels tomorrow'. 

2. /hiya taktub risäla 1? 3n fi ghurfatihä/ 

'She (is) writ(ing) a letter in her room now'. 

The non-pastness of the simple-present tensemes 

/yusäfir/ and /taktub/ in the two sentences above makes 

these verbs compatible with temporal adverbs that-are 
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inherently future or present in their temporal 

reference like /ghadan/ and /1? än/, respectively. 

This becomes even clearer from the ungrammaticality 

of sentences such as the following: 

1. */huwa yusäfir bil? ams/ 

*'He travels yesterday. ' 

2. */hiya taktub risäla qabla galil/ 

*'She (is) writ(ing) a letter a while ago. ' 

where the ungrammaticality results from the incompatibility 

of the non-past tensemes with specifically past temporal 

adverbials. 

It is important to notice that contrastive pairs 

within the Arabic tense system m6a contain members 

that are both formally marked, i. e. each member in ä 

contrastive pair has a characteristic formal marker. 

In the case of tenses, -for example, the past tense is 

formally marked by its distinctive vowel morpheme {D1} 

and so is the non-past tense marked by {P1}. The 

distinction of 'marked' versus 'unmarked' is therefore 

to be clearly understood as semantic or, more 

specifically, as temporal. The past tense, as has 

just been mentioned, is to be regarded as 'marked' 

since it temporally refers only to a past temporal 

field; whereas the non-past tense is 'unmarked' as 

it refers to all the rest of time and usually even 
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includes the past tense field within its span and 

thus may even represent 'all time'. 16 

It has already been said that every temporal 

field has a'focal pivot towards which all actions/states 

that take'vlace within that field are oriented. This 

-focal pivot or centre is therefore called 'the point of 

orientation' or 'the point of reference'. 17 In the 

case of the non-past tense in Arabic, the point of 

reference is"the moment, of utterance which always 

falls at the present moment. Simultaneous present is 

thus the centre of the non-past tense. The fundamental 

function of verbs with {P1} is consequently expected to 

be to indicate actions that are specifically taking 

place at simultaneous present. 'Yet,, it can be easily 

observed that this use of verbs with the non-past 

tense-marker {P1} is"far from being common in'Arabic. 

In fact, analyses of various languages have, shown that 

the case of Arabic is typical of many other languages 

(Bull, p; 69). 'One-may speculate that because the 

present moment is the common focus of-all speakers and 

the point of time at which all are living, it is often 

felt unnecessary that it should be marked linguistically 

16 See Diagram 13 on page102 for a representation 
of this inclusiveness of the non-past tense. 

17 These-terms are also used by R. L. Allen, 
op. 'dit. 
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in many languages, and is-thus either expressed with 

unmarked verbs or left out altogether to the 

unambiguity"of the context.. Arabic can thus refer 

to actions or states at simultaneous present without 

the use of any present-tense marker or even without 

the use of any verb at all,. e. g.: 

1. /huwa fi- 11iadiga/ 

'(he-in the garden) 

'He is in the garden' 

2. /? a1? ardu. ' kurvw1: yga/ 

(the-earth round) 

'The earth is round' 

The original function of non-past tense, i. e. 

referring to simultaneous present, is however still 

found in various linguistic situations. A sports 

commentator, for example,. would use it when reporting 

a football1match over the radio to describe to his-- 

listeners actions that he is watching.. Simultaneous 

present is also often indicated by non-past simple 

tensemes with the help of certain temporal adverbials 

of simultaneity, e. g.: 

/hum yal9ab7na 1? än/ 

'They (are) play(ing) now. ' 

The latter use of adverbials of simultaneity with 

the present-simple tensemes-to-denote-simultaneous 
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present is especially found with a group of verbs, 

such as /yaqra? / 'reads', /yaktub/ 'writes', etc., whose 

present participles, which are normally the forms that 

indicate simultaneity, are mainly used nominally or 

adjectivally, but not verbally, in Arabic. 18 

2. Aspect 'Binari'ty 

(A) Non-ear1'ie r Aspect 

Aspectual markers, as has already been said, are 

used to specify various temporal-locations within the 

scope of the temporal field covered by either tense. 

The-aspectual marker {P2} which is formally realized 

by a prefix before the verbal stem indicates 

non=earlierness in relation to a given point of reference. 

The point of reference, it is to be remembered, is 

the present moment in the case of the non-past tense 

and a past point of time in the case of the past tense. 

A verb like /yaktub/ 'writes', for example, is. formally 

marked by the non-past tense marker {P1} in the form 

of the allomorph /0-u/. In order to refer to a 

temporal. location non-earlier than the present point 

referred to by {P1} in /yaktub/, the non-earlier 

aspectual marker {P2} is added to the verbal stem 

/-ktub/. This will give: 

/-ktub/ + aspcctual prefix. 

A verbal base in Arabic, it has already been said, 

18 This point will be elaborated later. 
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cannot be significantly marked for both aspect and 

tense simultaneously. Thus the aspectual marker 

will occupy the verbal base leaving its tense marker 

{P1} 'floating', i. e. not carried by any verbal root. 

This will leave the verbal stem /-ktub/ in the form of 

the root /KTB/, which is the verbal stem minus the 

tense marker /0-u/.. The result can be formulated in 

the following string: 

{P1} + {KTB} + {PZ} 

Now, {P2} is formally realized by a pronominal prefix 

which is added to {KTB}. In such cases of floating 

tense, Arabic invariably introduces the verbal root 

{KYTN} to function as a tense-carrier. Thus the above 

string will be transformed into s. 

{KWWII} + (PI) + {KTB} + {P2} 

Morphophone; ically, {KWWN} + {Pi} give /yakünu/ 

/takünu/ /nakünu/, etc. while {KTB} + {P2} is realized 

by any of the following: /yaktub/ /taktub/, /naktub/, 

etc. The phonological product of the above string 

would thus be something like: 

/yakünu yaktub/ _ '(He will) be writ(ing)' 

/takünu taktub/ = '(She will) be writ(ing)' 

/nakünu naktub/ _ '(We will) be writ(ing)' 

etc... 

According to the rules of generating non-earlier 
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tensemes, just mentioned in-relation to the non-past 

tense, Arabic must have the earlier non-past tenseme 

/yakünu fa9al/. Arabic does have this tenseme but 

it. is important to notice that its occurrence and 

temporal function are rather limited. Arabic uses this 

tenseme mainly to indicate priority to. a series-of 

points of time generally in the non-past temporal 

field. In other words it is mostly used-to refer to 

actions that frequently or habitually take place 

©a1riar than a series of non-past points of reference. 

A typical linguistic environment for the occurrence. of 

this earlier-present tenseme is as found in the following 

sentence, for example: 

/fi ttäsi9a min kulli sabäh ? akünu taraktu lbayta 

? ila jjgm19a/ 

'By nine every morning, I. have left home for the 

University. ' 

The earlier-tenseme /? akünu taraktu/ in the above 

sentence, does not refer to a time specifically. 

earlier ihart. the VxVW&tmoxa%11jorILherimDmnt1t .f spee#. 

'Earlierness' is here indicated in relation to a series 

of points that extend from the past to the future and 

pass through the present. That is why these points 

of time cannot be said to occur in the present, but 

rather at non-past since the non-past temporal field 
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is the unmarked member of the contrastive pair past 

vs. "non-past' and may thus cover the present and thy: 

future as well as the past. It is for this lack of 

specificity that the tenseme /yakünu fa9al/ has been 

excluded from the discussion on basic tensemos at 

the outset of Chapter Two. This tenseme, it was said 

there, has. no unique and specific temporal location. 

Moreover, it is more frequently used in Arabic for its 

'tentative' value rather than for its temporal 

significance, as will be seen in Chapter Six. 

The non-past, it has already boon pointed out, 

may refer to the future by the help of temporal 

advorbials of futurity, e. g. 

/huwa yusäfir ghadan/ 'He travels tomorrow. ` 

As a non-past tenseme, the earlier non-past tensemo 

/yakünu. fa9al/ is"therefore commonly found in Arabic 

associated with adverbs of futurity to refer to a 

time earlier thmn*. a point of time in the future. This 

use id found in sentences like the following: 

/fi ssana lgädima ? akünu raj19tu ? ila 191r; q/ 

'By next year, I (will) have-returned to Iraq. ' 

Such functions of tensemes that depend on associations 

with certain temporal adverbials are not regarded as 

systematic however since, on their own, the tensemes 

will be unable to indicate the same linguistic 
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functions. 19 

To refer specifically to a time earlier than the 

present point of utterance, Arabic does not use any 

aspectual markers for this purpose. Rather,, it' 

uses the simple-past tensemo. Thus the equivalent of 

both English tensemes in: 

1. I' s-aw the film last week, and 

2. T have. 'seen -the film already, 

isýthe simple-past tenseme /ra? aytu/ 'I saw' in Arabic. 

It could be said , therefore that Arabic does not formally 

distinguish between earlier-present and strple-past 

in its tense system. The above statement, however, 

needs to be modified since, as has just been shown, 

Arabic does have the earlier non-past tonseme 

/yakünu fa9al/ which in some of its uses may indicate 

earlier-present, though always with tentativeness, 

as in: 20 
/ 

/1? 9n yakünu qad säfar/ 

'(By) now, (he will) have gone. ' } 

(B) Earlier Aspect 

In a binary analysis of aspect in Arabic, the 

earlier aspect {D2} is-temporally the-'marked' member 

19 See Chapter Six for a full discussion and 
analysis of the-'systematic' versus the 'non-systematic' 
functions of tensemes in Arabic. 

20 See Chapter Six on the different function 
/yakünu fa9al/. 
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of the pair earlier vs. ýnon-earlier aspect, though 

formally it is the 'unmarked' member, as has'just been 

said In the previous section. The earlier aspectual 

marker {D2} is formally realized by a**z*ero prefix, 

i. e. by the absence of a°pronominal prefix in front of 

a verbal stem. Thus the past-tense verb /katab/ 'wrote', 

for example, which formally-consists of the root'{KTB} 

plus the past-tense vowel-marker'{D1} in the'form of 

/a-a/, will become as: 

{D1} + {KTB} '+ {D2} 

when the earlier aspectual marker {D2} is also'used. 

The tense-carrier {K4Nd} is then introduced to carry the 

floating tense-marker {D1}. This will give: 

{YWN} +' {D1} ,. + {KTB} + {D2} 

{KWN} plus {D1} will formally be represented by /käna/ 

while {KTB} plus {D2} by /katab/. The end-product of 

the above formula would thus morphophonemically appear 

as /käna' katab/ which temporally signals' earlier-pas'tn'e'ss. 

The temporally-unmarked non-earlier aspect, which 

is formally indicated by a prefix in front of"the verbal 

stem it is attached to, can also include the temporal 

location of the earlier aspect, as has just been said, 

due to its being the unmarked member of the two 

contrastive aspects. V Thus in'a sentence like: 

/käna yaktub 9indama dakhaltu/ 
'(He) was, writ (ing) when(I) entered. ' 
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the non-earlier prefix /ya-/ in /yaktub/ signifies that 

the action of writing was non-earlier, i. e., was going 

on, at a point in the past indicated by /käna/ in the 

above sentence. Though {P2} says nothing about the 

earlierness of the action of 'writing' in relation to 

this past point, it may well be that the 'writing' 

was started long before that past point, which is further 

specified-in the above sentence by the temporal adverbial 

/91ndam7a dakhaltu/ 'when (I) entered'. It is important 

to notice that here the distinction between the marked 

vs. the unmarked members of aspect is both temporal and 

formal, unlike: in tense where. it is only. temporal. 

Generally speaking, the non-earlier aspect 

indicates time-at and 'after a given point of reference. 

Specifically, however, Arabic can separately refer to 

a temporal location either simultaneous with a point 

of reference or later than that point of reference. 

Arabic does so by two linguistic means. First, it can 

use various temporal adverbials with the simple tensemes 

to specify certain temporal locations. -Second, it does 

so by the use of some specialized aspectual markers. 

We are mainly interested in the second alternative for 

the time being; yet it might well be desirable just 

to give. some examples on how the use of temporal 

adverbials can specify temporal locations within the 

non-earlier aspectual temporal area: 
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1. /? ana.? aktub 1? än/ 

'I (am) writ (ing) now, ' 

2ý - /huwa yusafir ghadan/ 

'He travels tomorrow. ' 

The temporal adverbials /1? 3n/ and /ghadan/ when 

co-öccurring'with the simple non-past tonsemes /? aktub/ 

and /yusäfir/ help to indicate respectively simultaneity 

with and laterness than the point of reference of the 

non-past tonsemos, which is the moment of speech. 21 

(C) Simultaneous Aspect: 

As for the specialized markers of simultaneity and 

posteriority, Arabic uses the markers {P20} and {P2+}, 

respectively. Formally, the former variety of 

aspectual markers is realized by a special vowel morpheme 

plus some prefixes'in certain cases. Thus in /nä? im/ 

'sleeping', the simultaneity marker is the vocalic 

pattern /ä - i/, whereas simultaneity is indicated by 

the prefix /mu-/ plus the vocalic pattern /a - i/ in 

other verbal forms such as /mutarjim/ 'translating' or 

/mudahrij/ 'rolling'. This variety o£ aspectual 

markers is only found in the active (present) participles 

and passive (past) participles in Arabic. Both kinds 

21 In some cases, the moment of reference could be 
'the moment of writing' rather than of 'speech'. Hence, - Allen's suggestion to call it 'the moment of coding' seems 
justifiable. 
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of participles will be the subject of a detailed analysis 

in the next chapter. 

(D) 'Later Aspect: 

Posteriority in Arabic, as has already been said, 

is indicated by the aspectual marker {P2+} which is 

formally realized by the pro-base /sa-/, or the form 

/sawfa/, plus a pronominal prefix. It is important 

to notice, however, an interesting idiosyncracy about 

the linguistic behaviour of the later-aspectual marker 

in Arabic: {P2+} is the only aspectual marker that can 

co-exist with a tense marker within the boundaries of as 

" verbal form. The previously-mentioned principle that 

no two temporal markers can simultaneously be significant 

in any verbal base22 is still unviolated, however. 

This is since {P2+} is always prefixed to verbal bases 

and thus lies outside the boundaries of the verbal base 

itself. 23 Thus Arabic has the verbs /sayusäfir/ 'will 

travel', /sayaktub/ 'will write', /sayutarjim/ 'will 

translate', etc. each of which temporally consists of 
{PI) + {P2+} 

without the need to introduce a tense-carrier since there 
is nö 'floating' tense in this case. 

Arabic, however, does not have the corresponding 
later-past tensemes */sasäfar/ 'would travel', 
*/sakatab/ 'would write' and */satarj&m/ 'would 

translate'. With the past tense, Arabic does not 
tolerate the co-existence of tense and aspect within 

22 see page 472 
?3 See Part One for definition of VGrha1 base. 
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any verbal form, even when one of them lies outside 

the verbal base. Consequently, Arabic has the following 

tensemes for the above three ungrammatical later-past 

ones respectively : 

/käna sayusäfir/ 

/käna sayaktub/ 

/käna sayutarjim/ 

'would travel' 

'would write', and 

'would translate' 

It has to be pointed out therefore that it is one of 

the indiosyncracies of Arabic that it has exempted its 

later-present tenseme from the general rule of having 

to have a tense carrier. Yet, it is also important to know 

that Arabic does allow its general rule of the use of 

tense carriers to apply even to the later-present 

tenseme and thus produces the predictable tenseme 

/yakünu sayaf9al/ side by side with the idiosyncratic 

/sayaf9al/. The fact is still, however, that Arabic 

has both later-present tensemes and that the latter is 

much more frequently used for future time reference 

and can thus be said to be the true later-present 

tenseme. Arabic in fact uses its two later-present 

tensemes somewhat differently. The shorter form 

/sayaf9al/ is used as the normal later-present tensome, 

viz. to indicate time later than the present moment 

or the moment of speech. The longer form, however, 

is less used and its function is usually limited to 
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refer to a time later than a series of non-past points 

of time. In other words, it is often used to refer 

to a habitual action that takes place, tentatively, 

later than some points of time repeated at non-past. 

A typical example of the use of the longer later-present, 

or better 'later non-past', tenseme is a sentence 

like the following: 

/fi mithli hädha lwaqti min kulli sayf nahnu 40 a 

näkunut 'san xs'afir ? ila' ltbnan/ 

'At this time every summer we are (just about) to 

travel to Lebanon. ' 

The ability of all non-past tensemes to refer to 

the future when associated with adverhials of futurity 

enables this variety of later non-past tenseme to 

indicate a time later than a futurs point u'hon associated 

with the appropriate adverbials of time for this 

purpose. An example of this use is the following 

sentence: 

/fi hädha lwaqti ghadan' ? akünu 'sa? usäfir ? i1ä 

? adinbara ba9da sä9atayn/ 

'At this time tomorrow, I will (be due to) leave to 

Edinburgh in two hours. ' 

In order to refer to an action/state that will 

take place after the point of speech, Arabic uses the 

shorter, variety of the later-present tenseme. ' This is 
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because such acticns/states take place after a single 

point of reference, and not a series of points, at 

non-past and because the action/state is not tentative 

or habitual, e. g.: 

/fl tanmüz sanusäfir ? i1ä lubnän/ 

'In July, we shall travel to Lebanon. ' 

(G) , The' Ten ora'l' Distribut'i'oh' 'of Arabic Ten's'E: mes 

Temporality in Arabic verbs, as has already been 

mentioned, is formally marked by the two tense markers 

{D1} and {Pi} that indicate temporal fields and by the 

four aspectual markers {D2}ß {P2}, {n20} and{p2+} 

that specify various temporal locations within these 

two temporal fields. From the various combinations 

of tense and aspectual markers there result three main 

tensemes for each of the two tenses in Arabic. These 

three main kinds of tensemes are as follows: 24 

1. ' Sasi'd fiensemtes 

Formal Structure: tense marker: 

(a) {P1} = Non-rhst (Present) 
(b) {D1} = Past 

Temporal Reference: 
time simultaneous with that of the point 
of reference indicated by either of the 

above tense markers (or, basic tensemes 
refer to the whole temporal field of that 

.... ........... tense).. ...... 
21+These tensemes are regarded as 'main' since each is 

unique in indicating a specific temporal order, whereas all 
other tensemes consist of different combinations of these 
three orders. 
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2. ' Earlier Tehsemes 

Formal Structure: tense marker + {D2}: 

(a) {P1} + {D2} = Earlier Present 

(b) {D1} + {D2} = Earlier Past 

Temporal Reference: 25 

time 'earlier' than that of the point of 

reference indicated by the Above-mentioned 

two tense markers. 

3. ' Later Tensemas 

Formal Structure: Tense marker + {P2+} 

(a) {P1} + {P2+} Later Present 

{D1} + {P2+} = Later Past 

Temporal Reference: 26 

time 'later' than that of the point of 

reference indicated by the above-mentioned 

two tense markers. 

The above six Arabic tonsemes, three from each tense, 

can be found in the following sentences together with their 

new labels suggested here: 

1. ' Noh-Past ' (Present)' Tense 

(a) /huwa anäri mubakkiran kulla yawm/) 

'He 'slues early everyday )= Basic 

(b) /huwa anäm 1? än/ ) Present 

............ 
'He sleeps now. ' 

......... ...... 
) 

25 See the temporal limitations of the earlier non- 
past tensemejust mentioned in this chapter. 

26 See the two varieties of later non-past mentioned 
on page. 495 
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(c) /huwa yak nu 'rnäma 1? än/27 

'He. (will) have slept by now. ' 

(d) /huwa sayanem/ 
f He' Will sleep. ' 

(e) /huwa yakünu 'sayanmm fi 
hädha lwaqti ghadan/ 

'He (will)' be (about) to go 
to sleep at this time tomorrow'. 

2. ' Fast Tense: 

(a) /huwa 'shtag'h'aia kathiran 

91ndwn käna shäbban/ 

'He worked hard when he 
m" was young' 

(b) /huwa 'shtagh da kathiran 

yawma ? ams/ 

'He worked hard yesterday'. 

(c) lhuwa käna shtaghala kathiran 

qabla maradihi fi shshahri 
lmadi/ 

-'He worked hard before his 

illness last month. ' 

(d) /k na 'sayashtng'hil kathiran 

ba9da wusillinä bil? ams 

'(He) would work hard after our 
arrival yesterday. ' 

= Earlier 

Present 

i 

= Later 

'Present 28 

) 
) 

= Basic 

Past 

) 

) 
) 

= Earlier 

Past 

Later 

Past 

(H) Temporal Chart for Arabic Tenses and Tens'eMes 

The seven primary-tensemes in-the Arabic tense 

" eyntem listed °erlier cm pag© 408 -ara, - as has boon ..... ". 
See Me rastriction. on the. urse o earlier- 

present tonst o already stated. in this chapter on -page 490. 
"" 28For the restrictions on the use of both_vari'ties 
of later-present, see pp, 4195. - 496_ 
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argued in the above discussions, best analyzable in 

terms of two tenses. This binarity in Arabic tense 

may diagrammatically be represented as follows: 

A Past Moment of 
Point Speech 

Point Point 
of of 

reference reference 

THE TEMPORAL FIELD THE TEMPORAL FIELD 
OF THE PAST TENSE OF THE PRESENT TENSE 

Diagram 19 

Giving each tense its three main tensemes mentioned 

earlier would yield the following diagrams: 

/fa9al/ 

i 
i 

Earlier 

kän0 a 
, '4f a9al/ 

A Pa 
Poin 

Later 

% /sayakünu 
fa9a1/ 

st 
t 

THE PAST TENSE 

/yaf9al/ 

Earlier 

f a9ä1/ 

Later 
. 

/sayaf9al/ 

Moment 
of Speech 

THE NON-PAST TENSE 

Diagram 20 

r 
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From closely examining the above two diagrams, the 

following facts emerge : 

(1) That Arabic does not formally distinguish 

between' earlier-pre'sent and basic-past. 29 In the 

diagrams above, the verbex /fa9al/ appears in two places, 

viz. both as an earlier-present tenseme and as a basic- 

past tenseme. 

(2) That only five of the seven primary tensemes 

appear in the diagrams above. The two tensemes 

/sayakünu fa9al/ and /käna sayakünu fa9al/ are not 

indicated in the binary analysis as given above. The 

two missing tensemes, however, are seen here to belong 

to a special sub-system within the general overall 

tense system in Arabic and are accordingly analyzed 

as such in the next chapter which deals with other 

sub-systems in the Arabic general tense system as well. 

Due to the fact that Arabic does not distinguish 

formally botwoen earlier-present and basic-past 

temporal locations, it might be desirable to work out 

a temporal tense chart in which the duplication of 

/fa9al/ is avoided. A necessary requirement in 

such 
'a 

temporal chart is to retain the binary nature 

of temporality in Arabic tense. Such a temporal chart 

29 See p. 490 for a discussion on this point. 
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has also to show that the non-past tense is all-inclusive 

in that its temporal field may infinitely extend into 

the past and the future, and that the past tense is 

actually only subsidiary to the non-past in this sense. 

The following temporal diagram is worked out to 

represent the structure of the Arabic tense system in 

the light of the above-mentioned requirements: 

{pi} 

{D1'Y 

Earlier 
{D2} {p 2+}' 

'' 
I Eax e. Dater .ý. 

1 '{P2+}' 
Later 

A Past 
Point 

PAS T FUTUR E 

Diagram 21 
The Comprehensive Temporal Triangle 

Replacing the temporal markers in the diagram above 

by actual tensemes will give the following formal- 

Moment of 
Speech 

temporal diagram: 
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/yaf9al/ 

/fa9al/ 

fit .""-__ 

i 
na %kana 

fa9a1/ sayaf9al/ 

A Past Moment of 
Point Speech 

P' ASTFUTURE 

Diagram 22 

A Formal-Temporal Distribution 

Diagram 22 above clearly shows that the past tense, 

though a temporal field on its own, is in fact indirectly 

oriented to the moment of speech, viz. a past point of 

time is only considered 'past' because it took place 

earlier than the moment of speech. The diagram, 

moreover, contains no redundancy either temporal or 

formal. Thirdly, it shows the binary nature of 

temporality in the Arabic tense system. Its obvious 

shortcoming, however, is that it accounts for only 

five verbal forms out of the primary seven. The 

two missing tonsemes, it is to be realized however, 

could be fitted into diagram 22 above without much 

difficulty; their temporary exclusion is only a 
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procedural decision and they will be incorporated 

into the tense chart once their temporal ana? -Isis 

has been done in the next chapter. 

(I) Reýapit'u'1'_tion 

To recapitulate, it can be said that some sort 

of temporal reference is indispensable in any verb in 

Arabic. Formally, the whole structure of tense in 

Arabic could be seen as consisting of markers that 

stand for points of reference and other markers that 

represent various temporal orders relative to those 

points of reference. The former variety of markers is 

represented by the past and the non-past tense markers 

{D1} and {P1}, whereas the aspectual markers {D2}, 

{P2}, {P2+}, and {P20} represent the temporal orders. 

All Arabic tensemes are the outcome of various 

combinations between the above two varieties of markers. 

An Arabic verb could be seen as basically 

consisting of a root plus one or more temporal markers. 

Verbal roots represent actions/states, and all such 

actions/states must take place in time in Arabic. A 

verbal root thus is always modified by at least one 

temporal marker. Temporal markers can either be 

tense markers, which indicate points of reference, or 

aspect markers, which specify different temporal orders 

in relation to the points of reference. Binary 
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analysis seems best suited for the description of 

temporality in Arabic, as can be seen from"Diagram 

23 below: 

VERB 

"E 

Root. .+. Temporal. Marker 

Tense Marker". - Aspect Marker 

Past Non-Past 
{D1} (Present) 

{pi} 

Earlier 

Diagram 23 

Non-Earlier 
{p2} 

I 

Simultaneous Later 
{P2O} {p2+} 

Binary Oppositions in the Arabic Tense System 

J 

A verbal stem in Arabic can only contain one 

temporal marker operating significantly, viz. either 

a tense marker or an aspectual marker. When a second 

and/or third temporal marker is, used, it always. 

occupies the verbal root leaving other temporal markers 

'floating'. In cases like these, Arabic introduces the 

verbal root {KWN} to act-as a carrier for the 'floating' 
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temporal marker(s). 30 This explains the presence 

pf a form of /käna/ in Arabic compound and complex 

tensemea. 

it is finally important to realize that Arabic 

tensemes do not directly indicate 'time' as such, 

i. e. pastness, presentness, or futurity. Basically, 

they indicate temporal order relationships in reference 

to " points of orientation. The basic point of 

orientation is the point of speech and the auxiliary 

point of reference in Arabic is a past point of time. 

Thus a verb-like /katab/ 'wrote' merely tells us that 

the action of writing took place before the point of 

speech. 'PastTiGss is understood only because it is 

known that the point of speech is always at simultaneous 

present to the speaker and that any time before it is 

consequently bound to fall in the past. To locate 

actions in time directly and specifically is the role 

of temporal adverbials. 31 

30 For the special case of the later-present 
tenseme /sayaf9al/ in this respect, see p. 494 

31 For a temporal classification of adverbials in 
Arabic, see Chapter Six. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

SUB-SYSTEMS IN THE ARABIC TENSE SYSTEM 

(r) 'Introduction 

The general outline of the Arabic tense system 

analyzed in Chapter Three deals basically with the 

points of reference and-the temporal locations of 

various actions/states in relation to those points 

of reference. There are, -however, some other facts of 

tense which have more to do with the psychological 

side of time. For example, whether to view an action/ 

state as continuous or not is more determined by the 

speaker's/writer's attitude than by the nature of the 

action/state itself. Moreover, however one likes 

to 'view an action/state psychologically, it does not 

much affect the temporal location of that action/state; 

it rather adds to it other temporal nuances. This is 

why Arabic tensemes with duration or simultaneity 

temporal values, but otherwise without unique 

locational values, have not been included among the 

seven primary tensemes discussed in Chapter Three. 

Such secondary tensemes are regarded as forming 

sub-systems within the framework of the general system 

discussed in the previous chapter., 

The manipulation of Arabic tensemes to indicate 

507 
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various cocepts other than time is also discussed 

under certain sub-systems since suche-nön«tomporal uses 

of tensemes are inexplicable in terms of the general 

framework of tense already discussed for Arabic. - To 

generalize then, it may be said-that any linguistic 

phenomenon in which the use of tensemes cannot be 

explained according to the principles of the general 

tense system belongs to a sub-system. For Arabic, 

the general tense system has already been outlined 

and discussed in Chdpter -Three-: -, " 'Thus; all linguistic 

I>hemdmen , . diactisse. d4.: ixrwthia Chapter-r. ustthhavec'. certaizi 't 

peculiatitte&' "in". °the ruse rof their:. tensemas:: and. aocardIngly 

Were: ot:. -Analyzed. ý. earlter :::: It: ýt -important; however, 

to: understand that ietLch . of the... sub systems -, diacüssed 

belöv-has its °ocrn.. internzfl". regulakities'', and.. büi1t-lin' 

systamatic'features, as will be shown in the following 
discussions. 

(B) , Doubl'e* Orientation 

It has already been said that there are two 

points of reference in Arabic: viz. a past point of 

time and a present point of tine. Formally,, it has 

also been said that the former is represented by {D1} 

and the latter by {P1}. All Arabic tensemes are to 

be oriented in time to either of the above-mentioned 

points of reference. Moreover, it has been stated that 

every tenseme is only oriented to a single point of 
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reference at a time. This last statement about the 

singularity of orientation is not, however, without a 

few exceptions in Arabic. The primary tensemes 

/sayakünu fa9al/ and /käna sayakünu fa9al/ represent 

the two major exceptions. This is why these two tensertes 

were not incorporated earlier in the formal-temporal 

diagram of primary tensemes on page 503 and why their 

analysis has been deferred until now. 

A primary tenserie like /sayakünu fa9al/ is formally 

marked both for laterness by the {P2+} in /sa-/ plus 

the pronominal prefix /ya-/ and for earlierness by {D2} 

in /fa9al/. It is axiomatic, however, that an action 

cannot at the same time fall both later and earlier 

than the same point of reference. There is hound 

therefore to be more than one point of reference in 

such tensemes. This assumption is in fact verified 

by a notional analysis of the temporality of the above 

tensame. The action /fa9al/ is to take place earlier 

than a point of time in the future but later than the 

present point of speech. The tenseme /sayakünu fa9al/ 

is thus doubly and simultaneously oriented to two 

points of reference: a present point and a future one. 

Formally, however, Arabic does not distinguish between 

these two point of reference. 1 Future points in 

1 Compare English page 113 
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Arabic are regarded only as later-present and are 

consequently formally marked by the present point of 

orintation {P1} plus the later-aspectual irarker {P2+}. 

The above tenseme, thus, is fornally marked only by 

{P1}, which temporally represents a present point of 

reference when on its own and a future point when in 

conjunction with {P2+}. 

The case of the other primary tenseme, viz. /kýna 

sayakünu fa9al/ is not dissimilar. Again it has two 

contradictory aspectual markers, i. e. of"laterness 

and of earlierness. The whole tenserne is formally marked 

for orientation to a past point of reference by {D1} 

in /käna/. The above tenseme is understood as 

temporally indicating an action that was to take place 

later than a past point and earlier than another point 

that was still future at that past point. in other 

words, the above tenseme temporally indicates earliernoss 

to a future point in the past. Formally, however, 

both a past and a future-in-past points of orientation 

are represented by {DI} in Arabic. The latter is only 

aspectually specified by {P2+} which is formally 

indicated by /sa-/ plus the prefix /ya-/ in the above 

tenseme. 

It. thus becomes clear that simultaneous double 

orientation is only possible when the two points of 
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reference are formally identical. 
, With this reservation 

in mind, the generalization, mentioned in Chapter Three, 

that no double simultaneous orientation is acceptable 

in-Arabic-thus holds true and is not violated by the 

above two tensemos. 

The above discussion on the simultaneous double 

orientation of the complex tensemes /sayakünu fa9al/ and 

/käna sayakünu fatal/ may be given a digrammatic 

representation as follows: 

{D1} {D1} + {p2+} 
/fa9al/ /kann sayaf9al/ 

/kana sayakunu fa9al/ 

ýt 

A Past 
Point 

}. 

{P1`ß 
/yaf9al/ 

Future-in- 
Past 

. "s 

{P1} {p2+} 
/sayaf9al/ 

/sayakün 
iu 

fa9al/ 

The Present 
.. -. ' A Future Point 

Moment 

. 
Diagram 24 

Simultaneous Double Orientation in Arabic 
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To incorporate the two primary tenseros /sayakünu 

fa9al/ and /käna sayakünu fa9al/, in the general diagram. 

of the primary tensemes shown-on page503 , the following 

expanded diagram is drawn : 

/yaf9al/ 

/käna 'fa9 

/fa9ä1'/ ti 

äna sas-/ýI 
/kana fy 9a1 

saya- 
k-unu 
fa9al 

/savaf9_a r 

w 

/sayakünu 
fa9al/ 

A Past The'Present 
Moment Moment 

PAST FUTTIP, E 

Diagram 25 

The General Temporal Chart of Arabic Tonsures 

Diagram 25 abovo assigns temporal locations to 

all the seven primary tenseros of Arabic listed on 

page 408 . It remains, however, to explain the temporal 

values of the secondary tensemos in Arabic, viz. 
4 
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verbal clusters that contain the aspectual markers of 

simultaneity and non-earlierness. Such tensemes 

have been considered as 'secondary' in the sense that 

they do not indicate-unique temporal locations on the 

general temporal chart of the Arabic tense system 

shown on page 512. , Hence, their full discussion has 

been put off up to now. 

(C) ' Simultaneity-'in Arabic Ten's*oMos 

1. '''Active''*and 'Passive" Particiloles 

As has already been Mentioned in Chapter Three, 

simultaneity in Arabic is formally-indicated by they 

temporal aspectual morpherlc {P20}. This morphcroc, 

it has been said, is formally realized in Arabic only 

as part of a participle. Nov, Arabic participles 

are of two types: (a) the active participle and 

(b) the passive participle. The first type of 

participles is seen in such forms in Arabic as: 

/nä-Aim/ 'sleeping', /wägif/ 'standing', /mutarjim/ 

'translating', etc. whereas. the passive participles are 

forms such as: /maksür/ 'broken', /maktüb/ 'written', 

/nahjür/ 'deserted', /mamnü9/ 'forbidden', /riutarjam/ 

'translated', etc. ' Participles, when used verbally 

in Arabic, 2 indicate simultaneity with a point of 

reference or with another action/state if one is 

2 For the verbal vs. the non-verbal uses of 
participles see pp. 519 - 527. 
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mentioned'in"the sentence, e. g.: 

.. /huwa sayaktnu n ? im laylan/ 

'He will be sleeping at night. ' 

2. /käna nä? im 91ndira dakhaltu/ 

'(He) was sleeping when I entered. ' 

3. /känat ? ashshaw3r19 mahjüra 9indam3 wa; altu/ 

'The streets were deserted when I arrived. ' 

In sentence 1 above, the aspectual marker {P29S} in the 

participle indicates simultaneity between the state of 

'sleeping' and a time later than the moment of utterance 

of this sentence, viz with a future period of time. 

In sentences 3 and 4, {P20} indicates simultaneity 

directly with a past point of time represented by 

/käna/ and indirectly with 'my entrance' and 'my arrival' 

respectively which took place at that point of time. 

There can be two kinds of simultaneity as 

expressed by the aspoctual marker {P20}; it depends 

on the point of overlapping between the two simultaneous 

actions. In a sentence like: 

/käna nä? im 91ndam-a dakhaltu/, 

'(He) was sleeping when I entered ' 

the two simultaneous actions/states overlap at the 

past point of time indicated by /k; na/, i. e. when 'I 

entered' the state. öf 'sleeping' was still continuous 

then. This typo of simultaneity is here called 'medi4al. ' 
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Whereas in a sentence like 

/känat ? annäfidha maksüra 91ndcun3 wasaltu/ 

'The window was broken when I arrived' 

there is no actual overlapping between 'nrl" arrival' 

and the 'breaking of the window', i. e. the window was 

broken before 'my arrival'. Yet 'when I arrived' I 

found that 'the window was broken' already. Thus 

the overlapping, i. e. the point of simultaneity, 

took place between 'my arrival' and the result of a 

previous action. 3 Allen calls this type of overlapping 

the 'concomitant' overlapping (Allen, ' The Verb, p. 215). 

In-English, it can be found in sentences like: 

Who has been sitting in my chair? 

whore it is clear that the 'sitting' had already 

taken place and was over before the utterance of the 

above sentence. Yet, some results of that 'sitting' 

must have provoked the speaker of the above sentence. 

The distinction between 'medial' simultaneity 

and 'concomitant' simultaneity is not confined to 

that. -. between active participles and passive participles, 

as the above two Arabic sentences might suggest= it 

can also be found within the active participle itself, 

3 Thus the adjectivespast and present do not seem 
to be appropriate for Arabic participles both 
indicate temporal simultaneity of some sort. The terms 
passive and active participles instead of 'past''and 

present' partic pies are therefore more fitting for Arabic. 
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as will be shown below. The distinction seems to be 

based on a contrast between two differenct types of 

verbs to which the aspectual marker of simultaneity 

{p20} may be add6d. The distinction between 'bounded' 

and 'non-bounded' predicationsor between 'tolic' 

versus 'atelic' verbs has already boon made for 

English (Allen, p. 198), French`', Spanish, '(Bull, 

pp. 44-49) and German. 5 Arabic predications seem to 

fit into this dichotomy as well. A pred atic'n like 

/näma bimaläbisihi/ 'slept in his clothes' is non-bounded 

in the sense that its validity does not depend on the 

realization of a goal. Thus sleeping for ten minutes 

and sleeping for a whole night can both be equally 

correctly expressed by the above predication. In 

other words, once an action indicated by such predications 

takes place, it is at once realized. A predication 

like /qara? a lkitäb/ 'read the book' or /kataba rrisäla/ 

'wrcte the letter', on the other hand, is 'bounded' 

in the sense that*it is only true when a certain 

objective is realized, viz. the 'reading' of the book' 

in the former sentence and the 'writing' of the letter' 

in the latter. In other words, /qara? a lkitäb/ 

B. Garey, "Verbal Aspect in French,, "* Lanquage,, 
Vol. XXX111, (April-June, 1957), p. 106. 

SU. Weinreich, "On the Semantic Structure of 
Language, " Universals of Languages, ed. J. Greenberg 
(Cambridge, Mass.: The M. I. T. Press, 1963), p. 129. 
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can only be true if the book has really been read. 

Hence the validity of the predication is bounded 

by the realisation of a specific goal. 

Though based on semantic criteria, the distinction 

between 'bounded' and 'non-bounded' predications 

seems to be a useful one for Arabic. 6 It serves to 

explain why the two following sentences, for example, 

have different types of temporal relationships while 

formally both have the same temporal markers: 

1. /käna gäri? an lkitäb 91ndama wasaltu/ 

'(He) had been reading the book when I arrived. ' 

2. /käna jälisan fi 1badigati 91ndam3 wasaltu/ 

'(He) was sitting in the garden when I arrived. ' 

Both the above sentences are formally marked by: 

{D1} + {P2O} 

Yet in the former, the man referred to in the sentence 

may have had already stopped reading before 'my 

arrivral' whereas in the latter sentence, he was still 

sitting in the garden when 'I arrived'. It thus can 

be concluded that though {P20} indicates temporal 

simultaneity, this simultaneity may either be 'medial' 

or 'concomitant' depending on the semantics of the 

participle and the predicate it forms a part of, as 

6Notice that this distinction only applies to 
active participles since the predications that passive 
participles occur in are all bounded and hence all 
their simultaneity would be of the concomitant type. 
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has been illustrated above. 

By analyzing participles in Arabic as indicators 

of temporal simultaneity, it is now possible to account 

for all the tensemes with participles that have been 

listed on page 405. These tensemos are: 

1. /yakünu fä911/ 

3. /kana fa9i1/ 

5. /sayakünu f39i1/ 

7. /käna sayakünu fä9i1/ 

2. /yakünu maf9ül/ 

4. /kzna maf9ül/ 

6. /sayakünu maf9ül/ 

S. /k-na sayakünu maf9ü1/ 

To provide a simple temporal analysis for the above 

eight tensemes, the following formulas are used 

respectively: 

1. Non-past + Simultaneity 

(i. e. Sirultaneity with 

2. P? on-past + Sinultanoity 

(i. e.: Simultaneity with 

Pion-past) 

3. Past + Simultaneity 

(i. o. ' Simultaneity with 

a Past Point) 

Non-past) 

4. Past + Simultaneity 

(i. e. Simultaneity with 

a Past Point) 

5. Non-past + Later + Sinult. G. flon-naE t+ Later + 
Simult. 

(i. e. Simultaneity with (i. e. Simultaneity With 

a Futuro Point)' 

7. Past + Later + Simult. 

(i. n, Simultaneity with 

a Future-in-Past 

a Future Point) 

S. Past + Later + Siru1t. 

(i. e. 13iraultancity with 

a. Future-in-Past 

Point) Point) 
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It can be clearly soon from the analysis above 

that, temporally, -'each'tenseme in the left c lurm 

"above is identical to the opposite Itenskme from the 

right colturm: ' . The difference between any 
tensor_1e with /f3911/ and the one opposite it above with 

/rtaf9ül/ has thus nothing to do with timw; it is 

rather a difference between the active voice in the 

former category and the passive voice in the latter. 

It thus seems justifiable in the present study, the 

object of which is to discuss and analyze temporality, 

to disregard all the tensomes that appear in the 

second column above. A hasty disregard of tensemes 

with passive participles may, however, prove unwise 

since there may be certain-linguistic situations, 

regardless of voice, where such tensemos rather than 

those with the active participles are used. Such 

special functions, if any, of either type of participles 

will be arrived at in the analysis of the tests data 

in Chanter Six. It is only then that it can be safely- 

decided whether to disregard passive participles as 

possessing no temporal uniqueness at all or not. 

2. '"fihe Verbal versus Non-Verbal Functions of Participles 

Both varieties of participles in Arabic fulfil 

many types of grammatical functions; they can function 

as nominals, or adjectivälS, or verbals. Since the 

significance of any linguistic form partly depends on its 
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position in a given utterance (Allen,, The* Verb, pp. 121- 

122), it is important to sort out the verbal positions 

of participles in Arabic. This is so since it is 

important to remember that it is only when participles 

have a verbal function that their {P20} markers 

indicate the temporal value of simultaneity. The 

non-verbal use deprives participles of any temporal 

value since by definition a participle in a non-verbal 

position can no longer assume a verbal function in 

that position. 

The simplest and most direct way of sorting out 

the verbal versus the non-verbal functions of participles 

in Arabic is that of substitution. A given participle 

has a nominal function as long as it can he replaced 

by nouns in any linguistic utterance.? Thus in the 

. 
following sentences, the underlined participles are 

nominals: 8 

7A noun in Arabic is defined here as any forr. ý that 
can take a pronominal possessive suffix like /-i/ 'my', 
/-ak/ 'your', /-uh/ 'his', etc. in /kitäbi/ 'my book', 
/s39atak/ 'your watch', /? abüh/ 'his father'. An 
adjective, on the other hand, is a form that can be 
inflected for degree, such as /jamll/ 'pretty', /? ajmal/ 
'prettier', /tawtl/ 'tall, long', /? atwal/ 'taller, 
longer', etc. 

Possession and Degree, however, are only the 
exclusively yy characteristic features of nouns and adjectives, 
respectively. Otherwise, nouns and adjectives share 
many common morphological features together, such as: 
gender, number, and definiteness. 

8A nominal is a form that has the function of a 
noun but is not necessarily a noun itself as far as 
form is concer�edb 
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1. / äq tilu 
_ 
1r. ar? a harab/ 

'The murderer of the woman has run awav. ' 

2. /gabaLat ? ashshurta 9a1ä äq till lmar? a/ 

'The police have arrested the woman's murderer. ' 

3. -/? ann.? im lä yarn/ 

'The sleeper does not see. ' 

4. /? alraadinüna hazinLna/ 

'Those in debt (are) unhappy. ' 

The above participles could all be replaced? by nouns 

and the resulting sentences would still be grammatical, 

as in: 
I- I 

1. /? ibnu 1Mar? a harab/ 

'The son of�the woman has run away. ' 

2. /gabalat ? ashshurta 9a1ä ? ibni lmar? a/ 

'The police have arrested the son of the woman. ' 

3. /? arrajulu 13 yarä/ 

'The man does not see. ' 

4. /? alsujana? u hazinüna/ 

'The prisoners (are) unhappy. ' 

Adjectival functions of participles can also be 

detected by substitution. Any participle is adjectival 

if it is correctly substitut. ^ble by an adjective. 9 

Thus the following underlined participles are all 

adjectival: 10 

9 For definition of adjectivesin Arabic, see 
footnote 7. 

10 Adjectivals are forms that function as adjectives, 
but are not necessarily formally adjectives themselves. 
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1. /huwa na? im/ 

'Ho (is) a: sleep. ' 

2. /? albäb" maft / 

'The door (is) open. ' 

ý3. /? arrajulu 'älis ? akhi/ 

'The sitting man is ry brother. '- 

4. /? algalamu lmaksür galami/ 

'The broken pencil is mine. ' 

Replacing the above four participles by adjectives 

would yield-in the following grammatical sentences: - 

1. /huwa dhaki/ 

'He (is) clever. ' 

2. /? alb äb -j adid/ 

'The door (is) new. ' 

3. /? arrajulu ttawil ? akhi/ 

'The tall man is-my brother. ' 

4. /? alqalamu 1? ahmar galar i/ 

'The-red pencil is mine. ' 

Finally, participles that function verbally are 

those that occur-in-linguistic positions where they are 

ONLY correctly replaceable by verbs. 11 It is 

observable, however, that participles occurring 

independently, i. e. without being part of a verbal 

cluster, are usually replaceable in Arabic by adjectives 

li See Part One for definition of verbs. 
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and/or nouns. It is thus important to point out that 

participles function verbally mostly when part of 

verbal clusters. This may'explain why in the present 

tense, participles mostly' function as non-verbal. 

Arabic does not usually make-use of`verh 'to be' as 

a copula, in the present-tenso and consequently 

participles'do not appear in verhal clusters. in this 

tense. Thus in the following two sente noes, the 

participles are functioning non=verbally since they are 

substitutable by nouns and adjectives; 'ro6pectively: ' 

1'. "/huwa kätib ' 9ajm/ 

'fie (is) a great writer. ' 

2. /huwa nä? im/ 

'(He (is) asleep. ' 

Consequently; to indicate Eiimultaneity of any action with 

the present point of speech, Arabic resorts to basic- 

present tensemes plus some'adverbials of inherent 

temporal simultaneity, e. g.: 

1. /huwa yaktubu 1? gin/ 

'He (is) writ(ing) novi. ' 

2. /huwa yanäri fi lwagti' lh3dir/ 

'lie (is) sleep (irrer) at present. ' 

Since participles are not marked by tense-markers, 

they always occur non-initially in verbal clusters. 

The following are some of the verbal positions of 
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participlos: 

1. - /käna sallm nä? im 91ndan, 3 dhahabtu/ 

'Salim-was sleeping when i went, ' 

2. /k; na lbäb-maft fi ssabäh/ 

'The door was open in the-morning. ' 

3. /satakünu shsharnsu sä i'9a fi sayf/ 

'The sun-will be shining in summer. ' 

4. --/känati nnäfidha maksnra 91ndam3 wasaltu/ 

'The window-was broken when I arrived. '- 

When applying the test of substitution to discover 

the verbal functions of participles, it is important to 

treat the doubtful participle as an inseparable part of 

the verbal cluster which it-is part of. 11hus in 

sentence (i) above, the whole verbal cluster /käna 

nä? im/ is correctly replaceable by the verb /näma/ to 

yield: 

/salim näma- 9indarnä dhahabtu/ 

'Salim went to sleep when I went. ' 

but not by adjectives or nouns. The following, -for 

example, are-i 

. 1. */salif 

*'Salim 

'2. */salim 

"Salim 

mgrarnmatical: 
r 

qaghir 9indana dhahabtu/ 

little when I went' 
ä ra j ul- 9 in'amä dhahabtu/ 

rtan when I went' 

Similarly, the-verbs /futihat/ 'was opened', /satarVa9"/ 
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'will shine', and /kusirat/ 'was broken' could respectively 

replace the verbal clusters in"sentences 2,3, and 4 above, 

Replacing the same verbal clusters with' adjectives or- 

nouns, however, would produce ungrammatical sentences 

like the two just mentioned'äbove. 

Though rarely, participles do sometimes assume 

verbal functions when they are-not-part of verbal 

clusters. To determine the verbal use of participles 

in such-cases, -the sarge test of substitution just 

mentioned may be'used. Thus in sentences like the 

following: 

1. /huwa k tib darsah/, and 

(He writing his lesson) 

'He has written -hislesson' 

2. - /huwa aq ri,? u lkitäbt ghadan/, 

(He reading the book tomorrow) 

'He will have read'the book, (by) tomorrow' 

the independent active participles /kätib/ and /q ri? /" 

are only correctly replaceabe by verbs, e. g. /katab/ 

wrote' ; 'has written' or / y'agra? / Ireac1s t" 
Any attempt to replace the participles in the-above. 

two sentences-by adjectives or'nouns would produce 

ungrammatical sentences such as, for example: 

1. */huwa kitäb - darsah*/ and 

*'He abook his lesson' 
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2. */huwa jadid lkitäb# ghadan/ 

*'He new the book tomorrow' 

where /kitäb/ and /jadid/ are a noun and an adjective, 

respectively: I, 

It is perhaps interesting to notice ti: at the 

aspoctual marker of simultaneity {P295} may sometimes 

still suggest its characteristic temporal value even 

when the participle it is part of has a non-verbal 

function. Thus in: 

1. /huwa nä? im/ 

'HIe (is) asleep. ' 

2. /? a? bäb maftüh/ 

'The door (is) open. ' 

the participles /nä? im/ and /maftüh/, though both having 

an adjectival function here, still imply simultaneity 

with the point of speech of the above two sentences. 

It is perhaps significant to observe-that {P20} does not 

suggest any simultaneity at all when part of a participle 

with a nominal function. Thus in: 

/? annä? im 19 yadri mä hawlahu/,, 

'fie sleeper does not know what is around him. ' 

the active participle /? annä? in! / which is used nominally 

here as the subject of the above sentence does not 

indicate any simultaneity whatsoever. Thus, linguistic 

analyses which propose that verbs and adjectives may 
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belong to the'same category in the deep structure of 

English seem ° to =apply in` the case -of Arabic ' as 'well. 12 

This-, may. well turn out to be one of the universals in 

a general theoryof language (Lyons, p. 326). 

(D)-- 'Duration' , -md 'Repetition' in Arabic ` Tensemes 

Arabic seems to distinguish in its verb system 

between, temporal --non-oarliernoss and temporal' simultaneity. 

The latter is indicated by participal verbids, as ha.,.,, 

boon shown inssection (C) above. Non-earlierness, 

however, 'is indicated in Arabic by the temporal marker 

of the non-earlier aspect {P2}. Forrnally, 'it has 

already been stated that the morpheme {P2} is indicated 

by pronominal prefixes attached to verbalý'stems to 

form verbal bases. 13 Thus the pronominal prefix /ya-/ 

indicates temporal non-earlierness of the action of 

'writing' represented by the verbal stern /-ktub/in 

relation to the-point-of'reference in'the following 

sentences: 

1. /käna yaktub fi ssabäh/. 

'he was writ(ing) - in the morning. ' 

-2. - -/sayakünu-yaktub fi lmasä? / 

' He will (be) writ (ing) in the evening. ' °, 

The action of - 'cwriting' was going on during, a past time 

102 , Compare English pp. 167 - 168. - 
13 See Part-One for definitions, 
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indicated by /käna/ in sentence one above and during 

a future time indicated by. /sayakünu/ in the second 

sentence. 
The non-earlierness of {P2} covers times both 

simultaneous with as well as later than a noint of 

reference. Besides, as the non-marked member of the 

contrastive aspectual pair earlier and non-earlier, the 

marker {P2} may, as has been said earlier, even include 

earlier time in its temporal field. it may, thus refer 

to an action -that. takes place at a time which is both 

earlier than, simultaneous with, and later than a given 

point of reference. ' It can, therefore, be said that 

the aspectual marker {P2} basically indicates temporal 

'durativeness' in the Arabic tense system. 

In the anlysis of aspect in Chapter Three, it , was 

made clear that the non-earlier temporal field of {P2} 

could be formally subdivided into' simultaneity and 

laterness. The former was said to he indicated by 

{P290 and the latter by {P2+}0 It thus appears that 

the simultaneity of {P20} represents nothing but a more' 

specific temporal segment of the comprehensive non- 

earlierness of {P2}. In other words, the marker {P2} 

can also indicate simultaneity, being the temporally 

non-marked member of the contrast of non-earlier with 

simultaneous. This may explain the general close 

temporal relationship between participles on the one hand 
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and the non-earlier simple verbids, on the other. 14 

More specifically, it may explain why Arabic can make 

use of both participles and non-earlier verhids in 

the indication-of simultaneity; 5, e. g.: 

a. /käna j älis fi lhadiga/ 

'(He) was sitting in the garden. ' '.. 

b. /käna yajlis 'fi--lhadiaa/ 

'Ole) was sitt (ing) in the garden. ' 

The state of 'sitting' is said-above to be= sin; ultaneous--- 

with a past time represented'by /käna/_in both sentences 

above. Yet, since the {P2} in /yajlis/ has-just been 

shown to be of. a more durative nature-than the (P2O} of 

/jälis /, - the second sentence above suggests a-more 

frequent or durative state. - In other words, the second 

sentence rather indicates a habitual' action. in'the past- 

which was frequently repeated, -whereas the first merely 

indicates the simultaneity of a single occurrence-of 

/jalas/ 'sat' with a past time. The same 'durativeness' 

also 14 See Ibrählm Anis who has/ pointed out this close 
temporal relationship in many quotations from the Holy 
Quran as well as from other Arabic literary sources. 
(Anis, pp. 298-299). 

15 This, however, is not usually possible with the 
present, -tense, where,,, due to the lack of-copulative 'be' 
in Arabic, participles do not occur as part of verbal 
clusters and consequently function as non-verbal. (see earlier on p. 523 for more details). 

$1 
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and froquency of {P2} can be seen in the following 

typical Arabic sentences: 

1. /käna yaskun fi 1ba rä%- 

(He) was liv(ing) at IIasrah. ' 

2. /käna yusäfir kathiran%' 

' (He) was travell (ing) a great deal. ' 

3. /sayakünu yadrus f_i lmaktaba/ 

'(He) will be study(ing) in the library. ' 

Sentences like the abov: do not indicate simultaneity as 

such, though that is certainly implied. Rather do 

they indicate 'durativeness' over a more extended 

temporal field. The use of participles to refer to 

singulary actions/states may explain why participles 

are not used in Arabic to indicate repetitive or 

frequent actions. For such actions/states, the non-past 

tense or the non-earlier aspect is used. Thus of the 

following two sentences, only the second is a normal 

Arabic sentence: 

1. */käna jälis fi lhadiga kulla yawm/ 

'(He) was sitting in the garden everyday. ' 

2. /käna yajlis fi lhadiga kulla yawm/ 

'(He) was sitt(ing) in the garden everyday. ' 

The above-mentioned distinction between sentences 

(a) and (b) on the previous page is, however, neutralized 

when a temporal, adverbial of simultaneity is added to 

those sentences. The extended non-earlier temporal 
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field of sentence (b) can be * narrowed and speci- 

fled in two ways: (1) by replacing {P2} by {P2O} 

for simultaneity or {P2+} for latorness, or (2) by 

adding specifying temporal adverbials to {P2}. - Thus 

to'specify simultaneity in Arabic, {P20} may be used in 

the form of a, participle, as in sentence (a) trove. 

Or, it can be done by'adding specific tenporal adverbials 

of simultaneity to {P2} of sentence (b) above, as seen 

in-the following sentence: 

/käna -yajlis fi l iadiga 9indama wasaltu/ 

', (He) was sitt(ing) in the garden when I arrived. ' 

The temporal adverbial /91ndan3 wasaltu/ functions as a 

specifier for {P2} and'helps to narrow its temporal 

reference down to hake it indicate a'single'case of 

simultaneity like {P2O}, rather-than indicate its' 

original reference of a repeated and a durative 

action/state. -: Toýuse such temporal adverbials'as 

the above with {P2O} would be redundant, though still 

linguistically permissible and in fact quite common in 

Arabic, since {P20} already indicates a single case of 

simultaneity on its own. 16. The use'of temporal 

adverbials, especially-in-cases such as the--sentences- 

16 This kind of redundancy seams in fact to be 
almost required in sentences such as Sentence (a) on 
page 529 since a sentence with {P2O}. Would sound 
incomplete without either an explicit or an implicit 
adverbial of time, usually in the form of a clause which 
indicates an action/state that is simultaneous with {P2O}. 
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just given above, seems to play a major role in the 

overall structure of Arabic tense and the present study 

would thus certainly be incomplete without incorporating 

temporal adverbiale as one of the basic factors in 

determining temporality in Arabic. 17 

pith certain verbs in Arabic like /katab/ 'wrote', 

/qara? / 'read', /9amil/ 'worked', etc., 'active participles 

have mainly come to be used in non-verbal positions and 

functions, viz. either nominally or adjectivally. Such 

verbs have previously been said to he te*l: ic and usually 

appear as part of bounded predications whose validity 

depends on the realization of a certain goal. 18 Now 

participles like /gäri? / or /kätib/ are usually found 

in Arabic used in nominal positions in the sense of 

'reader' and 'writer', respectively. Consequently, it 

is. rather rare in Arabic to come across such participles 

used verbally. Perhaps the most clear-cut verbal 

function of participles of such verbs is found when they 

are used transitively in situations like the following: 19 

1. /käna kätib darsah/ 

'(He) had been writing the lesson. ' 

17 See Chapter Six for an analysis of temporal 
adverbials in Arabic. 

18 See pp. 516 - 517 for a more detailed discussion 
of this point. 

19 Even here, however, the simultaneity of such 
participles is different from that indicated by participles 
of atelic verbs. Soo pages 517 - 518 for a discussion of 
this difference. 
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2. /käna gäri? lkitäb/ 

'(He) had been reading the book. ' 

In most other linguistic situations, participles of 

a telic nature, like the ones mentioned above, would 

function nor4. naly or, sometimes, adjectivally. -Such 

participles of telic verbs, like the three underlined 

ones below, would typically appear in nominal positions 

as in the following sentences: 

1. /käna salim kätib 9azim/ 

'Salim was a great writer. ' 

2. /käna salim äri? jayyid/ 

'Salim was a good reader. ' 

3. /käna sallm 9ämi1 ? amin/ 

'Salim was an honest worker. ' 

Each of the above sentences is to be analyzed as 

originally derived from a kernel nominal sentence 

like: 

/sallm kätib 9azlm/, 

'Salim (is) a great writer' 

for the first sentence. The kernel nominal sentences 
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may later be transformed into verbal ones by the. x. - 
introduction of the verbalizer. /käna/. Conversely, 

in a sentence like: 

/käna sa11m nä? im 9indamZ -wasaltu/,. 
'Salim was sleeping. when I arrived. ' 

the Lexeme-/kRna/ is-not a verhalizer_but;. a tense-carrier, 

as will be-fully-explained. in Chapter Five. It is thus 

nencessary to distinguish in Arabic.. betwcen-/käna/ as a 

verbalizer and /käna/. as a tense-carrier. -only. 
a 

To-indicate-simultaneity, medial-. simultaneity in 

particular,, telic verbs-can then only resort to the 

second alternativem ntioned_on page 531 ,. viz. by 

adding temporal,. adverbials of simultaneity to the 

non-earlier aspectual -marker.. {P2 }'. - In-.. the following 

sentences, therefore,. simultaneity, is indicated by the 

non-earlier aspect plus the adverbials. of simultaneity: 

1. /käna' ay ktub '9indamä -dakhaltu/ ý., 
'(He) was writ(ing) when I arrived. ' 

2. /sayakünu a ra? fi cý. hälikz iwagt/ 

'(He) will. (be) read (ing) at that time. ' 

3. /yakünu ars'im kull'ax ?, az; ruhu/ 

'(He) is. draw(ing) whenever I visit him. ' 
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Even with verbs whose participles can indicate simultaneity, 

viz. atelic verbs, such as /mashä/ 'wal'ked', /rakaý. a/ 'ran', 

etc., simultaneity, which"is basically marked by {P201 in 

vorb, can altarnatively bb indicated by the non-earlier 

morpheme {P2} plus certain temporal adverbials. Thus 

the following sentences in each pair are alternative 

means of expressing simultaneity in P rabic: 

1. (a) /käna i shiyan (91ndam ra? ayatuhu)/21 

' (He) was walking when I savy him, ' 

(b) /k7ina yamshi 9indamä ra? aytuhu/ 

'(He) was walk (ing) when I saw him, 122 

2. (a) /käna r; kidan- (9indari g3baltuhu) / 

'(Ha) was running whenI met him. ' 

(b) /käna yarkud 9indan, 3 gähaltuhu/ 

'(Ho) war, runn(ing) when I met him. ' 

By way of conclusion, we may go back to the list 

of Arabic tonsemos on page 405 at the beginning of Chapter 

Two. The following four tensemos can now be temporally 

analyzed in light of the above discussion on non- 

earlierness as follows: 

1. /yakünu yaf9äl/ 

= Non-Past + Non-Earlier I 

(i. e. 'Durativeness' at ton-Past) 

21 Bracketed words are optional, i. e. simultaneity 
is still understood without them. 

22 English translation does not show the formal 
difference between the members of each pair in Arabic. 
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2. /käna yaf9al/ 

= Past + Non-Earlier-, -. 

r 

` (i. e., 'Durativeness' at Past) 

3. /sayaunu yaf9al/ 

=- Non-past + Later--+ -Non-earlier- 

(i. e. 'Durativeness' at Future) - 

4. /käna saya0nu, ya£9a1/2- - 

= Past-+ Later + Non-earlier 

(i. e. "'Durativeness' at Future-in-Past) 

Thus all the twenty Arabic tensemes listed on page 405 have 

been temporally analyzed and accounted for in the 

discussions presented, thus- far , in- Chapters Three and Four. 

(E)' 'Shiftings in Arabic Tenseres 

A given tenseme is here said to he shifted when, 

for special purposes and in special situations, its 

tense-and/or-aspect darker cease(s)to indicate its/their 

characterisitic temporal-value. = A-tenseme, which is 

formally Marked"by the past-tense marker, for, example, 

is shifted when used in a linguistic situation that 

normally requires the. presence of anon-past tenseme. 

Such shiftings, =it must be emphasized, are-both limited 

and known-in any language. -Without-this limitation and 

the tacit agreement of the speakers of a given language, 

such^shiftings would produce nothing short of chaos 

in the=tense system of that language... 
. Such-limited 
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shifitngs, however, are allowed in many languages to 

indicate special non-temporal valuos, such as, oubt, 

probability,, ruth, etc. 

Shiftings of tonsernes can be of two types in 

Arabic depending on "die direction of the shift. These 

are: (a) back-shiftings' 'and (b) front-shift hg3. 

A given tenseme is back-shifted if it appears in a 

place normally assumed by a tenseme which refers to a 

time later than that of that given tenser4o in the general 

distribution of tonsemes. For this purpose, the 

temporal locations of tensemes as indicated on the 

general temporal chart of Arabic tense shown on page 512 

are considered as the norm. The basic-past tenseme 

/jä? a/ 'came', for instance, is'back-shifted in the 

following sentences 

/? idha jä? a ghadan ? adhhabu ma9ahu/ 

' if (he) cam tomorrow I (would) go with him. ' 

Normally, to refer to the future Arabic uses either a 

basic-present tenseme with a future temporal adverbial 

or it uses a specifically later-present tenserre. For 

the special purpose of expressing a condition, however, 

Arabic uses a basic-past tenseme to refer to futurity 

in the above sentence. Thus the temporal marker {D1} 

in /jä? a/ does not indicate its basic and expected 

temporal value here. Rather, it assumes here the 
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e 

temporal significance of, {P1}' alone or with {P2+}. 

Since the pastness-of {D1} in /ßjä? a/ is earlier in 

time than both the°presentness or the'futurity of 

{P1} or of {Pi} ,+ {P2+}, wrespectivoly, 'this use , of 

{D1 } here-is said, to be 'a case of back-shifting. 

The conditional sentence just Mentioned above 

reveals a-basic feature of all shifted tensenes in 

Arabic; namely, " the unusual linguistic environments 

in which-they occur. - A past tenseme 'like /jä? a/ 'came' 

is not found associated with aýfuture"temporal adverbial 

like /ghadan/ 'tomorrow' in normal linguistic contexts. 

The unexpected co-occurrence here is thus a major clue 

to the abnormal and special use of /jä? a/. Clues 

given by similar-unusual-co-occurrences are quite 

common in shifted tensemes in general. 

Tensemes, as has already been deronstrated in 

Chapter Three, assume'their`basic'temporal locations 

by means of tense markers and/or aspect markers. 

Consequently, shiftings, in tensenes' are of three kinds 

also, viz. 'shiftings 'in 'tense marker,, shiftings in 

aspectual markers, or , shiftings ° in both- asnect"'and 

tense markers. The first variety of shiftings occurs 

when the shifted -tensene belongs to'a tense different 

fron the tense of the expected tenseme, as in the example 

of the conditional sentence given earlier., Aspoctual 
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shiftings aro brought about by shiftings among the 

mattbar tonscr. os within either tonr,. -3 in Arabic. An 

earlior-past t©naezo, for cxaw lo, may be usou in 

cnvironrnnts that would no=ally call for th3 basic-past 

tonscria to indicate a spacial purposo, as will be 

shown later in this suction. Mixed shiftingn, i. e. 

of both aspect and tonua, arc the product of corbining 

both of tho above two variýtins of nhiftincr. 

Shiftinna arr analyc. Zd and dicussad bolo". " r ain1y 

in tornn of their direction, viz. hic}! ": arO voraus 

forward ishiftings. The distinction botwoon tonne 

and aspect shiftings are vadn and dealt with within 

tho above-nentioned major binary clnonification of 

shiftings into backward and fortuard ones. The 

following in a survey of the various linguistic 

situations that require shiftings in Arabic and the 

different kinds of shifting found in them: 

1. IIack-Shiftings- 

Back-shifted tonseres are moro frequent in Arabic 

than front-shifted ones. Snoakors of Arabic use such 

backward shiftings for various non-teirnoral purposes, 

such as the following: 

1.1 .- I3Ack-Shiftinct to rxrrog4 "-"iahr: a anA Prayors 

One of tho rajor uscs of back-shifting in Arabic 

is to colour sonn utterances with an optative forco. 
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This is vainly found in exnreaaing wishes, prayers, or 

curses. In all such cases, and reany othors, back- 

shifting is achieved by a shift in tense narkorn from 

the expected present-tense marker to the shifted 

past-tense marker. Exanples of such taishcs and prayers 

are the followings 

1. /bäraka 11rihu fika/ 

'flay God bless you! 123 

2. /rahthahu 11äh/ 

'Hay God have morcy on hire: ' 

(usually said on rw©ntioning a dead porzon) 

3. /raoiya 113hu 9avihu/ 

't: ay Cod bo pleased with hin! ' 

(said on nc3ntioning one of tho close friends or 

r©lativa of the Prophet) 

4. /salla lliihu 9alayhi itanallar/ 

'! tay God bloss hin and give (hir+) peic©! ' 

(said on i ontioning the Prophet) 

In the above four sentences, the basic-past tonso os 

/bRrakn/, /ra ina/, /radiya/ and /gall; / do not indicate 

their normal past-time reference. They rather indicate 

'all tine' or 'non-pastnens', a function normally 

performed by a htsic-present tensem. In the light 

23 Notic© that tho English translations are not 
representative in those sentences an rnglish does not 
use past tonsenon in such situations. 
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of the above, therefore, the four basic-past tensoroa 

are considered as back-shifted in the above four 

sentencös. 

Dark-shifting used for curses can be used in 

both affirmativ© and nogrttivo Fontencos in Arabic. 

mho forrer`is found in such sontonces as: 

/la9anahu 113h/ 

'flay cod curio hir! 

Th3 latter is achieved by nogatinq the optative by the 

loxono 

1. /1 bnraka 11; u fihi/ 

'flay ('. od not b1egs hire ' 

2. /1F ra? nt khnyran fi hayZtihä/ 

'? lay ßh© not sea any good in hnr life! ' 

1.2 Bach-Shifting in ra3nvorativo tlttoranco4 

In aasovirativo uttarancoc, tho action indicated 

by the verb is considered roolizcd at tho ror. +ent of 

the utterance itcalf. z'' Such uttorancos are mainly 

used in pror.. isen, bargains, or rarriage corcronios as 

if to lay assurance and certainty on the ix odiat© 

realization of the promise ruido. Eorc again the 

shifting in Arabic is one of tense r. 1arkors: a Past- 

tense rarkor is used to. assume the temporal 

24 Soo pago 196 for taorn dataila. 
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value of the present-tenso marker in reforring to the 

present and/or the future. 25 

Assoverative utterances in Arabic arc found in 

a few linguistic situations as exert lified in the 

following sentences, for examples 

1. /bi9tuka ddär/ 

'I sell you the house. '26 

2. /zaaniajtuka hädhihi lnar? a/ 

'I narry this woran to you. ' 

3. /aabiltu/ 

'I agree? ' 

In the three sentences above, the basic-pact tonsoros 

/b19tuka/, /zawwajtuka/, and /qabiltu/ are all back- 

shifted tenscn3s replacing the expected basic-present 

or the lat©r-present forrß of the aar" o verbs. (The 

first and the third ansovarativo sentences above are 

often hoard in bargains. ) 

1.3 ' IIack-Shifting in 2Ucciation 

Negation offers a major linguistic phonorznon 

where tensorae behave'abnormally'in Arabic. The 

25 It nay be nontioned hero that sirple non-past 
tensames are also used sonctimos in an asscv©rative 
sonne, e. a. /? aDiduka/ 11 promise you', This, howaver, 
does not affect the above discussion since there are 
still many cases where the basic-past tensono in used 
for this purpose. 

such 
cases. 

26 
Thus the English translation is not rGally 

representative hero. 
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characteristic tanporal value of Arabic tenseres seem 

generally to shift, usually to that of the opposite 

tense, when they are associated with a negative particle. 

Professor G. R. Driver pointn out that this phenoronon 

is also found in r ont other Seritic lnnguaaes and nays 

that it is the result of a long process'of change in 

the tonso cysten of those lz'nc? uac rs i: hich "wan not 

uniforrrally carried out ... Especially 'whore the 

verbal fore wan closely connected with a particle... " 

(Driver, p. 14). So, according to Driver's explanation 

it was the negative particle that was rnsponsihlä for 

this lack of corrosponc? enco between forms and functions 

in Arabic negated tonaommea. 

One of tho apparont anonalios in the behaviour of 

negated tensamos in Arabic can be explained an a case 

of back-shifting. This tim, however, it in a shift 

of an aspoctual nature since instead of thn expected 

later-present tensemo a basic-pronent tensom in used 

to indicate futurity without thn obligatory use of a 

terporal adverbial of futurity as the case usually is 

in such circurztancas. Thus all the occurrences of 

the basic-prosent tenseron in the following sentences 

are back-shifted: 

1. /lan yaktuba/ 27 

27 27otico that all tho basic-pronant tonsemOS nogatod 
by /Ian/ occur in thoir sunjunctivo rood in Arabic. See 
Part Ono for dofinition of roods in Arabic. 
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' (i'. © swill) not write. ' 

2. /lan yusäfira (ghacan)/28 

'We will) not travel tororrow. ' 

3. /lan ? adhhetba t na9akirr. / 

'(I will) not go with you. ' 

1.4 Back-Shifting in Conditional-Sentences 

Probably the most noticoablo fonturo of conditional 

sentences in Arabic is tho frequent shiftings in their 

tensoios. Broadly speaking, Arabic conditional sentences 

are of two main typos; (a) those in which the condition 

is fulfillablo and (b) those in which the condition 

is no longer fulfillablo and the proposition is therefore 

only hypothetical. The first typo of conditional 

sentences in introduced either by the particle /? in/ 

or by the particle /? idhä/, ihorons hypothetical 

conditional sentences are introduced by /la'. '/ in Arabic. 29 

Shifted tonsersos may occur both in the conditional clause 

and in the rain clause, of a conditional sentence. 

Theca shiftings, moreover, may be tense-shiftings or 

aspectual shiftings or both. ' 

To indicato futurity, the participle /? idhä/ 'if' 

may occur in nentoncos liko tho following in Arabic. 30 

28 Tho bracketed torporal adverbial is optional hero. 
29 Notice that all thron Arabic particles can only bo translated by 'if' in English. 
30 The English tr,. nslation in those three sentences dons not indicate the Arabic tonser. oo' shiftings. 
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1. /? idhä jä? a dhahabtu ns9ahu/ 

'If he corer, I shall go with hin. ' 

2. /? idhä J ;? a ? adh:: abu na9ahu/ 

'If he conoa, I shz11 go with hin. ' 

3. /? idhä J ;? n ? adhhab ma9ahu/ 

'If ho coma, I shall go with him' 

It may be noticed fron the above three sentences that 

the verb in tho' conditional clauses after /? icihZ/ is 

invariably a basic-past tensemo whereas in the main 

clauses it nay be a basic-past as in the first sentence 

or a basic-present as in tho last two. 31 In all three 

sentences, however, the six tonserrs are back-shifted 

since futurity in usually indicated in Arabic by a 

later-present tonseme. Yet, in all cases of basic-past 

tensenon this backward shifting is achieved through a 

shift in the tone© rarker fron the expected {P1} of 

the present tenso to the shifted (n1} of the past tense. 

In the two cases of /? adhhabu/' and /? adhhab/ 

in the main clauses of sentences 2 and 3 above, on the 

other hand, the shift is anaoctu'l, as these shifted 

tonsenon are also marked by (P1) like the expected ones. 

The aspectual marker of laternees {Pi+} of the expected 

tense. 'o is, however, onittod in the shifted tonsonos. 

31 Notice that in the third sentence, the main-clause 
verb is in the jussivo mood, though still a simplo- 
present. 
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Thus in sentences 2 and 3 above, t-re have a case of a 

nixed backyard shifting since the shift is in tense 

in the conditional clause while it is in aspect in th3 

two main clausos. 

Tho particlo /? idha/ 'if' can alro ba uscd with 

conditional sontencos to indicato pastness in sentencos 

1 iko tho following one:: 

/käna ? idhä jä? a dhzhabtu ma9ahu/ 

(If (Ever ho) cm-a (I) .. ant with hii. ) 

't*henavcr he cane, I pant with hir:. ' 

It in obvious that the vorh in the main clause in the 

sentonco above, viz. /dhahabtu/ '(I) vent', is not shifted 

since it indicates its basic value of pastness as a 

basic-past tensere here. The verb in the conditional 

clause in shifted, however, since it is an earlier-past 

tenseme replacing the normally-expected basic-past 

tensone in the indication of pastness. This again-is 

a case of a backward shift in aspectual markers since 

both the shifted tenser /käna jä? a/ and the expected 

/jä? a/ belong to the past tense and are consequently 

both marked by the cam tonso marker, vlz. {Di}m 

The particle /? in/ 'if' can also be used in Arabic 

to introduce conditional sontencos which indicate futurity. 

Such sentences can be of various patterns, e. q.: 32 

32 tlotico again that the English translation is 
unable to show the formal variations of tensertes in 
the four Arabic sentences ahov©. 
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1. /? in tadrus tanjah/ 

'If you study you will succeed. ' 

2. /? in darasta najahta/ 

'If you study you will succeed. ' 

3. /? in tadrus najahta/ 

'If you study you will succeed. ' 

4. /? in darasta tanjah/ 

'If you study you will succeed. ' 

Both tensozos in sentence 1 above are forrmally basic- 

present tonsenos used to indicate futurity. 33 'They are 

back-shift©d, as a later-present tensemo is normally 

used to indicate futurity in Arabic. Since both the 

shifted and the expected tensames belong to the present 

tense, the shift is brought about in sentenco'l above 

by a shift in aspoctual markers. In sentence 2, on the 

other hand, the picture is different. The two shifted 

tennemes /darasta/ and /na j abta/ are basic-past` tengeroos 

and belong to a tense different from that of the exnoeted 

later-present tonsenos. Thus, sentence 2 above provides 

two exar. plos of tense back-shiftinc in 7rtbic. 'In each 

of sentences 3 and 4, one tensem is basic past while 

the other is basic present. Though both are back- 

shifted, the two basic-past tonsemos, viz. /najatta/ 

33 All simple-presont tonsenos appoar in the jussive 
mood in conditional sentences after /? in/ 'if'. 
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in sentence 3 and /darasta/ in scntcnce 4, are examples 

of tense'back-shifting. The other two`tensemes are 

aspectually back-shiftod. 

Like /? idhä/, the particle /? in/ 'if' can introduco 

conditional anrtoncon which rafor to a rast tiiio. The 

following sentence in representative of such nast 

conditional sontencns: 

/? in kZna (gad) dhahab fagad naclir. i/ 

'If ho had Bono, ho would havo hecoma sorry. ' 

The main clause tonsemo /nadin/ is not shiftcd since 

it in used harn according to its characteristic 

temporal location on tho general turmoral chart. Tha 

conditional clause tenscma. /knna dhahah/ 'had gone' is, 

however, back-shifted as it is assuring the temporal 

value of a airplo-past tensoio. Since both the 

earlior-pact /käna dhahab/ and thn expected basic-past 

are marked by the sru_ºc tense marker (DI), this in again 

a case of aspnctunl back-shifting in Arabic. 

It has already been said above that the particle 

/law/ 'if' introducesunfulfillnhlo or hypothetical 

conditional sontoncas in Arabic. Typically, /law/ 

appears in sentences like the following rnforrinq to an 

isaginary condition in the past: 

1. /law käna jä? a la? akrantuhiu/ 

'If ho had coo I (would have) honourod hir^. ' 

0 
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2. /law jä? a lakuntu ? akrantuhu/ 

'If ho (had) cone I would have honoured hin. ' 

It is clear fron tha above two sentences that a 

conditional sentence with /law/ invariably has one 

tonsec in the basic past. It is also clear that 

either tonseno in such hypothetical conditional 

sentences can take the form of the earlier past. Fron 

what has already boon said about previous sentencas, it 

can easily be soon that the tonnone appearing in its 

basic-past form in b; th sentences above is-not shifted; as 

both sentences' have a. past. tine reference. The other two 

tensemes, ho;: evc: r, 'i. e. /käna jä? a/ in sentence (1) and 
" lakuntuu. ? akra�ýtyl, ý /WNL%i* : /'; nzsehunce:; are back-shifted. Their 

back-shifting is achieved aspectually in both sentences. 

2. Front 1hiftinc+s 

Front shiftings aro loss comon in Arabic than 

back-shiftings. Thoy xainly appoar in the following 

linguistic environm. nts: 

2.1 Front-Shifting for IIoc zttion 

As has alroady boon statod, Arabic tonsoven 

usually lose their characteristic temporal values crhon 

associated with negative particles. Driver gives this 

phenomenon the nano of '. )olarity' and sai's, as has boon 

mentioned earlier, that it is not uncommon in othor 

Semitic languages whore it "led to tha uno of the 

opposite tenses in nogativo to thoso usod in affirmative 
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statements" (Driver, p. 19). 

Ono coon way of negating the occurrence of 

a past action in Arabic is by using the negator */L m/ 

'not'. Thus tha following are typical negative 

sentencas that have a past-tim raforenw: 

1. /lam yaktub darsah' / 

'(Ho did) not write his losson. ' 

2. /lam, yusnfir bil? tins/ 

' (Ila did) not travel yesterday. ' 

3. /lam yahdari l? ijtiu 9/ 

'(Ho did) not attond tho mooting. ' 

The three basic-present tenaerea /yaktub/, /yuszfir/ and 

/yahdar/ are used abova in tho jussive mood associated 

with the particlo /lam/ to refer to pastnass. Roforring 

specifically to pastnoss is not a basic function of 

basic-presont tonseries. Tha three abovo-rtiontionocl 

tons©xos aro therefore shifted. Jll throe tons©i os 

roprosent forward-shifting sinco Moir tanso r+ar}: or (PI) 

" appears noaror to the future on the tcinoral chart than 

the tense marker (D1) of the expected tonaeros. It is 

also a case of tense, rather than aspoctual shift, as 

the expected and the shifted tenseI3a belong to two 

different tencos. - 
2.2 Front-Shifting for''Viviinass' 

2lovolis3ts and drazratista often make use of this 
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variety of tenseme shifting to add 'vividness' to their 

narrations. In such cases, a basic-present tenseme is 

usually used in narrating incidents that took placo in 

the past, co as to make those incidents sound more 'recent' 

and 'real' and'. thus make the reader r. oro involved. A 

typical example is something like the following: 

/käna kullu shay? hädi? fi lghurfa lnuzlira washa9artu 

bilkhawf . vrafa j? a yänfrttih 1b3h wa ahi ir. ra jul 

fi deiRkhil/ 

'Everything was quiet in the dar}: room and I was 

frightened. Suddenly, the coot ors ens and a ran 

nterrýs inside. ' 

In the abovo passage, a past incident is reported and 

the basic-present tonscIes /yanfatih/ '(it) opens' and 

/yahjin/ '(he) storms' arc used. The'abovo two 

tensoxos are forward-shift. ' by n change of tense-narkors 

to add vividness to the datai13 of the above incident. 

(F) Soguenco of Tcnser©s 

Tho quostion undor discussion horn is the form and 

the terporal reference that tenseTo e assuxo when 

appearing in a sequenco rather than independently. By 

the vary nature of the problem dortlt with hare, sentences 

that contain only independent verbs, one or morn, arc 

excluded fron the followin, discussion. Such sontencon 

are often' called siiple and cor^pound sentences, 
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respectively. Those are not doalt with hero since 

their tensemes do not fora sequences in the sense used 

here. A sequence of tonscrsos is defined hero as a 

succession of more than one tensere 'in *a sentence which 

contains one or more constructions that are syntactically 

dependent on another construction. Only the sequence 

of tenservßs in cornplox sentences thus seers to satisfy 

this criterion of 'sequence' of tonnem. s. Other 

successions of tonsemos are not to be considered each 

as a whole unit but as consisting of independent tons=as 

that are fornally and tcnporally nnrslyzahlo according 

to the general rules of the tense syston in Arabic 

presented so far. 

1. The Permanence of the Point of Rofnrenco 

It has already been said that there are only two 

formally identifiable points of reference in Arabic: a 

past point of reference indicated by {A1} and a present 

point indicated by {Pi}. Any tenseme, it has also 

been said, must be parked for orientation to either 

of the two points of reference above, but never to both 

of then sinultaneously. Moreover, all the tensenos of 

either tense in Arabic are similarly marked for, the sazo 

point of reference. It is observable that, in general, 

the tense es of a given coriplex sentence in Arabic are 

all formally and temporally treated as belonging to 
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the sar-o tense. 34 In other c7ords, in a sequence of 

tensenes, all the rartber tonseres arc to be forrally 

marked either by {P1} or by {D1}, but usually not by 

both in any one aoquznce. Besides, tho relative ` 

teuporal locations of the actions indicated by tenser. 1es 

to each other are coterminad by the aspectual r+arkers 

{D2}, {p2}, (P29}, and (p2+), Thus {02} would indicate 

a terporal location earlier in relation to either point 

of r©f©renco in Arabic; (P2) a tires nc, n-parlier or 

neutral; (P29) a tim. ' nimultaneoua with tho given point 

of roferonco; {P2+} a later terporal? location. In 

simple tensaces, the absence of an asnectual rarker also 

indicates sarxnoso or sinultaneity with a point of 

roforancn. Fron the above, it can ho concludoe hero 

that the point of reforenc, is pornanent, i. e. the sara, 

for all the tensoms of any one sequence in a complex 

sontenco in Arabic., This conclusion is in line with 

the basic assurptions nadn so far in this study. - 

:o denonctrato the principle of the oerrtancenco 

of the point of roferonco in Arabic tonsoi os, a numbor 

of common sequoncos of tensoro3 will ho analyzed. 35 

3 ̀ ' Sorºo excoptions to this gonoralization will 
bo discussed later. These exceptions, however, are 
easily explicable and do not therefore affect the 
plausibility of the statcxent made here. 

3S Tho principlo of tho porranonca of the point 
of roforonco was first suggontod and applied to English 
by Roichcnbach. -See Roichonbach, Elemnts of Sytholic 
Logic . 
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For the sake of this analysis, the following syrA. ols 

will be made use of here: E= event, D1 = past point 

of reference, Pi = present point of reference. The 

relative torporal location of r to either 'i or P1 is 

narked by its ponition in the following forrmlas 

either before, at, or after th' ri. In other words, a 

tensero like /käna säfar/ 'had travelled', for exanolo, 

is tudbolically represented as follaiss 

E- D1 

to indicato that tho ovant of 'travelling', E, had taken 

place before a point in the past, D1,. Convnrsoly, 

the tenscrac /käna sayuaäfir/ 'c'ould travel' would be 

represented as follows: 

D1 -E 

sinco tho event '; aa to tako placo aftor a past point of 

tim. 

To use the above analytical technique for tasting 

the pornanc: nco of roforenco in a corplox scatonco li': o 

/gaýiä hayätahu kamä käna gadähä ? a1ciäduhu/ 

'(Ho) spant his lifo as his ancestors had spent thoirs. ' 

would givo us tho following analysis: 

Di, Ei 

E2 - Di 

The symbol (E1) roforn to Event One,, i. o, the first 

verb in the nentcnce above which is /gad; /, This is a 
basic-Paßt tensemo that took Place at a point in the 
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past. In such caws, the event corresponds to the 

point of reference. The second event, however, is 

formally nar}: od both for reforencn to a past point of 

time by {D1} and for earliornoss with respect to this 

point of reference by {D2}. Thus H2 precedes D1 in 

the second fortrula above. It is irnortant to notice 

that both tcnsoioa above have the same point of reference. 

In other words, the principle of the porranence of the- 

point of r©feronco is naintainod in the abovo sentence. 

It might be argued, howovor, --that a sentonco like - 

/ga4i3 hayätahu kazýä gndähä ? ajdäduhu min gablu/ 

'(Il©) cpcnt his life as his ancostorn spent theirs 

boforo I 

still indicates the earliernoss of the second event in 

relation to the first without the presence of the 

earlier-aspect marker {DZ}. This would, it night ho 

thought, undernina the tororal relativity of tonscines 

in relation to a point of reference. It has already 

been said, however, that temporal adverbiale play an 

integral part in the Arabic tense systerl and it is 

the temporal adverbial /coin gahlu/ 'before' in the above 

sentence that indicates the relation of earliernoss 

normally indicated by {D2) in verbs. The role of the 

temporal adverbial bocores cloanrin the above sentence 

if it-is deleted. Without it the tenporal location 

of both tenswmos would correspond to a point in 
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the past and no earliernoss would be indicated. 36 

can be seen in sentences like the following: 

1. /najaha nahm karä känat laylä qad najahat/ 

'Salim succeeded as Layla had. ' 

2. /na j aha Salim kamä na j ahat laylä min qablu/ 

'Salis auccooded as Layla did bofore. ' 

3. /na j aha saliri kann na j that 1ay13/ 

'Satin Auccoodod as Lav1a diel. ' 

This 

In tho first sentence above, the earlierness of E2 in 

relation to E1 is forrially indicated by the aspctual 

marker {D2} in the verbid /najahat/, whereas in the 

second sentence it is fornally indicated by the temporal 

adverbial /min qablu/ 'before'. In the third sentence, 

no earlier marker or adverbial is used at all. Thus 

the first two sentences above are analyzable as: 

D1, E1 

E2 - D1 

while the third'is to be analyzed as: 

D1, E1 

D1, E2 

The last analysis above also applies to sentences 

like the following: 

1. /dhahabtu li? annahu käna nä? ir. / 

'I loft because he was nleoping. ' 

361n this sontonco in particular, hoimvor, the 
word 'ancostors' may still suggest oarliornoss oven 
without {DZ} or the terporal adverbial /rin qablu/. 
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2. /callahtu lkarira li? annahä kgnat maksura/ 

'I repaired the car.. era because it was broken. ' 

Both tengor1os in either sentence above refer to the 

sam tim as that of the point of reference. The first 

in either sentence dons so as it has no relational 

aspectual marker at all. The second, however, is 

aspoctually marked by {P2V} in the two participlos 

above. This aspcctual marker, as has bocn said before, 

indicates nothing but sirultaneity with e point of 

reference. 

To indicate latornesss with respect to a point of 

reference, Arabic uses the aspectual ranker (P2+) which 

is formally realized by either of the two mutually 

exclusive loxepes /sa-/ or /sawfa/ plus a prononinal 

prefix. 37 In the following sentence, 

/huwa yaara? kathiran li? annahu snyacikhulu 1? irtih7n/ 

'lie (is) rand (ing) a lot as he will sit for the 

exzu ination' , 
The second tonsemo is to take place at a tirx later than 

the point of reference. This is formally indicated by 

(p2+) in /sa-/ plus the it xadiatoly following pronominal 

prefix. The action of the initial tensom, on the 

other hand, in shown to take place at the stur tinm, as 

37 Notico, however, the special caso of later-past 
discusned in tho next sub-soction on 'Broken Sequence'. 
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tho point of roforonca, i. e. at a non-past or Present 

point. The point of reference for both tonsemeg is 

permanent as can bo soon from the following symbolic 

analysis of the sentence above: 

1. Ply E1 

Pi - 82 

2. Broken Serzuanco 

The principle of the porianenco of tho point of 

reference discussed above is not without a few exceptions 

in Arabic, as has already boon said. Perhaps the 

major exception lies in cases of ahiftings that have 

been analyzed in a previous section. It was said 

then that in certain linguistic situations, tensemes 

are shifted either backwards or forwards for specific 

non-temporal purposes. Such cases of shiftings are 

exceptional and consequently the point of reference is 

not formally permanent in sentences with shifted tonsemes. 

Another case of broken sequence is found when a 

reference to ©arlior-prosont is mado. It has already 

been said that Arabic does not havo a forr+allyand temporally 

distinctive earlier-present tcnserio like the rnglish 

ono has 'done, for example. Arabic unon basic-past 

tensemos to rofc±r to earlier-present actions/states 

as well. Consequently, Arabic has sentences like the 

following ono: 

/ya9lchu lyawria lutri 9isha ?nj Juhu/ 
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((Ho) lives today as his ancestors lived. ) 

in which the second tensez o is a basio-past tenserao 

formally oriented to a past point of reference whereas 

the first tensemo is a basic-prosent tensomo fornally 

oriented to a present point of reference. 

Broken sequence may also he found in Arabic when 

reference is made to an action intended for later-past. 

The following sent©ncas are oxanplcs of such a casos 

(1) /gäla bi? annrihu saý-ý? ti/ 

( (Ila) said that ho will 'coma) 

' IIc said that ho would como. ' 

(2) /n3ma li? annahu'sava! tnygiz mubakkiran fi 

1yzwmi ttaii/ 

( (He) %7cnt to had because h© will wRke up early 

the next' day) 

'tie wcnt to bed because he could wake up early 

the next day. ' 

(3) /? akhbartuhu hi? anni s1? usifir/ 

( (I) told him that r vii'll 'travol) 

'I told him that I would traval. ' 

In all the above thron Arabic sentencos the underlined 

lator-prosont tonsmos are usod to indicate actions 

intended for a later-past tim instead of the normally 

expected later-past tonsemos /känn says? ti/, '/käna 

sayastaygil/, and /kuntu sa? usäfir/, respectively. 
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It is irportant to notice, however, that such cases of 

broken sequence Pro only pornissible in Arabic when 

the intended past action mferred to is indicated by a 

tensene which syntactically occurs as part of a 

subordinate clause in a cor. ºplex sentence. Thus, when 

intended past actions are not indicated by tensoros in 

subordinate clauses, the predictable unshifted later-past 

tonsemos are used, as in tho following sentence: 

/käna aayusnfir ba9da ? rn twaealnä hil? gras/ 

'Ho would travol aftor we arrivod yesterday. ' 

Later-past toncexaes can still be found within subordinate 

clauses in Arabic, but in all such cares they are 

used as back-shifted tenscns to indicate hypothoticalnoss. 

The three sentences given above nay thus be found in 

the following alternative versions to indiclto hypothetical 

later-paßt actions, i. e. actions that were intended at 

later-past but which wo know by now have not been 

achieved: 

(1) /61a bi? annahu känn sav`? ti lawla lriatar/ 

( (ITo) said that ha would coro but for tho rain) 

'Ho said that he would have cone but for the rain. ' 

(2) /näna li? annahu käna sayastaygiz nubakkiran fi 

lyawrd ttäli waläkinnahu ta? akhkhara fi nnawrt/ 

( (lie) went to bed bocuase ha would wake, uh early 

the next day but he was late in sleeping) 

'II© gent to bed because he would have woken up 

.. 
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early the next-day-but he slept late:. 

(3) - /? akhbartiuhu . bi? anni' '}: unto 'sä? usäfir waläkinni 

ghayyartu ra? 44yi/ 

( (I) told him that I would travel but I 

"-, - changed my- mind) 

'I told-him that I would-have travelled but 

I changed may mind. ' 

To'indicate-hypotheticalness with later-past actions 

which are not part of subordinate clauses, the later- 

past tensemes which represent such actions are to be 

back-shifted to pre-later-past tensemes, as can-be soon 

in the following sentence: -I 

-/kana 's-ayakunu -safar" ba9da ? an wasalna. bil? ams, 1aw1a 

maradihi-lmufäji? / 

'(He) would have travelled after we arrived yesterday 

but for his-sudden illness. '. - 

Incidentally,,: it imay be- interesting to point out that 

the: cases-of back-shifting-, for hypotheticalness mentioned 

above-are-the only instances of back-shifting in Arabic, 

that do-not-result in breaking the sequence of tonsemo s 

in-their sentences. ,, 

--, 'Finally, there. are certain syntactical restrictions 

that may impose certain-modifications on the general 

rules of=the sequence ofýtensemog in Arabic and may 

, thus produce some-examples of broken sequence. -Such- 

syntactical- restrictions are usually the result of tho 
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presence of certain particles which select an invariable 

form of the tensore they are associated with. Two 

examples of such cases of broken sequence nay be seen 

in the following sentences: 

1. '/khäbara qabla ? an ya? ti/ 

(Ile telephoned before he come) 

'(He) telephoned-before he`came. ' 

2. /zärahä waläkinnahu-lam yaji1-hä/ 

(He visited her but he not find her) 

" '(He) visited her but he didn't find her. ' 

In'the first sentence above, it is'clear"that the 

events of both tensemes took place"in the past. Yet, 

the second tenseme is formally a basic=present to semo. 

This is because the directly preceding particle /? an/, 

preceded"by /qabla/, is always followed by a'tenseme in 

the non-past form in Arabic. The temporal value of 

/ya? ti/ is, however, understood from its relationship 

wi'hthe past tenseme /khäbara/ and- the temporal adverbial 

of earlieriiess /qabla/. Still, this sentence represents 

a case +of broken sequence since its two tenseries Tare 

formally marked to be oriented to two different points 

of reference. Similarly, the-negative particle /lam/ 

is always followed in Arabic by a verb in the non-past 

form. Thus in the second sentence above, the co- 

occurrence of the past-tenseme /zärah; / makes the temporal 

reference 'of /yajid-hä/ unambiguously to the past. 
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Moreover, /lam/ in Arabic is only used to negate past 

actions, though it is. always followed by non-past verbs. 

Whatever is the explanation, sentence (2) above 

represents another case of broken sequence that is 

imposed on the second tenseme due to its syntactic 

relationship with /lam/. 

It is important to point out that all the cases 

of broken sequence mentioned above can be easily 

explained as part of sub-systems within the general 

patterns of'sequence rules. Anyway, cases of broken 

sequence are but few compared to the numerous cases 

where the permanence of the point of reference holds 

true. Therefore, the presence of such apparent counter- 

examples should not obscure the useful descriptive 

generalization that may be made about the permanence of 

the point of reference in sequences of tensemes in 

Arabic. 

(G) -Commands, Prohibi'tions*, ' and Rogue'sts 

1. ' Commands 

Commands are indicated in Arabic by imperative 

verbs. Formally, imperative verbs are the same as the 

jussive mood of the basic non-past tenseme with the 

pronominal prefix omitted. A prosthetic short vowel 

is prefixed to the remaining non-past stem of the 

imperative when it begins with a consonant cluster. 

Thus an imperative verb in Arabic may take any of these 
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forms: 

1. /? irji9/ 'bring back! ' 

2. /? uktub/ 'write! ' 

3: /tarjim/ 'translate: ' 

Temporally, the imperative verb is considered here to 

have the same temporal scope of the basic-present 

tenseme, i. e. it-can refer to the whole non-past time 

field. In other words, ' imperative verbs are regarded 

as verboxes which are formally marked*by the non-past 

tense marker {P1}. Their only difference from the 

ordinary basic-present is that the-empty aspectual' 

markers of their surface structures are omitted. 38 

Temporally, therefore-, an imperative verb may beused 

to refer both'to the present and to the future. - To 

refer to either the present or to the'future specifically, 

certain temporal adverbials-are usually used with it. 

Thus, temporal adverbials'can make an imperative verb 

specifically refer either to simultaneous present or 

to later present. This is because aspectual verbal 

markers of simultaneity and laterness, viz. -{P2O} and 

{P2+}, cannot be", attached to imperative verbs. The 

following are typical sentences containing imperative 

vorbs: Iw-, 

38 It has already been pointed out in this chapter 
that aspectual markers are predictable in Arabic verbexes. 
Hence, their absence in imperative verboxes is 
temporally insignificant. 
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1. /? uktub darsak/ 

'Write your lesson. " " 

2. /? idhhab ghadan// 

'Go tomorrow; ' 

3. /ta93la 1? än/ 

'Come now! ' 

It may thus be concluded that both temporally and 

formally, imperative verbs do not constitute an 

independent verbal category in Arabic like the past and 

the non=past. They rather form a derivative''from the 

basic-present tenseme with minor formal and temporal 

modifications. The formal modification°is, ' as 

mentioned above, seen in the omission-of'the empty 

prefixes of the basic-present in the imperative. The 

temporal modification 'of the imperative, on the other 

hand, is the -productof the linguistic situations in 

which it is used. Because commands cannot be made to' 

apply to the past, imperative verbs cannot therefore 

refer to all time like the simple-present tensemes', 

i. e. they cannot include the past as well as'the non- 

`past in their temporal' scope. ' 

Lacking in aspectual markers, imperative verbs 

do not usually'occur"in non-initial positions in compound 

or complex tensemes in Arabic. Yet, Arabic can have 

an imperative in a , second position in a verb sequence. 

In all such cases, -however, the first verb in the 
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sequence must be an imperative also, 

1. /? idhhab ? uktub darsak/ 

'Go, write your lesson! ' 

2. /ta9ä1 ? iftah lbäb/ 

'Come, open the door! ' 

For example: 

In such cases, however, the two imperative verbs do 

not form a single entity as is found in compound and 

complex tensemes. A tenseme like /k-, -ma yaktub/ 'was - 

writing', for example,, is one tenseme with only one 

tense marker. Whereas in each of the two sentences 

above, each of the imperative verbs is independently 

marked for tense and thus there are two simple tensemes 

in each of the above two sentences instead of one 

compound tonseme in each. Formally, the unity of the 

two components of the compound tenseme /käna yaktub/ 

above can be tested by the inability to insert any 

conjunction between these two components. The insertion 

of the conjunction /wa/ 'and' would yield the 

ungrammatical verbal cluster*/käna wayaktub/. The 

insertion of /wa/ between the above two pairs of 

imperative verbs, on the other hand, would yield the 

following two grammatical sentences: 

1. /? idlthab waktub darsak/ 

'Go and write your lesson. ' 

2. /ta93la waftah lbäb/ 

'Come and open the door. ' 
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2. Prohibitions: 

A prohibition is only-a-negative command., -- 

Conunands, as has been said above, -are indicated in. 

Arabic by imperative, vorbs. It is, however, an 

idiosyncracy of Arabic-thatýno negative particle can 

precede imperative; verbs. -- -Consequently, prohibitions, 

are , 
formed- by. placing negative particles before the 

second personýform', of-the basic-present tenseme in-. the 

jussive mood,, e. g.: 

-1.. /lä tuýayyi9 waqtak/ 

'Don't waste your time: -'' 

2. /lä tadhhab/ - 
'Don't go! 

The prohibition, may be strengthened by adding the suffix' 

/-an/ or /-anna/ to'the`jussive verbal base, e. g.: 

1. /lä tuqayyi9anna wagtak/ 

'Do' nut waste your time! ' 

2. /la tadhhaban/ 

' Do' not go! 

As non-past verbs, tenseries like the above appearing in 

prohibitions have a similar temporal distribution to 

that of the basic-present. tensome. 

3. Requests 'and Mild Commands 

In such cases as mild commands, requests and 

courteous inquiry, Arabic sometimes makes use of, what 
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may be called, the 'polite' use of the basic-present 

tenseme instead of the imperätive. 39 The basic-present 

tenseme'again appears in the jussive mood in such cases. 

Examples''are the following: 

1. /yatäfaddal ? arra? is'bitawzi9i jjawwä? iz/ 

'Would the President please hand the prizes-out. ' 

2'. '/yagifu' j jami9 dagiqa wähida/ 

'Would everybody stand up for one minute, please. ' 

Temporally, this use of the basic-present'-is similar to 

its use in commands. The contexts it is used in may, 

however, stress its temporal value of simultaneity 

or'near-future more than anything else. 

(H) Special Verbs 
1. " JMo'dal yams: 

'T'here äre` a number of verbs in Arabic that-occur 

only b brr fiö -a P er "* verbi(*-1 i Verbal '-c 
. rtrsteri. [ ='-The 

c meat of these verbs are, /j a9al/ 1made', /? akhadh/ 

'took', and /bada? / 'began'. In such cases, these verbs 

invariably have the meaning of 'began', as in the 

following sentences: 

1. /bada? yatakallam bihudü? / 

'(He) began (to) talk quietly. ' 

2. /ja9al yadhak/ 

'(He) began (to) laugh. ' 

3. /? akhadh yasrakh/ 

"(11e) began ' (to) screams' 

39 Compare the use of past tensemes for the same 
purpose in English. See page 131. 
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Such verbs are considered here as modal since 

they appear in1ti&1jy: =in"varb. l , 'O1u. 4tzrs -and' ftmctian 

as tense-carriers to the clusters they introduce in the 

same manner as*, irod'als like% wi'11, - -sfi`11, - must, -, may, etc. 

function in English as tense-carriers while colouring 

the verbal. clusters they introduce with a semantic. 

value of one sort or another.. Likewise, all the. above- 

mentioned Arabic modal verbs retain a common semantic 

function of some sort, viz. that of 'beginning',, in 

addition to their function of indicating tense and are 

invariably followed by the non-earlier aspectual verbal 

forms. Thus a verbal cluster like /? akhadh yadhak/ 

'began (to) laugh' is considered as consisting of a 

single compound tenseme. This unity of the modal 

/? akhadh/ with the following verbid /yadhak/, for 

example, can be testified by the above-mentioned 

test of the conjunction /wa/ 'and'. 4.0 The close 

syntactic link between the components of all compound 

and complex tensemes makes it incorrect to interpose 

/wa/ anywhere between them. The verbal cluster 

*/? akhadh wayadhak/ is consequently ungrammatical. a 40 

All the three above sentences, therefore, possess 

compound tensemes_that are temporally analyzable, as: 

Pastness {DI} + Non-earlierness {P2} 

40 See page 566. 
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(i. e. indicating 'durat'ion and 'repet'it'i'on in- the 'past) 

Syntactically similar to the above-mentioned 

three compound tensemas are verbal clusters like 

/dakhal yadhak/ '(He) entered (to) laugh/laughing. ', 

/kharaj yabki/ '(He) went out (to) weep/weeping. ', 

etc. In these verbal clusters, the initial component 

again functions as a tense-carrier and the second one 

as an aspoctual verbid. It is, however, common to 

find the first*component of such verbal 'clusters as 

the*above followed by active participles, i. e. by the 

simultaneous aspectual`verbal forms, as in: 

1. /dakhal dkik/ 

'(He) came in laughing. '` 

2. /kharaj mubtasim/ 

'(He) went out smiling. '- 

Temporally, such compound tensemes as the above 

are analyzed here as follows: 

1. /dakhal yadhak/ 

Past time {D1} + Non-earlier Duration {P} 

2. /kharaj mubtasim/ 

= Past time {D1} + Simultaneity {P29} 

2. The Verb and Its Si'sters 

As an independent verb, /kana/ may be used in 

two different ways in Arabic: The first is to use 

ib as a' verbalizer, or as acopula, in originally nominal 
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sentences. This use is found in such sentences where 

/käna/ is, called the 'Incomplete /käna/' : 41 

1. /huwa kän mudarris/ 

'He was a teacher. ' 

2. /känat hiya fi lbayt/, 'She was at home. ' 

Though less common in Arabic, /kana/ as an; independent 

verb may secondly be used as a 'Complete (tämma) 

/käna/' where. it does not need a predicate. In such 

situations it is used as an independent verb where it 

forms 
.a complete sentence with its subject alone. 

This use may be seen in sentences like: 

1. /kun fa yakün/ 

'Be, and-it is. '-(a well-known Quränic sentence) 

2. /wakänati lharb/ 

'(And) the war broke out. ' 

More commonly, however, /käna/ is"used. in Arabic 

as an auxiliary . verb. : -In such uses, it-always appears 

initially in. verbal clusters and, just like. in, the, 

above uses, it can be. fully inflected for tense. in 

its auxiliary use,. -however, /käna/, has-no lexical-, 

meaning and is merely used as a grammatical tense- 

carrier. This last use of /käna/ may be demonstrated 

in such sentences as the following: 

1. /kanat lbintu taktub/ h 

. .. _,. 
'The girl. was 

. 
writ (ing) . 

41 /kana/ is called 'ýih'com ? le'te (nngiga) by Arab 
grammarians in such sentences because it and its subject 
would be incomplete without a predicate. 
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2. /huwa käna qad säfar min qablu/ 

'He had already travelled. ' 

3. /käna r3kid 91ndama gäbaltuhu/ 

'(He) was running when (I ) met him. ' 

In all uses of /käna/ that have been mentioned so 

far in this section, it is used as a verbex. /käna/, 

however, may also'be used as a verbid in Arabic when it 

occurs non-initially in verbal clusters. The independent 

full verb /käna/ 'existed' occurs as a verbid in 

sentences like the following one: 

/käna sayakün fi lbayti/ 

'(He) was to be in the house. ' 

The auxiliary /k, --ma/ may also appear as an aspectual 

verbid in sentences like the following: 

/käna sayakün säfar lawla lharb. ' 

'(He) would have travelled but for the war. ' 

There exist in Arabic a number of verbs that 

behave similarly to the 'Incomplete /käna/', mentioned 

above, in that these verbs always take a predicate. 

Because of this similarity in the syntactic behaviour 

with /käna/, these verbs are traditionally called by 

Arab grammarians as the 'Sisters of /käna/. The 

following are some common verbs in this category; 

they all mean 'became' : /sära/. /? asbaha/; 

/? a 3/, /? amsä/ and /bäta/. The following two are 
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also common: /laysa/ '(he) is not' and /ma zäla/ 

'(he) has not ceased to be, still is'. 

Though some of the above-mentioned verbs do have 

non-past verbal forms, these are rarely used in Arabic 

and these verbs are mostly found in their basic-past 

forms. Owing to the absence of an effective contrast 

with a non-past form, the past forms of these verbs 

have generally lost their past-time reference and have 

come to refer to non-past or to present. The 

following are some representative sentences of some 

of them: 

1. /laysa rrajul karlm/ 

'The man is not generous. ' 

2. /mä zäla lmatar yanzil/ 

'Rain is still falling. ' 

3. /? a§ba is jj awwu b3rid/ 

'The weather has become cold. ' 

4. /sära lma? thaljan/ 

'The water has become ice. ' 

3. 'Uninflected verbs: 

Arabic has a number of uninflected verbs. These 

always occur in the simple-past form and are not known 

to have a contrastive simple-present form. For this 

very reason, their past forms have also lost their 

characteristic past-time reference and have come to be 
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used to refer to non-past and present, just like the 

Sisters of /käna/ mentioned earlier. 

The commonest examples of such verbs are the 

verbs of praise and blame /n19ma/ 'to be good' and 

/bi? sa/ 'to be bad', respectively. These are used in 

sentences like the following in Arabic: 

1. /n19ma lawalad nabil/ 

'tdabil is a good son. ' 

2. /bi? sa rrajulu lkwdhib/ 

'The liar is a bad man. ' 

Other common verbs of this category are the 'Verb of 

Expectation' /9asä/ 'hope' and the other two verbs 

of praise and blame /habbadhä/ 'be good' and /13 habbadhä/ 

'be bad', respectively. Other verbs of this category 

are not so common and need not, therefore, be mentioned 

here. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

A TRNSFORMATIONAL DESCRIPTION OF 

THE ARABIC TENSE SYSTEM 

(A) Introduction 

The transformational approach to the analysis 

and description of languages is perhaps the most popular 

in linguistic circles today. Though the roots of present- 

day transformational theory could be traced way back 

in the history of language study, its modern formulation 

first appeared in Chomsky's Syntactic Structures in 

1957. Since then, hundreds of transformational analyses 

have been worked out for various languages. Yet, there 

is not a single transformational analysis known to the 

present writer which tackles the problem of tense in 

Arabic transformationally. Hence, it seems worthwhile 

to outline a description of Arabic tense and aspect 

based on the canons of transformational theory. 1 

As has already been mentioned in Chapter Five 

of Part Two, leading transformationalists like Chomsky, 

1The 
writer is aware that since Syntactic Struc- 

tures many modified and new versions of transformational 
theory have been put forward both by Chomsky himself as 
well as by other linguists like Lakoff, , McCawley and 
Fillmore. Yet, for the practical purposes of the present 
study and for its limited use of transformations, the 
early transformational model of Syntactic structures, 
with some modifications, has been found-ad-equate and 
hence adopted. 575 
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Katz and Postal, and many others, hold that all 

semantically-relevant linguistic entities should be 

represented in the deep structure of sentences. 2 It has 

therefore been concluded in Part Two that tense and 

aspect should primarily belong to deep structures. The 

relevant question now, however, is how tense and aspect 

are represented in the deep structure of Arabic sentences. 

(B) Deep Tense in Arabic 

To determine the status of tense in the deep 

structure of Arabic sentences, let us consider the 

following string: 

*/huwa SFR bil? ams/ 

*'He travel yesterday' 

The above string is ungrammatical since its verb appears 

in its root form only. Semantically, however, the tem- 

poral reference of the string to a past point of time 

is unambiguous. Obviously, it is the presence of the 

temporal adverbial /bil? ams/ which makes the above string 

temporally meaningful. It thus seems tenable to assume 

that tense is primarily indicated by temporal adverbiale 

rather than by verb inflections. It is consequently 

postulated here that tense in Arabic is represented in 

2For 
a discussion of 'deep' versus 'surface' 

structures, see (a) Chomsky, Aspects of the Theory of 
Syntax, p. 16, and (b) Lyons, Theoretical Linguistics,. 
p. 247. 
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deep structures by temporal adverbials and that tense 

verb inflections, i. e. jDlj and ýPjj, are nothing but 

surface representations of deep temporal adverbials of 

tense. 

(C) Deep Aspect in Arabic 

To determine what represents aspect in the deep 

structure of Arabic sentences, let us consider the 

following sentence: 

/huwa yusäfir ghadan/ 

'He travels tomorrow' 

Any native speaker of Arabic will understand the above 

sentence as temporally equivalent to: 

/huwa sayusäf ir/ 

'He will travel' 

in as far as both refer to a time later than the moment 

of utterance of the two sentences. The possibility of 

referring to temporal relations without the use of 

aspectual verb markers, as in the first sentence above, 

clearly indicates that aspectual temporal relations are 

not therefore primarily associated with aspectual verb 

markers like ýD2I 
, 

ýP211 IP2+11 kP20 1. It is however 

important to pinpoint what exactly in the first sentence 

above enables it to refer to 'laterness' despite the 

absence of the later-aspect marker IP2+S* Obviously, 

'laterness' is only specified by the temporal adverbial 
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/ghadan/ in that sentence. Hence one is justified in 

assuming that aspectual temporal relations are primarily 

indicated by temporal adverbials rather than by verb 

aspectual inflections. 

The second sentence above, i. e. /huwa sayusäfir/, 

may seem to constitute a counterexample to the above 

postulation since it clearly refers to 'laterness' by 

the presence of the later aspectual marker [P2+1 in 

/sa-/ plus the prefix /yu-/, yet without the presence 

of a temporal adverbial. The above hypothesis concern- 

ing the priority of temporal adverbials in indicating 

aspect can, however, be retained if it is postulated 

that in the deep structure of every compound and complex 

tenseme in Arabic there exists a relational temporal 
b as ec ua verb markers 

adverbial which_is replaced in the surface structure. 

(D) Formalization of Tense and 

Aspectual Rules in Deep Structure 

As has been argued above, tense and aspect in 

Arabic are analyzed here as represented in the deep 

structure by Tense Temporal Adverbials (TTA) and Aspect 

Temporal Adverbials (ATA), respectively. Moreover, any 

sentence in Arabic may be initially analyzed into a 

Noun Phrase and a Predicate Phrase. Predicate Phrases 

in Arabic may take the form of a Noun Phrase, an 

Adjective, or a Verb Phrase. Tense and aspect in Arabic 
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are a characteristic of the Verb Phrase. Verb Phrases 

can be analyzed according to the following rule: 

root 
VP ---ý--. ) Aux I+ (Advt) 

root + NP 

Now, according to the above discussion on tense and 

aspect, either one or both varieties of temporal 

adverbials, viz. tense and aspectual, must appear in the 

rewriting of Aux above. The following rule is there- 

fore formulated: 

Aux - o) TTA + (ATA) 
n 

n -ý'? 2 

The above rule shows that one occurrence of TTA is 

compulsory in any Aux whereas the occurrence of ATA 

is optional. Simple tonsemes do not have any ATA in 

their underlying P-markers whereas compound and complex 

tensemes do. The maximum number of Aspectual Temporal 

Adverbials in any Arabic tenseme is also shown in the 

above rule to be two. 

Tense Temporal Adverbials in Arabic can only be 

of two types. The following rule represents this 

analysis: 

/bilmä. di/ 'in the past t 
TTA M---3 /fi llýädir/ 'at present' 

The above rule is to appear directly following the 

Auxiliary rule in any full transformational grammar of 

Arabic. 
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Aspect Temporal Adverbials, on the other hand, 

are of four kinds in Arabic, each representing a dif- 

ferent temporal relation in reference to a given point 

of reference. As has been indicated in the Auxiliary 

rule above, no more than two ATAs can co-occur in any 

Arabic tenseme. Besides, when two ATAs co-occur in any 

tenseme the first one of them is always the ATA of 

/lähigan/ 'later' whereas the second ATA may be any of 

the following three: /la säbigan/'non-earlier', 

/säbigan/'earlier', or /? äniyyan/'simultaneously'. 

This implies that the last three ATAs never co-occur 

in any Arabic tenseme. The following context-sensitive 

rule reflects the above analysis of deep aspect in 

Arabic: 

lähigan /+ (ATA) 

ATA --- 0 
lä. s-db i qan 
säbigan / (laliigan) + 
? ä: niyyan 

(E) Transformational Rules 

of Tense and Aspect 

The temporal equivalence of such pairs of sen- 

tences as: 

1. (a) /huwa sayusäfir ghadan/ 

(b) /huwa yusäfir ghadan/ 

2. (a) /huwa kana gara? a lkitäb gablamä, gäbaltuhu/ 

'He had read the book before I met him. ' 
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(b) /huwa qara? a 1kitäb gablamä, gäbaltuhu/ 

'He read the book before I met him' 

can be explained by the formulation of an optional 

transformational rule which allows for the deletion of 

redundant aspectual verb markers. The presence of /ghadan/ 

'tomorrow' and /gablamä/ makes sentences (l. a) and (2. a) 

above explicitly refer to a time later and earlier than 

the point of reference of the two sentences respectively. 
the 

Consequently, the presence of/later-aspect verb marker 

ýP2+j in sentence (l. a) above and the earlier-aspect 

verb marker tD21 in sentence (2. a) is redundant. By the 

application of an optional deletion transformation, the 

second sentence of each of the two pairs above can be 

produced. This deletion rule may take the following 

form in Arabic grammar: 

Tdel: NP + TTA + ATA + root +X+ Advt 
ATA 

----ý NP + TTA + root +X+ Advt 

(when ATA and Advt have an identi- 

cal temporal value of relation) 

As has already been pointed out in Chapter Three 

of this part of the study and as has also been indicated 

by the Auxiliary rule in this chapter, tense appears 

initially in Arabic tensemes whereas aspect always 

appears non-initially. Moreover, the last aspect is 

always attached to the verb root of the tenseme. This 

A 
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leaves any other aspectual marker and the tense marker 

'floating', i. e. not carried by any verb root. It has 

also been pointed out in Chapter Three that in such 

cases, Arabic introduces the root tK/N} to function as 

a carrier for any floating tense or aspect. The Carrier 

Transformation in Arabic may be formulated as follows: 

/säbigan/'earlier' 
TTAJ 

+ /lä säbigan/'non-earlier' Tcarl: ýATA 

/? aniyyan/'simultaneously' 

TTA -/säbigan/ 
> ATA + KIM + /lä säbigan/ 

/? äniyyan/ 

It is to be noticed that in the above transformation, 

the LTA /l94igan/'later' is not mentioned. This is 

because, as has already been pointed out in Chapter 

Three, Arabic does not usually introduce a carrier with 

later aspect when it occurs with the present tense. 

Thus Arabic uses the tenseme /sayaf9al/ for later-present 

reference instead of /yakünu sayaf9al/ which, though it 

still exists in Arabic, is very limited in its usage 

as has already been mentioned in the previous chapter. 

When later-aspect is associated with the past tense, 

however, the Carrier Transformation is compulsorily 

applicable. This idiosyncracy of later aspect in Arabic 

can be accounted for by introducing a second carrier 

transformation as follows: 
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Tcar2: 

bilmädi + lähigan ----ý bilmädi + KWN + 1äýigan 

The above rule shows that only with past tense, Arabic 

introduces a carrier to carry the 'floating' tense 

associated with later aspect. The rule also suggests 

that later aspect in Arabic always precedes other aspects, 

as has already been pointed out in Section (D) in this 

chapter. - 

(F) Applications3 

(1) /sallm katab ddarsabil? ams/ 

'Salim wrote the lesson yesterday. ' 

S) NP + VP 

---) NP + TTA + root +X+ Advt 

-3 NP + bilmädi + root +X+ Advt 

Taf ) NP + root + bilmädi +X+ Advt 

---3 sallm + KTB + D1 + ddars + bil? ams 

sallm katab ddarsa bil? a. ms 

(2) /huwa yus'. f it ghadan/ 

'He travels tomorrow. ' 

SS NP + VP 

) NP + TTA + ATA + root + Advt 

NP + fi 1hädir + 1ähigan + root + Advt 

3For forms of rules other than those already 
described in this chapter, see the next section. 
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Tdel NP+ fi 11a it + root + Advt 
ATA 
Taf NP + root + fi 14ädir + Advt 

huwa + SFR + P1 + ghadan 

huwa yusäfir ghadan 

(3) /nahnu sanusäfir ? ila 191rRq/ 

' We will travel to Iraq.. 

S)NP+VP 

NP+TTA+ATA+root +X 

NP + fi 1hä. dir + lähigan + root +X 

Taf ) NP + fi lhädir + root + 1ä4igan +X 
Taf -ýº NP + root + fi lhädir + lähigan +X 

) nahnu + SFR + P1 + P2+ + ? ila 191räq 

) nahnu sanusäfir ? ila 191räq 

(4) /huwa käna yaktubu ddars/ 

'He was writ(ing) the lesson. ' 

SSNP+VP 

SNP+TTA+ATA+root +X 

) NP + bilmadi + lä, säbigan + root +X 

Tcar a NP + bilmädi + KWN + 1ä säbigan + root +X .. 

Taf ---) NP + KWN + bilma4i + root + 1ä säbigan +X 

huwa + KWN + D1 + KTB + P2 + ddars 

huwa käna yaktubu ddars 

(5) /huwa Mina sayakünu kataba ddars/ 

'He would have written the lesson' 

s ---) NP + VP 
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) NP + TTA + ATA1 + ATA2 + root +X 

Ni, + bilmädi + lähigan + sabigan + root +X 

Tcar--) NP + bilmädi + KIN + lähigan + KWN + säbigan + 

root +X 

Taf-) NP + K`WN + bilmadi + KYJN +1 1gan + root + 

säbigan +X 

NP + KWN + D1 + K""' + P2t 

--ý huwa käna sayakünu 

(6) /saltm käna jälis bilhadtqa/ 

'Sal! m was sitting in the garden. ' 

S --S NP + VP 

-SNP+TTA+ATA+root +X 

+ KTB + D2 + ddars 

kataba ddars 

NP + bilmädi + ? äniyyan + root +X 

Tcar-->-NP + bilmädi + KWN + ? äniyyan + root +X 

Taf > NP + KWN + bilmädi + root + ? Rniyyan +X 

----ý NP + KýVN + D1 + JLS + P20 + bilhadtqa 

> salim käna jälis bilhadtga 

(G) Basic Transformational Grammar 

of the Arabic Verbal System4 

(i) Phrase Structure Rules 

t: Sentence 

F: 1. S ý- NP + PP 

4This is not meant to be a full transformational 
grammar of the Arabic verbal system. It is rather a 
brief outline the main emphasis of which is on the 
description of temporality in Arabic verbs. 
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NP 
2. PP Adj 

VP 

root 
3. VP Aux + (Advt) 

root + NP 

4. Aux---- > TTA + (ATA)n 

n*2 

5. TTA---4 
bilmädi 

fi lhädir 

13higan/ + (ATA) 

6. ATA---ý lä säb i qan 
säbigan / (lýihigan) + 
? äniyyan 

7. root-) KTB, SFR, JLS, TRJM, QYM, ... 

8. NP /? arrajul/'the man', /kitäb/'a book', 

/huwa/'he', /? a1? awläd/'the boys', ... 

9. Adj /jamtl/'pretty', /tawtl/'long, tall',... 

10. . Advt--4 /säbigan/'earlier', /sabähan/'in the 

morning', /? assana lma4iya/'last 

year', /ghadan/'tomorrow', /91ndamä 

ya? ti/'when he comes', ... 

(ii) Transformational Structure Rules 

11. Tdel NP + TTA + ATA + root +X+ Advt 
AT A 

) NP + TTA + root + Advt +X 

(when ATA and Advt have an identical 

temporal value of relation) 
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12. Týtbjj : NP + TTA + (ATA) + root +X 

-3 TTA + (ATA) + root +X 

/? alwalad kataba ddarsa/ 
'The boy wrote the lesson. ' 
/kataba ddarsa/ 
'(He) wrote the lesson. ' 

13. Tpassive: 
NP1 + TTA + (ATA) + root + NP2 +X 

NP2 + TTA + (ATA) + root + passive +X 

/? alwalad kataba ddarsa/ 

'The boy wrote the lesson. ' 

) /? addarsu kutib/ 

'The lesson (was) written. ' 

14. Tap: NP + TTA + simultaneously + root +X 

) NP + simultaneously + root +X 

/? alwalad kataba ddars/ 

'The boy wrote the lesson. ' 

-) /? alwaladu kätibun ddars/ 

* The boy writing the lesson) 

15. Tpp: NP2 + TTA + simultaneously + root + 

0 passive +X 

) NP2 + simultaneously + root + passive +X 

/? addarsu kutib/ + simultaneously 

'The lesson was written' + simultaneously 

--ý /? addarsu maktüb/ 
*(The lesson written) 
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TTA- 
/siibigan/ 'earlier' 

16. Tcarl: + /19 säbigan/'non-earlier' 
ATA /? niyyan/'simultaneously' 

TTA 
/säbigan/ 

+ KWN + /la sabigan/ 
ATA 

/? äniyyan/ 

17. Tcar2: bilmädi + lähigan 
. 

--ý bilmä. 4i + KWN + 1ä, higan 

root root 
18. T of : of + --ý + of 

carrier carrier 

(where of is any TTA or ATA) 

roo 
19. Tinvert: NP ++ TTA + (ATA) +X 

KN 

root 
--ý +TTA+ (ATA) +NP+X 

KWJN 

/saltm jä? a/ 'Salim came' 

)/ jä? a salTm/ *(came Salm) 

(iii) Morphophonemic Structure Rules 

20. bi1mä, d1_) ýD]3 

21. fi lhädir- , 
ýP 

22. säbigan ýD21 

23. 1ä säbigan ---3 
ýPA 

24. 1ähigan -- - 
ýPA 

25. ? äniyyan - -ý ýP20ý 
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26. ýP1ý + root ' empty P21 + Pl' + root 
(initially in VP) 

27. ýDjý 
+ root --ý empty ýD21 + D11+ root 

(initially in VP) 

28. ýP2ý+ root ) ýP21 
+ empty Plj + root 

(non-initially in VP) 

29. ýD2ý 
+ root ---ý 

ýD2} + empty ýDlj + root 

(non-initially in VP) 

30. ýP2¢2 
+ root--) active-participle-form 

31. SP2O 3+ 
root + passive ) passive-participle 

form 

32. ýDlj 

33. ýPjj 

/a - a/ 
/a - i/ 

/0- u/ 
-i/ 

/O - a/ 

Morphologioally- 
conditioned 
variants 

Morphologically- 
conditioned 
variants 

34. ýP21 
prefix (pre-stem position) 

35. ýD21 zero prefix (i. e. absence of prefix) 

/sa-/ 
36. ýP2+---ý 

+ prefix 
/sawfa/ 

37. V203--4 (/mu-) + /ä - i/ 

38. IPA+ 
passive ) /ma-/ + /ü/ 



CHAPTER SIX 

FUNCTIONS OF ARABIC TENSEMES 

(A) Introduction 

A linguistic study which includes application 

in its aim, like the present one, cannot dispense with 

a discussion of the functions of the linguistic 

phenomena it has set out to describe. Modern 

transformational analyses of various phenomena in 

different languages can, in fact, be mainly criticized 

for lacking in this respect. Language is not a system 

of vocal symbols that exists in a vacuum; it is rather 

always found in action. Communication is the major 

purpose of any language; and the communicative aspect 

of language cannot be properly understood without an 

analysis of the functions of the various systems that 

make up the language. ' 

Functions of tensemes in Arabic can be 

analyzed in terms of a basic distinction between 

'systematic' versus'non-systematic' uses of those 

tensemes. 2 A given tenseme is said here to function 

systematically if the temporal function it is per- 

forming is formally indicated by the tense and/or the 

1For 
a more expanded analysis of this point, 

see pp. 220 - 221. 
2For the origin of this distinction, see 

pp-221 - 224. 
590 
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aspect markers of that tenseme. Conversely, a 

function is said to be non-systematic if it cannot 

be deduced only from the formal time markers of the 

tenseme by which it is indicated. To illustrate this 

distinction further, the following two sentences are 

cited here :3 

1. /huwa yusäfir bissayyära/ 

'He travels by car. ' 

2. /huwa yusafir bissayyära ghadan/ 

'He travels by car tomorrow. ' 

According to what has just been said above, the 

tenseme /yusäfir/ is functioning systematically in 

sentence 1 above but unsystematically in sentence 

2. This is because the tense marker. 
JP} '- is 

assuming its normal or expected temporal value of 

non-pastness in the first sentence above; the tenseme 

indicates a general habitual action. In the second 

sentence above, however, the same tenseme aoes not 

indicate non-pastness but futurity rather. It does 

so by its co-occurrence with the temporal adverbial 

of futurity /ghadan/. Since futurity is normally-, or 

systematically, indicated in Arabic tensemes by ý Plj + 
ýP2+ together, and not by JPl 

alone as in /yusäfir/, 

this function of /yusäfir/ in sentence 2 above is to 

be regarded as non-systematic. 
See also pp. 221 - 223. 
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Two important facts emerge from the above,, ': i ý° 

First, that non-systematic functions of tensemes are 

usually achieved by the co-occurrence of those 

tensemes with certain temporal adverbiale. Not all 

associations with temporal adverbials, however, 

produce non-systematic functions. The temporal 

adverbial /kulla yawm/'everyday', for example, would 

not change anything of the basic temporal value of 
ýP, ý in a sentence like : 

/huwa yusäfir bisaayyära kulla yawm/ 

'He travels by car everyday. ' 

The above sentence still refers to a habitual action. 

This is because the temporal value of /kulla yawm/ 

corresponds to that of ýPlý in referring to non- 

pastness. The temporal adverbial /ghadan/'tomorrow', 

on the other hand, changes, or specifies, the basic 

temporal value of ýPlj as can be seen in sentence 

number 2 on the previous page. This distinction 

between temporal adverbials that change and those that 

do not change the temporal value of the tense and/or 

aspect markers of the tensemes they are associated 

with can be formally tested by the 'non-omissibility' 

of those that fall in the first category and the 

' omissibility' of those of the second category, regmctively4 
4The terms 'omissible' andnon-omissible' are 

used in this context for En lish by David Crystal, 
"Specification and English enses, ' 
Linguistics, Vol. 2, 

No. 
1 April, 1. 
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A temporal adverbial like /kulla yawm/ in the above 

sentence can be omitted without affecting the temporal 

value of the co-occurrent tenseme /yusäfir/. The 

adverbial /ghadan/, on the other hand, cannot be 

omitted from the second sentence on page 591 without 

changing the temporal value of the sentence from 

futurity to non-pastness. The distinction between 

'omissible' versus'non-omissible' temporal adverbials 

forms the second important fact that emerges from the 

discussion on the two sentences given on page 591 

above. 

The foregoing discussion indicates that any 

analysis of the functions of tensemes in Arabic should 

incorporate the description of the association of 

those tensemes with various temporal adverbials. This 

very conclusion has in fact been already reached in 

respect to many other languages. Kahane and Hutter 

have carried out such a description for the functions 

of tensemes in Brazilian Portuguese, 5 
and Crystal has 

suggested it for English. 6 The use of temporal 

adverbials as a means of classification has already 

yielded a detailed and interesting inventory of 

functions for English tensemes in Chapter Six of Part 

5H. R. Kahane and H. S. Hutter, "The Verbal Categories 
of Colloquial Brazilian Portuguese, " Word (9,1953). 

6D. Crystal, op. cit. 
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Two of the present study. It has consequently been 

decided to use the same approach for the analysis of 

functions of Arabic tensemes. 

(B) Description of the Analyti- 

. cal Approach 

Semantic considerations have been used in 

this analysis of functions as a classificatory 

criterion for functions of tensemes and for 

elucidating different categories of temporal adverbials. 

A notional classification of functions has been 

justified and used by Crystal for English and by 

Bull for Spanish. Besides, a notional classification 

of adverbials has already been used for English by 

Jakobson. 7 It is the point of view held here that 

when dealing with functions, a resort to semantics is 

both justifiable and useful providing that the use of 

semantics is only kept as a classificatory means 

secondary to formal criteria. 

I. Test One8 

(i) Objectives 

1. To analyze the functions of Arabic 

7Sven Jakobson, Adverbial Positions in English 
(Uppsala: Ab Studentbook, 1964). 

8This same test has been used earlier in the 
present study in order to obtain a large variety of 
verbal forms, rather than functions as is the case here. 
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tensemes in terms of their different 

associations with various temporal adverbials. 

2. To find out how far some grammars are 

justified in presenting the learners of 

Arabic, both native and non-native, with 

various functions of tensemes without 

relating these tensemes to certain co- 

occurrences with specific temporal adverbials. 

3. To sort out the systematic versus the non- 

systematic functions of tensemes. 

(ii) Procedure 

1. To realize the first objective above, a 

number of educated Arabs were presented with 

a large variety of Arabic tensemes and were 

asked to use them in sentences of their own. 

Each sentence had to contain at least one 

temporal adverbial. The analysis of the 

associations of each tensere with different 

categories of temporal adverbials was to form 

the basis of the identification of the 

functions of that tenseme. 

2. The conclusion that some temporal adverbials 

are 'non-omissible' in the indication of 

certain functions of a given tenseme is an 

evidence of the inadequacy of grammatical 

treatments that analyze the temporality of 
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tensemes without any reference to temporal 

adverbials. 

3. Tensemes tend to be used systematically in 

the majority of cases. Thus the frequency 

of co-occurrences with different categories 

of adverbials is a useful indication to the 

nature of the functions of that tenseme, 

i. e. what functions are systematic and what 

are not. The following tables on the 

analysis of the data of Test One will 

indicate that certain tensemes tend to 

co-occur with certain temporal adverbials 

in the majority of cases. Less frequent 

co-occurrences with other categories of 

temporal adverbials usually indicate non- 

systematic functions, as will be seen in the 

general conclusions at the end of this 

chapter. 

(iii) Format of the Test 

The test has already appeared in Chapter One 

of Part Three. For the format, see pp. 394-396 

as well e. s appendix 0. 

II. Test Two 

(i) Objectives 

1. Mo acquire a broader picture of the temporal 
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distribution of Arabic tensemes by 

associating these tensemes with different 

categories of temporal advorbials. 

2. To form a general view of the frequency of 

occurrences of each tenseme with different 

temporal categories of adverbials. Higher 

frequencies, as has just been mentioned, 

would suggest systematic functions and 

vice-versa. 

3. To get an even fuller analysis of temporality 

in'Arabic tensemes by observing the different 

tensemes that-can formally represent a given 

temporal category. 

(ii) Procedure : It was thought that: 

1. Analyzing each tenseme in terms of its various 

co-occurrences with different temporal 

adverbiale would reveal many useful facts 

about the relationship between tense and 

temporality in Arabic. This could be 

achieved practically by asking some native 

informants to express certain temporal 

categories by verbal forms. 

2. The analysis of the data of Test Two would 

reveal both the distribution and the 

frequency of each tenseme in relation to 

various temporal adverbials. Both of these 

.ý 
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are relevant to the analysis of functions 

of Arabic tensemes. 

3. By taking the temporal categories indicated 

by adverbials as the basis of comparison, 

the third objective above could be realized. 

(This is done in the tables on the data 

analysis of Test Two. ) 

(iii) Format of Test Two 

For purposes other than the analysis of 

functions, this test has already been reported 

in Chapter One of Part Three in the present 

study. The format of this test therefore 

appears on pp. 397-402 as well as in Appendix C. 

(iv) The Notional Classification of Time Reflected by 

the Sentences of Test Two9 

1. Past Time 

a. General 

b. Specific 

c. Simultaneous 

d. Earlier 

e. Later 

1,2 

10,17,26,27,29 

3,12 

19,30 

4,11 

9Numbers 
refer to the actual numbers of sentences 

on the test sheet of Test Two reproduced on pages 397 - 
402 and in Appendix C. 
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2. Present Time 

a. General (All Time) : 7, 14 

b. Specific (Simultaneous) : 20, 25 

c. Contemporaneous : 5, 28 

d. Earlier : 6, 13.,, 16 

e. Later : 18 

3. Future Time 

a. General : 8,22 

b. Specific : 9.24 

c. Simultaneous: 15 

d. Earlier : 23 

e. Later : 21 

(C) Analysis of Responses to 

Experimental Tests 

The number of sentences analyzed and reported 

in the tables of both tests is 2886 sentences: 1137 

sentances as responses to Test One and 1749 to Test 

Two. The number of informants taking part-in the two 

tests mentioned above is 138 students. The informants 

come from the Arabic Department at the University of 

Basrah in Iraq and from Beirut College for Women in 

Lebanon. 

I. Test One 

The following terms are used in the 

classification of temporal adverbials in the tables of 

I 
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Test One reported below. Examples from Arabic are 

given as representative of these temporal 

classificatory terms. As for the definitions of these 

terms, they are the same as those given on pages 268 - 

269 for English adverbials. 

1. A SPECIFIC point/period of time: e. g. /ghadan/ 

'tomorrow'; /fi ssä9a ththalitha/'at three 

o'clock'; /fi shshahri lmädi/'last month'; etc... 

2. An UNSPECIFIC point/period of time: e. g. 

/bilmustagbal/'in the future'; /9indam7a wasal/ 

'when he arrived'; /halan/'soon'; etc... 

3. An UNSPECIFIED point/period of time: e. g. 

/masä? an/'in the evening'; /säbigan/'earlier'; 

/fi ssä9a 19äshira/'at ten o'clock'; etc... 

4. A SPECIFIED point/period of time: 10 
e. g. 

/ghadan/'tomorrow'; /9indamä ya? ti/'when he 

comes'; /bil? ams/'yesterday'; etc... 

Each of the following tables used in reporting 

and analyzing the data of lest One consists of three 

columns. In the first column appear all the co- 

occurrant adverbials with the tensemes in question. 

Then adverbials are sub-divided into various temporal 

10Notice that the term SPECIFIED as such is not 
used in the tables of Test One. is variants 
Past, Present, and Future are used instead. 
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categories by means of the four classificatory 

criteria mentioned above. Column two contains 

sentences in which the temporal categories appearing 

opposite are used. Only the numbers of sentences 

as appear in Appendix (B) are given in this column. 

In the third column, the various functions of each 

tenseme are reported. It is important to realize 

here that each of these functions is to be understood 

as the outcome of the association of that tenseme with 

the temporal adverbials that appear opposite it in 

the tables. This is because no attempt has been made 

at this stage to distinguish systematic versus non- 

systematic functions of tensemes. This will be done 

toward the end of this chapter in the general inventory 

of function for all Arabic tensemes. 

Each of the following tables reports the 

analysis of all the sentences that use one specific 

tensene. The specific tenseme the functions of which 

are being analyzed is given at the top of every table 

in each case. 
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TABLE 50 

1. /, yaktub/ (Basic Pre-sent) 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding I 
Sentence(s) Function 

(A)Simultaneous 

Present 
1,5,7,11,12,16, 
17,18,21,23,28, 
31,38,40,4.1,42, 
46,50,51,64,65, 
67 

An Action/State 

taking place at 
the moment of 
Speech 

(B)An Unspecified 

Point 

(C)Before an Un- 

saecified Point 

(D)An Unspecified 

Frequency 

(B) A Specific 

Future Point 

(F)Past Duration 

"Extending up to 

the t. 'oment of 
Speech 

3,10,13,15,25, 
26,29,30,32,34, 
39,43,48,49,52, 
54 

4 

27,53,59,62,63, 
68 

36,44 

24,70 

A Personal Habit 

or a 'Timeless' 

Fact 

As in (R) above 

As in (B) above 

A Specific Future l 

Action/State 

A Past Activity 

Continuing uE. 
Present 
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TABLE 51 

2. /katab/ (Basic Past) 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
unction 

(A)An Unspecified 1,2,6,7,12,13,14, An Action/State 
Point 15,18,20,23,24, that took place 

26,34,40,42,47, at a Specific 

48,49,51,52,57, Point in the Past 
58,61,62,63 

(B)A Specific Past 3,9,11,17,21,22, As in (A) above 
Point 28,41,53,56,59, 

60,64,66,67,68, 
69,70 

(C)A Specific 4,31,33,37 As in (A) above 

Point at Day- 
time 

(D)A Past Duration 5 A Past Action/ 

Extending up to State that con- 
Moment of Speech tinues up to the 

Moment of Speech 

(B)An Unspecific " 16,25,38,45 An Action/State 
Past taken place at a 

Unspecific Past 
Point 

(F)Simultaneous 29,30,32 An Action/State 
Present taken place at 

j gent Pam 

conto... 
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Table 51 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(G)Before an Un- 43,50,55,65 An Action/State 

specified Point taken place at 
Pre-Past 

TABLE 52 

3. /takünu dhahabat/ (Earlier Non-Past) 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding I 
Sentence (s) Function 

(A)An Unspecified 

Point 

(B)An Unspecific 

Past Point 

(C) Simultaneous 
Present 

1,2,11,27,37,40, a. An Action that 

43,47,48,53,63 usually takes 

place before an 

Unspecified 

Point 

b. A* Tentative Past 

5,9,10,12,18, 
29,49 

7,15,17,44,55, 
61,62,64,68 

c. A Tentative Pre- 

Future 

As in Ab 'above 

A Tentative Action' 

State at Recent 

Past 

nnntcd.. 
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Table 52 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(D)After an Unspeci - 36,38,39,50,51, As in (Aa), (Ab) 

fied Point 54,59 or (Ac) above 

(E)An Unspecific 8,24,56,69 As in (Aa) or 
Point at Yon- (Ac) above 
Past 

(')Before an Un- 13,20,23,46,65 a. As in (Aa) abov=ti 

specified b. As in (Ac) abo,: -=J, 
Point c. Tentative Pre- 

Past 

(G)A Specific 21,58,60,66 As in (Ab) above 
Past Point 

(H)A Specific Point 32 As in (Ac) above 
at Daytime 

(I)Before a Speci- 33 As in (Fe) above 
fic Past Point 

(J)A Specific 67 As in (Ac) above 

Future Point 

TABLE 53 
4. /käna (gad) katab/ (Earlier Past) 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(A)Before an Un- 1,3,4,17,27,29, An "action/State 

specified Point 30,32,36,4.3,44, that took nla_ce 
54,55,57,64,69 before a Past 

Point of Tire 

conto... 
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Table 53 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(B)Simultaneous 2,15,28', 38 A Recent-Past 

Present Action 

(C)At an Unspecific a. 5,7,10,12,18, a. As in (A) above 

Past 45,50,53,59, 
62 

b. 63 (with law b. A Hypothetical 

'if') Action in the 
Past 

(D)At an Unspeci- 8,9,24,25,37,41, As in (A) above 
fied Point 46,47,49,52,65, 

68 

(E)At a Specific a. 1.1,13,21,33, a. As in (A above 
Past 39,48,56,58, 

66,70 
b. 67 (with lawli b. As in Cb above 

'but for) ) 

TABLE 54 

5. /satusRfir/ (Later Present) 

Adv. Category Representaie Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function i 

(A)After an Un- 

specified Point 
1,12,40,45,46,48 
51,70 

A Post-Future 

Action 

conga... 
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Table 54 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) . Function 

(B)At an Unspeci- 2,15,16,18,20,21 ' An Action that 
fied Point 22,23,25,26,34, will take place 

42,43,47,49,50, at a Point in the 
52,53,54,55,58, Future 
63 

(C)At a'Specific 3,5,6,7,8,9,10, As in (B) above 

Future Point 11,13,19,24,27, 
28,29,30,31,32, 

33,35936,37,39, 
41,44,56,57,59, 
60,61,62,64,65, 
66,67,68,69 

(D)Before an Un- 4,38 A Pre-Future 

specified Point - Action 

(E)Simultaneous 17 An Action that wil? 
Pre sent take place at Near 

Future 

TABLE 55 
6. /känat satusäfir/ (Later Past) 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(A)At an UnsDeci- a.. 1,9,16,20,43, a. 1, Tentative 
fled Point 48,54 Past 

b. 32,57,62 (with b. 1. A Hynothet- 

lawlä) ical Past 
2.1'1 Hy the t- 

ica]. PlItu ^e 

. con u... 
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Table 55 contd. 

Adv. Category I Representaie, 
Sentence(s) 

(B)After an Un- a. 2,15,17,18,38, 

specified Point 39,40,44,70 

b. 27,63,68 (with 

13w1ä ) 

Corresponding 
junction 

a. An Intended 

Action at Post- 

Past 

b. 1. A Hypothetical 

Post-Past 

Action 

2. A Hypothetical 

Post-Future 
Action 

(C)Before an Un- 4,12 

specified Point 

(D)Simultaneous 10,64 

Present 

(E)A Specific 
Future Point 

11,13,21,24,29, 
37,55,69 

(F)A Specific Past 

Point 
a. 22,60,65,66 

(with law or 
lawlä) 

b. 45,50,58,67 

a. A Hypothetical 

Pre-Past Action 
b. A Hypothetical 

Pre-Future 
Action 

A Hypothetical 

Simultaneous- 

Present Action 

As in (Ab2) above 

a. As in (Abl. ) 

above 

b. 1. týs in (Abl) 

above 
2. As in Aý 

above 

contd... 
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Table 55 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

(G)At Daytime 33 A Hypothetical 

Period Action at Con- 

temporaneous Fret-1 

ent 

TABLE 56 

7. /yakünu nä? im/ (Simultaneous Non-Past) 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

(A)At an Unspeci- 1,6,8,9,10,11,12, a. An Action/State 
fied Point 13,16,17,20,22, usually simuult=- 

24,26,30,31,32, neous. with an 
38,39,40,41,42, Unspecified 
43,44,45,46,48, Point 
49,50,52,53,57, b. An r. ctior. /State 
58,59,60,68,28 that is exDect- 

ed to be simu1. 
neous with a 
Future Point 

(B)Frequency at 4,55,62,64,66, As in (Aa) above 
Unspecified 69 
Points 

contra... 
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Table 56 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(C)An Unspecific 5 a. As in (Aa) 

Point at ion- above 
Past b. As in (Ab) 

" above 

(D)Simultaneous 7; 51,61,67 A Tentative Simul- 
Present taneous'Present 

Action/State 

(E)Before an Un- 15,18,33,37,54 a. An Action/State 

specified Point Simultaneous 

with a Point 
that Precedes an- 

other at an Un- 

specified Time 
b. An Action/State 

Simultaneous 

with a Point 

that Precedes 

another at Futur 

(F)After an Un- 27,29,65 a. An Action/State 

specified Point Simultaneous 

with a Point 
that Follows an- 

other at an Un- 

specified Time 
b. An Action/State 

that ý, 'ollo`ý"s an- 
other. in Future 
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TABLE 57 

8. /ki. na mäshiyan/ (Simultaneous Past) 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

(A)A Specific Past 1,16,20,21,30,33, An Action/State 
34,36,37,40,43, Simultaneous with 
45,46,49,54,58, a Point/Period in 
59,62,63,64,66, the Past 
70 

(B)After an Un- 2 An Action/State 

specified Point 

(C)An Unspecified 
Point 

(D)An Unspecific 

Past Point 

(E)Before an Un- 

specified 
Point 

Simultaneous with 

a Point at Post- 

Past 

5,6,7,9,10,11, 
12,13,15,17,23, 
26,28,38,44,48, 
51,52,60,65 

As in (A) above 

42,61 As in (A) above 

47,50 An Action/State 
Simultaneous 

with a Point/Period 

at Pre-Past 
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TABLE 58 

9. /takünu mahjüra/'(Sinultaneous Non-Past (Passive)) 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

irre sponding 
Function 

(A)An Unspecified 

Point 

1,12,17,23,26, 
30,36,37,38,45, 
48,49,50,56,57, 
58,59,62,65,66, 
67 

(B)Before an Un- 2,29,41 

specified Point 

C)A Specific Future 5,21 

Point 
i(D)An Unspecific 18,24,47,52,. 61 

Pni ni- n+. T? nn_ 

Pion-Past 

a. An Action/State 

usually Simulta- 

neous with an ;, 7n- 

specified Point 

b. An Action/State 

Simultaneous with. 

a Future Point 

a. An Action/State 

usually Simulta-- 

neous with a Poin- 

that Precedes an- 

other Unsnecijliei 

Point 

b. An Action/State 

Simultaneous wits 

a Point that Pre- 

cedes another 

Future Point 

As in (Ab) above 

a. As in (Aa) above 
b. As in (Ab) above 

contd... 
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Table 58 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) 

I 
Function 

(E)After an Un- 13,18,27,43,53, a. An Action/State 

specified Point 54,68 usually Sir. u1 ta. - 
neous with a 
Point that Polk ýýýý 

fied Point 

b. An Action/State 

that Follows a 
Point at '? utu-e 

(F)Simultaneous 

Present 

(G)An Unspecific 

Future 

(H)A Specific 

Future 

15,40,44,55,64, A Tentative"Simu? - 
69 taneous Present 

Action/State 

16 As in (Ab) above 

20,63 As in (Ab) above 

TABLE 59 
10. /känat maksüra/ (Simultaneous Past(Passive)) 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

(A)An Unspecific 1,2,10,11,13,16,17 An Action/State 
Past Point 23,24,27,29,30,36, Simultaneous 

1,43,44,46,47,54, a Point at erst 
58,59,61,48 

contd... 
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Table 59 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(B)Simultaneous 4,15 An Action/State 
Present Simultaneous 

a Point at ReceY- 

Past 

(C)An Unspecified 5,7,18,26,28, As in (A)'above 

Point 37,38,49,52,65, 
68 

(D)Before an Un- 6,9,33,39,55, An Action/State 

specified Point 62,64 Simultaneous rri tt 

a Point at Pr_ e-P ast 

(E)A Specific Past 12,14,21,45,60, As in (A) above 
67,69,70 

(F)After an Un- 32,66 An Action/State 

specified Point Simultaneous vri 
a Point at Post- 
Past 

(G)Before a Past 56,57,63 As in (D) above 
Point 

TABLE 60 
. 11 /trnlr�r,,, trýlr+�1, /i (ýnrt+i rnii nii a STnn_D c, 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) 

I 
Function 

(A)Before an Un- 1,11 a. An Action/State 

specified Point usually F-oinF c-: 
before an T'n- 
snecified 

contd--- 
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Table 60 contd. - 

Adv.. -Category 
Representative Corresponding 

Sentence(s) Function 

b. An Action/State 
that will be 

going on Before 

a Future Point 

I(B)An Unspecific 8,20,60 I 
Pni nt nt *'nn_ 

Past 

(C) Simultaneous 
Present 

9,12,17,21, 
28(Negative), 43, 
48,56,57,59,61, 
65,69, 

(D)An Unspecified 10,15,40,53,54, 
Point 63 

(E)After an Un- 18,34,47,49 

specified*Point 

a. An Action/State 

repeatedly goings 

on at' an Unsneci- 

fied Point 

b. nn Action/State 

going on at a 
Future Point 

An Action/State 
Tentatively going 
on at Simultaneous 

Present 

a. As in (Ba) above 
b. As in (Bb) above 

a. An Action/State 

usually going oný 
after an Unsneci 
fied Point 

b. An Action/State 

that will be 

going on after 

a Future Point 

eöntd... 
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Table 60 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
? unction 

(F)A Specific 33 As in (Bb) above 
Future Point 

(G)Frequency at 45,62,64 As in (Bb) above 
an Unspecified 

Time 

TABLE 61 

12. /känayaktub/ (Continuous Past) 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(A)Simultaneous 1,37 An Action/State 

Present that was ., oir on 
at Recent Past 

(B)Before an Un- 2,20,31,50,60 An Action/State 

specified Point that was going on 

at Pre-Past 

(C)An Unspecific 23,25,42,45,59, An Action /State 

Past 63,64,68,69 that was roing on 
at a Past Point 

(D)An Unspecified 5,6,8,10,12*, 15, As in (C) above 
Point 16,18,19,24,26, 

28,36,38,44,49, 
51,53,54,65, 

contd... 
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Table 61 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(E)A Specific 7,11,13,17,30,32 As in (C) above 

Past 33,40,41,43,47, 
56,57,58,61,62, " 
66,67 

TABLE 62 

13. /sayakünu yagra? / (Continuous hater-Present) 

Adv. Category (Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) 

I 
Function 

(A)Before an Un- 

snecified Point 

1,12 An Action/State 

that will be 

(B)limultaneous 

Present 

2,25,28,44,57 

going on at Pre- 

Future 

A State/Action 

Tentatively going 

on at Simultaneous 

Present 

(C)An Unspecified 3,5,15,17,20,23, An Action/State 

Point 6f Time 32,35,38,39,43, that will be going 
45,48,51,54,60, on at a Future 
63,64,68 Point 

coma ... 
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Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
unction 

(D)After an Un- 9,29,34,37,49,51, An Action/State 

specified Point 62 that will be 

going on at Post- 
Future 

(E)A Specific 10,11,16,21,33, As in (C) above 

Future 40,55,58,59,66, 
67 

(F)At Daytime 27,61 An Action/State 

Period Tentatively__goinE 

on at Conternnora- 

neous Present 

(G)An Unspecified 53 An Action/State 

Frequency that will be 

Frequently Reneate 
in the Future 

(H)A Future 56,69 An Action/State 
Duration going on at a 

Future Period of 
Time 

TABLE 63 
14. /käna savakünu yaktub/ (Continuous Later-Past) 

Adv. Category epr. esen�ative .., orresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

(A)An Unspecified a. 2,17 a. An Action/Stated 
Point that r; as to be 

__, oing on at 

Post-Past 

cont... . 
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Table 63 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Correspondir_C 
Function 

b. 10,55,60,61,68 b. An Action/State 
(with law, Hypothetically 

lawlä, or law going on at Pas, 
lam) 

(B)An. Unspecific 9 An Action-/State 

Future Hypothetically 

going on in the 

Future 

(C)Before an Un- 12,37,48,64 a. Hypothetically 

specified Point going on at Pre- 

Past 
b. Hypothetically, 

going on at Pre- 

Future 

(D)A Specific a. 15,70 a. As in (Aa) above 
Past b. 62,66 (with b. As in (Ab) above 

lawlä) 

(E)After an Un- 38,65,67 a. As in (Aa) above 

specified Point b. Hypothetically 

going; on at Pos: 
Past 

c. Hypothetically 

going on at Post 

Future 

contd.... 
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Table 63 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(P)Simultaneous 43,58,59,69 An Action/State 
Present Hypothetically 

going on at Simul- 
taneous Present 

(G)After an Un- 63 As in (Aa) above 

specific Past 

Point 

TABLE 64 

15.. /sayakünu safar/ (Pre-Later Present) 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

(A)An Unspecified 1,2,13,21,23,24, An Action/State 
Point of Time 25,30,32,36,39, that will Precede 

46,53,61,63 a Future Point 
of Time 

(B)Before an Un- 3,33,38,55,65, As in (A) above 
specified Point 67 

(C)Daytime Period 5,28,64 An Action/State 
that will Precede 

a Point at Pear 
Future 

p 

conta... 
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Adv. Category 

(D)After an Un- 

specified Point 

of Time 

(E)Simultaneous 

Present 

(F)An Unspecific 
Future 

(G)A Specific 

Future 

(H)An Unspecific 

Non-Fast 
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Representative 
Sentence(s) 

8,18,43,49 

orresponding 
Function 

As in (A) above 

12,15,27,44,58, A Tentative Acticn 
68 State at Recent 

Past 

20 As in (A) above 

40,56,59 As in (A) above 

45,57,70 lAs in (A) above 

TABLE 65 

16. /käna sayakiznu sä, far/ (Pre-later Past) 

Adv. Category I'RSentence(s) epresentative Corresponding 
Function 

(A)An Unspecified 8,9,12,37,53,57 a. nn Action/State 
Point that was Plannei 

to take place 
Before a Point _- 

Po st-Past (ast 

Point of Refere-^e 

contd... 
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Table 65 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

b. An Action/State 

that was to take 

" place Before a 
Point at Post- 

Past, but did 

not (i. e. Hypo- 

theticality) 

(B)Before an Un- 1,68 (with As in (Ab) above 

specified Point lawlä) 

(C)A Specific 10 Hypothetical Pre- 

Future Future 

(D)A Specific a. 11,48,70 a. As in (Aa) or 
Past (Ab) above 

b. 22,58,60,62, b. As in (. Ab) above 
66(with law 

or lawlä) 

(L)Simultaneous 15,55,61,65 A Hypothetical 
Present Action that took 

place Before a 
Point at Sir: ulta- 
neous Present (i. e 

at Recent Past) 

(F)Daytime Period 33 (with As in (E) above 
lawlR) 

contd... 
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Table 65 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

(G)An Unspecific 38 As in (Aa) or. (tib) 

Past above 

(H)After an Un- 63,67 (with As in (Ab) above 

specified Iawlä) 
Point 

TABLE 66 

17. /satakünu nä? ima/ (Simultaneous Later-Present) 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

(A)Simultaneous 1,6,15,28,37,39, An Action/State 
Present 57 Tentatively Simul- 

taneous with the 
Moment of Speech 

(B)An Unspecified 2,7,9,10,11,12, An action/State 
Point of Time 13,14,17,18,21, Simultaneous with 

22,24,26,27,29, a Future Point 
30,31,32,34,35, 
36,38,40,43,44, 
45,46,47,48,49, ' 
50,51,52,55,56, 
58,60,65,66,68 

(C)A Specific 3,61,69 As in (B) above 
Non-Past 

contd... 
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Table 66 contd. 

Adv. Category 
(Representative 

Sentence(s) 

(D)Daytime Period 15 

(E)A Specific 

Future 

(F)After an Un- 

specified Point 

8,20,33,62 

16,53,63 

(G)Before an Un- 23 

specified Point 

(H)A Duration of 59 

Time(End Speci- 
fied) 

Future 

An Action/State 

Simultaneous ":: i 

a Point at ''r. e- 
Future 

An Action/State 

Simultaneous : ̂ iý:. 

a Future Period 

TABLE 67 

18. /käna sayakünu nä,? im/ (Simultaneous Later-Past) 

Adv. Category 

(A)An Unspecified 
Point of Time 

Representative 
Sentence-(, s) 

a. 1,9,15,23,37, 
40,43 

Corresponding 
Function 

a. 1. Simultaneous 

with Pos t-'ý 

(i. e. Fast ^iý-ýtý 

Corresponding 
Function 

An Action/State 

Simultaneous 

with Near ? üture 

As in (B) above 

An Action/State 

Simultaneous wi 

a Point at Post- 

from Past) 

contci --- 
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Table 67 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative 
Sentence(s) 

Corresponding 
Function 

2. HyDothetically 

Simultaneous 

with Post-Past 

h. 60,66 (la; vlä) 
(B)-After an Un- a. 2,48,63 

specified Point 

of Time b. 17,67 (lawl ) 

(C)After an Un- 8 

specific Past 

Point 

(D)Äfter a Specific 12; 38 
Past 

(E) Simultaneous 
Present 

11,55,58,59,61, 
64,68,69 

(F)A Specific past 62(v ith lavilä) 
(G)A Specific 65 

Future 

b. An in (Aa2) above 

a. As in (Aal) or 
(Aa2) above 

b. As in (Aa2) above 

As in (Aal) or 
Aal) above 

As in (Aal) or (Aa2 

above 
Hypothetically Si- 

multaneous with the 

Moment of Speech 

As in (Aa2) above 
A Hypothetical Si- 

multaneous Future 

TABLE 68 

19. /sayakünu mafhüm/(Simultaneous Later-Present(Passive)) 

Adv. Category 

(A)Simultaneous 

Present 

presentative 
sentence(s) 

1,2,5,7,12,23, 
26,28,37,38,44, 
49,54 

Corresponding 
Function 

An Action/State Si-' 

multaneous with thel 

Moment of Speech or 

with Year Future 

enntd... 
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Table 68 contd. 

Adv. Category 

(B)After an Un- 

specified Point 

(C)A Specific 

Future 

(D)An Unspecified 

Point of Tine 

I(E)After a Sneci- 1 59,63 
fic Future 

TABLE 09 
20. /käna sayakünu mahzüm/(Simultaneous Later-Past 

(Passive) ) 

Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

8,9,39,41,53,55,, An Action/State 
57,61,62,64,67, Simultaneous with 
70 Post-Future 

10,19,21,24,56, 

58,60 

11,13., 14,15,16, 
17,18,27,29,30, 
32,40,43,44,46, 
47,48,50,52,68, 
69 

An Action/State 

Simultaneous with 

a Future Point 

As in (C) above 

As in (B) above 

Adv. Category epresentative 
Sentence(s) 

orresponding 
Function 

(A)An Unspecific 
Past Point 

a. 1,2,10,17,20, 
48 

a. 1. Än kction/State 
thought of as 

simultaneous 
with a Post- 

Past(i. e. Past 

viewed from Past 

contd... 
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Table 69 contd. 

Adv. Category Representative Corresponding 
Sentence(s) Function 

2 .H otheticIi'! _ 

Simultaneoue 

b. 56 (law1i) 

(B)Simultaneous 8,22,63,67,69 

Present 

(C)An Unspecified a. 15,32,37 
Point of Time 

b. 33,55,61,62 
(with lawlä) 

(D)A Specific a. 27,58,60,64 
Past (with lawlä) 

b. 70 

(E)After an Un- a. 38 

specified 

Point b. 43,68 with 
1a: 1 ) 

(F);; ontemporaneous 65 

Present 

with Post-Paz 

b. ^s in (^a2) ab: -7e 

A H: pothetica. 1 

Action/State seen 

as Simultaneous 

with the Yo-rent c: ' 

Speech 

a. As in (1_a1) or 

. 'I, a2 above 
b. As in (: ßa2) ab: -. e 

a. As in (Aa2) abc v 

b. As in (Aal) or 
(; a2) above 

a. As in (kal) or 
(Aa2) above 

'o. As. in (Aa2) above 

A Hypothetical 
Action/State at 
Contemporaneous 
Present 
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II. Test Two 

In the following tables on the analysis of the 

data of Test Two, numbers are used to represent varies 

Arabic tensemes. Numbers are assigned to different ten- 

semes according to the following numerical code: 

TABLE 70 

Plumber Representative Tenseme 

1 /yaf9al/ ' 

2 /fa9al/ 

3 /yakünu fa9al/ 
4 /käna fa9al/ 
5 /sayaf9al/, /sawfa yaf9al/ 
6 /käna sayaf9al/ 
7 /yakiinu fä9il/ 
8, /käna fä9i1/ 
9 /yakiinu maf 9ü1 / 

10 /käna maf9ül/ 
11 /yakiinu yaf g al / 
12 /käna yaf9al/ 
13 /sayakünu yaf9al/ 
14 /kRna sayakünu yaf9al/, 
15 /sayakünu fa9al/ 
16 /käna sayakünu fa9al/ 
17 /sayakünu fRgil/ 
18 /käna sayakünu fägil/ 
19 /sayakünu mafgül/ 
20 /kRna sayakiinu maf9ül/ 

See the twenty tables of Test One for exarrles 
of actual Arabic tensemes. 
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TABLE 71 
1. Formal Cue: /? ana (qara? ) hädha lkitäb fi Imädi. / 

'I (read) this book in the past. ' 
Represented Temporal. CateEorv: General Past 
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TABLE 72 
2. Pormal'Cue: /? abi (dhahab) ? ila ssinama kulla ? usbü9 

9indamä käna shäbhan/ 'My father (went) to 
the cinema every week. when he was young. ' 

Represented Temporal Category: General Past + Freauency 

Sentence 
No., 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. 12 24. 12 47. 12 
2. -* 25. - 48. 12 

3. 12.. 26. 12 49. - 
4. 12 27. - 50. 
5. 12 28. 12 51. - 
6. - 29. 12 52. - 
7. 12 30. 12 53. 12 
8. - 31. 12 54. 12 
9. 12 32. 12 55. - 

10. - 33. - 56. 12 
11. 12 34. - 57. 12 
12. 12 35. - 58. 12 

13. - 36. -. 59. 12 
14. - 37. 12 60. 12 
15. - 38. 12 61. 12 
16. 12 39. 12 62. 12 
17. - 40. 12 63. 12 
18. 12 41. - 64. 12 
19. 12 42. 12 65. 12 

20. - 43. - 66. 12 
21. - 44. 12 67. 12 
22. - 45-. 12 68. 12 
23. 12 46. 12 

Blanks in this table, as well as in the follow- 
ing ones, represent informants who have left out the 
required tenseme uncorrected or who have mistakenly 
changed the temporal adverbial in the sentence provided. 
and have consequently produced sentences that do not 
meet the requirements of this test. 
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TABLE 73 
3. Formal Cue : /? inn'ahu" (j alas) bilhadiga 9indamä nar-art . 

" 9alä d5arihi bil? ams/ 
'He (sat) in the garden when I passed b^ 
his house yesterday. ' 

itepresencea Temporal category: Simultaneous Present 
Sentence Tenseme Sentence Tenseme Sentence Tenseme 

No. No. r, o. No. No. ?; o. 

1. 8.. 24. - 47. 8 
2. - 25. -" 48. 8 
3. 4 26. 8 49. - 
4. 8 27. 4 50. 2 
5. - 28. 

. 
8 51. 8 

6. X12 29. - 52. 2 
7. 8 30. 8 53. -8 
8. - 31. 8 54. 8 

9. 8 32. 8 55. 8 
10. - 33. - 56. 8 
11. 8 34. - 57. 12 
12. 8 35. 12 58. 8 
13. 2 36. 2 59. 8 
14. - 37. 12 60. 8 
15. 12 38. 8 61. 8 
16. - 39. - 62. 8 
17. - 40. 2 63. 12 
18. 8 41. 8 64. 8 
19. 8 42. 8 65. 12 
20. 2 4.3. . - 66. 8 
21. 2 44. 12 67. 8 
22. 2 45. - 68. 8 
23. 8 46. 

.8 
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TABLE 74 
4-Formal Cue: /gäia bi? annahu (säfar) ba9da takharrujih_ 

lawliä wafät wiilidihi/ 
'He said that he (travelled) after his 

graduation but for the death of his father. ' 

Represented Temporal Category: Later Past (Unfulfilled) 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. - 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
I TO. 

Sentence 
2: 7 o. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. 5 24. - 47. 6 
2. - 25. 5 48. 5 
3. 5 26. 5 49. 5 
4. 5 27. 5 50. - 
5. - 28. 5. 51. 5 
6. 5 29. 5 52. 5 
7. 5 30. 5 53. 5 
8. 5 31. - 54. 6 
9. 5 32. 5' 55. 8 

10. 5 33. 5 56. 6 
11. 5 34. 5 57. 6 

12. 5 35. 5 58. 16 
13. 5 36. 5 . 59. 5 
14. - 37. 5 60. 5 
15. 5 38. 5 61. 8 
16. - 39. 5 62. 16 

17. - 40. 5 63. 5 
18. 5 41. 5 64. 16 
19. 5 42. 5 65. - 
20. 5 43. 5 66. - 
21. 5 44. 6 67. 
22. - 45. 5 68. 6 
23. 16 46. 5 
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TABLE 75 
5. Formal'Cue: /nahnu (samiga) hädhihi 1? ughniya kathiran 

hädhihi 1? ayyäm/ 
'Vole (heard ) this-song a lot these days. ' 

Represented Temporal Category: Current Present 

Sentence 
rr 

fo 

. 

Tenseme 
1o. 

1. 1 
2. 1 

3. 1 
4. 1 
5. 1 
6. 1 
7. 1 
8. 1 

9. 1 
10. - 
11. 1 
12. - 
13. - 
14. 1 
1'5 . 1 
16. 1 
17. 1 

18. 1 

19. 1 

20. 1 

21. 1 
22. 1 
23. 1 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
Ito. 

24. 1 
25. 1 
26. 1 
27. 1 
28. 1 

29. - 
30.. 1 
31. 1 

32. 1 

33. 1 
34. 1 
35. 1 
36. 5 
37. 1 
38. 1 

39. 1 
40. 1 
41. 1 

42. 1 
43. 1 
44. 1, 
45. 1 
46. 1 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

47. - 
48. 1 

49. 1 
50. 1 
51. 1 

52. - 
53. 1 
54. 1 
55. 1 
56. 1 
57. 1 
58. 1 

59. 1 
60. 1 
61. 1 
62. 1 

63. 1 
64. 1 
65. 1 
66. 1 
67. 1 
68. 1 
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TABLE 76 
6. Formal Cue: /? ana (shähad ) hRdha lfilim marratayn 

gabla 1? än/ 
'I (saw) this film twice before now. 

Represented Temporal Category: Earlier Present 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. 2 
2. 2 

3. 2 
4. 2 
5. 2 
6. - 
7. 2 
8. 2 

9. 2 
10. 2 
11. 2 
12. 2 
13. 2 

14. 2 
15. 2 

16. 4 
17. 2 
18. 2 
19. 2 
20. 2 
21. 2 
22. 2 
23. 2 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

24. 2 
25. 2 
26. 2 
27. 2 
28. 2 
29. 2 
30. 2 

31. 4 
32. 2 

33. 2 
34. 2 
35. 4 
36. 2 
37. 2 
38. 2 
39. 2 
40. 2 
41. 2 
42. 2 

43. 2 
44. 2 
45. 2 
46. 2 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

" 47. 2 
48. 2 
49. 2 
50. 2 
51. 2 
52. 2 

53. 4 
54. 2 
55. 2 
56. 2 
57. 2 
58. 2 

59. 2 
60. 2 
61. 2 
62. 2 
63. 2 
64. 2 
65. 4 
66. 4 
67. 2 
68. 2 
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TABLE 77 
7. Formal Cue : /? al? atfä. l (kabur ) bisur9a 9ida tan/ 

'Children (grew up) quickly usually. ' 
Represented Temporal-Cate ory: General Present 

(All Time) 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. .1 24. 1 47. 1 
2. - 25. 1 48. 1 
3. 1 26. 1 49. 1 
4. 1 27. 1 50. - 
5. 1 28. 1 51. 1 
6.. 1 29. 1 52. - 
7. 1 30. 1 53. 1 
8. 1 31. 1 54. 1 

9. 1 32. 1 55. 1 

. 10. 1 33. 1 56. 1 
11. 1 34. 1 57. 1 

12. 1 35. 1 58. 1 

13. 1 36. 1 59. 1 
14. 1 37. 1 60. 1 
15. 1 38. 1 61. 1 
16. - 39. 1 62. 1 
17. 1 40. 1 63. 1 
18. 1 41. 1 64. 1 
19. - 42. 1 65. 1 
20. 1 43. 1 66. 1 
21. 1 44. 1 67. 1 
22. 1 45. - 68. 1 

23. 1 46. 1 
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TABLE 78 

8. Formai Cue : /? idh . (säfar) salim ? ilä baghd ad 

bilinustaabal fa? i nnahu sayazür lmathafa 
lbaghdädi batman/ 'If Salim (travelled) 

to Baghdad in the future, he will 
certainly visit the Baghdadi ?, Museum. ' 

Represented Temporal Category: General Future 
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TABLE 79 
9. Formal Cue: /(säfar) salim ? i1. ä, baghdä. d ghadan/ 

'Salim (travelled) to Baghdad tomorrow. ' 
Represented Temporal Category: Specific Future 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
P'o. 

Sentence 
P. o. 

Tenseme 
Eo. 

1. 5 24. 5 47. 5 
2. 1 25. 5 48. 1 

3. 5'- 26. - 49. 5 
4. 5 27. 5 50. 5 
5. 5 28. 5 51. 5 
6. 5 29. 5 52. 1 
7. 1 30. 5 53. 17 
8. 5 31. ' 5 54. 5 
9. 5 32. 1 55. 5 

10. 5 33. 5 56. 5 
11. 5 34. - 57. 5 
12. 1 35. - 58. 5 
13. 1 36. 1 59. 5 
14. 1 37. 1 60. 5 
15. 5 38. 5 61. 5 
16. 5 39. 5 62. 5 
17. 1 40. 1 63. 5 
18. 5 41. - 64. 5 
19. 1 42. 5 65. 5 
20. 1 43. 5 66. 5 
21. 5 44. - 67. 5 
22. 1 45. "5 68. 5 
23. 5 46. 5 
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TABLE 80 
10. Formal Cue: /law (daras) jayyidan fi 19ämi lmädi 

lama rasab/ 
'If he (studied) hard last year, he would 

not have failed. ' 

Represented TemDoral Category: Specific Past 
(Plus Hypotheticalness) 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
T. 0. 

Sentence 
J. O. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. 2 24. 2 47. 2 

2. 8 25. 2 48. 2 
3. .2 26. 4 49. 2 
4.. 2 27. 2 50. 2 
5. 2 28. 4 51. 2 
6. 4 29. 2 52. 2 
7. 2 30. 2 53. 4 
8. 12 31. 2 54. 2 

9. 8 32. 2 55. 2 
10. 2 33. 2 56. 2 

11. 2 34. 2 57. 2 
12. 2 35. 2 58. 2 
13. 12 36. 2 59. 2 
14.. 2 37. 4 60. 4 
15. 4 38. 2 61. 2 
16. 4 39. 2 62. 4 
17. 4 40. 2 63. 4 
18. 4 41. 12 644. 4 
19. 8 42. 2 65. 4 
20. 2 43. 2 66. 4 
21. 2 44. 4 67. 4 
22. 2 45. 2 68. 4 
23. 2 46. 2 
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TABLE' 81 
ll. Formal Cue: /9indamä taraktuhu bil? ams (katab) risä. le. 

? ilä w ilidihi oa9da galll. waläkin yabdu 
? annahu clad ghayyara ra? yahu ba9da 

mughädarati/ 'When Y left him yesterday, 
he (wrote) a letter to his father a short 
time later, but it seems that he changed 
his mind after my departure., 

Represented Temporal Category: Later Past 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
T o. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. 6 24. 2 47. 2 
2. - 25. 2 48. 2 

3. - 26. 2 49. - 
4. 6 27. - 2 50. - 
5. - 28. - 51.. - 
6. 2 29. 2 52. 1 

7. - 30. 6 53. 16 

"8. - 31. 6 54. 6 

9. - 32. 1 55. 6 
10. 2 33. 2 56. 6 
11. 2 34. 2 57. - 
12. - 35. 2 58. - 

; 13. 2 36. 1 59. 6 
14. 2 37. . - 60. 16 
15. - 38. 2 61. 6 
16. - 39. 1 62. - 
17. - 40. - 63. 6 
18. - 41. 2 64. 6 

19. - 42. 6 65. 6 
20. - 43. - 66. 6 
21. - 44. - 67. 6 
22. 1 45. 2 68. 6 

23. 2 46, 2 
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TABLE 82 
12.3Formal Cue: /? ana (katab) ris3la 9indamä nqata9a 

ttayyar ikahrabä? i fi llayla lmadiya/ 
'I (wrote) a letter when there was 

apower-cut last night. ' 
Represented Temporal Category: Simultaneous Past 

Sentence 

. 
No. 

Tenseme 
No 

1. 12 
2. - 
3. 12 
4. 12 
5. 12 
6. - 
7. 12 
8. 12 

9. 4 
"10. - 
11. 12 
12. - 
13. -' 
14. - 
15. 12 
16. 12 
17. 12 
18. 12 
19. 12 
20. - 
21. - 
22. - 
23. - 

Sentence 
No. 

Tensene 
No. 

24. 12 
25. 12 
26. 12 
27. 12 
28. 12 
29. 12 
30. 12 

31. - 
32. 12 

33. 12 
34. 12 
35. - 
36. 12 
37. 12 
38. - 
39. 12 
40. - 
41. - 
42. - 
43. 12 
44. 12 
45. 12 
46. 12 

Sentence Tenseme 
No. No. 

47. 
48. 12 

49. - 
50. - 
51. - 
52. 12 

53. 12 
54. 12 

55. 12 
56. 12 

57. 12 
58. 12 

59. 12 
60. 12 
61. 12 
62. 12 
63. 12 
64. 12 
65. 12 
66. 12 
67. 12 
68. 12 
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TABLE 83. 
13. Formal Cue: /lam (sifar) sallm ? ilä baghdäd sä, b / 

'Salim not (travelled) to Baghdad before. ' 
Represented Temporal Category: Earlier Present 

(Plus- Negation) 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
17.0. 

Tenseme 

.0. 

Sentence 
.0. 

Tenseme 
.0. 

1. ' 1 24. 1 47.. 1 
2. 1 25. 1 48. 1 
3. 1 26. 3 49. - 
4. 1 27. 1 50. - 
5. 1 28. - 51. 1 
6. 1 29.. 1 52. - 
7. 1 30. 1 53. 1 
8. 1 31. 1 54. 1 

9. - 32. 1 55. 1 
10. 1 33. 1 56. 3 
11. 1 34. 1 57. 1 
12. 1 35. 1 58. 1 
13. 1 36. 1 59. 1 
14. 1 37. 1 60. 1 
15. 1 38. 1 61. 1 
16. 1 39. 1 62. 1 
17. 1 40. 1 63. 1 
18. 1 41. - 64. 1 
19. 1 42. 1 65. 1 
20. 1 43. 1 66. 3 
21. 1 44. 1 67. 1 
22. 1 45. 1 68. 1 
23. 1 46. 1 

., 
ý+' l1 

: 's:; 
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TABLE 84 

.; a.. 
; sýý 

14. Formal Cue : /huuwa lä yazäl (dhahab) ? ila ssl. nama 
marra wähida kulla'shahr/ 

'He still (went) to the cinema once a 
month. ' 

Represented Temporal Category: General Present 
(All Time) 

Sentence Tenseme 
No. No. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

24. 1 
25. 1 
26. 1 
27. 1 
28. 1 
29. 1 
30. 1 
31. 1 

32. 1 
33. 1 
34. 1 
35. 1 
36. 1 
37. 1 
38. - 
39. 1 
40. 1 
41. 1 
42. 1 

43. 1 
44. 1 
45. 1 
46. 1 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

47. 1 

48. 1 
49. 1 
50. 1 
51. 1 
52. 1 
53. 1 
54. 1 
55. 1 
56. 1 
57. 1 
58. 1 

59. 1 
60. 1 
61. 1 
62. 1 

63. 1 
64. 1 
65. 1 
66. 1 
67. 1 
68. 1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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TABLE 85 
15. Formal Cue: /? a9tagidu ? annanä. Ian najid-hu bilbayti 

9inda dhi hä. birä ghadan 1i? annahu '(ga. ra? ) 
fi imaktaba hinadhäk/ 'I think we won't 
find him at home when we go tomorrow as 
he he (read) in the library then. ' 

Represented Temnoral Cate; ory: Simultaneous Future 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
T; o. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
' No. 

Tenseme 
Fo. 

1. - 24. - 47. - 
2. 1 25. 1 48. 5 

3. 1 26. - 49. - 
4. 13 27. 5 50. - 
5. 5 28. 1 52. 5 
6. 5 29. - 52. - 
7. 1 30. 5 53. 5 
8. 1 31. 5 54. 13 
9. 5 32. - 55. - 

10. 1 33. - 56. 13 
11. 1 34.. 1 57. 11 
12. - 35. 5 58. ' 5 
13. - 36. 1 5.9. 1 
14. 1 37. 11 60. 13 
15. 11 38. - 61. 13 
16. 1 39. 1 62. 13 
17. - 40. 1 63. 11 
18. - 41. - 64. 5 
19. 1 42. 1 65. - 
20. 1 43. - 66. 13 
21. 1 44. - 67.. 13 
22. 1 45. 1 68. 13 
23. - 46. - 
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TABLE 86 
16. Formal Cue: /? ana (samiga) hädhihi 1? ughniya 9iddata 

marrät min gablu/ 
'I (heard) this song many times before. ' 

Represented Temporal Category: Earlier Present 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. 2. 24. 2 47. 2 
2. - 25. 4 48. 2 
3. 2 26. 2 49. 2 
4. 2 27. 2 50. 2 
5. 2 28. 2 51. 2 
6. - 29. 2 52. - 
7. 2 30. 2 53. -4 
8. 2 31. 2 54. 2 
9. - 32. * 2 55. 2 

10. 2 33. 2 56. 4 
11. 2 34. -2 57. 4 
12. 12 35. 2 58. 2 
13. 2 36. 2 59. 2 
14. 2 37. 2 60. 2 
15. 2 38. 2 61. 2 
16. 4 39. 2 62. 2 
17. 2 40. 2 63. 2 
18. 2 41. - 64. 2 
190 2 42. 2 65. 2 
20. 2 43. 

. - 
66. 2 

21. 2 4-4. 4/2 67. 2 
22. 2 45. 2 68. 2 
23. 2 46. - 
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TABLE 87 

17. yormal Cue: /(daras) salim fi lmaktaba tug la va; r: mi 
? a. ms/ 

'Salim (studied) in the library all day 

yesterday. ' 
Represented Temporal Cate ory: Specific Past 

(Plus Duration) 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
1%o. 

Sentence 
:; o. 

Tenseme 
Ido. 

Sentence 
rTo. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. 2 24. 2 47. 12 
2. - 25. 2 48. 2 
3. 2 26. 12 49. 2 
4. 2 27. 2 50. 2 
5. 2 28. 12 51. 2 
6. 2 29. 2 52. - 
7. 2 30. 2 53. 12 
8. 12 31. 12 54. 12 
9. - 32. 2 55. 12 

10. 2 33. 2 56. 12 
11. 2 34. 2 57. 4 
12. 2 35. 2 58. 12 

13. 2 36. 2 59. 2 
14.. 2 37. 2 60. 12 
15. 12 38. 2 61. 12 
16. 12 39. 2 62. 12 
17. 2 40. 2 63. 2 
18. 2 41. 12 64. 12 
19. 12 42. 2 65. 12 
20. 2 43. 12 66. 4 
21. 2 44. 12 67. 2 
22. 2 45. 12. 68. 2 
23. 2 46. 2 
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TABLE 88 
18. Formal Cue: /huwa (safar) fi ? ayyati 1ahza bagda 1? an/ 

'He (travelled) any moment (after) now. ' 

Represented Temporal Category: Later Present 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
I: o. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. 5 24. 1 47. - 
2. 5 25. 5 48. 1 
3. 5 26. 5 49. 1 
4. 5 27. 5 50. 5 
5. 5 28. 5 51. 5 
6. 5 29. 5 52. 1 
7. 1 30. - 53. 7 
8. 5 31. 5 54. 1 
9. 5 32. 1 55. 1 

10. 5 33. 5 56. 1 
11. 5 34. 1. 57. 5 
12. 5 35. 5 58. 1 
13. 5 36. 5 59. 5 
14. 1 37. 5 60. 5 
15. 5 38. 5 61. 1 
16. 1 39. 5 62. - 
17. 5 40. 5 63. 5 
18. 5 41. 5 64. 5 
19. 1 42. 5 65. 5 
20. 1 43. 1 66. 1 

21. 1 44. 1 67. 5 
22. 1 45. 5 . 68. 5 
23. 1 46. 1 
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TABLE 89 

19. Formal Cue: /(säfar) ? akhi "? ilä. baghdäd gables safari 
? ilavha fi 1? usbü91 lmädi/ 

'My brother (travelled) to Baghdad before 
I travelled there last week. ' 

Represented Temporal Category: Earlier Past 

Sentence Tenserne 
I TO 
1i ý% 

" lr O" 

Sentence Tenseme 
No. a+ 0. 

Sentence Tenseme 
1v0" 

Iv0. 

1. 2 24. "2 47. 2 
2. - 25. 2 48. 2 
3. 2 26. 2 49. - 
4. 2 27. 2 50. 2 
5'. 2 28. 4 51. 2 
6. 2 29. 2 52. 2 

7. 2 30. 2 53. 4 
8. 2 31. 4 54. 4 
9. - 32. 2 55. 4 

10. 2 33. 2 56. 4 
11. 2 34. 2 57. 4 
12. - 35. 2 58. 4 

13. 2 36. 2 59. 2 
14. 2 37. 4 60. 4 
15. 2 38. 2 61. 4 

16. - 39. 2 62. 4 
17. 4 40. 2 63. 2 
18. 4 41. 2 64. 4 
19. 4 42. 2 65. 4 
20. 2 43. 2 66. 4 

21. 2 44. 2/4 67. 2 
22. 2 45. 2 68. 4 

23. 2 46. 2 
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TABLE 90 
20. For_mal Cue: /gäla bi? anna lmuhädara (ntahä) 12ä. n la: -rlä 

? as? ilatu lhädirin lkathira/ 
'(He) said that the lecture (finished) now 
but for the many questions from the 

audience. ' 
Represented Temporal Category: Simultaneous Present 

(Plus Hypotheticalness) 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No . 

Sentence 
No.. 

Tenseme. 
Ito. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
Yo. 

1. 12 24. - 47. - 
2. - 25. - 48. 8 

3. - 26. 12 49. - 
4. 6 27. - 50. - 
5. - 28. 6 51. - 
6. 5 29. - 52. - 
7. 5 30. - 53. 8 
8. - 31. 12 54. 4 

9. - - 32. 5 55. 4 
10. - 33. - 56. 4 
11. - 34. - 57. 3 
12. 5 35. - 58. 4 
13. - 36. - 59. 4 
14. - 37. 15 60. - 
15. - 38. - 61. 4 
16. 4 39. - 62. 4 
17. - 40. - 63. 6 

18. - 41. - 64. 4 
19. - 42. - 65. 6 

20. - 43. - 66. 3 
21. - 44. - 67. 4 
22. - 45. - 68. 4 

23. - 46. -- 
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TABLE 91 

21. Formal Cue: /zaki (dhahab) ? i]. a ssinama magi ba9da 

nihayati 1? imtihg, n ghadan/ 

. 
'Zeki (went) to the cinema with me after 

the end of the examination tomorrow. ' 

Represented Temporal Category: Later Future 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. 5 24. 15 47. 5 
2. 5 25. 5 48. 5 
3. 1 26. 5 49. 5 
4. 5 27. 5 50. 5 
5. 5 28. 5 51. 5 
6. 5 29. 5 52. 1 
7. 5 30. 5 53. 5 
8. 5 31. 1 54. 5 
9. 5 32. 5 55. 5 

10. 5 33. 5 56. 5 
11. 5 34. 1 57. 5 
12. 5 35. 1 58. 5 
13. - 36. 5 59. 5 
14. 1 37. 5 60. 5 
15. 5 38. 5 61. 5 
16. 5 39. 5 62. 5 
17. 17 40. 5 63. 5 
18. 5 41. - 64. 5 
19. 1 42. 5 65. 5 
20. 5 43. 5 66. 5 
21. 1 44. 5 67. 5 
22. 1 45. 5 68. 5 

23. 5 46. 5 
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TABLE 92 

22. Formal Cue : /? an-a (zär) lma9rid. 
2yawwwmammä 

bil? usbü9i 
1 

. 
dim/ 

'I (visited) the exhibition one day next 

week. ' 

Represented Temporal Category: General Future 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
T; o. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. 5 24. 5 47. 5 
2. 5 25. 5 48. - 
3. - 26. 5 49. 5 
4. - 27. - 50. - 
5. 1 28. 5 51. 5 

6. 5 29. 5 52. 1 
7. 5 30. 5 53. 5 
8. 5 31. 1 54. 1 
9. 1 32. 5 55. 5 

10. 5 33. - 56. 5 
11. - 34. 1 57. 5 
12. 5 35. - 58. 5 
13. 5 36. 5 59. 5 
14. 1 37. 5 60. 5 
15. 5 38. 5 61. 5 
16. 5 0 39. - 62. 5 
17. - 40. 5 63. - 
18. 5 41. - 64. 5 
19. 5 42.. - 65. 5 
20. 5 43. - 66. 5 
21. 5 44. 5 67. 5 
22. 1 45. 5 68. 5 
23. - 46. 5 
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TABLE 93 
23. Formal Cue: /(? anhä) salirr, lkitäb oably ssä9a lkh5r: _: -. 

hadsn 

" 'Salim (finished) the book before five 

o'clock tomorro:;. ' 
Represented Temporal Category: Earlier Future 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
2; o. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tensene 
No. 

Sentence 
loo. 

iensene 
L. O. 

1. 5. 24. 5 47. .5 
2. 5 25. 5 48. 1 
3. 1 26-. 5 49. - 
4. 5 27. 5 50. 5 
5. 1 28. 15 51. 5 
6. - 29. 5 52. 1 
7. 1 30. 5 53. 1.5 
8. 5 31. 1 54. 5 
9. 5 32. 5 55. 5 

10. - 33. 5 56. 5 
11. 1 34. - 57. 5 
12. 5 35. 1 58. 5 
13. - 36. 5 59. 5 
14. 1 37. - 60. 1 
15. 1 38. 5 61. 5 
16. - 39. - 62. 5 
17. - 40. 5 63. 5 
18. 5 41. - 64. 5 
19, 1 42. - 65. 5 
20. 5 43. 

.- 
66. 15 

21. 1 44. 5 67. 5 
22. 1 45". 5 68. 5 
23. 5 46. 5 
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TABLE 94 
24. Formal Cue: /salim (gara? ) bilmaktaba tuwr la yawmi 

" l; had/ 

'Salim (read) in the library all day 

tomorrow. 
Represented Temporal Category: Specific Future 

(Plus Duration) 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
rio. 

1. 5 24. 5 47. - 
2. 1 25. 5 48. 1 

3. 5 26. 5 49. - 
4. 5 27. 5 50. 5 
5. 5 28. 5 51. 5 
6. 5 29. 5 52. - 
7. 1 30. 5 53. 5 
8. 5 31. 5 54. 5 
9. - 32. 1 55. 5 

10. - 33. 5 56. 5 
11. 5 34. 5 57. 11 
1.2. - 35. 1 58. 5 
13. - 36. 5 59. 5 
14. 1 37. 5 60. 5 
15. '5 38. 5 61. 5 
16. - 39. - 62. 5 
17. 1 40. 5 63. 5 
18. 5 41. - 64. 5 
19. - 42. - 65. 5 
20. 1 43. 5 66. 5 
21. 1 44. 5 67. 5 
22. 1 45. 5 68. 5 
23. 1 46. 5 
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TABLE 95 
25.1 ormal Cue : /hiya (katab) risäla ? ilä ? ummih-a 1? än/ 

'She (wrote) a letter to her mother now., 
Represented Temporal Category: Simultaneous Present/ 

Recent Past / Near 
Future 

Sentence 
No, 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
I\7o. 

Tenseme 
TIIo. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
Vo:. 

1. 1 24. %1 47. 2 
2. 5 as. 2 48. 1 

3. 1 26. 2 49. 5 
4. 1 27. 1 50. 2 
5*. 1 28. 1 51. 1. 
6. 1 29. 2 52. 1 
7. 1 30. 5 53. 1 
8. 1 31. 

.1 
54. 1 

9. 2 32. 1 55. 1 
10. 2 33. 5 56. 5 
11. 1 34. 2 57. ]. 
12. 1 35. 1 58. 1 

13. 2 36. 5 59. 1 
14. 1 37. 1 60. 5 
15. 1 38. 5 61. 1 
16. - 39. 1 62. 1 
17. 1 40. 2 63. 1 
18. 1 41. 2 64. 1 
19. 1 42. 1 65. 1 
20. 1 43. 1 66. 1 
21. 1 44. 1 67. 1 
22. 1 45. 1 68. 1 
23. 1 46. 1 
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TABLE 96 

26. rormal Cue: /(kabura) hädhihi" shshajara kathirän 
fi ssana lm5diya/ 

'This tree (grew) a great deal last year. ' 

Represented Temporal Category: Specific Past 

Sentence 
Ido. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenserne 
No. 

Sentence 
" ITo. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. 2 24. 2 47. 2 
2. 2 25. 2 48. 2 
3. 2 26. 2 '49. 2 
4. 2 27. 2 50. 2 
5. 2 28. - 51. 2 
6. 2 29. 2 52. 2 

7. 2 30. 2 53. 4 
8. 2 31. 2 54. 2 

9. 2 32. 2 55. 2 
10. 2 33. 2 56. 2 

11. 2 34. 2 57. 2 
12. 2 35. 2 58. 2 

13. 2 36. 2 59. 2 
14. 2 37. 2 60. 4 
15. 2 38. 2 61. 2 
16. 2 39. 2 62. 2 

17. 4 40. 2 63. 2 
18. 2 41. 2 64. 2 

19. 2 42. 2 65. 2 

20. 2 43. 2 66. 2 
21. 2 44. 2 67. 2 
22. 2 45. 2 68. 2 

23. 2 46. 2 
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TABLE 9? 
27. Formal Cue: /(marida) salim tuwala 1? usrügi lmädi/ 

" 'Salim (was sick) all last week. ' 
Represented Temporal Cate: Specific Past 

(Plus Duration) 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
-No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. 8 24. 2 47. 2 
2. 8 25. 2 48. 8 
3. 2 26. 8 49. 8 
4. 2 27. 2 50. 2 
5. 2 28. 8 51. 2 
6. 8 29. 2 52. 2 

7. 2 30. 8 53. .8 
8. 2 31. 8 54. 2 

9. 2 32. 2 55. 8 
10. 2 33. 2 56. 8 
11. 2 34. .2 57. 8 
12. 2 35. 2 58. 8 

13. 2 36. 2 59. 2 
14. 2 37. 2 60. 4 
15. 2 38. 2 61. 8 
16. 2 39. 2 62. 8 
17. 2 40. 2 63. 2 
18. 2 41. 8 64. 2 

19. 4 42. 2 65. 2 
20. 2 43. 8 66. 8 
21. 2 44. 4 67. 8 
22. 2 45. 2 68. 8 
23. 8 46. 2 
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TABLE 98 
28. Formal Cue: /salim (gara? ) kathiran hadhihi 1? av-; ý: ý/ 

'Salim '(read) P. by these days. ' 

Represented Temporal Cate; ory: Conternporaneous Present 

Sentence 
No. 

'2enseme 
r: o. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
Yo. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. 1 
. 

24. 1 47. 1 

2. 1 25. 1 48. .1 
3. 1* 26. - 49. - 
4. 1 27. 1 50. 1 

5. 1 28. 1 51. 1 

6. 1 29. 1 52. 1 

7. 1- 30. 1 53. 1 
8. 1 31. 1 54. 

.1 
9. - 32. 1 55. 1 

10. 1 33. 1 56. 1 

11. 1 34. 1 57. 1 
12. 1 35. 

.1 
58. 1 

13. - 36. 1 59. 1 
14. 1 37. 1 60. 1 

15. 1 38. 1 61. 1 

16. 1 39. 1 62. 1 

17. 1 40. 1 63. 1 

18. 1 41. - 64". 1 

19. 1 42. 1 65. - 
20. 1 43. - 66. 1 

21. 1 44. 1 67. 1 

22. 1 45. 1. 68. 1 
23. 1 46. 1 
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TABLE 99 

29. Forma? Cue: /(safar) nabil ? ilä landan yawmi ? ams/ 
'Nabil (travelled) to London yesterday., 

Represented Temporal Category: Specific Past 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. 2 24. 2' 47. 2 
2. - 25. 2 48. 2 
3. 2 26. 2 49. 2 
4. 2 27. 2 50. 2 

5. 2 28. 8 51. 2 
6. 2 29. 2 52. - 
7. 2 30. 2 53. 4 
8. 2 31. 2 54. 

.2 
9. 2 32. 2 55. 2 

10. 2 33. 2 56. 2 

11. 2 34. 2 57. 2 

12. 2 35. 
.2 

58. 2 

13. 2 36. 2 59. 2 
14. 2 37. 2 60. 4 
15. 2 38. 2 61. 2 
16. 2 39. 2 62. 2 
17. 2 40. 2 63. 2 
18. 2 41. 2 64. - 
19. 4 42. 2 65.. 2 
20. 2 43. 2 66. 2 

21. 2 44. 2 67. 2 
22. 2 45. 2 68. 2 

23. 2 46. 2 
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TABLE 100 

30. Formal Cue: /? inna lbäb (kusir) gabla wusüli tiila 
ddäri bil? ams/ 

" 'The door (was broken) before my arrival 
at the house yesterday. ' 

Represented Temporal Category: Earlier Past 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme' 
No. 

Sentence 
No. 

Tenseme 
No. 

1. 2 24. 2 47. 2 
2. 2 25. 2 48. 10 

3.. 2 26. 4 49. 2 
4. 2 27. 2 50. 2 
5. 2 28. 

_ 
10 51. 2 

6. 2 29. 2 52. 2 
7. 2 30. 2 53. 2 
8. 2 31. 2 54. 4 

9. 2 32. 2 55. 4 
10. 2 33. 2 56. 4 

11'. 2 34. 
.2 

57. 4 
12. - 35. 2 58. 2 

13. 2 36. 2 59. 2 
14. 2 37. 4 60. 2 
15. 2 38. 2 61. 4 
16. 4 39. 2 62. 4 
17. 2 40. 4 63'. 2 
18. 2 41. 2 64. 4 
19. 4 42. 2 65. 4 
20. 2 43. 2 66. 10 
21. 2 44. 4 67. 10 
22. 2 45. 2 68. 4 
23. 2 46. 2 
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(D) Conclusions 

I. Conclusions Drawn from Data- 

Analysis of Test One 

Tables 50 - 69 reported earlier for the data- 

analysis of Test One could all be summarized in one 

comprehensive table. In this unified table, all 

similar functions given in the twenty tables mentioned 

above will be listed only once. Then for every 

function, all the tenseraes that were shown to indicate 

it in the twenty tables will be given. Moreover, the 

frequency of each tensere in representing a particular 

function will also be given. 

TABLE 101 

A UNIFIED TABLE ON THE FUNCTIONS 

OF ARABIC TENSEMES 

The Function 
The 

Representative 
Tenseme(s) 

Number of 
Occurrences 

To indicate 

1. An Action/Statetaking 

place at Simultaneous 

Present 1 22 

oonza... 
*Numbers in this column represent actual Arabic 

tensemes in the same sequence in which they have been 
given in Tables 50 - 69. 
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Table 101 contd. 

The Number of 
The Function Representative : Occurrences 

Tensene (s ) 

2. A General Habit or 

Fact (Seen as Time- 

less) 1 23 

3. An Action/State that 1+5+9+ 11 +2+58+31+11 

will Take Place or + 13 + 17 + 19 +32+49+28 

will be Going on at a 

Future Point/Period 

of Time 

¢. An Action/State that 2+8+ 10 + 

took place or was 12 

Going on at a Point/ 

Period in the Past 

5. An Activity Con- 1+2 

tinuing Up to 

Simultaneous Present 

6. An Action/State that 2+4+ 10 + 

took place or was 12 

Going on at a Point 

at Recent Past 

52+46+ 

42 + 47 

2+1 

3 + 4 + 2 + 

2 

contd... 
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Table 101 contd. 

The Number of 
The Function Representative lOccurrences 

Tenseme (s) 

7. An Action/State that 2+4+8+4+ 48 +2 

took place or was 10 + 12 + 10 +5 

Going on Before a 

Point in the Past 

8, A Tentative Pre- 3 29 

Future Action/State 

9. A Tentative Pre-Past 36 

Action/State 

1O. An Action/State that 

Frequently takes 

Place or is Going On 

Before a Point at an 

Unspecified Time 

3+7+9+1127+5+3 

+2 

ll. An Action/State that 5+7+9+ 11 8+3+7+ 

will take place or + 13 + 17 + 19 4+7+3+ 

will be Going On 14 

After a Point in the 

Future 

contd... 
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TablelQT contd. 

The Function 
The 

Representative 
Tensene(s) 

Numbers of 
Occurrences 

12. An Action/State that 5+7+9+ 11 2+5+ 3+2+ 

will take place or + 13 + 15 + 17 2+ 32 +1 

will be Going on 

Before a Point in the 

Future 

13. An Action/State that 5+ 17 1+1 

will take place or 

will be Going on at 

Near Future 

14. An Action/State that 8+ 10 + 14 + 1+2+8+ 

took place or was 18 + 20 13 + 12 

taking place After 

a Point in the Past 

(Past Point of Refer- 

ence) 

15. A Hypothetical 4+6+ 14 2+ 11 +7 

Action/State that 

took place or was 

Going on in the Past 

contd... 
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Table1DC contd. 

The Function 
The 

Representative 
Tenseue(s) 

Number of 
Occurrences 

16. A Hypothetical 6+ 14 + 18 11 +1+1 

Action/State that 

will take place or 

will be Going on in 

the Future 

17. A Hypothetical 6+ 14 2+4 

Action/State that 

took place or was 

Going on Before a 

Point 
. 
in the Past 

18. A Hypothetical 6+ 14 + 16 2+4+1 

Action/State that 

will take place or 

will be Going on 

Before a Point in 

the Future 

19. A Hypothetical 6+ 14 + 18 2+4+8 

Action/State taking + 20 +5 

place at Simul- 

taneous Present 

"11)( 

contd... 
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Table 191 contd. 

The Function 
The 

Representative 
Tenseme(s) 

Number of 
Occurrences 

20. A Hypothetical 6+ 20 1+1 

Action/State taking 

Place at Contempo- 

raneous Present 

21. A Repeated Action/ 7+9+ 11 44 + 26 + 

State that takes 12 

place or is Going on 

Simultaneously with 

an Unspecified Point 

22. A Tentative Action/ 7 38 

State Simultaneous 

with a Point/Period 

at Future 

23. A Tentative Action/ 7+9+ 11 4+6+ 13 

State taking Place et + 13 + 17 5+7 

Sinultaneous Present 

24. An'Action/State that 7+9 +11 3+7+4 

-Frequently takes place 

or is Going on After 

an Unspecified Point 

(i. e. at all Times) 
0. A vvaavu" "9" 
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Table 101 contd. 

The Function 
The 

Representative 
Tenseme(s) 

Number of 
Occurrences 

25. An Action/State that 13 1 

will be Frequently 

Repeated in the 

Future 

26. A Hypothetical 14 +6+ 18 + 3+3+ 18 

Action/State that 20 + 23 

took place or was 

Going on After a 

Point in the Past 

(Past Point of Refer- 

once) 

27. A. Hypothetical 6+ 14 3+3 

Action/State that 

will take place or 

will be Going on 

After a Point in the 

Future 

28. A Tentative Action/ 3+ 15 9+6 

State at Recent Past 

contd... 
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Table 101 contd. 

The Function 
The 

Representative 
Tenseme(s) 

Number of 
Occurrences 

29. A Tentative Action/ 16 1 10 

State that was Planned 

to take place or to 

be Going on Before a 

Point at Post-Past 

(Past Point of Refer- 

ence) 

30. A Hypothetical 16 5 

Action/State that 

took place or Was 

Going on at Recent 

Past 

31. A Hypothetical 16 19 

Action/State that 

took place or Was 

Going on Before a 

Point at Post-Past 

32. An Action/State taking 19 13 

Place at Simultaneous 

Present or Near Future 

conto... 
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Table 10J contd. 

The Function 
The 

Representative 
Tenseme(s) 

Number of 
Occurrences 

33. A Tentative Action/ 6 9 

State that was to 

take place or was to 

be Going on After a 

Point in the Past 

34. A Tentative Action/ 3+6 29 +3 

State in the Past 

35. A Tentative Action/ 13 2 

State at Contempora- 

. neous Present 

36. An Action/State that 15 3 

will take place or 

will be Going on 

Before a Point at 

Near Future 

U 
I 

An examination of Table 101 above will reveal 

many important features in the structure of the Arabic 

tense system.. One very obvious phenomenon is the two- 

way redundancy that can be seen everywhere in the 
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above-mentioned table. By this is meant that the same 

function can be formally indicated in Arabic by 

various tensemes and that any one tenseme can indicate 

various different functions. Redundancy seems to be a 

characteristic of the tense system of many human 

languages as William Bull has pointed out. There 

rarely seems to exist a one-to-one relationship 

between tensemes and functions in any tense system. 

Another relevant observation that can be made 

from Table101 is that compound and complex tensemes 

with active participles tend to co-occur with their 

corresponding tensemes with passive participles in the 

majority of cases. Tensemes 7 and 9, for example 

appear together in most cases and so do the pairs of 

tensemes 17 - 19,8 - 10, and 18 - 20. This, as can 

be seen more clearly from Table 102 below, means that 

in each case the two members of any of the above- 

mentioned pairs are used to fulfil similartßctions 

in the Arabic tense system. The very few cases where 

one member of a pair appears but not the other may be 

due to the limited size of the corpus. A larger 

sample would most probably show full correspondence. 

It can thus be concluded from this, as well as from t1n 

temporal analysis of such tensemes given on page518 

that the differences between any two members of the 

pairs mentioned above is one of voice and has nothing 
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to do with temporality, which is the focus of the 

present study. In the final inventory of tensemes 

given at the end of this chapter, therefore, only 

those tensemes with active participles are given as 

representative of both kinds of tensemes in each case. 

A third interesting fact that emerges from a 

close examination of Table 1Q1 above is that the 

members of each of the following triplets of tensemes 

7-9-11,13 - 17 - 19,8 - 10 - 12, and 14-18-20 

tend to cluster together in indicating various 

functions. One member of each of the above triplets 

contains the non-earlier aspectual marker IP2ý where- 

as the other two both contain IP2O 
. It has already 

been said that the non-earlier aspectual marker is 

often used in Arabic to indicate 'durativeness' 

whereas I. P201 is used to indicate simultaneity. It 

now becomes clear that though Arabic formally dis- 

tinguishes between JP2I and {P2011 these are 

functionally used similarly in most cases as a result 

of the role played by certain temporal adverbials in 

narrowing down and specifying the temporal reference 

of IP21.1 Moreover, 'durativeness' is often a pre- 

requisite for simultaneity, medial simultaneity in 

particular, and this may be another source of this 

1See 
p. 531for more details. 
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overlapping in functions between TP23 and IP2010 

It can finally be observed that odd numbers 

tend to cluster together and so do even numbers. All 

odd numbers, it is to be noticed from the twenty 

tables of Test One, represent tensemes of the non- 

past tense while all the even numbers stand for past- 

tense tensemes. This clustering of like tensemes 

shows the strong temporal relatedness among the 

tensemes of either tense in Arabic. 

A clearer picture of the functions of tensemes 

can yet be obtained from Table 101 if the tensemes, 

rather than the functions, are taken as the basis of 

comparison. Opposite each tenseme then, all the 

functions that it can indicate appear in the table. 

Table 102 below is thus a rearrangement of Table101 on 

the lines just mentioned above. 
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TABLE 101 

The Tenseme Its Function(s) Frequency 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

1+2+ 3+5 

4+5+ 6+7 

8+9+ 10+ 29 

+ 35 

6+7+ 16 

3+ 12 + 13 + 14 

16 + 17 + 18 + 

19 + 20 + 21 + 

27 + 28 + 34 +35 
10 + 12 + 13 +22 

+ 23 + 24 + 25 

4+7+ 15 

3+ 10 + 12 + 13 

+ 22 + 24 + 25 

4+6+7+ 15 
3+ 10 + 12 + 13 

+ 22 + 24 + 25 

4+6+7 

3+ 12 + 13 + 24 

26 + 36 

22 + 23 +2+2 

52+1+3+4 

29 +6+ 27 +9 

+ 29 

4+48+2 

58 +8 +2 +1 

11 + 11 +2+2 

+2+1+3+3 

+9+ 11 

5+3+5+ 44 

+38+4+3 

46 +2 +1 
31 +3+7+ 3+ 

26 +6+7 

42 +2+10+2 

11 +2+4+2 

+12+13+4 

47 +2+5 

32 +7+5+4 

1+2 
enntd... 

1LNumbejts in this column represent the various 
tensemes as in Table 101.: 

131Tunbers here refer to functions as listed in 
Table 1©1. 
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Table 102 contd. 

The Tenseme Its Function(s) Frequency 

14 15 +16 +17 +18+ 8+ 7+1+4+ 

19 +20 +27 +28 4+ 4+3+3 

15 13 +29 +37 32 +6+3 

16 19 +30 +31 +32 1+ 10+5+19 

17 3 +12 +13 +14 49 +3+1+1 

+ 24 +7 
18 15 +17 +20 +27 13 +1+8+18 

19 3 +12 +33 28 +14+13 

20 15 +20 +21 +27 12 +5+1+23 

Some tensemes, it can be seen from Table 102. 

above, are not used in the responses to Test One as 

frequently as other tensenes. This is especially the 

case with complex tensemes like 16,18, and 20 as 

well as others that express rather complicated ten- 

poral relations. Some students have avoided using 

such tensemes in the majority of cases, as can be seen 

from the blanks in the individual tables/tensemes 

reported earlier. In few other cases, these tensemes 

were used incorrectly and were thus deleted from the 

data. In any case, this phenomenon-may be explained 

by the linguistic weakness of the students on the 

production level. This in turn is attributed to the 
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limited occasions on which an Arab uses Classical 

Arabib productively, i. e. in speaking or writing. 

Most of the. time, Classical Arabic is only experienced 

on the recognition level through reading or listening 

to the radio. 

II. Conclusions Drawn from 

Data-Analysis of Test 

Two 

In Test Two, the writer has included verb 

patterns like /fa9il/ and /fa9ul/14 to observe their 

linguistic behaviour in indicating temporality. The 

results of this test have shown clearly that, contrary 

to all claims15, these verbs seem to behave normally 

like all other verbs and that there is nothing 

idiosyncratic in their temporal indication. 

In conclusion, the thirty individual tables 

given in reporting the data analysis of Test Two on 

pp. 629 - 658 could now be combined' into one table. 

In this unified table all the representative tensemes 

would be listed for each of the thirty temporal 

categories. Moreover, the frequency of indicating 

each temporal category, or function, by a given tenseme 

14See 
verbs in sentences 5,7,16,20, and 27 m 

test shigt of Test Two on pages 399 - 402. 
See Chapter Two on Review of Literature for 

some of such claims. 
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would also be given in a third column. Table 103 

below represents the unified table just described 

above: 

TABLE 103 

Temporal Cate ory 
(Function)19 

Representative 
Tenseme(s)17 Frequency 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

2+4 

12 +2 

8+4+ 12 

5+ 16 +6+8 

1+5 

2+4 

1 

2+1 

5+1+ 17 

2+8+ 12 +4 

6+2+ 16 

12 +4 

1+3 

1 

1+13+5 +11 

65 +3 

44 +5 

34+2+8 

44 +4+5 +2 

61 +1 

60+7 

62 

48 + 10 

47 + 15 +1 

44+3+3+18 

16+20+2 

47+1 

59 +3 

65 

21 +9 +12+4 

16 o. The numbers of temporal cateorjes are the 
numbers of the sentences by which they are represented 
on the Test Two sheet reproduced on pp. 397 - 402 and 
in Appendix 0. 

17Numbers stand for Arabic tensemes as shown in 
Table "70 on page 628 

,,,. 
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Table 103 contd. 

Temporal Category 
-Function) 

Representative 
Tenseme(s) Frequency 

16 2 +12 -+4 55 + 1+6 

17 2 +12 +4 41 + 22+2 

18 5 +1 +7 41 + 23+1 

19 2 +4 45 + 19 

20 12 +6 + 5+ 4 3+ 4+ 4+ 1 

+ 8+ 15 +2 +1 

21 5 +1 +17 56 + 9+1 

22 5 +1 45 + 8 

23 5 +1 +15 39 + 14+3 

24 5 +1 +11 44 + 11+1 

25 1 +5 +2 48 + 8+11 

26 2 +4 64 + 3 

27 8 +2 +4 21 + 42+3 

28 1 61 

29 2 +4 +8 6. + 3+1 

30 2 +4 +10 48 + 15+4 

Once more, the information provided by the above 

table could be made even more useful and more relevant 

to our purposes if the tensemes, rather than the 

functions, are taken as the basis of the comparison. 

This could be done by listing the tensemes in one 
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column and giving all the functions of every tenseme 

opposite that tenseme in a second column. A third 

column would give the frequency of the use of each 

tenseme in indicating every one of its functions. 

This frequency count is a helpful guide in the 

indentification of the systematic versus the un- 

systematic functions of every tenseme; a higher 

frequency for a given tenseme in indicating a certain 

function would generally mean that that function is 

one of the systematic functions of that given tenseme 

and vice-versa. 

The following is the table just described in 

the above paragraph: 

TABLE 10! f 

Representative 
Tenseme 

Represented Temporal 
Category (Function) Frequency 

1 5 +7+8+9 +13+ 61+62 +10 

14 + 15 + 18 + 21 + + 15 + 59 + 

22 + 23 + 24 + 25 + 65 + 21 + 23 

28 +9 +8 +14 

+ 11 + 48+61 

2 1+2+6+8+ 10 65+5+60+48644 

+ 11 + 16 + 17 +19 +20+55+41+45+ 

+ 25 +26+27+29+30 11+64+42+6144ß 

u oil u,.. 
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Table 104 contd. 

Representative Represented Temporal Frequency 
Tenseme Category (Function) 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

13 3 

1 +'3 +6+ 10 + 12 3+2+7+ 18+ 

+16 + 17 + 19 + 20 1 +6 +2+ 19+1 

+26+ 27 + 29 + 30 +3+3+3 +15 

4+5+9+ 15 + 18 44 +1+ 47 +12 

+20 + 21 + 22 + 23+ + 41 +4+ 56 + 

24 + 25 . 45 + 39 + 44 + 

4+11+20 5+16+4 

18 1 

3+4+10+20+ 34+2+3+2 

27+29 +21+1 

30 

15+24 

2+3+ 10 + 12 + 

16+17+20 

15 

4 

4+1 

44+8+3+47 

+1+ 22 +3 

1 

20 

4+ 11 

9+ 21 

4+2 

1+1 

contd... 
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Table 104 contd. 

Representative 
Tenseme 

Represented Temporal 
Category (Function) Frequency 

19 - - 
20 - - 

In Table 104 above, the previously observed 

phenomenon of the rarity of examples on some tensemes 

is again prominent. Moreover, some other tensemes 

are not represented at all in any of the sentences 

in the datum of Test Two. This, however, is not 

unexpected since any function may, as has been 

mentioned earlier, be formally indicated by more than 

one tenseme. It is thus the tendency to use simpler 

tensemes and do away with complex ones since, by 

associations with different temporal adverbials, these 

simple tensemes may indicate the functions of the more 

complex ones. The tensemes that are not represented 

in the datum of Test Two are all of the sort of 

tensemes which express complex temporal relations. - 

Another reason for leaving out such complex tensemes 

may again be attributed to the poor linguistic com- 

petence of the subjects on the production level of 

Classical Arabic for the reasons pointed out earlier 

a 

in this chapter. 
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III. Inventory of Functions 

The data-analysis of Test Two has already 

shown that some tensemes do not occur anywhere, in the 

responses of the informants to this test. The 

emphasis of Test Two, however, was more on functions 

and temporal categorization than on verbal forms. It 

presented the informants with a sample of sentences 

and cues that would indicate all the temporal fields 

and the basic temporal relations. Its results thtis 

yielded a fairly large sample of functions. But what 

about the missing tensemes? Test One was especially 

devised to secure that all Arabic tensemes would be 

used by the informants. Thus the datum of Test One 

provided us with a fuller picture of forms but there 

was no guarantee that some major functions would not 

be missing in the datum. Hence, it becomes clear 

that the results of Test One and those of Test Two 

are to be taken as complementary. A full survey of 

Arabic tensemes, both formally and functionally, is 

only possible by merging the data of both tests. 

To obtain a synthesis of the results of both 

tests mentioned above, tables 1C2 and 104 of Tests 

One and Two respectively are integrated. The results 

of this synthesis appear in the individual 

descriptions of tensemes which are listed below. 

For each tenseme, all the different functions that 
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are found for it in both tables, 102 and 104 are given 

in its individual description. Meanwhile, the 

functions of each tensemd are subdivided into 

systematic versus non-systematic ones. 
' 18 

BASIC PRESENT : -/ 
yaf9al/ 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate Simultaneous Present 

Frequency19: 22 + 48 

Co-occurrent Adverbials: /1? än /'now'; /fi hddhihi 

llahza/ 'at this moment';... 

Examples from Data 

(a) /yaktubu ttälibu ddarsa 1? än / (1.1)20 

'The pupil (is) writ(ing) the lesson now' 

(b) /yaktubu ttalämidhu lmuhädara fi hädhihi 

ddagiqa/ (1.65) 

'The students (are) writ(ing) the lecture 

at this moment. ' 
18 For the distinguishing criterion between 

systematic versus non-systematic functions, see p. 590. 

19The two figures given here indicate the 
number of occurrences of the tenseme under discussion 
in the function mentioned in the data of Tests One and 
Two res -ctively. ýOIn 

the parentheses after the quoted sentences, 
the initial digit 1 or 2 indicates that the sentence 
is quoted from the data of Test One or Test Two 
respectively. The figure that appears after the period 
refers either to the sentence quoted as it appears in 
Appendix B for Test One or to the number of one of the 
tables of Test Two on pp. 629 - 658 

. 
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(c) /', hiya taktubu risä1a ? i1ä ? ummihä 1? än. / 

(2.93) 

'She (is) writ(ing) a letter to her mother 

now., 

2. To indicate 
_Contemporaneous 

Present 

Frequency: None + 122 

Co-occurrent Adverbials: /hädhihi 1? ayyäm/'these 

days';... 

Examples 

(a) /nahnu nasma9 hädhihi l? ughniya kathiran 

hädhihi l? ayyäm/ (2.73) 

'We hear this song a lot these days. ' 

(b) /9a1im yaqra? u kathlran hädhihi 1? ayyäm/ 

(2.96) 

'Salim reads a lot these days. ' 

3. To indicate a General Habit or Fact (seen as true 

at all times or as 'timeless') 

Frequency: 20 + 127 

Co-occurrent Adverbials: /16 yazäl/'still'; /marra 

wähida kulla shahr/'once 

a month'; /9ädatan/ 

'usually'; /sanawiyyan/ 

'annually'; /fi kulli 

masts? / 'every evening';... 

Examples 

(a) /yaktubu ttälib darsah 9inda rujü9ihi mina 
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lmadrasa/ (1.3) 

'The pupil writes his lesson when he comes 

back from school. ' 

(b) /yaktubu lgässu ? arba9ata qasas sanawiyyan/ 
(1.27) 

'The novelist writes four novels annually. ' 

(c) /yaktubu muhammad risäla fi kulli masä? / 
' (1.53) 

'Mohammad writes a letter every evening. ' 

(d) /? al? atfäl yakburüna bisur9a 9adatan/ (2.75) 

'Children grow up quickly usually. ' 

(e) /huwa 1ä yazal yadhhab ? ila ssinama marra 

wähida kulla shahr/ (2.82) 

'He still goes to the cinema once every month. ' 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a Future Time 

Frequency: 2+ 54 

Adverbials: /ghadan/'tomorrow'; /bilmustaqbal/'in 

the future'; /bi1? usbü9i lgädim/'next 

week';... 

Examples 

(a) /yaktubu ? abi rrisäla ghadan/ (1.44) 

'May father writes the letter tomorrow. ' 

(b) /? idhä yusäfir sallm ? i1ä baghdäd bilmustagbal, 

fa? innahu sayazüru lmathafa lbaghdädi hatman/ 
(2.76) 
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'If Salim travels to Baghdad in the future, 

he will certainly visit the-BaghdadiMuseum. ' 

(c) /yusäfiru salIm ? ilä baghdäd ghadan/ (2.77) 

'Salim travels to Baghdad tomorrow. ' 

(d) /? a9taqidu ? annanä lan najid-hu bilbayti 

9inda dhihäbina ghadan li? annahu yaqra? fi 

lmaktaba hinadhäk/ (2.83) 

'I believe we won't find him at home when we 

go tomorrow as he (will be) read(ing) in the 

library then. ' 

(e) /? ana ? azüru lma9rid yawmammä bil? usbü9i 

lq-adiM / (2.90) 

'I visit the exhibition one day next week. ' 

2. To indicate Activity Starting in the Past and 

Continuing Up to Simultaneous Present 

Frequency: 2+ None 

Adverbials: /mundhu sinn/'for years'; /mundhu 

safari ? ilä hayfä/'since I travelled 

to Haifa'; ... 

Examples 

(a) /yaktubu shshi9ra mundhu sinin/ (1.24) 

'He (has been) writ(ing) p@19"try for years. ' 

(b) /lam yaktub risala mundhu safari ? i1ä hayfä/ 

'He (has)not writ(ten) since I (1.70) 

travelled to Haifa. ' 
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3. To refer to a Near Future 

Frequency: None + 23 

Adverbials: /fi ? ayyati lahza ba9da 1? an/'any moment 

now'; 

Examples 

(a) /huwa yusäfir fi ? ayyati lahza ba9da 1? än/ 

'He travels any moment now. ' (2.86) 

4. To indicate Duration in the Future 

Frequency: None + 11 

Adverbials: /tuwäla yawmi lghad/'all day tomorrow';... 

Examples 

(a) /salim yaqra? bilmaktaba tuwala yawrilghad/ 

'Salim (will be) read(ing) in the (2.92) 

library all day tomorrow. ' 

5. To refer to a Time After a Point in the Future 

Frequency: None +9 

Adverbials: /ba9da nihäyati 1? imtihän ghadan/'after 

the end of the examination tomorrow';... 

Examples 

(a) /zaki yadhhab ? ila ssinama magi ba9da { 

nihäyati 1? imtih7an ghadan/ (2.89) 

'Zeki goes to the cinema with me after the 

end of the examination tomorrow. ' 

6. To refer to a Time Before a Point in the Future 

Frequency: None + 14 
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Adverbials: /gabla ssä9a lkhämisa ghadan/'before 

five o'clock tomorrow';... 

Examples 

(a) /yunhi salimu lkitäba qabla ssä9a lkhämisa 

ghadan/ (2.91) 

'Salim finishes the book before five o'clock 

tomorrow. ' 

7. To refer to a Past Time (after some Negative 

Particles) 

Frequency: None + 59 

Adverbials: /säbigan/'before';... 

Examples 

(a) /lam yusFfir salim ? ilä bagh5id säbigan/ (2.81) 

'Salim (has) not go(ne) to Baghdad before. ' 

BASIC PAST : Lfagal/ 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a Specific Point in the Past 

Frequency: 52 + 125 

Adverbials: /yawm& ? ams/'yesterday'; /fi ssa9a 

19 shira/'at ten o'clock'; /lbäriha/ 

'yesterday'; /fi ssana lmadiya/'last 

year';... 

Examples 

(a) /kataba lwaladu ddarsa fi ssä9a 19ashira/ (1.1) 

'The boy wrote the lesson at ten o'clock. ' 
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(b) fkataba iwaladu risäla 1iw9lidatihi 

9ashiyyata lbäriha/ 

'The boy wrote a letter to his mother 

yesterday evening. ' 

(c) /kaburat hädhihi shshajara kathiran 

fi ssana lmädiya/ 

(1.64) 

(2.94) 

'This tree grew a great deal last year. ' 

(d) /säfar nabil ? i1ä landan yawm* ? ams/ (2.97) 

'Nabil travelled to London yesterday. ' 

2. To indicate an Unspecific Point in the Past 

Frequency: None + 175 

Adverbials: /fi lmädi/'in the past'; /qabla 1? än/ 

'before (now)'; /min qablu/'before';... 

Examples 

(a) /? ana qara? tu hadha lkitäb fi lmädi/ (2.69) 

'I (have) read this book in the past. ' 

(b) /? ana shähattu hädha lfilim marratayn gabla 

1? än/ (2.74) 

(I saw this film twice before. ) 

'I have seen this film twice before. ' 

(c) /? ana sami9tu hädhihi 1? ughniya 9iddata 

marrät min qablu/ (2.84) 

'I (have) heard this song many times before. ' 

3. To indicate Recent Past 

3+ 11 Frequency: 

Adverbials: /1? än /'now';... 
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Examples 

(a) /katabati ddarsa 1? 3n / (1.32) 

(She wrote the lesson now. ) 

'She has just written the lesson. ' 

(b) /hiya katabat risäla ? i1ä ? ummihä 1? än /(2.93) 

(She wrote a letter to her mother now. ) 

'She has just written a letter to her mother. ' 

4. To indicate a Past Activity Continuing up to 

Simultaneous Present 

Frequency: 1+ None 

Adverbials: /mundhu sanat ? alf watis9mi? a 

watharäniyat 9ashar/'since nineteen 

eighteen';... 

Examples 

(a) /kataba jjawähiri gasä? idahu mundhu sanat 

? alf watis9mi? a wathamäniyat 9ashar/ (1.5) 

(Aj-Jawahiri wrote his poems since nineteen 

eighteen. ) 

'Aj-Jawahiri has been writing his poems since 

nineteen eighteen. ' 

5. To indicate Duration in the Past 

Frequency: None + 83 

Adverbials: /tuwala yawmi ? ams/'all day yesterday'; 

/tuwäla 1? usbü9i lmadi/'all last week';. 

Examples 

(a) /darasa salim fi lmaktaba tuwala yawmi 
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? arcs/ (2-85) 

'Salim studied in the library all day 

yesterday. ' 

(b) /marida salim tuwäla l? usbü9i lmädi/ (2.95) 

'Salim was sick all last week. ' 

6. To indicate a Hypothetical Past (with /law/'if') 

Frequency: None + 44 

Adverbials: /fi 193mi lmädi/'last year';... 

Examples 

(a) /law daras jayyidan fi 19ä. mi lmädi lama 

rasab/ (2.10) 

'If he (had) studied well last year, he 

(would) not (have) failed. ' 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To refer to A Point Before a Point in the Past 

Frequency: 4+ 93 

Adverbials: /qabla safari fi 1? usbü9i lrnädi/'before 

my travelling last week'; /qabla wusüli 

bil? ams/'before my arrival yesterday';... 

Examples 

(a) /katab muhamnad risäla qabla ? an yusgfir/ 

'Mohammad wrote a letter before he 
(1 . 50) 

travelled. ' 
(b) /sä. far ? akhi ? ilF baghdi d qabla safari 

? ilayhä fi 1? usbü9i lmädi/ (2.87) 
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(My brother travelled to Baghdad before my 

travelling to it last week. ) 

'My brother travelled to Baghdad before I 

did last week. ' 

(c) /? inna lbäba kusira qabla wusüli ? ila ddär 

bil? ama/ (2.98) 

'The door was broken before Dy arrival at 

the house yesterday. ' 

2. To refer to a Point After a Point in the Past 

Frequency: None + 20 

Adverbials: /91ndamg taraktuhu bil? ams... ba9da 

galil/'a little while after I left 

him yesterday';... 

Examples 

(a) /9indam7a tarakLuhu bil? ams kataba risäla 

Ma walidihi ba9da galil ... 
/ (2.79) 

'A little while after I left him yesterday, 

he wrote a letter to his father. ' 

3. To refer to a Future Time (after /? idhä/'if' 

Frequency: None + 48 

Adverbials: /bilmustagbal/'in the future';... 

Examples 

(a) /? idhä säfar salim ? i1ä baghdäd bilmustaqbal 

fa? innahu sayazüru imathafa lbaghdadi 

batman/ (2.76) 

(If Salim travelled to Baghdad in the future, 
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he will certainly visit the Baghdadi Museum. ) 

'If Salim travels to Baghdad in the future, 

he will certainly visit the Baghdadi Museum. ' 

RISER NON-PAST : /yakünu fa9al/ 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a Habitual Action/State before an 

Unspecified Point of Time 

Frequency: 27 + None 

Adverbials: /fi ssabäh/'iu the morning'; /9indama 

? asilu ? i1ä baytikum sabähan/'when I 

arrive at your house (every) morning'; 

/fi ss19a 19p. shira/'at ten o'clock';... 

Examples 

(a)/takünu lbintu dhahabat fi ssabäh/ (1.1) 

'In the morning (every day), the girl has 

gone t ,' 
(b) /9indamE ? asilu ? i1ä baytikum sab. han takünu 

qad dhahabta lil9amal/ (1.24) 

'When(ever) I arrive at your house in the 

morning, you have gone to work. ' 

(c) /takünu dhahabat fi ssä9a 19äshira/ (1.43) 

'She (usually) has gone by ten o'clock. ' 

2. To indicate a Tentative Recent Past 

Frequency: 9+ None 

Adverbials: /1? an/'now';... 
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Examples 

(a) /takünu naj3t qad dhahabat ? ila lmadrasa 

1? än. / (1-7) 

'Najät (will) have gone to school now. ' 

(b) /hal takünu sadlgati dhahabat 1? an' (1.44) 

'Has my friend gone (by) now? ' 

3. To indicate a Tentative Past 

Frequency: 29 + None 

Adverbials: /sabahan/'in the morning'; /lbariha/ 

'yesterday';... 

Examples 

(a) /takunu dhahabati lfatät sabähan ? ila 

lmadrasa/ (1.2) 

'The girl (would) have gone to school in 

the morning. ' 

(b) /takünu dhahabati lbäriha/ (1.60) 

'She (would) have gone yesterday. ' 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To indicate a Tentative Pre-Past 

Frequency: 6+ None 

Adverbials: /qabla dhihäbi lila lhadiga/'before my 

going to the garden'; /qabla zuhri 

? ams/'before noon yesterday';... 

Examples 

(a) /qabla dhihabi ? ila lhadrqa takünu qad 
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dhahabat hind/ (1.20) 

'Hind (would) have gone before my going 

to the garden. ' 

(b) /laylä takünu dhahabat qabla iuhri ? ams ... 
/ 

(1.33) 
'Layla (would) have gone before noon 

yesterday. ' 

2. To indicate a Tentative Pre-Future 

Frequency: 29 + None 

Adverbials: /saban/'in the morning'; /ba9da 

ttakharruj/'after graduation';... 

Examples 

(a) /takünu layla qad dhahabat ? ila 19ashshar 

sabahan/ (1.27) 

'Layla (will) have gone to Al-Ashar in 

the morning. ' 

(b) /takünu lfatät ba9da ttakharruj dhahabat 

? i1ä ? ghlihä/ (1.54) 

'The girl (will) have gone to her family 

after graduation. ' 

3. To indicate a Pro-Past (after /lam/'not') 

Frequency: None +3 

Adverbials: /sabigan/'before';... 

Examples 

(a) /lam yakun sahn säfara ? i1ä baghdäd 

sabigan/ (2.81) 

'Salim had not travelled to Baghdad before. ' 
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EARLIER PAST ; /käna fa9a3. / 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1, To refer to a Point that Precedes Another in the Past 

Frequency: 37 + 37 

Adverbials: /qabla nnawm/'before going to bed'; 

/qabla safari fi 1? usbü9i lmädi/'before 

my travelling last week'; /qabla 

wusüli bil? ams/'before my arrival 

yesterday'; /sabähan/'in the morning';... 

Examples 

(a) /? akhi kana katab darsah qabla nnawm/ (1.3) 

'Mit brother had written his lesson before 

going to bed. ' 

(b) /käna lmusäfir qad kataba rrisäla gabla 

? an yusäfir/ (1.54) 

'The passenger had written the letter before 

he travelled. ' 

(c) /kana ? akhi qad safar ? i1a baghdad qabla 

safari ? ilayha fi 1? usbü91 lmädi/ (2.87) 

'My brother had travelled to Baghdad before I 

did last week. ' 

(d) /? inna lbaba käna kusir qabla wusüli ? ila 

ddär bil? ams/ (2.98) 

'The door had been broken before my arrival 

at the house yesterday. ' 
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(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a General Past 

Frequency: None + 16 

Adverbials: /fi 1m di/'in the past'; /min qablu/ 

'before'; /qabla 1? än/'before now';... 

Examples 

(a) /? ana kuntu qara? tu hadha lkitäba fi lnädi/ 
" (2.69) 

(I had read this book in the past. ) 

'I read this book in the past. ' 

(b) /? ana kuntu shähattu hädha lfilin marratayni 

qabla 17än/ (2.74) 

(I had seen this film twice before now. ) 

'I have seen this film twice before. ' 

(c) /? ana kuntu sami9tu hädhihi 1? ughniya 9iddata 

marrät min qablu/ (2.84) 

(I had heard this song many times before. ) 

'I have heard this song many times before. ' 

2. To refer to a Specific Past 

Frequency: None +6 

Adverbials: /fi 19ani lmädi/'last year'; /yawma 

? ams/'yesterday';,.. 

Examples 

(a) /känat hädhihi shshajara qad kaburat kathiran 

fi ssana lmädiya/ (2.94) 

(This tree had grown a lot last year. ) 

'This tree grew a lot last year. ' 
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(b) /käna nabfl qad säfar ? i197landan yawma ? ams/ 
(2.97) 

(Nabil had travelled to London yesterday. 

iNabil travelled to London yesterday. ' 

3. To refer to Recent Past 

Frequency: 4+ None 

Adverbials: /1? än/'now';... 

Examples 

(a) /käna ttilmidhu qad katab darsah 1? an / (1.2) 

(The pupil had written his lesson now. ) 

'The pupil has just written his lesson. ' 

(b) /käna 1? än qad katab/ (1.38) 

(He had written now. ) 

'He has just written. ' 

4. To indicate Duration in the Past 

Frequency: None +5 

Adverbials: /tuwäla 1? usbü9i lmädi/'all last week'; 

/tuwäla yawmi ? ams/'all day yesterday';... 

Examples 

(a) /käna saiTh qad darasa fi lmaktaba tuwala 

yawni ? ams/ (2.85) 

(Salim had studied in the library all day 

yesterday. ) 

'Salim was studying in the library all day 

yesterday. ' 

(b) /käna salim qad marida tuwä1a 1? usbü9i 

lmädi/ (2.95) 
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(Salim had been sick all last week". ) 

'Salim was sick all last week. ' 

5. To indicate a Hypothetical Simultaneous Present 

(with /lawlä/'if not') 

Frequency: None + 11 

Adverbials: /1? än /'now';... 

Examples 

(a) /gäla bi? anna lmuhadara k nat ntahat 1? 97n 

lawlg ? as? ilatu 1hiTdirina lkathira/ (2.88) 
a I* 

((He) said that the lecture had ended now 

but for the many questions from the audience. ) 

'He said that the lecture would have ended 

now but for the many questions from the 

audience. ' 

6. To indicate a Hypothetical Past (with /law/'if' or 

/lawlä/'if not') 

Frequency: 2+ 18 

Adverbials: /fi 19ämi lm di/'last year'; /lbäriha/ 

'yesterday';... 

Examples 

(a) /käna qad katab risälatah lawlä ziyärati lahu 

1bäriha/ (1.67) 

(He had written his letter but for my visit 

to him yesterday. ) 

'He would have written his letter but for my 

visit to him yesterday. ' 
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(b) /law kaa daras jayyidan fi 19a. mi lmädi 

lamä rasab/ (2.78) 

'If he had studied well last year, he (would) 

not (have) failed. ' 

LATER PRESENT : /sayaf9al/ 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate a Future Time 

Frequency: 36 + 78 

Adverbials: /sabähan/'in the morning'; /ghadan/ 

'tomorrow'; /yawmamnä bil? üsbu9i 

lgädim/'one day next week';... 

Examples 

(a) /satusafiru ? ila lbasra ghadan/ (1.31) 

'She will travel to Basrah tomorrow. ' 

(b) /sayusafir salis ? ilE baghdäd ghadan/ (2.77) 

'Salim will travel to Baghdad tomorrow. ' 

(c) /? ana sa? azüru 1ma9rid yawmammä bi1? usbü9i 

lgädim/ (2.90) 

'I will visit the fair one day next week. ' 

2. To indicate a time at Near Future 

Frequency: 1+ 50 

Adverbials: /1? än/'now'; /hädhihi 1? ayyäm/'these 

days'; /fi ? ayyati lahza ba9da 1? an/ 

'any moment (after) now';... 
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Examples 

(a) /satusafir lbintu 1? än/ (1.17) 

'The girl will travel now. ' 

(b) /nahnu sanasma9 hädhihi 1? ughniya kathiran 

hädhihi 1? ayyam/ (2.73) 

'We will hear this song a lot from now on. ' 

(c) /huwa sayusäfir fi ? ayyati lahza ba9da 1? än/ 
(2.86) 

'He will travel any moment now. ' 

(d) /hiya sataktub risäla ? ilä ? ummihä 1? än/ 
(2.93) 

'She will write a letter to her mother now. ' 

3. To indicate Duration in the Future 

Frequency: None + 44 

Adverbials: /tuwaa a yawmi lghad/'all day tomorrow';... 

Examples 

(a) /salim sayaqra? bilmaktaba tuwäla yawmi lghad/ 
(2.92) 

'Sau m will read in the library all day 

tomorrow., 

4. To indicate a Hypothetical Near Future (with /lawlW 

'if not') 

Frequency: None +4 

Adverbials: /1? än/'now';... 

Examples 

(a)/gäla bi? anna lnuhädara satantahi 1? 6*n lawlä 

? as? ilatu lhädirina lkathira/ (2.88) 

((He) said that the lecture will finish now 

but for the many questions from the audience. ) 
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'He said that the lecture would. finish . now but 

for the many questions from the audience. ' 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a Time After a Point in the Future 

Frequency: 7+ 56 

Adverbials: /ba9da ttakharruj/'after graduation'; 

/ba9da nihäyati 1? imtih7an ghadan/'after 

the end of the examination tomorrow';... 

Examples 

(a) /satus'Efir ba9da ttakharruj/ (1.1) 

'She will travel after graduation. ' 

(b) /da1ä1 satusäfir ? ila lgähira ba9da 

takharrujihä/ (1.70) 

'Dal ý. will travel to Cairo after her 

graduation. ' 

(c) /zaki sayadhhab ? ila asinama ma9i ba9da 

nihäyati 1? iitih7an ghadan/ (2.89) 

'Zeki will go to the cinema with me after 

the end of the examination tomorrow. ' 

2. To refer to a Time Before a Point in the Future 

Frequency: 2+ 39 

Adverbials: /qabla ssä. 9a lkhäraisa ghadan/'before 

five o'clock tomorrow'; /qabla ? an 

yusäfir/'before he travels';... 
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Examples 

(a) /satus5fir sadrgati qabla ? an yusgfir 

wäliduhä ? i1ä baghdad/ (1.4) 

'My friend will travel before her father 

(travels) to Baghdad. ' 

(b) /satusäfir qabla ? an yusäfir/ (1.38) 

'She will travel before he does. ' 

(c) /sayunhi salrmu lkitaba qabla ssä9a lkhämisa 

ghadan/ (2.91) 

'Salim will finish the book before five 

o'clock tomorrow.! 

3. To indicate an Intended Action at Later Past 

Frequency: None + 44 
Adverbials: /ba9da takharrujihi/'after his 

graduation';... 

Examples 

(a) /'gala bi? annahu sayusafir ba9da takharrujihi... / 
(2.72) 

(He said he will travel after his graduation... ) 

'He said he would travel after his 

graduation. ' 

LATER PAST : /kä. na sayaf9al/ 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate an Intended Action at later Past 

Frequency: 9+ None 

Adverbials: /ba9da ttakharruj/'after graduation'; 
/ba9da ssä9a 19äshira/'after ten oblock';... 
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Examples 

(a) /känatittaliba satusäfir ba9da ttakharruj/ 
a IR (1.2) 

'The student was to travel after graduation. ' 

(b) /kanat satusäfir ba9da ssä9a 19Tshira/ (1.39) 

'She was to travel after ten o'clock. ' 

(c) /sad gati känat satusäfir ba9da ttakharruj/ 

'NIy friend was to travel after graduation. ' 

2. To indicate a Hypothetical (i. e. unrealized) Action 

at Post-Past (with /1aw1ä/'if not') 

Frequency: 3+ 21 

Adverbials: /ba9da 1ghad7a? /'after lunch'; /ba9da 

takharrujihi/'after his graduation'; 

/9indam'ä taraktuhu bil? ams ... ba9da 

galil/'a short time after I left him 

yesterday';... 

Examples 

(a) /känat fä. tima satusd, fir ba9da lghada? lawla 

ta9akkuri jjaw/ (1.27) 

'Fatima would (have) travel(led) after lunch 

but for the bad weather. ' 

(b) /känat satusäfir ba9da ttakharruj 1aw16wafät 

wälidihä/ (1.68) 

'She would (have) travel(led) after 

graduation but for her father's death. ' 

(c) /gala bi? annahu kana sayus fir ba9da 

takharrujihi lawla waf7t wälidihi/ (2.72) 
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'He said he would (have) travel(led) after 

his graduation but for his father's death. ' 

(d) /9indamä taraktuhu bil? amsi kaa sayaktub 

risäla ? i1ä vialidihi ba9da gal-ll. waläkin 

yabdu ? annahu qad ghayyara ra? yahu ba9da 

mughädarati/ (2.79) 

'When I left him yesterday, he was to write 

a letter to his father after a while. But 

it seems that he changed his mind after I 

left. ' 

(B) Non-systematic Functions 

1. To indicate a Tentative Past 

Frequency: 1+ None 

Adverbials: /fi ssa9a 196-shira/'at ten o'clock'; 

/gäbla ? usb 9/'a week ago'; /bi1? ams/ 

'yesterday';... 

Examples 

(a) /känat ? ukhti satusäfir fi ssä9a lgäshira/ 
(1.1) 

'My sister was to travel at ten o'clock. ' 

(b) /känat satusäfir qabla ? usbi / (1.45) 

'She was to travel a week ago. ' 

(c) /hayfä? känat satusäfir 91ndanä ra? aytuhä 

bil? ams/ (1.67) 

'Haifa: was to travel when I saw her 

yesterday. ' 
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2. To indicate a Hypothetical Past (usu. with /1aw1. / 

'if not') 

Frequency: 11 + None 

Adverbials: /? ams/'yesterday'; "/fi ssä9a 19äshira/ 

'at ten o'clock';... 

Examples 

(a) /law lam ? alhaq biha känat satusäfir ? amsi/ 
(1.22) 

'If I (had) not managed to catch her, she 

would (have) travel(led) yesterday. ' 

(b) /känati ttä? ira satusäfir fi ssa9a l9Tshira 

lawlä"lharb/ (1-32) 

(The plane would leave at ten but for the war. ) 

'The plane would have left at ten but for 

the war. ' 

(c) /kTnat ? amal satusifir bil? ams lawla 

maradihä/ (1.66) 

'Aural would (have) travel(led) yesterday 

but for her illness. ' 

3. To indicate a Hypothetical Pre-Past 

Frequency: 2+ None 

Adverbials: /gabla wusüli ? ilayhä sabahan/'before 

I reached her in the morning'; 

/gabla ? an yusäfir ? akhühä/'before 

her brother travelled';... 

Examples 

(a) /i nat satusafir sadigati qabla wusüli 
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? ilayhä sabahan/ (1.4) 

'(My friend would leave before I reached her 

in the morning. ) 

'My friend would have left before I reached... ' 

Zb-ut she didn'g 

(b) /känat su9äd satusäfir gnbla ? an yusä. fir 

? akhühä/ (1.12) 
'Su'äd would (have) travel(led) before her 

brother did so. ' 

4. To indicate a Hypothetical Future (usu. with /1aw1c' 

'if not') 
Frequency: 11 + None 

Adverbials: /ghadan/'tomorrow'; /bi1? usbü9i lgädim/ 

'next week';... 

Examples 

(a) /känat khadrja satusäfir ghadan/ (1.11) 

'Khadl'ja would (have) travel(led) tomorrow. ' 

(b) /känat satusäfir bil? usbü9i lgädim lawla 

=ruf ? alanrnat biha/ (1.13) 
'She would (have) travel(led) next week but 

for certain circumstances. ' 

(c) /känat huch satusäfir ? i17baghdaa ghadan 

lawlä wafät wälidihä/ (1.69) 
'Huda would (have) travel(led) to Baghdad 

tomorrow but for her father's death. ' 
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S. To indicate a Hypothetical Pre-Future 

Frequency: 2+ None 

Adverbials: /qabla wusüli sabähan/'before my 

arrival in the morning'; /qabla ? an 

yusäfir ? akhühä/'before her brother 

travels';... 

Examples 

(a) /känat satusäfir sädrgati qabla wusüli 

? ilayhä sabMhan/1 (1-4) 

'My friend would (have travel(led) before 

my arrival in the morning. ' 

(b) /kanat su9äd aatusäfir qabla ? an yus fir 

? akhUh7a/ (1.12) 

(Su'ad would travel before her brother does so. ) 

' Su'ad would have travelled before-her 

brother did so. ' 

6. To indicate a Hypothetical Post=Puture (with /lawl; F/ 

'if not') 

Frequency: 3+ None 

Adverbials: /ba9da lghadä? /'after lunch'; /ba9da 

ttakharruj/'after graduation';... 

2'This 
same sentence has already appeared as a 

representative of another function elsewhere. A 
second appearance of certain sentences means that 
there is some ambiguity in the temporal reference of 
such sentences. 
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Examples 

(a) /känat fatima satusäfir ba9da lghadä? lawlä 

ta9akkuri jjaw/ (1.27) 

''alima would (have) travel(led) after lunch 

but for the bad weather. ' 

(b) /kanat satusäfir ba9da ttakharruj 1aw1ä wafät 

wälidihä/ (1.63) 

'She would (have) travel(led) after 

graduation but for her father's death. ' 

7. To indicate a Hypothetical Simultaneous Present 

(or Near Future) 

Frequency: 2+4 

Adverbials: /1? 6n/'nowt;... 

Examples 

(a) /känat satusäfir 1? an/ (1.10) 

'(She) would (have been) travel(ling) now .t 
(b) /gala bi? anna lmuhädara känat satantahi 1? än 

lawlä ? as? ilatu lhNdirina lkathira/ (2.88) 

'He said that the lecture would (have) 

end(ed) now but for the many questions 

from the audience. ' 

8. To indicate a Hypothetical Contemporaneous Present 

Frequency: 1+ None 

Adverbials: /lyawma/'today';... 

Examples 

(a) Aaat satusäfir lyawma 1aw1ä wafät 
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? abihä/ ¬1.33) 

'She would (have) travel(led) today but for 

her father's death. ' 

SIMULTANEOUS NON-PAST : /yakunu fa9i1/ 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate a Habitual Action/State Simultaneous 

with an Unspecified Point (i. e. at all Times) 

Frequency: 44 + None 

Adverbials: /sabähan/'in the morning'; /fi ssä9a 

199shira 9Edatan/'usually at ten 

o'clock;... 

Examples 

(a) /yakünu lwalad na? im sabähan/ (1.1) 

'The boy is (usually) sleeping in the 

morning. ' 

(b) /yakünu ? akhi 1? asghar nä? in fi ssä9a 

19äshira 9ädatan/ (1.4) 

'My younger brother is (usually) sleeping 

at ten. ' 

(c) /yakünu zayd nä? im fi kulli marra ? azurühu 

flha/ (1.69) 

'Zayd is sleeping every time I visit him. ' 

2. To indicatea Tentative Simultaneous Present 

Frequency: 4+ None 

Adverbials: /1? än/'now'; /fi hädhihi ssä931'at this 
hour';.... 
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Examples 

(a) /qad yakünu zaydun nä? im 1? än/ (1.7) 

'Zayd (will) be sleeping now. ' 

(b) /yakünu ? abi nä? imani 1? än/ (1.51) 

'My father (will) be sleeping now. ' 

(c) /yäkünu zaydun nä? in fi hädhihi ssä9a/(1.61) 

'Zayd (will) be sleeping at this hour. ' 

(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a Tentative Action/State Simultaneous 

with a Point/Period in the Future 

Frequency: 38 +1 

Adverbials: /sabähan/'in the morning'; /fi ssa9a 

19äshira/'at ten o'clock'; /uuhran/ 

at noon'; /fi ? ayyati lahza ba9da 

1? än/'any moment now!; ... 
Examples 

(a) /yakünu ? akhi na? im gabähan/ (1.10) 

'My brother (will) be sleeping in the morning. ' 

(b) /yakünu ? abi nä? im fi ssä9a 19äshira/ (1.44) 

'My father (will) be sleeping in the morning. ' 

(c) /huwa yakünu musäfir fi ? ayyati 1ahZa ba9da 

1? än/ (2.85) 

'He (will)be travelling any moment now. ' 
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2. To refer to a Tentative Habitual Action/State After 

an Unspecified Point 

Frequency: 3+ None 

Adverbials: /ba9da rrida9a/'after suckling'; 
/ba9da 19ishä? /'after supper';... 

Examples 

(a) /yakünu Vtiflu xä? im ba9da rri4i9a/ (1.27) 

'The baby is (usually) sleeping after 

suckling. ' 

(b) /yakiznu muhammad nä? im ba9da 19ishä? / (1.29) 

'Mohammad is (usually) sleeping after supper. ' 

3, To refer to a Tentative Habitual Action/State Before 

an Unspecified Point of Time 

Frequency: 5+ None 

Adverbials: /qabla ? an yusafir/'before he travels'; 

/qabla ssa9a ththämina/'before eight 

o'clock';... 

Examples 

(a) /yaküna 9aliyyun nä? im qabla ? an yusäfir/ 
(1.15) 

'Ali is (usually) sleeping before he travels. ' 

(b) /yakünu lmudarrisu nä? im qabla ssä9a 

ththämina/ (1.54) 

'The teacher is (usually) sleeping before 

eight. ' 

0 
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4. To refer to a Tentative Action/State Simultaneous 

with a Post-Future 

Frequency: 3+ None 

Adverbials: /ba9da rridä9a/'after suckling'; /ba9da 

19isha? /'after supper'; /ba9da ssa9a 

19ashira/'after ten o'clock';... 

Examples 

(a) /yakünu ttiflu nä? im ba9da rridl! 9a/ (1.27) 

'The baby (will) be sleeping after suckling. ' 

(b) /yakünu muhammad nt? im ba9da 19ishä? / (1.29) 

'Mohammad (will) be sleeping after supper. ' 

(c) /1a tuthira ddajja fa? innahu yakünu nä? im 

ba9da ssa9a 19äshira/ (1.65) 

'Don't make a noise as he(will) be sleeping 

after ten o'clock. ' 

5. To refer to a Tentative Habitual Action/State 

Before a Point in the Future 

Frequency: 5+ None 

Adverbials: /qabla ? an yusäfir/'before he travels'; 

/qabla 19ashira/'bef ore ten o'clock';... 

Examples 

(a) /yakünu nä? im qabla ? an yu&afir/ (1.18) 

'He is (usually) sleeping before he travels. ' 

(b) /yakünu nä? im qabla 196shira/ (1.33) 

'He is (usually) sleeping before ten o'clock. ' 
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SIMULTANEOUS PAST : /käna fE9i1/ 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate Simultaneity of an Action/State with a 

Past Point/Period of time 

Frequency: 46 + 56 

Adverbials: /sabähan/'in the morning'; /9indama 

ra? aytuhu bil? ams/'when I saw him 

yesterday'; /bil? ams/'yesterday'; 

/tuw. la 1? usbü9i lmEdi/'all. last 

week';... 

Examples 

(a) (käna muhammad mäshiyan sabähan/ (1.12) 

'Mohammad was walking in the morning. ' 

(b) /käna lmudarrisu mäshiyan 9indamg ra? aytuhu 

bil? ams/ (1.54) 

'The teacher was walking when I saw him 

yesterday. ' 

(c) /? innahu käna jalis ., bil'iadiga 9indamä 

marartu 9a1ä därihi bil? ams/ (2.71) 

'He was sitting in the garden when I passed 

by his house yesterday. ' 

(d) /käna salim marid- tuwäla l? usb7u9i lmädi/ 
(x. 95) 

'Salim was not feeling well all last week. ' 

(e) /kana nabil musäfir ? i1ä landan yawma ? ams/ 
(2.97) 

'Nabil was travelling to London yesterday. ' 
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2. To indicate Simultaneity of a Hypothetical Action/ 

State with a Past Point/Period of Time (with /law/'if') 

Frequency: None +3 

Adverbials: /fi 195. mi lmädi/'last year';... 

Examples 

(a) /law kana däris fi l9ämi lmädi lamä rasab/ 

(If he was studying last year, he would not 

have failed. ) 

'If he had been studying last year, he 

would not have failed. ' 

(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

1. To refer to an Action/State Simultaneous with a 

Time Before a Point in the Past 

Frequency: 2+ None 

Adverbials: /gabla ? an yusäfir/'before he 

travelled';... 

Examples 

(a) /zaydun käna mäshiyan qabla ? an yusäfir/ 
(1.47) 

'Zayd was walking before he travelled. ' 

(b) /käna 9alyyun mashiyan qabla ? an yusafir 

bissayyära/ (1.50) 

'Ali was walking before he travelled by the 

car"' 
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2. To refer to an Action/State Simultaneous with a Time 

After a Point in the Past 

Frequency: 1+ None 

Adverbials: /ba9da ttakharruj/'after the graduation';... 

Examples 

(a) /käna mäshiyan ba9da ttakharruj/ (1.2) 

'He was walking after the graduation. ' 

3. To refer to a Hypothetical Action/State at 

Simultaneous Present (with 'lawlä/'if not') 

Frequency: None +2 

Adverbials: /1? än /'now';... 

Examples 

(a) /gala bi? anna ? almuhädara känat muntahiya 

11-an 1aw17a ? as? ilatu lhädirina lkathira/ 
(2.88) 

((ie) said that the lecture was ending now 

but for the many questions from the audience. ) 

'He said that the lecture would have been 

ended now but for the many questions from 

the audience. ' 

4. To refer to a Hypothetical'Action/State at Post- 

Past (with /1aw17/'if not') 

Frequency: None +2 

Adverbials:. /ba9da takharrujihi/'after his 

graduation';... 

Examples 

(a) /gäla bi? annahu kana musäfir ba9da 
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takharrujihi lawlä waft wälidihi (2.72) 

(He said he was travelling after his grad- 

uation but for his father's death. ) 

'He said he would have been travelling after 

his graduation but for his father's death. ' 

CONTINUOUS NON-PAST : /yakünu yaf9al/ 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a Tentative Action/State Habitually 

Happening at an Unspecified Point/Period of Time 

Frequency: 12 + None 

Adverbials: /9indamä ? adkhulu ? i1ä ghurfatihi/ 

'when I enter his room'; /sabähan/'in 

the morning'; /masä? an/'in the 

evening';... 

Examples 

(a) /9indam7a ? adkhulu ? i1ä ghurfatihi yakünu 

yaktub/ (1.8) 
'When(ever) I enter his room, he is writ(ing). ' 

(b) /yakünu ? akhi yaktub sabähan/ (1.10) 

'My brother is writ(ing) in the morning(s). ' 

(c) /yakünu zaydun yaktub masä? an/ (1.53) 

'Zayd is writ(ing) in the evening(s). ' 

2. To refer Tentatively to an Action/State Going on at 

Simultaneous Present 

Frequency: 13 + None 
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Adverbials: /1? än/'now'; /fi mithli hädha lwaqti/ 

'at such a time';... 

Examples 

(a) /yakünu yaktub 1? än/ (1.9) 

'He (will) be writ(ing) now. ' 

(b) /yakünu zayd yaktub darsahu 1? än/ (1.48) 

'Zayd (will) be writ(ing) his lesson now. ' 

(c) /9ädatan yakünu ? ahmad yaktub magäla fi 

mithli hädha lwaqti/ (1.61) 

'Usually Ahmad (will) be writ(ing) an 

article at such a time. ' 

(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a Habitual Action/State Tentatively 

Going on Before anUnspecified Point of Time 

Frequency: 2+ None 

Adverbials: /qabla ? an yusäfir/'before. he travels'; ... 
Examples 

(a)/yakünu lwaladu yaktub qabla ? an yusäfir/ (1.1) 

'The boy is (usually) writ(ing) before he 

travels. ' 

(b) /qabla ? än yusäfir yakünu yaktub/ (l. ll) 

'Before he travels, he is (usually) writ(ing). ' 

2. To refer to an Action/State Tentatively Going on 

After an Unspecified Point of Time 

Frequency: 4+ None 
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Adverbials: /ba9da 19ishä? /'after supper'; 

/ba9da ttakärruj/'after graduation';... 

Examples 

(a) /yakünu ba9da 19ishä? yaktub gissa/- (1.18) 

'He (will) be writ(ing) a novel after supper. ' 

(b) /yakünu kullu tälib ba9da ttakärruj yaktub %r 
mu? allafät gayyima/ (1.47) 

'Every student (will) be writ(ing) valuable 

books after graduation. ' 

3. To refer to an Action/State Tentatively Going on 

During a Point/Period in the Future 

Frequency: 11 +5 

Adverbials: /9indamä yunhi ? imtihänahu/'when he 

finishes his examination'; /fi 199mi 

14adim/'next year'; /9inda dhihäbinä 

ghadan/'when we go tomorrow'; /tuwäla 

yawmi lghad/'all day tomorrow';... 

Examples 

(a) /yakünu ? ahmad yaktub fi ghurfatihi 9indamä 

yunhi ? imtihänahu/ (1.20) 

'Ahmad (will) be writ(ing) in his room when 

he finishes his examination. ' 

(b) /huwa yakilnu yaktub fi 19ämi lgädim/ (1.33) 

'He (will) be writ(ing) next year. ' 

(c) /? a9taqidu ? annana lan najid-hu bilbayti 

9inda dhihabinä ghadan li? annahu sayakünu 
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yaqra? fi lmaktaba hinadhäk/ (2.83) 

'I believe we won't find him at home when we 

go tomorrow as he (will) be read(ing) in 

the library then.. ' 

(d) /salim yakünu yaqra? tuwäla yawmi lghad/(2.92) 

'Salim (will) be read(ing) all day tomorrow. ' 

4. To refer to a Tentative Action/State Habitually 

Going on Before a Future Point of Time 

Frequency: 2+ None 

Adverbials: /qabla ? an yusäfir/;... 

Examples 

(a) /yakünu iwaladu yaktub qabla ? an yusäfir/ 
(1.1) 

'The boy is (usually) writ(ing) before he 

travels. ' 

(b) /qabla ? an yusäfir yakünu yaktub/ (1.11) 

'Before he travels, he is (usually) 

writ(ing). ' 

5. To refer to a Tentative Action/State Going on After 

a Future Point 

Frequency: 4+ None 

Adverbials: /ba9da ttakharruj/;... 

Examples 

(a) /ba9dattakharruj yakünu lmu9allim yaktub 

kullamä yajiduhu n9fi9an litalabatihi/ (1.34) 

'After graduation, the teacher (will) be 

writ(ing) whatever he finds useful to his pupils, ' 
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(b) /yakünu 9aliyyun yaktub ba9da ttakharruj mä 

yashä? fi jjarä? id/ (1.49) 

'Ali (will) be writ(ing) whatever he likes 

in the newspapers after graduation. ' 

CONTINUOUS PAST : /känayaf9al/ 

(A) Systemätic Punctions 

1. To indicate Duration in the Past 

Frequency: 46 + 78 

Adverbials: /bil? ams/'yesterday'; /tuwäla yawmi 

? ams/'all day yesterday';... 

Examples 

(a) /käna fand yaktub bil? ams/ (1.47) 

'Farid was writ(ing) yesterday. ' 

(b) /? ana kuntu ? aktub risäla 9indamF nqata9a 

ttayyäru lkahrabä? i fi llayla lmädiya/ (2.80) 

'I was writ(ing) a letter when there was a 

power-cut last night. ' 

(c) /käna salim yadrus fi lmaktaba tuwäla 

yawmi ? ams/ (2.85) 

'Salim was study(ing) in the library all 

day yesterday. ' 

2. To indicate Duration at a Point/Period at Recent Past 

Frequency: 2+ None 

Adverbials: /1? än/'now';... 

1 
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Examples 

(a) /käna iwaladu yaktub ddarsa 1? än/ (1.1) 

'The boy was writ(ing) the lesson now. ' 

(b) /käna ttilmidhu yaktub'1? n/ (1.37) 

'The pupil was writ(ing) now. ' 

3. To indicate Frequency in the Past 

Frequency: 1+ 44 

Adverbials: /säbigan/'before'; /kulla ? usbü9 

91ndam7a käna shäbban/'every week when 

he was young';... 

Examples 

('a) /käna ? akhi yaktub shshi9ra säbigan/ (1.4) 

'My brother was writ(ing) poetry before. ' 

(b) /? abi käna yadhhab ? ila ssinama kulla 

? usbü9 9indamä käna shäbban/ (2.70) 

'My brother was go(ing) to the cinema every 

week when he was young. ' 

4. To indicate a Hypothetical Action/State Going on at 

a Point/Period in the Past (with /law/'if') 

Frequency: None +3 

Adverbials:. ' /fi 19Rmi lmädi/'last year';... 

Examples 

(a) /law käna yadrus jayyidan fi lgämi lmadi lama 

rasab/ (2.78) 

(If he was studying hard last year, he would 

not have failed. ) 
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'If he had studied hard last year, he would 

not have failed. ' 

(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate an Action/State Going on at a Point/ 

Period at Pre-Past 

Frequency: 5+ None 

Adverbials: /qabla ? an yusäfir/'before he 

travelled'; /qabla dhihabi/'before my 

going away'; /gabla takharrujihi/ 

'before his graduation';.... 

Examples 

(a)/kRna yaktub risälatahu qabla ? an yusäfir/ 
(1'"2) 

'He was writ(ing) his letter before he 

travelled. ' 

(b) /käna 9aliyyun yaktub risäla qabla dhihäbi/ 
(1.31) 

'Ali was writ(ing) a letter before my going 

away. ' 

(c) /käna samir yaktub ? i1ä ? ummihi qabla 

takharrujihi/ (1.60) 

'Salim was writ(ing) to his mother before his 

graduation. ' 

2. To indicate a Hypothetical Action/State at 

Simultaneous Present (with /lawlä/'if not') 

Frequency: None +3 

Adverbials: /1? än/'now';... 
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Examples 

(a) /gäla bi? anna lnuhädara känat tantahi 17än 

lawlä ? as? ilatu lhädirina lkathira/ (2.88) 

((He) said that the lecture was ending now 

but for the many questions from the 

audience. ) 

'He said that the lecture would have been 

ending now but for the many questions from 

the audience. ' 

CONTINUOUS LATER-PRESENT : /sayakünu yaf9al/ 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To refer to an Action/State Going On at a Point/ 

Period in the Future 

Frequency: 32 +1 

Adverbials: /masä? an/'in the evening'; /ghadan/ 

'tomorrow'; /9inda dhihabinä ghadan/ 

'when we go tomorrow'; /tuwäla yawmi 

ghad/'a11 day tomorrow';... 

Examples 

(a) /sayakünu zaydun yaqra? u ddarsa masä? an/ 
(1.15) 

'Zayd will be reading) the lesson in the 

evening. ' 
(b) /? ahmad sayakünu yaqra? ghadan/ (1.40) 

'Ahmad will be read(ing) tomorrow. ' 

(c) /zayd sayakünu yaqra? fi lmaktaba tuwala 

11 1 I 
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yawmi ghad/ (1.69) 

'Zayd will be read(ing) in the libary all 

day tomorrow. ' 

(d) /? a9taqidu ? annanä lan najid-hu bilbayti 

9inda dhihäbinä ghadan li? annahu sayakünu 

yaqra? fi lmaktaba hinadhäk/ (2.83) 

'I believe we won't find him at home when 

we go tomorrow as he will be read(ing) in 

the library then. ' 

2. To indicate an Action Repeated through a Period of 

Time in the Future 

Frequency: 1+ None 

Adverbials: /kulla yawm/'everyday';... 

Examples 

(a) /sayakünu yaqra? fi kitäbihi kulla yawn/ 
(1.53) 

'He will be read(ing) his book everyday. ' 

(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate Duration Before a Point in the Future 

Frequency: 2+ None 

Adverbials: /gabla ? an yusäfir/'before he travels';..,. 

Examples 

(a) /sayakünu ? akhi yaqra? qabla ? an yusäfir/ 
. 1) 

'My brother will be read(ing) before he 
(1 

travels. ' 

0 
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(b) /sayakunu zaydun yaqra? qabla ? an yusäfir/ 
(1.12) 

'Zayd will be read(ing) before he travels. ' 

2. To indicate Duration After a Point in the Future 

Frequency: 7+ None 

Adverbials: /bagda ttakharruj/'after graduation'; 

/ba9da lmasä? /'later in the evening';... 

Examples 

(a) /sayakünu yaqra? u 1? adab min jadid ba9da 

ttakharruj/ (1.9) 
'He will be re-read(ing) the literature 

after graduation. ' 

(b) /sayakünu ttälib yaqra? ba9da lmasä? / (1.37) 

'The pupil will be read(ing) later in the 

evening. ' 

(c) /sayakünu 9aliyyun ba9da ttakharruj yaqra? 

turätha 19arab/ (1.49) 

'After graduation, Ali will be read(ing) the 

heritage of the Arabs. t 
, 

3. To indicate a Tentative Action/State Going on at 

Simultaneous or Contemporaneous Present 

Frequency: 7+ None 

Adverbials: /1? än/'now'; /lyawm/'today';... 

Examples 

(a) /sayakünu yaqra? 1? än/ (1.2) 

'He will be read(ing) now. ' 
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(b) /sayakünu 9aliyyun yaqra? imuhý7dara lyawm/ 
(1.27) 

'Ali will be read(ing) the lecture today. ' 

(c) /sa. yakünu lkhatib yaqra? u 1? än/ (1.44) 

'The preacher will be read(ing) now. ' 

CONTINUOUS IJ. TER-PAST : /käna sayakünuyaf9al/ 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate an Action/State Going on During a 

Point/Period at Post Past (Past Point of Reference) 

Frequency: 8+ None 

Adverbials: /ba9da ttakharruj/'after graduation'; 

/9indama ra? aytuhu bil? ams/'when I saw 

him yesterday'; /ba9da ? an taraknähu/ 

'after we left him' ; ... 

Examples 

(a) /käna husayn sayakünu yaktubu ddarsa 91ndama 

ra? aytuhu bil? ams/ (1.15) 
'Hussein would be writ(ing) his lesson when 

I saw him yesterday. ' 

(b) /käna sayakünu yaktub bagda ttakharruj/(1.38) 

'He would be writ(ing) after graduation. ' 

(c) /ba9da ? an taraknähu käna sayakünu yaktubu 

risäla ? ilä w,, lidihi/ (1.63) 

'After we left him, he would be writ(ing) a 

letter to his father. ' 
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2. To indicate a Hypothetical Action/State Going on 

at Post-Past 

Frequency: 3+ None 

Adverbials: /bagda ttakharruj/'aft©r graduation'; 

/ba9da dhihäbi sahibatihi/'after the 

leaving of his girlfriend';... 

Examples 

(a) /käna sayakünu yaktub ba9da ttakharruj/ 
(1.38) 

'He would have (been) writ(ing) after 

graduation. ' 

(b) /käna tarif sayakünu yaktub risäla ba9da 

dhihäbi sahibatihi/ (1.65) 

'Tarif would have (been) writ(ing) a letter 

after his girlfriend had left. ' 

(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

1. To refer to a Hypothetical Action/State as Going on 

in the Past (with /law/'if') 

Frequency: 7+ None 

Adverbials: /sabähan/'in the morning'; /fi lmasä? / 

'in the evening';... 

Examples 

(a) /käna muhammad sayakunu yaktub sab ahan law 

? anna ? ahadan ? ayga.; ahu/ (1.10) 

'Mohammad would have (been) writ(ing) in the 

morning if someone had awakened him. ' 
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(b) /käna sayakünu yaktub fardah fi lmasä? law 

lam yughälibhu nnu96s/ (1.68) 

'He would have (been) writ(ing) his homework 

in the evening if he had not fallen asleep. ' 

2. To refer to a Hypothetical Action/State Going on 

at Pre-Past 

Fregueney: 4+ None 

Adverbials: /qabla ? an yusäfir/'before he travelled';... 

Examples 

(a) Anna 9aliyyun sayakunu yaktub qabla ? an 

yusäfir/ (1.12) 
'Ali would have (been) writ(ing) before he 

travelled. ' 

(b) /k. na ttalib sayakunu yaktub qabla ? an 

yusäfir/ (1.37 ) 

'The student would have (been) writ(ing) 

before he travelled. ' 

3. To refer to a Hypothetical Action/State Going on 

in the Future 

Frequency: 1+ None 

Adverbials: /ba9da 1? än/'after now';... 

Examples 

(a) /käna sayakunu yaktub shsh19ra ba9da 1? 7in/ 

(He would have (been) writ(ing) poetry after mw. ) 

'He would have been writing poetry from now 

1 ön. I 
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4. To refer to a Hypothetical Action/State Going on 

at Pre-future 

Frequency: 4+ None 

Adverbials: /qabla ? an yusäfir/'before he travels'; 

/qabla safarihi/'before his 

travelling';... 

Examples 

(a) /käna ttälib sayakünu yaktub rrisäla qabla 

? an yusäfir/ (1.48) 

'The student would have (been) writ(ing) 

the letter before he travelled. ' Ln the 

futur7 

(b) /käna sayakünu yaktubu lkitäb qabla safarihi 

law lam tahulla bihi nawbatun qalbiyya (1.54) 

'He would have (been) writ(ing) the book 

before he travelled if he had not had a 

heart attack. ' 

5. To refer to a Hypothetical Action/State Going on at 

Post Future 

Frequency: 3+ None 

Adverbials: /ba9da ttakharruj/'after graduation'-;... 

Examples 

(a) /käna sayakünu yaktub ba9da ttakharruj/(1.38) 

'He would have (been) writ(ing) after 

graduation. ' 
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(b) /kgna sayakünu yaktub ? utrühatahu ba9da 

ttakharruj. lawlä lidtiräbi ssihhi lladhi 

? asäbah/ (1.67) 

'He would have (been) writ(ing) his thesis 

after graduation but for his health 

troubles. ' 

6. To refer to a Hypothetical Action/State at 

Simultaneous Present 

Frequency: 4+ None 

Adverbials: /1? än/'now';... 

Examples 

(a) Anna sayakünu yaktub 1? an/ (1.43) 

'He would have (been) writ(ing) now. ' 

(b) /lawl: ä lhädithi ttäri? lakäna zayd sayakünu 

yaktub mufakkiratahu 1? än/ (1.69) 

'Had it not been for the unexpected incident, 

Zayd would have (been) writ(ing) his diary 

now. ' 

PRE-LATER PRESENT : /sayakünu fa9al/ 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate an Action/State at Pre-future 

Frequency: 32 + None 

Adverbials: /fi ssabäh/'in the morning'; /gabla ? an 

? adhhab litawdi9ihi/'before I go to see 

him off'; /fi l91di lgädim/'next feast; 

/ghadan/'tomorrowl;... 
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Examples 

(a) /sayakünu ? akhi säfar fi ssabah/ (1.1) 

'My brother will have travelled by the 

morning. ' 

(b) /? attälibu sayakünu säfar" qabla ? an 

? adhhab. litawd7l9ihi/ (1.3) 

'The student will have travelled before I 

go to see him off. ' 

(c) /fi 1917di lgädim sayakünu sear / (1.20) 

'By next feast, he will have travelled.! 

(d) /sayakünu säfar ghadan/ (1.40) 

'He will have travelled by tomorrow. ' 

2. To indicate an Action/State that will Precede a 

Point at Near Future 

Frequency: 3+ None 

Adverbials: /llayla/'tonight';... 

Examples 

(a) /sayakünu ilayla säfar ? ila lgähira/ (1.5) 

'He will have travelled to Cairo by tonight. ' 

(b)/sayakünu huwa llayla qad säfar/ (1.28) 

'He will have travelled by tonight. ' 

(c) /sayakünu säfar 9indamä nadhhabu liziyarat 

? ahlihi 9ashiyyata lyawm/ (1.64) 

'He will have travelled by the time we go 

to visit his family this evening. ' 
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(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate a Tenative Action/State at Recent Past 

Frequency: 6+ None 

Adverbials: /1? än/'now';... 

Examples 

(a) /1? än sayakünu 9aliyyun qad säfar ? ilä 

baghdäd/ (1.27) 

'Ali will have travelled to Baghdad by mow. ' 

(b) /sayakünu ? akhi säfar 1? än/ (1.44) 

'My brother will have travelled by now. ' 

(c) /zaki sayakünu s Mar ? i1ä lgZrhi', 1? än/(1.58) 

'Zeki will have travelled to Cairo by now. ' 

`12. To indicate a Hypothetical Present or Recent Past 

(with /1aw1ä/'if not') 

Frequency: None +1 

Adverbials: /1 ? n/'now';... 

Examples 

(a) /gäla bi? anna 1mühädara satakünu ntahat 1? än 

1aw17a ? as? ilatu lhndirina lkathira/ (2.88) 

((He) said that the lecture will have ended 

now if not for the many questions from the 

audience. ) 

'He said that the lecture would have ended by 

now if. it had not been for the many questions 

from the audience. ' 
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PRE-LATER PAST : /käna sayakünu_fa9al/ 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To refer Tentatively to an Action which was planned 

to Precede a Point of Time at Post-Past (Past Point 

of Reference) 

Frequency: 10 +2 

Adverbials: /sabähan/'in the morning'; /maxi? an/'in 

the evening'; /fi dhälika lwaqt/'at 

thattime'; /91ndam-a taraktuhu bil? ams... 

ba9da galil/'a little while after I 

left him yesterday'; ... 

Examples 

(a) /kä. na muhammad sayakünu safa: 

(Mohammad would have went in 

'Mohammad would have gone by 

(b) /käna ttälibu sayakünu säfar 

r sabähan/ (1.8) 

the morning. ) 

the morning. ' 

masä? an/ (1.37) 

(The student would have went in the evening. ) 

'The student would have gone by the evening. ' 

(c) /käna ? ahn: ad sayakünu säfar fi dhälika lwaqt/ 
(1.53) 

'Ahmad would have travelled by that time. ' 

(d) /9indamn taraktuhu bil? ams, Ca-na sayakünu 

katab ris la ? i1ä walidihi ba9da gaiTi. 

waläkin yabdü ? annahu qad ghayyar ra? yah 

ba9da mughädarati/ (2.79) 

(When I left him yesterday, he would have 

wrote a letter to his father after a little 
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while. But it seems that ... 
) 

'A little while after I left him yesterday, 

he would have written a letter to his 

father, But it seems that he changed his 

mind after I left. ' 

2. To refer to aHypothetical Action/State which 

Preceded a Point of Time at Post-Past (usu. with 
/1aw1ä/'if not') 

Frequency: 19 +4 

Adverbials: /qabla ? an tamtura ssamä? /'before it 

rained'; /? amsi/'yesterday'; /ba9da 

takharrujihi/'after his graduation';.... 

Examples 

(a) /käna ttalib sayakünu s7afar qabla ? an 

tamtura ssamä? lawlä radä? ati jjaw/ (1.1) 

'The student would have travelled before it 

rained but for the bad weather. ' 

(b) /law lam ? alhaq bihi lakäna sayakünu säfar 

? amsi/ (1.22) 

'If I (had) not caught him, he would have 

travelled yesterday. ' 

(c) /gäla bi? annahu käna sayakünu säfar ba9da 

takharrujihi lawlä waft wälidihi/ (1.67) & 
(2.72) 

'He said he would have travelled after his 

graduation but for the death of his father. ' 
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(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

1. To 'refer to a Hypothetical Action/State at Recent Past 

Frequency: 5+ None 

Adverbials: /1? än/'now'; /lyawma/'today';... 

Examples 

(a) /käna muhammad sayakünu säfar ? ila lbasra 

1? an/ (1.15) 

'9ohammad would have travelled to Basrah 

by now. ' 

(b) /1aw17a m? l hadatha 9asra ? ams lakäna sayakünu 

säfar lyawm/ (1.33) 

'He would have travelled today but for what 

happened yesterday afternoon. ' 

(c) /käna muhammad sayakünu safar 1? än 1aw17a 

ta? akhkhur mawgid sayri 1git. r/ (1.55) 

'Mohammad would have travelled by now but for 

the delay in the train departure. ' 

2. To refer to a Hypothetical Action/State at Future 

Frequency: 1+ None 

Adverbials: /ghadan/'tomorrow';... 

Examples w 

(a) /käna ttälib sayakünu s9far ghadan/ (1.10) 

'The student would have travelled by 

tomorrow. ' 
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SIMULTANEOUS LATER-PRESENT : /scyakün fa9i1 / 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate Simultaneity between an Action/State 

and a Future Point /Period of Time 

Frequency: 49 +1 

Adverbials: /fi ssä9a 19äshira/'at ten o'clock'; 

/ghadan zuhran/'tomorrow at noon'; 

/ba9da sä9a mina 1? an/'after an hour 

(from now); /laylan/'at night';... 

Examples 

(a) /satakMn nä? ima fi ssä9a l9Tshira/ (1.2) 

'She will be sleeping at ten o'clock. ' 

(b) /satakün fätima nä? ima ghadan zuhran/ (1.20) 

'Fatima will be sleeping tomorrow at noon. ' 

(c) /? alfat-at satakizn nä? ima laylan/ (1.52) 

'The girl will be sleeping at night. ' 

(d) /sayakün salim musäfir ? ilä baghdäd ghadan/. 
(2.77) 

'Salim will be travelling to Baghdad 

tomorrow. ' 

2. To indicate Simultaneity between an Action/State 

and a Point/Period at Near Future 

Frequency: 1+ None 

Adverbials: /llayla/'tonight';... 

Examples 

(a) /laylä satakün nä? ima llayla/ (1.5) 

'Layla will be sleeping tonight. ' 
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(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate Simultaneity with a Pre-future Point/ 

Period of Time 

Frequency: 1+ None 

Adverbials: /qabla ? an tusafir/'before she travels';... 

Examples 

(a) /qabla ? an tusafir satakün nä? ima/ (1.23 

'Before she travels, she will be sleeping. ' 

2. To indicate Simultaneity with a Post-Future Point/ 

Period of Time 

Frequency: 3. + 1 

Adverbials: /ba9da zzuhri/'in the afternoon'; 
40 0 

/ba9da lghurüb/'after sunset'; /ba9da 

nihäyati 1? imtihan ghadan/'after the 

end of the examination tomorrow';... 

Examples 

(a) /zaynab satakün na? ima ba9da zzuhri/ (1.16) 

'Zaynab will be sleeping in the afternoon. ' 

(b) /satakün ttuyür nä? ima ba9da lghurüb/ (1.53) 

'The birds will be sleeping after sunset. ' 

(c) /sayakün zaki dhahib ? ila ssinama magi 

ba9da nih' yati 1? imtih7an ghadan/ (2.89) 

'Zeki will be going to the cinema with me 

after the examination tomorrow. ' 
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3. To indicate a Tenative Action/State at Present or 

Near Future 

Frequency: 7+ None 

Adverbials: /1? än/'now';... 

Examples 

(a) /satakün ? ukhti nä? ima 1? än/ (1.1) 

'My sister will be sleeping now. ' 

(b) /satakün hind nä? ima 1? n/ (1.15) 

'Hind will be sleeping now. ' 

(c) /satakurauttifla nä? ima 1? 97n falä tügizh7l/ 
.. '(1.57) 

'The baby will be sleeping now, so don't 

wake her up. ' 

SIMULTANEOUS LATER-PAST : /k'97na sayakünu fä9i1/ 

(A) Systematic Functions 

1. To indicate Simultaneity between an Action/State and 

a Point/Period at Post-Past (Past Point of Reference) 

Frequency: 13 + None 

Adverbials: /fi ssabäh/'in the morning'; /ba9da ? an 

ra? aytuhu bil? ams/; /ba9da dhälika/ 

'after that';... 

Examples 

(a) /kEna ttiflu sayakün ng? in fi ssabäh/ 

'The baby was to be sleeping in the morning. ' 

(b) /käna zayd sayakün na? ir ba9da ? an ra? aytuhu 

bil? ams (1.12) 
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'Zayd was to be sleeping after I saw him 

yesterday. ' 

(c) /käna lwalad sayakün nä? im ba9da dhalika/ 
(1.48) 

'The boy was to be sleeping after that. ' 

2. To indicate Simultaneity between a Hypothetical 

Action/State and a Point/Period of Time at Post- 

Past (usu. with /1aw1ä/'if not') 

Frequency: 18 + None 

Adverbials: "/ba9da wusülihi/'after his arrival'; 

/ba9da galil/'after a while';... 

Examples 

(a) /käna sayakün fa-? im bagda wusülihi lawl*. 

ta? akhkhurihi/ (1.17) 
'He would have (been) sleeping after his 

arrival but for his delay. ' 

(b) /käna sayakün nä? im bagdamT ra? aytuhu 

bil? ams/ (1.38) 

'He would have (been) sleeping after I saw 

him yesterday. ' 

(c) /käna saykün nä? im ba9da galil 1aw17a ziyärat 

? akhihi/ (1.63) 

'He would have (been) sleeping after a while 

but for his brother's visit. ' 
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(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

1. To indicatea Hypothetical Action/State at 

Simultaneous Present 

Frequency: 8+ None 

Adverbials: /1? än/'now';... 

Examples 

(a) /käna lwalad sayakün nä? im 1? än/ (1.11) 

'The boy would have (been) sleeping now. ' 

(b) /käna sayakün na-? im 1? än lawlä ddajja 

fi lkhärij/ (1.68) 

'He would have (been) sleeping now but 

for the noise outside. ' 

2. To indicate a Hypothetical Action/State Simultaneous 

with a Point/Period in the Future 

Frequency: 1. + None 

Adverbials: /ghadan/'tomorrow';... 

Examples 

(a) /käna marwän sayakün nä? im ma9a mäjida ghadan 

1aw1ä 9adam gabülihä/ (1.65) 

'Marwän would have (been) sleeping with 

Majida tomorrow but for her disapproval. ' 

IV. General Conclusions 

After the above detailed inventory on the 

functions of tensemes has been concluded, some general 

conclusions may now be made. The first is that the 
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If 

above analysis on the functions of Arabic tensemes 

has only been possible by incorporating temporal 

adverbials as a major criterion of classification. 

This very fact points emphatically to the prominent 

place that temporal adverbials assume in any tense 

system and to their major role in any attempt to 

analyze and understand such systems. All this leads 

to the conclusion that any analysis of a tense system, 

and of its functions in particular, that incorporates 

temporal adverbials in its subject matter will yield 

a very considerable amount of information. 

Functions, it has also become clear, are mostly 

to be considered as the product of specific 

associations between certain tensemes amd.. temporal 

adverbials of. certain notional categories. This will 

lead us to the conclusion that any teaching approaches 

that present the learners with tensemes alone are 

inadequate and unrealistic. 

Another conclusion that can be drawn here is 

that the above description of tensemes could not have 

been so detailed and comprehensive if it had not been 

preceded by an analysis of the general framework and 

basic system of Arabic tense. A study of functions is 

very closely related to the formal temporal markers of 

each tenseme and to the complementary distribution of 
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all tensemes over the general temporal scope of that 

tense system. The distinction between systematic 

versus non-systematic functions would have been 

impossible without first forming a clear picture of 

such a complementary distribution of tensemes. It 

all boils down to the fact that the approach of the 

present study from the general to the particular has 

been conducive to the rigorous analysis of functions 

carried out in this chapter. 

Besides, the above inventrýy of tenseme 

functions clearly reveals the complex and com- 

prehensive nature of the Arabic tense system. Each 

tenseme, it has become evident, does not have one 

meaning but rather a host of meanings and connotations. 

This indicates that grammatical features, tense and 

aspect in this study, are like lexical items in that 

each of them can have more than one meaning depending 

on the context in which they are used. 
22 Moreover, 

the comprehensiveness and complexity of the functions and 

tenseme inventräy for Arabic will refute the assertions 

expressed by many. Arabists that the Arabic tense system 

is poor and sketchy. 
23 Such erroneous conclusions 

22leech 
points out a similar conclusion on page 

152 of Towards a Semantic Description of English, ... 23See Review of Literature in Chapter Two of 
Part Three. 
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have often been the result of neglecting Modern Arabic 

and analyzing samples from earlier Classical Arabic. 

It might also be worthwile to remember in this 

general conclusion that the number of tenses in 

Arabic has been determined from the present analysis 

to be only two : past and non-past. The number of 

tensemes, on the other hand, is concluded to be 

seventeen: eight past. tensemes and nine non-past 

ones. Sixteen of the seventeen tensemes are listed 

in the above detailed invent öy. The seventeenth 

tenseme is /yakiinu sayafgal. a/ which, though missing in 

the corpus, was analyzed and discussed in Chapters 

Three and Four of Part Three. 

A final remark is felt necessary here: the 

above inventJO5: cf)y, though comprehensive, is not 

exhaustive. By its very nature, any corpus cannot 

be complete. Some functions of some Arabic tensemes 

may thus be not represented in the above inventory. 

Yet, it must be remembered that the corpus for the 

present analysis of Arabic tense is not haphazardly 

collected. It was elicited by two carefully con- 

structed experimental tests. This may have formed a 

fairly reasonable safeguard against losing sight of 

any of the systematic or major functions of Arabic 

tensemes. 



PART FOUR 

THE CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS 



CHAPTER ONE 

THE CONTRASTIVE APPROACH 

(A) Introduction 

Two or more languages may be compared by 

linguists for two different purposes: either to 

establish their genetic relationship or to predict and 

explain'pedagogical problems involved in the learning 

of one by the native speakers of the other. It has 

consequently become familiar in linguistic circles 

today to use the term 'comparative linguistics' for 

comparisons of a genetic nature and to reserve the 

term 'contrastive linguistics' for pedagogically- 

oriented linguistic comparisons. This distinction 

between comparative and contrastive linguistics becomes 

more relevant when we know that even the methods and 

data of these two types of linguistic comparisons are 

different. 
, 
On_theýwhole, the comparativist uses words 

and individual sounds as his data for tracing any 

phylogenetic relationships between languages. The 

contrastivist, on the other hand, compares systems and 

sub-systems between languages and his comparison 

therefore is broader and more comprehensive. Since 

this is not a study of any genetic or historical 

nature but rather a description for a pedagogical 

objective, this comparative part of the study falls 
743 
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within the scope of contrastive linguistics. 

The growth of contrastive linguistics into a 

systematic branch of linguistics is of a fairly recent 

date. The first systematic formulation of its 

linguistic principles can be traced back to Robert 

Lado's book Linguistics Across Cultures which was 

published in 1957. Since. then hundreds of contrastive 

studies have appeared which have contributed towards 

better language teaching methods and materials. 

Contrastive linguistics is-not, however, only relevant 

to foreign-language teaching; it can also contribute 

towards the solution of many problems related to 

machine translation, linguistic typology and bi- 

lingual lexicography. It is also hoped that con- 

trastive linguistics will help in the discovery of 

linguistic universals and in the development of a 

general theory of human language behaviour. The 

central focus of contrastive linguistics, however, 

remains its relevance to teaching and learning foreign 

languages. Here, the techniques and principles of 

contrastive linguistics make it possible for con- 

trastivists to compare various features in different 

languages with a reasonable degree of accuracy and 

objectivity. Such comparisons help to provide 

pedagogists with insights into the causes and nature 

of foreign-language learning problems. 
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It remains to say a word in this introduction 

on two comparative techniques that are also pedagogically- 

oriented. . and are hence often confused with con- 

trastive linguistics. These are: transfer comparison 

and error analysis. Transfer comparison describes a 

certain grammatical system in one language by the 

categories already set up for another language. ' In 

other words, it imposes the description of one language 

on the other rather than compares two individual and 

independent descriptions as contrastive linguistics 

does. Most traditional grammars of English and Arabic 

are based on transfer comparisons with Latin. Though 

very limited in application, this comparative method 

"has its uses in the treatment of particularly 

intractable language teaching problems, especially in 

cases of mutual exoticism where the patterns being 

compared are so different that a straight comparison 

is always open-ended. "2 

On the other hand, instead of a systematic 

comparison by contrastive linguistics to discover 

sources of interference and to predict and explain 

1See Zellig Harris, "Transfer Grammar, " 
International Journal of American Linguistics (Vol. XX, 
No. 4, Out. 1954)v pp. 2 9-270. 

M. A. K. Halliday, Angus McIntosh and Peter 
Strevens, The Linguistic Sciences and Language Teaching 
(London: Longmans, Green & Co. Ltd., 1966)v p. 120. 
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potential learning problems, an alternative approach 

which consists of collecting lists of errors actually 

made by foreign-language learners has sometimes been 

used, especially by teachers. An attempt is then made 

to describe the conflicts between the native and 

target languages that could have given rise to such 

errors. This latter approach of linguistic comparison 

based on classroom errors is called error-analysis. 

The direct observation of mistakes in classroom 

situations is undoubtedly valuable but its value is 

limited by the, fact that only few language teachers 

have the necessary experience and language training to 

relate errors to their causes and to carry out 

linguistic comparisons. Moreover, contrastive 

analysis goes beyond the mere listing of potential 

errors and provides an explanation of. the sources of 

such errors, the degree of their difficulty and the 

steps to be taken to lessen interference from the 

native language of the learners. It is in fact the 

explanatory power, rather than the predictive power, 

that forms the essential value of contrastive 

linguistics. While error-analysis can certainly be of 

some use in language teaching, contrastive studies 

seem to be most rewarding and comprehensive when they 

are based on the comparison of systems rather than on 

random errors. Those who claim that error analysis 
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could do in a more direct way the job of contrastive 

linguistics are confusing the diagnosis of errors on 

the one hand with their explan^ ion, prevention and cure 
3 

on the other. 

(B) The Contrastive Approach 

(i) The Structural Approach 

After having examined many contrastive 

analyses as well as many studies on the principles of 

contrastive linguistics, the writer has arrived at the 

same conclusion as the Yugoslav contrastivist Rudolf 

Filipovic, viz. that "none employs a specific and 

consistent method that might be regarded as the method 

of contrastive analysis. "4 On the whole, however, 

there seem to be two main comparative approaches 

utilized in current contrastive analyses. These are: 

the structural vs. the transformational approaches. 

The former approach was originally put forward by 

Robert Lado in 1957 and is outlined in detail in his 

book Linguistics Across Cultures. Two years later the 

structural approach found its first systematic appli- 

3For 
an example of-such views, see Eric Hamp, 

"What A Contrastive Grammar Is Not, If It Is, " 
Monorah Series on languages and Linguistics (George- 
town University, 1968), Number 21, P. 146. 

4Rudolf FiMpovic, "The Yugoslav Serbo-Croatian- 
English Contrastive Project, " Pa ers in Contrastive 
Linguistics, ed. Gerhard Nickel Cam ridge: The 
University Press, 1971), p. 112 
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cation in the Contrastive Structure Series edited by 

Charles A. Ferguson and published by the Centre for 

Applied Linguistics of the Modern Language Association 

of America. In his pioneering book, Lado outlines the 

general contrastive approach for any two grammatical 

structures as follows: 

We begin with an analysis of the foreign language 
and compare it structure by structure with the 
native language. For-each structure we need to know 
if there is a structure in the native language (1) 
signaled the same way, that is, by the same formal 
device, (2) having the same meaning, and (3) 
similarly 5distributed in the system of that 
language. 

Perhaps the structural approach owes its 

systematization to Lado, but its principles were laid 

down by Charles Fries as early as 1945 in his book on 

Teaching and learning English as a Foreign language. 

In this book, Fries states that "the most effective 

materials are those that are based upon a scientific 

description of the language to be learned, 'carefully 

compared with a parallel description of the native 

language of the learner . 116 

Valuable as it mäy be, the structural contrastive 

approach is open to criticism on many grounds. First 

5Robert Lado, Linguistics Across Cultures (Ann 
Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, ixt 
Printing, 1964), p. 66. 

Charles C. Pries, Teaching and Learning En 1iä1 
as a Poreign Language (Ann Ar or: University of 
Michigan Press, 19457, p. 9. 
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of all, the comparison of complete languages is not 

feasible since no full description of any human 

language has yet been achieved by linguistic science. 

All that is possible today is to compare various 

similar systems across languages, but never complete 

languages. Then what is 'a scientific description' 

and what criteria do we have for identifying such a 

description? Moreover, neither Pries nor Lado state 

explicitly the criteria on which to base comparability, 

or equivalence, between structures of different 

languages, i. e. how to decide that two structures have 

the 'same' form or the 'same' meaning or the 'same' 

distribution. These questions become more relevant in 

cases when the languages compared come from different 

language families, as in the case of English and 

Arabic in the present study. Moreover, there rarely 

seems to be any full correspondence either formally or 

semantically between any two structures in two 

different language,. Neither Lado nor Fries offer us 

any real help in solving problems of this sort, which 

any one engaged in actual research in contrastive 

linguistics would soon face. 

(ii) The Transformational Approach 

The transformationalists, for their part, have 

severly criticized the structural contrastive approach 

on the ground that it only compares surface structures, 
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and have alternatively put forward their own trans- 

formational contrastive approach which focuses on the 

deep structures and transformations involved in the 

structures of the systems compared. Trans- 

formationalists hold that "at the 'deepest' level of 

analysis we need a theory which distinguishes 

explicitly between 'deep' and 'surface' phenomena. "7 
Hence, they conclude that "since the structural view of 

language lacks this distinction it must be considered 

inadequate in principle for investigating problems at 

any except the lowest level of generalization (Buren, 

p. 15). Moreover, the structuralists have been 

criticized for their failure to realize the necessity 

of establishing common categories for any comparisons 

between languages (Buren, p. 3). This failure, trans- 

formationalists believe, is due to the basic tenet of 

structuralism that every linguistic system is a unique 

law (Buren, p. 3). Such a tenet, they conclude is 

incompatible with the notion of comparison (Buren, p. 3), 

The transformational contrastive approach to 

two grammatical structures is summed up by the follow- 

ing quotation: "... plot the two deep structures (they 

are usually remarkably similar), then plot the two 

7Paul Van Buren, Contrastive Anal sis (Edinburgh: Dept. of Apple 'Linguistics), mimeo- 
graphed, p. 15. 
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surface structures (they are usually remarkably 

different), and then note the contrasting trans- 

formational (recoding) rules that connect the two. "8 

A transformational contrastive model, it has been 

argued 

has the advantage of showing not only the direct and 
superficial, physically manifest similarities and 
differences between languages, 'but also the more 
profound differences and similarities between 
languages that appear when the rules of sentence 
formation are required to be explicitly formulated. 9 

Undeniably, the trans formati. onal theories of grammar as 

presented in the writings of Chomsky, Fillmore, Katz, 

Klima, Fodor, Halle, and others, give the best avail- 

able description of various linguistic features and 

should therefore appeal to contrastivists. Trans- 

, formational grammars have in fact even appealed to 

Robert Lado, the pioneer of the structural contrastive 

approach, who concludes in a recent article that 

"generative transformational grammar, then, offers us 

the possibility of making contrastive studies with 

greater explanatory power ... 1110 Despite all this, 

8W. G. Moulton, "The Use of Models in Contrastive 
Linguistics, It 19th Annual Round Table (Washington: 
Georgetwon University, 1968), p. 28 . 9Leonard Newmark, "Grammatical Theory and the 
Teaching of English as a Foreign Language, " Readings in 
Applied Transformational Grammar, ed. Mark Leser ew 
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1970), p. 214 

10Robert Lado, "Contrastive Linguistics in a 
Mentalistic Theory of Language Learning, " 19"th Annual 
Round Table, p. 126. 
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however, the transformational contrastive approach 

seems to be as vulnerable to criticism as the 

structural one. First of all, it is a well-known 

fact that the transformational-generative grammar is 

a grammar of linguistic competence rather than per- 

formance. Though an account of competence can be 

valuable for its explanatory power in contrastive 

linguistics, it is the ability to perform that really 

matters in language teaching, which is after all the 

main objective of contrastive analysis. Chomsky him- 

self has already made the distinction between 

linguistic grammars, which account for competence, 

and pedagogic grammars, which aim at providing students 

with the ability to understand and produce sentences 

of a particular language. ll Moreover, recent 

modifications introduced into the transformational 

model, especially those made by Lakoff, make deep 

structures extremely complex and abstract. 
12 Such 

deep structures seem to be hardly relevant for 

pedagogical purposes. Winter points out in this 

respect that "an alleged agreement at a deeper stratum 

that is not manifested by an agreement on the surface 

11Chomsky, Topics in the Theory of Generative 
Graruiar (The Hague, Mouton, 1966), p. 10. 

As an example, see George Lakoff's book on 
Irregularity in Syntax (New York: Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, Inc., 1970). 
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is not taken to be of any consequence for the work of 

a comparative linguist. ] 3 Another serious drawback in 

the transformational contrastive approach is its pre- 

occupation with form and syntax at the expense of 

meaning aad functions. W. R. Lee rightly points out 

that a "thorough comparison Zs-houl] involve a con- 

sideration of the various uses of, say, tense-forms in 

differing kinds of situational and largely extra- 

linguistic contexts. "14 However, despite all its 

shortcomings, some aspects of the transformational 

approach are believed here to have a certain value and 

are therefore incorporated in the contrastive approach 

of the present study which is outlined below. 15 

(iii) The Formal-Functional Contrastive Approach 

Out of the dissatisfaction with both the 

structural and the transformational contrastive 

approaches, an alternative contrastive approach that 

combines what is good in both and adds new comparative 

dimensions and contrastive techniques has been 

developed and applied in the present study. This 

contrastive approach lays due emphasis on both the 

13Werner Winter, "Basic Principles of the 
Comparative Method, " Methods and Theory in linguistics 
ed. Paul L. Garvin (The Hague: M'louton, 1970 , p. 147. 

14W. R. Lee, "Thoughts on Contrastive 
Linguis cs....,. " 19th Annual Round Table, p. 190" 

These aspects and t eir contrastive value are 
explained in section (iii) of this chapter. 
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formsand functions of the linguistic features being 

compared, By concentrating on moaning as well as on 

syntax, it is believed that contrastive analysis will 

become more rewarding and relevant to language teach- 

ing. Comparable forms of English and Arabic tensemes 

are contrasted to pinpoint any formal features that 

could cause learning problems in the transfer from one 

language to the other. This will directly take account 

of the performance of learners of either language. Fcir 

the purposes of obtaining a more perceptive and deeper 

analysis and explanation of learning problems, the 

relevant transformational histories and deep structures 

of all comparable tensemes in English and Arabic will 

also be outlined and examined in the contrastive 

process. 

Comparability of linguistic features between 

languages may be based on two criteria: formal 

equivalence and functional equivalence. Whereas 

formal equivalence is relatively easy to establish, 

functional equivalence may be more difficult to set 

up. However, both types of equivalence are pre- 

requisites for comparability since both the forms as 

well as their distribution in the native language tend 

to be transferred when learning a foreign language. 
16 

1 Lado, Linguistics Across Culture, p. 66. 
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The formal temporal markers of tensemes, as analyzed 

in Parts Two and Three of the present study, will be 

taken as the basis for establishing formal equi- 

valence between English and Arabic tensemes. Thus two 

tensemes sill be regarded as equivalent if they are 

formally marked by the same temporal markers in English 

and Arabic. Though essential however, formal equi- 

valence is regarded here as only the first step of 

establishing comparability. Functional equivalence, 

i. e. whether two forms are distributed similarly in 

two languages is in the last analysis taken to be the 

basic requirement of comparability. It has been 

decided, therefore, to begin detecting comparable 

tensemes by the criterion of formal equivalence since 

it has been observed in the course of the present 

study that formally equivalent linguistic features in 

English and Arabic tend to function simila3y in both 

languages in the majority of cases. The ultimate basis 

for comparing granuiatical systems in two different 

languages should, however, be notional rather than 

formal. 17 To establish notional equivalence, the 

present contrastive analysis has resorted to con- 

textual translation. If two or more tonsemes could 

17J. C. Catford, "Contrastive Analysis and 
Language Teaching, " 19th Annual Round Table, p. 169. 
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not possibly occur as translation equivalents in 

English and Arabic, they are not to be compared. This . 

use of the process of translation could thus be viewed 

as 

the progressive selection among categories and 
items in the target language that are recognized on 
contextual criteria as equivalent to categories and 
items in the source language, each category and 
item having a set of potential equivalents range 
on a scale of probabilty. (Halliday et al, p. 125) 

Two or more comparable tensemes may thus partially 

overlap formally and/or semantically. These cases of 

partial overlap are in fact the primary concern of 

contrastive analysis. This makes clear that the 

purpose of comparison should be to reveal differences 

'against a background of similarity. 

To sum up, the formal-functional approach which 

is applied for the contractive analysis in the pre''ent 

study combines relevant features from both the 

structural and the transformational approaches. It 

focuses on the comparison of surface structures of 

tensemes while paying due attention to their deep 

structures and transformational rules. It compares 

the formal features of equivalent tensemes as well as 

their meanings and distributions as nanifested by 

their functions. Lastly, the value of this analysis 

lies in its widening the scope of the comparative 

process. It obliges contrastivists to have a broader 
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view of their data and to think deeper about the 

various linguistic aspects that are relevant in the 

languages under investigation. The practical con- 

trastive technique that emerges from the formal- 

functional approach described above is fully detailed 

in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE 00 11 PARIS0N 

(A) Establishing Equivalence 

As a starting point for the comparison between English 

and Arabic tensemes, the two sets of tensemes listed in the 

inventories of Chapters .. Six. of Part Two and Fart Three are 

compared respectively. The purpose of this comparison is 

to establish formal equivalence between English and Arabic 

tensemes. Hence the criterion of comparability here is the 

type(s) and number of temporal markers that formally exist 

in the tensemes of the two languages. Two tensemes will be 

considered as formally equivalent if they possess the same 

'type and number of temporal markers. In the table below, 

English tensemes are listed first since the present study is 

basically geared towards the discovery and analysis of the 

learning problems of English as a foreign language in the 

Arab world. In foreign language learning and teaching, it 

is the target language system that constitutes the desired 

linguistic behaviour, and in order to account for all the 

particulars of tensemes in English, English tensemes are 

taken as the basis for all the aspects of the following 

comparison. 

The following is the table of formal equivalence 

between pairs of English and Arabic tensemes. The 

758 
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e, 
descriptive lable for each formally comparable pair is given 

in the third columnas has been used in the description of the 

two concerned tensemes in the earlier parts of the present 

study. The verbs write and fa, 9, al are used in columns one and 

two as cover symbols for all English and Arabic verbs 

respectively: 

TABLE 1C5 

FORMAL EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN 

ENGLISH AND ARABIC TENSEMES 

ENGLISH ARABIC DESCRIPTIVE LA 

l 

l 

e-- 

1. writes yaf9al Basic Present 

2. wrote fa9al Basic Past 

3. has written yakünu fa9al Earlier Present (Non 
past) 

4. had written käna fa9al Earlier Past 

5. will write sayafgal Later Present 

6. would write käna sayaf9al Later Past 

7. is writing yakünu fä9il Simultaneous Present 
(Non-past) 

8. was writing käna f9911 Simultaneous Past 

9. has been writing - Simultaneous Earlier- 
Present 

. had been writing - Simultaneous Earlie 
Past 

1. will be writing sayakünu fä9il Simultaneous Later- 
Present 

Contd... 
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Table 105 contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC DESCRIPTIVE 

12. would be käna sayakünu Simultaneous Later- 
writing £ 9i1 Past 

13. will have sayakünu fagal Pre-Later Present 
written 

14. would have käna sayakünu Pre-Later Past 
written _ 

fa9al 

/ 15. will have been - Simultaneous Pre- 
writing Later Present 

16. would have been - Simultaneous Pre- 
writing Later Past 

17, - yakünu yaf9al Continuous Non-Past 

18. - käna yaf9al Continuous Past 

19. - sayakünu yaf9al continuous Later- 
Present 

o. - küna sayakünu Continuous Later- 
yaf9al Past 

A cursory look at Table 105 above reveals that four 

English tensemes, viz. tensemes number 9,10,15 and 16, do 

not have formal equivalents in Arabic. These tensemes must 

now be given special attention since they form potential 

learning problems for Arab learners of English. Arab 

students must learn to understand and use these four 

. tensemes when learning English, and Arabic lacks formally 

equivalent tensemes. On the other hand, the four Arabic 

tensemes that have no formal equivalents in English, viz. 17, 
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18,19, and 20, need not detain us here since our ultimate 

conern in the present study is with the learning problems of 

Arabs learning English and not with those of speakers of 

English learning Arabic. 

Useful as it may be, the information provided by 

Table 105 above is not adequate for the purposes of a detailed 

comparison. For one thing, it is axiomatic in linguistics 

that the significance of any form in language is the sum- 

total of the situations in which it is used. In other words, 

the functional distribution of a linguistic form determines 

to a large extent the significance, or meaning, of that form. 

And since in any discussion on tense, the analysis of 

temporality, rather than of mere form, should be the ultimate 

objective it becomes evident that Table 105 above cannot on 

its own be used as the basis of any sound contrastive analysis 

of the two tense systems of English and Arabic. Moreover it 

is revealed by many contrastive analyses that there is rarely 

a complete one-to-one correspondence between any two systems 

of any two languages. 1 It has also been pointed out in the 

previous chapter that comparability cannot be solely 

established on formal bases; notional criteria have to be 

included in order to obtain a clearer and a more comprehensive 

description. 2 

1For 
an example of such studies, see William Bull's 

Time, Tense, and the Verb. 
2See 

page 755. 
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The inadequacy of Table 105 to establish temporal and 

functional equivalence between English and Arabic tensemes 

prompts us to explore other avenues of comparison to gain 

more information that could be used to supplement that 

already presented by Table 10i. Translatability, i. e. 

whether- two linguistic forms can be translated into each 

other in two languages, is often used in contrastive ' 

linguistics to establish functional equivalence, as has 

already been said in the preceding chapter. 
3 It has there- 

fore been decided here to use the technique of translation 

to establish functional and temporal equivalence between 

English and Arabic tensemes. For this purpose, all English 

sentences in the genara1. inventory of functions of English 

tensemes in Chapter Six of Part Two have been translated into 

Arabic. 4 Then for each English tenseme, the Arabic tenseme(s) 

used in the translation of all its functions given in the 

inventory is/are listed. It is necessary to point out, 

however, that it has been found in many cases during the 

translation process that an English tenseme in a given 

function can be translated by more than one Arabic tenseme. 

In all such cases, the most formally similar Arabic tenseme.: 

to the English tenseme in that function is selected from 

among the alternative translation equivalents. Thus the 

3See pages 755 - 756. 
4The Arabic translation is given in Appendix D. 
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translation carried out in this study to establish equivalence 

is to a large degree based upon the formal equivalence 

established throughout the present study and outlined in 

Table 105 above. Without this proviso of the priority of 

formal equivalence in the translation, the resulting 

equivalence of the translation process would be 'of little'value 

for any meaningful comparison since it would be difficult to 

define comparable features for any useful contrastive analysis. 

It is also important to notice that different functions of 

the same English tensemes might have to be translated by 

different tensemes in Arabic. This will result in many cases 

of one-many translation equivalence in the table of functional 

equivalence reported below. Table 106 represents the 

functional equivalence established by the findings of the 

translation process described above: 

TABLE 106 

FUNCTIONAL EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN ENGLISH 

AND ARABIC TENSED, ES 

ENGLISH 

1. writes 

2. wrote 

3.. has written 

4. had written 

ARABIC 

yaf 9a1 

(a) fa9al, (b) kEna yaf9al 

(a) yakünu fa9al, (b) fa9al 
(e) kRna yaf9al 

käna fa9a1 

contd... 
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Table 106 contd. 

ENGLISH 

5. will write 

6. would write 

7. is writing 

8. was writing 

9. has been writing 

10, had been writing 

11. will be writing 

12. would be writing 

13. will have written 

14. would have written 

15. will have been writing 

16. would have been writing 

ARABIC 

sayaf9al 

(a) k-ana sayaf9al 
(b) sayaf9al 
(c) käna yaf9al 
(a) yakü. nu yaf9al, (b) yaf9al 

käna yaf9al 

(a) yakünu fa9al, (b) yaf9al 

kRna yaf9al 

(a) sayakünu yaf9al 
(b) sayaf9al 

(a) kFna sayaf9al 
(b) sayaf9al 
(c) käna yaf9al 

sayakü. nu fa9al 

käna sayakünu fa9al 

sayakünu fa9al 

(a) kFna sayakünu fa9al 
(b) käna sayakünu yaf9al 

The fallacy of a complete one-to-one correspondence 

between linguistic systems of two different languages can be 

clearly seen from the above table. The Arabic basic-present 

tenseme yaf9al and the basic-past fa9al, for example, appear 

in the table as the equivalents of three and two different 
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English tensemes respectively. Yet it can also be seen from 

the above table that formal equivalence is a useful basis for 

the establishment of functional equivalence since formally- 

equivalent tensemes are found in the translation process 

carried out here to be functionally-equivalent as well. This 

formally-based translation, however, would not be possible, 

especially in the case of genetically unrelated languages 

such as English and Arabic, if it were not based on a thorough 

description of the linguistic features of the systems being 

translated. 

Before proceeding to the actual comparison as such of 

the above equivalent tensemes in Table 106, it is important 

to point out that some common tensemes do not appear on the 

Arabic side in the above-mentioned table. The limited size 

of the translation data used for establishing equivalence may 

be responsible for this phenomenon. It is obvious that for 

any comprehensive comparison we need to account not only for 

all the tensemes of the target language but also for those of 

the native'-language since both play an important role in the 

learning process. It thus seems worthwhile to investigate 

this point further before drawing any final conclusions on 

equivalence from Table 106 above. 

What is needed is obviously some additional translation 

data. To supplement the translation data, the writer has 

specifically constructed a number of English sentences whose 

translations will account for the missing Arabic tensemes. 
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A few other sentences have also been set up to illustrate 

certain functions missing in the general iventories of 

tensemes in Parts Two and Three. The following is a list of 

these sentences with the Arabic translation appearing under 

each of them: 

1. (a) Whenever I visit. him, he is sleeping. 

(b) /kullama ? azüruhu , yakünu na? im/ 

. 2. (a) When I met him last night, he was walking. 

(b) /gindamE g5baltuhu fi llayla lnädiya kFna mashiyan/ 

3. (a) He had been sleeping for some time when I arrived. 

(b) /käna na? im liba9di lwaqti 9indama wasaltu/ 

4. (a) I will be sleeping late next Sunday morning. 

(b) /sa? akünu n,? im liwaqtin muta? akhkhir sabwha yawmi 

1? ahadi lqEdim/ 

5. (a) She would be sleeping but for the noise. 

(b) /kanat satakunu nä,? ima la, wla ddajja/ 

6. (a) He said that the train would have gone before she 

arrived at the station. 

(b) /gäla bi? arena lgitFr sayakünu dhahab qabla ? an 

tasila ? ila lmahatta/ 

7. (a) He would have been sleeping now but for the noise. 

(b) /k. na sa akünu nR? im 1? an lawla ddajja/ 

The above seven pairs of sentences, few as they may be, are 

adequate for our purposes to establish translation equivalence 

between the Arabic tensemes missing from Table lob and their 

English equivalents. A large number of English and Arabic 
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sentences could be constructed on the pattern of each of the 

above fourteen sentences. The equivalence established by the 

above sentences could be outlined in more g, neral terms as 

follows: 

ENGLISH 

1. is writing 

2. was writing 

3. had been writing 

4. will be writing 

5. would be writing 

6. would have written 

ARABIC 

yakünu fR9i1 

käna fF9il 

k. na fä9i1 

sayakünu fE9i1 

käna sayakünu f , 9il 

sayakünu fa9al 

7. would have been writing kana sayakünu fa9il 

Incorporating the above newly-established equivalence into 

Table 106 on the general functional equivalence would give 

us the following enlarged table: 

TABLE 107 

EQUIVALENT TENSEMES IN ENGLISH 

AND ARABIC 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

1. writes yaf9al 

2. wrote (a) fa9al, 
(b) kana yaf gal 

contd... 
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Table 107 contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

3, has written (a) yakünu fa9al 

(b) fa9al 

(c) käna yaf9al 

4. had written kFna fa9al 

5. will write sayaf9al 

6. would write (a) kFna sayaf9al 

(b) sayaf9al 

(c) käna yaf9al 

7. is writing (a) yakünu f69i1 

(b) yakinu yaf9al 

(c) yaf9al 

8. was writing (a) käna fä9il 

(b) kFna yaf9al 

9. has been writing (a) yakünu fa9al 

(b) yaf9al 

10. had been writing (a) käna fä9il 

(b) kHna yaf9al 

11. will be writing (a) sayakünu fä9il 

(b) sayakü. nu yaf gal 

(c) sayaf9al 
12. would be writing (a) k9na sayakünu f , 9il 

(b) käna sayakünu yaf9al 

contd... 
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Table 107 contd. 

ENGLISH 

'13. will have written 

14. would have written 

15. will have been writing 

ARABIC 

(e) k9na sayaf gal 

(d) sayaf9al 

(e) käna yaf9al 

sayakünu fa9al 

(a) kFna sayakünu fa9a1 

(b) sayakünu fa9al 

sayakü. nu fa9al 

16. would have been writing (a) kHna sayakünu fa9al 

(b) kana sayakünu fä9i1 

(c) k9na sayakünu yaf9al 

(B) Interference from Arabic 

The above table reveals many interesting facts about 

the type and degree of interference from Arabic that will be 

faced by learners of English whose native language is Arabic. 

The direction of interference, it is perhaps necessary to 

point out, is from the native language to the target language 

since a learner of a foreign language tends to transfer the 

linguistice habits of his native languwge to the language he 

is learning. 5 

5Robert Lado, Linguistics cross Cultures, p. 58 
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A detailed analysis and discussion of problems of interference 

from Arabic will be the subject of the next chapter; perhaps 

it suffices here to refer briefly to some of such problems 

involved in the learning process of English as a foreign 

language in Arab countries. To take the Arabic tenseme yaf9al, 

for example, it is shown in Table 107 above that this tenseme 

may be the equivalent of any of the three formally distinguish- 

able English tensemes writes, is writing, and has boon writing. 

An Arab could correctly use the same tenseme yaf9al in any 

of the following three Arabic sentences, for example: 

1. /huwa yaktubu shshigra/ 

(he write the poetry) 

'He writes poetry. ' 

2. /huwayaktubu 1? Hn/ 

(he write now) 

'He is writing now. ' 

3. /huwa yaktubu 1? utr7aha mundhu sanatayn/ 
(he write the thesis for two years) 

'He has been writing the thesis for two years. ' 

The English sentences equivalent to the. above three Arabic 

sentences require, as can be seen from the translations above, 

three different tensemes. The problem of an Arab learner of 

English in this case would therefore be to lcarn to use a 

different tenseme in each of the linguistic situations 

depicted in the above three sentences. Similar learning 

problems are involved in the case of fa 9al, s YIf9ül, 
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kHna yaf9al, sayakünu fa9al, and kRna sayakünu fa9al which 

appear as the equivalents of more than one English equivalent 

tenseme each. 

Conversely, another type of learning problem is 

involved in cases where it is shown in Table 107 that one 

English tenseme has more than one Arabic equivalent . This 

is the case, for example, of will be writing which has three 

Arabic equivalents: sayaf9al, sayakünu yaf9al, and sayakünu 

fä9il. The problem in such situations is different from 

those mentioned earlier. Whereas in the cases mentioned ".: ý:,:: 

earlier an Arab learner of English has to make a choice which 

he is not used to in his own language, in this case he rather 

has to discard, or 'unlearn', some of the distinctions made 

in his own native language. The danger, however, is that 

such native-language distinctions might be carried over to 

English where they are not to be made. An Arab may thus be 

tempted to produce the ungrammatical English tenseme *will 

be write on the formal analogy of its grammatical Arabic 

functional equivalent sayakünu yaf9al. Problems of 

interference, whether formal or functional, may be identified 

and explained more specifically by reference to the comparative 

tables that follow. A detailed interpretation of the 

comparative tables given in Section (C) is, however, kept to 

Chapter Three in this Part of the study. 
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(C) The Contrastive Analysis 

of Equivalent Tensenes in English and 

Arabic 

The information on equivalence between English and 

Arabic tensemes provided by Table 107 above is taken here as 

the basis of the following contrastive analysis. Each of the 

sixteen English tensemes listed in Table 107 is compared with 

its Arabic translation equivalent(o)in two ways: formally 

and functionally. The objective of-the contrastive analysis 

is to discover any differences in the formal and functional 

distribution of equivalent English and Arabic tensemes. It 

is these differences, as has been said earlier, that 

constitute potential learning problems and are threfore to 

be identified. 

Equivalent tensemes in English and Arabic are compared 

in two types of contrastive tables below: formal and function- 

al. This is so since both forms and functions of the native 

language tend to be transferred to the target language during 

the learning process, as has been mentioned in Chapter One, 

in this part of the study. Each of the formal contrastive 

tables below consists of two columns: one for the English 

tenseme and one for its Arabic equivalent(s). At the top of 

the English column on the left, the form of the English 

tenseme in question is given. Opposite it on the right column 

the Arabic translation equivalent(s) of that English tensene 

is/are listed. The Arabic formal equivalent to the English 
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tenseme being compared, or its closest formal equivalent when 

no formal equivalent is available in Arabic, 6 is listed first 

followed by the other Arabic functional equivalent(s) when one 

or more exists. This listing of equivalent tensemes is then 

followed by sentences exemplifying both the English tenseme 

and its Arabic equivalent(s). The English tenseme being 

compared and its formal Arabic equivalent are each used in one 

sentence that depicts only one of their systematic functions. 

There is no need to give a sentence for each function as 

this has already been done in the general inventory of 

functions in Parts Two and Three for all English and Arabic 

tensemes. When more than one Arabic equivalent exists for 

any English tenseme, a separate exemplificatory English 

sentence has to be given to depict the function that would 

require each of the Arabic translation equivalents. When 

this has been done, both the English sentence(s) and its/ 

their Arabic translation(s) are then analyzed in their 

respective columns. The transformation-generative approach 

has been used in this analysis as it is believed to provide 

the most satisfactory analytical procedure yet available in 

linguistics. For the purposes of this analysis, the 

transformational and generative rules given in Chapters Five 

of Parts Two and Three are used for English and Arabic 

respectively... It is necessary to keep in mind, however, that 

6Formal 
equivalence is based upon the quality and 

quantity of temporal markers formally found in tensemes. 
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the chief objective of this process is the analysis of the 

contrastive tensemes as such. Thus, rather than indulge in 

unnecessary details, only rules relevant to the structures 

of the tensemes in question are included in this analysis. 

Whenever more than one sentence is found in any contrastive 

table for any English tenseme, that English tenseme will be 

transformationally analyzed only in the first sentence, i. e. 

with its Arabic formal equivalent, or nearest formal 

equivalent, since there is no need to duplicate the same 

analysis as far as that tenseme is concerned. Then, finally 

in each contrastive table, the formal characteristics of the 

contrastive tensemes involved are listed opposite each other. 

The focus here is on the temporal markers, though other 

characteristic formal features may also be included. 

The functional contrastive table for each pair or 

group o+ equivalent tensemes also basically consists of two 

columns: one for English and the other for Arabic. The 

Arabic ^olumn may, however, be sub-divided into more columns 

according to the number of Arabic equivalents found for the 

English tenseme in question. 
first, in functional contrastive 

tables -which only comprise the English tenseme being 

compared and its Arabic formal equivalent, as in tables 

108B and 111B below, the English tenseme is given on top of 

the left column and all its functions are listed vertically 

underneath, each in a square of its own. Then on the Arabic 

side, the functions of the Arabic formal equivalent are also 
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listed. Equivalent, or quasi-equivalent, functions of the 

two formally equivalent tensemes are listed in squares 

opposite each other. The functions of both English and 

Arabic tensemes are directly derived from the general 

inventcjesof functions in Chapters Six of Parts Two and 

Three respectively. Functions that are indicated by one 

tenseme but not by its formal equivalent are also to be 

listed for both English and Arabic. Opposite each such 

function, however, shaded squar/appears under the other 

tenseme which lacks that function. These squares are shaded 

to give them visual prominence since they constitute areas 

of potential learning problems, as will be detailed in the 

next chapter. 

In contrastive tables with no formal Arabic equivalent 

to the English tenseme in question, such as tables 116E and 

117B below, all the functions of the English tenseme are 

listed as usual but only those functions that are 

equivalent or quasi-equivalent to its functional equivalents 

are listed on the same level. This is to avoid any redundancy 

of functions since every functional equivalent must appear 

as the formal equivalent of one of the English tensemes in 

another contrastive table and it is there that its full list 

of functions will be listed. Thus, the full inventory of 

functions of the Arabic tensene f_9al, for example, appears 

in the following contrastive tables only when fa9al is 

compared with its formal equivalent wrote, but not v; hcn it 
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is compared with its functional equivalent has written. In 

cases where there is more than one functional equivalent, 

blank unshaded squares appear under thosefunctional equivalents, 

opposite any function of the English tenseme which they are 

not used to indicate in Arabic in a given contrastive table. 

This is so since such functions of the English tenseme will 

always be indicated by another functional Arabic equivalent 

in that same table. The only potential problem in such cases 

would be a formal, rather than a functional one, since-in the 

case of the functions that are similar between an English 

tenseme and its functional equivalent, the formal features 

of that Arabic functional equivalent that are different from 

those of the English tenseme in question may be transferred 

to English and may thus result in ungrammatical English 

sentences, as will be shown in detail in Chapter Three. 

There remains a word to say on contrastive tables 

that contain both a formal equivalent to the English tenseme 

in question as well as one or more functional equivalents, as 

in tables 109B and 113B below. Such tables may contain certain 

functions of the English tenseme being compared that cannot 

be indicated by its Arabic formal equivalent and are hence 

translated by some other functional equivalents. In such 

contrastive tables, the functions of the two formally 

equivalent tensemes are listed and contrasted first, with 

shaded squares for missing functions on both sides, as has 

been explained at the outset of this section. The other 
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Arabic functional equivalents' will each appear opposite the 

functions(s) of the English tenseme which it indicates and 

which is/are missing among the functions of the Arabic formal 

equivalent of that English tenseme. Blank unshaded squares 

are left under these functional equivalents opposite the 

functions of the English tenseme which they do not indicate 

since thesedo not constitute learning problems, as has been 

explained in the previous paragraph. Now, it happens in 

many of the contrastive tables shown below thcl` some functions 

of functional equivalents are listed despite the fact that 

those same functions are also indicated in Arabic by the 

formal equivalents of the English tensemes in question. It 

is necessary to point out that this is mostly done in the 

tables when there are any condition factors, other than the 

function itself, that would require the use of one tenseme 

in Arabic but not the other. For example, both k7, na sayaf9al 

and sayaf9al appear as translation equivalents to would `irite in 

the indication of later-past in Table 113B below, though only 

the former of the two Arabic tensemes is the formal equivalent of 

would write. The functional equivalent sayaf9al, however, 

is used in Arabic to indicate later-past only in subordinate 

clauses whereas käna sayaf9al is used in'main clauses only. 
7 

7käna 
sayaf9al may still appear in subordinate 

clauses in Arabic but only to indicate hypothetioalness at 
later-past, as explained in more detailed on page 56 O. 
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In a limited number of other cases, however, two Arabic 

tensemes may be shown to indicate the same function simply as 

a result of redundancy in the Arabic tense system. Likewise, 

functions of some functional equivalents that are similar to 

those indicated by the formal equivalent of the English 

tenseme in question may also be included when those functions 

are missing on the English side. The squares of such 

functional equivalents are also shaded, like those of the 

formal equivalents, when appearing opposite functions of the 

English tens3me which they do not indicate in Arabic. But 

again this is usually done only when there are certain 

linguistic situations in Arabic that would require the use 

of these functional equivalents, but not of the formal 

equivalents of the English. tenseme in question. Such a 

distinction which is made in Arabic may be transferred to 

English and thus cause some learning problems, as will be 

shown in Chapter Three. It is for this reason that, against 

the general principle, functions of certain Arabic functional 

equivalents are listed when those functions are missing in 

English. This is the case of sayakünu yafgal in Table 118 B 

below, for example, where it appears in Function (5)-though 

it is not the formal equivalent of will be writing. However, 

the non-earlier aspect of sayakünu yafgal makes it suitable 

for certain suituations in Arabic in which the simultaneous 

aspect of sayakünu fä91l would not usually be used. 
8 

8See 
pp. 529-531 for a discussion of this point. 
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Though this distinction is neutralized in will be writing, 

Arab learners may erroneously carry it to English. 

No attempt is made at this stage at any interpretation 

or prediction of potential learning problems for Arab 

learners of English. However, it is necessary to point out 

that although the following contrastive tables are so 

constructed as to yield maximum information specifically 

relevant to the problems of Arab learners of English, the 

direction of comparison in these tables could be reversed 

so as to make the results relevant to the problems of 

speakers of English when learning Arabic. Thus, the 

information provided by the following contrastive tables 

could be used for predicting and explaining the problems of 

native speakers of English learning Arabic as well as for 

predicting and explaining the problems of Arabs learning 

English. It all depends on the direction of the comparison 

and the interpretation of the transfer. 

The following are the thirty-two contrastive tables 

described above and used here for comparing the forms and 

functions of English tensemes with their Arabic equivalents: 
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TABLE 108A 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH 

(A)Form: writes 

(B) Example 

He speaks Arabic. 

(C)Analysis 

S----3 NP + VP 

> NP1+ at present + 

V+ NP2 

Taf_- NP1+ V+ at pres- 

ent + NP2 

ARABIC 

Form: yaf9al 

Example 

/huwa yatakallam l9arab 

Analysis 

)he+ speak+ ¢1+ I 

Arabic 

he speaks Arabic 

S-SNP+VP 

----0 NP1+ fi 11i141r + 

root + NP2 

----r NP1+ root + 

fi ihä. dir + NP2 

----ýhuwa+ KLM+P1+ 

19arabiyya 

) huwa yatakallam 

19arabiyya 

(D)Formal Features 

1. Presence of non-past 

tense marker 

` 2. Presence of '' s' when 

the subject is a 

third person singular9 

Formal Features 

i1. Presence of non-past 

tense marker 

2. Presence of a pro- 

nominal subject prefi 

contd... 9These features are common to all English and 
Arabic non-past (present) tensemes. Hence they are to 
be regarded as contrastive features of all non-past 
English and Arabic tensemes and will not therefore be 
repeated in the remaining contrastive tables. 

ý/ 
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Table 108A contd.. 
ENGLISH ARABIC 

3. The verb is obligatorily 3. Optionally preceded 

preceded by a subject., 
10 

or followed by a 

subject. 
l0 

TABLE 106-B 

FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

writes yaf9al 

1. 

To indicate 

Simultaneous Present Simultaneous Present 

2.. Contemporaneous Present Contemporaneous Pres- 
ent 

3. Current Habit Current Habit 

4. General Fact General Fact 

5. Future Time Future Time 

contd... 
'°These 

contrastive features are found in all 
English and Arabic tensemes and are therefore not 
repeated in the following contrastive tables. 
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Table 108B contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

writes yaf 9a1 

6, Pre-Future Pre-Future 

7. Post-Future Post-Future 

8. Duration in the Duration in the Future 

Future" 

9. An Activity Continuing up 

to Simultaneous Present 

10. Past Time (after some 

Negative Particles) 

11This, function is'not represented in the 
inventory of functions of writes on pp. 313 - 315. Yet 
it may be-found in such common sentences as: 

He works all day tomorrow. 
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TABLE 109A 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

(A)Form: wrote 

(B)Examples 

I. He arrived yester- 

day. 

II. He went everyday. 

(C)Analysis 

I. S----r NP + VP 

--SNP+in the 

past +V +Advt 

Taf-,, NP +V+ in 

the past+Advt 

--ý he + arrive + 

D1 + yesterday 

--ý he arrived 

yesterday 

II. 

Form: I. fa9al 

II. käna yaf9al 

Examples 

I. /huwa wasal bil? ams/ 

II. /huwa kanayadhhab 

kulla yawm/ 

Analysis 

S----*- NP + VP 

---ý NP + bilmädi+ 

root + Advt 

Tafo NP + root + 

bilmädi + Advt 

o huwa + WSL + Dl + 

bil? ams 

--ý huwa wasal 

bil? ams 

I. S----> NP + VP 

---ý NP + bilmädi + lä 

säbigan + root+Adv, G 

contd. . 
-- 
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Table 109A. contd. 

ENGLISH 

(D)Formal Features 

I. 1. past-tense-marker 

`II. "L "past-tense marker 

-, o aspect marker 

3. r no . tense - carrier - 

ARAB IC 

Tear-- NP+bilmädi+ KWN + 

lä- säbigan--+--root, 

Advt-_.. _ 

Taf_ NP + KINN +bilmädi 

+ root + la 

säbigan + Advt 

==-- NPý+K'ýJN Dl_ . +. x 

DHHB + P2 + Advt 

--ý huwa käna yadhhab 

�külla yawm....... _... 

Formal Features 

I. 1.: past-tense marker 

II. 1. past-tense' marker 

2. presence of non- 

earlier aspect marker 

---3. --presence of tense 

carrier 
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TABLE 109B 
_.,.,. 

FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

wrote fa9al käna yafgal 

To indicate 

lo- Specific Past Specific 
Past 

2. General Past Unspecific 
Past 

3. Frequency in Frequency in the 
the Past Past 

4. Duration in Duration in Duration in the 
the Past the Past Past 

5. Post-past Post-past 

6. Pre-past Pre-past Duration at Pre- 

past 

contd.,.,. 

. lý i 
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Table 109B contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

wrote fa9al käna yaf9al 

7. Tentative A Future Time 
Future (with (after ? idhä 

if) lift) 

8. Past Activity 

Continuing up 
to Simultaneou 
Present 

9. Hypothetical 
Past (with law, 
'if') 

TABLE 110A 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

(A)Form: has written Form: I. yakünu fa9al 

II. fagal 

III. käna yaf9al 

(B)Examples Examples 

contd... 
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Table 110A contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

I. By nine every I. /fi ttäs19a kulla 

morning, I usually sabäh ? ana ? akünu 

have gone to the dhahabtu ? ila 

University. 12 jjäm19a 9adatan/12 

II. I have seen this II. /? ana ra? aytu hädha 

film before. ifilim min qablu/ 

III. I have gone III. /? ana kuntu ? adhhab 

regularly. bintizRm/ 
. 

(C)Analysis Analysis 

I. S-ArNP+VP I. S-'iNP +VP 

NP + at present+ --) NP+f i lhädir + 

earlier +V+ sabigan + root + 

Advt Advt 

Tcar---3 NP + at present+ 
Tear--)- NP + fi lhädir + 

HAVE + earlier + KVJN + säbigan + 

V+ Advt root + Advt 

Taf-- - NP + HAVE + at Taf---> NP + KWN +fi 

present +V+ lhädir + root + 

earlier + Advt sabigan + Advt 

--S NP + HAVE + 0l + ---0 NP + KWN + Pl + 

go + D2 + Advt DHHB + D2 + Advt 

coma.. . l2Notice that some formal features of these sen- 
tences are not accounted for in the transformational 
analysis here since these features are irrelevant to 
our purposes in this analysis. 
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Table 110A contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

--ý I have gone by 

nine o'clock 

every morning 

II, 

III. 

f: I. ;ýý--': I 

---ý ? an a? akiznu I 

dhahabtu fi ttäs19a 

kulla sabRh 

II. 5 NP + VP 

---ý NP1 + bilmädi + 

root + NP2 + Advt 

Taf_> NP1 + root + 

bilmä, 4i + NP2 +Adv 

--ýNP1+R? Y+D+ 

NP2 + Advt 

---*? ana ra? aytu hädha 

lfilim min qablu 

III. S- ) NP + VP 

NP + bilmädi + 19 

säbigan + root +Advt 

Tcaz---; ý NP + bilm5di + KWG N 

15 säbigan + root 

Advt 

Taf- > NP + KWN + bilmädi 

root + lä säbigan 

Advt 

--4NP+KO+D1+ 

DHHB + P2 + Advt 

vv as vµ0"0 
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Table 110A contd. $' 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

.. _-.. a --i_? ana. kuntuxs ? adhhab 

bintizäm 

(D)Formäl Features Formal Features 

I. 1. Non-past-tense-, I. 1. Non-past tense- 

marker marker 

2. Earlier-aspect 2. Earlier-aspect 

ýý. _ .,... marker--, ---- . _.. - ..... ý. -marker _ . _-- u. ...., . -. 

`3. Presence of tense-' 3. Presence of tense- 

carrier' carrier 

II. T. Non-past tense- II. 1. P as 't tense- 

-_-- marker_. _, -,.,. ,. _, marker __ , _...,., ý w_.., .... 

-2. Earlier-aspect 2. N oaapsct 

marker, -, .. p., .- marker 

3. Presence of tense- 3. Absence of tense- 

carrier carrier 

III.. 1. Non-past tense- III. 1. Past-tense marker 

marker 

2.. Earlier-aspect 2.. Non-earlier aspect 

. ý..... marker . _. r... _ . _.... _ y_. _ .. _ _, .... ..., _A ... marker 

3. Presence of tense- 
. 

3.. Presence of tense- 

carrier carrier 
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TABLE 1101 

FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

has written yakünu fa9al fa9al käna 
fa9al 

To indicate 

1. Unspecific Tentative Unspecific 

Earlier Present Past Past 

2. Unspecific Tentative Recent 

Recent Earlier Recent Past Past 

Present 

3. Frequency at FrequencS 

Earlier Present in the 

Past 

4. Unspecific Post-past 

Post-past 

V/// 

5. Unspecific Pre- Tentative 

Future (with Pre-past 

temporal con- 

junctions) 

conto... 
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Table 110B contd. 

_ENGLI SH -ARABIC 
has written- yakünu fa9al fa9a1 - kä. na fa9a 

6. Simultaneous Past Acti 

Perceivable vity Con- 

Activity tinuing u 

to Simult 

neous Pre 
s 

- 

Ant 

7. Habitual Ac- Habitual Ac- 

tion Earlier- tion Earlier 

than a Point- than an Un- 

at Non-pastl3 specified 

Point 

8. (Tentative) 

re-past 

13This function is not represented in the data 
analyzed in Chapter Six of Part Two. It may be found 
in sentences such as number I on page 787. , however. 
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TABLE 111-A 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH " ARABIC 

(A)Form: had written Form: käna fagal 

(B )EX a= Example 

She had left before /hiya känat ghädarat qabla 

then. dhälika lwaqti/ 

(C)Analysis Analysis 

S >NP+VP 5-->NP+VP 

A 
--} NP + in the past ----ý NP + bilmädi + 

+ earlier +V+ säbigan + root + Advt 

Tcar--ý, NP+ in the past Tcar-4- NP + bilmädi+ KWN + 

+ HAVE +-earlier säbigan + root + 

+ V-+ Advt 

Taf- , NP + HAVE + in 

the past- + 'V 

earlier + Advt, 

--SNP+HAVE +Dl+ 

leave + D2 +Advt 

-4 she had left 

Advt 
Tal' - 4' NP + K'vVN + bilmädi + 

" 
root+ .s 

ib i qan,. -+ Advt --- 

---SNP+KWN+Dl+GHDR 

D2 + Advt 

hiya känat ghädaratj 

before then gabla dhälika lwaqti 

D)Formal Features Formal Features 
__.., 

I. Past-tense marker "1. Past-tense marker 
2.. Earlier-aspect mark-"2. Earlier-aspect marker 

er 
3. Presence of tense 3. Presence of tense carri 

carrieJ 
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TABLE 111B 

FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

had written käna fa9al 

To indicate 

1. -Pre-past Pre-past 

2. Hypothetical Past Hypothetical Past 

(with if) (with law or lawlä) 

3. General Past 

4. Specific Past 

5. Duration in the Past 

6. Hypothetical Simultaneous 

Present (with lawla) 
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TABLE 112A 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

(A)Form: will write 

(B )Example 

Layla will travel 

tomorrow. 

(C)Analysis 

S--ý, NP + VP 

-'ý NP + at present+ 

later +V+ Advt 

Tcar-ý, - NP + at present+ 

WILL + non- 

Form: sayaf9al 

Example 

/laylä, satusafir ghadan/ 

Analysis 

S- NP + VP 

---ý- NP + fi 1hädir, 
.+ 

1ähigan + root +Ad 

T af--'r NP +fi lhädir + 

root +1 higan+ Adv 

earlier +V +Advt 

Taf--3 NP + WILL + at 

present +V+ 

Taf---> NP + root + fi 1hadii 

+ 13higan + Advt 

non-earlier +Advt 

---) NP + WILL 01 + 

travel+ 02 + Advt 

----) Layla will travel 

)NP+ SFR+P1+P2+ 

+ Advt 

--> laylä satusäfir 

tomorrow 

(D)Formal Features 

1., Non-past tense 
marker 

2., Later aspect marker 

3. Presence of tense- 
carrier WILL 

ghadan 

Formal Features 

1. Non-past tense marker 

2. Later aspect marker 

3. No tense-carrier 
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TABLE 112B 

ý. A.: s. _ý.,.... ., FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON 

w.. - .. -ENGLISH ARABIC 

will write sayaf9al 

To indicate 

Specific Future Future Time 

2. Unspecific Future Future Time 

3. Post-future 

Ys 

Post-future 

4. Pre-future Pre-future 

5.. Duration in the Duration in the Future 

Futurel4 

6. Hypothetical Future 

(with lawlä) 

7. Intended Later-past 

(in Subordinate Clauses) 

-14This function is not represented in the Engli 
inventory of will' . write in Chapter Six of Part Two. 

ish 
et 

it is not uncommon in sentences such as: I will work on 
the car all' day tomorrow. 
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TABLE 113A 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH 

(A)Form: *would write 

ARABIC 

orm: I. käna sayaf9al 

II. sayaf9al 

)Examples l5 

I. He would travel 

the next morning. 

II. He said Layla 

III. käna yafgal 

Examples15 

I. /huwa kana sayusafit 

fi sabRhi lyawmi ttäli/ 

II. /gala 'bi? anna laylR 

would travel the 

next morning. 

satusäfir fi sabähi 

lyawmi ttä, li/ 

III. He would go there III. /huwa känayadhhab hunk 

every summer. kulla sayf/ 

C)Analysis Analysis 

I. S---). NP + VP 

NP + in the 

past + later+ 

V+ Advt 

Tcar---> NP + in the 

past + WILL + 

non-earlier + 

V+ Advt 

I. S---), NP + VP 

--> NP + bilmädi + 

lähigan + root + 

Advt 

Tear- > NP + bilmädi + 

KWN + lähigan + 

root + Advt 

-L,. ' In all cases of complex and compouhd"MA ences 
hereafter, only the'clause which contains the tenseme 
in question is analyzed since the other cl:. use is 
irrelevant for the purposes of this analysis. 
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Table. 113A contd. 

ENGLISH 

Taf--ý NP + WILL + in 

the past +V+ 

non-earlier + 

Advt 

-- ' NP + WILL +D 
+1 

+ travel/+ Zvt 

---} he would travel 

the next 

morning 

II. 

..., . ,. ý., c .... sr... ... 

ARABIC 

Tal' NP + KZ"JN + 

bilmädi + root + 

1ähigan + Advt 

---ý huwa + KWN + D1 I 

+ SFR + P2+ +Advlt 

---i huwa kä. na sayusäfir 

fi sabähi lyawmi 

ttäli 

I. S---'ý NP + VP 

NP +fi lhädir + 

lähigan F root + 

Advt 

TaL NP + fi 1hädit + 

root+ 1äh. igan+Advt 

T of--}- NP + root+ fi 

1hä. dir + lähigan 
0 4, 

+ Advt 

NP+ SFR+P1+ 

P2+ + Advt 

--ý ... 1ay1ii satusäf r 

fi sabähi lyawmi 

ttäli 

contd... 
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Table 113A contd. 4 

ENGLISH 

III. 

ARABIC 

I. S----), NP + VP 

--4 NP + bilmädi + 

1ä säbigan + root 

+ Advt 

Tear---* NP + bilmädi + 

KWN + lä säbigan 

root + Advt 

Taf )- NP -+ KWN +bilmädi 

+ root + lä säbigan 

+ Advt 

--3NP+KWN+D1+ 

DHHB + P2 + Advt 

---ý huwa* käna yadhhab 

kulla sayf 

(D)Formal Features Formal Features 

I. 1. Past-tense marke I. 1. Past-tense marker 
2. Later-aspeSIrker -2"Later-aspect marker--- 

3. Presence of tense- 3-Presence of tense- 
carrier carrier 

II. 1. Past-tense marke II. 1. Non-past tense marker 

2. Later-aspect 2. Later-aspect marker 
marker 

3. Presence of tense- 3-Absence of tense- 
carrier carrier 

III. ].. Past-tense marke III. 1. Past-tense marker 

2. later-aspect 2. Non-eaaspect 
marker""'T 

marker 
3. Presence of tense- 3-Presence of tense- 

carrier carrier 
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TABLE 1133 

FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

would-write 11. ký. na sayaf9al I sayaf9al kä. na 
yafgal 

To indicate 

1. Intended Intended Intended 

Later-past later-past Later-pas 
(Subordi- 
nate 
Clauses) 

2. Tentative Future 

Future-Time Time------,, --- 

3. Hypothetical Hypothetical Hypothe- 

Future Future - 
(withtical -Fu- 

. lawla) ture (wit 
l=) 

4. (Past Habit 

, _.. .,. -- , .... 

Frequenc3 

in the 
ý... __ Past -- - 

5, /I Hypothetical 

Post-past 
... .. _ .. __..,. _ _.. _.. (with lawlä) 

T 6"/////%i 

Paetative 

conto... 
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Table 113B contd. 
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TABLE 114A 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH 

(A)Form: is writing 

(B)Examples 

I. He is sleeping wh 

ever I visit him. 

II. She is reading when 

ever we see her. 

III. He is reading now. 

(C)Analysis 

I. S---4 NP + VP 

---ý NP + at pres- 

ent + simulta- 

neously +V 

Tcar---> NP + at pres- 

ent, + BE + 

simultaneously 

ARAB IC 

Form: I. yakünu fä911 

II. yakünu yaf gal 

III. yaf9al 

Examples 

I. /huwayakünu nä? im 

kullamä ? azüruhu/ 

II. /hiya takünu tagra? 

kullamH naräha/ 

III. /huwa yaqra? 1? än/ 

Analysis 

I., S-4. NP + VP 

NP+filhädir+ 
0.41 

? äniyyan + root 

Tcar---ý, NP + fi 1hadir + 

KWN +, ? äniyyan + 

root 

+V 

Taf--rNP +BE + at 

present +V+ 

simultaneously 

Taf >NP+KWN+fi 

lhädir + root + 

? äniyyan 

co 
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Table 11"4 contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

--S NP + BE + ¢1 + --S NP + KWN + P1 + 

sleep +N N`VM + P20 

---). -he is sleeping --ý huwa yakünu 

0 . 0.0 nä? im ... 
II. II. S--* NP + VP ... 

--- NP + fi lhädir + 

lä säbigan + root 

Tcar- + NP + fi lhädir + 

K,, vN + 19 säbigan 

root 

T af-S NP + KWN +fi 

lhadir + root + 
.. 

IF säbigan 

--9º NP + KWN + P1 + 

QR? + P2 

---ý hiya takiznu taqra? 

III. III. S--4NP+VP 

----a NP +fi lhädir + 

root + Advt 
Taf---3, NP + root + fi 

lhädir + Advt 

---ý huwa + QR? + P1 + 

Advt 
ebntdg;; 
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Table 114A contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

0 huwa yaqra? 1? än 

(D)Formal Features Formal Features 

I. 1. Non-past tense I. 1. Non-past tense 

marker marker 

2. Simultaneous- 2. Simultaneous-aspect 

aspect marker marker 

3. Presence of tense 3. Presence of tense 

carrier carrier 

II. 1. Non-past tense II. 1. Non-past tense 

marker marker 

2. Simultaneous- 2. Non-earlier aspect 

aspect marker marker. 

3. Presence of tense 3... Presence of tense 

carrier carrier 

III. 1. Non-past tense III. 1. Non-past tense 
, 

marker marker 

2. Simultaneous- 2. No aspect marker 

aspect marker 

3. Presence of tense 3. -No tense carrier 

carrier 
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TABLE 114B 

FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

is writing yakünu f ä91l yakünu yaf9al yaf 9 al 

To indicate 

1. Simultaneous Tentative Tentative Simulta 
Present Simultaneous Simultaneous neous 

Present Present Present 

'2. Contemporane- Contem- 

ous Present porane- 

/ 
ous 
Present I 

/I 

3. Current Tentative Tentative Current 

Habit Habitual Ac- Habitual Ac- Habit 
tion (Sim. tion (Unspeci 

with Non- fled Time) 

past) 

4. Planned Tentative Tentative Future 
Future -Sim. with Duration in Time 

Future Future 

5. Action Con- Action Con- Tentative Du- 

tinuous up to tinuous upto ration in 

Future Point Future Future 
11'-Point16 

16This function is not represented in thceondadt` 
of akünu fa9il in the inventory of functions in Part 
Three. Yet . 

may be found in such sentences as: /huwa 
yakün nä? im ? ilä ? an na9üd/'He is sleeping until we 
come back. ' 
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5 

Table 114B contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

is writing yfa9i11yakünu yaf9allyaf9al 

6. Tentative Tentative 
Habitual Ac- Habitual Ac- 
tion Sim. tion after 
with Time an Unspeci- 

after an Un- fied Point 

specified 
Point 

7. Tentative Tentative 
Habitual Ac- Action 
tion Sim. Habitually 

with Time before an Un- 

before an specified 
Unspecified Point 
Point 

Tentative Tentative 8. 
/ 

Action Sim. Duration at 

with Post- Poet-future 
aa future 

9. 
ýý 

Action Tentative 

Simultaneous Duration at 

with Pre- Ere-future 
future 
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TABLE 115A 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

t 

ENGLISH 

(A)Form: was writing 

(B)Examples 

I. He was sleeping 

all last night. 

II. He was working all 

last night. 

(C)Analysis 

Li S--SNP +VP 

---) NP + in the 

past + Sim. + 

V"+ Advt 

ARABIC 

Form: I. käna fä911 

II. k na yaf9al 

Examples 

I. /huwa käna nH? i t 

tuwäla llayla lmädiya 

II. /huwa käna ya9mal 

tuwRla 1layla lmädiya 

analysis 

I. S-SNP + VP 

--> NP + bi1m , di + 

? ä. niyyan, + root + 

Advt 

Tcar-. * NP + in the 

past + BE + 

Sim. + V+ Advt 

Taf-ý- NP + BE + in 

the past +V 

+ Sim. + Advt 

--S NP + BE + D1+ 

sleep + N+Advt 

--ý- he was sleep- 

ing'all last 
night 

Tear >- NP + bilmädi + KINN 

+ ? äniyyan + root 

Advt 

Taf---ý-- NP + KTI + bilmädi 

+ root + ? äniyyan + 

Advt 

---SNP+KINN+D1+ 

NWM+1'20+Advt 

--> huwa käna n7.? im 

tuwäla ilayla 1mUdi 
.00 ra 

cond.. 
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Table 115A contd.. ., 4,;... 

-ENGLISH ARABIC- 

II. II. S-4-- NP + VP 

---SNP +bilmädi+ 

1a säbigan + 

root + Advt 

Tcar--- NP + bilmc. di + 

KWN + lä säbigan+ 

root + Advt 

Taf-) NP + KWN + bilmädi 

+ root + 1a sHbiq 

+ Advt 

._.. _ . _..... .b --. ý. NP + KWN-, +- Dl + 

9ML + P2 + Advt 

-- huwa käna ya9mal 

tuwä, la llayla 

lmädiya 

(D)Formal'Features Formal Features 

I. 1. Past-tense I. I. Past-tense marker 
marker .. N.. _ 

2. Simultaneous- ., 2. Simultaneous-aspect 
aspect marker marker 

3. Presence of tense 3. Presence, of tense 
carrier carrier 

II. 1. Past-tense II. 1. Past-tense--marker 
marker 

2. Simultaneous- 
. 

2'. Non-earlier aspect 
aspect marker marker 

3. Presence of tense 3. Presence of tense 
carrier carrier 
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TABLE 115B 

FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

was writing kana fa91l käna yaf9al 

To indicate 

1. Action Simulta- Simultaneity 

neous with Past in the Past 
Point/Action/ 
State 

2. Duration Simul- Duration in 

taneous with the the Past 
Past 

3. Duration Simul- Simultaneous Duration at 
taneous with with Pre- Pre-past 
Pre-past past 

4. Duration Simul- Simultaneous Duration at 
taneous with with Post- Post-past17 
Post-past past 

5. Frequency in 

the Past 

contd..; 17This function is not represented in the Arabic 
data. Yet it is commonly-found in such sentences as: 

/käna yaQra? _ 
kitäbahu ba9da 9awdatihi mina lmadra'sa/ 

'He was read in his book after his return from 
school. ' 
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Table 115B contd. - 

ENGLISH 

was writing 

6. //'/ 

7. 

8. 

ARABIC 

käna fä9i1 

Hypothetical 

Action Simul- 
taneous with 
Past (with law) 

Hypothetical 
Simultaneous 
Present (with 

lawlä. ) 

Hypothetical 
Action at 
Post-past 
(with lawlä) 

(in Subordinate 
Clauses) 

II 

käna yaf9al 

Hypothetical 
Duration at 
Past (with 

law) 

Hypothetical 
Duration at 
Simultaneous 
Present (with 

lawlä) 
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TABLE 116A 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

A)Form: has been writing Form: I. yakünu fa9al 

II. yaf 9al 

B)Examples Examples 

I. When Layla has I. /91ndama taklznu laylä 

been working for 9amilat lithaläthi 

three hours to- s7i9ät ghadan, 

morrow, she will satatawaqqaf/ 

stop. 

II. He has been read- 

ing that book for 

more than a week. 

II. /hüwa ay gra? dhälika 

lkitäb mundhu ? akth 

min ? usbü9/ 

(C)Analysis 

I. 5-3-,. -.,. NP + VP .... . 

I io NP + at pre s- 

ent + earlier 

+ sim. +V+ 

Advt 

Tear >- NP + at pres- 

ent + HAVE + 

earlier + BE + 

aim. +V +Advt 

Analysis 

NP + VP ... 

---3 NP +fi lhädir + 

säbigan + root + 

Advt 

Tear-4- NP +fi lhädir + 

KWN + säbigan + 

root + Advt 

contra... 
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Table 116A contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

Taf--i" NP + HAVE + at Taf > NP + K1VN + fi 

present + BE + lhädir + root + 

earlier +V+ säbigan + Advt 

sim. " + Advt 

--- 'r NP + HAVE + 0, T- --> KWN + fi lhädir+ 
invert " 

+BE+D2+ NP+root+ 

work +N+ Advt säbigan + Advt 

--3 ... Layla has --ý KWN + P1 + NP + 

been working- 9ML + D2 + Advt 

for three hours --ý .... takünu 1ay1ä 

tomorrow... 9amilat lithaläth 

s7i9ät ghadan. ý. 

II. II. 5---) NP + VP 

--3NP1+fi lhädir+ 

root + NP2 + Advt 

TaL_> NP1 + root + fi 

1hä. dir + NP2+ Adv 

---ýNP1+QR? +P1+ 

NP2 + Advt 

--ý huwa yaqra? dhä1i 

lkitäb mundhu 

? akthar min.? usbü 

con-ta.: -. 
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Table 116A contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

(D)Formal'Features Formal Features 

I. 1. Non-past tense I. 1. Non-past tense 

marker marker 

2. Earlier-aspect 2. Earlier-aspect 

marker marker 

3. Presence of 3. Absence of 
simultaneous- simultaneous-aspect 
aspect marker marker 

4. Presence of tense 4. Presence of tense 

carrier HAVE carrier K, YN 

5. Presence of aspect 5. Absence of aspect 
carrier BE carrier 

II. 1. Non-past tense II. 1. Non-past tense marke 
marker 

2.. Presence of 2. - Absence of earlier- 
earlier-aspect aspect marker 

marker 

3. Presence of 3. Absence of 
simultaneous- simultaneous-aspect 

aspect marker marker 

4. Presence of tense 4., Absence of tense 

carrier HAVE carrier 

5.. Presence of aspect 5. Absence of aspect 
carrier BE carrier 
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TABLE 116B 

-FUNCTIONAL, -COMPARISON ..., , .. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

has been writing yakünu fa9al yaf9al 

To indicate 

past Activity Con- Past Activity 

tinuing up - to °Simu1. o Continuing up 

taneous Present to Simulta- 

neous Present 

2., Activity Continuing Tentative 

at Pre-future Pre-future 
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TABLE 117A 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH I ARABIC 

(A)Form: had been writing Form: I. käna fä. 9i1 

II. kRna yaf9al 

(B)Examples 

I. He had been sleep- 

ing when I arrived. 

II. They had been read-I 

in when the bell 

rang. 

(C)Analysis 

I. S---)o, NP + VP ... 

----> NP + in the 

past + earlier+ 

Examples 

I. /huwa kä. na na? im 

91ndama wasaltu/ . 

II. /hum känuyagra? ün 

91ndam daqqa jjaras 

Analysis 

I. s-4- NP + VP ..... ' 

--ý NP + bilmädi + . 

? äniyyan + root 

sim. +V 

Tcar---> NP + in the 

past + HAVE + 

Tcar---> NP + bilmädi + 

KIVN + ? ä. niyyan + 

earlier + BE + root 

sim. +V 

Taf--->NP +HAVE + in 

the past + BE+ 

earlier +V+ 

T af-r NP + KIM +b ilmäd 

+ root + ? äniyyan 

sim. 
contra... 
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Table 117A contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC. 

---SNP+HAVE + --SNP+KWN+Dl+ 

Dl + BE + D2 + NWM +P 20 
sleep +N 

--- . he had been --ý huwa kana nä.? im 

sleeping ... ... 

II . I I. 5---) NP + VP ... 

--S NP + bilmädi + lä 

säbigan + root 
Tear_, 

_,, NP + bilmädi + KW 

+ lä säbigan + 

root 

Taf_> NP + KWN + bilmad 

+" root + 
lät eäbigan 

--SNP+KIVN+D1+ 

QR? +P2 

---ý hum känu yagra? ün 

.... . 

(D)Formal Features Formal Features 

I. 1. Past-tense marker I. 1. Past-tense marker 

2.. Presence of 2. Absence of earlier- 
earlier-aspect aspect marker 
marker 

contd... 
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Table 117A contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

3. Presence of 3. Presence of 
simultaneous- simultaneous-aspect 
aspect marker marker 

4. Tense carrier 4. Tense carrier YIVN 
HAVE 

5. Presence of aspect 5. Absence of aspect 
carrier BE carrier 

II. 1. Past-tense marker II. 1. Past-tense marker 

2. Earlier-aspect 2. Non-earlier aspect 
marker marker 

3. Presence of 3. Absence of 

simultaneous- simultaneous-aspect 
aspect marker marker 

4. Presence of tense 4. Presence of tense 

carrier carrier 

5. Presence of aspect 5. Absence of aspect 

carrier carrier 
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TABLE 117B 

FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

had been writing käna fFi91l käna yaf9al 

To indicate 

1. An Activity begun Action Simul- Duration at 

at Pre-past and taneous with Pre-past 

still Simultaneous Point/Period 

with a Past Point/ at Pre-past 

Period 

2.. Duration at Pre- Simultaneity Duration at 

past with Pre-past Pre-past 

3. Hypothetical Past Hypothetical Hypothetical 

(in Conditional Past (with Past (with 

Sentences) law) law) 
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V3 LE 118A 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH 

(A)Form: will'be writing 

(B )Examples 

I. He will be sleeping 

all day tomorrow. 

II. She will be read- 

ing. 

III. They will be arriv- 

ing next week. 

(C)Analysis 

I. S-4, NP + VP 

--ý NP + at pres- 

ent + later + 

sim. +V +Advt 

Tear --) NP + at pres- 

ent + WILL + 

non-earlier + 

BE + sim.. + 

V+ Advt 

ARABIC 

Form: I. sayakünu fä91l 

II. sayakünu yaf9al 

III. sayaf9al 

Examples 

I. /huwa sayakünu nä? im 

tuwä. la yawmi lghad/ 

II. /hiya satakünu tagra? 

III. /hum sayasilizna fi 

1? usbü9i 1g7, dim/ 

Analysis 

I. S--ý- NP + VP 

NP + fi lhädir + 

lRhigan + ? äniyya 

+ root + Advt 

Tcar---> NP + fi lhädir + 

lähigan 
" 

+ KWN + 

? aniyyan + root + 
Advt 

contd... 
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Table 118A contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

Taf >NP + WILL+ at 

present + BE + 

non-earlier + 

V+ sim. +Advt 

---)NP +'WILL +01 

+BE+02+ 

sleep +N +Advt 

-4 he will be 

sleeping all 

day tomorrow 

II. 

T af-3 NP +fi lhäd it + 

K-JN+lähigan+ 

root + ? äniyyan+ 

Advt 

T. af--*NP +K'; JN+fi 

lhädir + 17ihigan 

+ root + ? Rniyya 

+ Advt 

--ý NP + K"1N +P1+ 

P2+ + NWM + P20 

+ Advt 

--ý huwa sayakünu 

nä? im tuwä. la 

yawmi Ighad 

ii-S-4 NP + VP 

-->NP+fi lhädir+ 

1ähigcn +1 säbii 

+ root 

Tcar-> NP + fi lhädir + 

1ahigan + KWN + 

1ä säbigan ± root 

.... . .. 
n_ .... _ v.. ..,. w _..,.. _., .m_.. con a 
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Table 118A contd. 

ENGLISH ( ARABIC 

I 

Tafte NP + fi lhädir + 

K1 N+ lghigan + 

root + 1H säbigan 

T af->- NP + KWN +fi 

1hRdir. + lähigan+ 

root + 17i sEbigan 

---ý NP + K"1N +P1 + P2 

+ root + P20 

--i hiya satakünu 

taqra? 

III. I III. s )-NP+VP 

--ý NP + fi lhädir + 
"I 

lähigan + root+Advt 
Taf---->- NP + fi 1hHdir + 

root + lzhigan + 

Advt 

Taf--4"NP+root+fi 

1hä. dir + lähigan + 

Advt 

--> NP + . 7JSL + P1 + 

P? 
+ + Advt 

4 hum sayasilüna 
fi 1? usb-u91 1gädim 

contd. -- 
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Table 118A contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

(D)Formal Features Formal Features 

I. 1. Non-past tense I. i. Non-past tense marke 
marker 

2. Later-aspect 2-. Later-aspect marker 
marker 

3. Simultaneous- 3. Simultaneous-aspect 
aspect marker marker 

4. Tense carrier WILL 4. Tense carrier KWN 

5. Presence of 5. Absence of aspect 
aspect carrier BE carrier 

II. 1. Non-past tense II. 1. Non-past tense marke 
marker 

2. Later-aspect 2. Later-aspect marker 
marker 

3. Simultaneous- 3. Non-earlier aspect 
aspect marker marker 

4. Presence of tense 4. Presence of tense 

carrier carrier 
5. Presence of aspect 5. Absence of aspect 

carrier carrier 

III. l. Non-past tense III. 1. Non-past tense marke 
marker 

2. Later-aspect 2. Later-aspect marker 
marker 

3. Presence of sim. = 3. Absence of sim. - 
aspect marker aspect marker 

4.. Tense carrier 4. No tense carrier 
5. Aspect carrier 5. No aspect carrier 
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TABLE 118B 

FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

will be writing say ünu 
fa9il 

sayakunu 
yafgal sayaf9al 

To indicate 

1. Simultaneity in Sim. in Duration Future 

the Future the Future in Future' Time (Non- 
Extendable 
Actions) 

2; Frequency in the Frequency Frequency Future Time 

Future in Futur ;8 in Future (Non- 
extendabli 
Actions) 

3, Duration at Pre- Simulta- Duration Pre-Futur 

future neity with at Pre- (Non- 
Pre-future future extendabl 

4. Duration at Post- Sim. with Duration Post-futur 

future, Post-futur at Post- (Non- 

future extendabl 
Actions) 

conto... l° This function is not represented in the data 
of sa akunu fä91l but it may be found in such Arabic 
sentences as: /huwa sayakunu gäri? an kutubahu kulla 
yawm fi lmustagbal/ 'He will be reading his books 
every day in the future. 

e) 

e 
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Table 118B contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

will be writing sayaktinu 
fa91l 

sayakunu 
yaf9al sayaf9al 

5. Tentativeness at Tentative- Tentative- 

Present or in the ness at ness at 
Future19 Present or Simulta- 

Near Futur e neous or 
Contempo- 

raneous 
Present 

TABLE 119A 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH 

I(A)Form: would be writ- 

ing 

ARABIC 

Form: I. -käna sayakünu iä9i 

III. käna sayafgal 

IV. " sayafgal 

V. käna yaf9al 

conto... 
19. This function is not represented in the data 

of will be writing reported in Chapter Six of Part 
Two. It may, however, -be found in such sentences as: 
He will be sleeping now. 

L 
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Table 119A contd. 

ENGLISH 

(B)Examples 

I. She would be sleep- 

ing for some time 

after I left her 

yesterday. 

ARABIC 

Examples 

I. /hiya k-anat satakünu 

nä.? ima liba9di 
. 

lwagti ba9da ? an 

taraktuhR bil? ams/ 

II. She would be writ- 

ing a letter after 

I left her yester- 

day. 

III. Layla would be 

leaving after I 

left her yesterday. 

IV.. He told me that 

Zeki would be 

leaving soon. 

V. He would be going 

every Sunday. 

C)Analysis 

I. S---4 NP + VP ... 

} NP + in the 

past + later + 

sim. +V +Advt 

II. /hiya känat satakünu 

taktub risäla ba9da 

? an taraktuhR 

bil? ams/ 

III. /layla kä. nat satus flr 

ba9da ? an taraktuhä 
I 

bil? ams/ 

IV. /? akhbarani bi? anna 

zaki sayusäf it 

gartban/ 

V. /huwa k. na yadhhab 

kulla yawmi ? ahad/ 

Analysis 

I. s '> NP + VP ... 

--> NP + bilmadi + 

lahigan + ? äniyyan 
I 

+ root + Advt 

contd... . 
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Table 119A contd.. 

ENGLISH 

Tcar--+ NP + in the 

past +' WILL + 

non-earlier + 

BE + sim. +V 

+ Advt 

Taf --'r NP + '/TILL + in 

the past + BE + 

non-earlier + 

V +sim; +Advt 

--} NP + FILL + Dl+ 

BE + 02 + sleep 

+N+Advt 

--ý she would be 

sleeping for 

some time... 

II. 

ARABIC 

Tcar---> NP + bilm, di + 

KWN + lähigan + 

KIN + ? äniyyan + 

root + Advt 

Taf --} Np + TO + bilmädi 

+ KWN + 1ahigan + 
. 

root + ? äniyyan + 

Advt 

--ýºNP +KM+D1+ 

KWN+P2++N'°iM+ 

P20 + Advt 

--ý hiya känat 

satakünu nR? ima 

liba9di lwagti ... 

II . S--)- NP + VP 

NP1 + bilmädi + 

lähigan + 1a 

säbigan + root + 

NP 2 

%. vaavu" "" 

d 
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Table 119A contd.. 

ENGLISH I ARABIC 

Tcar-----> NP1 + bilmädi + 

KWWN + lähigan + 

ICWN + lä säbigan 

root + NP2 I 

Tal' ' NP1 + KWN + bilmadi 

+ KWN + 1ähigan + 

root + 1a szbigan 

+ NP2 

NP1+KWN+D1+ 

KIN +P 2++ KTB + 

P2+NP2 

) hiya känat satakünu 

taktub risäla.,.. 

III.. III.. S-> NP + VP 

NP + bilmädi + 

17ihigan + root+ Advt 
1 

Tcar--> NP + bilmadi +K 

+ 1Rhigan + root 

Advt 

Taf--ý Np + KSN + bilmad 

+ root + lzhigan 

Advt 

. contd... 
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Table 119A contd. 

ENGLISH I ARABIC 

NP +KWNN+D1+ 

SFR + P2+ + Advt 

-> '1ay1R känat 

satusäfir ... 

IV. IV. S--a- ... NP + VP 

--S NP +fi 1h . dir + 

1ähigan + root + 

Advt 

T af--ý NP +fi 1h äd it + 

root + 1. higan + 

Advt 

Taf---3 NP + root + fi 

1hädir + 1ghigan 
0.0.0 

Advt 

NP + SFR + P1 + P2 

+ Advt 

- ... zaki sayus7if 

gartban 

V. V. S> NP + VP 

-- NP + bilmädi + 1a 

säbigan + root + 

Advt 

contra... 
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Table 119A contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

Tcar-, r NP + bilmädi + 

IC 1N + 1ä säbigan 

root + Advt 

Taf--4- NP + KWN +bilmädi 

+ root + 1R s-abigan 

+ Advt 

NP + KWN + Dl + 

DHHB + P2 + Advt 

> huwa käna yadhhab 

kulla yawmi ? ahad 

I(D)Formal Features Formal Features 

I. 1. Past-tense marker. 
2. Later-aspect 

marker 
3. Simultaneous- 

aspect marker 
4. Tense carrier, 'VII 
5. Aspect carrier, BE 

II. 1. Past-tense marker 
2. Later-aspect 

marker 
3-Simultaneous- 

aspect marker 
4. Tense carrier 
5. Aspect carrier 

I. 1. Past-tense marker 
2. Later-aspect marker 

3-Simultaneous-aspect 

marker 
4. Tense carrier, K"JN 
5. Aspect carrier, KWN 

II. 1. Past-tense marker 
2. Later-aspect marker 

3. Non-earlier aspect 

marker 
4. Tense carrier 
5. kspect carrier 

contd... 
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Table 119A contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

III. 1. Past-tense marker III. 1. Past-tense marker 

2. Later-aspect 2. Later-aspect marker 
marker 

3. Presence of sim. - 
aspect marker 

4. Tense carrier 
5. Presence of aspect 

carrier 

IV. 1. Past-tense marker 

2. Later-aspect 

marker 

II 

3. Presence of sim. - 
aspect marker 

4. Tense carrier 

5-Aspect carrier 

V. 1. Past-tense marker 

2. Later-aspect 

marker 

3. Presence of sim. - 
aspect marker 

4, Tense carrier 

5. Äepect carrier 

3. Aboenoe of sim. - 
aspect marker 

4. Tense carrier 
5. Absence of aspect 

carrier 

IV. 1. Non-past tense 

marker 

2. Later-aspect marker 

3. Absence of sim. - 
aspect marker 

4. No tense-carrier 

5. No aspect carrier 

V. 1. Past-tense marker 

2. Non-earlier aspect 
marker 

3. Absence of sim. - 
aspect marker 

4. Tense carrier 

5. No aspect carrier 
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TABLE 119B 
FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

would be kana saya- käna saya- kana sayaf 9al käna 
writing kün fä, 911 kiln yaf9al sayaf9al yaf9a 

To indi- 

cate 

1 Sim. at Sim. at Duration Intended Intended 
Later- Later- at Later- Later- Later- 
past past past past past 

(Extenda- (Extended) (Non- (Subor- 
ble'Ac- extende d) dinate 
tions) Clauses ) 

2 Hypo- Hypo- Hypo- Hypo- 
thetical thetical thetical thetical 
Future Future Future Future 
(with if (Extended) (Extended) (Non- 

not) extended ) 

3 enta- Future 
tive Time 
Future 

4 Hypo- Hypo- Hypo- Hypo- 
I thetical thetical thetical thetical 

resent Sim. Sim. Present 
or Near Present Present (Subor- 

uture dinate 
(if or Clauses 
but) 

-- con-ca... 
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Table 119B contd. 

ENGLISH 
1 1 ARABIC 

would be käna saya- käna saya- käna sayaf9al käna 
writing kün fä9i1 kiln yaf9al sayaf9al yaf9al 

t. 
5 Tenta- Post- 

tive. future 

- Post 
future 

6 Tenta- 
tive Pre 

Pre- 
Future 

future 

7 Hypo- Hypo- Hypo- 
thetical thetical thetical 

Pre- Pre- Pre- 

future future future 
(if or 

1 
(Extended) (Non- 

but) 
/ 

11 
i extended 

i, 
1 

8 Past Past 

Habit Fre- 
/ quenc 

9 Hypo- H 

theti thetical 
Duration 

past at Post- 
/ past 

contd... 

ý.:. 
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Table 119B contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

would be 1 ana saya- k9na saga- ana saya a {Rna 
writing kün fä9il kün yaf9al sayaf9al yaf9 ' 

10 Hypo- Hypo- Hypo- 
thetical thetical thetical 

ost- Post- Post- 

uture20 future future 
(Extended) (Non- 

extended) 

TABLE 1'20A* 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

(', )Form:. will have written Form: sayakünu fa9al 

(B)Example Example 

Zeki will have written /zaki sayakünu kataba 

the essay by next week. lmagäla fi 1? usbü91 

lgädim/ 

(C)Analysis Analysis 

5r--4º NP + VP S---' NP + VP 

contd.... 20This function is not represented in the English 
inventory of functions in Part Two. On the analogy of 
functions 2 and 8 above, it may be found in such senten- 
ces as: I would be leaving after lunch tomorrow but for 
the rail strike. 
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Täb1e 320A contd. ' 

ENGLISH 

"NPl. + at pre sent + 

later + earlier + 

V+ NP2 + Advt 

Tcar- - NP1 ++ at present + 

WILL + non-earlier 

+ HAVE + earlier + 

V+ NP2 '+( Advt 

Tal'_ - Nil + WILL + at 

present '+ HAVE + 

non-earlier +V+ 

earlier + Nß'2 +Advt 

--3 NPl + WILL + 0l + 

HAVE +ßö2 + writ e+ 

D+ NP2 + Advt 

--ý Zeki will have 

written the essay 

by next week 

ý, i 
.. "«ý. 

1 

ARABIC 

-> NP1 +fi 1hadir + 

1a-higan + säbigan + 

root + NP2 + Advt 

Tcar-ýº NP1 '+ fi lhädir + 

1Rhigan + TOT + 

sabigan + root + 

NP2 + Advt 

Taf-) NP1 + fi lhädir + 

IC14 T+-1 higan 

root + säbigan + 

NP2 + Advt 

Taf-. io, NP1 + KWN ifi 

lhädir + 1Rhigan + 

root + slbigan + 

NP2 + Advt 

---4NP1+K7N+P1+ 

P2++KTB+D2+ 

NP 2+ Advt 

--; " zaki sayakünu kataba 

1magRla fi 1? usbü9i 
1gadim. " 

contd.. ". _ 
ý-rý ý, . ý... 
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Table 120A contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

(D)Formal Features Formal Features 

1. Non-past tense marker 1. Non-past tense marker 

2. Later-aspect marker 2, Later-aspect marker 

3. Earlier-aspect mark- 3. Earlier-aspect marker 

er 

4. Tense carrier, 'WILL 4. Tense carrier, K'7N 

5. Presence of aspect 5. Absence of aspect 

carrier, HAVE carrier 

TABLE 1208 

FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

will have written sayakünu fa9al 

To indicate 

1. Pre-future Pre-future 

2. Time Earlier than a Time Earlierth"n a Post- 

Post-future Point 21 future Point 

contd... 21This function is not represented in the test 
data of Arabic tensemes. Yet, the tenseme will have 
written may be translated by the Arabic tenseme sa akünu 

aa in all three sentences given for this function 
on page 339.. 
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-ENGLISH. _ ARABIC 

will . have written I sayakünu fa9a1 

3. Tentativeness at- Tentativeness at Recent 

Recent Past22 Past 

Hypothetical Action 

Simultaneous with Present 

or Recent Past 

.. 
Table . 

120B contd.. 

TABLE 121A 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH 

(A)Form: would have 

ARABIC 

Form: I,. käna sayakünu 

written fa9al 

II. sayakünu fa9al 

r 

(B)Examples Examples, 

I. By the time they I. /qabla ? an yasilu 

reached the station ? ila lmahatta knna 

the ' train , would lgitär sayakünu 
have gone. dhahab/ 

22This function: is not represented incýRjddf. ta 
of will have written given in Chapter Six of Part Two. 
It may., however, be found in such sentences as: I think 
he will have slept by now. 
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Table 1'23A contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

II. He said that the II. /gäla bi? anna lqitr 

train would have sayakünu dhahab gabl 

gone before she ? an tasila ? ila 

reached the station. lmahatta/ 

(C)Analysis Analysis' 

I. S---> ... NP + VP I. 5---ý ... NP + VP 

---ý NP + in the ---- NP + bilmädi + 

past + later + lähigan + säbigan 

earlier +V root 

Tcar---> NP + in the Tear- . NP + bilmädi + TUN 

past + WILL + + lähigan + KWN + 

non-earlier + säbigan + root 

HAVE + earlier+ 

V- 

Taf---3 NP + 4ILL + in Taf--=-ý NP + K'WN + bilmädi 

the past +HAVE + KWN + lähigan + 

+ non-earlier+ root + säbigan 

V+ earlier 

-4 NP + WILL + Dl KW°rN + bilmädi + Tn 
ver 

+HAVE+02+ +KWJN+lähigan+ 

V+ D2 root + säbigan 
-4 ... the train ----3 KWN + D, + NP + 

would have gone KIM + P2+ + DHHB 

+ D2 

conto... 
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Table 121A contd. 

ENGLISH I ARABIC 

4 

Tcar-)NP + fi 1hädir+ 

lähigan + K"fN + 

sabigan + root 

Taf ) NP + fi 1h3dir + 
i 41 

K'VN + lähigz n+ 
. 

root + sebigan 

Taf-> NP + KIVN + fi lhäd 

+ lzhigan + root + 
. 

sabigan 

-SNP+ICRT+P1+P2 

+ DHHB + D2 

lgitär sayakün 

dhahab.. . 

--ý ... käna lgitä. r 

sayaktinu dhahab 

... Ni' + VP ... 

--ý NP + fi lhädir + . 

1Rhigan + säbigan 

+ root 

D)Formal Features 

I. 1. Past-tense marker 

2. Later-aspect 

marker 

Formal Features 

I. 1. Past-tense marker 

2. Later-aspect marker 

conza.,.. 
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Table 121A contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

3. Earlier-aspect 3. Earlier-aspect 

marker marker 

4. Tense carrier, 4. Tense carrier, KWN 

WILL 

5. Lspect carrier, 5. Aspect carrier, 

HAVE K'IYNN 

II. 1. Past-tense II. 1. Non-past tense 

marker marker 

2. Later-aspect 2. Later-aspect 

marker marker 

3. Earlier-aspect 3. Earlier-aspect 

marker marker 

4. Tense carrier, 4. Tense carrier, 

WILL KWN 

5. Aspect carrier, 5. No aspect carrier 

HAVE 
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TABLE 121E 

FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

I would have ýI käna sayakiznu fa9all sayakünu fa9al 
written Il I 

To indicate 

1. I Time earlier 
than a Point 

at-Later-past 

Tentative Action 

earlier than a 
Later-past Point 
(Main Clauses) 

Tentative Ac- 
tion earlier 
than a Later- 

past (Subor- 

dinate Clauses3,3 

2. Hypothetical 

Past 

3. Hypothetical 
Future (if) 

4. Hypothetical 
Post-past 

Hypothetical 

Past 

Hypothetical 
Future 

Hypothetical 
Post-past 

5. Hypothetical Hypothetical 
Simultaneous Simultaneous 
Present Present24 

23This function is not represented in the datum 
of sayakünu fa9al in the functions inventory of Part 
Three. Yet it-E-ay be found in sentences like number II 
in Table 121A above. 

24This function is not represented in the func- 
tions of käna sa ak-unu fa9al in Part Three. It may how- 
ever be four in the Arabic translation, reported in 
Appendix D, of gentoneB number (1.50) of would have 
written: - 

We ould have left just now but it is raining. 
/kunna sann ug 3darna 1? än lawla lmatar/ 
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TABLE 122A 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH 

(A)Form: will have been 

ARABIC 

Form: sayakünu fa9al 

writing 

(B )Example 

By midnight, he will 

have been writing 

for ten hours. 

C)Änalysis 

S--NP + VP 

--N NP + at present 

+ later + earlier 

+ sih. +V +Advt 

Example 

/fi muntasafi ilayl, 

huwa sayakünu katab 

l19ashrä t sä9ät/ 

Analysis 

S->NP+VP 

--ý NP + fi lhädir + 

lähigan + säbigan + 

root + Advt 

car-4- NP + at present+ Tcar NP + fi 1hädir + 

WILL + non-earlier la-higan +I VAIN + 

+ HAVE + earlier säbigan + root + Adv 

+BE+ sym. +V 

+ Advt 

Taf-->IT +WILL +at 
HAVE + 

present +/non- 

earlier + BE + 

T af-3 NP +fi Thad it + KWN 
41 0 

+ la-higan + root + 

säbigan + Advt 

earlier +V+ 

sim. + Advt 

conto... 
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Table 122A contd.. 

ENGLISH 

--'r_NP+WILL +O1+ 

HAVE + 02 + BE + 

D2 + . write- + 11 + 

Advt 

he will have -^' 

been writing for 

ten hours by 

midnight 

(D)Formal-Features 

1. Non-past tense 

marker 

2. 
-Later-aspect 

marker 

3. Earlier-aspect 

marker 

4-Simultaneous aspect 
marker 

5. Tense carrier, WILL 

6. Later-aspect carrier, 
HAVE 

7. Earlier-aspect 

carrier, BE 

ARABIC 

Taf-) NP + K'VN + fi lhä. dir 

+ lähigan + root + 

säbigan + Advt 

NP + KM + P1 +P2+ 

+KTB+D2+Advt 

> huwa sayakünu katab 

l19ashri6i säg t 

fi muntasafi llayl 

Formal Features 

1. Non-past tense marker 

2. Later-aspect marker 

3. Earlier-aspect marker 

4. No simultaneous aspect 
marker 

5. Tense carrier, K1N 

6. No later-aspect 

carrier 

7. No earlier-aspect 
carrier 
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TABLE 12 2E 

FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH MAB IC 

will have been sayaknnu fa9al 
writing 

To indicate 

1. Simultaneity with Pre-future 

Pre-future 

2. Past Activity Past Activity 

Continuing up to Continuing up to 

Simultaneous Simultaneous 

Present Present25 

25This function is not represented in the datum 
of sa akünu fa al in the General Inventory of Functions 
of Arabic ensemes in Part Three. Yet it may be seen in 
the Arabic translation of English sentence number (1.22) 
of will have been writing, which is: 

He will have been working on that building site for 
five mon s now. 
/sa akünu shta hla fi hädhihi lbinäya likhamsati 

? as ura an 
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TABLE 123A 

FORMAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH 

(A)Forr: would have been 

writing 

ARABIC 

Form: I. käna sayakünu fa9al 

II. käna sayakünu fä911 

III. käna sayakünu 

yaf 9al 

(B)Examples 

I. She would have been 

going but for the 

rain. 

II. She would have been 

sleeping but for 

the noise. 

III. She would have been 

writing but for the 

power-cut. 

C)Analysis 

I. ° SNP + VP 

SNP+inthe 

past + later + 

earlier + sim. 

+V+X 

Examples 

I. /hiya k-anat satakünu 

dhahabat lawla 

lmatar/ 

II. /hiya k, nat satakünu 

nä? ima lawla ddajja 

III. /hiya känat satakünu 

taktub lawla ngitä9 

ttayar/ 

Analysis 

I. S-3NP+VIP 

--ý NP + bilmädi + 
. 

1 higan + säbiq 

+ root +X 

contd. .. 
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Table 123A contd. 

ENGLISH 

Tcar--)- NP + in the 

past + TILL + 

non-earlier + 

HAVE + earlier 

+ BE + Sim. + 

v+x 

Taf--)o, NP + 'TILL + in 

the past + HAVE 

+ non-earlier + 

+ BE + earlier+ 

V+ Sim. +X 

-4 NP + WILL + Dl 

+HAVE +02+ 

BE+D2+go+ 

N+X 

4--she would have 

been going but 

1 for the rain 

II. 

ARABIC 

Tear--* NP + bilmädi + 

K'{7N + lähigan + 

KWN +s äb i qan + 

root +X 

Taf >- NP + KJN +bilmFdi 

+ KWN +l ih i qan + 

root + säbigan + 

x 

-SNP +Kt1N+Dl+ 

K14N+P2+ +DHHB+ 

D2+X 

) hiya känat 

satakünu dhahabat 

lawla lmatar 

I. S-4- NP + VP 

NP + bilmädi + 

1a'higan + ? äni 

+ root +X 

I" contd..,. 
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Table 123A contd. 

ENGLISH I ARABIC 

Tcar---> NP + bilmädi + 

K. f + lähigan + 

KWN + ? äniyyan + 

root +X 

Taf-- NP + MIM +bilmädi 

+ KWN + 1-,, ihigan + 

root + ? äniyyan + 

X 

NP+KWN+Dl+ 

K',: VN+P2++NWM+ 

P20+X 

-->L hiya känat sataküni 

nä? ima lawla ddajj 
el 0 

III. I. S----),. NP + VP 

--ý NP + bilmädi + . 

1ähigan + 1ä 

säbigan + root +X 

Tear--- - NP + bilmädi + 

KWN + lähigan + 

KWN + 1R szbigan 

+ root +X 

conto... 
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Table 123A contd. 

ENGLISH ARAB IC 

Taf-JN. NP + KWN +bilmädi 

+ KWN +1 . higan + 

root + 19 säbigan 

+X 

NP+KWN+D1+ 

KILN+P2++KTB+ 

P2+X 

---3 hiya känat 

satakünu taktub 

lawla ngitä9i 

ttayyir 

D)Formal Features 

I. 1, Past-tense marker 

2.. Later-aspect 

marker 

3. Earlier-aspect 

marker 

4. Simultaneous- 

aspect marker 

5. Tense carrier 

6. Later-aspect 

carrier, HAVE 

Formal Features 

I. l. Past-tense marker 

2. later-aspect 

marker 

3. Earlier-aspect 

marker 

4. No Simultaneous- 

aspect marker 

5. Tense carrier 

6. Later-aspect carrier, 
KWN 

contra..: 

a 
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Table 123A contd. 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

7. Earlier-aspect 7. No earlier-aspect 
carrier, BE carrier 

II. l. Past-tense marker II. l. Past-tense marker 

2. Later-aspect 2. Later-aspect marker 
marker 

3. Earlier-aspect 3. No earlier-aspect 
marker marker 

4. Simultaneous- 4. Simultaneous-aspect 

aspect marker marker 

5. Tense carrier 5. Tense carrier 

6. Later-aspect 6. Later-aspect carrier, 
carrier, HAVE KWN 

7. Earlier-aspect 7. No earlier-aspect 
carrier, BE carrier 

"III. 1. Past-tense marker III. l. Past-tense marker 

2. Later-aspect 2. Later-aspect marker 
marker 

3. Earlier-aspect 3. Non-earlier aspect 
marker marker 

4. Simultaneous- 4. No simultaneous- 
aspect marker aspect marker 

5. Tense carrier 5. Tense carrier 

6. Later-aspect 6. Later-aspect carrier, 
carrier, HAVE KWN 

7. Earlier-aspect 7. No earlier-aspect 
carrier, BE carrier 
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TABLE 123B 

FUNCTIONAL COMPARISON 

ENGLISH ARABIC 

would have ana says unu äna saya- . na says 
been writing fa9al künu fä911 künu af9al 

To indicate 

1. Hypothetical Hypothetical Hypothej_ Hypothet- 
Action Sim. Action 16al Sim. ical 
with a Time Earlier than with Later- Duration 
Earlier than Later-past past at Later- 
Later-past (with lawla) past 

(Non- 

extendable 
Actions) 

2. Hypothetical Hypothetical Hypothet- Hypothet- 
Future Future (Non- ical ical 

extendable Future Future 
Actions) 

3. Hypothetical Hypothetical Hypothet- 
Past Recent Past ical 

(Non- Past 

extendable 
Actions) 

4. Hypothetical Hypothet- Hypothet- 
Present ical Sim. ical Sim. 

Present Present 
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CHAPTER THREE 

PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

(A) Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to relate the findings 

of the descriptive and contrastive analyses carried out thus 

far in the present study to the problems of learning and 

teaching English as a foreign language in the Arab world. 

(This is primarily done here by the indentification, 

interpretation, and analysis of potential problematic areas 

k in the learning of English. These problematic areas are 

believed to consist of the differences and contrasts between 

the native language of the learners, Arabic in this case, and 

the target-language system, English in this case. It has in 

fact been contended that it is the degree of control of 

these differentes that is the real index of how much of a 

foreign language a learner has really acquired. - The basic 

tenet on which the identification of problematic areas in 

this chapter is founded is that interference from Arabic is 

the prime source of learning problems of English; learning 

problems vary according to the type and degree of this 

interference. Consequently, two major types of learning 

problems are identified here: (a) positive-interference 

1Lado, Linguistics Across Cultures, p 59. 
849 
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problems and (b) negative-interference problems.. However, 

theidentification of potential learning problems is not the 

sole, nor is it the chief, objective of this chapter. The 

chief objective is rather the explanation of why certain 

structures 'are liable to be problematic and specifically 

what-features in those structures in fact cause the learning 

problem in question. 

(B) The Method. of Interpreting 

The Contrastive Tables 

,. 
For the purpose, -of the interpretation of the thirty- 

. two contrastive tables shown in Chapter Two above, each pair 

of formal and functional tables for the equivalent English- 

Arabic tensemes is taken separately. By examining each 

formal-functional pair of tables,, for the. eonstrastive 

tensemes involved, a. list of potential learning problems 

involved in the. tensemes of those two tables is arrived at 

and analyzed.. The process of interpretation used for the 

discovery of learning. problems_is based on the tenet, 

already mentioned, in Section (A) of this chapter above, that 

in foreign-language. learning the prime source of learning 

problems is interference from the native language of the 

learners. The, direction of the interference here is thus 

2The difference between these two types of 
interference is explained in section (B) below. 
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from Arabic to English'since Arab students start learning 

English with their already-acquired background of the 

linguistic behaviour of Arabic. 

To systematize-the interpretation process, two types 

of interference-from Arabic are identified here: positive 

interference and negative interference. Generally speaking, 

positive-interference problems consist of those formal 

features-and functions that exist in Arabic but are missing 

in English. The transfer of such formal features and 

functions from Arabic to English usually results in learning 

problems; as will be explained in more detail below. 

Negative-interference problems, on the other hand, comprise 

formal features and functions that exist in English tensemes 

but,, are lacking in their Arabic equivalents. The absence of 

these formal features and functions in Arabic would make 

them especially difficult for Arab learners of English to 

understand-and to use. 

As seen from sections (B). and (C) of the preceding 

chapter, contrastive tables can be of three types: (1) 

tables that only consist of the English tenseme being 

compared and'its formal Arabic equivalent tenseme, (2) 

tables that have one or more Arabic functional equivalents 

tosthe. English. tenseme besides the formal Arabic equivalent 

tenseme, and (3) tables that only have Arabic functional 

equivalents to the English tenseme in question, i. e. where 

no: formal equivalent is available in Arabic to the English 
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tenseme in question. It might make the explantion of the 

interpretative method of the contrastive tables easier if vie 

took each of the above three types of tables separately and 

saw how positive and negative interference from Arabic could 

be identified in each case. 

The first of the three types of contrastive tables 

mentioned above is in fact the easiest to interpret. In 

such tables, problematic functions are clearly indicated in 

the contrastive tables by shaded squares on either the 

English or the Arabic side of the functional contrastive 

tables of the tensemes involved. All functions that are 

indicated by the Arabic tenseme but are missing in the 

functions of its English equivalent will represent potential 

positive-interference learning problems. It must be 

emphasized that this does not mean that such functions 

cannot be indicated in English, but rather that these 

functions are distributed differently in English, i. e.. that 

they are indicated by tensemes other than by the one formally 

equivalent to the Arabic tenseme in question. The hazard in 

these cases is that Arab learners will be tempted to transfer 
; orw%al 

to English formal features of the 2 o6&vrAI equivalents 

that indicate such functions in Arabic. A transfer of this 

sort would often result in ungrammatical English sentences, as 

will be seen from the examples given in the inventory of. 

learning problems later in this chapter.. Conversely, 

` functions indicated by an English tenseme but not represented 
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"among the functions of its Arabic formal equivalent would 

. constitute negative=interference learning problems since in 

. ̀Arabic these functions would be indicated by tensemes other 

. than the"one'formc. lly equivalent to the English tenseme in 

, question: Since these functions are distributed differently 

- ='in'Arabic; they would be difficult for Arab learners of 

"-English. "As far as formal features are concerned,, there can 

±-be-little' interference' either-positive or negative in this 

'type. of contrastive tables since the'two tensemes being 

icompared are formally' equivalent. There could, however, 

"still be some oecassional'problems here both. ways as may be 

seen from the-inventory of learning problems inferred from 

contrastive tables of formally equivalent tensemes in Section 

(*ýbelow. 

Contrastive tables that contain one or more Arabic 

"functional equivalents alongside the Arabic formal equivalent 

. =arg: "ai little more ' difficult to* interpret. Primarily, the 

deduction of'both formal and functional learning problems is 

"rbasedz'on theýEnglish tenseme in question and on its Arabic 

, formal equivalent along-the same principles outlined in the 

-above-paragraph.. -Other Arabic equivalents, viz', the functional 

''equivalents, have only been included in the translation, and hence 

4appear in. such-contrastive tables, to account for functions 

=. "that arg: 'indioatý; dt by `an English tenseme but "not by its 

}Arabic formal equivalent. Thus in this type of contrastive 

'tables, as well -asýin others, there'could'be no function of 
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an English tenseme that is not indicated by at least one 

Arabic equivalent, whether formal or functional. This would 

rule out any cases of negative interference in functions 

between the English tenseme in question and its Arabic 

functional equivalent(s). This would not, however, rule out 

negative-interference learning problems in functions between 

the two formally equivalent tensemes in such tables. This is 

because negative- and positive-interference problems are, 

as has just been said above, basically defined in relation tothe 

t", ro formal equivalent tensemes in such tables. Thus a 

function indicated by an English tenseme but not by its formal 

equivalent in a given contrastive table would be problematic, 

though it is shown to be indicated by another Arabic tenseme 

in the same table. These negative-interference problematic 

functions could give rise to positive-interference formal 

learning problems since in such functions Arab learners of 

English will tend to transfer the formal features of the 

equivalent functional Arabic tenseme in the specific function(s) 

which is/are not indicated by the Arabic formal 

equivalent of a given English tenseme. It is necessary to 

keep in mind, however, that such a transfer of formal features 

from functional equivalents does not necessarily always 

result in ungrammatical English sentences. Owing to 

redundancy in the English tense system, i. e. that the same 

function could be indicated by more than one tenseme, the 

formal features of some functional Arabic tensemes could 
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still be correctly used in English to indicate the function 

which is shown in a given contrastive table to be indicated 

by a. formally different English tenseme. Thus in Table 114B 

above, the transfer of yaf9al (=writes) to English to 

indicate contemporaneous present Would not result in a 

learning problem since in English both: 

1. He is working hard these days, and 

2. He works hard these days, 

are possible. Such cases of positive formal interference 

are consequently not included in the following inventory of 

learning problems since they do not produce any linguistic 

errors in'English. 

It'finally remains to say a word on the method of 

interpretation of the third type of contrastive tables, viz. 

those with no Arabic formal equivalents to, the_English tensemes 

being compared. In. such tables, there can be no positive 

interference as far as functions are concerned since only the 

functions of the English tensemes are listed in full while 

each Arabic functional equivalent appears opposite the 

function or functions it indicates. In contrastive tables 

of this type, there can be no negative functional inter- 

ference either since there can be no function of any 

compared English tenseme'that has no Arabic functional 

equivalent. Thus the only kind of interference left 

possible is the formal' one. Formal positive-interference 

problems result when Arab learners of English transfer the 
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formal features of the Arabic functional equivalents and use 

them in English for the indication of the function. (s) they 

indicate in Arabic. As has been said in the previous 

paragraph, this kind of transfer does not necessarily always 

lead to learning problems for the reasons given above. This 

third type of contrastive tables would, however, show the 

major learning problems of formal negative interference since 

English tensemes with no Arabic formal equivalents are 

difficult both to comprehend and to produce by Arab learners. 

The specific formal features that cause problems in such 

English tensemes are those that are missing or are 

distributed differently in their Arabic functional equivalent 

tenseme(s), especially those formally closest to these English 

tensemes. 

(C) A Detailed Inventory of Potential 

Learning Problems for Arab Learners 

of English 

I. Learning Problems 

Inferred from Contrastive Tables 

108A &B 

(A) Positive-Interference Problems 

(1) The obligatory presence of a pronominal subject 

prefix with yaf9al may be transferred to English 

to take the form of a subject pronoun preceding 
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writes even in cases where another subject is 

present. This will result in such erroneous 
3 

sentences as: 

*My friends they speak English very well. 

(2) The Arabic tenseme yaf9al may be either preceded or 

followed by its subject whereas the clish tenseme 

writes may only be preceded by its subject. 
4 On 

the analogy of subjects following yafgal in Arabic, 

Arab learners of English may produce ungrammatical 

sentences like: 

*Live my friends in Baghdad. 

(3) Arabic uses of al to indicate in Function (1) all 

sorts of actions going on at simultaneous present 

whereas English uses writes to indicate simultaneous 

present in limited situations only, such as 

demonstrations and reporting games on the radio. 
6 

Arab learners of English will be tempted to 

3This feature'exists. in all Arabic non-past tensemes 
and may thus be transferred to their formally equivalent 
English tensemes. ` -Though'the problem will not be stated 
again in the inventories of learning problems of other non- 
past English tensemes, it must be understood to exist in all 
of " them. _.. r.. .. 

-+- 4Except in `very fevi ,r oc , 'like: 'Here comes the 
trainwhich cannot be generalized upon. 

SThis 
characteristic is found in all Arabic tensemes, 

It is thus to be understood as a potential learning problem 
with all equivalent English tensemes. 

6See pp. 197-199for a discussion on-this. 
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generalize and to use writes to indiate all cases 

of simultaneous present in English. This will lead 

to such English' sentences as: 

*They study in their room now, 

*I learn French these days, 

instead of: 

They are studying in their room now. 

I am learning French these days. 

(4)'In the indication of past activity continuing up to 

simultaneous present in Function (9), Arab learners 

of English may transfer the formal features of 

their tenseme yaf9al to English and thus produce 

such sentences as: ' 

*They read for half an hour now. 

*I live in Basrah since 1967. 

(5) On the analogy of Function (10) of yaf9al in Arabic, 

viz. indicating past time, Arab learners of English 

may use writes to indiate past time after negative 

particles. This will lead to such errors as: 

*We not go to school yesterday. 

(B) Negative-Interference Problems 

(1) Arabic tensemes have no formal feature equivalent 

to the third person singular Ist in English. Arab 

learners of English will find this formal feature 

difficult and will tend to drop it when producing 
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English sentences that require it. Thus, they will 

often produce sontences'like: 

*Layla speak English. 

*He write with his left hand. 

II. Learning Problems 

Inferred from Contrastive Tables 

109&B 

(A) Positive-Interference Problems 

(1) Arab learners are liable to transfer fur ion (8) of 

fa9al, i. e. past activity continuing up 

simultaneous present, to wrote in English and 

may thus produce such sentences as: 

*He wrote poetry since 1940. 

*Idid not see him for two weeks now. 

(2) Arab learners may similarly use wrote to indicate 

hypothetical past, i. e.. Function (9) of fa9al, and 

thus produce conditional sentences like: 

*If he came yesterday,... 

(3) Arab learners may use the nearest English formal 

equivalent to käna yaf9al, i. e. was writing, to 

indlate past frequency of Function (3). Thus they 

may produce such sentences like: 

*lVhen he was young, he was having a bath every day. 

instead of: 

When he was young, he had a bath every day. 

I 
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(4) In Function (3) of past frequency, as well as in 

Functions(4) and (6), Arab learners may transfer to 

English the formal. features of känayaf9al, i. e. a 

past-tense marker plus a non-earlier aspect marker. 

This will yield such-ungrammatical sentences as: 

-When-I was at school, I was to bed early. 

(B) Negative-Interference Problems 

(1) Arab learners will find Function (3) of wrote, 

viz. frequency in the past, difficult to recognize 

since Arabic uses the tenseme k9nayaf9al rather 

than the formal equivalent of wrote, i. e. fa9al, in 

such situations. 

(2) Due to the absence of the sense of tentativeness 

from the use of fa al in Arabic when used in 

Function (7) to indicate past time in conditional 

sentences, Arab students would be liable to fail 

to recognize the tentative nature, or the implied 

improbability, in such English conditional 

sentences as: 

If he came tomorrow, I would go with him. 

III. Learning Problems 

Inferred from Contrastive Tables 

1101 &B 

(A) Positive-Interference- Problems. 

(1) Arab learners may transfer the indication of Pre-past 
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of yakünu fa9al in Function (8) to English and thus 

produce sentences like: 

*She has gone there before I telephoned. 

(2) To indicate Function (1) of has written, viz 

unspecific earlier-present, Arab learners may use 

wrote since in Arabic they would use fa9al in this 

function. This transference from Arabic will result 

in erroneous English sentences like: 

*I did not see him yet. 

(3) Arab learners may use the nearest formal equivalent 

to kRna yaf9al in English, viz was writing, when 

indicating past frequency in Function (3) of has 

written. They may thus produce: 

*I was often going there, 

instead of: 

I have often gone there, 

(4) Arab learners may transfer the sense of tentativeness 

of yakünu fa9al in Functions (1), (2), and (5) to 

the corresponding functions of has written. They 

may thus erroneously take: 

He has gone, 

to mean: 

He may have gone. 

(5) The formal features of fa9a1 in Function (6), i. e. 

when used to indicate perceivable simultaneous 

activity, may be transferred to English to produce: 
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*He almost finished right now. 

(B) Negative-Interference Problems 

(1) The use of has written in Punction (3) to indicate 

past frequency will be difficult since Arabic uses 

a formally different tenseme toýindicate'this 

function: - 

(2) The use. of has written'to indicate Function (4), 

viz.. post-past, -svill be difficult for Arab students 

of, English ---for the same reason just given in point 

(1): 'above. 

(3) The'use of has written to indicate perceivable 

simultaneous activity. in Function (6) will be 

difficult for the same reason given in point (1) 

above'. 

(4) Arab learners will find it difficult to distinguish 

temporally between earlier-present and past since 

Arabic only. has<past in-its corresponding functions. 

(See Functions (1), (2), and (3) in this respect). 

(5) The-'distinction between has and have of has written 

will be difficult for: Arab learners to make 

correctly : since ! there-_is no. corresponding formal 

distinction to this in Arabic. 

.. ýý , ý, _-ý ;,.. r .: 

I Y. e -. 
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IV. Learning Problems 

Inferred from Contrastive Tables 

111A &B 

() Positive-Interference Problems 

(1) Arab learners of English may use had written for the 

indication of Function (3), viz. general past, on 

the analogy of käna fa9al in , rabic. They may thus 

produce sentenced like: 

*I had seen this film in the past, 

instead of: 

I saw this film in the past. 

(2) Arab learners of English may use had written to 

indicate a specific past on the analogy of the use 

of käna fa9al in Function (4). This will lead to 

su3h erroneous sentences as: 

*He had written the letter an hour ago, 

*I had seen her last week, 

instead of: 

He wrote the letter an hour ago, and 

I saw her last ' 'w ek .. 
(3) Arab learners of English may erroneously use had 

written to indicate duration in the past on the 

analogy of Function (5) of k7ina fa9al, e. g.: 

*He had studied all last week. 

(4) Arab learners of English may transfer the use of 
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käna fa9al for hypothetical simultaneous present in 

Function (6) from Arabic to English, thus producing 

such erroneous sentences as: 

*I had left now if it were not for the rain, 

instead of: 

I would have left now if it were not for the rain. 

(B) Negative-Interference Problems 

None 

V. Learning Problems 

Inferred from*. Contrastive Tables 

112A &B 

(A) Positive-Interference Problems 

(1) Arab students of English may transfer the Arabic 

use of sayaf9al to indicate hypothetical future in 

Function (6) to the + English tenseme will write and 

thus produce erroneous English sentences like: 

*I-will go next week but for some previous 

commitments. 

(2) Arab learners of, English will tend to transfer the 

use of sayaf9al in Function (7) to its English 

formal equivalent will write to indicate intended 

later-past in. suborýdinate clauses.. - This will result 

in such erroneous sentences as: 

*He'said he will come. 
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(B) Negative-Interference Problems 

(1) The modal will of will write may cause problems to 

beginners since Arabic most frequently uses the 

prefix /sa-/, rather than an independent word, to 
? indicate later-aspect. 

VI. Learning Problems 

Inferred from Contrastive Tables 

113A&B 

(A) Positive-Interference Problems 

(1) Function (5) of käna sayaf9al, viz. hypothetical 

post-past, may be transferred to would write, thus 

producing something like: 

*Yesterday, she would travel after lunch but 

for the breakdown in her car. 

(2) Function (6), of käna sayaf9al, i,. e.. tentative past, 

maybe transferred to would write; thus Arab 

learners may produce: 
*She would travel at ten last night. 

(3) Function (7) of ki. na sayaf gal in Arabic, i. e. 

hypothetical past, may be transferred to would write, 

thus producing erroneous English sentences like: 

*The man would leave last week but for the loss 

of his money 

7Arabic does also have the independent word sewfa for 
such purposes. Sawfa, however, is far less used than 7sa-/ 
as a later-aspect marker in Arabic. 
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(4) Function (8) of käna sayaf9al in Arabic, " viz. hypo- 

thetical pre-past, may be transferred to English to 

be indicated by would write, - thus producing: 

*He would travel before I arrived but he had no 

bloney. 

(5) Function (9) of käna sayaf9al,. viz. hypothetical 

pre-future, may be . transferred to English to be 

indicated by would write. Arab learners may thus 

produce: 

*He would travel before the exams next month but 

for his illness. 

(6) Function (10) of käna sayaf9al, ie. hypothetical 

simultaneous or contemporaneous present, may be 

0 transferred to English would write. This will give 

rise to such inappropriate sentences as: 

*They would travel now but for the thick fog. 

(7) Function (11) of käna sayaf9al,. viz., hypothetical 

post-future, may be transferred to would write in 

English. This would lead to such sentences as: 

*Layla would travel after her graduation next 

month but for her other commitments. 

(8) In Function (1), Arab learners of English may 

transfer to English the Arabic use of sayaf9al for 

later-past in subordinate clauses and thus produce 

sentences like: 

* He said he will come. 
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*He stayed up late last Friday because he will 

have exams the next morning. 

(B) Negative-Interference Problems 

(1) The use of would write to indicate later-past in sub- 

ordinate clauses, in reported speech in particular, 

will be problematic. Arabic uses sä of al ý=will 

write) in such cases. 

(2) The use of would write to indicate futurity in 

Function (2) would not be easy to recognize or to 

produce for Arab learners of English since Arabic 

would never use its formal equivalent, i; e. kä. na 

sayaf9al, in. such cases but rather sa of al, (-will 

write). 

(3) The use of would write to indicate a past habit in 

Function (4) will be problematic both to comprehend 

and to produce. Arabic uses käna yaf9al. or fa9a1 

in such cases. 

VII. Learning Problems 

Inferred from Contrastive Tables 

1141, &B 

(A) Postive-Interference Problems 

(1) Arabic uses yakünu fä911 to indicate tentativeness 

at simultaneous present in Function (1). For 

reference to ordinary simultaneous present, Arabic 
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uses af9al. Arab learners-, of English may thus 

transfer the formal fdatures of af9al to indicate 

Function (1)ain English. They may thus produce 

sentences like: 

*He studies in his room now, 

instead of: 

He is-'studying in his room now. 

(2) In-Function (1),. (3), (5), (6), (7), (8) and (9), 

Arab learners of English may transfer the non- 

earlier aspectual marker of yakunu yaf9al to 

English and-thus produce the ungrammatical se: qüence: 

*is write 

to indicate all the above-mentioned functions in 

English. 

(3) Arab learners of English may use writes to indicate 

Function (2), i. e. contemporaneous present, in 

English on the analogy with , 
the Arabic of al. This 

will result in such inappropriate sentences as: 

.. *He. learns. French these days. 

(4) Function (6) of yakünu fR91l, i. e. habitual action 

later than an unspecified point, may be transferred 

to is writing in English-and thus Arab learners of 

English may produce sentences like: 

. *He is sleepings. everyday, after he takes a bath. 

(5) Function (8)-. of yakünu fä9il, i. e. action simultaneous 

with post$uture, may be transferred to is writing in 
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-: English and thus Arab pupils may produce English 

sentences like the following: 

*The baby is playing after he gets his food in 

ten minutes, 

instead of: 

The baby will be playing after he gets his food 

in ten minutes. 

(6) Function (9) of yakünu*fä9il, i. e. action simultaneous 

with pre-future, may be transferred to is writing in 

English and thus Arabs may produce erroneous English 

sentences like: 

*He is saying goodbye tomorrow before he leaves, 

instead of: - 

He will be saying goodbye tomorrow before he 

leaves. 

(B) Negative-Interference Problems 

(1) The use of is writing to indicate simultaneous 

present in Function (1) will be problematic for 

Arab learners of English since its Arabic formal 

equivalent yakünu fR91l is only used to indicate 

tentativeness in simultaneous present. Ordinary 

simultaneous present is indicated in Arabic by 

of al (=writes). 

(2) The use of is writing in Function (2) to indicate 

contemporaneous present will also prove problematic 
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for Arab learners of English since they use aaf9al 

(=writes) in such situations in Arabic. 

(3) The sense of planning in Function (4) of planned 

futurity will be difficult to comprehend by Arab 

learners of English since Arabic does not make a 

distinction in verbs between a planned future and 

just an expected one. This will make it difficult 

for Arabs to recognize the difference between: 

I am leaving tomorrow (planned future), and 

He will pass the next examination. (expectation) 

This lack of distinction may give rise to such 

erroneous English sentences as: 

*It is raining tomorrow. 

*He is passing the next examination. 

(4) The distribution of is and are in the initial 

component of is writing may be difficult for be- 

ginning Arab learners of English since Arabic has 

no similar formal phenomenon. 

VIII. Learning Problems 

Inferred from Contrastive Tables 

115A &B 

(A) Positive-Interference Problems 

(1) Function (6) of käna fä9i1, viz. hypothetical past, 

may be carried over to English to produce errors 

like: 
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*If he was studying well last year, he... 

(2) Function (7) of k7ina fFL9il, viz. hypothetical 

simultaneous present, -may also be transferred to 

English from Arabic by some Arab learners of 

English. This will result in such sentences as: 

*She was reading now but for the power-cut. 

(3) punction (8) of käna fä9il, i. e. hypothetical post- 

past, may be transferred to English. This will give 

rise to such erroneous English sentences as: 

*He said he was leaving after his graduation... 

instead of: 

He said he would have left after his graduation 

if it had not been for the accident. 

(4) In all functions (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), and (7), 

the non-earlier aspect of yaf9al in käna yaf9al may 

be transferred to English to replace the 

simultaneous aspect of was writing. Thus, in all 

the above-mentioned sentences beginning Arab 

learners of English may produce the 

ungrammatical sequence : 

*was write 

(B) Negative-Interference Problems 

(1) Beginners will find it difficult to make the correct 

choice between was and were in the initial 

component of was writing. This is because Arabic 

has no corresponding formal distribution in its 

v 
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verb 'to. be' , k_. 8 

IX. Learning Problems 

Inferred from Contrastive Tables 

116A &B 

(A) Positive-Interference Problems 

(1) For, the indication of Function (1), viz. past 

activity continuing up to simultaneous present, Arab 

learners of-English may transfer the formal features 

of their Arabic tenseme yaf9al, to English. This 

will result in sentences like the following: 

*He waits since 12 o'clock. -- 

*She writes that essay for ages. 

(2) The tentativeness of. yakünu fa9al in Function (2), 

. 
i. e.. activity continuing at pre-future, may be 

erroneously transferred to the use of has been 

writing in, the' same function. This will lead to 

a partial misunderstanding of the use of has been 

writing in Punction'(2). 

(B) Negative-Interference Problems 

(1) The English tenseme has been writing will be 

, difficult--both to produce and to understand for 

8However, when kEna.! followe, rather than precedes 
its subject it is inflected for number in Arabic. In this 
post-subject. posltiont Arabic-distinguishes-between 
singular kana, dual kann, and phural kanu (masc. ) or kunna 
(fem. ). 
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Arab, learners of- English. This is because Arabic 

has no formal equivalent 

earlier. and simultaneous 

never found together in 

(2) Arab learners of English 

to use correctly has, as 

been writing is. preceded 

to it since in Arabic 

, aspectual markers are 

ýny one tenseme. 

will also find it difficult 

opposed to have, when has 

by a subject in the third 

person singular case., This, is because Arabic makes 

no special arrangements for, third person singular 

subjects in this way. 
9 

X. Learning Prbblems 

Inferred from Contrastive Tables 

117A&B 

(a). Positive-Interference"' Problems 

(1) The terminal nori=eäriier aspect in käna yaf9al may 

1' be transferred to-English, to replace-the terminal 

aspect of had been writing'-in-all the three functions 

mentioned in Table 117B. This transfer will result 

in the ungrammatical sequence: 

*had been write` ,- '- 

(2) Alternatively, ' Arab -learners ' of'English may transfer 

the simultaneous aspect of kana fa91l to replace the 

gpa Y+_ 
earlier aspect of had been writing. This will yield 

9See 
previous footnote. 
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the ungrammatical sequence of: 

*had being writing 

in all three functions of Table 117B. 

(3) It has already been indicated that both Arabic 

tensemes k-ana fä9i1 and käm yaf9al are used to 

indicate simultaneity and duration in the past, 
10 

as the formal and functional equivalents of the 

English tenseme was writing, respectively. They 

are also shown in Table 11Th to indicate 

simultaneity and duration at pre-past. This will 

make it difficult for Arab learners both at the 

recognition and at the production levels to 

distinguish between: 

(a) I was reading when he arrived, and 

(b) I had been reading when he arrived. 

(B) Negative-Interference Problems 

(1) The English tenseme had been writing will present 

problems to Arab learners of English. It has no 

formal equivalent in Arabic as Arabic does not 

tolerate the co-occurrence of earlier and 

simultaneous aspectual markers in any one of its 

tensemes. 

10See Table 115B on page 808. 
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XI. Learning Problems 

Inferred from Contrastive Tables 

11SA &B 

(A) Positive-Interference Problems 

(1) In Function (1), viz. simultaneity in the future, 

Arab learners of English may transfer the formal 

features of sayakünuyaf9al to English. By doing 

so, they will produce such sentences as the 

following: 

*He will be travel tomorrow. 

(2) In Function (2), viz. frequency in the past, Arab 

learners of English may transfer the non-earlier 

aspect of sayakünu yaf9al to the English tenseme 

will be writing and by doing so trans2rm the latter 

to the ungrammatical sequence 
will be write, as in 

the following: 

*I shall be study my books every day next month. 

(3) In Function (3), viz. duration at pre-future, Arab 

learners of English may produce will be write on 

false analogy with sayakünu yaf9al and for the same 

reason just given in (1) above: 

*I shall be write before you come tomorrow. 
(4) In Function (4), viz. duration at post-future, an 

Arab learner may produce will be write on false 

analogy with sayakünuyaf9al, and for the reason given 

in point (1) above, as in: 
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*We will be sing even after all the guests leave 

tomorrow. 

(5) On the analogy of sayakünu yaf9al, wýE will be write may 

be used by Arab pupils of English to indicate the 

tentativeness of simultaneous present in Function 

(5). Thus they will produce: 

*He will be study at this time. 

(B) Negative-Interference Problems 

(1) The use of the word will in will be writing may 

present problems to beginners since English uses 

the word will to go with later aspect whereas Arabic 

usually uses the prefix /sa-/ as an indicator of 

later aspect. 

(2) Because non-extendable actions in Function (1), viz. 

simultaneous futurity, can only be indicated by 

sayaf9al (=will write) in Arabic, Arab learners of 

English will find it difficult to produce and to 

understand will be writing when used to indicate 

non-extendable actions as in the sentence: 

I will be leaving tomorrow when the postman comes. 

It will also be difficult for Arab students to 

distinguish temporally between the above sentence 

and: 

I wi11. leave tomorrow when the postman comes. 
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XII. Learning Problems 

Inferred from Contrastive Tables 

119A &B 

(A) Positive-Interference Problems 

(1) In Functions (1), (2), (4), (7), (9) and (10), Arab 

learners of English may transfer the non-earlier 

aspect of ' kgna sayakünu . yaf 9a1 to English and use 

it instead of the simultaneous. aspect of would be 

writing. " This will produce the ungrammatical 

sequence: 

*would be write 

in all the above-mentioned functions in English. 

(2) The use of käna sayaf9al (=would write) in Functions 

(1), (2), (7), and (10) of specifically indicating 

non-extendable actions in Arabic would make it 

difficult for Arab learners of English both to use 

and to understand the tenseme would be writing when 

used for the indication. of non-extendable actions in 

all the above-mentioned , 
functions in English, as in: 

. He would be leaving tomorrow but for the strike. 

If, it had not been for her exams, she would be 

arriving next-week. 

(3) Arab learners of English may, transfer the use of 

saya f9al. to, indicate later -past. in Function (1) to 

English. This will'result in such erroneous 

sentences as: 
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*He said he will -leave the next morning. 

(4) Function (9) of kFina sayakünu fä9i1, viz. 

hypothetical post-past, may be transferred to would 

be writing in English. This will result in the 

production of such erroneous English sentences as: 

*He would be sleeping yesterday after his arrival 

but for the noise outside. 

*She would be studying after supper last night 

but for her friend's unexpected. visit. 

(5) Function (10) of kana sayakünu fa9i1 and kRna 

sayakünu*yaf9al may be transferred to would be 

writing in English. This will lead to such 

ungrammatical sentences as: 

*Layla would be working on her paper last week but 

for her illness. 

(B) Negative-Learning Problems 

(1) Function (3) of would be writing, viz. tentative 

future, may be problematic since it is missing 

among the functions. of käna sayakünu f99i1 and 

since Arabic uses different tensemes for the 

indication of this function. The tentativeness of 

would be writing may also be missed by Arab 

learners of English when compared to the ambivalence 

of the Arabic sayaf9al. Arabs thus would be hard 

put to it to appreciate the subtle difference 

between: 
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I will go next week, and 

I would be. going next week (if I got a letter 

tomorrow). 

(2) Function (5) of would be writing, viz. tentative 

post-future, will also be difficult for the reason 

just given in (1) above. The sense of tentativeness 

will also be hard to grasp since it is missing in 

the Arabic functional equivalent sayaf9al. 

{3) Function (6) of would be writing, i. e. tentative 

pre-future, will also be difficult for the reason 

given in (1) above. 

(4) Function (8) of would be writing, i. e. past habit, 

will also be problematic for the reason given in 

(1) above. 

XIII. Learning Problems 

Inferred from Contrastive Tables 

120A &B 

(A) Positive-Interference Problems 

(1) The indication of hypothetical simultaneous present 

or recent past in Function (4) by sayakünu fa9al 

may be carried over to its English formal 

equivalent will have written. This will result in 

such ungrammatical English sentences as: 

*He will have left by now but for his sudden 

illness. 
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(B) Negative-Interference Problems 

(1) The modal will that co-occurs with later aspect in 

will have written may cause a learning problem for 

Arab beginners because Arabic mostly uses the prefix 

/sa-/, rather than a separate word, with later 

aspect. 

XIV. Learning Problems 

Inferred from Contrastive Tables 

1211&B 

(A) Positive-Interference Problems 

(1) When indicating Function (1), viz; time earlier than 

"a point at later-past, Arab learners of English will 

tend to replace would have written by will have 

written when the former is used in subordinate 

clauses. This is because Arabic uses sayakünu 

fa9al (=will have written) in this situation. ' Thus 

Arabs may produce such sentences in English as: 

*He said that the train will have gone before she 

arrived at the station.. 

(B) Negative-Interference Problems 

(1) The use of would have written for the indication of 

Function (1) in subordinate clauses would be 

difficult for Arab learners of English since Arabic 

would not use kFna sayakünu fagal in such situations, 

as was shown in section (A) above. 
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XV. Learning Problems 

Inferred from Contrastive Tables 

12? A&B 

(A) Positive-Interference Problems 

, 
(1) An Arab learner of English may transfer the 

terminal earlier aspect of sayakünu fa9al to 

replace the terminal simultaneous aspect of will 

have been 'writing. in English. This will give rise to 

such ungrammatical sentences as: 

*He will have been written for three hours by six 

o'clock. 

(B) Negative-Interference Problems 

(1) Arabic has no formal equivalent for the English 

tenseme will have been writing as no one tenseme is 

simultaneously marked both for, earlier and for 

simultaneous aspects in Arabic. This makes it 

difficult for Arab learners of English both to 

produce correctly and to understand the English 

tenseme will have been writing. 

(2) The. use of the modal will, which goes with later 

aspect in English, may prove difficult for 

beginning learners of English since Arabic usually 

uses 
,a 

prefix, /sa-/, as a later-aspect marker. 
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XVI., Learning Problems 

Inferred from Contrastive Tables 

123A &B 

(A) Positive-Interference Problems 

(1) In the indication of Punctions. (1), (3) and (4) of 

would have been writing, Arab learners of English 

may transfer the formal features of their Arabic 

functional equivalents käna sayakünu f69il and käna 

sayakünu y af9al to English. They may thus produce 

the following two ungrammatical sequences in English 

respectively: 

*would have writing 

*would have write 

(2) In the indication of Function (3), i. e. hypothetical 

past, Arab learners may erroneously produce: 

*would have write 

on the formal analogy with kHna sayakünu yaf9al. 

(B) Negative-Interference Problems 

(1) The English tenseme would have been writing will be 

problematic for Arab learners of English both to 

produce and to comprehend since it has no Arabic 

formal equivalent tenseme. Arabic tensemes do not 

combine three aspects in any of them. Moreover, 

Arabic does not combine earlier aspect with 

simultaneous aspect in any of its tensemes. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

SIThNLRY AND CONCLUSIONS 

(A) An Inventory of 

General Potential Learning Problems 

By comparing equivalent English and Arabic tensemes 

separately, the detailed inventory of learning problems on 

pp. 856 - 882 has revealed a large number of potential learn- 
s 

ing problems in the English tense system for Arab. 

learners of English. However, it may be noticed that 

throughout the detailed inventory the problems involved 

in the learning of one tenseme in English are similar to, 

or even the same, as the problems encountered in the 

learning of other English tensemes. Useful generalizations 

are also lost in the detailed inventory as a result of 

narrowly concentrating on too specific and individual 

problems. Redundancy of problems could be removed and 

broader patterns of difficulty could be set up by regroup- 

ing the problems listed in the above-mentioned detailed 

inventory into larger and more comprehensive patterns. 

Consequently, the eighty-nine learning problems of the 

detailed inventory have been combined into twenty general 

problems in the following summary inventory of learning 

problems. No full explanation of the sources of problems 

is included in the general inventory since this has already 

been done in the detailed inventory. The focus here is on 883 
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the general problems themselves rather than on any specific 

details. Finally, no systematic attempt is made here to 

gradey the hierarchy Of difficulty of learning problems since 

. it is felt that this would involve many pedagogical and 

psychological factors that are beyond the scope of 

contrastive linguistics as such. Roughly, however, it is 

towards the end of the following inventory that the more 

complicated problems appear: 

1. Problem (2. Ä. l)1 shows that Arab beginners of English may 

erroneously insert subject pronouns between noun subjects 

and their verbs in English sentences., 

2. Problem (2.11.2) indicates that Arab learners may 

erroneously produce English sentences in which the finite 

verbs precede rather than follow their subjects. 

3. From Problem (I. A. 5) it is shown that Arab beginners in 

English may erroneously negate past tensemes in English 

by only inserting not before the non-past forms of these 

tensemes. 

lThe_Roman,, 
numerals in the parentheses that indicate 

a given problem refer` to the section of the detailed 
inventory in,, which that problem occurs. The letter A or B 
indicates whether the problem is in sub-section A or B o? 
that section, respectively. The terminal digit refers-to 
the sequence of the problem among those of sub-section A 
or Thin that section of the�detailed inventory. - 

. ý.. w. 
ý. 3 

.. _.. 
... ý. 

Yw.... 

ä.... w .... ,... 
1...,.. 

n 
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4. Prom' Problems (V.. B. 1); - (XIII. B. 3) and ,- (XV,. B. 3) , it 

appears that the use of' the modal will or shall of will 

write and will have written may present problems to 

beginners'as, more often than- not;. they will tend to 

omit them and may thus produce such sentences in 

English as: 

* If he comes tomorrow, I meet him. 

By next week, I have finished my work. 

5. Prom Problems (III. B. 5), (VII. B. 4), (VIII. B. 1) and 

(IX. B. 2), it can be seen that beginners nwy find it 

... difficult to use correctly has, is; am, and was, as 

opposed to, have, are, and were'when used both as 

auxiliary'and as full verbs. °'° 

6. The'use of°thethird-person singular's' in English is 

shown--by-Problem (I. B. 1)ý to =be problematic. Arab 

learners will tend to miss it when-it is'required in 

English" sentences. 

7. Parallel'to'(6) above it'may"be deduced that Arab 

beginners will tend-to miss the present-tense form of 

verb-to be when used as a£-copula in English sentences 

and may thus producessuch-sentences as: 

He big. 
ý. _. 

*= My.. name Nagham . 
8. ; Prom 

__Problems.. 
(I. J . 3) , (VII. A. 1,3,4,5,6), and 

=` 11 (VII. B. 1, - 2', , 3) ,% it ' sari , be. seen that - the use of the 

English tenseme'islwriting'will be difficult for'7rab 
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learners of English especially when used to indicate 

actions/states at simultaneous and contemporaneous present 

or"to refer to a planned future activity. 

, 
9. From Problems (II. A. 2) , 

(IV. A. 1,2, -3,4), (VIII 
. A. 2, 

3,4), (X. A. l, 2), and (X. B. l), - it can be said that Arab 

learners of English may find it difficult to use the 

earlier-past tenseme had written and the simultaneous 

earlier-past had been writing. This is especially so 

when these tensemes are used to refer to past 

ýb_ hypothetical actions/states in conditional 'clauses. 

10. Problems (I. A. 3, +4,5), 
(VIi. A. 1,3) and (IX. A. 1) show 

that Arab learners of--English arel iable to find some 

difficulty in 
-using 

-theEnglish basic-present tenseme 

writes correctly. They will 'especially tend to use this 

tenseme erroneously to-indicate an activity at 

simultaneous present or past. activity still going on 

at simultaneouspresent. 

11. Prom Problems (X. A. 3). and (X. B. 1), on the one hand, and 

all problems of sub-section. (XV), on the other hand, it 

maybe deduced that Arab learners of-English will find 

-r:. it difficult to distinguish both at the receptive and at 

the productive levels between was, writing and had been 

writing as well as between will have written and will 
have been writing, respectively. 

12. Problems, (II. A. 4).. and, (VIII. la. l, 2,3) all show that 

Arab learners of English may find some difficulty in 
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ý'`kn correctly using the simultaneous-past tenseme was writing 

in English. (For specific difficulties see the above- 

mentioned problems in the detailed inventory). 

13. From all the problems listed in sub-section (VI) in the 

detailed inventory, it becomes clear that Arab learners 

of English will tend to misuse the English later-past 

tenseme would wri-tea The use of would write to indicate 

tentative futurity and past habits will be particularly 

difficult both to understand and to produce. 

14. From problems of sub-sections (XI) and (XII) of the 

detailed inventory of learning problems, it can be seen 

that the two English tensemes will be writing and would 

be, writing will be difficult for Arab learners both to 

produce and to comprehend when used to indicate 

simultaneous futurity for non-extendable actions (see 

Problems (XI. B. 2) and (XII. A. 2) in particular). 

15. 
JProm 

Problems (II. A. 3) and (II. B. 1), it may be seen that 
" 

the use of the basic-past tenseme wrote to indicate a 

habit or a frequent action in the past will be 

problematic for Arab learners of English. 

i 

16. From Problems (I.!. 4), (Ii. i. l), (IX. A. 1) and (IX. B. 1), 

it can be seen that the use of the two English tensemes 

has been writing and has written will be problematic, 

especially when these tensemes are used to indicate an 

action/state which started in the past and has continued 

up to simultaneous present.. 
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17. Problem (II. B. 2) suggests that Arab learners of English 

will find. it. difficult to grasp the semantic difference 

between pairs of English conditional clauses like: 

(a) If he comes tomorrow, ... 
(b) If he came tomorrow, ... 

18. From Problems (III. A. 1,2,3) and (III. B. 1,2,3,4), 

it may be said that the correct use of the earlier- 

present tenseme has written will be difficult for Arab 

learners of English, especially when used to indicate an 

unspecific past time or past frequency. 

19. From Problems (VI. A. 1,3,4,6,7), (XII, A. 4,5), and all 

the problems of sub-section (XVI), it may be seen that 

both English tensemes would have written and would have 

been writing will be difficult for Arab learners of 

English, especially when used to indicate hypothetical 

actions/states at present or at recent past. 

20. From Problems (V. A. 2), (VI. A. 8), (VI. B. 1), (VII. h. 3), 

(XIV. L. l) and (XIV. B. l),, it may be generalized that 

Arab learners of English will find difficult most cases 

of back-shifting in English tensemes, especially those 

that occur in subordinate clauses. Reported speech in 

English will consequently present problems to Arab 

learners. The following underlined tensemes are 

examples of such difficult back-shiftings: 

(a) He said he would come. 

(b) I didn't know you were here. 
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x (c) He left early as he wanted to travel the next 

morning. 

(d) You didn't tell me what your name was. 

(e) I wish I was going there now. 

'., ' (f) I asked him how the present situation was. 

B. Conclusions 

1. The foregoing analysis and comparison of tensemes in 

English and Arabic reveal various important aspects of 

the tense system of both languages. A basic phenomenon 
If 

is the intricate and complex interrelationships between 

the'formal'and the temporal in the two systems. Two 

tensemes may be formally similar, yet they are used in 

the two languages to cover different ranges of temporal 

scopes and indicate different functions. Conversely, it 

`- has been seen that formally different tensemes may 

temporally correspond at various points in their 

functional distribution in the two languages. It may 

thus be concluded that, like lexical items, the 

grammatical features of tensemes, can have more than one 

meaning each. It is therefore'important to remember 

when teaching the tense system of English to Arab students 

that all senses and connotations of a certain tanseme 

have ultimately to be taught. No one function of a 

" ''tgiven tenseme can be said to have been learned until its 
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relations with other functions within the same tenseme have 

been defined. Language is not a collection of separate 

and independent forms and functions; it is rather a 

unitary whole of mutually interdependent parts. 

2.. The contrastive analysis conducted in this chapter has 

revealed specific differences in the tense systems of 

English and Arabic against a broad background of 

similarity. It is worthwhile to notice the considerable 

structural similarities between the two tense systems. 

These similarities may in fact be used as starting points 

for the teaching of English as a foreign language in the 

Arab world. This will be in line with the principles of 

educational psychology which underline the necessity of 

starting with the familiar when teaching a new linguistic 

item, concept or function.. 

3. Since, as has been argued earlier, the degree of 

difficulty of learning a foreign language depends cn the mount 

and type of differences between the structures of that 

language and that of the native language of the learners, 

it may be concluded that some languages will be harder to 

learn than others by the speakers of a given native 

language. The findings of contrastive linguistics may 

thus be made use of to help towards selecting what foreign 

languages(s) is/are to be taught to certain people. 

4.. The findings of any contrastive analysis are not self- 

applying. It must be realized that the relationship 
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between linguistic theory and language teaching is far 

from being a direct one. Moreover, it should never be 

claimed that contrastive linguistics can play more than 

a partial, though certainly a basic and crucial, role in 

language-teaching. Contrastivists, psychologists, text- 

book writers, teachers, and students all play complementary 

roles in solving the problems of the language-learning 

process. 

5. The list of learning problems arrived at by contrastive 

linguistics must not be taken to represent anything more 

than a list of potential problems that are likely to 

appear in the majority of cases with a number of learners 

larger than what could have been brought about by mere 

chance. It is however important to remember in this 

respect that it is not/the diction, but rather the explanation, 

of the existence of certain problems, that is the main 

objective and value of contrastive linguistics. 

6. Similarly, not all learners of a given target language 

will find the same amount of difficulty in learning a 

particular structure of that language. Individual 

differences as well as various other pedagogical and 

psychological factors all contribute towards varying 

degrees of difficulty among the learners of a foreign 

language. 
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(C) Suggestions 

1. An interesting and relevant question that. may be asked in 

relation to the foregoing contrastive analysis is: At 

what level will Arab learners face the above-mentioned 

potential learning problems? The answer to this question is 

simply: at all levels. This is so since the learning 

problems likely to occur are of different levels of 

complexity themselves. Consequently some problems of 

the English tense system will be overcome after a'short 

period of learning the language whereas, on the other 

hand, other problems may linger on up to a fairly advanced 

stage of learning English. 

A question somewhat related to the above may be: 

Is the system of Modern Literary Arabic of primary- and 

intermediate-school pupils of English developed and 

established enough to exercise influence on the learning 

of English? It is important to remember here that 

linguistic diglossia is characteristic all over the Arab 

world. The teaching of English as a foreign language 

usually begins in Iraq, for example, at the age of eleven 

when pupils will have been learning Modem Literary Arabic 

systpmatically, i. e. at schools, for four years only and 

will not yet have attained sufficient control of the 

., längüage system at the production level. The above 

question becomes-even more relevant when we remember that 
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,,. 
the data on which the description of the Arabic tense 

system and its comparison with the English are based are 

drawn from Arab students at the University level. 

In reply to the above queries, however, it is 

necessary to explain that university students, rather than 

: 'less advanced subjects, have been chosen since at the 

university level- students will have a better performance 

control on the tense system of Literary Arabic. In 

other words, such subjects are better able to produce 

grammatically correct Arabic sentences. As far as 

, -competence is concerned, and this is what basically 

matters in the native language, it is, assumed here that 

competence in Literary Arabic is established at a much 

earlier stage. Children become subjected to Modern 

Literary Arabic long before the school-age through 

various media, such as radio, television, etc. Moreover, 

it is believed that there is enough similarity between 

the tense systems of Modern Literary Arabic and present- 

day Spoken Arabic to make them give rise to generally 

similar problems of interference when learning English. 2 

It must be conceded however that an analysis of Spoken 

2For 
an example in this respect, see the contrastive 

study of Spoken-Iraqi Arabic and ModernLiterary Arabic 
carried out by Salih J. Altoma in his book The Problem of 
Diglossia in Arabic (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1969). 
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Arabic would be necessary to obtain a more perceptive and 

comprehensive contrastive analysis. It is therefore 

suggested here that dialectal contrastive studies, - be 

carried out between varieties of Arabic spoken in different 

Arab countries. Both bilateral comparisons:, viz. between a 

given dialect of Spoken Arabic and English, as well as 

trilateral comparisons, viz. comparing a given dialect of 

Spoken Arabic with the tense systems of both English and 

Modern Literary Arabic, will be valuable. Interdialectal 

contrastive analyses, i. e. within the dialects of Spoken 

Arabic themselves, will also be useful to reveal what is 

common among them. It should be remembered that whereas 

Arabic dialects are diverse and numerous, Modern Literary 

Arabic is standard and uniform throughout the Arab world, 

especially in structual aspects. -It is thus'practi-cally 

useful to capitalize on this uniformity of Modern Literary 

Arabic since by contrasting it with English it becomes 

possible to produce textbooks and suggest teaching methods 

that could be usefully applicable in all Arab countries. 

It is hoped that this role of Modern Literary Arabic as a 

unifying factor in the Arab world will urge linguists, 
. 
gabs 

and non-Arabs alike,, to pay... more attention to its description. 

It is necessary to fill the-present gap in Arabic linguistics 

which has resulted from the scarcity of modern linguistic 

analyses of the structure of Modern Literary Arabic, both 
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written and spoken, in contrast to the relatively large 

number of studies on various Arabic colloquials. 
3 

2. The list of learning problems deduced from the contrastive 

analysis carried out in the present study is certainly 

significant for teaching, testing, and further research. 

Yet, as has already been said above, these problems are 

only to be considered as likely areas of potential 

, trouble. Vlhat is- needed is further validation- by. care- 

fully constructed tests and by comparison with actual 

. errors of learners. It is therefore suggested that 

, further test4s centred around both the detailed and the 

; general lists of potential problems arrived at above be 

conducted to complement the results of the present study. 

It is expected that the results of such tests as 

are recommended above would show that certain potential 

problems are in reality less problematic than has been 

suggested here. This may. be the case, - for example, of 

the problematic use of is. writing for the indication of 

: simultaneous present. -: The ability to demonstrate this 

function of is" writing situationally in the classroom 

makes both the teaching and learning of. is writing in. 

As an example, it may. be 
. enough to mention that 

the Richard Slade Harrel Arabic Series of Georgetown 
University in Washington, has, -thus . far : published -studies on 
Iraqi, Morroccan, Egyptian, and Syrian varieties of Spoken 
Arabic` but none --on Modern Literary Arabic. 
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this function fairly simple and straight-forward. This 

helps to minimize the degree of the learning problem 

involved in this case. The results of the validation tests 

suggested above may reveal, on the other hand, that some 

other features of the English tense system which are not 

mentioned in the two lists of learning problems will in 

fact prove to be problematic for a large number of Arab 

learners of English. This phenomenon may be attributed 

to limitations of data used in the present study or to 

the possibility that some problems may not have been 

adequately analyzed here. 

3. No teaching -materials have been suggested in the present 

study to remedy the errors that may arise out of the 

interference of Arabic in the learning of English. 

This is left for textbook writers since many non- 

linguistic factors, such as psychological and cultural, 

have to be taken into consideration in the process. It is 

believed, however, that the identification and inter- 

pretation of errors carried out in this study is a 

fundamental and crucial'step towards a remedy. Neverthe= 

less, it might be useful to, try to outline some general 

guiding principles of a teaching strategy that can make 

use of the findings of contrastive analyses in language 

teaching. The following are consequently suggested: 

(a) For teaching purposes, it has been pointed out 
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that it would be useful to draw a distinction between 

contrast and difference. 4 In contrastive features, 

interference from Arabic has to be combatted when 

learning English tensemes that have formal equivalents 

in Arabic but are distributed differently at certain 

points. On the other hand, tensemes that are 

formally different in English, i. e. those that have no 

formal equivalents in Arabic, have to be taught as 

new items of knowledge since native language 

interference would be little or nil in such cases. 

Features of English and Arabic contrastive tensemes 

may therefore prove more difficult to teach and learn 

since they would involve both learning new linguistic 

habits and checking interference from habits of täe 

native language. It is thus necessary in teaching 

to emphasize points of contrast as well as to give 

due attention to points of difference between the 

tense systems of English and Arabic. 

(b) As far as the teaching technique is concerned, it 

generally depends on the level one'is teaching at. 

At an advanced level, say with university students, 

it might be worthwhile to point out the fundamental 

4See Wilga M. Rivers, "Contrastive Linguistics in 
Textbook and Classroom, " 19th Annual Round Table, p. 151 
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similarity of the deep structures of contrastive 

tensemes in English and Arabic and then proceed to 

show the different transformational rules that produce 

the two contrastive surface structures of those tensemes. 

At an elementary level of learning, on the other hand, 

one could justifiably make use of translation to hold 

comparisons between a given tensemes or a given 

function in English and its formal or functional 

equivalent in Arabic. This use of translation could 

serve, as a'valuable contrastive drill for teaching 

points of difference and contrast between the two 

tense systems. This use of contrastive translation 

drills may be followed by contrastive drills entirely 

within the tensemes of English. Memorization and 

dramatization of dialogues in English that contain 

some learning problems for Arab students are also 

recommended to follow translation drills. Ultimately, 

slightly-controlled, conversiation sessions, skilfully 

directed by the teacher towards practising problematic 

English tensemes and functions are of great value at 

later stages. 

(c) With its emphasis on the major role played by inter- 

ference from the native language in learning a foreign 

language, contrastive linguistics is not imcompatible 

with the basic tenet of the direct method for teaching.. 
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foreign languages. The most efficient approach to 

combatting interference from the native languages is 

to give learners as much opportunity to practise the 

target language as possible. It is still to be 

remembered, however, that a hundred-per-cent use of 

the target language, especially at early and inter- 

" mediate stages, is neither advisable nor is it in 

fact practically feasible in all teaching situations. 

(d) In general, it is felt here that language teaching 

should not be exclusively bound to any linguistic 

theory. An eclectic approach to the various types 

of grammatical analyses is therefore suggested. 

Different learning problems and different situations 

may require different teaching approaches. Consequently, 

it is believed that the translation approach, the 

structural approach, and the transformational approach 

may all be fruitfully made use of in different learning 

situations. 
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APPENDIX C 

FORMATS OF THE TWO ARABIC EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 

Test: Ono 

10+1 i-Quo I d;, 4 . a. --) ýr" 1, 'S` y; ý. aý, cJIi,. 
i: Jt:, SJ. 1 t i4. l. ý. J 1 

ýlz:,, t 1. J,, ß: W 
__ 

a. '- f 4,6 JIvl Ni. -; . : u. ;. ; 4"4 
;, y.! 1 , JI) ", SJ;. ý111. y. J1 . JI%ý,,, ý. !. iSýºj eL"a1 ýý 

i 
va 

. ýy t, -, J 1 . vom; + 1: 1. ý, ýý i. ý. Y lý ýº. r ,L 

L__ _. _ 
i-ýý Lri/ 

1i1__... _.. ý.. =. i -i i 

�1_ 

" -ý. 

4.7. - 
Z4 -1 

ýý7ý"" 
-i 

- -r r 

. 
il w ýý`t 

ý,.,,,, ý, r,.., ýý _a 

0 Io___. 
__» Lc)t' -I 

' L-L .-Y 

ý. -t, ý _ý 

C-. ý b -, " 
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Test. Two. 

ts -i1 IctP I yr p, y1J;, 11 1191' 

=w ýýý'ýý 

als: ý4 ý -ý`1 %eýY ý Jýeý ) 

obil J., Jl Jý Q; Lrl: ý-Avl ci Aj 
j W- II 

0ýýz xmý) ;ji oj W j 

. 14. 
pj 4:; ) 

�-I- . -mau 
IS J:. ' sy. �I ZL. JS ltli-º:. c- 

" , s., ýi9iý;.,. ýý .: ýýsý ý. ý. ttýi "" iii j,:. Ji ý, %� 
L1JI. t; at ßj4 ;J tcl. JS cL WI J--L 

'l wU 
L 

t: ve 

" uý1 ý'ýr-". rý tI , ire (asp L) L" I _. 1 

"'/JL (ýS) Jt 1j -Y 

JIJ; j I ; -; J JIJ.; 
-i 

"ý Ijjl jIý-e c)I (yL")-i 
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a: 4.; I uSJý , ý: 1+ . vom . 1iJ ýJ LJ (_. ) L,.. Y 1, r l.. uý- \1 

" iý. ý lJ 1i 11 l csý c sSLy-4: 
ý J 1ý, ý11 ku tL . mac . iJ Lj t cr, -q UI -1 Y 

"' 
114L 

JI. lft,; (1, L) J 
--1 

r 

L'.., 1A J . ý: ýý:. ý., Jlt ". ,; ý! l. I 'I -1 0 

ML 

LJ 1 ; L-�. Icj 

0' Luc "- i14 L& J*%? sý" 
L JI ji tLA j) 02% -Y 1 

"tý lýJ ýý, YL1. l. ß. s1 { (j I) W-n 

"'.:,,,,. WI Zoll 15,,, _tO I CL (14,; 1) -1 Ir 

L4,41 ;JL 

"L#1)'1 
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APPENDIX D 

ARABIC TRANSLATION 0? ENGLISH SENTENCES 

IN THE GENERAL INVENTORY OF TENSEMES* 

_.. BASIC PRESENT' : WRITES 
(A) Systematic Functions 

Cýv I pa- u 

(1.3) LIS+--------±%ý ----fir 'ý 

(2.1) A% 

(3.1) 'Z L--'. J., ý ll.. aj 1 ALS, 

J; } I .1 
ls' JS cý-ý---ý+ "ý+ ýtý ýýa%, ' u" (3.2) "0 

" 1. `"' cl"' jU `-_----"ý 
'- 

(3.3) 

(3,4) 

(4.1) .44 L4: j. ß. t4 i I, -t rjb;.. u I J.., _.. _..,.;. Lu 
(4.2) " ý. ý--ýJ ýýr ýs. - . j.. _: J 

, n--------- 

(I3ý Ilon-§Z^toma tic Punctionn 

(1.1) 

The sentences -ro given hero under the difforont head- 

ings of the English, tonsomos in the General Inventory of 
Chapter Six in Part Two. The number opposite each Arabic 

translation concists of two parts: the first reprononto tho 

number of the function under which the contonco, appears iri tho 

English General Inventory, whereas the s-ccond roprononta tho 

coquonco of that sentence among other contonces of a C,; ivon, 

functiorL, in the General Inventory. 
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(1.2) OL4 NJ 

(1.3) 
LAI 

u 
(2.2) 

(3. i) 
(3.2) 

"JIJ u ýy+ 
II. BASIC PAST : 'WROTE 

(A) STstematic Functions 
w Cý 4-v-, **UI ; 4. U 1 ý; 4 4: sj 4zý aa 

L 
au 

v (1.2) 
v. 4 

(1-3) LL- L 
(1-4) 

0 Lý-, fib %) r. i%Jl 
I 

(1-5) 
- . 

61.; j. ý ; X-L, j.; 4 j 11 
(2.1) J-40, 

tw 
IIj. A Lz. JA I 

(2.2) L 
rl,, J I Ila v.. aA 

(3-2) 1j1 . 1; L-, S Ld., j Llf 
(3.2) L QU 
(3-3) L4 A i;; jL t-'- 
(3-4) i; L. I U---S 
(4-1) 

(4.2) 

(4-. 3) 

(4-4) 1 
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(B) I1on-Systorlatic Functions 

(1.1) 
r l9 ice. 

ý,: "ý ý:.: . Iv IsiII -+---A .i 

1' 3) 
" 'I I j, - tom.:! I ý. S1. v I J- -. i 

(1.4) l, " ,; L :: y -ter 

(1.5) " ý:, al..,.. ýt L"; 1,,; IvI . ý, ýý a_ ,J 
(2.1) ,. wlýý; ýl, ý: lý"'ý° 
(2.2) 

(2.3) "., ý},, ýý 1 1.. _.., a 
(2.4) '" "y L `. . JS 
(3.1) " ý.; lS`.: ý JL'. sºý. ýSr "' 'I . ý.. _... _A 

JIý 

III. EARLIER PRESENT : HAS ýMITTEN 

(A) Systematic Functions 

l> J7i I. ""ý, ý, sý" t". 
--eta .i 

(1.2) " ýr, ý ýw--ý IjIL: 4__.. AJ 

(1.3) " ý: ý. r1 ti ,; 
JIIIAc. JA Iýý, ", 

(2.1) 

(2.2) "'la. ýý, d.,. lvl ý.. ý: r�ºj1v-! k! o 1. I. i, 

fo (2.3) " , 1ý; ý; vy 1 r1e; J II . i. a ý... A l_. 
__ 

(3.1) "'1,. ý. , jS llw Lug 
_.. _. _,. 

ýý ; Lý. S 

(3.2) ýlýJ ý1 
'ý,, ý' ýv-ýý ýý---ý I-" 

(3.. 3) "'lt1lýJL'Aý. aýý -' 

(3.4) "w ýýJ t"° ýý ý., 
ýrýl__ ' 
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(B) Non-Syctomatic Functions 

(1.1) " ; f;. ý -WI J. L il ice 

(1.2) JI1ý: y _ _. ý, s .i 
Lý.; ) IJ jký ßJv1 `s'ý+ 

(2.1) 
"cýY-+ý v1 ? >J J. A; 

(2.2) JJ 1 :; 1 ü; ;J LJ j 16- 1% 
(3.. 1) " I, y i c,., __.. ßz I 'lam; fie, 

IV.. EARLIER PAST' : HAD , VRITTEN 

(A) Systematic Functions 

W. 
A 

(1.. 5) - j-6z 
" LJ I L. 3j. L; J Ix LL-. ý 

Lj 

Uzi III L--ý 

(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

(1.. 3) 
ýý. 1 i y; i .. 11ý LýJU, r; y 4 l:, t-cam LL- s 

A 
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V. LATER PRESIIJT : WILL WRITE 

(A) Systematic Functions 

(1.3) 0 ;u1iý. L. 1 1111 
-. ý. s.; L_. ý. 

(1.4) I s---ýA ý: -------w 

(1. t) " ýl. _..., ,JIý: 1ýl_. 
_... 

(2"i) " 1i "Lýý' ý. ýr 
wV ýJ 

4 "' aL 
"-j 

(2 2) ""Vl.: L;, J Io IA 

(2.3) " ý, 
5. ý L,., 1....... 

(2.4) 

(2-5) " ý__.., ý 1. x, º j. #J I .,.,, 
(2.6) " L' 

(2.71) " 'ý. "t l', ý' 5------. ý``.. 4s" 

(2.8) "sl 'ý'ý "'ý I ý'__- -ý =__ 
(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

" 
J 'sue j4-4, J 

r... ý�+ L... 
_.., » " s-. -ý1 L:. ý-. ý . ice--ý+ ý JJI-r I dA v4 

uq "LA j tj 
('. 5) 

" 
r' 

`rte 

"ýI 
ýý 

ýý 
11ý____ 

(1.6 ) lýL. r.. 
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(2.1) , 

(2.3) 

(2. 
-4) 

(2.7ý " vYr'. ýý J. ý 
f 
i 

VI. LATER PAST : WOULD WRITE 

(A) Systematic Functions 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 
(1.3) 

(1.5. ) 

. Cl}4JI I , ü, L. 4,., J 1 
. i, ý.. _....,. t: 

ýJL 

.' ti 

f ý- y 

" bL? 4 1. 

`"'r' ý __ 
"y 

(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

(1.3 I; o 

(2.1) " "I,., J II . ice 1, 
'j " ,ýsa. ý ý1'ý" ý. a JL_.,.. ý.; ýS (2.2) " ;; L"i «'ý "; r JWI II 
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45 
5) 

I; j 

(3.1) lIj:. ý"ýJ: ýL%t-k iIL..; S 1ý. 

(3.2) '"' , ý-ý ý; Z,. 1! ý., n -u lS rý ýS 

LLs 

(3.4) " up414 ý, _ 
LL--. S;. j 6 

VIF.. SIMULTANEOUS PRESENT : IS WRITING 

(A) Systematic Functions 

Is 

(1.3) 
"i as , jý: ý- 31 Ij° ýý-------%ý+. ý' 

1V4,4.4&0 
(I. 5) " iý-.. '-. ý J1; ß ýt r' 
(1.6. ) " j. r' 

(2.1) WlIjj, 
"`4 

(2.2) 
jý 

ytt 
. iA L il 1 

f"r' cs' . ýý+`"Sw jJU 

(2.3) jA 

(3.2) j. h 

(3.3) " la Ll. lý_... i.:. 1.: I ". ' 

(3.4) " LOA Iw 4r.. -.,;, w 11-UO 
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(B) Non-Systematic Functions 

(1,3) " :.. W1z. J 1 

(1.6) "' ýI ls. J l. f.... ý, r yý 

VIII., SIT U TAITEOUS PAST : VVAtI WRITING 

(A. ) Systematic Functions 

LS 

1C. Ls r 4A) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(B) Non-§y. stamatic Functions 

{ 1, )" 
, ". 

U , `}. s; , ýsý,. 
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It 

(2.2) " (....; J { ý.; 1: {, i . i, L. L 1 Iý 
.. ý Iý, S 

IR. SIMULTANEOUS EARLIER--PRESET' 1T : HAS BEEN WRITING 

(A) Systematic Functiono 

(T. ý) 
" uff' cri,, ývA r'S1 sue.: J ý. w! 1 : ll% 

cý *"r----_ 1A 
(ý.. 2} " ý. ý141Iýb", U pelt 5,:.: _.... ' 

(1.. 3. ) " : 1tß ý:: i. V LJ 1 ... 6 j J---- 
4 

(ANSI) ' ý! 4 
__ 

(B: ) ITon-Systematic Functions 

(1. Z) "ias? ̂ ýý IiJý' ' l'J I ; oU 14y t:. 6 
..: ý1: 1 '""I 

t1.;? 'c1ý'iJ 

L. SIMULTANEOUS EARLIER PAST : HAD BEEN VIRITING 

(A) Systematic Functionu 

*0 

I. I- - L-S 

(2,2) 

; J-4 
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(2«4) 

(B) Non- Svstomatic Functions 

4 

(1.. 1) ý. l. ISJ ..;.. J t-., i 61. ý.; ý I ; _.;., 

XL SIMULTMTFOUS LATEfl-PRESENT, : HILL BE WRITING 

(A) Systenat. ic Functions 

(1.3) 
" ý,. 1J 1 ýý 1. w. ß! I , '"ý, "ý' ý, ý5"--'" 

14 " 

Litt; 

(1 r'J7ý "'1. tß 11t`1w. 
(1.3 -) "'t . ýc 1. +r*ý ý %---- 

f ti 

r . i; uta.:. ýi 

0 1,4-91 1 . ß. 4 %jj 
(B; ) TTrný. Sv^i; matic. Funz t3 

J)-- ly I,. AJIJ LV I J)L;. 0'" ct, :r 
"Nil 4 I'Ll J4 

Ub ;. OLJ I ci 
j, ji avit-A- 
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(2.2) 

(2.. 3) 1: ý: ý1 , .ý 
""L... 'I, ýa : 'i ;15 t_..,. 

ý,,, 
(2.4) t 'rte "r t 

------ý 

XT. l, SIMMANEOUS LATER-PAST' WOULD BE "WRITING 

(A) Systematic Functio= 

L 

(1.2) Ul 

(1.3) Vv+;. 

L,. A*i 
ýj 1-: 

V- d; j 

ju 

-; 
ýon (B) Nom-Systematic Pun2, t 's 

e 0# 19 

1%. p ýj) rW 11 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

jýU (2.3) 

(2.4) 
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(2r5) 1 

`2r6) " ýýlýJý ýrý.., 
Yý Jsýý tjb)Ul 

(3 «1). " 1 ý: r. ý. ý. ý:. rS JJ uY ,, 
ýý Lý .. r`.: _.... 5 

(3r. 2) . '... Lil t 
.ý J1aoL__ 

- 4U I 
. 61A 

(3-3); ILS 

(3-4) 11j ljv,. Ptol Ijib 

(4-J-) 

(4,2), ai I a"q ,, -I i Li4--.. 

(5-1) 11L;, *, 
L (5 o "1 4 LO J.;.; 

IIIj -a j uL v-a---s 

(6.2) Qi-s 
wl 

ry, a 

u-t-V 14 Lo 6 

XIII.. PRE-LATER PRESIIV, : WILL HAVE WRITTEN 
(L) Systematic Function 

ý, j 
VI IiA 

J. P1 L.. uaatil 
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(1.5) "tt1 Jam. lL_..... ýI. " 
(i. 6-) 
(1.71 

"x..: 11 ß"1J 4s' cy--ý*f . ý' ý'"'i. u --'-"' 
(E', ) TTom-SVstomatia Functions 

1 
(la. ) " 1: 4 tab t4. ; 1. ; «. o. U1a., ýr 

(i. 3 )' "'1a, J bLa:. ,:, i ýýS 

XIV., PRE-L!! PFR PAST' : WOULD HAVE WRITTEN 

(A) t-em Ltý-ic Functions 

e/l, V. - 

(B; ) Yon "Systematic. Functiorrß 

(1.1); - j-a ts W-A j,. üSL- 
14 JJC) tý2J LJ 1 ; j-J 

ij v4 ý&, oj r. ýA , jy-lu U-+, t iL 

0 ON4 W--A j; 
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(2.1) 
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,, 
LAx, 
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t (2-4) *jUIjI c-: ýJ 1 
t5 

Jej (Y. ýJ r-LjaJ I&" c-,. a . Ca-s 

t) . $Lt. (3 01 . 1--. 4 

(3.2) L; 
--r-I 

lc)53J J. j j L" LLS 

(3-3)- Lo., IQ41 jiv-, 
.A-.. Vj-ý 

(3o. 4) "Li 
-ti 

; 11 ýj I IL-S 

(4-1) I-Al- *LJ I IL--S 
01 lijov 1 40-j ll--acA 
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(A) Systematic Funttiöns 

6L ; j., J It- 
., 
ý "I JA 

clot 

rLPJ 

(B: ) Non-Systematic Functions 

(la') f, 
- C)l 

1 
J-ýý 

I Z-A-; J 4 LjtJ Io LIZ j W; j, 'I 
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I 
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(1.2) 4, Lao I 
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14-1 Aa Ulk W-A 

Ls 

(fl) TTow-Syct: ematic. Functions 

(1.2) IdAci5se r-Lý-Jl &ci-w 

tj- 

L 

, Pb" ICA; ý. ýj Lýý C; utj) 10 LS 

(2.2) 
crlý -ý. ýJcjv I Lie 

I 

(2-4) 

0 tAe aj% 

V u1i ý. ýj Adj Ii1,. 
tt5 

L %: j-S 
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, oil 

(3-3) VýVI 

1.6 
-ý tvil ,AjIý., A iI cj-. s I jA V- 
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